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Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Pursuant to Rule lb of the Rules of the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service and Rule X 2 (b)(1) of the House Rules,
on July 1“, 1983, the Subcommittee on Human Resources adopted
guidelines for an investigation into allegations concerning
unauthorized transfers of material and information during the
1980 Presidential election.

Since that time the subcommittee has gathered and analyzed
significant material on the above subject. That material and our
analysis are fully presented in the attached subcommittee report.

The American public raised legitmate questions last summer,
when this inquiry began. This report attempts to answer many of
those questions. Congress, it has been shown, can play a very
important oversight and informing function. I believe that the
Committee and the House can be proud that this report follows
that long tradition. Furthermore, this report lays the
groundwork for improvements in the ethics laws and programs of
the Federal Government.

This report has been approved by the subcommittee, and
minority views are attached at the conclusion of the report.

ncerel

Don Albosta
Chairman
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Subcommittee on Human Resources has completed its inves
tigation into alleged unauthorized transfers of materials and infor
mation from the Carter administration to the Reagan Bush cam
paign. The investigation, which officially began in July 1983 and
was completed in April 1984, was wide-ranging and thorough. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation also conducted an intensive inves
tigation into the allegations involved, and the subcommittee was
provided the results of that investigation.
The subcommittee was able to conduct its lengthy investigation
without issuing a single subpena. The subcommittee believes this
was in no small measure due to the cooperation provided by the
Counsel to the President, Fred Fielding, and to President Reagan’s
directive that his administration and campaign staff should cooper
ate with the subcommittee’s investigation.
The subcommittee has reached a number of basic conclusions
about the matters investigated. The more important of these con
clusions are presented here. The subcommittee’s detailed report
supports and elaborates on these conclusions. The subcommittee in
vites close study of the report and the documents and affidavits
that form its foundation, especially by those who may be inclined
to view these conclusions as ill-founded or partisan.

Q Before the October 28, 1980 debate between President Carter
and Governor Reagan, the Reagan Bush campaign obtained
foreign policy and national defense briefing papers prepared
to assist President Carter in that debate, and also acquired
briefing papers on those subjects prepared for Vice President
Mondale. No one in authority in the Carter White House au
thorized the transfer of these documents to the Reagan Bush
campaign.

Q The Carter debate briefing papers were used by persons con-,
nected with the Reagan Bush campaign to enhance Governor
Reagan's performance in the debates. The persons using
these papers were aware that they were using Carter debate
briefing materials.

Q It is likely that, prior to the debate, the Reagan Bush cam
paign also obtained a second, more concise version of Presi
dent Carter’s foreign policy and national defense briefing
book, which was not completed until October 21, 1980, one
week before the debate. Several persons who worked for the
Reagan Bush campaign indicated that they saw, or likely
saw, this briefing book during the 1980 presidential cam
paign.

(1)
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Q It is very probable that the Reagan Bush campaign also ac
quired some version of the domestic policy briefing book pre
pared for President Carter. Several persons connected with
the Reagan Bush campaign told the subcommittee that,
during the 1980 campaign, they saw domestic issue briefing
materials prepared for President Carter.

Q The subcommittee does not believe that all briefing materials
improperly transferred from the Carter Administration cam
paign to the Reagan Bush campaign necessarily traveled by
the same route.

Q The subcommittee has interviewed numerous persons con
nected with the 1980 Reagan Bush campaign about the brief
ing book issue. The subcommittee believes that it has re
ceived responses from some of these persons that were not
candid. This prevented it from fully resolving the briefing
book issue. The subcommittee also concludes that the denial
by Reagan Bush campaign staff of knowledge about the
sources of the Carter information and material is not consist
ent with their acceptance and use of the material and infor
mation. The subcommittee believes that this acceptance and
use would have occurred only if the source or sources of the
briefing materials were known and considered trustworthy.

Q The subcommittee finds that the better evidence indicates that
Carter debate briefing materials entered the 1980 Reagan
Bush campaign through its Director, William J. Casey, and
that Casey provided Carter debate briefing materials to
James A. Baker, III, as stated by Baker whose testimony is
corroborated by a credible witness. The subcommittee does
not agree with the Department of Justice’s surprising conclu
sion that “[a]ny seeming inconsistencies [in witness state
ments] could be explained by differences in recollection or in
terpretation”.

Q The subcommittee has found no evidence that President
Ronald Reagan was involved in the transfer of the Carter
debate briefing materials.

Q The subcommittee concludes that, in the main, the Carter and
Mondale briefing materials found in the Reagan Bush cam
paign were property of the Federal Government, and thus
disagrees with the Department of Justice conclusion that
“[n]o government documents are among the briefing materi
als that were obtained by the Reagan campaign”. Federal
employees participated in the production of those briefing
materials, did so on Government time, worked on them in
Government-owned space, and used Government-owned
equipment to prepare them. During the 1980 campaign, the
White House Counsel was of the opinion that these docu
ments in large part were Government property.
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O The subcommittee finds that the Carter administration and
the Carter Mondale campaign gave the briefing materials in
sufficient protection. Individuals with access to them did not
consider them to be classified, although the materials were
considered confidential and not widely circulated.

Q While the subcommittee has not learned who removed the
briefing materials found in 1983 in Reagan Bush campaign
files from the Carter White House, it believes those materi
als likely were taken from the offices of the National Securi
ty Council.

Q The subcommittee has interviewed numerous persons connect
ed with the Carter administration or the Carter Mondale
campaign about the briefing book matter. The subcommittee
believes that it has received responses from one or more of
these persons that have not been entirely candid.

Q While the subcommittee, like the Department of Justice, has
been unable to determine precisely how briefing materials
moved from the Carter White House to the Reagan Bush
campaign, the subcommittee cannot agree with the Depart
ment that there is “no specific, credible evidence of a federal
crime". No Senior White House Official authorized the re
lease of Carter debate briefing materials and the presence,
acknowledged receipt, and use of these materials in the
Reagan Bush campaign is itself “specific, credible evidence”
that some crime has occurred. The subcommittee thus agrees
with the conclusion reached by District Judge Harold H.
Green that the Attorney General was required by the Ethics
in Government Act to conduct a “preliminary investigation”
into the briefing book matter.

Q Moreover, the subcommittee believes that further investiga
tion of possible crimes relating to this matter is warranted.
The subcommittee concludes that the appointment of an In
dependent Counsel under the Ethics in Government Act is
necessary to conduct this additional investigation, to evalu
ate the evidence ultimately discovered, and to make an inde
pendent, objective decision as to prosecution. Appointment of
an Independent Counsel is particularly appropriate in view
of the questionable and flatly contradictory statements made
to the subcommittee during the course of its investigation.

Q The subcommittee finds that persons in the Reagan Bush cam
paign organization engaged in organized efforts to obtain
from the Carter administration, and from the Carter Mon
dale campaign, information and materials that were not pub
licly available.

0 In addition to Carter and Mondale briefing materials the sub
committee found a number of documents and items of infor
mation in Reagan Bush campaign files that were transferred
in unauthorized fashion from the Carter administration or
the Carter Mondale campaign. In a number of instances, the
subcommittee was able to determine how the documents and
information came into the Reagan Bush campaign. In other
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instances, the subcommittee was prevented from answering
the questions raised by the professed failures by witnesses to
recall critical facts. In some instances, these failures to recall
were not credible.

Q While the subcommittee does not agree with all the conclu
sions reached in the “Report of the Department of Justice
Regarding the Carter Debate Briefing Material,” the sub
committee does believe that the investigation conducted by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation was conscientious.

Q The subcommittee concludes that standards of conduct govern
ing White House and other Federal employees—particularly
those standards regarding misuse of government informa
tion—were violated by persons employed by the Carter ad
ministration.

Q The subcommittee finds that various former and current Fed
eral officials and employees interviewed during the investi
gation were not adequately informed as to the standards of
conduct that govern Federal personnel.

Q The subcommittee recommends several changes in Federal
law and the administration of Federal law. These recommen
dations are detailed in the body of this report.



CHAPTER l—ORIGIN OF THE INVESTIGATION

I. INTRODUCTION

On June 9, 1983 two small articles appeared in The Washington
Post and The New York Times, reporting that—according to
author Laurence I. Barrett’s recently published book “Gambling
with History” (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1983)—the 1980
Reagan Bush campaign had obtained a copy of President Carter’s
debate briefing book before the October 1980 debate between the
two Presidential candidates. An article by Jody Powell, columnist
and former Press Secretary to President Carter, appeared three
days later in The Washington Post, criticizing the media for its ap
parent disinterest in Barrett’s story. Following publication of that
article, Powell’s allegations of possible wrongdoing began to elicit
more interest from the news media and others. Serious ethical and
legal questions were raised about the unauthorized transfer of ma
terial and information from the Carter White House and adminis
tration to the 1980 Reagan Bush campaign. This chapter details
the events leading up to the involvement of the Subcommittee on
Human Resources in the briefing book matter, and explains why
the subcommittee felt obligated to investigate the alleged transfers
of nonpublic information from Government sources to the Reagan
Bush campaign.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS AND ALLEGATIONS LEADING
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE INVESTIGATION

On Wednesday, October 29, 1980 The Elkhart Truth newspaper
in Elkhart, Indiana, reported that Office of Management and
Budget Director David Stockman, then a Michigan Congressman,
had informed a group of about 65 people at a luncheon on Tuesday,
October 28th, that he had used a “pilfered copy” of President
Carter’s debate briefing book to prepare Governor Ronald Reagan
for that evening's debate between the two Presidential candidates.
[See app., I. p. 127.] The story also was reported Wednesday in the
Dowagiac Daily News in Dowagiac, Michigan. [See app., I. p. 128.]
Mr. Stockman was speaking to the Cassopolis (Michigan) Opti
mist Club when he mentioned the briefing book. According to the
Dowagiac Daily News, Stockman said he used the “pilfered copy”
to run Governor Reagan through “eight or nine mock rehearsals”
of what he called “an historic debate.” “I think the debate will
decide the election,” Stockman was quoted as saying. Both newspa
pers reported that Stockman previewed the debate for the Optimist
Club, outlining the five “white lies” the Carter camp would use to
attack the Republican nominee.

(5)
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According to Stockman, the “white lies” involved inflation, the
Reagan-Kemp-Roth tax plan, energy, and charges Governor Reagan
was an “extremist” and a “warmonger.” The Elkhart Truth report
ed that “apparently the Reagan Camp’s ‘pilfered’ goods were cor
rect, as several times both candidates said almost word for word
what Stockman predicted. The line of attack was exactly like the
Michigan Representative said it would be.”
At the time, no ethical questions were raised. The national
media and the Democratic Party were apparently unaware of
Stockman’s revelation. The “pilfered” briefing book matter was for
gotten until it resurfaced almost three years later, with the ubli
cation of Laurence I. Barrett’s book “Gambling with History.’ Bar
rett’s small mention of the incident, on pages 382 and 383 of the
book, was repeated in short articles that appeared in The Washing
ton Post and The New York Times on June 9, 1983. Barrett re
ferred to the incident as “a dirty trick perpetrated against Carter”.
The author said that James Baker, then a campaign official, was
faced with “something of an ethical problem” when he learned
that someone in the Reagan campaign had aquired the briefing
materials—“an unusual prize”. Barrett said that, although Baker
was fastidious about propriety, he looked the other way this time,
and “was glad not to know the mechanics of it.” Later, according to
Barrett, the Reagan camp realized that the debate papers “provid
ed by their informant had included every important item Carter
used on the air except one: his reference to his daughter, Amy, in
connection with nuclear arms control.” Barrett added, “The Carter
people then, as later, apparently were unaware of this hole in their
security.”
After publication of “Gambling with History”, the briefing book
story received national attention. It began with the two small arti
cles in The Washington Post and The New York Times in June
1983 referred to in the introduction, followed by Jody Powell’s arti
cle. All three articles cited “Gambling with History” as their
source of information. Powell called the Reagan campaign’s acqui
sition of the briefing book “skulduggery”, and expressed amaze
ment that the Reagan people would engage in such actions in the
aftermath of Watergate. Powell asked whether the Ethics in Gov
ernment Act required an FBI investigation of the theft and use of
the Carter material. He also questioned whether anything else had
been stolen, who else had been involved, and how the “mole” was
paid for the information. While Powell acknowledged that the
briefing materials’ effect on the election was questionable, he main

tainad
that ethical violations had occurred and should be investi

gate .
After these initial reports, the briefing book matter became a
major news story. By late June it was front page news. Questions
of ethics were raised on the editorial pages. Former Carter admin
istration officials publicly criticized the Reagan campaign and
called for an investigation into the entire matter. Critics of the
massive news coverage said the media was creating a scandal be
cause there was not much other news to report during the quiet
summer season.
On June 15, 1983, Subcommittee on Human Resources Chairman
Don Albosta sent letters to Mr. Stockman, Assistant to the Presi
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dent for Communications David Gergen, and White House Chief of
Staff James Baker. [See app, I. pp. 132, 134, and 136.] In the letters,
Chairman Albosta stated that the recent reports stemming from
Barrett’s account of the “pilfered” briefing book materials in
“Gambling with History” had come to the attention of the subcom
mittee. The chairman observed that the reports cited Messrs.
Stockman, Gergen and Baker as the persons who had received the
material and used it. The chairman asked these individuals to ex
plain their knowledge of and participation in the reported transac
tions. The chairman sent a similar letter on June 20th to CIA Di
rector William Casey, who had been the Reagan Bush campaign
manager in 1980. [See app., I. p. 138.] Chairman Albosta explained
that, because of the subcommittee’s continuing efforts to review
agency ethics programs and the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, he was writing to request responses to the
recent allegations. His letter stated explicitly, however, that he did
not accept those allegations at face value.
On June 23rd, the subcommittee received responses from Messrs.
Stockman, Gergen, Baker and Casey. [See app. I, pp. 140, 142, 145,
and 148.] Stockman stated that he did receive a package of materi
al by messenger from the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters
that contained “policy issues” and “Carter Administration Achieve
ments”. Stockman said there were no markings on the documents
to indicate they were official Government business or in any way
classified. He added that, while the material was useful in prepar
ing him for the practice debate, he doubted it was of significant
value to others in the Reagan campaign.
Gergen responded that he did not recall ever seeing a “Carter
debate book” or other notebooks from the Carter campaign. He
said it was possible he did see some pages of “Carter material” for
a brief period, but he did not recall it. Gergen stated that he did
remember hearing that there was some Carter campaign material
present in the Reagan camp, but he recalls that it was not de
scribed as important or dramatic. Gergen also said he has no idea

how the material came into the possession of the Reagan cam
paign.
Baker told the subcommittee that he did recall seeing a large
looseleaf bound book that was thought to have been given to the
Reagan campaign by someone in the Carter camp. Baker said his
best recollection is that he was given the book by William J. Casey.
But Baker added that he had checked with Casey, who did not
share his recollection. Baker said he does not know how the book
was obtained by the Reagan campaign. He stated that the material
did not appear to be official White House business. He did not
recall the documents’ containing any strategic or tactical informa
tion relating to the upcoming debate. Baker said the material ap
peared to be more of a compilation of Carter administration posi
tions.
Casey responded that he had no recollection of ever having re
ceived, heard of or learned in any way about a set of papers that
laid out Carter’s debate plans or the points the President planned
to make. Casey assured the subcommittee that the Reagan cam
paign management never contemplated, directed or authorized any
effort to obtain this information. Nor to his knowledge did the cam
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paign ever use or have the kind of information described in Bar
rett’s book.
Meanwhile, The Washington Post had reported on June 18th
that Reagan campaign aides had received several hundred pages of
anticipated questions and answers from a Carter briefing book
before the debate. The Washington Post stated that Francis Hod
soll—who helped prepare Governor Reagan for the debate and is
now Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts—had said
he was given a “great big stack of double spaced papers” in the
final weeks of the campaign covering a wide variety of issues that
might be raised in the debate. The newspaper reported that Hod
soll said he did not know how the material was obtained, who ini
tially received it, or who gave it to him. He described it as “very
routine sorts of stuff’ ’, including questions Governor Reagan might
ask and possible Carter responses.
On June 23rd, Media General News Service reported that a
Reagan campaign aide had asked, before the 1980 debate, that
briefing materials obtained from the Carter campaign be returned.
[See app. I, p. 159.] Myles Martel, a speech consultant with the
Regan Bush campaign, reportedly said he was told about the brief
ing material by Hodsoll, who was in charge of research for the
debate. Media General quoted Martel as saying, “When I was told
they were (being used) in the campaign, the first thing I said was I
thought they should be shipped back. My basic feeling was that it
violated a sense of fair play.” Martel reportedly said he had raised
his objections with Hodsoll only once and the matter was never dis
cussed again. Martel allegedly said the word “mole” may have
been used.
Media General reportd that, in addition to David Stockman and
Hodsoll, Reagan campaign researcher Stefan Halper also had said
that the briefing book had passed through his hands. Halper re
portedly said he did not know where the book came from or what
he did with it.
On Friday, June 24th, President Reagan responded to questions
from reporters about the matter for the first time, calling the in
terest in the incident “much ado about nothing.” The Washington
Post reported on June 26th that the White House had no plans to
probe further into the matter, although aides said privately that
they were searching for the missing briefing book.
On June 27th, President Reagan asked the Justice Department
to conduct a “vigorous monitoring” of the incident for evidence of
illegality. The White House announced that anyone with informa
tion related to the allegations, including the President's own aides,
was being asked to inform the Justice Department. The Washing
ton Post reported on June 28th that the administration was given a
copy of the allegedly purloined Carter debate strategy book by
former Carter campaign pollster Patrick Caddell. The White House
later issued a statement saying there were “similarities” between
the briefing book and information the Reagan camp had used to
prepare for the debate. But the White House said the Carter mate
rial provided in June 1983 by Caddell appeared to be a “far more
finished, more sensitive briefing book,” than that recalled by
Reagan campaign officials.
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On June 28th, the subcommittee received a second letter from
David Gergen, making corrections in his first response. [See app. I,
p. 149.] Gergen stated that, after a more thorough review of his
files, he had found a set of materials, clearly prepared by the
Carter camp, relating to foreign policy and national security issues.
Gergen said the materials were dated from September 10 through
29, 1980, and appeared to have been early drafts to be included in
the final briefing materials on those subjects. Gergen states that he
had also found an unsolicited note sent by campaign volunteer
Wayne Valis on October 21, 1980, with a one-page attachment. In
the note, Valis described the attachment as “notes . . . based on a
Carter debate staff brainstorming session—middle level types—
nothing spectacular, but interesting—from a source intimately con
nected to a Carter debate staff member . . .”. Gergen said that the
documents he found, as well as others, were being forwarded to the
subcommittee that day by Counsel to the President, Fred Fielding.
That same day (June 28) the White House released hundreds of
pages of documents prepared by President Carter’s staff for the
1980 debate. [See app. I, p. 151.] This material had been found in
the campaign files of David Gergen and Francis Hodsoll, and in
cluded discussions of foreign policy and national security issues.
Also included was the Wayne Valis memorandum referred to in
Gergen’s second letter to the subcommittee. The Washington Post
quoted President Reagan on June 29th as saying that he “never

saw
anything of the kind”, in reference to the Carter debate mate

r1a .
On the 28th, David Stockman also acknowledged in a memoran
dum to Fielding that he had received materials that appeared to be
Carter briefing papers on domestic issues, although such docu
ments had not been released to the public that day. [See app. I, p.
153.] Stockman said the documents were delivered to him by offi
cials of the Reagan campaign.
At a news conference on the evening of the 28th, President
Reagan was asked repeatedly by reporters about the ethical ques
tions raised by the allegations of a pilfered briefing book. The
President said the monitoring he had called for by the Justice De
partment “amounted to an investigation” of the incident. The
President said he had directed Justice to “find out if there was any
wrongdoing and take action.”
On June 29th, 1983, Subcommittee Chairman Don Albosta an
nounced a legislative oversight investigation into the facts sur
rounding the allegations of the unethical and unauthorized trans
fer of property from the Carter administration to the Reagan Bush
campaign. Chairman Albosta said the subcommittee, which has ju
risdiction over the Standards of Conduct for Federal employees, the
Ethics in Government Act and White House personnel, would look
into possible violations of ethics codes by Federal workers. The sub
committee sent a letter to President Reagan on the 29th, request
ing copies of all White House materials handed over to the Justice
Department relating to its investigation. [See app. I, p. 154.] The
subcommittee also sent letters to U.S. Representative to the United
Nations Jeane Kirkpatrick and to Francis Hodsoll, asking about
their knowledge of or participation, if any, in the reported debate
material transaction. [See app. I, p. 155.]
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III. FBI INVESTIGATION

The Justice Department announced on June 30th that it had
asked the FBI to join a “criminal investigation” into how the
Reagan campaign obtained Carter campaign briefing materials and
other White House information. The Washington Post reported on
July 1st that “anyone at the White House then or now” would be
interviewed by the FBI in connection with the case. An FBI spokes
man reportedly said the problem would center on possible criminal
violations such as the theft of Government property, receipt of
stolen property with knowledge that it was stolen, obstruction of
justice by failing to report a theft and the promise of a job in
return for the theft of a document.
The FBI investigation dealt strictly with the possible criminal
violations in connection with the case. The Subcommittee on
Human Resources’ probe was broader and was aimed in part at de
termining if the Standards of Conduct for Government employees
are sufficient to discourage the type of unethical activity alleged.
However, the FBI and the subcommittee agreed to share informa
tion and documents pertinent to each other’s inquiries, through an
arrangement finalized on August 11, 1983. [See app. I, p. 167.] The
subcommittee and the FBI also both looked into the additional alle
gations of an “intelligence operation” conducted by officials of the
Reagan campaign in anticipation of an “October surprise,” which
are discussed below.

IV. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING AN “INTELLIGENCE
OPERATION” AND THE “OCTOBER SURPRISE”

On July 1, 1983, The Washington Post reported that CIA Direc
tor William J. Casey, while manager of the Reagan campaign in
1980, had established what he called “an intelligence operation” to
monitor whether President Carter would spring an “October sur
prise” before the November election. The Washington Post, citing
the statements of former Reagan campaign officials, reported that
Casey had feared a dramatic move that would free the U.S. hos
tages in Iran and produce a surge of voter support for President
Carter. Casey used the term “intelligence operation” to describe
the hostage situation monitoring when he and campaign chief of
staff, Edwin Meese, met with reporters during the Republican Na
tional convention in 1980. The Washington Post repeated the alle
gations of an intelligence operation, which The Washington Star
had first reported on July 15, 1980.
The Washington Star quoted Casey in 1980 as saying that an “in
telligence operation” tracking the President’s actions and state
ments was “already in germinal form” under his direction. [See
app. IV, p. 1370.] The newspaper reported that the subject came up
on the second day of the GOP convention following Governor Rea
gan’s appearance on CBS’ “60 Minutes” the previous evening,
during which the Republican nominee suggested that the Soviet
Union would “throw a few bones"-: Carter’s way to help him contin
ue as President. Casey and Meese also reportedly suggested that
the President might contrive events for his own political advan
tage.
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According to The Washington Star, Casey cited as an example
President Carter’s early morning news conference to announce a
breakthrough in the Iranian hostage crisis on the day when Demo
cratic primary voters were going to the polls in Wisconsin in April.
Meese reportedly added that the “October surprise” could be any
thing from a summit conference on energy, to developments in
Latin America, to wage and price controls. The Washington Star
said both Casey and Meese conveyed a conviction that, with or
without the Russians’ help, President Carter would “try to spring a
fast one on the electorate to avert defeat in November.”
The July 1, 1983, Washington Post article repeated The Washing
ton Star’s allegations. The Post said that Casey’s use of the term
“intelligence operation” “alarmed” Meese and others in the cam
paign back in 1980, and it was never used again. The Post reported
that Robert Garrick, who was Director of Policy Development and
Research for the Reagan Bush campaign, said the campaign
group's intelligence information came mainly from a “network” of
retired military officers who monitored the movement of U.S.
troops and transport planes at various air bases across the country.
Garrick reportedly said he did not receive information from the
Carter campaign or the White House.
The Post reported that a former high-level Reagan campaign ad
visor had told the newspaper that campaign official Richard V.
Allen received copies of portions of daily staff reports that were
sent to National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski by his senior
aides. The newspaper said the former advisor described the materi
al as “mostly atmospherics . . . stuff about low morale at the
NSC.” Several other Reagan campaign officials reportedly said
they were unaware of such incidents. Brzezinski, however, told the
Post that the daily reports from his staff were “sometimes extraor
dinarily sensitive”.
In the book “Blue Smoke and Mirrors” (The Viking Press, 1981)
by Jack Germond and Jules Witcover, Casey’s remarks to reporters
during the 1980 GOP convention are repeated. The authors go on
to say in the first chapter that Casey was true to his word about
setting up an “intelligence operation”.
In July 1983 the national news media devoted heavy coverage to
the Casey “intelligence operation” story. Allegations were made
that the Reagan campaign may have been receiving sensitive
White House information regarding national security and foreign
policy issues. On July 7th, The New York Times reported that, ac
cording to present and former Reagan campaign officials, an oper
ation to collect inside information on Carter administration foreign
policy was conducted by the Reagan campaign. A source reportedly
said the operation was made up of retired CIA officials and was
highly secretive. The Times said Stefan Halper was in charge of
the operation, according to its sources. The newspaper said Halper
worked under Garrick, the director of campaign operations. Gar
rick was quoted as saying that Halper was “supposed to help with
communications, but I kind of thought he had another agenda
going—he was always on the phone with the door closed, and he
never called me in and discussed it with me.”
Because of the allegations of an organized effort to obtain sensi
tive Carter administration foreign policy and national security in
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formation by the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee on Human
Resources expanded its ongoing investigation to address those
charges.

V. THE DANIEL JONES ALLEGATION S AND FURTHER
DEVELOPMENTS

On July 6th, The New York Times had reported that Casey reaf
firmed his contention that he never obtained Carter briefing mate
rials and had not passed any such material to James Baker, as
Baker had publicly recollected. [See app. I, p. 161.] Casey was
quoted by The New York Times as saying “I wouldn’t tolerate it. I
wouldn’t touch it with a ten foot pole.” Casey denied that any kind
of “intelligence organization as such” existed in the 1980 campaign,
“except the whole organization had its antennae out.” He faulted
the debate team as “remiss” for not bringing to the attention of top
campaign officials the presence of the Carter materials in the
Reagan Bush campaign to permit the assessment of a possible
“setup” by the opposition.
That evening, Richard Allen confirmed on the ABC News pro
gram “Nightline” that he had received unsolicited Carter White
House material from an NSC source on perhaps three occasions
during the presidential campaign. Allen said the information was
innocuous and unclassified.
On July 7th, The Washington Post reported that, according to
documents from Reagan campaign files provided to the newspaper,
a Reagan campaign volunteer had given top campaign officials
Carter White House documents and information that he described
as coming from “a reliable White House mole”. [See app. I, p. 162.]
The Washington Post published three documents: (1) a cover memo
randum from the volunteer, Daniel Jones, to Robert Gray, William
Casey and Edwin Meese listing President Carter’s travel itinerary
through the end of the campaign, which Jones wrote had come
from “a reliable White House mole”; (2) a White House memoran
dum from Anne Wexler and Al McDonald containing economic in
formation for the Carter Cabinet; and (3) a photocopy of that White
House memorandum with a typewritten notation across the top

thatnread:
“To: William Casey (for transmittal to Martin Ander

son .

In an interview with the Post, Jones confirmed that he had sent
the memoranda to officials in the Reagan campaign. Gray told the
newspaper that he did not doubt their authenticity, but did not
recall them. Meese was quoted as saying he did not recall the docu
ments or any other information from inside the White House.
When asked about the memoranda, Casey told the Post “That’s all
new to me.” Casey told the newspaper that material with his name
on it would not necessarily have gone to him, “any more than it
would in my present job.” Anderson, who was Governor Reagan's
top domestic policy advisor during the campaign, said he did not
recall any Carter White House memoranda, but added that he re
ceived “an awful lot of stuff” while travelling with the Republican
candidate aboard his campaign plane.
The subcommittee has investigated the Jones documents and
how the campaign obtained and used them. And it has sought in
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formation concerning other possible transfers of Carter administra
tion material to the 1980 Reagan Bush campaign.
Thus, on July 7th, the subcommittee also sent letters to Counsel
lor to the President Meese and to Deputy Chief of Staff Michael
Deaver requesting an explanation of their participation, if any, in
the reported debate material transactions. [See app. I, pp. 169 and
171.] The subcommittee also wrote White House Counsel Fred
Fielding on the 7th, requesting additional information as part of its
continuing investigation. [See app. I, p. 173.]
The subcommittee asked Mr. Fielding for a copy of the memoran
dum he had sent to former Reagan campaign personnel requesting
their assistance in locating documents or evidence pertaining to
the briefing book matter. The subcommittee also requested a list of
the people the memorandum was sent to and a list of the people
interviewed by Mr. Fielding’s office in this matter. Mr. Fielding
was also asked to provide copies of all the materials he had re
ceived, or would receive in the future, from the Hoover Institu
tion’s Reagan Collection in regard to this investigation. In addition,
the subcommittee requested a copy of any ethics guidelines or regu
lations issued to White House employees, and an explanation of
any changes in those guidelines or their implementation since the
previous administration.
On July 8th, the subcommittee received a response from Jeane
Kirkpatrick stating her involvement in the simulated debate held
in Wexford on October 26, 1980. [See app. I, p. 17 5.] Mrs. Kirkpat
rick stated that she had no knowledge of the use of Carter debate
materials at that time or during the course of the Reagan cam
pa1gn.
On July 9th, the subcommittee sent a telegram to the Hoover In
stitution in California requesting access to the Reagan Campaign
Collection. [See app. I, p. 174.]
On July 11th, the subcommittee received a response from Fred
Fielding on behalf of the President, stating that the White House
would no longer be receiving any campaign materials relating to
the briefing book matter from the Hoover Institution’s Reagan Col
lection or from the personal files of former campaign officials. [See
app. I, p. 177 .] Fielding said all relevant documents would go direct
ly to the Department of Justice. Fielding informed the subcommit
tee that the President had directed representatives of the Justice
Department to meet with the subcommittee to work out an access
agreement to any materials located in the Hoover files, in order to
assist the subcommittee in its investigation “while maintaining the
integrity of the Justice Department investigation.”

VI. ADOPTION OF GUIDELINES FOR THE INVESTIGATION
BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE AND ITS JURISDICTION AND
OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES

The jurisdiction of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Serv
ice includes “all Federal Civil Service”. The rules of the full Com
mittee set forth the oversight authority of the Subcommittee on
Human Resources, and provide several bases for the subcommit
tee’s jurisdiction over this investigation.
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Most importantly, the Subcommittee on Human Resources has
jurisdiction over the “code of ethics” that govern Federal employ
ees. This includes jurisdiction over pertinent portions of Executive
Order No. 11222 (Standards of Conduct for Government Officers
and Employees), the regulations of the Office of Personnel Manage
ment and the Executive Office of the President issued pursuant to
that Executive order, which prohibit Federal employees from (a)
using public office for private gain, (b) using Federal property for
other than official purposes, (c) using official information to further
a private interest, and (d) committing crimes.
The bases for the subcommittee’s jurisdiction were noted in the
“Guidelines of Legislative Purpose for Investigation of Unauthor
ized Transfer of Information and Material from the Carter Admin
istration to the Reagan Campaign.” The subcommittee, unanimous
ly adopted these guidelines, which will be fully discussed and re
printed in the next chapter of this report, on July 14, 1983. The
guidelines state:

The objectives of this investigation are to define legisla
tive needs and remedies for reform of the Ethics in Gov
ernment Act, based upon allegations of possible ethical vio
lations in both presidential campaigns of 1980.

In adopting guidelines for the investigation, the subcommittee
agreed to develop a complete understanding of the facts and cir
cumstances surrounding the reported transfers of property and in
formation. The subcommittee said it would turn over to the Justice
Department or to local prosecutors any evidence that a Federal or
local crime may have been committed. The subcommittee also
agreed to report, for the use of other committees, any information
that might warrant their consideration or fall under their jurisdic
tion.
In 1983 the subcommittee had acted on legislation introduced by
subcommittee chairman, Don Albosta, to reauthorize and strength
en the Ethics in Government Act of 197 8.1 The bill was approved
by the House of Representatives and the Senate, and was signed
into law by the President on November 11, 1983. However, the
briefing book and intelligence operation allegations raise the ques
tion whether additional legislative or administrative remedies were
needed. Specifically, the subcommittee has asked whether there are
adequate provisions in the regulations to prevent the misuse of
Presidential or Federal Government property and information,
whether these provisions are adhered to, and whether they are en
forced or enforceable at _all.
The Constitution grants Congress extensive authority to oversee
and investigate Executive branch activities. Investigations into ex
ecutive branch operations are, of course, commonplace as “The
Congressional Oversight Manual” states:

Legislators need to know how effectively programs are
working, how well agency officials are responding to com
mittee directives, and the scope and intensity of public
support for Government programs. The investigatory

1Public Law 98-61, House Rept. 98-89 Pt. II.
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method helps to ensure a more responsible bureaucracy,
while supplying Congress with the information needed to
formulate new legislation.2

In Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 200 (1957), the Su
preme Court said, that there is “a power of the Congress to inquire
into and publicize corruption, maladministration or inefficiency in
agencies of the Government.” The Supreme Court has long recog
nized the need for the vigorous legislative oversight advocated by
Woodrow Wilson in his book, “Congressional Government”:

It is the proper duty of a representative body to look
diligently into every affair of government and to talk
much about what it sees . . . Unless Congress have and
use every means of acquainting itself with the acts and the
disposition of the government, the country must be help
less to learn how it is being served; and unless Congress
both scrutinize these things and sift them by every form of
discussion, the country must remain in embarrassing, crip
pling ignorance of the very affairs which it is most impor
tant that it should understand and direct. The informing
function of Government should be preferred even to its
legislative function.3

The Subcommittee on Human Resources’ investigation into the
allegations of unauthorized transfers of material and information
from the Carter White House and administration to the 1980
Reagan Bush campaign was intended to fulfill its informing or
oversight function as well as to determine whether additional legis
lation is necessary. Subsequent events have justified this decision.
On February 23, 1984, the Department of Justice released its report
on its investigation into the briefing book matter. While the Justice
report outlines the Department's conclusions, it does not publicly
release any of the documents or material obtained and studied by
the FBI during the agency's investigation. The subcommittee, in is
suing this report, has included for public examination the relevant
documents and information it obtained and studied during its in
vestigation. Moreover, it makes available in this report relevant in
formation and materials obtained by the FBI during that agency’s
investigation and subsequently provided to the subcommittee. The
subcommittee believes that in this way it fulfills its responsibility
to inform the Congress and the public of all of the relevant find
ings of its probe. The subcommittee also believes that publicizing
its findings is an important step in ensuring that Federal employ
ees properly treat Government materials entrusted to them and
that the process of electing Federal officials is conducted with in
tegrity.

2SCongressional
Research Service, “The Congressional Oversight Manual,” February 1984, p.

CR -5.
3Wilson, “Congressional Government” (Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1900) 14th impression, p.
03.





CHAPTER 2—INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE

I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets forth briefly the method by which the subcom
mittee pursued its investigative responsibilities and the philosophy
that underlay its inquiry.

A. SUBCOMMITTEE’S GUIDELINES

On June 29, 1983, Chairman Albosta announced that the Sub
committee on Human Resources would conduct an investigation
into the facts and circumstances surrounding the unauthorized
transfer of material and information from the Carter administra
tion during the 1980 Presidential campaign. On July 12, 1983,
Chairman Albosta called a meeting of the subcommittee to discuss
proposed objectives and procedures of the investigation.

1. Objectives for the Investigation

The ultimate objectives of the investigation, as finally approved
by the subcommittee on July 14, 1983, are, “to define legislative
needs and remedies for reform of the Ethics in Government Act,
based upon the allegations of possible ethical violations in both
Presidential Campaigns of 1980.” The objectives were stated in this
manner to address the concern expressed by Members of the mi
nority that the subcommittee not be limited to investigating only
the activities of the Reagan Bush campaign, should serious allega
tions involving Federal employees be discovered, concerning ethical
violations by the Carter Mondale or Anderson Lucy campaigns.
More specifically, the subcommittee sought to determine “whether
there are adequate provisions in the regulations to prevent the
misuses of Presidential or Federal Government property or infor
mation, and whether these provisions are understood, and whether
they are enforced or enforceable at all.” The objectives were drawn
to ensure that the subcommittee’s activities were limited and to
avoid an unfocused “fishing expedition.” But the objectives state
that, to fulfill its oversight function, it is the intention of the sub
committee, “to develop a complete understanding of the facts and
circumstances surrounding the transfer of property or information
of the President’s, apparently involving Federal personnel.”

a. Cooperation with other entities

The subcommittee wanted to ensure that the investigation would
not impede the efforts of the Justice Department in this matter.
There was also the concern that information relevant to the work

(17)
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of other congressional committees be made available to them.
These two concerns were specifically addressed in the guidelines.
During the course of the investigation, the subcommittee shared
information with other entities on three occasions. First, the De
partment of Justice requested and received access to certain sub
committee documents and interview reports. Second, two members
of the U.S. Senate, which was considering the nomination of Edwin
Meese III as Attorney General, requested access to subcommittee
information relevant to Mr. Meese. Under the provisions of the
guidelines, the subcommittee was obligated, and ultimately voted
to provide such access. Finally, on April 11, 1984, the subcommittee
received a request for access to information from Jacob Stein, the
Independent Counsel appointed to investigate the allegations sur
rounding Mr. Meese. This request was honored by a vote of the
subcommittee on April 12, 1984.

2. Specific Guidelines and Procedures

In addition to objectives, the subcommittee determined that it
should lay out specific procedures for this investigation. The Rules
of the House, as well as the Rules of the Committee on Post Office
and Civil Service, provide authority for the oversight investigations
of matters within the jurisdictions of the various subcommittees.1
Incorporated in those rules are safeguards to ensure, to the great
est extent possible, nonpartisanship in the committee process.
At the July 12, 1983 meeting of the subcommittee, it became evi
dent that, because of the nature of the issues being investigated,
consideration should be given for special rules to deal with poten
tial problems.

a. Need for bipartisanship
The primary concern among the membership of the subcommit
tee was that the investigation be conducted in a bipartisan
manner. The members agreed that the integrity of the investiga
tion depended on the adoption of a bipartisan approach. There was
concern on the part of the minority members of the subcommittee
that interviews and document review would be undertaken solely
by the majority, without involvement of the minority. There was
consensus among the members of the subcommittee that such an
approach would serve no legitimate interest. The guidelines thus
provide that both majority and minority investigators would be
present for interviews and document review unless there was a spe
cific request from a witness to exclude minority investigators.
All members were welcome to participate in the investigation.
The staffs of both the minority and majority sides were in frequent
contact.
Majority members were concerned that members of the minority
would have independent dealings with the White House and other
persons who were the subject of the subcommittee’s investigation.
Independent contact could adversely affect the integrity of the in
vestigation. It was thus agreed that the guidelines would be violat
ed if members or staff of the minority contacted members of the

1House Rules, Rule X2(b)(1). Committee Rules, Rule 14.
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administration and did not report such contact to the subcommit
tee chairman or the staff director.

b. Access to subcommittee files
Minority members desired access to the files of the investigation.
House and Committee rules provide that members cannot be
denied access to any House files and Chairman Albosta accordingly
agreed that the guidelines should provide access for all members
and their designated staff to the subcommittee’s permanent investi
gative files secured in the subcommittee’s safe.

c. Statements to the press

A major concern of both majority and minority members was the
possibility of press leaks in an investigation of this nature. There is
thus a section in the guidelines prohibiting release of material in
formation without notification to the subcommittee. Additionally,
subcommittee staff could not discuss the investigation with the
press unless authorized by the chairman or the staff director. The
chairman stated that any staff member violating this provision
would be terminated.
The guidelines that address the above concerns were formally ap
proved by the subcommittee by a voice vote on July 14, 1983, and
are as follows:

GUIDELINES AND LEGISLATIVE PURPOSE FOR INVESTIGATION
OF UNAUTHORIZED TRANSFERS OF INFORMATION AND MA
TERIAL FROM THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION TO THE
REAGAN CAMPAIGN

(1) The objectives of this investigation are to define
legislative needs and remedies for reform of the Ethics in
Government Act, based upon the allegations of possible
ethical violations in both Presidential Campaigns of 1980.
The jurisdiction of the subcommittee includes “codes

of ethics . . .” and the “White House personnel authoriza
tion” as derived from the full Committee’s jurisdiction
over Federal personnel.
In regard to White House personnel, the selection, ap
propriate numbers and use of personnel at each level in
the White House in addition to discipline and removal of
White House personnel are clearly matters of concern in
regard to use of White House materials, in addition to
standards of conduct.
The subcommittee has continued work on the Ethics

in Government Act of 1978 which was the result of bills
reported from the‘ Post Office and Civil Service Committee
among others. This year, we have reviewed the Act as an
organic whole to determine whether the Act is operating
as anticipated to ensure the ethical operation of the gov
ernment at all levels.
Our jurisdiction over this matter includes the Stand

ards of Conduct for Government officers and employees, as
prescribed by Executive Order, by regulation and by law.
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The questions are whether there are adequate provi
sions in the regulations to prevent the misuses of presiden
tial or Federal Government property or information,
whether these provisions, are understood, and whether
they are enforced or enforceable at all.
The report on H.R. 2717, filed by Mr. Albosta, includes

an admonition that it is apparent that better ethics educa
tion is needed for government employees and officials in
particular.
The same transactions that may be a violation of civil

law or regulations concerning Federal officials or employ
ees may also rise to the level of a violation of criminal law.
The Office of Government Ethics is required to report

such potential violations to the Attorney General in cer
tain cases—for example, when financial conflicts of inter
est are indentified and not corrected or eliminated.
Another question that arises is whether current Fed

eral employees or officials, such as White House personnel,
have or should have a responsibility to report ethics viola
tions that may signal a continuing weakness in, or threat
to, the effective operation of the government.
Therefore, we intend to ask such questions to deter

mine whether each element of the Ethics Act and our
ethics program is working effectively in concert with other
appropriate elements to ensure that Federal personnel at
all levels know their rights and responsibilities and live by
them.
We intend to develop a complete understanding of the

facts and circumstances surrounding the transfer of prop
erty or information of the President’s, apparently involv
ing Federal personnel.
In the course of that investigation we will turn over to
the Justice Department or to local prosecutors any evi
dence that a Federal or local crime may have been com
mitted. We will consider any findings which may indicate
a need for changes in the law under our jurisdiction and
report for the use of other Committees information which
may warrant their consideration in regard to other laws
such as Federal election law or Criminal law.

PROCEDURES FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE INVESTIGATION

(I) Files

Files will be kept under lock and key; except for im
mediate working files of staff, all subcommittee files will
be open for inspection by any Member. At the request of
any Member, one staff member who is not on the staff of
the subcommittee may be permitted access to the files on
an in-house basis, signing for the files and inspecting them
in the subcommittee rooms.
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(II) Interviews

Minority Staff Counsel will be informed of, and includ
ed in, interviews to be conducted by subcommittee staff,
with exceptions permissible in the interest of responding
to unsolicited calls, visits or stipulations of witnesses con
cerning circumstances under which they will consent to be
interviewed. Even when participation in interviews by Mi
nority Counsel or staff is not possible, notes from the inter
views, as reduced or committed to paper or tape for filing
will be available to the Minority and to each Member as
outlined under paragraph I (files).

(III) Statements to the Press

To the greatest extent possible, release of material in
formation by the Chairman or his staff will be preceded by
notice to all Members of the subcommittee.
Subcommittee staff will not discuss the investigation

with the press unless authorized to do so by the Staff Di
rector or Chairman. The subcommittee Staff Director and
Counsel will be available twenty-four hours a day to
answer questions or assist any Member of the Committee
or designated staff of the Chairman and Ranking Minority
Member to the greatest extent possible in order to provide
accurate and current information about the investigation
in order to respond to press inquiries, or simply to inform
the Members.
Each Member and each staff is expected to respect and
uphold the confidentiality of the investigation and the in
formation held by the subcommittee. In order to ensure
proper control of information while allowing as open a
process as possible, it is expected that material informa
tion will not be released unless first cleared by the Chair
man or Staff Director, in consultation with the Ranking
Minority Member. If information or materials or allega
tions that may have a bearing on the investigation are
made available without clearance by the Chairman or
Staff Director and notice to all Members, then it is expect
ed that the person or persons who have knowledge of the
statement or release of information will bring it to the at
tention of the Chairman, Staff Director and Ranking
Member of the full Committee as soon as possible. Mem
bers of the Subcommittee and the Chairman and Ranking
Member of the full Committee will also be briefed about
major material announcements and action before any such
announcement is made or action taken whenever possible.

(IV) Staff Assignments

All staff persons detailed to the subcommittee or re
tained by the subcommittee for the investigation will be
reporting to the Chairman and/ or permanent subcommit
tee staff.
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Minority staff persons detailed to the subcommittee or
retained by the Minority for this investigation will be re
porting to the Minority Counsel, the Minority Staff Direc
tor, or the Ranking Minority Member, in consultation with
the Chairman of the Committee, providing it does not vio
late the Rules of the House.
(These Objectives and Guidelines were approved by a

voice vote of the entire membership of the Subcommittee
on Human Resources on July 14, 1983.)

II. PHILOSOPHY OF THE INVESTIGATION

It was clear from the responses to Chairman Albosta’s letters
from Messers. Casey, Baker, Stockman and Gergen that a compre
hensive investigation was needed to answer the many questions
that still remained about the transfer of Carter briefing materials.
The investigative plan was to conduct staff interviews of relevant
individuals and review all files that might contain relevant docu
ments.

A. STAFF INTERVIEWS

The investigation generally adopted the “satellite” approach to
interviewing. Under that method, persons are interviewed “from
the bottom up.” Instead of first talking with principals and then to
their subordinates, the subordinates were contacted first. This
method allowed the subcommittee to discover the facts necessary to
prepare adequately for interviews with key witnesses.
This investigative plan resulted in the discovery of a great deal
of relevant information on the production and handling of the
Carter debate briefing materials, as well as the movement of the
Carter materials through the Reagan campaign. This process also
exposed additional materials that were relevant to the subcommit
tee’s investigation.
The subcommittee formally interviewed over 250 persons. Also,
approximately 50 more were contacted briefly to determine wheth
er a full scale interview was warranted. The subcommittee also
sought an additional 150 signed answers to questionnaires from
persons employed by the U.S. Secret Service, the White House
Motor Pool, and the NSC Situation Room during the Carter admin
istration. [These signed questionnaires are found in appendix III of
this report.] The subcommittee’s resources were limited and this
process ensured thoroughness without diverting available person
nel from other important assignments.
In June, President Reagan pledged his full cooperation with the
investigations by the subcommittee and the FBI. The President
also asked all his campaign workers and members of his adminis
tration to cooperate fully with the investigations. In part because
of this commitment to a full airing of the facts by the President,
the subcommittee was able to conduct its investigation without is
suing a subpena for testimony or document.
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1. Interview Reporting Process

At the conclusion of an interview, a member of the majority staff
drafted a report of that interview. The draft was then reviewed by
other interviewers, both majority and minority, for accuracy. The
approved report was then made a part of the subcommittee’s per
manent files.
A decision was made not to tape, or otherwise record, interviews
in most cases. It was felt that such a technique might inhibit a wit
ness and thus hamper the subcommittee’s ability to obtain frank
and cooperative responses to the subcommittee’s questions. Accura
cy in the interview reporting process was ensured by the review
process.
Witnesses were interviewed without administering an oath. The
House Rules authorize subcommittees to administer oaths to obtain
sworn testimony.2 However, to do so, a subcommittee must be in
session. Since these interviews were not public, sworn testimony
would have required convening an executive session of the subcom
mittee. Under the Rules of the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service, there must be a vote of the subcommittee, while in public
session, to close a meeting and conduct an executive session.3 With
nearly 300 interviews, this process would have been burdensome.
To ensure that the subcommittee obtained sworn testimony from
relevant persons, Chairman Albosta decided in January to ask for
sworn affidavits, as is discussed below.

2. President Reagan Not Interviewed

While the subcommittee interviewed top officials of both the
Carter and Reagan administrations, the subcommittee chose not to
interview President Reagan. This was done for several reasons.
First, the subcommittee has discovered no evidence showing that
President Reagan was involved in the obtaining of President
Carter's debate briefing material. Second, the FBI conducted an ex
tensive, thorough interview with President Reagan. The subcom
mittee has reviewed the summary of that session. The subcommit
tee believed that an interview with the President of the United
States to hear only what the subcommittee already knew would not
be appropriate.

B. AFFIDAVITS

1. Postponing of Hearings

On January 18, 1984, Chairman Albosta postponed indefinitely
public hearings on the matters under investigation. [See app. I, p.
178.] In his statement Albosta said:

Some time ago, I tentatively scheduled hearings into the
matters under investigation for January 26th. However,
recently I have become concerned that holding public
hearings on the highly charged issues involved in a Presi
dential election year could have unwanted, undesirable

2 See House Rule, Rule XI, 2(m)(1)(B).
3 See Committee Rules, Rule 25.
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and possibly counter-productive consequences. Because of
the issues and the persons involved, there is potential for
public hearings to degenerate into partisan bickering and
a media extravaganza. If this occurred, the ultimate goals
of the hearings—an objective presentation of the subcom
mittee’s factual findings and the development of proposals
for administrative or legislative solutions—would be seri
ously impeded, if not defeated.
The chairman concluded, however, that it was still necessary to
obtain sworn statements from certain individuals. He instructed
the subcommittee staff to draw up affidavits for various persons.
These statements were based upon the testimony given to the staff
during the course of the investigation. Additionally, since the sub
committee had access to FBI interview reports, the affidavits also
reflected, where appropriate, what an individual had stated to FBI
investigators. The prospective affiants were, of course, allowed to
make appropriate changes in their affidavits.
Since the chairman’s statement on January 18, the subcommittee
sent out 63 affidavits. Thirty-two of these were sent to officials of
either the Carter administration or his campaign. Thirty-one affi
davits were sent officials of the Reagan Bush campaign. All the af
fidavits are reprinted in appendix III of this subcommittee report.

C. DOCUMENT REVIEW

In inquiries of this nature documents are extremely useful, par
ticularly where memories are deficient. During the course of its in
vestigation, the subcommittee attempted to identify relevant docu
ments for review and analysis, as now discussed.

1. Hoover Institution Archives

The subcommittee sought and obtained limited access to the
Reagan campaign collection at the Hoover Institution in Palo Alto,
California. On July 9, 1983, the subcommittee sent a telegram to
the archivist of the Reagan Collection requesting access to Reagan
Bush campaign files. [See app. I, p. 174.] The response from Hoover
indicated that the subcommittee’s request was forwarded for deci
sion to the Trustees of the Reagan Campaign Collection—President
Reagan, Edwin Meese III, and Michael Deaver. In a July 11 letter
to Chairman Albosta, Fred Fielding indicated a willingness on the
part of the President to work out an access agreement. In that
same letter, Mr. Fielding noted that the President had “directed
that representatives of the Department of Justice meet with you to
work out procedures to provide you and your subcommittee with
access to any such materials located in the Hoover Institution or
elsewhere to assist you in your investigation while assuring the in
tegrity of the Department of Justice investigation.” [See app. I, p.
177.] The day following the subcommittee’s initial request, the FBI
requested, and was immediately granted, access to the Reagan cam
paign files located at Hoover.
On July 12, 1983, negotiations began between the subcommittee
and White House Counsel Fielding. Special Counsel James Hamil
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ton, of the law firm Ginsburg, Feldman and Bress, met with Field
ing on numerous occasions on the subcommittee’s behalf.
Fielding sought to ensure: (1) that the subcommittee did not have
access to documents that clearly were not relevant to the subcom
mittee’s work, (2) the subcommittee access to documents did not, in
any way, impede the investigation being conducted by the Depart
ment of Justice, and (3) that the subcommittee would agree to
review the files of the 1980 Carter campaign. The subcommittee’s
position was generally that access should be granted to any files
that could contain documents that might indicate the transfer of
information from the Carter administration or campaign to the
1980 Reagan Bush campaign. Unfortunately, no comprehensive
index of the Hoover files existed.
To resolve the first concern of the Hoover Trustees, the subcom
mittee agreed to limit its request for access to files that appeared
more clearly relevant, although, because of the lack of an index,
this was difficult. To meet the second concern, the subcommittee
agreed to consult with the Department of Justice before the release
of any documents. The subcommittee also adopted guidelines re
stricting the release of such information. The third concern of the
Trustees presented the most problems.
During the investigation the subcommittee requested numerous
documents from the Carter files at Emory University in Atlanta,
Georgia. However, to seek unlimited access to the thousands of
boxes of documents contained there would have stalled the subcom
mittee’s investigation, given the panel’s limited resources. Absent
specific allegations that, with the involvement of Federal employ
ees, material flowed from the Reagan Bush campaign into the
Carter administration and campaign, the subcommittee chairman
believed that it would serve no legitimate purpose for the subcom
mittee to agree to such a search.
Various proposals and counter proposals were made by Hamilton
and Fielding. On July 20, 1983, the subcommittee received a letter
from Fielding indicating that, if the subcommittee was unwilling to
commit itself to a full search of Carter files, the Reagan Collection
Trustees would not approve direct subcommittee access under any
conditions. Instead, Fielding offered the subcommittee access to
only those documents that the FBI had located and retained in its
search of the Reagan files. [See app. I, p. 182.]
In his letter to the subcommittee, Fielding stated:
The product of the FBI search can be made available to
the subcommittee. The subcommittee can review the re
sults of this extensive investigation already underway. It
can discuss the organization of the Hoover files with the
FBI and the Hoover Archivist. If at the conclusion of this
review, the subcommittee concludes it still needs addition
al information or materials on specific subjects, individ
uals, or files, the Trustees can respond to such request. It
is our conviction that at that point the subcommittee will
find it has already received the information and materials
it needs to satisfy its mandates.
The subcommittee found Mr. Fielding’s suggestion unacceptable.
However, the subcommittee did agree to include language in an

33-896 0 — 84 — 3 Part 1
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access agreement evidencing a willingness to search any relevant
files (including Carter files) if facts were discovered indicating that
there were improper acts on the part of Federal employees in the
Carter administration to obtain information from the Reagan Bush
campaign.
On July 21, 1983, Chairman Albosta convened a meeting of the
subcommittee to brief the members on the progress of negotiations
with the White House over access to the documents located at the
Hoover Institution. His opening statement fully explained the sub
committee’s earlier proposals and the reasons for needing direct
subcommittee access to those files. [See app. I, p. 185.]
The chairman stated:

The subcommittee has not sought examination of all
Reagan Bush campaign files, but only an examination of
all relevant files. The subcommittee, of course, would re
serve the right to determine what material is relevant.
Secondly, it is not correct that the subcommittee is not
examining Carter White House files. To the contrary, it in
tends to interrogate numerous Carter officials and exam
ine relevant files in their possession.
More importantly, Mr. Fielding’s proposal is that the
subcommittee accept records gathered by the FBI’s search
before it requests any further review of the Hoover Institu
tion materials. This proposal ignores the fact that the sub
committee has independent jurisdiction in this matter and
has authority to conduct its own investigation. There is no
legal requirement that it take on what the FBI provides.
Moreover, the FBI’s investigation into criminal conduct
has a narrower scope than the subcommittee’s investiga
tion, which more broadly seeks to discover evidence of eth
ical violations by Federal employees in the exercise of its
oversight responsibilities and to consider whether legisla
tive changes are necessary. The subcommittee can have no
assurances that the FBI will isolate and copy all of the
documents in which the~ subcommittee has a legitimate in
terest.

Following this meeting, Hamilton, on behalf of the subcommit
tee, wrote Fielding to present a new proposal for direct subcommit
tee access to relevant files at the Hoover Institution. [See app. I, p.
189.] The major change in this proposal was the subcommittee’s
offer to accept file searches carried out by professionals from the
General Accounting Office (GAO), the investigative arm of the Con

grefssl.1
In his letter to Fielding, Hamilton summarized the proposal

as o ows:

There apparently is a concern that campaign files might
contain embarrassing information not related to the sub
committee’s investigation. While the subcommittee is seek
ing only information relating to its present inquiry, it pro
poses to alleviate this concern by agreeing that the initial
search of the files of these individuals will be done only by
professionals from the General Accounting Office detailed
to the subcommittee. While the GAO professionals will
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conduct their search under the supervision and direction
of subcommittee employees, the subcommittee and its staff
will not initially examine the files of these individuals, but
will review only the fruits of the GAO search. GAO profes
sionals, like FBI investigators, are career government em
ployees who can be expected to perform their duties in a
nonpartisan fashion. Thus any concerns as to partisan use
of materials unrelated to the subcommit-tee’s investigation
that might be found in these specific files should be elimi
nated.

On July 28, 1983, the subcommittee received a favorable response
from Fielding to the proposal embodied in Hamilton's letter of July
25, and on July 29 the agreement between the subcommittee and
the Trustees was signed by both Chairman Albosta and Fielding.
[See app. I, pp. 184 and 201.]
Under the agreement the subcommittee was allowed:
(1) Direct access to documents from the Hoover files initially
identified by the FBI as possibly relevant to its investigation.
(2) Direct access to files identified by the Hoover Archivist
and the FBI as containing material prepared for the Carter
Reagan debate.
(3) Direct access to any files that indicate improper or uneth
ical transfers of federal records or federal information.
(4) Direct access to any files that may show any intelligence
operation organized by the Reagan Bush campaign “devised to
improperly or unethically provide federal property or federal
information to the Reagan Bush campaign from the Carter Ad
ministration.”
(5) Access by GAO only to the campaign files of certain indi
viduals (William Casey, Robert Gray, James A. Baker III,
Frank Hodsoll, David Gergen, Tony Dolan, Daryl Borgquist,
Richard V. Allen, Stef Halper, Robert Garrick, Robert Gam
bino and Max Hugel).
On August 4, 1983, four staffers from the subcommittee travelled
to the Hoover Institution to begin the document review provided
for by the above agreement. Of those four, two were from the ma
jority side and two from the minority side. In Palo Alto, they met
five General Accounting Office personnel, who ordinarily worked
out of GAO’s San Francisco office. The FBI had just completed its
review of the entire campaign files collection. The FBI’s search had
taken 2 weeks and involved 15 agents. This search resulted in the
identification of 36 documents as relevant.
The congressional investigators spent 1 week reviewing roughly
60 of the over 900 boxes at Hoover. This search resulted in the
identification of an additional 24 relevant documents.

a. Second Hoover request

During its initial inquiries at Hoover, the subcommittee obtained
only a preliminary index of the entire collection of campaign files
as the cataloging of the Reagan campaign collection had not yet
been completed. Using that index, however, the subcommittee re
quested access to 26 additional boxes and specific file folders in 22
additional boxes. This request was made via a letter from the sub
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committee staff director, Micah Green, to White House Counsel
Fred F. Fielding. [See app. I, p. 207.]
It became evident, during the subcommittee’s initial search of
the Hoover files, that files from the campaign period and the post
election transition period were intermingled. The subcommittee’s
subsequent request for access thus included files that were marked
“transition,” as well as “campaign.” An example of this concerns
the files of Edwin Meese III, who had extensive files at Hoover. As
chief of staff of the campaign and the director of the transition
team, his files included nearly 100 boxes of materials. However,
they were all labeled “transition files.”
Fielding’s August 15 response to Green’s letter indicated a con
cern by the Trustees that the subcommittee would have access to
“transition’” files. [See app. I, p. 208.] Fielding said:

Obviously, during the transition there was a great deal
of exchanging of information and documents between the
Carter Administration and the Presidential Transition, all
perfectly proper on the part of both parties. Likewise, a
reference to a file labeled with a title such as “briefing
books” is not inconsistent with transition activity which
necessarily included briefings of the President-elect and
the Vice-President elect.

To meet the above concern, Fielding proposed instructing the
Hoover Archivist to review the files to determine whether any doc
uments that were pre-election and relevant to the subcommittee’s
inquiry could be located.
Chairman Albosta responded to Fielding’s proposal on August 25,
explaining how transition and campaign files were intermingled.
[See app. I, p. 210.] The chairman objected to the discretion given
the Archivist under Fielding’s plan. The chairman thus proposed
that GAO personnel be present for any file review to “view what
the Archivist has pulled as transition material, in a very cursory
manner, to ensure that the materials removed are clearly identifia
ble as transition information and therefore not relevant to this re
quest for access.”
Chairman Albosta continued:

We recognized that some documents dated prior to the
election may have been sent by the Carter Administration
to the transition team in an authorized manner. When
there is a clear indication that such an authorized transfer
occurred, the documents should be treated as transition
materials in the manner described above. Where this is
unclear, to any degree, the agreed-on rules for relevancy
will still apply to any examination of materials by GAO in
vestigators on behalf of the subcommittee.

Fielding responded to Chairman Albosta’s letter on September 9,
1983 [see app. I, p. 213], essentially agreeing to the chairman’s
counter proposal. Fielding’s new plan provided for the following
procedure:

(1) The Archivist will examine each file requested to de
termine whether it contains any pre-election materials. If
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it
l clearly does not, there will be no further review of the

1 e.

(2) If the Archivist finds that a particular file contains
both pre-election and transition materials, the Archivist
shall remove all items that are clearly transition materials
and any items that were clearly supplied after the elec
tion. If there is any question by the Archivist as to wheth
er an item falls into these categories of “transition materi
als”, the Archivist shall review the materials with the
GAO investigators. If agreement cannot be reached be
tween the Archivist and the GAO investigators on a par
ticular item, the issue shall be referred to counsel for the
subcommittee and a representative of the Trustees for res
olution.

On September 15, Chairman Albosta wrote Fielding adding the
following phrase to this new agreement for access:

NOTE: With regard to the Archivist’s search under N0. 1

and No. 2 above, material that post dates the election that
relates to events that may have involved the campaign or
any pre-election transfer of information from the Carter
Administration will be reviewed by the GAO investigators
for relevancy. [See app. I, p. 215.]

The second search by the subcommittee of Hoover files was con
ducted under these terms by GAO professionals.
Special mention must be made of GAO’s superb reputation for
objectivity. This reputation undoubtedly was a principal reason
that the Trustees agreed to grant the subcommittee access to these
files without the issuance of a subpena.

2
. Additional Document Review

The subcommittee also reviewed the individual campaign files of
numerous individuals. Included in appendix I [pp. 216-275] is a col
lection of correspondence with various parties about document
review. While in most cases review was carried out by both majori
ty and minority staff, on occasion requests that GAO personnel
only conduct the search were honored. This effort resulted in the
discovery of a number of relevant documents. Throughout this
process, the subcommittee met with generally cooperative re
sponses from persons who have been interviewed and whose files
were reviewed.

D. DEALINGS WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In his July 11, 1983, letter to Chairman Albosta, White House
Counsel Fielding wrote:

. in accordance with your request, the President has di
rected that representatives of the Department of Justice
meet with you to work out procedures to provide you and
your subcommittee with access to any such materials lo
cated in the Hoover Institution or elsewhere to assist you
in your investigation, while assuring the integrity of the
Department of Justice investigation. [See app. I, p. 177.]
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This view was reiterated in Fielding’s July 20, 1988, letter to James
Hamilton as follows:

I would also renew the President's request that Mr. Al
bosta meet with the Department of Justice to work out
procedures for providing the subcommittee access to all
the materials and information developed in the Justice De
partment’s investigation. We are anxious that the subcom
mittee have the benefit of that investigation as soon as
possible. Delay in the completion of the investigations into
the charges of possible misconduct does not serve any le
gitimate interests, especially those of the public, which de
serves to know the facts of this controversy as soon as pos
sible. [See app. I, p. 182.]
On July 22, 1983, negotiations between the subcommittee and the
Department of Justice began, pursuant to the Presidential direc
tive. The issues covered included: access to documents accumulated
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, access to interview reports
(FBI 302’s), control of Justice Department information, access by
Justice to subcommittee information, and the timing of access.
On August 11, 1983, the subcommittee and the Department of
Justice reached an agreement, which is embodied in a letter from
Associate Attorney General Lowell P. Jensen to James Hamilton.
[See app. I, p. 167.] That letter generally provides that the subcom
mittee would be given gradual access to all Justice Department in
formation regarding its investigation. Additionally, the agreement
provides for subcommittee consultation with the Department
before any such information is released. Finally, it provides for
Justice Department access to subcommittee information, as provid
ed in the subcommittee’s guidelines.
The subcommittee began receiving documents almost immediate
ly. Additionally, on November 22, 1983, the Department granted
James Hamilton, and later minority counsel, Steve Hemphill,
access to the FBI 302 reports relating to the investigation.
After a complete analysis of the FBI investigative product, the
subcommittee believes that, considering its mandate to discover
criminal evidence, its investigation was conscientious and inten
sive. The subcommittee’s mandate, however, was far broader than
the Department’s. The subcommittee’s basic jurisdiction deals with
the question of ethical standards relating to Government employ
ees, not just the violation of criminal law.
The subcommittee commends the FBI and the Department for
their generally cooperative attitude during the course of this inves
tigation. We particularly note that, after the subcommittee con
cluded that extensive additional fingerprint analysis was needed,
the FBI conducted this labwork for the subcommittee at a truly re
markable pace.

III. SUBCOMMITTEE RESOURCES
To conduct its extensive investigation, the subcommittee needed
to enlarge its three person staff. Chairman Albosta decided that
the subcommittee should utilize existing resources to the greatest
extent possible. He accepted the offer of the full committee chair
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man, William Ford, to loan the subcommittee two individuals, Paul
Newton and Ed Hugler, to assist in the inquiry. The subcommittee
is grateful to the chairman for assigning these talented individuals
to the subcommittee.
The subcommittee’s minority staff was ably assisted by Steve
Hemphill, Anne Simon, Steve Williams, Jean Gilligan and Barbara
Broomfield, who were assigned on a part-time basis by the ranking
minority member of the full committee for the investigation.

A. THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

The subcommittee consulted the General Accounting Office
(GAO) to explore the possibility of utilizingr its resources to assist in
the investigation. Committees of both the House and Senate fre
quently utilize GAO professionals, who work out of committee of
fices, for specific projects. This arrangement maximizes utilization
of GAO resources and minimizes the overall expense of a project.
In response to subcommittee inquiries, GAO detailed for eight
months three individuals to the subcommittee: F. Marvin Doyal,
James Wiggins and David Clark. Additionally, the subcommittee
utilized the services of GAO investigators in conducting file reviews
of the Reagan Collection at the Hoover Institution in Palo Alto,
California. The following GAO professionals from the San Francis
co office were assigned to assist the subcommittee in that endeavor:
Donald Miller (Team Leader), Thomas Cox, Valerie Lau, James
Ohl, Anthony Thayer and Robert Rosenbaum.

B. THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

Throughout the course of the investigation the subcommittee has
sought legal and procedural guidance from the American Law Divi
sion of the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Con
gress. That service allowed in-depth analysis of the relevant laws
and regulations governing ethics in government and that otherwise
would have been difficult to accomplish, given the subcommittee’s
limited resources.

C. THE SUBCOMMITTI-;E’s PERMANENT STAFF

The subcommittee’s permanent staff is composed of three profes
sionals. These individuals (Micah Green, staff director, John Fitz
gerald, counsel and TerriAnn Lowenthal, legislative assistant)
should be commended for their extraordinary efforts during the
course of this investigation. To the greatest extent possible, the
subcommittee pursued other important matters within its jurisdic
tion while fulfilling its responsibilities to the investigation. Two
days of hearings were held in July on the contracting out by Gov
ernment agencies of certain positions reserved for veterans. Also,
during this investigation, the Office of Government Ethics was re
authorized for another five years. This legislation (which was re
ported by the Subcommittee on Human Resources) made many sub
stantive changes in the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. Presi
dent Reagan signed the bill into law on November 11, 1983.
Ms. Lowenthal, in particular should be complimented for her
work in the areas of contracting out of Government services, place
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ment programs, staffing levels at various agencies and reductions
in-force. Copies of the monthly reports of the subcommittee for
June 1983 to March 1984, which evidence this fine effort, are in
cluded in the appendix of this report [pp. 275-290].

D. APPOINTMENT OF A SPECIAL COUNSEL

When it became apparent that negotiations were necessary with
the White House and the Justice Department to resolve access to
information issues, the subcommittee chairman sought out an expe
rienced individual, who was well-respected on both sides of the
aisle for his capabilities and not his partisanship. James Hamilton
came highly recommended as that person.
During the investigation Mr. Hamilton helped the subcommittee
successfully negotiate agreements for access to documents with
both the White House and the Justice Department. He also con
ducted interviews of key witnesses, reviewed the FBI’s interview
reports (302’s) (as only he and Mr. Hemphill were permitted to do),
and edited this report.

E. INVESTIGATION BUDGET

At no time during the course of this investigation was the Post
Office and Civil Service Committee required to request any in
crease in funding from the appropriate House committee. In addi
tion, aside from the expenses for Mr. Hamilton’s services, the sub
committee was within its 1983 budget.
The low cost of this investigation is significant. Expenses for pre
vious inquiries of a similar nature (requiring hundreds of inter
views and extensive document review) have greatly exceeded the
entire budget of the subcommittee.

F. STAFF ORGANIZATION

The subcommittee’s small investigative staff was organized into
three basic teams. One team concentrated on interviewing officials
of the Carter administration and the Carter Mondale reelection
campaign. A second team interviewed officials of the 1980 Reagan
Bush presidential campaign. A final group oversaw document
review and established the filing and document retrieval system.
The subcommittee wishes especially to thank Ed Hugler of the full
committee staff for establishing and maintaining the filing system.

G. CONCLUSION

The subcommittee commends the fine effort by the entire staff
during its investigation. Additionally, the General Accounting
Office personnel assisting the subcommittee are particularly com
mended for the thoroughness and objectivity shown by them
throughout the investigative process.
This investigation and report should demonstrate to Members of
Congress and the American public that the Congress can conduct a
bipartisan investigation on a very sensitive issue, do so in a thor
ough and professional manner, and do so at minimal cost to tax
payers.



CHAPTER 3—CARTER CAMP MATERIALS AND IN
FORMATION IN THE REAGAN BUSH CAMPAIGN
FILES

I. CASEY’S EXHORTATION

Any presidential campaign organization, if it intends to succeed,
will gather information about its political opponents and use that
information to further the goals of its candidate. There is nothing
improper in such activities, so long as the information gathering
techniques used do not involve unethical or illegal conduct. Our
democratic system cannot condone the use of improper techniques
to acquire nonpublic information from an opposing campaign.
The subcommittee found that various components of the Reagan
Bush campaign sought to obtain information from the Carter ad
ministration and the Carter Mondale campaign. Indeed, as stated
by Campaign Director William J. Casey, in the Reagan Bush cam
paign “. . . everyone has his antenna out. . . .” for relevant infor
mation. One result of the campaign efforts in this regard was ob
taining materials designed to brief President Carter for his October
28, 1980, debate with Governor Reagan, a subject discussed in chap
ter 4. Moreover, as the present chapter shows, in addition to the
briefing materials, the Reagan Bush campaign also acquired nu
merous other documents and items of information from the Carter
administration and the Carter Mondale campaign.
That the campaign obtained such documents and information ap
pears no accident for the campaign was instructed by its director to
seek more information from the Carter camp. This instruction was

recorded
in the minutes of a September 12, 1980, “Deputies Meet

1ng .
In his affidavit, Casey identifies the campaign’s deputies:
After the nomination of the Reagan Bush ticket, I desig
nated as deputy directors: Ed[win] Meese, III, for research
and issues, [Richard] Dick Wirthlin for polling and strate
gy, William [Bill] Timmons for field operations, Peter
[Pete] Dailey for media relations, Lyn Nofziger and later
Robert Gray for communications, and Drew Lewis for rela
tion with the Republican National Committee; and I ap
pointed James [A.] Baker[, III] as senior advisor initially to
assist me in developing a budget for the campaign and sub
sequently to be responsible for negotiations on and prepa
ration for the debates. [See app. III, p. 1103.]
Each morning, according to Casey, the deputy campaign directors
named above plus Vern Orr, deputy campaign director for adminis

(33)
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tration, and on occasion, Bay Buchanan, campaign treasurer, met
at 8:00 in Casey’s office. Casey said this meeting was to air every
thing that was going on and to have important matters considered
by the senior members of the staff. The deputies meetings general
ly were attended by 8 to 10 persons and lasted 30 to 45 minutes.
Minutes were not regularly kept.
The subcommittee, however, found the minutes for a few of these
meetings, in the form of memoranda prepared for Meese by his
deputy, Robert M. Garrick, who was also the director of policy de
velopment and research. The meetings for which minutes were
found were those of September 4 and 12, and October 2, 1980. [See
app. IV, pp. 1365, 1367, and 1368.] The most significant is the meet
ing of September 12, 1980.1 The minutes for this meeting reveal
that the campaign has already obtained some information from the
“Carter camp”. The minutes state that Casey “. . . wants more in
formation from the Carter camp and wants it circulated.”
Casey informed the subcommittee that he does not recall making
the statement attributed to him in the memorandum. He stated,
however, that if he did make such a statement, he probably was
referring to material available through public channels. In his affi
davit to the subcommittee, Casey said:

I could have stressed the need for more and faster infor
mation about Carter’s statements and appearances to help
the issues people reporting to Garrick and Meese and the
truth squad respond more rapidly and effectively to Carter
Mondale campaign statements. [See app. III, p. 1103.]
In an attempt to better understand what this remark meant, the
subcommittee interviewed Garrick, who authored the memoran
dum; Lotus Ann Wagner, the secretary who typed the memoran
dum; Meese, to whom the memorandum was addressed; Casey, to
whom the remark is attributed; and nearly everyone reportedly
present at the meetings.
Q Garrick at first did not recall the deputies meetings. He then
stated that he only attended the meetings when Meese was
unable to do so. He stated that he did not recall anything
about the comment attributed to Casey.

Q Wagner could not recall having typed the minutes of the
meeting even though the subcommittee showed her Garrick’s
draft from which the minutes were typed. She had no
memory of the remark attributed to Casey.

O Meese stated that he probably was not at the meeting. Meese
told the subcommittee that Garrick would attend deputies
meetings and report on them to Meese on those occasions
when Meese was unable to attend. He stated that he did not
know what was meant by the remark attributed to Casey.
He stated that he assumes that Casey meant public informa
tion and that the statement does not indicate any clandes
tine information gathering effort.

‘ Even so, the minutes of the meeting of September 4, 1980 refer to “White House informa
tion" that a law firm has been retained to file suit. (Seeapp. IV, p. 1366.)
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The others interviewed—including Wirthlin, Timmons, and
Gray—could not recall the specific meeting or shed light on the
meaning of the statement attributed to Casey.
The subcommittee, however, found documents in Reagan Bush
campaign files—which were dated both before and after Casey’s
statement—that clearly indicate that the campaign’s information
gathering efforts were not limited to seeking materials that could
be acquired through public channels. As the documents and wit
ness statements show, Reagan Bush campaign officials both sought
and acquired nonpublic Government and Carter Mondale campaign
information and materials. Casey’s September 12, 1980, statement
must be interpreted in view of this activity and particularly those
documents with which he was personally aware. As shown below,
by the time the statement was made, he apparently was aware of
nonpublic information that had been obtained from both the Carter
administration and the Carter Mondale campaign. [See pp. 40 and
44.] The subcommittee thus believes that Casey, on September 12,
1980, was calling for the acquisition of information beyond that in
the public domain.
This chapter of the subcommittee’s report describes components
of the Reagan Bush campaign organization that were engaged in
information gathering and the fruits of those efforts and efforts by
individuals connected with the campaign.2

II. THE CAMPAIGN ORGANIZATION

On July 15, 1980, Campaign Director Casey told reporters at the
Republican National Convention that “an intelligence operation”
tracking the President’s actions was “already in germinal form”.
[See app. IV, p. 1370.] According to Casey, the operation was set up
in response to the fear that President Carter would spring an “Oc
tober Surprise” regarding the U.S. citizen hostages in Iran to influ
ence the outcome of the election. Edwin Meese, the Reagan Bush
campaign’s chief of staff and senior issues advisor, attended the
July 15, 1980, press conference with Casey. According to press re
ports, he stated that the “October Surprise” might be anything
from a summit conference on energy, to a development in Latin
America, to wage and price controls. While the term “October Sur
prise” was normally used with respect to the American hostages, it
also reflected the Reagan Bush campaign's general fear of the
power of the incumbent. Because of Casey’s claim and other allega
tions received, the subcommittee examined the Reagan Bush cam
paign organization to determine whether there was an operation
designed to ferret out nonpublic Government information about the
hostage situation or other Government activity.

A. THE OPERATIONS CENTER

The news media are an important source of information about
the issues of significance in a presidential campaign and about the
activities of the candidates and their surrogates. Timely access to

2For purpose of discussion, certain documents discussed are grouped according to subject. In
this report, the term “document” may refer to one _ormore related pieces of material or infor
mation that the Subcommittee has catalogued as a smgle unit.
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all available public information is important to a candidate. The
Reagan campaign established an “operations center” at its Arling
ton, Virginia, headquarters to enable it to monitor and use the
news.
The operations center was headed by Stefan Halper, who had
come to the Reagan Bush campaign from the George Bush organi
zation. He established four teams headed by watch officers-Davis
Robinson, Michael Smith, Montcreif Spears and Robert Gambino—
all of whom, like Halper, had been on the staff of the Bush cam
paign. The subcommittee interviewed these five persons as well as
others associated with them.
Before joining the Reagan Bush campaign, Halper had worked as
director of policy development and research during Bush’s primary
campaign. Prior to that he had been a senior manager for interna
tional affairs for Price Waterhouse, an international consulting/ac
counting firm. Halper said the operations center was designed to
monitor the news 24 hours a day. The teams worked 8-hour shifts
to monitor public information sources (as did the White House op
erations office.) To do this, the campaign installed radios, televi
sions and wire service printers. The teams also reviewed major
newspapers such as the Washington Post and The New York
Times. The center produced a daily news summary that was read
out loud each morning by Halper to senior headquarters staff and
was sent to the presidential and vice-presidential candidates.
Halper provided the subcommittee with copies of daily summaries
produced by the operations center, which met the description he
and others provided.
The four watch officers basically confirmed the description of the
operations center provided by Halper. All four deny seeing any
classified information from the Carter administration. They all
deny participating in or knowing about any covert intelligence op
eration for the Reagan Bush campaign. However, Smith, one of the
watch officers, did recall receiving information from John Lenc
zowski about the Voice of America/ Radio Free Europe. The infor
mation, which is discussed below, indicated that the writer had
access to the VOA and RFE briefing paper prepared for Carter for
the October 28 debate with Governor Reagan. The discussion also
demonstrates the Reagan Bush campaign’s apparent willingness to
use Carter administration information.
Halper told the subcommittee that perhaps three or four thou
sand pieces of paper crossed his desk as head of the operations
center. As discussed below, certain Carter Mondale campaign docu
ments and information came into Halper’s possession, although he
does not recall how. Halper, however, denies that the operations
center was a device to discover confidential information from the
Carter administration; indeed, he denies in an affidavit, virtually
any contacts that might provide such information. And, as dis
cussed later, he denies any involvement with Carter briefing mate
rials. [See app. III, p. 1167.]

1. The Lenczowski Information

During the 1980 campaign, John Lenczowski was a part-time leg
islative assistant to Representative James Courter, and an unoffi
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cial consultant to the Reagan campaign. He was interested in the
United States’ effort to promote its ideas overseas, through such
agencies as United States Information and Communications Agency
and Voice of America. In discussing his campaign role, various doc
uments are relevant:

Q a handwritten memorandum from Lenczowski to Sue Johnson,
a Reagan Bush campaign worker. [See app. IV, p. 1373.]

Q a handwritten paper prepared by Lenczowski, outlining points
Carter planned to make during the debate about the Voice of
America and Radio Free Europe/ Radio Liberty under the
Carter administration. [See app. IV, 1374.]

Q an October 28, 1980, memorandum from Smith to Jim Brady,
forwarding Lenczowski’s paper. [See app. IV, p. 137 2.]

These three documents were found in Meese’s files.
Lenczowski’s handwritten note to Sue Johnson indicates that he
was passing on the memorandum he prepared on VOA and RFE/
RL. Lenczowski wrote that his memorandum is based on the brief
ing paper prepared for Carter on this subject, and that Lenczowski
had the President's briefing paper in his possession. Lenczowski
noted that Carter had received the briefing paper “today”, but nei
ther his note to Johnson nor the paper he prepared are dated.
Johnson, a volunteer with the Reagan Bush campaign, stated
that Lenczowski had been referred to her by Wayne Valis [see p.
63] and that she in turn referred Lenczowski to someone she no
longer recalls. However, she recalls that sometime shortly before
the October 28, 1980 debate, she saw Lenczowski and Smith at the
Reagan Bush campaign headquarters working on matters related
to the debate. Although Johnson said she thought it unusual for
Smith to be working on debate-related material, Smith confirmed
to the subcommittee that he had worked with Lenczowski on the
VOA and RFE/RL issue.
Lenczowski’s one page paper on VOA and RFE/RL indicates that
Lenczowski had access to, or had seen, a briefing paper prepared
for President Carter’s use in the debate. Lenczowski states at the
beginning of his paper that the Carter briefing paper contained
“numerous distortions”. He then proceeds to set forth what Carter
purportedly would say, and how this could be rebutted.
Smith’s memorandum to Brady is dated October 28, 1980, at 9:45
a.m. Smith therein stated that he was forwarding the paper pre
pared for Governor Reagan’s use by Lenczowski. Lenczowski, Smith
wrote, “apparently has access to the VOA and RFE/RL briefing
paper for Pres. Carter for the debate tonight.” Smith also noted
that Lenczowski had prepared his paper “in a great hurry” that
past evening. Smith suggested that Lenczowski’s paper be sent to
Wexford immediately to the person in charge of foreign affairs.
Even though this material was found in Meese’s files, Meese
stated in his affidavit that he does not recall seeing it during the
campaign. Nor does he know the source of Lenczowski’s informa
tion. [See app. III, p. 1209.]
Lenczowski told the subcommittee he was given a Carter debate
briefing paper on VOA and RFE/RL the day before the debate.
Lenczowski said that the undated material was provided to him by
Jan Nowak, a consultant to the National Security Council, and the
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founder and former director of Radio Free Europe for Poland.
Nowak, an old family friend of Lenczowski, confirmed that he pro
vided two documents on international broadcasting to Lenczowski.
One was titled “International Broadcasting During the Carter ad
ministration”; the other was titled “Radio—VOA and RFE/RL,
Carter administration Accomplishments”. Both one page papers
were provided to the subcommittee by Lenczowski. [See app. IV, pp.
1367 and 1377.]
Nowak received the first paper, he told the subcommittee, from
someone associated with the Board for International Broadcasting,
which he believes prepared the paper at the request of the Admin
istration. Nowak said he disagreed with the information in this
paper, and verbally gave his assessment to Lenczowski. Lenczowski
recalls that Nowak indicated the source for the information was
within the Carter administration—probably the VOA or the Board.
Nowak received the second paper from Paul Henze, a member of
the National Security Council staff, who did not know Lenczowski.
Nowak said he did not tell Lenczowski that Henze was his source
for the material. Henze said he does not specifically recall giving
the documents to Nowak, but stated that both papers were pre
pared for Zbigniew Brzezinski, then Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs, and did not contain any classified or
nonpublic information. He said the papers were not prepared for
campaign purposes and that he probably gave similar documents to
the press.
When the papers were prepared and received remains unclear.
Nowak told the subcommittee he is sure he received the two papers
on international broadcasting in the spring of 1980. Henze told the
subcommittee he prepared the VOA and RFE/RL paper in the fall
of 1980. Lenczowski told the subcommittee he received the material
the day before the debate. Lenczowski then prepared his memoran
dum rebutting various points in the International Broadcasting
paper based on Nowak’s suggestions that the paper contained inac
curacies.
Although the two papers are in different type-set, there is no
clear indication that they were not prepared at roughly the same
time. However, it appears Nowak could not have received both
papers in the spring of 1980. The VOA and RFE/RL paper, which
Henze prepared, mentions broadcasts in an Afghan Persian lan
guage, which “were started on September 28, 1980.” Therefore, this
paper at least was prepared in the fall of 1980, as Henze states, and
likely was provided to Lenczowski near the time of the debate.
Lenczowski apparently believed he had been given papers de
signed to brief President Carter for the debate. The first paper is
marked “Carter Briefing” in Lenczowski’s handwriting at the top.
From Lenczowski’s statements to the subcommittee, it appears he
may have been given the impression by Nowak that the papers
were briefing papers for the President. Both Nowak and Henze
stressed to the subcommittee that the information in the papers
was not classified or nonpublic. Whatever the actual circumstances
surrounding the purpose for this material, it was presented to
Smith as inside information from the Carter administration and
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Smith recommended that the material be utilized by the Reagan
Bush campaign.

2. The Halper Memoranda

The subcommittee located three memoranda from Halper to
Meese. These are:

Q a memorandum dated September 12, 1980 that begins “The
Democrats have put together what they call the Reagan
Agenda. I understand it will be used by Carter in the de
bates, and by their surrogates.” Attached to this memoran
dum is a document titled “The Reagan Agenda” that is
printed on paper which bears the legend “paid for and au
thorized by the Carter Mondale Presidential Committee”.
[See app. IV, p. 1378.]

Q a second memorandum dated September 12, 1980 that states:
“The attached paper has been developed by Carter/Mondale
for use as attack material against you and Governor Reagan.
These quotes may also be used during the debates.”. At
tached is a paper titled “Reagan Talking Points” dated
August 1980 which is printed on Carter/Mondale Presiden
tial Committee, Inc. letterhead. [See app. IV, p. 1385.]

Q a September 22, 1980 memorandum that discusses suggestions
concerning a Peace Corps initiative made to President Carter
by Mary King, Deputy Director of Action, and Peter Bourne.
The memorandum states that “Carter is said to have
agreed.” [See app. IV, p. 1398.]

Each of the three memoranda seem to indicate that Halper had
sources inside the Carter administration or the Carter Mondale
campaign. However, in his affidavit Halper specifically denies re
calling the sources for the three memoranda. He also makes the
following statement:

During the 1980 Reagan Bush presidential campaign, I
do not recall receiving information from, or having discus
sions with, Federal employees or officials in the White
House, the National Security Council, the Central Intelli
gence Agency, the Department of State, or the Department
of Defense, including active Armed Services personnel or
officers. [See app. III, p. 1167.]
Meese told the subcommittee that he did not know Halper’s
sources of information for the first two documents, although he
may have seen this type of document during the campaign.3 He
stated that he has no recollection of the third memorandum.
Marty Franks, research director for the Carter Mondale cam
paign and author of the two documents attached to the first two
Halper memoranda, told the subcommittee that both these docu
ments were given wide distribution inside the Carter Mondale ad
ministration and that he would not be surprised if the press ob
tained them.

3Meese’s admission that he might have seen this type document during the campaign does
not agree with his earlier statement in a letter to Chairman Albosta that he had seen no Carter
campaign material. (See App. I)
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Nonetheless, the subcommittee’s ability to identify Halper’s
source or sources is prevented by his failure of recollection.4 More
over, while it is unclear whether the documents attached to the
first two memoranda had become public, the information in the
third does not seem to have come from a public source. Questions
about the documents thus remain unanswered.

B. POLITICAL OPERATIONS

The Reagan Bush campaign depended in part on “grassroots”
campaign organizations at the precinct, county and statewide level.
The campaigns also established citizen groups, i.e. the special inter
est groupings, generally not organized on a territorial basis, such
as Veterans for Reagan Bush or Catholics for Reagan Bush. All
these operations were under William Timmons, deputy campaign
director for campaign operations.
In his interview with the subcommittee, Timmons acknowledged
that one of the primary functions of these groups was to gather
and disseminate information. He said that the local political oper
ations groups could supply information on the plans of the Presi
dent and his surrogates because the local groups would be aware
when Carter Mondale campaign advance teams arrived to plan for
appearances. The citizens groups also would be aware of any spe
cial appeals to specific interest groups. The following documents
came from the citizens groups:

Q A memorandum from Max Hugel, Director of the Citizens
Groups, to Meese, dated August 11, 1980, which attached a
July 28, 1980 paper from Berry Crawford to senior members
of the Carter Campaign Staff summarizing the Carter cam
paign’s rural strategy for both the convention and the gener
al election. [See app. IV, p. 1399.]

0 A memorandum dated September 17, 1980, from Jack Kelly,
Coordinator for Veteran Affairs, to Max Hugel, concerning a
meeting with Governor Reagan “requested by General Ellis,
USAF” to discuss the’ deterioration of the Strategic Air Com
mand. [See app. IV, p. 1403.]

Q A memorandum dated October 17 , 1980, from Thelma Duggin,
a volunteer for Blacks for Reagan, to Art Teele, director of
the Blacks for Reagan group, dealing with the “Carter Plan
for the Black Vote”. [See app. IV, p. 1404.]

1. The Hugel Memorandum

Two copies of an August 11, 1980 campaign memorandum pur
portedly from Hugel to Meese were located in the Hoover Institu
tion files of Meese and Hugel. That memorandum forwards a three
page Carter Mondale campaign memorandum summarizing the
Carter Mondale campaign convention and election strategy for

ggralggreas.
The Carter Mondale campaign document is dated July

, 1 0. -

4 The subcommittee obviously was interested in learning whatever confidential sources exist
ed in the Carter administration or Carter/Mondale campaign, particularly because a source
could have provided various items of information.
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In the August 11, 1980 memorandum, Hugel states that the
Carter Mondale campaign document “fell into my hands”. The
memorandum also indicates that Casey saw the Carter Mondale
document. Hugel writes that Casey had asked him to have Meese
review the material and develop a strategy to counter the Carter
Mondale campaign efforts in this area.
This memorandum is significant in relation to the September 12,
1980, statement attributed to Casey that he “wants more informa
tion from the Carter camp and wants it circulated”. Casey appears
to have made this statement with knowledge of the July 28, 1980
attachment to the Hugel memorandum. If so, it is reasonable to
conclude that his request included the acquisition of nonpublic in
formation from the Carter campaign.
Casey, however, stated in his affidavit that he does not remem
ber seeing the Hugel memorandum or the attached Carter docu
ment during the 1980 campaign. He also does not recall asking
Hugel to transmit the Carter document to Meese. Casey stated in
his interview with the subcommittee that he does not know where
the document was obtained. Meese does not recall receiving
Hugel’s memorandum or seeing the attached document during
1980, and does not know the source of that document.
Hugel told the subcommittee that he does not recall the Carter
document; nor does he remember writing the cover memorandum
to Meese. He also told the subcommittee that he does not believe
the handwritten “Max”, found next to his name on one copy of the
cover memorandum, was written by him, although he stated he
would not have authorized anyone else to sign his name.
The attached Carter strategy paper was a private campaign doc
ument. According to Les Francis, campaign manager for the Carter
Mondale campaign, the paper would not have been circulated
widely and probably no more than 8 to 10 persons would have re
ceived a copy. He said the press would not be given a document of
this type. The subcommittee, however, cannot determine how it
made its way into the Reagan Bush campaign because the persons
seemingly involved state that they have no recollections about it.

2. The Kelly Memorandum

The subcommittee located a document in the Reagan campaign
files at the Hoover Institution stating that General Richard Ellis,
Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command, had requested a
meeting with Governor Reagan. The document is a memorandum
from Jack Kelly to Max Hugel, dated September 17, 1980, and
marked “Sensitive In Nature” and “Confidential”.
In the memorandum, Kelly wrote that Ellis could not formally
initiate a meeting with Reagan due to his rank and position, but
that Ellis would meet with Reagan if the Governor so requested.
Kelly purportedly quoted Ellis as saying that he “wants to blow
Jimmy Carter out of the water.”
Hugel told the subcommittee he believes he received the memo
from Kelly, reviewed it, and passed it on, although he does not re
member discussing the contents of the memorandum with anyone.
When questioned by the subcommittee about contacts between
campaign staff and active military personnel, Hugel stated that

33-896 0 - 84 — 4 Part 1
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Kelly, who reported to him during the campaign, was not author
ized to have contact with active military personnel, as this was not
part of Kelly’s responsibilities. Hugel said that Kelly’s task was to
put together an organization of retired military personnel.
Kelly, who was responsible for the veterans voter group during
the campaign, has no specific recollections about this memoran
dum. He believes he may have received a phone call, possibly from
someone in a veterans organization, and then passed the informa
tion on to Hugel for follow-up. After reviewing the memorandum,
Kelly stated that it was obvious to him that Ellis wanted to make
known his concerns about the strategic structure of the Air Force
under the Carter administration.
Hugel passed the Kelly memorandum to Timmons, to whom he
reported in the Reagan campaign, as shown by a handwritten note
to Timmons from Hugel on the bottom of the memorandum. Tim
mons then forwarded the memorandum to Meese with his own
cover note, which is dated September 25, 1980. [See app. IV, p.
1402.] Timmons told the subcommittee he never received any feed
back regarding this memorandum, and he does not know whether a
meeting took place between Ellis and Reagan. Meese stated in his
affidavit that he does not recall this document, and does not know
whether a meeting between Ellis and Reagan took place. Meese
also said he does not recall if he took any action regarding the
Kelly memorandum. [See app. III, p. 1209.]
The subcommittee questioned Ellis—who currently holds the
rank of Ambassador as the U.S. Commissioner of the U.S./U.S.S.R.
Standing Consultative Commission—about this document. Prior to
reviewing the Kelly memorandum, Ellis told the subcommittee he
was not aware of any contact between himself and the Reagan
campaign in 1980. He also stated he had never met with, or tried to
meet with, Governor Reagan in 1980. Ellis said he is not familiar
with Jack Kelly, and that he does not recall any contact with
either Meese or Richard Allen, the Reagan Bush campaign’s for
eign affairs advisor, during 1980.
After being shown the document by the subcommittee, Ellis said
the quote attributed to him by Kelly was not something he would
have been likely to say about the President. Ellis said his disagree
ments with the strategic structure of the Air Force were public
knowledge, as he had testified publicly before Congress on this
matter. Ellis speculated that Kelly was referring to someone’s
thought that it would be a good idea if Ellis and Reagan met.
The document at issue is another example where professed lack
of recall has made it impossible for the subcommittee to answer all
relevant questions.

3. The Duggin Memorandum

The subcommittee located an October 17, 1980 memorandum
from Thelma Duggin to Art Teele regarding Carter Mondale strate
gy for the black vote. Copies of this one-page memorandum were
found at the Hoover Institution in the files of Meese and Timmons.
The memorandum discusses the funds spent by the Carter cam
paign for this effort, cities that were being targeted, and plans for
a “caravan” through black communities. Also discussed is a video
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tape about the Ku Klux Klan, which was alleged to be in the pos
session of the Carter Mondale campaign. At the end of her memo
randum, Duggin wrote that she had received the information set
forth in the memo “from a very reliable Carter aide.”
Duggin, who was an unpaid staff member with the Reagan Bush
campaign and a consultant to the Republican National Committee,
told the subcommittee that she recalls the memorandum, but that
its contents were general public knowledge. Duggin stated that she
may have discussed this issue with a career State Department em
ployee whom she would not describe as a Carter aide. However, she
does not recall discussing the information in her memorandum
with anyone else.
The subcommittee contacted the person Duggin identified as a
probable source. This person acknowledges that he knows Duggin,
but denies ever possessing the information set forth in her memo
randum. He also denies providing Duggin any information.
Teele also was shown this document by the subcommittee.
During the 1980 campaign, Teele was in charge of the black voting
groups for the Reagan Bush campaign and reported directly to
Hugel. Teele told the subcommittee that he is not sure he saw the
document during the campaign and does not know Duggin’s source
for the information.
A handwritten note on the document indicates that Timmons
saw the memorandum and forwarded it to Meese. Timmons does
not recall the memorandum, although he knew that Duggin
worked in some capacity for the Republican National Committee.
Timmons also stated that he does not know the source of the infor
mation set forth in the memorandum. Meese told the subcommittee
during his interview that he recalls the memorandum, but does not
know the source of Duggin’s information. However, Meese later
changed the version of his affidavit sent him by the subcommittee
to state that he does not recall seeing the document in 1980. [See
app. III, p. 1209.]
Duggin’s assertion that she did not recall discussing this informa
tion with anyone, other than possibly a State Department employ
ee, is not borne out by her references in the memorandum to her
sources. Duggin clearly states in her memorandum that the infor
mation was obtained from a Carter aide. Moreover, the information
on the Carter campaign’s plans to initiate a “surrogate caravan” in
black communities is set forth in some detail, including the
number of persons who will participate in the plan. There is no in
dication that this was public knowledge. Regarding the references
to a video tape on the Ku Klux Klan, Duggin claims in the memo
that the information was supplied by “my sources”. Duggin also de
scribes the response by Carter aides to the video tape, which, from
the content of Duggin’s memo, does not appear to have been shown
publicly by that time. The subcommittee does not find Duggin’s
current assertion credible.

C. THE INCUMBENCY WATCH AND DoLAN’s DOCUMENTS

The subcommittee found that the campaign had an incumbency
watch group that gathered information on the Carter administra
tion. The incumbency watch, sometimes referred to as “Opposition
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Research” or “Negative Research”, was a small group headed by
Anthony Dolan, a Pulitzer prize-winning investigative reporter. He
was assisted by Daryl Borgquist on a basically full time basis, and
by others as needed. Dolan produced a number of documents that
the subcommittee had also found in files at the Hoover Institution
and the personal files of campaign workers such as Dolan, Borg
quist and Casey. Some of these documents make references to un
named sources in the Carter administration:

Q A memorandum, found in Casey’s files, from Dolan to Casey
and Drew Lewis regarding transfers of personnel from Fed
eral departments to the White House. Although the memo
randum is not dated, Dolan believes it was written in June
or July 1980. In the memo, Dolan discusses how he obtained
information on this subject and proposes a course of action
for the campaign to take in response to Carter administra
tion actions. [See app. IV, p. 1405.]

Q A one-page memorandum from Dolan to Casey, regarding Fed
eral transfers. The memo is not dated, but Dolan believes it
was also written in June or July 1980. It is marked “Confi
dential” by Dolan. The memo discusses Dolan’s efforts to
obtain a White House directive to Federal agencies on this
subject, which Dolan claims may be available through his
“source”. Copies of this memorandum were found in the files
of both Dolan and Casey. [See app. IV, p. 1408.]

Q An undated memorandum from Dolan to Casey, regarding the
“Incumbency Watch”. This memo again refers to transfers
from Federal agencies to the White House and mentions the
White House directive on this subject, which Dolan hoped to
obtain through his “source”. This memorandum was found
in Casey’s files. [See app. IV, p. 1409.]

Q A fourth memorandum from Dolan, this one to Meese, also
undated and dealing with “The Opposition Campaign”.
While this memorandum refers to the transfer of Federal
employees, it also says that Dolan’s “. . sources has sent
[him] a copy of [Pat Harris’] planned remarks. . . .” for a
press conference planned for the next week. [See app. IV, p.
1412]

Q A fifth memorandum, from Dolan to Casey, which forwarded a
“. . research memo (67 pages) containing facts, dates and
carefully constructed accounts of key events (Marston affair,
Andy Young incident) in the Carter Administration.” [See
app. IV, p. 1416.]

Three of the five Dolan memoranda show an effort by Dolan to
obtain the White House directive by using his “source”. In one
memorandum Dolan mentioned that his “source” was having lunch
with someone involved in the issue who had access to, or a copy of,
the White House memorandum. Another Dolan document refers to
a Department meeting attended by his “source”, who then, accord
ing to Dolan’s memorandum, questioned the personnel officer on
the number of persons being transferred from this Department.
Dolan stated in his affidavit that a “source” for the information
referred to in these memoranda was Richard McGowan, an employ
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ee at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). [See
app. III, p. 1137.]
Since March 1980, McGowan has been the Public Affairs Officer
for the Office of the Inspector General at HHS. McGowan told the
subcommittee he first met Dolan in the middle of the 1980 cam
paign when he contacted Dolan concerning the daughter of a friend
who was seeking a job with the Reagan campaign. McGowan stated
that he only met once with Dolan; this was for lunch and was only
for the purpose of getting acquainted.
McGowan recalls that he may have relayed office rumors to
Dolan, but stated he would not have passed on information of any
substance. McGowan, in fact, expressed surprise that Dolan would
categorize him as a “source”. He states that he was not very famil
iar with the subject of Federal transfers during 1980. Although
McGowan said he vaguely remembers talk about the issue at HHS
in 1980, he denies that he would have had any reason to know
much about it

,

or that he was in a position to gain further informa
tion about these transfers. Furthermore, McGowan does not recall
discussing Federal transfers with Dolan during the campaign. Ad
ditionally, McGowan does not recall attempting to obtain the
White House directive on Federal transfers for Dolan. McGowan
stated that he did not have access to such a document, and did not
know anyone who had access.
Dolan informed the subcommittee that the Reagan Bush cam
paign made attempts to obtain this White House directive, but was
not trying to obtain it improperly through a White House source.
Dolan stated in his affidavit that he did not have a source in the

Wlii1t:e7I5Iouse

during the 1980 presidential campaign. [See app. III,
p. .

According to one of Dolan’s memoranda, the White House memo
in question was written by George Moffett, Special Assistant to the
Chief of Staff during the Carter administration. Moffett told the
subcommittee that he does not recall being involved in the issue of
Federal transfers during the campaign, but believes that if he
wrote any memoranda on this subject, they would not have been
circulated outside of the White House. Moffett also told the sub
committee that while McGowan’s name is familiar to him, he does
not recall specifically who he is or whether he may have had any
contact with him. McGowan told the subcommittee that he has
never heard of Moffett.
Dolan stated in his affidavit that his memoranda were delivered
to their intended recipients. Dolan also told the subcommittee that
he did discuss Federal transfers with Casey, and that Casey wanted
to be kept informed on the issue. Dolan stated that Casey never di
rected him to try to obtain information improperly from the White
House, but also did not discourage him from following up on the
issue.
In his affidavit, Casey stated he does recall receiving the infor
mation on Federal transfers from Dolan. He does not remember
discussing Dolan’s sources and he does not know who Dolan’s
sources were. Casey also advised the subcommittee in his affidavit
that the information gathered by Dolan was submitted, along with
other information on alleged incumbency abuses by the Carter
Mondale campaign, by Leon Jaworski to the Attorney General,
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witlli
demand that these activities be investigated. [See app. III,

p. .

The Dolan memoranda, along with the Hugel memorandum [see
p. 40] discussed earlier, are instructive in concluding what Casey
likely meant by the statement purportedly by him set forth in the
September 12, 1980 deputies meeting memorandum from Garrick
to Meese. There Casey is quoted as saying that he “. . . wants
more information from the Carter camp and wants it circulated.”
These memoranda show that, when Casey made this statement, he
had already received, apparently with interest, nonpublic informa
tion from the Carter side. It is thus reasonable to conclude that his
statement on September 12 was intended to cover information from
the Carter administration that was not publicly available.

III. THE OCTOBER SURPRISE

Tuesday, April 1, 1980, was the day of the primary vote in Wis
consin and Kansas. At about 7:00 a.m. that morning in a statement
from the Oval Office, President Carter announced a “positive step”
in negotiations for release of U.S. citizen hostages held in Iran. He
proclaimed that a recent statement by Bani-Sadr removed the ne
cessity for imposing economic sanctions against Iran. While he did
not say the step would lead to release of the hostages, that infer
ence could be drawn from his response to a question.
Jack Germond and Jules Witcover, in their book “Blue Smoke
and Mirrors,” state:
It certainly sounded like very good news, particularly be
cause the word came directly from the President, from the
Oval Office, and at that unusual hour. Americans across
the Eastern and Central time zones were just getting up,
having their coffee and watching the morning television
news shows—Americans in New York and Ohio, and in
Wisconsin and Kansas. Many in the latter two states got
dressed and went out to vote in their primaries, and an
overwhelming majority of those who voted Democratic
voted for Jimmy Carter over Edward Kennedy and Jerry
Brown. They probably would have done so anyway, but
this little early-morning television encouragment surely
didn’t hurt.
Jody Powell later denied there had been any politics in
the timing of the press conference. It was, he said, simply
that Carter was up and about, and the news was at hand,

go gvait?
“It just seemed like the natural thing to do,”

e sai .

Despite Powell’s denial, the Reagan Bush campaign saw this as a
demonstration of the “. . . political advantages held by an incum
bent President . . .”. “October Surprise” became the code word for
an expected late campaign action by the President to influence the
outcome of the election. Two groups within the Reagan Bush cam
paign met regularly to discuss the “October Surprise” and other
developments connected with the hostage crisis.

5 Jules Witcover and Jack Germond, “Blue Smoke and Mirrors." The Viking Press, 1981 at 157.
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A. THE SKYLINE HOUSE OCTOBER SURPRISE GROUP

During his interview with the subcommittee, Wirthlin acknowl
edged the concern within the campaign about an “October Sur
prise”. He stated that the following quote from “Blue Smoke and
Mirrors” by Germond and Witcover was essentially correct:

Every morning between 6:00 and 6:30 at the Skyline
House in the Washington suburb of Falls Church, Virgin
ia, where many of the Reaganites had apartments, a small
group of men met. They assessed the latest hostage infor
mation and rumors, and planned what to do, in paid ads
especially, if the “October Surprise” became a reality. In
the group, in addition to Wirthlin, were Ed Meese, Wil
liam Casey, Pete Dailey and Admiral Garrick. They set
aside some $200,000 for radio ads, reserved television time,
and prepared tapes for possible use.6

Meese also confirmed the essential correctness of the above quote
and told the subcommittee that, during these meetings, senior staff
examined all “October Surprise” data they could acquire. However,
Meese denied that nonpublic information was supplied to the Sky
line House group.

B. AI.LEN’s OCTOBER SURPRISE GROUP

Richard V. Allen, the campaign’s foreign policy advisor, told the
subcommittee about another “October Surprise Group” that oper
ated in connection with the foreign policy and defense advisory
group he had established to assist the campaign. He provided the
subcommittee with an October 7, 1980, article from the New York
Times that announced the formation of his group. This article
states:

Ronald Reagan has often warned that President Carter
would try to win the election with an “October Surprise”
and concern over that possibility has mounted to the point
that the Reagan campaign had formed a “working group”
to try and predict what foreign policy breakthrough Mr.
Carter might attempt.
The working group of 10 foreign policy specialists will
begin holding daily meetings by midweek -under the super
vision of Richard V. Allen, Mr. Reagan's chief foreign
policy advisor. [See app. IV, p. 1485.]
Allen told the subcommittee that he had “thinned” his files
during a recent renovation of his offices before the subcommittee
began its investigation. However, certain records discussed below,
indicate that this group did receive and discuss information about
the hostage situation. Allen maintains that the discussions were
based not on inside information, but on informed speculation by
the members of his advisory group, which included a number of
senior foreign policy experts such as Dr. Fred Ikle, John F.
Lehman and Admiral Thomas Moore.

6 Ibid. 273.
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C. OCTOBER SURPRISE GROUPS’ EFFORTS AND DOCUMENTS

One close observer of the Reagan Bush campaign has indicated
that the Reagan Bush campaign did receive closely held informa
tion about the hostage situation. Peter Hannaford, a long-time
Reagan aide and advisor, in his book “The Reagans: A Political
Portrait” stated:

Behind the scenes there were two important develop
ments. Jim Baker was negotiating with the Carter people
for a one-on-one Reagan-Carter debate. And, the Reagan
camp's intelligence detected that the Carter White House
was negotiating for the release of the American captives in
Iran. It was the October Surprise! 7

Hannaford told the subcommittee that this information came to
the Reagan Bush campaign in late September 1980. He was, howev
er, unable to identify the source of this information.
Set out below is the evidence gathered by the subcommittee that

élustrates
the efforts and products of the two October Surprise

roups.

1. Garrick’s Network

In their book “Blue Smoke and Mirrors,” Germond and Witcover
state:

During the fall campaign the Reagan operation signed
on a retired naval reserve admiral named Robert Garrick,
essentially a public relations and public information spe
cialist. Garrick in turn recruited some old military friends,
mostly also retired, who lived at or near four air force
bases—Andrews in the Maryland suburbs of Washington,
McGuire in central New Jersey, Norton in San Bernar
dino, California, and March in Riverside, California. It was
judged that if there were to be any major movement of
troops or material, large numbers of transport planes
would come in or out of one or all of these bases. “We
wanted to know,” Garrick said in military parlance after
the campaign, “what kinds of birds they were, and how
many,” as a possible clue that something unusual was hap
pening, such as an exchange of supplies for the hostages.8

The subcommittee interviewed Garrick, a member of the Skyline
House October Surprise group, and also obtained an affidavit from
him. He told the subcommittee that he set up nothing worthy of
the name “network”. In his affidavit Garrick stated:
I did not set up a network of military officers-retired,
reserve or otherwise—to observe and report on the move
ment of large aircraft that might indicate a movement of
materials to Iran. However, I did call three reservists and
asked them to watch for large aircraft movement. I do not
remember the names of these persons. One of the bases in
volved was Norton Air Force Base. I am not certain of the

1Peter Hannaford, “The Reagans: A Political Portrait” Coward-McCann, Inc., 1983,p. 295.
8“Blue Smoke and Mirrors” at 157.
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name or names of the other base or bases involved. [See
app. III, p. 1152.]
The subcommittee asked others who worked in the campaign
what they knew about a network of retired officers such as that
described by Germond and Witcover:

Q Meese, the man to whom Garrick reported, told the subcom
mittee that Garrick provided information about hospital
planes. Meese said that Garrick received phone calls about
these planes from friends who were retired military officers
living near the bases where these planes operated.

Q Casey stated that Garrick would talk about aircraft move
ments. He said that Garrick was a self-starter who had his
own sources of information.

Q Baker stated that Garrick had a military watch group of ex
officers.

Q Wirthlin, the campaign pollster, stated that Garrick had a lot
of friends in the military who were tracking aircraft in an
effort to watch for any unusual movements.

Q Robert Gray stated that Garrick headed the “October Sur
prise” group, provided information and drew on a wide varie
ty of sources.

Q Jeanne Winnick, Garrick’s secretary, recalled a network like
that described by Germond and Witcover in their book.

Q Halper, who worked for Garrick, told the subcommittee that
he had heard that Garrick had set up a network of retired
military men.

Q Rita Solon, a volunteer, stated that she was aware that Gar
rick was keeping up with old buddies who watched for troop
movements.

Q Kevin Hopkins, a campaign researcher, stated that he knew
Garrick was working with some friends who were retired.

In addition to the above testimony, the subcommittee found a
short memorandum at the Hoover Institution in a file marked
“Hostage”, which is evidence of the existence of Garrick’s “net
work” of retired military officers. The memorandum, typed on
plain white paper, is not dated. While the memo was from Garrick,
it is not addressed to anyone. Written in at the top is the word
“Hostages”.
The memorandum referred to a telephone call, apparently re
ceived by Garrick, from Johnny Grant, a Brigadier General in the
California National Guard. The memo mentioned that Grant had
passed along information that a large number of military aircraft
had been moved to Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma “where the
spare parts are.” Garrick stated in the memorandum that he would
try to confirm this information with “our people”. The reference to
“our people” indicates that Garrick had other sources for this type
of information. [See app. IV, p. 1486.]
The subcommittee finds that Garrick’s lack of memory about his

‘
alledged “network” is not credible. As now shown, Garrick also had

\ suspect memory lapses about other campaign information gather
, ing efforts.
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2. Garrick’s New Assignment

The subcommittee found two memoranda indicating that Garrick
was given a special assignment on October 24, 1980, relating to the
hostage situation. In an October 24 memorandum for the senior
staff that is marked “CONFIDENTIAL”, Meese wrote:
Effective immediately Bob Garrick is assigned a special
responsibility for coordinating Campaign Headquarters ac
tivities relating to our response to the hostage situation.
He can be reached at extension 3701 and will be available
at all time either through his office or through the Oper
ations Center (extension 3720).
Upon any change in situation, Bob will notify all of the
above addressees so that we can keep key members of the
staff advised of the situation at all times. Therefore, it
would be appreciated if you will keep the Operations
Center notified of your location at all time that you are
not in the Headquarters. [See app. IV, p. 1487 .]

'

In a second October 24 memorandum addressed to the Policy De
velopment and Research Division, Meese said:

During the next several days, Bob Garrick will be work
ing on a special project for me. Jim Brady is, therefore, as
signed as acting director of Policy Development and Re
search and will carry out all of the functions normally
handled by Bob.
Bob Garrick can continue to be reached at extension
3701. Jim’s phone number is extension 3718. This arrange
ment will continue until further notice.
Please advise the members of your section concerning
these assignments. [See app. IV, p. 1488.]
The subcommittee asked Garrick about this new assignment. At
first, he was unable to recall anything about it, but after being
shown the memoranda by the subcommittee, he stated that his
memory had been refreshed. In his affidavit, he said:
Until I was shown the [above] memo from Edwin Meese
to senior campaign officials, I did not remember that Jim
Brady was appointed Acting Director of Policy Develop
ment and Research on October 24, 1980. I do not now
recall being relieved of all campaign duties on that date
except those related to responding to the hostage situation.
I do not now recall that my duties changed in any substan
tial manner on or after October 24, 1980, or that I took
any new assignment as of that date. [See app. III, p. 1152.]
Meese said the memoranda were self-explanatory and simply al
lowed Garrick to devote full time to his “hostage watch”. Meese as
serts that no new organization was created. The subcommittee
asked Halper what he remembered about Garrick’s reassignment
because Halper reported directly to Garrick according to the orga
nizational chart. Halper stated that he did not recall Brady’s be
coming his supervisor and was not sure what Garrick did regarding
this special project.
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3. The Gray Memorandum

The subcommittee also found another memorandum relating to
the Iranian hostage situation, in the same file at the Hoover Insti
tution as the note from Garrick about the California National
Guard officer discussed above. This undated, one-page memoran
dum from Robert Gray to Meese was marked “Confidential” and
set forth Gray’s suggestions on how the Reagan campaign should
handle, or respond to, the hostage crisis. It states:
If we leak to news sources our knowledge of the Carter
planned events . . . we can get the press [to] say Carter is
politicizing the issue, following his media plan, etc. (em
phasis provided.) [See app. IV, p. 1489.]
After reviewing the document, Meese said that the sentence re
ferred to in the previous paragraph does not necessarily mean that
the campaign knew of something that had already occurred. Gray
told the subcommittee that he did not recall this memorandum
from the campaign but had seen it recently in the press. He said
that his current reading of the memorandum did not indicate ad
vance knowledge.
At the least, however, this document shows that Gray advocated
obtaining information about the hostage crisis not available to the
press and the public and using such information for the campaign’s
advantage.

4. The Allen Papers and Notes

a. The ABC XYZ memorandum
At the Hoover Institution, the subcommittee found an October
15, 1980 memorandum from Richard Allen to Governor Reagan,
Casey, Meese, and Wirthlin. The memorandum contained informa
tion about Carter administration actions regarding the hostages in
Iran. Allen stated in the memo that an “unimpeachable source”
obtained the information from “ABC XYZ”. The use of the term
“source” and the code name “ABC XYZ” aroused interest, particu
larly since the information appeared to relate to possible high-level
government actions regarding a very sensitive situation. [See app.
IV, p. 1490.]
Although Allen at first would not tell subcommittee investigators
the identity of “ABC XYZ”, he later informed the subcommittee
that the code name referred to then-Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie. The “unimpeachable source”, Allen said, was John Wal
lach, a reporter with the Hearst newspapers.
Of the four recipients of the memorandum, only Wirthlin stated
that he recalls seeing the document during the campaign, although
he does not know the identity of the “source” Allen referred to, or
“ABC XYZ”. Casey stated in his affidavit that he does not specifi
cally recall the document or the identity of “ABC XYZ”. When
interviewed by the FBI, President Reagan stated that he had never
seen the memorandum; if he had, he said he would have ques
tioned the identity of “ABC XYZ”.
Meese also does not recall the memorandum. However, Allen
told the subcommittee that he “. . . was 90 percent sure that . . .”
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he. had told Meese the identity of “ABC XYZ” during the cam
paign. '

In reviewing Allen’s telephone logs from the campaign, the sub
committee found an entry on October 15, 1980, for a phone call at
10:35 a.m. from John Wallach. The handwritten notes for this tele
phone call generally follow the information outlined in Allen’s
memorandum of the same date. There is also a reference to Muskie
in this telephone message. [See app. IV, p. 1493.]
Both Wallach and Muskie were questioned by the FBI about the
Allen memorandum and the information contained therein. Wal
lach stated he covered the hostage situation during 1980 and spoke
with State Department personnel concerning news accounts that
spare parts would be traded for the hostages. Wallach said that he
telephoned Allen to obtain the campaign’s opinion of these news
accounts. Wallach told the FBI that Muskie was not the source of
his information from the State Department, and that he did not
tell Allen that Muskie was the source. However, Wallach wrote
news stories that provided much of the same information found in
Allen’s memorandum. [See app. IV, p. 1494.]
Muskie stated that, although he recalls Wallach as being in the
State Department press corps after seeing a picture of him, he had
no confidential relationship with Wallach. Muskie said that he
never provided Wallach with information involving confidential
State Department matters. Wallach concurred, saying that he
never received classified or nonpublic information from Muskie.
While some of the facts about this memorandum are in dispute, the
subcommittee concludes that Allen did in fact receive the informa
tion from Wallach.

b. Telephone log notes

Allen retained extensive telephone logs that contained various
notes regarding the hostage situation. One of these notes reads:

1115 Angelo Codevilla—938-9702. DIA—Hostages—all
back in compound, last week. Admin. embargoed intelli
gence. Confirmed [See app. IV, p. 1498.]
Neither Allen nor Codevilla, who was a staff member of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, could provide information concern
ing the meaning of this note. Codevilla did say, however, that he
did not provide the Reagan Bush campaign with information “em
bargoed” by the Carter administration or information from the De
fense Intelligence Agency (DIA) or any other Government intelli
gence body. 1

5. The Hansen Documents

Another document of interest was found in Meese’s files at the
Hoover Institution and was also found in the files of Anthony
Dolan. Even though the documents are basically the same, there is
evidence that they traveled different paths in coming to the

1Codevilla also informed the subcommittee that he was told of people who had been “moles"
for the Reagan Bush campaign in many agencies, and about active duty agents for the CIA who
worked for the Bush campaign, but that he was not aware of any active CIA agents who worked
for the Reagan Bush campaign. [See app. III p. 1112.]
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Reagan Bush campaign. One of the documents contained a hand
written note from Governor Reagan, the other contained no such
note.
The document is an August 2, 1979 letter from Henry Precht, Di
rector of the Office of Iranian Affairs, Department of State, to L.
Bruce Laingen, Charge d’Affaires at the American Embassy in
Tehran, Iran. The letter, marked “SECRET—EYES ONLY”, refers
to a cable from then-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance to Laingen,
which Precht had the opportunity to see. A copy of this cable was
found in the Meese files at Hoover Institution. Precht’s letter also
forwarded to Laingen a paper entitled “Planning for the Shah to
Come to the United States”, which is marked “SECRET/ SENSI
TIVE”. The files of both Dolan and Meese contained copies of this
paper. Also, copies of a statement by Congressman George Hansen,
printed in the Congressional Record of March 26, 1980, were found
in Meese’s files. [See app. IV, p. 1500.]
The contents of the document had been made public through the
media several months after it was written. The Washington Post
and The New York Times both reported on November 9, 1979, that
Islamic students in Tehran had released the Precht correspondence
and report, which they claimed to have obtained after the occupa
tion of the U.S. Embassy. Portions of Precht’s report on the Shah
were quoted extensively in the articles. The report warned about
admitting the Shah to the United States and suggested that, if this
were allowed, precautions should be taken at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran to protect Embassy personnel from possible retaliation.
Congressman George Hansen referred to both the Vance cable
and the Precht letter and paper in a lengthy statement on the Ira
nian hostage situation in the Congressional Record on March 26,
1980. Congressman Hansen quoted from the Precht document in

lfi
is

stgtement,
although the document itself was not printed in the

ecor .

Congressman Hansen was questioned by the subcommitee con
cerning his knowledge of the documents located in the files of
Meese and Dolan. Hansen stated that he obtained the Precht corre
spondence and paper during a trip to Iran in late 1979. When he
returned from Iran, he showed the documents to officials at the De
partment of State, including then-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance.
He later showed them to Edmund Muskie, when Muskie became
Secretary of State. Hansen said the validity of the documents was
never confirmed to him by any State Department officials. Accord
ing to news reports, State Department spokesman Hodding Carter
would not comment on the authenticity of the documents when
they were released by the Iranian students in November 1979.
Hansen also said he was never told to treat the documents in a
confidential manner.
Hansen told the subcommittee that he gave the documents to
Governor Reagan in Idaho, in the fall of 1980. He said he did not
discuss the contents of the material with Reagan.
The copy of the Precht letter to Laingen found in Meese’s files
contained a handwritten note to Meese from Governor Reagan. The
note, signed “Ron”, stated that the information in the document
had been in the Congressional Record as part of Hansen’s state
ment, indicating that Meese received his copy of the document
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sometime after March 26, 1980. President Reagan told the FBI that
he recognized his handwritten note to Meese and believed he must
have reviewed all of the documents at the time he wrote it. Reagan
was not certain who provided him with the documents.
Meese does not remember the document, but said no action was
taken based on it. Meese does not think the document was re
turned to the State Department, but pointed out that the informa
tion in it already has been printed in the Congressional Record.
Dolan also was questioned by the subcommittee about this docu
ment, a copy of which was found in his files at the White House by
the subcommittee. Dolan’s copy does not contain the Reagan note
to Meese. Dolan remembers seeing the cover letter from Precht to
Laingen but is not sure whether he saw it during the campaign or
in the transition period. Dolan said he found the document on his
desk, and that a man, whose name Dolan cannot recall, later came
in to say that he had left it there. The man told Dolan that he had
obtained the material from the media. Dolan told the subcommit
tee he does not know why he received this material, and that he
did not do anything with it.
It also appears that John Coale, a Washington, D.C. attorney
who represented the 13 black and female hostages who were re
leased early, gave a copy of the Precht papers to Garrick. Coale
stated that he did so in August 1980 because his clients were wor
ried that President Carter was preparing another hostage rescue,
or some “October Surprise,” before the election. Garrick generally
confirms Coale’s story. Garrick stated that it is possible he may
have given the document to Meese or Dolan.
The copies of the Precht letter and the paper on the Shah found
in the files of Dolan and Meese contained markings in Farsi (Per
sian language) on almost all of the pages. This indicates that these
copies were obtained from Iran after being in the possession of Ira
nians. This conclusion is consistent with the media reports of No
vember 9, 1979, that Iranian students had obtained the “SECRET—
EYES ONL ” and “SECRET/ SENSITIVE” material from the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, and with the statement by Congressman
Hansen that he had obtained copies of the material while he was
in Iran in late 1979. While the documents themselves had been
publicized, the classifications had not been changed.9

6. The Cohen Reports

The subcommittee found a series of five papers prepared by Her
bert A. Cohen at the Hoover Institution in a file marked “Hos
tages”.

O The first report is titled “Negotiating the ‘Iranian Crisis’
and contains a handwritten notation on the cover page indi
cating that it was submitted to the State Department. [See
app. IV, p. 1542.]

7’

9 Executive Order 12065, 43 Fed. Reg. 28949, June 28, 1978, was the law in force at the time
and provided procedures for classifying and declassifying such government information. It has
since been superceded by Executive Order 12356, 47 Fed. Reg. 14874, April 6, 1982. The subcom
mittee was informed by the Department of State that these documents had not been declassi
fied. The State Deparment had no objection to the publication of these documents in the sub
committee’s report. [See letter, p. 2413.]
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Q The second report also is titled “Negotiating the ‘Iranian
Crisis’ ”. [See app. IV, p. 1558.]

Q The third report is titled “Concluding the ‘Iranian Crisis’
[See app. IV, p. 1572.]

O The title of the fourth report is not known because the cover
page is missing. [See app. IV, p. 1587.]

Q The fifth report is titled “Negotiating a Conclusion to the ‘Ira
nian Crisis’ ”. [See app. IV, p. 1595.]

Each report is approximately ten to fifteen pages in length. The
papers are dated at approximately one month intervals from No
vember of 1979 through March of 1980. All five reports are labeled
“Confidential”. Cohen identifies himself on the report cover pages
as a consultant to the Justice Department and the FBI in hostage
and terrorist negotiations.
The subcommittee also found three letters in James Baker's files
that concern Cohen, all from Prescott Bush, brother of the vice
presidential candidate:

Q A letter dated August 29 that contains a handwritten note on
the bottom referring to Cohen, implying that Bush has al
ready mentioned Cohen to Baker and that he (Bush) is in the
process of trying to establish a better relationship with
Cohen. [See app. IV, p. 1606.]

Q A letter dated September 2 indicating that Bush had lunch
with Cohen and that Cohen had some “hot information” on
the hostages. This letter also passes along general campaign
strategy Cohen discussed with Bush. [See app. IV, p. 1608.]

Q A letter dated September 3, a follow-up to the September 2
letter! mentioning that Cohen had called Bush to further dis
cuss his knowledge of the Carter administration’s role in the
Iranian hostage situation. The letter says that Cohen has re
liable sources on the National Security Council and that he
would “expose” the administration's handling of the situa
tion if he thought Carter was going to politicize the release
of the hostages. In this letter, Bush asks Baker if he would
like to meet with Cohen. [See app. IV, p. 1611.]

In his affidavit, Cohen stated that he voluntarily submitted the
reports to the Department of State after someone at that Depart
ment, whose name or position he cannot recall, told him he had
some good ideas and should put them on paper. However, the FBI’s
summary of its interview with Cohen indicates that Cohen told the
FBI that the reports were prepared as his (Cohen’s) contribution as
a member of a U.S. Government hostage task force and that the
reports were furnished to either NSC or President Carter.
Cohen also says in his affidavit that:

The reports were prepared——without benefit of any gov
ernment documents or information—from my own knowl
edge of Iran, geopolitics, Shi-ism, negotiating techniques
and political realities, as well as contemporary media ac
counts of the day to day happenings.
To the best of my knowledge, none of these . . . reports
contained any information or material that was obtained
from Federal Government sources. The designation “Confi
dential” was made primarily for the purpose of having the

7’
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recommendations routed to the designated addressee. [See
app. III, p. 1115.]
Cohen informed the subcommittee that, to the best of his recol
lection, he. did not at any time provide any of these five reports to
anyone in the Reagan Bush campaign or to anyone associated with
the campaign. Cohen does recall providing Casey or another cam
paign staff person with three other papers. According to Cohen,
these papers were furnished to the campaign sometime in October
1980. They included his assessment of the Iranian hostage situa
tion, his recommendations concerning this crisis, and another
paper on a related subject that Cohen does not recall. None of the
three papers Cohen identifies was located by the subcommittee.
Cohen’s relationship with the Reagan campaign apparently was
established through Prescott Bush. Bush became acquainted with
Cohen through a friend in New York, who presented Cohen as
someone who had information on the Iranian hostage situation and
was disenchanted with Carter’s politicizing of the matter. Bush
stated that he did not know whether Cohen was a paid consultant
to the Carter administration, but that Cohen had told him he did
advisory work for the administration on Iran. Bush said that his
first contact with Cohen was at the end of August 1980; Cohen told
the FBI that he was first contacted by Bush in July 1980.
The letters from Bush to Baker indicate that Bush believed that
Cohen had information on the hostage situation that would be very
helpful to the campaign. Baker, however, told the subcommittee

Eh?
he never followed up on Bush’s suggestion that he meet with

0 en.
Cohen disputes the manner in which he was portrayed in Bush’s
letters to Baker. In his affidavit, Cohen denies that he indicated to
Bush that he had sources on the NSC, as Bush stated in his Sep
tember 3 letter to Baker. Cohen said he knew only one person at
the NSC, Captain Gary Sick. [See app. III, p. 1115.]
Sick told subcommittee investigators that Cohen had no special
access to the NSC and that he (Sick) never gave inside information
to Cohen. Sick also stated that Cohen had called him on several oc
casions, but that he (Sick) did not feel that Cohen had any new in
formation to offer. Cohen told the FBI that, at Sick’s request, the
two met in May 1980 regarding the hostage situation, although
Sick did not provide him with any information at that time.
Cohen told the subcommittee that, by the time he met with
Casey in the fall of 1980, he would not have provided the five re
ports prepared for Government use to Casey because they were out
dated. However, Casey stated in his affidavit that Cohen had, in
fact, given him four of the five reports when he visited Casey in
Washington in October 1980. [See app. III, p. 1115.] (Casey attended
the Skyline House October Surprise group meetings on the hostage
crisis.) Casey stated that in September 1980, Bush suggested that
he meet Cohen. Bush told the subcommittee that he “may have”
suggested this to Casey, although he does not recall whether he ac
tually did. Casey stated that he met with Cohen in New York City
at the Plaza Hotel.
Casey also stated that he recalled receiving the reports prepared
by Cohen, numbered 2 through 5. These four reports, Casey stated,
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contained no indication that they were Government documents or
were classified. He does not recall receiving the first report, dated
November 24, 1979, which is marked “Submitted to State Dept.” on
the cover page. To his knowledge, Casey stated, the Reagan Bush
campaign did not use the material furnished by Cohen. In his affi
davit, Meese said that he recalls seeing the five reports prepared
by Cohen in 1980 but he does not know how the reports were ob
tained by the Reagan Bush campaign. [See app. III, p. 1209.]
Questions about the Cohen documents remain. It is not clear
whether these reports were submitted to a Government agency at
its request and should have been treated as nonpublic documents.
It is not clear how the Reagan Bush campaign obtained the docu
ments. What does appear clear is that Prescott Bush, as shown by
his own writings, advocated using Cohen because Cohen had access
to inside Carter administration information and material.

7. WLS October 15, 1980, News Report

On October 15, 1980 Larry Moore, a reporter for television sta
tion WLS (Chicago ABC-owned station), announced on the air that
negotiations were taking place between U.S. and Iranian officials
for the release of American hostages held in Iran. Moore also re
ported that the deal being discussed would send spare military
parts to Iran for the release of the hostages. According to the mem
oirs of both President Carter (“Keeping Faith,” 1982, Bantam
Books) and NSC Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski (“Power and Princi
ple,” 1983, Farrar/Straus/Giroux), secret negotiations between Iran
and the United States were taking place around that time.
During the course of the subcommittee’s investigation, an indi
vidual (who requested that his information not be made known to
minority members or staff) alleged that the source of the informa
tion reported by Moore was a highly placed member of the U.S. in
telligence community. This individual alleged that Moore’s source
provided information to Moore to publicize the secret negotiations
and thus prevent consummation of a hostage-spare parts deal that
might have involved the U.S. in the Iran-Iraq war.
Allegedly, this source felt that the U.S. public had a right to
know this information, whatever the consequences. The subcommit
tee also received allegations, from the same individual, linking
Moore’s source to the Reagan Bush campaign. The suggestion was
that publicizing the secret hostage negotiations would have delayed
a pre-election release of the U.S. hostages in Iran, to the benefit of
the Reagan Bush campaign.
The subcommittee interviewed numerous individuals, including
Moore, in an effort to locate his source for this information. Moore
refused to disclose his source, and despite considerable effort, the
subcommittee was unable to locate it. The subcommittee thus was
unable to confirm the allegations made. For this reason this report
will not disclose those persons interviewed or the other investiga
tive work conducted to pursue this matter.
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IV. INDIVIDUAL EFFORTS AND MISCELLANEOUS
DOCUMENTS

The subcommittee found various other documents and items of
information in the files of Reagan Bush campaign staff that were
obtained from Carter administration sources by various individuals
connected with the Reagan Bush campaign. These findings are dis
cussed below.

A. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM ALLEN’S FILES

1. Foreign Service Officers

The subcommittee located in the files of Richard Allen a letter
from Allen to Governor Reagan dated April 28, 1980. The short
letter refers to a lecture Allen recently had given at the Depart
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State to a group of Foreign Service officers. [See app. IV,

p. 1 1 .]
In his April 28, 1980 letter, Allen informed Reagan that he had
requested persons attending his lecture to contact him privately,
and that he had received several responses to this request. Allen
told the subcommittee he had invited suggestions from the Foreign
Service officers, and had received many.
Allen’s letter of April 28, 1980, also forwarded to Reagan a letter
he had received from one of the Foreign Service officers. Allen
asked that the letter be kept confidential to protect the FSO. Allen
also stated in his letter that he believed the campaign would re
ceive information, such as that provided by the FSO, “if we ask for
it.” The subcommittee did not locate the letter from the particular
FSO mentioned in Allen’s letter to Reagan.
However, a May 27, 1980 memorandum from Allen to Reagan,
with copies to Casey and Meese, indicates that Allen was passing
along additional correspondence from Foreign Service officers. [See
app. IV, p. 1614.] Letters from two FSO’s were found in Allen’s
files, along with letters from both Allen and Reagan, thanking
them for the information. Both FSO’s mentioned in their corre
spondence that they attended Allen’s presentation at the State De
partment, and that they were responding to Allen’s invitation to
contact him. The correspondence from the FSO’s basically con
tained suggestions on how to improve the Foreign Service, and
criticized the Carter administration’s management of the Foreign
Service. The correspondence does not appear to contain any non
public information.
Allen told the subcommittee that he often was contacted by For
eign Service officers, although he did not recall what type of infor
mation he received. The subcommittee notes that FSO’s are cov
ered under the Hatch Act10 and finds Allen’s request for informa

1° Foreign Service Officers and employees of the Foreign Service are covered by the provisions
of the “Hatch Act". 5 U.S.C. 7324(a). The same is true for officers and employees of the Central
Intelligence Agency. However, those officers appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate (approximately 160 Ambassadors, Assistant Secretaries, etc.) are restricted
only by the provisions of the Act forbidding use of their official positions to interfere with or
influence the outcome of any election 5 U.S.C. 7324(a)(1). For further discussion, see Chapter 5.
See also, Memorandum From the American Law Division, February 15, 1984, on the “Applica
bility of the ‘Hatch Act’ to Foreign Service Officers, Agents of the CIA, and the Military" re
printed in app. VI.
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tion from Foreign Service officers troublesome. Allen’s actions indi
cate that he initiated the relationship between the FSO’s and the
campaign and thus may have encouraged these Government em
ployees to violate the Hatch Act. It is also clear, from Allen’s state
ments to the subcommittee and his files, that there was corre
spondence from FSO’s that the subcommittee does not have. What
type of information was contained in this correspondence is not
known.

2. The Cuban Interviews

The subcommittee located another document in Allen’s files that
relates to foreign policy. The document consists of a memorandum,
dated July 2, 1980, from Belden Bell to Roger Fontaine, and a six
page attachment, purportedly setting forth information on and
from three Cubans who came to Miami from Cuba, as well as a
handwritten note containing the address and phone numbers for
Raymond Molina, a Floridian apparently involved in obtaining the
information from the Cubans. [See app. IV, p. 1630.]
During the 1980 Reagan presidential campaign, Bell was execu
tive assistant to Allen and was responsible for coordinating foreign
policy and defense working groups. He also acted as Allen’s Capitol
Hill liaison. Fontaine was a volunteer with the Reagan campaign
whose expertise was on Latin American issues. He worked for the
American Enterprise Institute from mid-August 1980 until January
1981, and was with the Georgetown Center for Strategic and Inter
national Studies prior to that time.
The memorandum of July 2, 1980 refers to contact between Bell
and Molina. In that document, Bell stated that he was forwarding
a memorandum describing three Cubans who recently had come to
the United States, had been interviewd by friends of Molina from
Key West, Florida, and were then turned over to the CIA. Accord
ing to Bell’s note, the Cubans were debriefed by the CIA and then
let go, perhaps in the Miami area. Molina, Bell wrote, could not
confirm the authenticity of the Cubans.
The attachment to Bell’s memo contains a description and back
ground material on three Cuban men. The attachment sets forth
information on Cuba’s military capacity, about which the Cubans
were apparently questioned. Much of the information consists of
descriptions of military facilities and their locations, and weapon
capabilities. Certain missiles and chemical warfare capabilities are
described. Cuban military strategy and the role of Soviet troops in
Cuba also is discussed.
Bell’s cover letter to Fontaine sets forth Molina’s theory that, if
President Carter could authenticate the information provided by
the Cubans, he would “spring this story” and propose a strong mili
tary and economic response. Bell states:
Molina feels the campaign should have some sort of
similar DIA investigative capability that can also authenti
cate the matter and then use it ahead of Carter.
The subcommittee questioned several people associated with this
document. Allen, in whose files the document was found, said only
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that Molina showed up at Reagan functions, and that he (Allen)
had tried to stay away from him.
Bell told the subcommittee that he recalls his memorandum to
Fontaine, but does not recall the attachment. He cannot explain
how the document about the Cubans came to be attached to his
memorandum to Fontaine; in fact, he says he is not sure that any
document was attached to his memorandum. He said that the note
containing Molina’s address and phone number is not in his hand
writing. According to Bell, he met Molina in Latin America while
he was working with the Reagan campaign. Sometime later,
Molina called him at Allen’s office, and then visited him there. All

32 th
e information in the document, Bell said, was provided by
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Bell confirmed that Allen did not want to be involved with
Molina, but believes it was Allen who instructed him to pass the
information along to Fontaine. After his meeting with Molina, Bell
said, he drafted the note to Fontaine and forwarded the same mate
rial to him. Bell does not recall what was done with the informa
tion after this. He told the subcommittee that some Government
“intelligence source” may have provided the information on the
three Cubans.
Fontaine was shown the document by subcommittee investiga
tors. Fontaine said he does not remember whether or not he saw
Bell’s note and the attachment during the campaign, although
parts of the material seem familiar to him. He also said he did not
write Molina’s address and phone numbers on the memo paper.
After reviewing the document, Fontaine felt that some of the infor
mation in the attachment may be classified or sensitive. He does
not think the information was presented in the standard format
used in Government intelligence reports. Fontaine stated, however,
that if he had seen this type of information, he would have turned

it over to the FBI.
Fontaine said he recalls a conversation in July 1980 with Bell,
which took place in Allen’s office, during which they discussed the
three Cubans. He does not recall discussing this information with
Molina, but told the subcommittee that both he and Bell thought
Molina was not reliable.
The subcommittee interviewed Molina by telephone. Molina told
the subcommittee that he did liaison or consultant work for the
United States Government, for which he was not paid. Molina said
that, through his contacts in the Cuban community and with the
U.S. intelligence community, he had access to classified and sensi
tive information.
In reference to the documents found in Allen’s files, Molina said
that in 1980 he had discussions with Bell concerning a report
Molina was preparing about Cubans coming to the United States.
The report included information about Cubans who had defected
from Castro's Government. Molina stated he gave his report to
someone in Washington. He said that his report could have been
the subject of Bell’s memorandum to Fontaine.
It is not clear how the information contained in the memoran
dum about the Cubans was obtained. However, although Reagan
Bush campaign staff who had contact with Molina apparently did
not trust him, it does not appear that they discouraged Molina
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from providing sensitive intelligence information to the campaign,
even though he may have had access to Government intelligence
sources. In fact, Bell began his note to Fontaine by saying he had
had his “long-awaited ‘chat’ ” with Molina. The subcommittee be
lieves this matter should be reviewed by House committees more
involved with Government intelligence agencies.

3. The Van Cleave-Welsh Meeting

A one-page memorandum dated June 30, 1980, from Allen to
Reagan was located in Reagan campaign files at the Hoover Insti
tution. (A copy also was found in Richard Allen’s files.) The memo
randum refers to a meeting between William Van Cleave, of the
Reagan Bush campaign staff, and General Jasper Welsh, a deputy
to Zbigniew Brzezinski on the National Security Council. Attached
to this memo is another memorandum from Van Cleave to Allen,
dated June 28, 1980, which details Van Cleave’s meeting with
Welsh. The two basic issues apparently discussed at this meeting
were Reagan’s position on the MX missile and the advisory groups
set up by the Reagan Bush campaign that were working on devel
oping national security and defense programs in anticipation of a
new administration. [See app. IV, p. 1638.]
Van Cleave recalls a meeting with Welsh, which he described as
a “fishing expedition” on Welsh’s part to find out about Reagan’s
position on the MX missile. Welsh, he said, did not provide him
with any confidential or classified information.
Welsh confirmed that he met with Van Cleave, a meeting Welsh
said he initiated. Welsh stated that, although the meeting was un
usual, it was within the proper realm of his NSC activities, and
that David Aaron, his superior at NSC, had been informed of his
meeting. After reviewing Van Cleave’s memorandum, Welsh said
he felt the contents were accurate, but that Van Cleave had inflat
ed the importance of the information discussed at their meeting.
Welsh also stated that Van Cleave was the only Reagan campaign
staff person with whom he had contact.
Aaron also was shown this document by the subcommittee. He
stated that he was unaware that Welsh had met with Van Cleave
during the 1980 campaign, and that the contents of Van Cleave’s
memorandum surprised him. Brzezinski also expressed surprise at
the Van Cleave-Welsh meeting.
While the meeting may have been unusual or even unauthorized,
the subcommittee has no evidence that Van Cleave received any
classified or nonpublic information from Welsh.

B. THE WEIDENFELD DOCUMENT

The subcommittee located a document in the files of Edward
Weidenfeld, National Chairman of Lawyers for Reagan, which re
lates to military issues. The document consists of (1) an October 24,
1980 memorandum from Weidenfeld to Halper and Gergen, enti
tled “Shortages of Essential Military Medical Supplies”; and (2) an
October 23, 1980 memorandum from Tom Patten to Weidenfeld,
with attachments, on the same topic. [See app. IV, p. 1640.]
Weidenfeld’s one page memorandum to Gergen and Halper for
warded a copy of the paper prepared for him by Patten. Weidenfeld
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explained in his memorandum that Patten’s document and the at
tached material demonstrated the Carter administration’s “ne
glect” of defense requirements, which had led to a shortage of med
ical supplies for the military. Weidenfeld referred to an article in
the publication Defense Week on this subject.
Patten’s memorandum to Weidenfeld also referred to the De
fense Week article, a copy of which is attached to his memo. A
second source for this information, Patten wrote, was an internal
memorandum from the Defense Personnel Supply Center (DPSC),
dated October 9, 1980. Patten explained that he was attaching a re
typed version of portions of this internal memorandum, but that he
had the original document in his possession. The original docu
ment, Patten wrote, was supplied to him in confidence, but did not
contain classified information. The data in the DPSC document, ac
cording to Patten’s memorandum, came from a DPSC computer.
Weidenfeld told the subcommittee that Patten is an attorney
who specializes in defense procurement. However, Weidenfeld did
not know how Patten obtained the internal memorandum. Al
though Weidenfeld said he did not inspect Patten’s memorandum
carefully when he received it, he believed the information was ac
curate and therefore, passed it along to Halper and Gergen, be
cause he thought they might find it useful for debate preparation.
Patten said that the document came from a client who had ob
tained it by a freedom of information request. But this was not
known at the time by Weidenfeld who seemingly was ready for the
Reagan Bush campaign to use nonpublic defense information.

C. GARRIcK’s MEMORANDUM ON SALT II
The subcommittee located, in Meese’s files, a one-page memoran
dum dated October 16, 1980, from Garrick to a number of Reagan
campaign staff personnel. Two Reuter wire service stories, both
from October 16, 1980, were found with this memorandum. [See
app. IV, p. 1658.]
The subject of the wire stories was the U.S.-Soviet Salt II treaty;
statements made by then-Secretary of State Edmund Muskie are
the focus of the stories. Although Garrick’s memorandum did not
specifically refer to the Salt II treaty, it appears from the content
of the memo, and the fact that the wire stories were attached, that
this was the subject of Garrick’s memorandum.
The memorandum stated that “Muskie is the lead off man”, ap
parently in reference to Muskie’s statements on ratification of the
Salt II treaty to limit nuclear arms. Garrick then wrote that on
Monday, October 20, 1980, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown
would go to “test the . . . waters”. According to Garrick, if the re
sponse was favorable, “Carter will do something later in the week.”
Garrick stated in the memorandum that this scenario was “from a
good source”.
Garrick wrote that he was passing along this information for any
action they deemed necessary. Garrick had no recollection of the
document or its source. Meese, in whose files the Garrick memo
randum was found, stated that he has no recollection of the docu
ment and does not know the source of Garrick’s information.
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D. HALPER’S DISCUSSIONS WITH Two 4-STAR GENERALS

Another document relating to national defense was provided to
the subcommittee by Daryl Bogquist, a research assistant with the
Reagan campaign. The document is a two-page memorandum from
Roger Hearn to Richard Williamson, outlining an alternate sched
uling meeting of September 11, 1980. The memorandum mentions
several issues raised at this meeting, including the Stealth Bomber.
In reference to this subject, the memorandum states that Halper
was told by two 4-star generals that David Aaron, of the National
Security Council, was the contact between the White House and

glézolgepartment
of Defense on the Stealth issue. [See app. IV, p.

Halper was shown this document by the subcommittee. Halper
then said it was likely that the two generals referred to in the
memorandum were retired. He stated that he did not have Defense
Department contacts on the Stealth issue, and that he made no
effort to acquire information from the Defense Department on this
issue or any other issues during the 1980 campaign. In his affida
vit, submitted to the subcommittee, he declared that he did not
“. . recall receiving information from, or having discussions with,
Federal employees or officials in the . . . Department of Defense,
including active Armed Services personnel or officers.” Halper also
does not recall commenting on the Stealth issue at the September
11, 1980 meeting. [See app. III, p. 1167.]

E. THE WAYNE VALIS DOCUMENTS

Among the documents released by the White House on June 28,
1983 was a one-page paper, entitled “Proposed Carter Tactics for
Debate and Campaign Advertising”, which sets forth ten points on
Carter strategy for the debates and advertising plans for the Carter
campaign. This paper is attached to a cover memorandum written
by Wayne Valis. [See app. IV, p. 1162.] At the time the memoran
dum is dated, Valis was working for American Enterprise Institute.
He also was doing volunteer work for the Reagan Bush campaign.
The subcommittee located several versions of the Valis cover
memorandum in files of Reagan Bush campaign workers. In these
memoranda, all versions of which are dated October 21, 1980, Valis
indicated that he received the paper from a “very reliable source”
who was “intimately connected” with a Carter debate staff
member. [See app. IV, pp. 1664 and 1667 .] The source, Valis told
the subcommittee, was John Lenczowski. [See p. 36.] Valis acknowl
edged that he may have been “puffing” by using such terms as
“source” and “intimately connected”.
According to Valis, Lenczowski called him on October 20, 1980,
and told him that he, Lenczowski, knew someone in the Carter
campaign who had detailed knowledge about the upcoming debate.
Valis stated that he then told Lenczowski to put the information
he had in a written, point-by-point summary and send it to him.
When he received the paper prepared by Lenczowski, Valis said he
put his cover memorandum on it and circulated it in the Reagan
Bush campaign.
Lenczowski confirmed to the subcommittee that he prepared the
paper on Carter strategy for Valis. He stated during an interview
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that he received the information on which he based his paper from
Robert Leahy, a friend and former classmate. Leahy, however, told
the subcommittee that he had no connection with either Presiden
tial campaign during 1980, although most of his business associates
were Carter supporters. During the fall of 1980, Leahy said, he sent
two separate, unsolicited memoranda he had prepared to Lenc
zowski. The memoranda contained Leahy’s suggestions on how
Reagan could improve his public relations image. Leahy stated that
the contents of the two memoranda were based strictly on his own
opinions, general talk he had heard, and what he read in the
media. These are the only two memoranda he sent to Lenczowski,
Leahy said. Leahy also said he regularly called Lenczowski to
advise him on campaign-related news he gathered from wire serv
ice stories.
Lenczowski told subcommittee investigators that he does not
know the source of Leahy’s information, but he thought it was an
insider, i.e., someone associated with the Carter administration or
campaign. Valis told the subcommittee that Lenczowski had com
mented to him in 1981 that Leahy had provided him with a lot of
information. Valis said he therefore assumed that Leahy was the
source of the information Lenczowski sent him. This comment, of
course, is not consistent with the statement in Valis’ cover note
that the Carter information was based on a brainstorming session
involving mid-level Carter debate staff.
As explained previously, Valis circulated his memo and the at
tached paper around the Reagan campaign. Two separate cover
memos were sent to James Baker and David Gergen. In addition,
Valis provided a copy of his memo to Baker, with the attachment,
to Stu Spencer and William Timmons. Timmons, in turn, forward
ed a copy of the documents to Richard Wirthlin, with his own cover
note that read, “This is very important!” [See app. IV, p. 1669.]
The latter copy of the document was found in the files of Richard
Wirthlin by the subcommittee. Valis’ memo to Gergen, with the at
tachment, was released by the White House on June 28, 1983.
Copies of the document that went to Baker were located in the files
of Timmons and Meese at the Hoover Institution.
Reagan campaign staff who received or saw a copy of the Valis
memo and the attached paper on Carter debate and advertising
strategy were questioned by the subcommittee and/ or the FBI.
Spencer said he does not specifically recall the document. Meese
also does not recall seeing the document during the campaign and
does not know its source. Baker stated in his affidavit that he
vaguely recalls receiving the document, unsolicited, during the
campaign, and that he may have passed it on to Meese. Baker said
he does not believe he and Valis discussed its contents. Gergen also
recalls the document, but does not think he asked Valius at the
time about the source of the information. He stated that he be
lieves Valis referred to a “source” in his memo for the purpose of
sparking interest, although Gergen said he wouldn’t be surprised if
Valis had a relationship with someone from the opposing side.
Gergen does not believe the document was of any consequence.
Although Timmons said he did not discuss the document with
Valis, he said the last item in the attached paper, relating to a
Carter advertisement, was of some importance during the cam
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paign. He acknowledged that he probably would have shared the
material with Wirthlin and Peter Dailey.
Wirthlin recalls receiving the document from Timmons and re
members thinking the paper was interesting, particularly because
there was a mention about proposed Carter Mondale campaign ad
vertisements. Wirthlin acknowledged that he used the information
contained in the document to help him prepare two memoranda on
strategy for the debate, for Reagan and other campaign staff. These
two papers, dated October 21 and 24, 1980, were located in Wirth
lin’s files by the subcommittee.11 [See app. IV, p. 1672.] Wirthlin
told the subcommittee he had no real concern about using the in
formation provided by Valis, because it was “second-hand” infor
mation and he had no reason to believe it had been obtained in an
illegal manner.
The material provided the campaign by Valis was hardly earth
shattering and he likely “puffed” its importance to elevate his own
standing with the campaign. Nonetheless, it appears that some
members of the campaign willingly accepted and used what they
thought was inside information from the Carter administration.
Valis was rumored to have sources inside the Carter administra
tion. Indeed, in 1977 he provided the media with a Pat Caddell
memorandum setting forth Carter’s 1980 reelection strategy.12

F. GRAY’S STEEL INDUSTRY MEMORANDUM

Another document indicating that information may have been
obtained from a Carter source was found by the subcommittee in
the Hoover Institution files of Robert Gray and Meese. The docu
ment is a one-page memorandum, dated September 19, 1980, from
Gray to Garrick, with copies to Meese and Casey. The memoran
dum discusses a scheduled presentation by President Carter before
steel industry and labor representatives.
Gray's memorandum sets forth basic facts and figures concerning
the steel industry, which he claims knowledge of due to his previ
ous work. However, Gray’s memorandum begins, “From an excel
lent source”, and then mentions the planned Carter presentation
on September 26, 1980. Regarding this presentation, Gray wrote
that, “Drafts of documents are being given to him [Carter] over the
weekend. Eizenstat has the ball.” [See app. IV, p. 1679.]
Gray stated in his sworn affidavit that he cannot identify the
source referred to in his memorandum, although he said in his
interview with the subcommittee that he believes the source may
have been someone in the steel industry. Gray said he forwarded
the information to Garrick because Garrick was the person who
generally collected this type of information. [See app. III, p. 1162.]
Garrick told the subcommittee that he has no recollection of the
memorandum, and he does not know the identity of the “excellent
source.”

“ The Valis memorandum was used according to Wirthlin to help prepare these documents.
Wirthlin points to the words “Alice-in-Wonderland” and “flip-flopped" as indication of the influ
ence of the Valis memorandum.
12Valis says the Caddell memorandum was found in the trash by an acquaintance. This
person confirms Valis’ story.
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Meese also was shown the document by the subcommittee. Al
though he believes he probably saw it during the campaign, he
does not know the identity of the source to which Gray referred.
Again, the subcommittee’s ability to identify a source is frustrat
ed by an asserted failure of recollection. Given the nature of the
information presented, it is unclear whether the “source” involved
was in the Carter administration or was located in the steel indus
try or elsewhere.

G. WILsoN’s NUCLEAR POWER DOCUMENT

Another document located in Reagan campaign files at the
Hoover Institution is a lengthy paper on issues relating to nuclear
power and energy. A cover note is attached to the document, which
states that the paper was prepared by Department of Energy (DOE)
and Argonne National Laboratory personnel. The undated, hand
written cover note is from William A. Wilson to then-Governor
Reagan. Although Wilson had no direct association with the 1980
Reagan Bush campaign, he was a close personal friend of Reagan’s.
The paper itself is detailed, indicates an in-depth knowledge on the
part of the authors of energy issues and nuclear power, and pro
vides specific information about processes associated with nuclear
reactors. Wilson wrote in his short note to Reagan that the paper,
which dealt with twelve issues, was prepared by “friends of mine”
at DOE and Argonne. Wilson said that he can “vouch for the accu
racy of the data.” [See app. IV, p. 1680.]
Wilson was questioned by the subcommittee about this docu
ment. He stated he does not recall the cover note or attached
paper, but acknowledged that he had written the note. He told the
subcommittee that he does not remember the names of his
“friends” who wrote the paper. He stated, however, that during the
1980 campaign, many employees of DOE called him with com
plaints or criticisms of administration policies. Wilson said he
would ask the callers to document what they had to say, which
some of them did.
The information set forth in the paper Wilson forwarded to
Reagan appears largely to have been publicly available. However,
the fact that the paper in part was authored by Federal employees
raises questions of Hatch Act violations.13 Moreover, Wilson’s
claim that he cannot remember the names of his “friends” who
prepared a detailed, sophisticated treatise on nuclear and energy
issues for the Reagan Bush campaign is difficult for the subcom
mittee to accept.

H. SCOT FAULKNER’S INFORMATION

The subcommittee obtained several documents from Scot Faulk
ner, a legislative assistant to the late Congressman John Ashbrook
until he joined the Reagan Bush campaign in late July 1980. The
documents, which indicate that the Reagan Bush campaign had
sources of information within the Carter administration, were lo
cated by Faulkner in files he had retained from the campaign and
the transition period.

13See Congressional Research Service Report found in app. VI at p. 2127.
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Faulkner provided the subcommittee with letters located in his
files relating to information he gave Richard Allen while he still
served as a legislative assistant to Congressman Ashbrook, includ
ing a letter, dated April 27, 1980, from Faulkner to Allen. Attached
to Faulkner’s April, 1980 letter to Allen is a list of the initial mate
rials Faulkner apparentl provided to Allen. The majority of mate
rial in this first “packet’ is from the Congressional Record, accord
ing to Faulkner’s list. Also listed is a photograph of a “Zil 135 mili
tary transport”, a Soviet aircraft, and a flow chart on the diversion
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States technology to Soviet Union. [See app. IV, p.

Allen responded to Faulkner in a letter dated May 2, 1980, which
Faulkner also provided to the subcommittee. Allen’s letter indi
cates that he received Faulkner’s letter of April 27, 1980 and the
enclosed materials. [See app. IV, p. 1711.]
Faulkner told the subcommittee that he obtained inside adminis
tration information and documents, some of which were labeled
“Confidential” or “Official Use Only”, from a person who was then
a civil service employee. In his affidavit Faulkner stated:
I used these documents to prepare statements for the
Congressional Record. From April to June of 1980, I passed
much of this information and documentation including one
classified document whose identity I cannot remember—to
Richard Allen and Roger Fontaine for use in the Reagan
Campaign. At no time did I provide any other classified
materials or information to anyone not authorized to re
ceive them. However, non-classified information continued
to flow to me generally from the Carter Administration in
the same fashion and from many of the same people as it
had when I worked on the Hill, although I did not receive

cla1si,i1f;e]d

information during the campaign. [See app. III,
p. .

In his affidavit, Faulkner also told the subcommittee that on Oc
tober 23, 1980, he had visited the Old and New Executive Office
Buildings to gather information about the complex and the comput
ers located there. He stated:

I spent from about 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 or 5:00 p.m. in the
Old and New Executive Office Buildings writing down the
location of the computers and terminals or work stations. I
also recorded computer types and numbers and gathered
information about their software. I gave this information
to Otto Wolff. I also sent [a] memorandum to Edwin Meese
on October 14, 1980, that made reference on page one to
“various inside sources at the White House and Executive
Agencies”. This phrase referred to Paul Reeves and Bar
bara Yano. [See app. III, p. 1143, and app. IV, p. 1974.]
In an interview Reeves acknowledged that he had provided
Faulkner a typical floor plan for the Old Executive Office Building.
In his interview, however, Faulkner said he had received “blue
prints” from Reeves. Reeves also said he gave Faulkner an outdat
ed White House correspondence manual, and an outdated White
House organization book. He also acknowledges giving Faulkner a
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10-15 minute walk through tour of the Old Executive Office Build
ing. However, he denies that there was any discussion of computers
or that any rooms or offices were entered.
Mitchell Stanley, an aide to Meese during the campaign, ac
knowledged during an interview that during the 1980 campaign, he
had seen the floor plans or blueprints of the Old Executive Office
Building. He stated that Faulkner had been the source of these
plans or blueprints.

I. DANIEL JoNEs’ DOCUMENTS

Soon after the allegations of unauthorized transfer of materials
from the Carter camp to the Reagan Bush campaign were raised in
mid 1983, several news stories appeared concerning documents re

%)Sortedl)1'2p]rovided

to the Reagan Bush campaign by Daniel Jones.
ee p. .

Jones, a part-time Reagan Bush campaign volunteer, was ques
tioned by the subcommittee. Jones furnished various documents to
the subcommittee. These documents, he said, were given him by a
Washington Post reporter, who obtained them from a souvenir col
lector who retrieved them from a trash can at the Reagan Bush
campaign headquarters. Jones told the subcommittee that he re
calls the documents from the campaign. Jones’ recollection of his
receipt of the documents during the 1980 campaign, which he later
confirmed in his sworn affidavit, is set forth below.
In early or mid-October 1980 in the evening, campaign aide John
Jessar received a phone call from the person at the security desk in
the main lobby of the Reagan Bush headquarters building inform
ing that someone was in the lobby with a package. Jones volun
teered to go handle the matter. In the lobby he met someone he
believed to be an Air Force sergeant. The “sergeant” handed Jones
a large, brown envelope, and said something to the effect that he
did not like the Carter administration’s military budget and
wanted to help the Reagan Bush campaign.
Jones does not recall all the documents contained in the enve
lope, although he does recall that one was a copy of a handwritten
“get well soon” note from President Sadat of Egypt to President
Carter. He believes also that the package contained:

0 an October 2, 1980 document titled “Analysis of Republican
Budgetary Goals” by the Office of Management and Budget.
[See app. IV, p. 1998.]

0 an October 3, 1980 Inflation Report. [See app. IV, p. 1984.]
Q an October 10, 1980 memorandum for The Cabinet from Anne
Wexler and Al McDonald. [See app. IV, p. 1712.]

Jones states that he then wrote “Bob Report from White House
Mole” on the top of the October 10 memorandum and placed all of
the documents from the envelope on Robert Gray’s desk. Jones said
he later called Gray’s attention to the papers. Jones believes Gray
commented “. . . don't tell me, I don't want to know”.
Jones told the subcommittee that the “sergeant” called him
again on October 24, 1980, at Reagan Bush campaign headquarters
and offered to drop off additional information that evening. When
the “sergeant” again came to Reagan Bush headquarters as prom
ised, he handed Jones another manila envelope from the car he
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was driving. Jones said they did not discuss the contents of the en
velope. This envelope, Jones told the subcommittee, contained an
October 24, 1980 memorandum to The Cabinet from Anne Wexler
and Al McDonald. [See app. IV, p. 1718.]
Jones stated that later that same evening, he ran into Casey in
the hall at campaign headquarters. Jones initiated a conversation
with Casey who, according to Jones, did not know who Jones was.
Jones recalls telling Casey that he had obtained economic informa
tion from the Carter Mondale campaign that was useful in prepar
ing an Op/Ed article, which Jones had written during the cam
paign. Jones stated that Casey said that what the campaign really

nleeded,
and had been trying to get, was Carter’s campaign sched

u e.
Jones said he then called the sergeant and asked if he could
obtain Carter’s campaign schedule. On Monday, October 27 at
about 6:30 p.m., the sergeant called and read off the schedule,
which Jones then set out in an October 27 memorandum to Gray,
Casey and Meese. This memorandum is discussed later in this
chapter in the section dealing with presidential schedules. [See p.
76.]
Jones gave, to the best of his recollection, a description of the
“sergeant” and the car he drove. The subcommittee pursued this
matter based on Jones’ description, but was unable to determine
the “sergeant’s” identity. Jones was shown numerous pictures of
military personnel working in the White House in October 1980,
but he was unable to identify the individual who provided the doc
uments.
Copies of several of the documents provided by Jones were locat
ed by the subcommittee in the files of Reagan Bush campaign staff
members. Two of these, both on White House letterhead, are la
beled “Memorandum for the Cabinet” and are from Anne Wexler
and Al McDonald, Assistants to the President and co-chairs of a
task force established to inform administration officials of the
President's position on various issues. The subject of both memo
randa is “Economic Information”. Both memoranda contain the
sentence, “These documents are not for public distribution.”
The first memorandum is dated October 10, 1980. A copy of this
document was found in the files of William Casey. That copy con
tained Jones’ handwritten note about the report being from a “. . .
White House mole.” Additionally, the copy located in Casey’s files
contains a typewritten note, “To: William Casey (for transmittal to
Martin Anderson)”. [See app. IV, p. 1723.] The five-page attach
ment to the memorandum sets forth Carter positions and actions
on a variety of issues related to the economy, and also discusses
Governor Reagan’s proposed economic program. A handwritten
note on the second page of the attachment (which Jones acknowl

1e)dges,

he wrote) reads, “Bob Expect this line of attack next week,
an.
The second memorandum is dated October 24, 1980, and contains
the same type of economic information as the October 10 docu
ment. A copy of the October 24 memorandum was found in the
files of Martin Anderson at the Hoover Institution. Additionally, a
copy of this document apparently was forwarded by Jones on Octo
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ber 27 , as an attachment to his memorandum about the President’s
schedule to Casey, Gray, and Meese. [See app. IV, p. 1724.]
Casey acknowledged to the subcommittee that the October 10,
1980 memorandum was found in his files, but stated in his affidavit
that he has no recollection of seeing this document during the cam
paign. Gray also was shown the October 10, 1980 memorandum. He
stated in his affidavit that he does not remember receiving the doc
ument from Jones, and does not recall the note to him on the cover
page regarding a “White House mole”. Gray also does not recall
routing the memorandum to Casey with a note indicating that the
document should be sent to Anderson.
Anderson acknowledged that the October 24 memorandum was
found in his files, but he does not know its source. Anderson also
commented that he believes the information in the memorandum
was old and of little value. As discussed above, however, Jones told
the subcommittee he received the memorandum on the evening of
October 24, 1980.
Gray stated that he does not recall receiving the October 24
memorandum or the October 27 Carter schedule information.
Casey does not recall seeing either of these documents during the
1980 campaign. Meese told the subcommittee he does not specifical
ly recall seeing the documents during the campaign, and does not
know Jones’ source.
Wexler told the FBI that this type of memorandum was fur
nished to the Cabinet several times each week. She stated that
hundreds of copies were circulated throughout the Government.
“Not for public distribution”, Wexler said, meant that the memo
randa should not be distributed to the press.
McDonald told the subcommittee that the memoranda were pro
vided to all Cabinet members and senior White House staff and
their deputies. McDonald expressed surprise that the Reagan Bush
campaign had obtained copies of the memoranda since the docu
ments were not for public distribution. However, because the
memoranda were distributed fairly widely among administration
officials, McDonald does not know who may have provided copies to
the Reagan Bush campaign.

J. THE SHAHEEN REPORT
The subcommittee found in the files of Anthony Dolan and Daryl
Borgquist a lengthy report, entitled “Status Report of the Office of
Professional Responsibility on the Investigation Conducted Con
cerning Various Matters Pertaining to Bill Carter.” The report is
often referred to as the “Shaheen Report’ , after Michael E. Sha
heen Jr., Counsel on Professional Responsibility, Department of
Justice, who directed the preparation of the report and headed the
Department’s investigation into this matter. [See app. IV, p. 1725.]
The Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) also issued a final
report on its investigation in April 1981. Dolan and Borgquist could
not recall when or how they obtained this status report, which was
publicly released on November 1, 1980.
The subcommittee found a one-page memorandum from Mari
Maseng to Richard Williamson, dated October 31, 1980, regarding
the Shaheen Report. The memo indicates that Maseng had been
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warned by a Senate staff member that the Reagan campaign
should not pursue an apparent attempt by campaign staff to obtain
the Shaheen Report before it was publicly released. This memoran
dum was found at the Hoover Institution, in the files of Edwin
Meese. [See app. IV, p. 1804.]
The investigations by the Senate and the Department of Justice
into Billy Carter’s connections with Libya were of interest to the
Reagan Bush campaign, particularly to those who monitored al
leged conflicts-of-interest and unethical behavior in the Carter ad
ministration.
Three copies of the report were delivered by the Department of
Justice to the Senate Judiciary Committee on October 29, 1980. On
October 30, 1980, and thereafter, news stories appeared on the pur
ported contents of the report that focused on the contention that
President Carter had not cooperated with the Justice Department's
investigation.
The memorandum from Mari Maseng to Richard Williamson,
dated October 31, 1980, demonstrates that the Reagan campaign at
tempted to obtain a copy of the Shaheen Report before it was re
leased on November 1st. Maseng, who had previously worked for
Senator Strom Thurmond and reported to Williamson during the
campaign, wrote that she had received a call from “a friend in
[Senator] Thurmond’s Office.” When questioned by the subcommit
tee about this memorandum, Maseng stated that she does not
recall the identity of the “friend” referred to in her memorandum.
She also does not know who was referred to in the last sentence of
her memorandum, which reads in part, “another source on the hill
has named names in this campaign as having asked for the secret
report”. Nor does she know the identity of “people [who] have been
pretty loose” in trying to obtain this document.
Shaheen stated that immediately prior to delivery of the Status
Report to the Senate Judiciary subcommittee, sections containing
intelligence information were excised from the report. The copies
of the report found in Dolan’s and Borgquist’s files do not contain
the intelligence information, and for this reason Shaheen concludes
that the copies of the report obtained by the subcommittee from
their files are copies of the report delivered to the Senate subcom
mittee, and not copies of the unexpurgated Justice Department ver
sion.
This incident is chiefly relevant as another example of attempts
by the Reagan Bush campaign to obtain a confidential Government
document. Maseng’s lack of recollection or knowledge has hindered
further examination of this matter.

K. THE MOCULLOUGH NOTES

The subcommittee located in the Reagan campaign files at the
Hoover Institution a document which consists of two related let
ters, both of which were found in a file labeled “California Head
quarters”. The first is a brief letter from Governor Reagan to G.W.
Hank McCullough, dated July 3, 1980. The letter thanked McCul
lough for the material he provided to Reagan when they had last
seen each other, and in particular mentioned a “report on Iran”,
which Reagan said “confirmed my suspicions about the role played
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bgothis
administration in that whole tragic affair.” [See app. IV, p.

1 5.]
McCullough told the subcommittee that he is an old friend of
Reagan and often sent him material on various subjects, although
he recalls few specifics about any such materials. Regarding the
material on Iran referenced in Reagan’s note to him, McCullough
stated that this material was provided to him by U.S. Navy Cap
tain Hugh A. Merrill.
The subcommittee has a letter to McCullough from Merrill, for
warding material or information that “. . . might be of interest to
the folks assisting the governor in foreign policy issues.” [See app.
IV, p. 1806.] The note is signed “Tony” and Merrill acknowledged
that he wrote the note. During the 1980 campaign, Merrill was as
signed to the Department of the Navy, Office of Legislative Affairs.
Merrill, an old family friend of McCullough, sent McCullough a
three page paper incorporating his views on the Iranian hostage
situation because he was not pleased with the way the crisis was
being handled by the administration. Merrill said he was not di
rected, or asked, to write this paper, and that he did not tell his
superiors or peers about it. Merrill stated that he was never in any
direct contact with the Reagan campaign, and that he does not
know to whom McCullough gave the material he provided.
The subcommittee did not locate the information from Merrill re
ferred to in these two letters. McCullough and Merrill both told the
subcommittee that the material was not classified. When questiond
by the FBI about this material, President Reagan did not recall the
report on Iran sent to him by McCullough.

L. PRESIDENTIAL SCHEDULES

In its reviews of Hoover Institution files and files retained by
former Reagan Bush campaign staff, the subcommittee found
memoranda setting forth President Carter’s—and occasionally Mrs.
Carter’s—schedules. These documents were found in the files of
Gray, Meese, and Garrick at the Hoover Institution and elsewhere
in the files of campaign workers Timmons, Borgquist and Jones.
The schedules usually were presented in one or two page memos.
Some are very detailed, giving the city, site of event, and time.
Others refer to an approximate time (i.e. mid-morning, evening,
etc.). Some of the scheduling memos give the city and the nature of
the President’s stop, while others only outline the dates and cities
to be visited.
The amount of lead time from the dates of the memos to com
mencement of the events listed varies from one day to one-and-one
half weeks. At times, the Reagan campaign was able to obtain
more detailed information on the President s schedule as the date
of the scheduled event or activity approached.

1. Interest in Schedules

The reasons for the Reagan Bush campaign’s interest in Presi
dent Carter’s schedules are fairly clear. The campaign had estab
lished teams of surrogate speakers called “Truth Squads”. Accord
ing to Timmons, one team—called “Truth”—would go to a location
where the President or one of his surrogates was to speak before
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the speaking engagement. This team attempted to comment first
on relevant issues or to educate the press as to questions that
should be asked the President or his surrogates. The second team—
called “Consequences”—went in after the President or his surro
gate had spoken. This team’s job was to repair any damage the
speech might have done and to shore up the local Reagan Bush or
ganization. Clearly, this effort hinged on the ability of the Reagan
Bush campaign to obtain the President’s schedule. According to
Timmons, the more detail that was obtainable as to place, time,
and subject of the event, the better. Also, the further in advance
the President’s schedule could be determined, the better.

2. Are Schedules Public?

The subcommittee sought to determine the manner in which the
White House made President Carter’s schedule available to either
the press or the public, including when such schedules were re
leased, in what form, and in how much detail. Secret Service
agents Buck Lyda and Ed Pollard told the subcommittee that most
administrations have treated the President’s schedule as sensitive
information, although numerous people had access to the schedule
on a need to know basis, such as certain members of the White
House staff. They said that the President’s schedule is generally re
leased to the press one day in advance; sometimes the general loca
tion of a visit, such as the city, will be announced further in ad
vance. However, the Secret Service is informed of the President’s
schedule before either the press or the public. The advance time af
forded the Secret Service varies anywhere from one day to two
weeks. The Military Aides office for the White House is provided
the President’s schedule at the same time as the Secret Service.
The agents stated that it is not unusual for the President’s sched
ule to be printed in the newspaper before he arrives at his destina
tion.
The subcommittee also contacted Jody Powell, Press Secretary to
President Carter, to determine the form in which scheduling infor
mation was released to the media, and the public or nonpublic
nature of scheduling information obtained from the White House.
Powell provided samples of President Carter’s schedules during the
1980 presidential campaign period. [See app. IV, p. 1807.] The
schedules were distributed from the Office of the White House
Press Secretary in the form of Notices to the Press, with the date
of release on them. Powell informed the subcommittee that:

A “Notice to the Press” is not a press release. It can be
used as the basis of a story about the President going
somewhere, but it cannot be quoted. Schedules and sum
mary schedules for the President are for the guidance of
reporters and their news desks only. They cannot be pub
lished and are not public documents. [See app. III, p. 1216.]
A further indication of the non-public nature of the Presidential
schedules was provided by Clifford White, a special advisor to
Casey during the campaign. White told the FBI that he had had
his staff contact the White House Press Office in an attempt to de
termine Carter’s campaign itinerary, but the staff was unsuccess
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ful. He said that they resorted to obtaining Carter’s itinerary from
the newspapers.

3. Subcommittee Interest

The subcommittee focused attention on the source of the schedul
ing information (1) because Presidential schedule information was
not, as shown above, public information, and (2) because several of
the scheduling memoranda prepared by Reagan campaign staff
make reference to sources that do not appear to be public. For ex
ample:

Q a memorandum from Jerry Carmen to Paul Manafort, dated
September 6, 1980, begins “Our sources tell us that . . .”,
and then proceeds to discuss President Carter’s scheduled
stops for two dates a week and a half away. [See app. IV, p.
1858]

Q an October 3, 1980, memorandum on the President’s itinerary,
from Garrick, mentions that some of the information on a
Carter event was obtained “Through an unconfirmed
source . . .”. [See app. IV, p. 1854.]

Q an October 21, 1980, memorandum from Gray to Timmons per
taining to President Carter’s schedule begins, “According to
our White House sources . . .”. [See app. IV, p. 1855.]

Q a memorandum from Jones to Gray, Casey and Meese, dated
October 27, 1980, that presented President Carter’s schedule
through the end of the campaign and reportedly came from
“. . . a reliable White House Mole . . .”. [See app. IV, p.
1856].

4. Garrick’s Memoranda

The subcommittee questioned Garrick about the references to
“sources” in the scheduling documents obtained by the subcommit
tee. [See app. IV, pp. 1962, 1963, 1965, 1967, 1968, 1970, 1971.] In his
affidavit, Garrick states:
I do not know the sources of President Carter’s or Mrs.
Carter’s schedules as set out in my memoranda. . . .
While some scheduling information may have been ob
tained from newspapers, radio, television and possibly un
solicited call from members of the media to staff under my
supervision, I personally did not make arrangements for
anyone outside the Reagan Bush campaign to obtain Presi
dent Carter’s schedule or other information from the
White House and provide such information to the Reagan
Bush campaign. [See app. III, p. 1152.]
While reviewing certain of Meese’s campaign files, the subcom
mittee found a one-page memorandum, dated December 10, 1980,
from Garrick to Pendleton James, personnel officer for the transi
tion. In the memorandum, Garrick recommended Steve McCor
mick, formerly with Mutual Broadcasting System and an accredit
ed White House reporter, be considered for a possible position with
the new administration, because:
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[McCormick] was exceptionally helpful to us during the
campaign and provided considerable information out of the
White House that we normally would not have been able
to obtain.
In building the White House press staff, he is an individ
ual who I would recommend you look at closely. [See app.
IV, p. 1857 .]
In addition to the above letter, the subcommittee found 29 tele
phone message slips showing calls from McCormick to Mitchell F.
Stanley, an assistant to Meese. [See app. IV, p. 2018.] Stanley ac
knowledged that he knew McCormick and had met him during the
campaign through Garrick. During the campaign, Stanley told the
subcommittee, he spoke with McCormick by phone once or twice a
week, although the contact was less frequent later in the cam
paign. He considered these calls annoying and it was his impres
sion that McCormick was interested in a job. However, he was not
able to account for the number of messages from McCormick in the
phone log. Stanley also stated that he never asked McCormick to
pick up any materials for him.
Stanley was shown a notice to the Press, setting forth President
Carter’s schedule. After reviewing this sample document, Stanley
called it “a bible” and stated that he had never seen anything like
the notice during the campaign. He felt this would have been
guarded closely by the White House. He told the subcommittee
that the Reagan Bush campaign could not have obtained a docu
ment such as this, and that he would remember if he had seen a
press notice of this type. In his affidavit, Stanley states:

I do not remember ever asking Mr. McCormick to obtain
materials from the White House for the Reagan Bush cam
paign. Specifically, I do not remember asking Mr. McCor
mick to obtain press notices about the President’s sched
ule, issue papers, copies of speeches, press releases or other
items out of the White House. [See app. III, p. 1227.]
In interviews with the subcommittee, and later in his affidavit,
McCormick stated:

At the request of Mr. Robert Garrick, whom I first met
at the Reagan Bush Headquarters, I obtained on several
occasions during the 1980 presidential election the public
materials . . . from the news-release distribution ranks
outside the White House Press Office. On these occasions I
would notify Mr. Garrick, who would send a messager to
pick up the material. I do not remember how often I ob
tained material at Mr. Garrick’s request, but I believe it
was less than a dozen times.
This included notices to the press about the President’s
schedule, issue papers, copies of speeches, press releases
and other items from the press office rack. None of this
material was classified, confidential, or secret; all of it had
been cleared for distribution and release and was available
to anyone who walked by the rack—press, visitors, employ
ees, and others.
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Other persons, such as Mitchell Stanley, from the
Reagan Bush campaign, also asked me to obtain the same
type material that Mr. Garrick requested. On occasion I
would telephone the person who made such a request. This
is why subcommittee investigators found the 29 . . . tele
phone message. . . . I have no recollection of making that
many calls to Mitchell Stanley, whom I barely knew. How
ever, my primary contact was Robert Garrick. [See app.
III, p. 1202.]
After Garrick had submitted his affidavit, the subcommittee staff
conducted a second interview in which they confronted Garrick
with his memo to Pendleton James recommending McCormick for
a job. Garrick admitted that at his request McCormick had given
him the White House “handouts” including Presidential schedules.
Garrick said that it thus would be fair to say that McCormick was
at least one of the sources for the President’s schedule. But Garrick
stood by his statement in his affidavit that no “arrangement” had
been made to obtain the schedules since there was no contract and
no payment to McCormick. However, Garrick confirmed that
McCormick was seeking a job in the Reagan White House.

5. Gray's Memoranda

Gray does not recall the source of the scheduling information he
provided to Timmons in memos he authored during the campaign.
In his affidavit, Gray states:
I cannot identify the “White House source” referred to
in my memorandum of October 21, 1980.
I cannot identify the “excellent source” referred to in
my September 19, 1980 memorandum.
I do not remember the name of the source who provided

tllggoschedule
attached to my memorandum of October 4,

I did not arrange for or direct anyone to obtain material
or information from the White House on the President’s
schedules. So far as I know, any such information found in

th
e
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files came from public sources. [See app. III,
p. .

6
. Carmen’s Memorandum

Jerry Carmen—when questioned by the subcommittee about the
September 6

, 1980, memorandum referred to earlier in this sec
tion—said that he does not recall the document and would not, in
fact, confirm that he was the author of this memo. Paul Manafort,
the addressee of Carmen’s memorandum, does not know who Car
men’s source was for this information.

7
. Jones’ Memorandum

The subcommittee also obtained a scheduling memorandum,
dated October 27, 1980, from Dan Jones and addressed to Casey,
Meese, and Gray. The memorandum begins, “According to latest
information from reliable White House mole . . .”. Jones explained
to subcommittee investigators that the information had been pro
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vided to him by a man he believed to be a sergeant in the military
who had previously provided other documents to the Reagan Bush
campaign headquarters. [See p. 68.]
Jones told the subcommittee that, during a brief conversation he
had with Casey at campaign headquarters concerning information
previously provided to Jones by the “sergeant,” Casey told him
that the Reagan Bush campaign would like to have information on
President Carter’s schedule. Jones stated that his October 27 sched
uling memorandum was produced from information he received
over the telephone from the sergeant and was hand delivered to
Casey. While Jones admitted that Casey probably did not even
know his name at the time, Jones states that Casey read the
memorandum in front of him and said “Well, we know some of this
but not all.” Jones does not know the source of the sergeant’s infor
mation.
When questioned about the Jones’ memorandum, Casey stated
that he does not recall having seen this document and that he does
not recall Jones. When questioned generally about the scheduling
documents found in Reagan Bush campaign files, Casey stated that
he does not know the source of this information and that he was
not really interested in this type of information during the cam
paign.
Several of the schedule-related memoranda were located in
Meese’s files. Meese stated that he does not now recall the source
of this information, although he may have known the source at the
time. Meese said there was no direct effort by the Reagan cam
paign to obtain the President’s schedule from the White House.

8. Corbin’s Contribution

The subcommittee found a telephone message in Timmons’ file
indicating a call from political consultant Paul Corbin“ concern
ing the President’s schedule. Timmons told the subcommittee that
he had returned the call and that Corbin had provided him with
the President’s schedule for an upcoming trip. Timmons said this
was the only occasion on which he received scheduling information
from Corbin. He did not ask Corbin the source of information.

9. Conclusions

It appears that persons interviewed by the subcommittee about
scheduling documents, particularly Garrick, did not always truth
fully state their knowledge about their sources of information
about Carter’s schedules. It also appears that the campaign sought
out and obtained scheduling information which was not public. The
White House made an effort to control the release of information
on the President’s schedule in part for his protection. Unauthorized
access to a President’s schedule conceivably could jeopardize a
President’s safety.

14Paul Corbin and his role in the campaign are discussed in chapter 4 of the report dealing
with Carter debate briefing materials.





CHAPTER 4—THE UNAUTHORIZED TRANSFER OF
CARTER DEBATE BRIEFING MATERIAL

The first chapter of this report details why the subcommittee
began its investigation into the unauthorized transfer of debate
briefing materials from the Carter administration White House to
the Reagan Bush campaign. This chapter examines the transfer
first from the perspective of the Carter White House and then from
the perspective of the Reagan Bush campaign.
The subcommittee finds that relatively few steps were taken to
protect the debate briefing materials by the Carter administration.
Persons who had access to them did not consider them to be classi
fied, although the materials were considered confidential and not
widely circulated. In fact, the subcommittee believes that it is
likely that a person or persons connected with the Carter adminis
tration or the Carter Mondale campaign assisted in the removal of
the debate briefing materials. Further, the subcommittee believes
it is likely that it has interviewed or contacted the party or parties
responsible but did not receive candid answers to its questions. Sec
tion I of this chapter details the subcommittee’s inquiry into this
aspect of the mystery.
The subcommittee, like the Department of Justice, has not been
able to determine precisely how the Carter debate briefing materi
als moved from the Carter White House to the Reagan Bush cam
paign. [See app. IV, p. 1858.] However, the subcommittee strongly
believes that not all persons interviewed have been candid with the
subcommittee. The reasons why the subcommittee reached these
conclusions are recited in section II of this chapter.

I. UNAUTHORIZED TRANSFER OF DEBATE BRIEFING BOOKS
FROM THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION

In late summer of 1980 aides to President Carter began gather
ing and preparing materials for a potential debate with Governor
Reagan. Two separate efforts were undertaken—preparation of a
domestic policy debate briefing book [see app. II, p. 1790] and prep
aration of a foreign policy and national security debate briefing
book. The final foreign policy book was a 40-page condensed ver
sion [see app. II, p. 961] of an earlier 250-page debate book common
ly referred to by Carter officals as the “big book”. [See app. II, p.
550.] The domestic book and condensed foreign policy book were

goth
completed the week of October 20, 1980, and sent to President

arter.
Reagan Bush campaign officials have acknowledged seeing and
using President Carter’s briefing materials in preparation for the

(79)
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debate. Collectively they recall having seen and used both foreign
and domestic Carter briefing materials.
Following public revelations in June 1983 that the 1980 Reagan
Bush campaign had obtained President Carter’s briefing book,
Reagan Bush campaign aides David Gergen and Frank Hodsoll
each produced from their files copies of the Carter foreign policy
“big book”; Hodsoll also produced a collection of documents that
Carter aides had used in preparing that book. In addition to the
foreign policy “big book” found in Reagan Bush campaign files,
other Reagan Bush campaign workers have indicated that they
likely saw the final condensed foreign policy book and some version
of the domestic policy briefing materials. Reagan Bush aides have
not yet produced the Carter domestic policy materials or the con
densed foreign policy book that the campaign apparently had in its
possession. As discussed below, it is not at all certain that the
debate materials removed from the Carter White House were
taken at the same time by the same person.
This section describes the Human Resources Subcommittee’s in
vestigation into how the Carter debate materials were transferred
from the Carter camp. It is organized and presented in a manner
that closely parallels the subcommittee’s investigative approach. It:
(1) reconstructs the scenarios surrounding the preparation and dis
tribution of each debate briefing book; (2) identifies the Carter offi
cials, staff and campaign workers involved in preparing the materi
als, as well as those having access to the materials; and (3) isolates
those persons and places most likely involved in the unauthorized
transfer of debate materials. This section presents the results of
the subcommittee’s interviews with key persons and the conclu
sions now available regarding the unauthorized transfer of debate
material from the Carter campai .
In conducting the “Carter side ’ of the investigation, the subcom
mittee interviewed, and in some cases reviewed the files of, over 70
persons in the Carter administration and campaign. Persons con
tacted included individuals who: (1) were involved directly or indi
rectly in the preparation and distribution of the debate books; (2)
had access to the books and briefing materials; (3) received copies
of the books; (4) had knowledge regarding the administrative ar
rangements and support for the briefing books; or (5) otherwise had
information relevant to the investigation. The subcommittee later
requested 30 Carter aides to sign sworn affidavits. In addition to
the more than 70 formal interviews, the subcommittee also sent
out over 150 questionnaires that were responded to in writing. [See
app. III, p. 1251.] (Persons making false statements to the subcom
mittee are subject to prosecution under 18 U.S.C. § 1001 and other
provision of law.) [See ch. 5, p. 124-13.]
In 1980, White House Counsel, Lloyd Cutler, had provided an
oral opinion to White House personnel stating that preparation of
briefing book material for a campaign debate was official Govern
ment business and thus could be performed by White House staff
so long as the book dealt with issues involved in the President’s of
ficial responsibilities. His opinion was that material designed to
defend a policy of the administration or the President was Govern
ment material and that material designed to attack a position of
Governor Reagan was campaign material. Mr. Cutler submitted a
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sworn affidavit to the subcommittee affirming that he had ren
dered the above oral opinion and concluded that the debate brief
ing materials were lawfully prepared by White House officials on
Government time and were Government property to the extent
they discussed or defended the President’s policies and that the
majority of the briefing book materials fell into this category. [See
app. III, p. 1132.] Moreover, in another affidavit, the Deputy Coun
sel to the President, Michael Cardozo, stated that this oral opinion
was given to certain Domestic Policy and NSC staff members. [See
app. III, p. 1099.]

A. FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY DEBATE BRIEFING Boox

The foreign policy debate book preparation was separate from
the domestic policy book. David Aaron, as Deputy Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs under Zbigniew Brzezinski,
was responsible for arranging the preparation of the foreign policy
book. Unlike the domestic book, the foreign policy book was pre
pared by volunteers from outside the Carter administration. This
was done because the National Security Council (NSC) was largely
composed of career, nonpolitical staff who, with the exception of
Messrs. Brzezinski and Aaron, were subject to Hatch Act provisions
that generally restrict nonpolitical overnment personnel from par
ticipating in political or campaign activities.
It is not clear whether the decision to seek outside volunteers
was made with the knowledge that the Counsel to the President,
Lloyd Cutler, had declared the materials to be Government proper
ty as stated above, or whether the NSC was simply taking every
precaution to avoid exposing any “Hatched” personnel to any ele
ments of the book that might seem political.
Some time during the first week in September 1980, Aaron asked
Rick Inderfurth, a former senior NSC staff member, if he would
prepare a foreign policy and national security debate briefing book
for President Carter. At this time Inderfurth was deputy staff di
rector of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. He was a logical
choice to prepare the book because: (1) he had worked for Brze
zinski at the NSC and was familiar with President Carter’s foreign
policy positions; (2) as deputy staff director of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, he had current knowledge of foreign policy
and national security issues; and (3) he was experienced in han
dling highly classified and sensitive foreign policy and national se
curity information and materials.
On September 4, 1980, Inderfurth notified Aaron that he was
available to work evenings and nights preparing a foreign policy
debate book for President Carter. Inderfurth also informed Aaron
that Eric Newsom and Richard Davis of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee staff, and Loch Johnson, who was on sabbatical
from the University of Georgia and working for the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, had agreed to assist him in the project.
David Aaron's secretary, Lora Simkus, handled most of the ad
ministrative arrangements for the debate book preparation project.
She helped: (1) make arrangements for Inderfurth and his assist
ants to work in room 404 of the Old Executive Office Building
(OEOB); (2) make arrrangements for volunteer secretaries to assist
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at night; (3) arrange for OEOB entry clearances; and (4) collected
background materials for use in preparing the debate book.
The Carter Mondale Campaign Committee provided volunteer
secretarial support for the Inderfurth group. Each evening one or
two volunteer campaign secretaries were sent to room 404 to assist
Inderfurth. The volunteer secretaries were Anita Meuller, Shirley
Campolieto, Ann Matikan, Nancy Ohlson and Martha Brannan.
On Friday, September 5, 1980, Aaron provided Inderfurth with
background materials to use in preparing the debate book. On
Monday evening, September 8, Inderfurth and his staff reported to
room 404 OEOB to begin work on the briefing book. Preparation of
the debate book was divided up among the group by issue; there
were approximately 60 separate issues. A short paper was prepared
for each issue and was dated when completed.
At some point around mid to late September, Denis Clift of Vice
President Mondale’s staff gave David Aaron a notebook containing
a collection of foreign policy materials he had collected for a possi
ble Vice Presidential debate. [See app. II, p. 293.] Some of these
documents had been prepared or collected previously to aid Mon
dale in his role as Vice President. Clift states that the materials
were in a black binder and that he personally gave the only copy to
Aaron. Aaron states that he recalls receiving the “Mondale
papers” from Clift and remembers having a copy made for Inder
furth’s. He said that he may have given the “Mondale papers” to
his secretary, Lora Simkus, for copying. Aaron said he kept the
original copy of the Mondale materials in his office. (But is now
unable to locate them.) Inderfurth recalls having some Mondale
materials when preparing the debate book, and Newsom recalls In
derfurth mentioning the Mondale materials to him.
On Saturday, September 27, 1980 Eric Newsom completed and
dated his final papers, leaving only about six issues for Inderfurth
to complete.
There is an important conflict in statements as to when the “big
book” actually was completed, copied, placed in binders and deliv
ered to David Aaron. Inderfurth states in a sworn affidavit that
this was done September 29, 1980. However, he could not recall
which, if any, of his assistants worked that night. Nor could he re
member which, if any, of the volunteer secretaries were present
that night. He could not remember who typed, copied, hole
punched and placed the copies in binders on September 29, nor
could he remember if he or someone else delivered the books to
David Aaron. [See app. III, p. 117 8.]
Loch Johnson stated that he worked with Inderfurth on Monday
night, September 29, and also on Tuesday night, September 30.
Johnson stated that the book was actually completed on Tuesday
night and that the two night NSC secretaries in the White House
West Wing did the final typing and presumably the copying.
Determining exactly which night the book was completed is criti
cal because it helps establish who did and did not have access to
the final “big book”. Secret Service logs show that Monday night,
September 29, was the last night that volunteer secretaries worked
on the “big book”. Volunteer secretaries Ann Matikan and Martha
Brannan signed in to room 404 on Monday night, September 29.
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[See p. 1861 and 1862.] If the book was not completed until the
30th, Matikan and Brannan would not have had access to it.
Aaron stated that he received several copies of the foreign policy
debate book in late September 1980. However, he could not recall
exactly how many copies he received, or how and from whom he
received the book. He does not recall whether he had additional
copies made or to whom he gave copies. He thinks that Brzezinski
received a copy, but doubts that a copy went to the President. Brze
zinski recalls receiving a “catch all” book that appears to have
been the “big book”.
Inderfurth stated that, after completing the “big book” on Sep
tember 29, he was not involved with the book again until around
mid-October, 1980, when he was asked to condense the “big book”.
Inderfurth and Newsom returned to room 404 of the OEOB the fol
lowing week to condense the book. On October 20-21, 1980, Inder
furth and Newsom worked through the night and completed con
densing the “big book” to an approximately 40 page version. It was
this version that was sent to President Carter.
Even though the “big book” apparently did not go to President
Carter, it does not appear correct to refer to it as a “rough draft”,
as the Department of Justice has done in its report. Inderfurth ap
parently believed the book to be final when it was delivered to
David Aaron. Moreover, given White House Counsel Lloyd Cutler’s
opinion that the debate books were presidential and governmental
in character, the Department's conclusion that “no government
materials were among the briefing materials that were obtained by
the Reagan Bush campaign” is questionable. This is especially so
since the “Mondale papers” were composed mostly of documents
that clearly had been prepared by Government employees on Gov
ernment time for official use.

1. Persons and Places Involved

As stated earlier, Reagan Bush campaign officials have described
having both Carter foreign and domestic policy materials during
the 1980 campaign. Two Reagan Bush campaign aides have pro
duced from their files copies of the Carter foreign policy “big
book”; one of these aides also found the “Mondale papers” used in
preparing the “big book”. In addition, the statements of several
Reagan Bush campaign workers indicate that the final condensed
foreign policy debate book likely was at the Reagan Bush campaign
headquarters in 1980. This section examines the persons and places
most likely involved in the unauthorized transfer of the two for
eign policy debate briefing books and the “Mondale papers”.
The subcommittee focused primarily on those persons having

I

access to both the “big book” and the “Mondale papers”, on the as
sumption that the same person or persons were involved in the un
authorized transfer of both documents. Since these two documents
were available together only in room 404 OEOB, the secured Na
tional Security Council space where David Aaron’s office was locat
ed, and possibly the White House Situation Room, the investigation
centered on those persons having access to these places.
The subcommittee, as part of this investigation, asked the FBI to
compare the fingerprints of 17 selected persons that worked in or
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had access to these areas against the 148 unidentified fingerprints
the FBI found on the Carter debate materials in Reagan Bush cam
paign files. [See app. V, p. 2121.] As discussed below none of the
fingerprints of the persons compared matched the unidentified
prints. The absence of fingerprints alone, however, is not proof of
noninvolvement.

a. Room 404 OEOB
David Aaron’s secretary, Lora Simkus, made arrangements
through Hugh Carter’s Administration Office for use of room 404
by Inderfurth to prepare the debate book. The reason for not using
the more secure National Security Council offices on the third floor
OEOB, or the White House NSC offices, appears to be a strong
desire to insulate the nonpolitical and “Hatched” NSC staff from
politically related activities.
Rick Inderfurth and assistants worked in room 404 most eve
nings and some weekends during September 1980 preparing the
debate book. Inderfurth stated that no other locations were used.
(The subcommittee was informed by a former NSC Situation Room
staff member that Inderfurth worked on at least one occasion in
the Situation Room conference room.) Both Inderfurth and
Newsom stated that nonsensitive materials used in preparing the
debate book were left out overnight and during the day in room
404. Inderfurth stated, however, that he always took completed
debate book portions home with him at night and that a copy or
near-completed copy of the book was never left in room 404 over
night. Inderfurth did not specifically remember what was done
with the Mondale materials when he completed the debate book,
but he recalled throwing away a lot of material he used in room
404. He explained that they prepared the book by cutting and past
ing materials.
Room 404 was an unsecured office occupied during the day by
Robert Earl Bender, an interest group liaison, and his assistant
Alan Witt. Both were assigned to Presidential assistant Sarah
Weddington. Robert Bender stated that, during the day, room 404
was very open and accessible, and that a number of people visited
it each day. He also said the room was left unlocked at night. Both
Bender and Witt stated that they never saw the debate briefing
book. Nor do they have any knowledge as to how it may have been
removed.

(1) Volunteer secretaries working in room 404
The subcommittee staff interviewed the five volunteer secretaries
from the Carter Mondale Reelection Committee who worked on the
debate book in room 404. Secret Service building clearance records
indicate that Anita Mueller worked the initial nights beginning
September 8, 1980, followed by Ann Matikan who worked the week
of September 13, 1980 and possibly several days during the week of
September 21, 1980. Shirley Campolieto and Nancy Ohlson were
cleared for Friday, September 26, 1980. Martha Brannan and Ann
Matikan worked September 29, 1980, the night Inderfurth stated
that the “big book” was completed and delivered. All of the volun
teer secretaries recalled typing parts of the briefing book. Anita
Mueller and Ann Matikan recalled making copies of what they
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typed. Each of the secretaries stated that they did not remove any
debate materials.
Ann Matikan, who worked Monday night, September 29, stated
that she recalls typing the briefing book table of contents, making
copies of what she had typed and possibly punching binder holes in
the material. She stated that she was never advised that the debate
material was confidential and that she could have removed copies
of the materials at any time, but did not. Martha Brannan, who
also worked the night of September 29, 1980, states that she did not
make any copies of the material she typed or any other material in
the OEOB. She also stated that she did not remove the book or any
other material when she departed that night.
Both Matikan and Brannan stated that they did not distribute
the final “big book” on September 29, 1980. Rick Inderfurth stated
that he could not recall who made the copies of the book that
night, but stated that he did not.

(2) Rick Inderfurth and assistants in room 404
As noted, also having direct access to the “big book” were Rick
Inderfurth and his assistants Eric Newsom and Richard Davis,
from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and Loch Johnson
from the House Foreign Affairs Committee. Moreover, these men
most likely had access to the “Mondale papers”. However, it is pos
sible that Davis’s participation had ended before the “Mondale
papers” arrived in room 404.
Neither Newsom nor Davis were present the night the debate
“big book” was completed and copied. However, according to Inder
furth they, along with Johnson, were later given souvenir copies of
the “big book”. Davis states, however, that he does not recall re
ceiving a copy of the book, and does not even know if his work
product actually was used in the debate book. He stated that he
has no idea who removed the debate books.
Eric Newsom, who aside from Inderfurth worked the most on the
book, recalled Inderfurth’s mentioning that he had received the
“Mondale papers”, but he does not remember specifically seeing or
using them. Newsom stated that he last worked on the “big book”
on Saturday, September 27, 1980. He stated that he was not
present when the book was completed, copied and delivered to
David Aaron on September 29 or 30. Newsom said that he later re
ceived a copy of the “big book” from Inderfurth. He stated that he
has no knowledge regarding how or by whom the book was taken.
Loch Johnson stated that he assisted Inderfurth in room 404 on
the following evenings: Monday, September 8, through Monday
September 15; Friday, September 26; Monday, September 29; and
Tuesday, September 30. Johnson remembers having a lot of back
ground materials to work from, but does not specifically recall the
“Mondale papers”.
As mentioned earlier, Johnson stated that the final “big book”
was completed on Tuesday night, September 30, 1980. He said that
the two NSC night secretaries who sat just outside Brzezinski’s
office did the final typing. Johnson said the secretaries were work
ing on the materials when he and Inderfurth departed at about
1:00 AM. Johnson stated that he later received a souvenir copy of
the “big book” from Inderfurth; he still has his copy. Johnson said
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he had no idea who took the book or made it available to the
Reagan Bush Campaign Committee.
Because he headed the foreign policy debate book preparation
project, Rick Inderfurth was the person most closely involved and
knowledgeable about the events surrounding the preparation,
typing, copying and delivery of the book. Inderfurth, however, has
little recollection of certain of those events and some of what he
does remember is inconsistent with other testimony the subcom
mittee has received. Inderfurth stated that he does not remember:
(1) who typed the final sections of the big book; (2) where the final
sections were typed; (3) who made the final copies; (4) how many'
copies were made; (5) where the copies were made; or (6) who
punched the holes and put the copies in binders. Inderfurth also
could not recall whether he personally delivered the completed
books to David Aaron’s office or had them delivered. If he did deliv
er the books, he cannot remember if he personally gave them to
Aaron, left them on his desk, or gave them to his secretary. If he
had the books delivered, Inderfurth cannot remember whom he
asked to do this.
Inderfurth stated that the books were completed and delivered
on Monday, September 29, 1980. This is inconsistent with the recol
lection of his assistant, Loch Johnson. However, Inderfurth said
that he does not recall the events of September 30, 1980 as de
scribed by Johnson, and that he stands by his September 29 date.
Inderfurth stated that, with the exception of Newson, Davis,
Johnson and Aaron, he did not provide copies of the debate “big
book” to anyone. He did take briefing materials from room 404
home at night, and to work at the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee, but he says he never: (I) worked on the book at his commit
tee office; (2) had any of the material typed or copied by committee
staff; or (3) made debate material available to any members of the
committee staff.
Inderfurth stated that background materials given him to pre
pare the book were either cut up and used in drafting the “big
book”, or were thrown away in room 404. In a sworn statement,
Inderfurth said he had no knowledge as to how the debate materi
als were transferred outside the Carter administration. [See app.
III, p. 1178.]

(3) Condensing the “big book
” in room 404

As stated, Inderfurth and Newsom returned to room 404 in mid
October and condensed the “big book” to a 40-page version. In an
interview with the subcommittee and later in a sworn affidavit,
Mark Ashworth a Reagan campaign worker, described copying the
final condensed foreign policy debate book. He specifically recalled
seeing the names Inderfurth and Newsom on the cover page of the
book he copied. [See app. III, p. 1080.] There was no cover page in
cluding these names on the final “big book”. Alden Lang, another
Reagan Bush campaign worker, stated in her interview with the
subcommittee, and later in a sworn affidavit, that she gave materi
als similar to the condensed foreign policy book to Ashworth to
copy. [See app. III, p. 1196.]
Inderfurth said that a copy of the “big book” would have been
available and used in preparing the final condensed debate book.
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Since Inderfurth could not recall exactly when he received the
“Mondale papers” or what he did with these papers, it is possible
that a copy of the “Mondale papers” was also in room 404 at this
time.
Secret Service logs show that Nancy Ohlson and Ann Matikan
were cleared to assist Inderfurth and Newsom on Monday, October
20, 1980, the night the condensed version was completed. As previ
ously discussed, Inderfurth, Newsom, Matikan and Ohlson have all
stated that they have no knowledge as to how or by whom the
briefing book was transferred to the Reagan Bush campaign.

(4) Room 404 conclusion

Room 404 is one of two places where the foreign policy “big
book” and the “Mondale papers” were jointly located. Accordingly,
those persons working on or having access to those materials in
room 404 on or after September 29, 1980, must be considered possi
ble suspects. Assuming that the final “big book”, dated September
29, 1980, was never left overnight in room 404, as sworn to by In
derfurth, the list of suspects is reduced to the two volunteer secre
taries, Ann Matikan and Martha Brannan, and Inderfurth and his
assistants—Newsom, Davis and Johnson. Newsom and Davis were
not present the night the “big book” was completed, but they later
were sent a copy. Both have stated that they have no knowledge as
to how or by whom the debate materials were stolen. In addition,
the subcommittee asked the FBI to compare Newsom’s fingerprints
with the 148 unidentified prints on the Carter debate materials
found in Reagan Bush campaign files. There were no matches.
As noted, Loch Johnson stated that he worked on the debate
book on September 29 and 30, and that the book was completed on
September 30 with the assistance of the NSC night secretaries in
the White House West Wing. This account is consistent with state
ments by Matikan and Brannan, who worked on the book on Sep
bember 29 in room 404. Given this evidence and Inderfurth’s lack
of recollection of events on the 29th, the subcommittee believes it is
probable that the “big book” was not completed until September
30, 1980. Since Matikan and Brannan did not work the night of
September 30, they would not have had access to the final book.
For this reason, together with Matikan’s and Brannan’s statements
that they never removed any debate materials, the subcommittee
does not consider either of them to be culpable.
This leaves Inderfurth and Johnson, who had access to the
debate books, and persons with access to the NSC offices and the
Situation Room in the White House West Wing as possible sus
pects. The subcommittee finds no basis to suspect that Inderfurth
or Johnson deliberately leaked the debate materials to the Reagan
Bush campaign. The subcommittee speculates that anyone knowl
edgeable about the contents of the “Mondale papers” likely would
have realized that much of this material, unlike the debate book,
would have been of limited value to the Reagan Bush campaign.
Both Inderfurth and Johnson had access to much more sensitive
foreign policy and national security materials than the information
contained in the “Mondale papers”. Furthermore, Inderfurth’s fin
gerprints were not found on the Carter debate materials found in
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Reagan Bush campaign aides files. (Johnson’s prints were not com
pared.)
Because of the above findings and conclusions, the subcommittee
believes that various persons having access to the NSC offices and
Situation Room in the White House West Wing are the most likely
suspects.

b. Debate materials in White House NSC offices
As stated, after completing the foreign policy debate “big book”,
Inderfurth either delivered, or had delivered, several copies to
David Aaron’s office. David Aaron already had possession of the
original “Mondale papers” provided by Denis Clift of Vice Presi
dent Mondale’s staff. Aaron stated in his interview with the sub
committee, and later in a sworn affidavit, that about four copies of
the “big book” were brought to his office, but he does not recall
who actually delievered the books. Aaron thinks National Security
Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski received a copy, but he does not recall
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additional copies made and distributed. [See app. III, p.

Aaron's office was located in a secure enclosed area that included
the offices of Brzezinski and his special assistant, Leslie Denend.
Outside of these offices, but still inside the enclosed area, were four
secretaries—Lora Simkus, Trudy Werner, Florence Gantt and Pa
tricia Battenfield. This space was also occupied by the two night
secretaries, Wilma Hall and Kathy McGraw. This secure enclosed
area will be referred to as the “NSC front office”.
The subcommittee questioned each of these persons, as well as:
(1) other NSC staff who may have had access to Aaron's office or
may have been involved with the debate books; (2) Situation Room
personnel who had access to Aaron's office and were sometimes
given custody of NSC materials for overnight keeping; (3) Secret
Service guards who had access to the area; and (4) White House
messengers who may have been involved.

(1) Investigation of NSC front office staff members
David Aaron has acknowledged receiving both the “Mondale
papers” and the foreign policy “big book”. He said these materials
were kept in his office.
The subcommittee interviewed the NSC front office staff to deter
mine: (1) who saw or had the materials; (2) who copied or typed the
materials; (3) who delivered the materials to Aaron; and (4) who
may have transferred the materials outside the Carter administra
tion.
The subcommittee was informed that the two NSC night secre
taries assisted in preparing the debate “big book”. In his sworn
statement to the subcommittee, Rick Inderfurth stated that some
typing and photocopying of the debate book was done by NSC night
secretaries Wilma Hall and Kathy McGraw. Eric Newsom also re
called getting assistance from the two NSC night secretaries. Loch
Johnson stated that the two NSC night secretaries typed the final
parts of the “big book” on the night of September 30, 1980 and
were still working on the book when he departed about 1:00 AM.
Inderfurth states that he does not recall who copied the book or
who delivered the final copies to David Aaron. However, if the two
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secretaries did type the final night, they also may have copied, or
know who copied, the “big book” and delivered it to Aaron the
next morning.
In an interview with the subcommittee and later in a sworn affi
davit, Wilma Hall stated that she did not recall typing or copying
anything for Rick Inderfurth after he left the NSC staff. She does
not think Inderfurth ever asked her to type parts of the debate
book. Hall also stated that she did not copy anything as large as
the “big book”. She said that she frequently typed question and
answer material, but did not specifically recall being told that any
of this material was for the debate book. She said she may have
typed parts of the book if Aaron gave it to her, but she does not
recall doing so. [See app. III, . 1165.] Wilma Hall is currently an
assistant to President Reagan s National Security Advisor, Robert
McFarland.
Kathy McGraw initially stated that she did not work on the
debate briefing book and was unaware that Rick Inderfurth had re
turned to the OEOB to prepare a debate book. She also initially
stated that she never saw any briefing materials. In a later inter
view, however, the subcommittee presented McGraw with evidence
of her involvement including the statements by Inderfurth,
Newsom and Johnson. This evidence refreshed McGraw’s memory
and enabled her to recall her involvement in preparing the “big
book”. In an interview, and later in a sworn affidavit, McGraw
stated she typed several sections of the final “big book”, including
the two-page cover statement and the table of contents. She re
called that, on at least one occasion, she went to room 404 to pick
up materials to type from Inderfurth. She stated that she did not
type in room, 404, but took the materials to her desk at the NSC
front office.
McGraw stated that it is possible that she typed the final sec
tions one night and left them for Inderfurth to proofread the next
day. The next night she could have made any necessary changes or
corrections and then made copies and punched holes in the copies.
She remembered staying late one night and doing a lot of photoco
pying and hole punching. She stated that, if there was room, she
would have locked the materials she worked on in one of three
front office safes when she departed that evening. She said, if there
was not enough room, she would have taken the materials to the
Situation Room for overnight keeping. McGraw explained that
each night a cart of classified material that could not fit into the
NSC safes was taken to the Situation Room when she and Wilma
Hall locked up the NSC front office. She said Situation Room per
sonnel had a key to the NSC front office and would bring such ma
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up early in the morning and unlock the safes. [See app. III,
p. 1 .]
Lora Simkus was David Aaron’s principal assistant and con
trolled the paper flow in and out of Aaron’s office. The subcommit
tee obtained documents showing that Simkus was heavily involved
in making the administrative arrangements for Inderfurth to pre
pare the debate book. These included: (1) arranging for work space
in room 404 OEOB; (2) arranging for volunteer secretarial support;
(3) gathering background materials for Inderfurth’s use in prepar
ing the debate book; (4) arranging for daily OEOB entry clearances
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for the volunteers; and (5) arranging for thank you letters to the
volunteers. [See app. IV, pp. 1862, 1863, 1866, 1870.]
Simkus initially told the subcommittee that she did not remem
ber an Inderfurth group working on the foreign policy debate book,
but after being shown the documents demonstrating her involve
ment, she remembered helping make some arrangements. She
stated that she never actually saw or had a copy of the briefing
book but does recall receiving the “Mondale papers”. She also
stated that she did not knowingly type or copy any parts of the
debate book and has no knowledge of how the debate materials
were transferred to unauthorized persons. Simkus is currently an
assistant to the Secretary of State.
Florence Gantt was one of the NSC front office day secretaries.
She stated that she was well aware that Rick Inderfurth was work
ing on the debate briefing book and recalls seeing Inderfurth a few
times when she worked late. Gantt said she typed a lot of question
and answer material and did a lot of photocopying in the normal
course of her work. She does not recall copying anything as large
as the debate “big book”, although she often typed and copied press
briefing books. Gantt stated that she does not know who leaked the
debate briefing book. Gantt stayed on as an NSC secretary with the
Reagan administration.
Patricia Battenfield worked for Leslie Denend in the NSC front
office. She also had worked for Inderfurth when he was at the NSC
in Denend’s position. Battenfield stated that she: (1) did not know
that Inderfurth worked on a foreign policy debate book in the eve
nings at the OEOB; (2) never saw the debate book; and (3) was not
aware of anyone working on the debate book. She also stayed on as
an NSC secretary with the Reagan adminsitration.
Trudy Werner was Zbigniew Brzezinski’s secretary. Werner
stated that she has no recollection of seeing, or even hearing dis
cussion about, a foreign policy and national security debate brief
ing book. She was confident that she neither typed nor made copies
of the debate briefing book. Werner is currently Brzezinski’s secre
tary.
Leslie Denend was chief assistant to Brzezinski and sat in an
office just outside Brzezinski’s office. Denend stated that most of
the material flowing into and out of the NSC went through him.
Denend said he was not aware that Rick Inderfurth was preparing
a debate briefing book in the OEOB at night. Denend said he never
saw the debate book, and added that he and other NSC staff mem
bers were careful not to become involved with anything political.
Zbigniew Brzezinski knew very little about the foreign policy
debate book preparations. He said that his role in the debate book
was limited. He recalled that a large catch-all book was sent to him
for approval, and that Inderfurth was asked to condense it.
As stated, David Aaron received copies of the foreign policy book
and had the original copy of the “Mondale papers”. He does not
recall who delivered the “big book” to his office, or how many
copies were delivered. He does not recall whether or not he had the
debate “big book” copied and distributed. Nor does he recall wheth
er his secretary, Lora Simkus, or anyone other than Brzezinski re
ceived copies of the debate “big book”.
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In a sworn statement to the subcommittee, Aaron stated that he
had no knowledge of how the debate materials were transferred
outside the Carter administration.
The subcommittee asked the FBI to compare the fingerprints of
Aaron, Simkus, McGraw, Hall, Gantt, and Denend with the 148 un
identified prints on the Carter debate materials found in Reagan
Bush campaign aides files. None of their prints matched the un
identified prints. '

(2) Conclusions regarding NSC front office staff
The subcommittee’s inquiry into the NSC front office was ham
pered because the persons responsible for the debate materials, In
derfurth and Aaron, could not remember critical events in the
preparation, handling and distribution of these materials. The in
quiry also indicated that persons having access to and use of some
of this nation’s most highly classified and sensitive materials ap
peared to have handled politically sensitive debate materials in a
careless manner. The possible removal of the debate materials
from the NSC front office raises troublesome questions regarding

ti
fi
fe protection of the highly classified materials found in that

0 Ice.
The subcommittee was confronted with conflicting statements as
to whether the two night secretaries typed and possibly copied the
debate “big book”. Inderfurth and his assistants, Newsom and
Johnson, have independent recollections of receiving typing assist
ance from the two NSC night secretaries. Both secretaries initially
denied providing such assistance, but as discussed above, the recol
lections of one NSC night secretary, Kathy McGraw, was subse
quently refreshed. The inconsistencies could be attributed to faulty
memories, or might also reflect the deep concern NSC staff mem
bers had regarding potential Hatch Act violations.
The subcommittee cannot rule out the possibility that the briefing

boofl;
was improperly removed by someone on the NSC front office

sta .

2
. Investigation of persons having access to the NSC front office

In addition to focusing on the NSC front office staff, who had
direct access to David Aaron’s office and presumably to the debate
materials, the subcommittee also investigated persons working out
side the front office who may have had access to that office and
these materials.

a. NSC Security Officer
Jerry Jennings, as the NSC Security Officer, had access to the
NSC front office. The investigation revealed that: (1) Jennings had
been given his NSC job by Henry Kissinger during the Nixon ad
ministration; (2) he reportedly possessed and expressed strong polit
ical views that differed in some respects from those of the Carter
administration; (3) during the Ford adminstration, he had been a
Republican candidate for Congress; (4) he was a long-time friend of
Reagan Bush campaign aide Tony Dolan and was seen associating
with Dolan shortly after the election; (5) he had a CIA, FBI and
military intelligence background as did serveral key Reagan Bush
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campaign aides, (6) he had access to the NSC offices; and (7) he had
been accused by former Reagan Bush campaign aide Richard Allen
of providing NSC documents to the Reagan Bush campaign.
During his interview with the subcommittee, and later in sworn
affidavit, Jennings stated that he did not provide information to
the Reagan Bush campaign nor did he provide confidential infor
mation to anyone outside the Carter administration. Jennings said:
(1) he did not have access to the NSC front office after it was
locked at night, but he did occasionally visit with the two NSC
night secretaries late in the evening; (2) he did not inspect offices
for security violations, but he did receive reports from the Secret
Service guards who did; (3) he was unaware that Inderfurth was
preparing a debate briefing book and never saw the debate book
until shown it by the FBI; (4) he did not see or provide information
to Tony Dolan during the campaign; (5) he had frequent contacts
with Robert Gambino while Gambino was at the CIA, but had no
contact with Gambino after he left the CIA and joined the Reagan
Bush campaign; (6) he had never met Richard Allen prior to the
Carter/Reagan transition, and (7) Allen’s accusations against him
were absolutely false. [See app. III, p. 1182.]
Richard Allen stated that he was given some NSC documents by
an aide who told him they had been provided by Jerry Jennings.
However, Allen could not recall who that aide was. The subcommit
tee conducted interviews with various Allen aides, but could not
corroborate Allen’s allegations.
The subcommittee interviewed Reagan Bush campaign aides
Tony Dolan and Robert Gambino regarding their connections with
Jennings. Both confirmed Jennings’ statements that he did not con
tact them or provide any information or materials to them during
the 1980 campaign. (Dolan did state that he had seen Jennings
once in early June 1980.)
The subcommittee investigation did find that Jennings: (1) held
conservative politial views that were not always compatible with
Carter administration policies, (2) had Republican Party associa
tions, and (3) may have had access to the debate briefing materials.
The subcommittee, however, did not find any conclusive evidence
that Jennings provided information or materials to the Reagan
Bush campaign. An FBI analysis of 214 fingerprints on the Carter
debate materials found in the files of Reagan Bush campaign aides
Gergen and Hodsoll did not identify any of the prints as belonging
to Jennings.

b. NSC Situation Room
The White House Situation Room is a secured area on the West
Wing ground floor that serves as the communications and intelli
gence center for the President and the National Security Advisor.
There are about 20 persons assigned to the Situation Room, most of
them detailed from the CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency and
the White House Communications Agency. The Situation Room op
erates 24 hours a day.
Situation Room staff had access to the debate briefing materials
in the NSC front office. They also received and assembled the clas
sified NSC staff evening reports each night. As observed, Richard
Allen, the Reagan Bush campaign national security advisor, stated
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that he received unclassified portions of NSC evening reports
during the campaign. Accordingly, the subcommittee investigated
the possibility that someone from the Situation Room removed the
debate, and possibly other, materials.
Manuel Rubio, the Director of the Situation Room, stated that a
key to the NSC front office was kept in the Situation Room. The
Director or his deputy used this key to open the NSC front office in
the mornings. Rubio explained that each morning the Situation
Room staff prepared a briefing report on information received over
night. They also assembled the NSC staff evening reports. Early
each morning the Director or his deputy opened the NSC front
office and placed the reports on Brzezinski’s desk. Staff members
also returned NSC materials kept in the Situation Room overnight
and opened the NSC safes. Rubio stated that the key was accessible
to all Situation Room staff.
Situation Room staff were also involved in closing the NSC front
office at night. Rubio stated that an NSC night secretary would call
the Situation Room when she was ready to leave. The Situation
Room duty officer would go to the front office and help secure it. If
there were classified materials that could not fit into the safe, they
were taken to the Situation Room for overnight storage.
The 1980 Director and Deputy Director of the Situation Room,
both stated that, to the best of their knowledge, no one assigned to
the Situation Room was involved in any way in copying or han
dling the debate briefing materials.
The subcommittee also requested each of the 1980 Situation
Room staff members to respond in writing to a prepared question
naire. The questionnaire asked the following four questions:
(1) Did you, or anyone you know of who worked in the Carter ad
ministration or the Carter campaign, have contacts directly or indi
rectly with anyone in the 1980 Reagan or Anderson campaigns?
(2) Did you, or anyone you know of, at any time take possession
of Carter administration or campaign material and transmit it
either directly or indirectly to someone outside the administration
or Carter campaign in an unauthorized fashion?
(3) Do you have any knowledge or information that to your
knowledge has not been reported in the media regarding the possi
bly unauthorized transfer of documents or information from the
Carter administration or Carter campaign to persons not connected
with the Carter administration or campaign?
(4) Did you ever see or have in your possession any materials
that appear to you to be portions of either the foreign or domestic
policy briefing materials prepared for President Carter during the
1980 campaign?
These questions were sent to the 22 Situation Room staff mem
bers through the office of the Counsel to the President on January
20, 1984. The subcommittee has received responses from all but one
of the Situation Room staff members. The one nonrespondent has
retired and could not be located by the White House staff. All those
responding answered “no” to all four questions and signed the
questionnaires, certifying the truthfulness of their responses. Two
of the questionnaire respondents, however, did add caveats to their
answers to question No. 4 regarding whether they had ever seen
the debate briefing materials. One respondent noted:
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I was aware that Rick Inderfurth was preparing the
book in the [Situation Room] conference room and assume
that it remained in the Sit Room while he was working on
it. I cannot say for certain that I ever saw it, however.
The other staff member noted:

It is possible that I saw portions of the briefing materi
als prepared for President Carter stored overnight in the
White House Situation Room, but I cannot be positive.
The subcommittee also requested the FBI to compare the 148 un
identified fingerprints it found on the Gergen and Hodsoll copies of
Carter debate materials with those of five Situation Room staff
members selected by the subcommittee. The results of this analysis
were negative.
The subcommittee concludes that Situation Room staff members
had access to the debate materials obtained by the Reagan Bush
campaign and the opportunity to take possession of these materi
als. Although the certified responses to the subcommittee’s ques
tionnaire and the FBI fingerprint analysis of several Situation
Room staff members proved negative, the subcommittee cannot
rule out the possibility that the briefing materials were transfered
in an unauthorized manner by a Situation Room staff member.

c. Secret Service guards

Uniformed Secret Service guards, assigned to several White
House West Wing posts, had access to the NSC front office. Simi
larly, certain guards in the OEOB had access to room 404.
Guards working the evening and night shifts were responsible
for escorting cleaning and maintenance personnel to the secured
NSC areas and for checking these areas for possible security viola
tions. The guards also checked to insure that all classified material
was secured in locked safes. The guards also assisted in looking the
NSC front office when the NSC night secretaries departed; this in
volved locking the door and setting the alarm.
The subcommittee questioned certain Secret Service guards be
cause (1) they had access to the debate materials; (2) they may have
acquired information useful to the subcommittee investigation
while on duty; and (3) they could have participated in the unau
thorized transfer of materials.
The subcommittee interviewed the six Secret Service guards who
had the greatest access to the NSC front office and room 404 in the
OEOB during the evening and night shifts. None of the guards had
any recollection of seeing the debate materials nor did they have

any
knowledge about anyone else having contact with those mate

r1a s.
In addition to these interviews, the subcommitte requested each
of the six guards, and 60 other White House and OEOB guards, to
respond to the same questionnaire sent to Situation Room person
nel, discussed above. The six guards with the greatest and most fre
quent access to the briefing materials and 48 other guards having
lesser access responded to the questionnaire. None of their certified
responses indicates any knowledge of, or involvement in, the unau
thorized transfer of materials from the White House or OEOB. The
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subcommittee has not received, but is seeking, responses from 2
guards sent the questionnaire. No responses were obtained from 10
guards no longer employed by the Secret Service and could not be
located by the Secret Service.
The subcommittee asked the FBI to compare the fingerprints of
the two guards having the most frequent access to the NSC front
office with the 148 unidentified prints found on the Carter debate
materials obtained by the Reagan Bush campaign. None of the
guards prints matched the unidentified prints.
Based on the guards’ responses to the subcommittee’s questions
and the lack of any information to the contrary, the subcommittee
cannot conclude at this time that a Secret Service guard was in

vollved
in the unauthorized transfer of Carter debate briefing mate

r1a s.

d. White House Garage

As discussed in chapter 3, Reagan Bush campaign aide Daniel
Jones stated that a person wearing a military uniform delivered
what appeared to be nonpublic Carter White House materials to
Reagan Bush campaign headquarters on two different occasions.
The messenger/ drivers assigned to the White House Garage are
mostly active-duty military personnel. Since NSC materials are
often handled by White House messengers it is at least possible
that the messengers had access to the debate materials or were
given them to deliver. Accordingly, the subcommittee sent the
questionnaire described above, to the 47 military persons assigned
to the White House Garage during September and October 1980.
The subcommittee has received responses from 40 of the 47 per
sons sent questionnaires. None of the certified responses indicates
any knowledge of, or involvement in, the transfer of debate materi
als. The subcommittee through the White House Counsel is cur
rently attempting to obtain questionnaire responses from the re
maining 7 messengers assigned to the White House in 1980. Howev
er, many of the messengers have since been reassigned or dis
charged from the military service.

3. Conclusion Regarding Transfer of Carter Foreign Policy
Materials

The foreign policy “big book” and the “Mondale papers”, copies
of which were found in the files of two senior Reagan Bush cam
paign aides, had been located in the secured NSC front office. The
subcommittee has learned that the final portions of the “big book”
were typed in the NSC front office by one of the night secretaries.
The secretary believes she may have made several copies of the
book and after punching binder holes in them either placed them
in one of the three NSC safes or sent them down to the Situation
Room for overnight safekeeping.
The subcommittee believes it is most likely that these debate ma
terials were taken from the NSC front office or possibly the Situa
tion Room. Both of these places are secured areas with limited
access.
The subcommittee interviewed all persons working in the NSC
front office and several working in the Situation Room. The sub
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committee also obtained certified questionnaire responses from all
but one of the Situation Room staff, as well as most Secret Service
guards having access to areas where the briefing materials were lo
cated.
No one has admitted having any knowledge as to how the brief
ing materials were removed. These denials, along with the inability
of key persons involved to recall events that took place, make it
impossible for the subcommittee, at this time, to determine conclu
sively how the materials were taken. The subcommittee believes,
however, that its staff has likely spoken to a person or persons in
volved in or knowledgeable about the transfer of foreign policy
debate materials, but that this person or these persons have not
been candid.

B. DOMESTIC POLICY BRIEFING Boox

David Rubenstein, Deputy Assistant to the President for Domes
tic Affairs and Policy, orchestrated the preparation of President
Carter’s domestic policy debate briefing book. He had prepared
debate briefing books for candidate Carter during the 1976 cam
paign and in 1980 for a proposed Carter/Kennedy/Brown debate.
He began preparing the Carter/ Reagan book in mid-August 1980.
One of his first acts was to solicit ideas and inputs from about 35
middle level domestic policy staffers. This request generated a
large amount of material from the staff, most of which was in a
question and answer format. Rubenstein synthesized, revised and

editgd
the material, and in some cases circulated it back to the

sta .
Carter political advisor Pat Caddell stated that he and Sam
Popkin received a draft copy of the domestic policy questions and
answers on October 16 or 17, 1980. Caddell stated that on October
21, 1980, he provided Rubenstein, among others, with a 50- to 60
page debate strategy paper. Rubenstein stated that he took Cad
dell’s themes and worked them into the questions and answers.
The finalized question and answer papers formed the first part of
the domestic policy debate briefing book. The second part of the
book consisted primarily of backup materials for the questions and
answers.
Secretarial support for the debate book preparation was provided
by Rubenstein’s secretary, Georgia O’Connor, and Donna Firkin, a
night secretary assigned to Rubenstein from the correspondence
office. Firkin typed about three-quarters of the final book during
the week of October 20, 1980. She typed the briefing book in the
correspondence office located in the the Old Executive Office Build
ing. O’Connor typed portions of the book at her desk outside Ru

l€$nstein’s
office on the second floor of the White House West

mg.
Rubenstein stated that the domestic policy debate book was com
pleted on Thursday night, October 23, 1980. He gave the completed
book to Jim Rowland, a messenger for the domestic policy staff, at
about 9:00 or 10:00 that night and asked him to make 13 copies.
Rowland reproduced the original and returned it to Rubenstein.
Rowland then took the reproduced book to a copier on the second
floor of the OEOB where he worked through the night until about
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8:00 or 9:00 Friday morning, making 13 or 14 copies. He then took
the copies to room 208 of the OEOB to assemble. Rowland stated
that he left the books in the room for about an hour to go eat
breakfast. The room was occupied by Ann McGlinn and Ann Ca
vanaugh, who were Domestic Policy Staff secretaries for Richard
Neustadt and Robert Malson, respectively. Rowland stated that,
after assembling the copies, he took them to Rubenstein’s West
Wing office for a cover memo. Rowland stated that he does not re
member distributing the books after giving them to Rubenstein,
but he did “stash away” an extra copy, which he often did with
items he had copied.
Rubenstein stated that Messrs. Stuart Eizenstat, Bert Carp,
Jerry Rafshoon, Hamilton Jordan, Pat Caddell, Marty Franks, Jack
Watson and Jody Powell all received a copy of the domestic policy
debate book. Rubenstein retained a copy; the original went to the
President. Several extra copies were retained by either Eizenstat or
Rubenstein.
On Friday afternoon, October 24, 1980, Georgia O’Connor took
the extra copies to Camp David for review. Messrs. Marty Franks,
Stuart Eizenstat, Sam Popkin, Hamilton Jordan, Jerry Rafshoon,
and Pat Caddell were all present at Camp David that night. Late
Friday night O’Connor started typing the revisions to the domestic
policy book dictated by Eizenstat. She spent most of Saturday
typing changes to the domestic policy book as they were being
given to her. At about 3:30 Saturday afternoon the President and
Mrs. Carter, Jody Powell, Powell’s secretary, Carolyn Shields,
David Rubenstein and Charles Kirbo gathered at Camp David to
rehearse for the debates. They rehearsed until about 2:00 AM
Sunday morning.
Kathy Reid, Stuart Eizenstat’s assistant, arrived at Camp David
Sunday afternoon to relieve O’Connor. O’Connor returned to Wash
ington, D.C. Sunday afternoon in the same White House car that
brought Reid. Reid assisted Jody Powell's secretary, Carolyn
Shields, in typing revisions to questions and answers until about
2:30 AM Monday. On Monday, October 27, the group at Camp
David departed for the Tuesday debate in Cleveland, Ohio.
The preparation of the briefing book involved a number of Do
mestic Policy and other White House staff. However, David Ruben
stein was informed by the Counsel to the President, Lloyd Cutler,
and his staff that the debate briefing materials were presidential
and governmental in character and that persons working on them
were not subject to Hatch Act restrictions. As discussed earlier in
this chapter, this advice indicates that the domestic policy book
may well have been a Government document.

1. Persons and Places Involved

This section focuses on the persons and places principally con
nected with the debate book. As discussed earlier, Reagan Bush
campaign officials have not produced the Carter domestic briefing
materials from their files. However, as discussed in more detail
later in this chapter statements by several Reagan Bush campaign
employees clearly indicate that the campaign had Carter domestic
policy debate materials prior to the debate on October 28, 1980. It
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is not clear, however, whether they had the domestic policy book or
possibly an earlier draft question and answer portion of the book.
The subcommittee’s investigation focused on those Carter admin
istration persons who possessed or had access to the debate book
both before and after it was completed on Thursday night, October
23, 1980. The staff interviewed and later received sworn affidavits
from: (1) David Rubenstein, who prepared the book; (2) his secre
tary Georgia O'Connor, who typed parts of the book and handled
administrative matters; (3) Donna Firkin, the night secretary who
typed most of the book; (4) Jim Rowland, the domestic policy staff
messenger who copied and assembled the books; (5) Ann McGlinn,
who had access to the books the morning they were copied; (6) vari
ous senior White House and campaign officials who received the
book; and (7) several members of the domestic policy support staff
who may have had access to the book. All of these persons stated
that they had no conclusive knowledge as to how the debate book
was removed or who was involved in its transfer.
Rowland was interviewed because: (1) he reportedly held very
conservative political beliefs that were not always compatible with
those of the Carter administration; (2) he previously had worked
for the very conservative Human Events magazine; (3) he previous
ly had supported conservative Republican candidates; (4) he was a
relatively new and unknown White House support staffer; and (5)
as a messenger and copier of the debate book, he had the greatest
oppportunity to take a copy. Rowland stated under oath that he did
not provide copies of the book to anyone who was not authorized to
have the book and that he has no knowledge as to how the book
was obtained by the Reagan Bush campaign. Rowland said he de
livered the debate books he had copied to David Rubenstein’s office
on Friday morning, October 24, 1980, but he could not remember
whether he later delivered them to the designated recipients. He
stated that he often made an extra copy of material he reproduced
and kept it in a filing cabinet by his desk. When the story broke
about the debate books, Rowland searched his files and found a
copy of the domestic debate book. The subcommittee did not find
any conclusive evidence to refute Rowland’s statements that he did
not improperly transfer the debate book. [See app. III, p. 1220.]
Ann McGlinn was interviewed because of: (1) McGlinn’s previous
employment and association with the Nixon and Ford administra
tions; (2) statements that her father was prominently involved in
President N ixon’s reelection campaign; (3) allegations that she was
dating a Reagan Bush campaign official; (4) reports that McGlinn
told several persons that she was the White House mole; (5) her
access to the domestic policy debate briefing books; and (6) her em
ployment following the Reagan election by Ed Gray, who was
deputy chief of staff and director of policy communications for the
Reagan Bush campaign. (McGlinn worked under Gray at the White
House following the election, was later his secretary in California
where he was first vice-president of a savings and loan association,
and then returned to Washington as Gray's secretary when he was
appointed Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.)
When interviewed by the subcommittee, and in an affidavit,
McGlinn categorically denied providing any documents or informa
tion from the Carter White House to the Reagan Bush campaign.
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She had no recollection of Rowland using her office to collate the
final Carter domestic policy debate book. She said her father was
not actively involved in the Reagan Bush campaign and she denied
passing any Carter debate material from the White House to her
father. McGlinn stated that she did not have an intimate relation
ship with anyone connected to the Reagan Bush campaign. [See
app. III, p. 1205.] The subcommittee did not find sufficient evidence
to refute McGlinn’s statement.

2. Domestic Debate Book Conclusions

The manner in which the domestic policy briefing book was pre
pared, controlled, copied, and distributed created an almost unlim
ited number of opportunities and possibilities for its unauthorized
transfer.
The subcommittee was unable conclusively to determine whether
the domestic policy material described by Reagan Bush campaign
employees was the final debate book prepared by Rubenstein or
was an earlier draft of the question and answer section prepared
before the addition of the Caddell themes. When shown the final
domestic book, David Stockman stated that the question and
answer section was familar, particularly several of the items.
Stockman stated, however, that elements in the final book ap
peared tighter and more closely written than the material he re
members having in his possession. Stockman also stated that the
Carter domestic materials he had did not contain any strategy or
themes.
The subcommittee focused its investigation on those persons and
places with the greatest connections with domestic briefing materi
als. Its staff interviewed the 14 persons that either were directly
involved in the preparation and distribution of the debate book or
had the greatest access to the book. All Carter aides who received
the domestic book were contacted. These aides submitted sworn af
fidavits denying any knowledge as to how the domestic materials
were removed. Despite the efforts described above the subcommit
tee could not determine how domestic policy debate materials were
transferred outside the Carter administration.

II. CARTER BRIEFING MATERIALS IN THE REAGAN BUSH
CAMPAIGN

Debate briefing materials prepared for President Carter and Vice
President Mondale were in the possession of Reagan Bush cam
paign workers before the October 28, 1980 debate between Reagan
and Carter. Two senior Reagan Bush campaign workers saved some
Carter debate briefing materials and, in June 1983, turned the re
tained materials over to the Department of Justice. One saved
Mondale briefing materials that he had apparently received during
the campaign. [See p. 100.]
This section presents what is known as to how the briefing mate
rials came into the possession of Reagan Bush campaign workers
and were circulated and used by them. While every fact is not
known, the subcommittee has been able to reach some important
conclusions. Moreover, the subcommittee strongly believes that it
has questioned a person or persons connected with the Reagan
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Bush campaign who knew the source or sources of the briefing ma
terials and failed to provide candid answers to the subcommittee’s
inquiries.
A surprisingly large number of persons connected with the
Reagan Bush campaign admit receiving, seeing or hearing about
the Carter briefing papers. At least two persons indicate that they
used these papers to help prepare Governor Reagan for the October
28, 1980 debate with President Carter. Other Reagan Bush cam
paign workers deny any connection with the Carter papers. In sum
mary:

Q Thirteen persons connected with the Reagan Bush campaign
admit receiving and/or seeing Carter debate materials. Six
others alledgedly received or saw these materials, but deny
this.

Q Seven other campaign workers, and two persons from outside
the Reagan Bush campaign, admit that they heard that
Carter briefing materials were in the Reagan Bush campaign
before the matter surfaced in the press in June 1983. Eight
of the nine admit hearing about it before the 1980 debate.

Q Two campaign workers indicate that they used the Carter
debate materials——one to help Candidate Reagan practice for
the debate, the other to revise Candidate Reagan's debate
briefing book. Statements by others indicate that they re
viewed the materials long enough to determine whether they
might be useful.

This section begins with a description of the Carter briefing ma
terials actually found in the Reagan Bush campaign. Also de
scribed are Carter briefing materials not found in the Reagan Bush
campaign.

A. CARTER BRIEFING MATERIALS FOUND IN REAGAN BUSH FILES

On June 28, 1983, the White House released the Carter Mondale
briefing materials found by David Gergen and Frank Hodsoll in
their campaign files. Chapter 1 of this report discusses the events
leading to this release. The Carter Mondale briefing materials re
leased on that date are described below:

1. Mondale Papers

These materials, found by Hodsoll in his personal files, were as
sembled initially to help prepare Vice President Mondale for a pro
posed Vice Presidential debate that was never held. The materi
als—

Q were compiled in part by using the Vice President’s regular for
eign policy and national security briefing book.

Q contained only information on foreign policy and national secu
rity.

0 had no index or table of contents.
Q included issue papers, speeches, news releases, lists of quotes,

news analyses and policy papers.
Q contained no classified documents.
Q had no cover letter, cover page or introductory section.
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The materials found in Hodsoll’s files and turned over to the De
partment of Justice contained 274 pages. [See app. II, p. 293.]

2. The Foreign Policy Debate Briefing Book

This book is titled the “Presidential Debates: Foreign Policy and
National Security Issues,” and is referred to in this report as the
“big book”. The book’s cover page is dated September 29, 1980, and
its first sentence states:

This briefing book is designed to assist the President in
debates with Governor Reagan on foreign policy and na
tional security issues.

The copies of this book found in Hodsoll’s and Gergen’s personal
files were both 249 pages in length. While Hodsoll’s book contained
the two cover pages, Gergen’s book did not. Gergen’s book, howev
er, had two other pages that Hodsoll’s version did not contain.
The covering pages from Hodsoll’s book contain two sections, one
titled “Purpose” and the other called “Content and Format”. The
“Purpose” section is quoted from above. The “Content and Format”
section contains suggestions regarding the President’s responses to
criticism of his record and notes that the first portion of the book

entitled “Overview” provides a comprehensive rebuttal to such crit
Iclsm.
Following the covering pages is a table of contents which lists
the 15 sections and numerous subsections into which the document
is divided. The subsections usually contain a series of questions
that might be asked by a newsperson, followed by suggested de
tailed responses that outline Carter’s positions. The last section
contains backup materials on “Candidate Positions and Platforms”.
[See app. II, p. 555.]

B. CARTER DEBATE BRIEFING MATERIALS THAT WERE NoT FCUND IN
REAGAN BUSH FILES

As discussed below, other Carter debate briefing materials in ad
dition to the “big book” and the “Mondale papers” likely were in
the Reagan Bush campaign before the 1980 debate. These were:

1. Condensed Foreign Policy Book

This is a 40-page condensed version of the “big book” described
above, and is entitled “Presidential Debate Briefing Papers: For
eign Policy and National Security.” This version was completed on
October 20, 1980; this date, along with the names of the authors—
Rick Inderfurth and Eric Newsom—appear on the book’s cover
sheet. The book contains 12 sections each of which is generally di
vided into subsections that deal with (1) a possible question, (2)
themes for Carter’s response, (3) the Carter record, (4) the Reagan

record,
and (5) concluding remarks for President Carter. [See app.

I, p. 961.]

2. Domestic Policy Briefing Book

This book is entitled “Debate Briefing Material—Domestic.” The
first two sections of the book—“Answer and Rebuttal Objectives”
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and “Answer and Rebuttal Themes” contain debate strategy. Sec
tion 3 is titled “Carter Questions and Answers” and deals with
such issues as economy, energy and environment, overview, govern
ment, and human needs. This section is similar in format to the
Condensed Foreign Policy Book described above. The remaining
sections of the book are debating aids for the President and include
such topics as “questions for Carter to ask Reagan” and “key
lines”. [See app. II, p. 790.]

C. KNOWLEDGE AND UsE OF CARTER DEBATE BRIEFING MATERIALS BY
PERSONS CONNECTED WITH THE REAGAN BUSH CAMPAIGN

This section examines the evidence relating to the knowledge
and use of Carter debate briefing materials by persons connected
with the Reagan Bush campaign. As will be demonstrated, the evi
dence is conflicting; not all these conflicts can be explained by
mere failures of memory.

1. Thirteen Admit Seeing or Receiving Carter Materials

Thirteen persons connected with the Reagan Bush campaign
admit seeing or receiving Carter debate briefing material prior to
the debate between President Carter and Governor Reagan. Those
thirteen persons, their campaign roles and current positions, what
they saw, and/ or how they may have used the material, are dis
cussed below.

a. James A. Baker

(A Senior Advisor to the Reagan Bush campaign who directed preparation of Gov
ernor Reagan’s briefing book for the October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter;
currently White House Chief of Staff and Assistant to the President.)

Baker says that his primary campaign responsibility was negoti
ating arrangements for the September 21, 1980 debate between
John Anderson and Reagan and the October 28, 1980 debate be
tween Carter and Reagan. As part of that responsibility, Baker
generally supervised the people who prepared the books. However,
he says he did not have responsibility for the policy content of the
debate materials on which they worked.
David Gergen and Frank Hodsoll, who headed up the Reagan
debate briefing team, corroborate Baker's description of his cam
paign role. Gergen says that Baker left the development of issues
for Reagan’s briefing books to the debate briefing team but that he
did review them before they went to Reagan. Hodsoll says Baker
participated with the debate briefing team in identifying the issues
for Reagan’s briefing book and then delegated the drafting of the
book to the debate briefing team.
Baker believes that, during the campaign, he could have seen the
“big book.” He says that both the “big book” and the “Mondale
papers” are similar to the material he saw prior to the debate. He
did not see the final foreign policy book or the domestic policy
book. He apparently saw the “Mondale papers” because his finger
prints are on the copy of those papers found in Hodsoll’s files. [See
app. IV, p. 1876.]
Baker is not sure whether he only saw foreign policy material.
He believes that the material covered a wide range of issues and
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does not remember whether the issues involved were foreign, do
mestic, or both. He says that he never saw the final foreign policy
book or the domestic policy book. [See app. I, p. 145.]
Baker recalls that he received the Carter material from William
Casey in a black loose-leaf binder. Baker does not remember when
he received the Carter materials, although it was sometime before,
but not close to the debate on October 28, 1980.
He believes, but cannot be sure, that he received the material
prior to the date the Reagan Carter debate was agreed upon (Octo
ber 21, 1980).
Baker says that when he received the Carter debate briefing ma
terial, he reviewed it for a period he does not believe exceeded two
hours and probably was not more than one hour. After reviewing
the material, he believes he passed it to either David Gergen or
Frank Hodsoll. He says he did not make further use of the materi
al. [See app. III, p. 1085.]
Baker does not believe that the material he saw contained tacti
cal information, debate strategy, or sensitive debating points.' He
does not recall that the material was identified as debate material.
He states:

I recall it being more of a compilation of Carter Admin
istration positions on a wide range of issues. . . . It did not
seen to be close-in briefing material, but rather a compen
dium of Carter Administration positions.

Baker recalls that, after passing the material to either Gergen or
Hodsoll, he had no further discussions about the material in 1980
other than telling Margaret Tutwiler that he had received Carter
debate briefing material from Casey and had passed the material
to the Reagan debate briefing team. He says it is also possible that
he may have discussed receiving the Carter material with Dean
Burch, the Chief of Staff to George Bush during the campaign. [See
app. III, p. 1085.]
b. David R. Gergen

(A resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute who assisted in the prepa
ration of Governor Reagan’s briefing book for the October 28, 1980 debate with
President Carter; until January 5, 1984, Assistant to the President for Communica
tions; currently at AEI and the Institute of Politics at Harvard University.)

Gergen headed up the Reagan Debate Briefing Team. He was
first deeply involved with preparation for the September 28, 1980
debate between John Anderson and Reagan. Following that debate,
he returned to the American Enterprise Institute. On October 15,
1980, he took a leave of absence from AEI and returned to the
Reagan Bush campaign to help prepare for the October 28, 1980
Presidential debate. [See app. III, p. 1156.]
By Frank Hodsoll’s account, Gergen was involved in all aspects
of debate strategy. Hodsoll says Gergen made sure that the prod
ucts of the debate briefing team were consistent with the cam
paign’s political strategy.
Gergen saw the foreign policy “big book” and found it in his files
in 1983. He does not remember seeing the “Mondale papers”, the
final foreign policy book, or the domestic policy book. However, his
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fingerprints appear on the “Mondale papers” but it is not clear
when he handled those documents.
On June 22, 1983, Gergen wrote Subcommittee Chairman Donald
J . Albosta that:
I do not recall ever receiving or seeing a “Carter debate
book” or any other notebook from the Carter campaign.
Had that occurred, I believe that I would remember it.
[See app. I, p. 142.]

On June 28, 1983, Gergen wrote a second letter to Chairman Al
bosta correcting his June 22, 1983 letter. He stated:

Since responding to your letter last week, I have found
that I made a mistake, and I want to correct the record
with you and to convey to you my personal apology.
I wrote that letter to you before completing a thorough
search of my files. [See app. I, p. 149.]

In his files, Gergen found a copy of the “big book,” less the first
two pages. On June 28, 1983, Gergen wrote: “Upon seeing the ma
terial again, I do have a recollection of looking through it.” [See
app. IV, p. 1886.] He does not remember, however, the form in
which he received it, e.g., whether it was received in a binder or
notebook. He does not remember the date that he received it

,

but
says it was before the October 28, 1980 debate. He does not remem
ber from whom he received it. [See app. III, p. 1156.]
Gergen does not remember seeing Carter domestic policy materi
al. He stated, however, “I cannot remember it, but if it were there,

I must assume that I saw it.” [See app. IV, p. 1886.]
Jackie Tillman, a researcher who assisted in the preparation of
Governor Reagan’s briefing book for the Carter debate, says that
she has a “vague and uncertain” recollection that Gergen informed
her on October 25, 1980, that someone recently had come over by
taxi from the Carter Mondale campaign to the Reagan Bush cam
paign headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, with Carter debate
briefing material. According to Tillman, Gergen did not describe
the person who delivered the material. [See app. III, p. 1234.]
Gergen, however, said that he does not recall anything about the
delivery of the Carter material to the Reagan Bush campaign. Nor
does he recall making any statement to Tillman about the cam
paign’s obtaining Carter material. [See app. III, p. 1155.]
Gergen disparages the usefulness of the Carter debate briefing
material. He states:
After reviewing the [Reagan] briefing book . . . it re
mains my view that while materials received from the
Carter camp were of interest, to my knowledge, they did
not play any significant role in the preparation of materi
als for Governor Reagan. [See app. I, p. 149.]
An objective evaluation of [the Reagan briefing] book
will show, I believe, that it does not bear a significant rela
tionship to the materials from the Carter camp. To be
sure, some of the same issues and the same points appear
in both—but that’s because those were the major issues of
the campaign and it was obvious they might arise in the
debate. [See app. IV, p. 1886.]
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c. Francis S.M. Hodsoll

Staff Coordinator for the preparation of Governor Reagan’s briefing book for the
October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter; currently the Chairman of the Na
tional Endowment for the Arts.

Hodsoll saw and received the “big book” and the “Mondale
papers”. In 1983 he found both in his 1980 campaign files. He says
he did not see the final foreign policy book. He says that he saw
Carter domestic policy material that was similar to the Carter for
eign policy material he received; however, he is not certain wheth
er that domestic policy material he saw was similar to any of the
material contained in the domestic policy book. [See app. IV, p.
1894]
Hodsoll indicates that he received both the “big book” and the
“Mondale papers” in the same time frame. He does not remember
the date he received the material, although he believes it was
toward the end of October 1980.
Hodsoll does not believe the Reagan Bush campaign used the ma
terial extensively. He states:

Review of the material reflects that they may have in
fluenced the briefing book preparation in two or three in
stances, but did not impact significantly on debate prepa
ration. [See app. IV, p. 1894.]
Hodsoll, however, has reviewed the “big book” and the “Mondale
papers” to identify any similarities with the Reagan debate brief
ing book [see app. II, p. 1001] and thereby to determine if the
Carter debate briefing materials influenced the preparation of the
Reagan book. Based on that review, he has identified three in
stances where this may have occurred. [See app. IV, p. 1898.]
The first instance identified by Hodsoll concerns the arms race
and conventional military forces. The Carter debate briefing mate
rial states:

[Reagan’s position] would mean an uncontrolled, open
ended, and enormously expensive arms race. . . . It would
mean that we would have to skimp on conventional forces,
where we need to improve. . . .

The Reagan briefing book states:

Carter claims RR [Ronald Reagan] position on military
superiority will lead to all out arms race, skimping on con
ventional forces.

The second instance of similarity between the two sets of material
is the sequence and some of the language concerning strategic de
fense programs. The third instance is the sequence and some of the
language used in discussing arms control and SALT. While Hodsoll
notes that Carter’s positions were a matter of public record, an ex
amination of the three instances Hodsoll cites leaves a firm conclu
sion that the Carter “big book” did influence the preparation of the
Reagan briefing book.
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d. Hayden G. Bryan

(A researcher who assisted in the preparation of Governor Reagan’s briefing book
for the October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter; currently Chief Economist for
the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources.)

Sometime after President Carter and Governor Reagan agreed to
debate, Bryan saw two stacks of paper approximately 150 pages
each. He was told that the stacks of paper were Carter briefing ma
terial. (FBI records indicate that he informed the FBI that he re
ceived this information from either David Gergen or Frank Hod
soll.) Bryan says he reviewed only one or two pages from one stack
that dealt with foreign policy. After reviewing the one or two
pages, he removed the stack from his work area and never saw or
discussed the material again.

e. Leslie Sorg

(A researcher who assisted in the preparation of Governor Reagan's briefing book
for the October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter; currently a program officer
at the U.S. Information Agency.)

Sorg believes she saw the “big book”. She does not believe she
saw the “Mondale papers”. It does not appear that she saw the con

genlsed
foreign policy book or a Carter domestic policy briefing

oo .
Sorg says she reviewed Carter debate briefing material prior to
the October 28, 1980 debate for about five to ten minutes. She be
lieves she received the material from Frank Hodsoll and returned
it to Hodsoll. She describes the material she saw as unbound and
one and one-half to two inches thick. She believes she saw the ma
terial sometime within one week prior to the October 28, 1980
debate.
Sorg describes the material she saw as “embroyonic”. She points
out, however, that she was a campaign researcher and was not in
volved in developing issues. She does not remember whether the
material she saw included domestic policy material.

f William Van Cleave
(An assistant to Richard V. Allen, the Senior Foreign Policy Advisor to the
Reagan Bush campaign; currently a Professor and the Director of the Defense and
Strategic Studies Center, University of Southern California.)

Van Cleave saw either the “big book” or the condensed foreign
policy book. He is certain that he did not see the “Mondale
papers”. It does not appear that he saw domestic material.
Van Cleave says he saw Carter debate briefing material on only
one occasion during the campaign. When shown both the “big
book” and the condensed foreign policy book, he said he seemed to
recognize the formats of both books. He could not say with certain

i'1,}é4V(§)II]11Ch

book he had seen during the campaign. [See app. III, p.

Van Cleave saw the Carter foreign policy material in Richard
Allen’s Washington, D.C., office. He does not remember who pro
vided the material to him or to whom he gave the material after
he reviewed it. Van Cleave said the material was in a black binder
and was about one to two inches thick. He says he glanced over the
material. In an interview with the subcommittee, he characterized
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some of the material as “sophomoric and dumb” and said that he
did not make further use of it.

g. Doug Bandow

(A senior policy analyst for the Reagan Bush campaign; until May 1982 the Spe
cial Assistant to the President for Policy Development; currently editor of Inquiry
magazine.)

Bandow may have seen Carter domestic policy material. He in
formed the subcommittee that Stefan Halper, the director of policy
coordination for the Reagan Bush campaign, showed him a one
page document relating to energy issues. Bandow believes the docu
ment was in a question and answer format, or in a format that pre
sented what Ragan said about certain energy issues and what
Carter’s response should be. According to Bandow, Halper said the
document came from the “other side”.

h. Mark A. Ashworth

(Operator of a photo copy machine at the campaign headquarters; currently a col
lege student.)

Ashworth believes that, prior to the debate, he saw all of the con
densed foreign policy book, but none of the “big book”. He indicat
ed that he may have seen part of the “Mondale papers”. He be
lieves that he saw part of the domestic policy briefing book. (See
app. III, p. 1080.]
Ashworth believes that he saw all of the condensed foreign policy
book because he remembers the names (Rick) Inderfurth and (Eric)
Newsome on the foreign policy materials he saw. (Inderfurth and
Newsome’s names appear on the cover page of the condensed for
eign policy book, but do not appear anywhere in the “big book”.)

Li
e

l(goes
not recall seeing any of the material contained in the “big

00 .
Ashworth identified three documents included in the “Mondale
papers” that appeared similar to material that he remembers
seeing prior to the debate. One of those documents, however, was a
press conference transcript initially prepared by the Reagan cam
paign, which he may have seen at the time it was first prepared.
Ashworth believes that he saw 20 to 25 percent of the domestic
policy briefing book prior to the debate. He identified several parts
of the domestic policy briefing book as familiar because of their
structure and format. He remembers seeing Carter domestic policy
material during the Reagan Bush campaign on at least four occa
sions. He states in his affidavit that he was given such material to
copy by campaign workers Emily Ford, Alden Lang and Charles
Crawford.
FBI laboratory reports state that certain copies of documents
found by Hodsoll and Gergen in their files and turned over to the
Department of Justice had been copied on a Kodak copying ma
chine. This is the type of copying machine that Ashworth operated
for the Reagan Bush campaign. [See app. III, p. 1080.]

i. Elizabeth Alden Lang

(An administrative aide at the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters in Arlington,
Virginia; currently a White House secretary.)
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Mark Ashworth informed the subcommittee that on two occa
sions during the 1980 campaign, Lang asked him to copy material
that Ashworth says was domestic policy material from either the
Carter administration or the Carter Mondale campaign. He said
the material he copied for Lang on one of the two occasions totaled
40 to 50 pages. [See app. III, p. 1080.]
Lang says that she occasionally gave material to Ashworth to
copy during the 1980 campaign. However, she has no recollection of
copying, or asking Ashworth to copy for her, material she knew to
be Carter debate briefing material. [See app. III, p. 1196.]
Lang, however, reviewed Carter debate briefing material with
the subcommittee and informed the subcommittee that certain sets
of the material were similar in format to material she recalls
seeing during the 1980 campaign. She says it is highly possible that
she saw some of the Carter debate briefing material during the
1980 campaign.
Lang says that the condensed foreign policy book is similar in
format to material she recalls seeing during the 1980 campaign.
Specifically, Lang says that the condensed foreign policy book is
similar to material she recalls seeing in the following respects:

Q The book starts out with the subject of “leadership.”
Q The tops of several pages have underlined titles.
Q Names are in all capital letters.
Q There are side captions in all capital letters.
Q There is no underlining in the body of the text.
Lang also believes it is possible -that she saw the “Mondale
papers”. Lang said the “big book” and the Carter domestic policy
book were not similar to anything she recalls seeing during the
1980 campaign. [See app. III, p. 1196.]
Lang spent an extensive amount of time in October 1980 travel
ing with Ambassador Bush and his campaign staff. She says that
material she recalls from the 1980 campaign could include Reagan

Bush campaign material she saw while traveling during the cam
paign.

j. Justine Marks
(A receptionist at the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters in Arlington, Virginia;
currently residing in Maine.)

Marks saw what she believed was Carter debate briefing materi
al prior to the October 28, 1980 debate. However, she is not certain
whether any of the sets of Carter debate briefing books shown her

lgybthe
subcommittee contain the material that she saw prior to the

e ate.
Marks informed the subcommittee that sometime prior to the Oc
tober 28, 1980 debate, a young clean-cut male delivered Carter
debate briefing material to the Reagan Bush campaign headquar
ters in Arlington, Virginia. She does not remember the date the
material was delivered. She believes the material was in a black
loose-leaf notebook and was less than one and one-half inches
thick. She says she quickly reviewed the material.
Marks cannot identify the young male who delivered the Carter
material. She had never seen him before the delivery, nor has she
seen him since. She did not recognize him from numerous pictures
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shown her by the subcommittee and the FBI. Marks recalls that he
was of average stature, but cannot remember any other physical
characteristics. She remembers that the person appeared to be
eager and excited and that he wanted to see a senior member of
the Reagan Bush campaign. He informed her that the material he
was delivering came from someone in the Carter White House.
Marks does not know whose office he subsequently visited at the
campaign headquarters, but believes she would have directed him
to either Casey or Baker. [See app. III, p. 1199.]
Marks was shown several sets of Carter debate briefing material
by the subcommittee and was asked to identify whether any of the
sets were the same as, or similar to, the material the unidentified
young male delivered to campaign headquarters. She described the
“big book” as thicker than the material delivered to the campaign
headquarters. After examining the “Mondale papers”, Marks said
that she did not think she had seen that material. When Marks
was shown the condensed foreign policy book, Marks said it was
similar to the material delivered to the campaign headquarters.
(However, after she was later told what the book was, i.e. the con
densed foreign policy book, Marks said that she did not think it
was similar to the material delivered to the campaign headquar
ters.) Marks was also shown the domestic policy briefing book,
which has markings on both sides of the pages. After reviewing
that book, Marks informed the subcommittee that she does not be
lieve the material she saw had markings on both sides of the pages.

k. David A. Stockman

(A Michigan Congressman who played the role of President Carter in debate re

lfiealrsals
with Governor Reagan; now Director of the Office of Management and

u get.)

Stockman believes he saw the “big book” and he could have seen
the “Mondale papers”. He does not recall seeing the condensed for
eign policy book. He saw domestic material, some of which is simi
lar to that contained in the domestic policy briefing book, but he
does not recall seeing that document.
Stockman describes the “big book” as “consistent—both as to
content and format . . .” with the material that he saw prior to
the debate. With respect to the “Mondale papers”, he does “not
have a distinct recollection of the vast bulk of [the “Mondale
papers”] . . .” However, he believes that the “Mondale papers” re
semble the material that he saw prior to the debate.
The domestic material that Stockman saw is “similar” to the ma
terial included in the domestic policy briefing book, Part I(3), enti
tled “Carter Questions and Answers” on the “Economy”, “Energy
and Environment”, “Overview”, “Government” and “Human
Needs”. However, Stockman says that part of the domestic policy
briefing book is “more tightly written and organized, and more ad
dressed to specific debating points . . .” than the material he saw.
The remainder of the domestic policy briefing book is not similar to
the material he saw. [See app. I, p. 153.]
Stockman first saw the Carter material on October 23, 1980,
when it was delivered by messenger from the Reagan Bush cam
paign to his Washington, D.C. office. The material was a “thick,
unbound set of pages . . .” wrapped in a rubber band. It came with
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other papers sent him by the Reagan Bush campaign. [See app. I,
p. 140.] Stockman used Carter debate briefing material to assist
him in preparing to play the role of President Carter in the
Reagan Bush campaign debate rehearsals in Wexford, Virginia. In
his affidavit, Stockman stated:

I used the papers among many others to prepare for my
role as Carter’s stand-in, in which I spoke during debate
practice sessions for approximately two minutes per topic.
As a Member of Congress, I had been a vocal critic of the
Carter Administration on many of these issues and knew
the arguments pro and con, I was somewhat less familiar
with other issues. I found the short issue papers, written
from the Carter Administration, perspective, useful in pre
paring outlines of the possible debate answers representing
the Carter position. As noted, these papers were but one
part of the material provided to me by the Reagan Bush
campaign. I also made much use of the material prepared
by the Reagan campaign in carrying out my debate role of

ilggllianging
Governor Reagan’s positions. [See app. III, p.

1.

William Van Cleave says that Stockman told him after a debate
rehearsal session that the Carter material was of “great use” in
preparing for the practice sessions. [See app. III, p. 1240.]
The Elkhart Truth (Elkhart, Indiana) and the Dowagiac Daily
News (Dowagiac, Michigan) reported on October 29, 1980-——the day
after the debate between President Carter and Governor Reagan—
that at a luncheon on the day of the debate Stockman had in
formed sixty five to seventy members and guests of the Cassopolis
(Michigan) Optimist Club that the Reagan Bush campaign had ob
tained a “pilfered” copy of President Carter’s debate briefing book.
Both papers reported that Stockman informed the audience that
Carter would use five “white lies” to attack Reagan.
The Elkhart Truth stated:
Stockman outlined the “white lies” Carter was going to
center on during the debate. Apparently the Reagan
camp’s “pilfered” goods were correct, as several times both
candidates said almost word for word what Stockman pre
dicted. The line of attack was exactly like the Michigan
representative said it would be. [See app. I, p. 127.]

l. David Gerson

(The Administrative Assistant to Congressman David Stockman; currently Associ
ate Director for Operations and Communications, Office of Management and
Budget.)

Gerson saw the Carter debate briefing material that David Stock
man received prior to the debate. Gerson reviewed the material on
Stockman’s desk for approximately five minutes after Stockman
had already gone through the material. Gerson described the mate
rial as “a sheaf of papers . . . not in the original folder.” The ma
terial was about two inches thick. He said the material covered a
---wide variety of subjects, both domestic and foreign, and came with
other material.
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m. George Will

(A syndicated columnist and news commentator who assisted Governor Reagan in
preparing for his October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter; currently a syndi
cated columnist and news commentator.)

Will saw the Carter debate material David Stockman received
prior to the debate. Will says he reviewed the material for approxi
mately thirty seconds in Stockman’s Washington, D.C., home on
October 25, 26, or 27, 1980. Will has no recollection as to whether
the material he saw was domestic or foreign. He characterized the
material as “political rhetoric” and “boilerplate statements”.

2. Six Others Deny Seeing Carter Materials

Information received by the subcommittee indicates that six
other persons connected with the Reagan Bush campaign saw
Carter debate briefing material prior to the debate. These six, how
ever, deny this. Those six persons, their campaign roles and cur
rent positions, who identified them as seeing, and their denials are
discussed below.

a. William J. Casey
(The Director of the Reagan Bush campaign; currently Director of the Central In
telligence Agency.)

James Baker says that it is his “best recollection” that he re
ceived Carter debate briefing materials from Casey in Casey's cam
paign office in Arlington, Virginia. Baker states that he has “. .
absolutely no recollection” of receiving it from anyone else. Baker’s
account is confirmed by Margaret Tutwiler, who in essence says
that Baker informed her several weeks prior to the October 28,
1980 debate that he had received Carter debate briefing material
from Casey. [See app. III, p. 1236.] Baker confirms that he informed
Tutwiler that Casey gave him the material. Baker does not know
from whom Casey obtained the Carter debate briefing material. He
says he did not ask Casey, or anyone else, this question during the
1980 campaign. [See app. III, p. 1085.]
Casey denies that he saw Carter debate briefing material during
the Reagan Bush campaign. He states in a June 22, 1983 letter to
Chairman Albosta:

I have no recollection that I ever received, heard of or
learned in any other way of a set of papers which laid out
the Carter debate plan or the points which President
Carter had planned to make. [See app. I, p. 148.]

In his March 2, 1984 affidavit, he says:
Indeed as far as I can recollect, until June 1983, I did
not know that materials prepared for President Carter's
use in preparing for the debate had been in the possession
of or been used by Reagan Bush campaign workers. [See
app. III, p. 1103.]
With specific reference to the “big book” and the “Mondale
papers”, Casey stated in a June 28, 1983 memorandum to the Presi
dent’s Counsel, Fred Fielding:
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I do not recognize them as anything I have seen before.
A great many papers came to my desk during September
and October of 1980. Any pile of papers two inches high
would almost certainly have been set aside to be passed
along to others in the campaign. However, if papers
headed “Presidential Debates, Foreign Policy and National
Security Issues” came in, I believe they would have caught
my eye or would have been brought to my attention and I
would not have forgotten, nor would I have forgotten if
anyone came in and handed them to me. [See app. IV, p.
1905.]

Casey specifically denies that he received Carter debate briefing
materials from Paul Corbin, a Washington consultant who per
formed services for the Reagan Bush campaign. Corbin’s role is dis
cussed below.
Casey says that during the campaign a large volume of papers
came to his office “from all directions.” After incoming documents
were reviewed and screened by his campaign assistants and secre
taries, he would sometimes read, but “more frequently look at”
such documents to determine their nature and to direct them to
the appropriate campaign staff for their use. Casey retained “gen
eral oversight” over the debate process, but relied on Baker and his
staff to conduct the debate preparations. [See app. III, p. 1103.]
Casey said that when he was informed that Baker recalled re
ceiving Carter debate briefing material from him, he checked with
several of his campaign assistants and others who might be able to
“refresh” his recollection or provide information about Carter
debate briefing material. Casey says he did this because he recog
nized that he “routinely” passed along to Baker incoming material
relating to the debate “frequently without reading or looking close
ly at them myself.” In his affidavit he says:
Having made inquiry of the persons as set forth . . .
above, to the best of my recollection I did not receive or
pass on the Briefing Materials nor did I authorize or direct

any18§r]son
to obtain the Briefing Materials. [See app. III,

p. .

Casey informed the New York Times in July 1983 that he would
not have touched Carter debate briefing material during the 1980
campaign with a “ten-foot pole.” He also said to the Times that the
existence of Carter debate briefing materials in the Reagan Bush
campaign could have “destroyed” that campaign and that those
that knew about them were “remiss” for not bringing them to his
attention. [See app. I, p. 161.]

b. Paul Corbin

.
(A
consultant to the Reagan Bush campaign; currently owner of a Research Serv

ice.

Tim Wyngaard, the executive director of the House Republican
Policy Committee, has submitted an affidavit to the subcommittee.
In it Wyngaard states that, in April 1983, he was informed in sub
stance by Paul Corbin that Corbin had obtained briefing materials
intended for President Carter’s use in preparing for the debate
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with Governor Reagan and provided these materials to William J.
Casey, director of the Reagan campaign.
Wyngaard said that shortly thereafter he informed Representa
tive Dick Cheney, chairman of the House Republican Policy Com
mittee, about his conversation with Corbin and did so again in
June 1983 after the matter surfaced in the press. Wyngaard said he
did not tell anyone else prior to June 1983 about his April 1983
conversation with Corbin. [See app. III, p. 1249.]
Cheney confirms the June 1983 conversation with Wyngaard. He
does not specifically recall the May 1983 conversation, but acknowl
edges that such a conversation is possible.
In his affidavit, Corbin denies any involvement in the transfer of
Carter debate briefing material to the Reagan Bush campaign prior
to the October 28, 1980 debate. Further, he denies making any
statement to Wyngaard that he was involved in the transfer of
Carter debate briefing material to the Reagan Bush campaign.
Corbin informed the subcommittee that, until June 1983, he had no
knowledge that the Reagan Bush campaign had obtained Carter
debate briefing material. [See app. III, p. 1127 .]
According to Baker’s affidavit:

On June 20, 1983, Casey indicated to me that Corbin
might have been a source of material from the Carter Ad
ministration or the 1980 Carter Mondale presidential cam
paign. [See app. III, p. 1085.]

Several days later Casey learned from Baker that a congressional
staff member had said that Corbin claimed he had provided Carter
debate briefing material to the Reagan Bush campaign. Casey sub
sequently contacted Corbin and asked him whether he had provid
ed Carter debate briefing material to the Reagan Bush campaign.
According to both Casey and Corbin, Corbin denied any involve
ment in the transfer of such Carter material to the Reagan Bush
campaign.
Corbin had worked on various Kennedy and other Democratic
campaigns before his involvement in the Reagan Bush effort. Ac
cording to his account, he made telephone calls to encourage labor
leaders and others to support Reagan and Bush in 1980, gave
advice to campaign members, and went to Florida to assess the po
litical situation and pass out campaign literature.
Mike Balzano, a labor coordinator for the Reagan Bush cam
paign, confirms that Corbin contacted union members in the
Northeast region of the United States to encourage them to sup
port the Reagan Bush ticket. The evidence also demonstrates that
Corbin made a trip to Florida.
Records for the Reagan Bush campaign show that the campaign
paid Corbin $2,860 in 1980. A payment of $1,500 was made on Octo
ber 24, 1980, and a payment of $1,360 was made on November 3,
1980. [See app. IV, p. 1913.]
Corbin submitted a November 3, 1980, bill for $2,860 to the
Reagan Bush campaign. The bill showed that $1,500 had already
been “paid on account.” Neither Corbin nor the campaign provided
a copy of a bill for $1,500. Corbin’s November 3, 1980 bill, however,
requests $2,700 for “research reports” regarding Florida and $160
for telephone calls. [See app. IV, p. 1912] The subcommittee has not
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located, and members of the Reagan Bush campaign do not remem
ber, any research reports provided by Corbin. According to cam
paign records filed with the Federal Election Commission, the
$1,500 payment was for a “field trip” and the $1,360 payment was
for “professional services and telephone”. [See app. IV, p. 1908.]
During his interview, Corbin said that the payments he received
from the Reagan Bush campaign were for reimbursements for the
expenses he incurred while passing out campaign literature in
Florida. His affidavit states that “$2,700 was for political assess

meznts
and field trips and $160 was for expenses.” [See app. III, p.

11 7.]
Corbin visited the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters in Ar
lington, Virginia, on at least four occasions—September 29, 1980,
October 11 and 25, 1980, and November 3, 1980. [See app. IV, p.
1914.] In addition, there were meetings scheduled for September 25,
1980, and October 10, 1980, that apparently never took place. [See
app. IV, pp. 1919, 1920.]
Corbin met on September 29, 1980, first with Baker then with
Casey. According to both Corbin and Casey, Corbin offered to con

1I:3acthlabor

leaders and unions and ask them to support Reagan and
us .
Corbin visited the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters on Octo
ber 11, 1980, for approximately one hour. Campaign records do not
show whom Corbin visited on that date. These records do show that
Corbin visited Casey’s office on October 25, 1980, perhaps to pick
up the check for $1,500 dated October 24, 1980.
Corbin visited the Reagan Bush campaign headquarters on No
vember 3, 1980, for approximately two hours. Campaign records
show that Corbin visited Casey’s office. According to Corbin, he
gave Casey his November 3, 1980 bill on that date. Campaign
records indicate that Corbin was paid $1,360 on November 3, 1980.
Campaign records and other evidence also show that Corbin
called William Timmons on several occasions. On one instance at
Timmons’ request, Corbin provided Timmons with information as
to where Carter was scheduled to be at a certain time. This evi
dence should be compared to Corbin’s affidavit where he states:

The only campaign officials at the Reagan Campaign
headquarters for whom I performed any services were Mr.
Casey, Mr. Baker, and a campaign labor coordinator whose
name I cannot recall. [See app. III, p. 1127.]
Precisely what Corbin did in Florida for the campaign is unclear.
In his affidavit he states:
At Mr. Bartlett’s suggestion, I talked in Florida with Mr.
Earl E. T. Smith, former ambassador to Cuba, who was as
sociated with the Reagan Bush Campaign and who direct
ed me to the Reagan Campaign headquarters in Palm
Beach where I was provided with Reagan Campaign litera
ture.

Yet Earl Smith and various officials from the Reagan Bush cam
paign headquarters in Palm Beach recall no contact with Corbin
during the 1980 campaign. During FBI interviews, several Florida
campaign officials expressed surprise that Corbin would have been
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paid to distribute campaign literature because sufficient unpaid
volunteers were available for this task.
Moreover, a social friend whom Corbin met while in Florida,
Thomas O’Rourke, said that his impression was that Corbin was
not really serious about distributing campaign material for the
Reagan Bush campaign. In fact, Corbin asked O’Rourke to dispose
of some relatively full boxes of Reagan Bush bumper stickers and
campaign posters that were in Corbin’s rental car.
Finally, as noted above, Corbin’s November 3, 1980 bill was for
“research reports” done in Florida. No such reports can be located.

C. Richard _V. Allen

(The Senior Foreign Policy Advisor to the Reagan Bush campaign; later National

Sec)urity
Advisor to the President; currently head of the Richard V. Allen Compa

ny.

On July 8, 1983, Carl Bernstein of ABC News reported on the
ABC News “Nightline” program that Allen turned over Carter
debate briefing material to William Van Cleave prior to the Octo
ber 28, 1980 debate between President Carter and Governor
Reagan. Bernstein reported that his source was Van Cleave and
that Van Cleave was “positive” in his recollection that it was Allen
who provided him with the material.
Bernstein also reported that Allen . vigorously denies Van
Cleave’s assertions.” Bernstein quoted Allen as saying “Mr. Van
Cleave’s recollection is in error. My memory is ironclad.”
Van Cleave also contests Bernstein’s report. He claimed that he

iafiormed
Bernstein that he had probably received it from Dick

en.
In his March 20, 1984 affidavit, Van Cleave said:
In October of 1980, while in my office at 905 16th Street
NW, I received a black binder containing materials about
one or two inches thick, in question and answer format
which I understood to be debate briefing material prepared
for President Carter.
I do not remember who delivered the material to me or

§%4v(I)rliom

I gave it after I had received it. [See app. III, p.

However, the Media General News Service reported in the Rich
mond Times-Dispatch on September 25, 1983, that:

In an interview with Media General several months ago,
Allen said he saw the Carter briefing material.
“It was a silly thing,” he said. “I saw it. It was of no
practical consequence.’
He added, “I didn’t know if it was authentic . . . I didn’t
think it was cricket . . . it didn’t dominate the prepara
tion for the debate.”

Mr. Allen’s present position is that he did not have Carter debate
briefing materials in his possession during the 1980 campaign. In
his affidavit he says:

I did not see any briefing materials designed to be used
by President Carter or Vice President Mondale at any
time during the 1980 campaign.

(6
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I have no knowledge of any “intelligence operation” or
any other effort on the part of the Reagan Bush campaign
that was designed to obtain from the Carter Administra
tion before the election information that was not duly au
thorized for release to the public or to the campaign. [See
app. III, p. 1026.]

d. Stefan A. Halper

(The Director of Policy Coordination for the Reagan Bush campaign; later Deputy
Director of the State Department Bureau of Political-Military Affairs; currently
Chairman of the Palmer National Bank in Washington, D.C.)

In June 1983, Halper discussed his role in the 1980 campaign and
the subject of Carter debate briefing material with Richard
Darman, an assistant to the President. According to notes taken by
Darman of that discussion, Halper appears to have claimed that he
saw Carter debate briefing material during the 1980 campaign.
Included in Darman’s notes are comments and phrases such as
“seemed handled through a very private channel . . . it wasn’t a
big deal . . . we knew where Carter was coming from . . . no major
revelation . . . weren’t used in any extensive way . . . no surpris
es . . . I can’t remember who gave it to me . . . I don’t believe we
reviewed the books in any great detail . . . there were 3 books . . .
Carter was provided with whatever we had”. Darman’s notes, how
ever, also include the sentence, “If they came to us, they were
plopped in our lap.” Another phrase says, “never saw any Carter
. . .” an apparent reference to Carter foreign policy material. [See
app. IV, p. 1922.]
Darman informed the subcommittee that his notes are a “fair
representation” of what Halper stated. However, Darman also
pointed out that his notes omit the questions to which the recorded
comments respond, and may omit qualifying comments by Halper.
Darman also said that the notes may contain his own conclusions.
For example, he says that the phrase, “There were 3 books,” may
have been Darman’s conclusion not Halper’s.
Halper informed the subcommittee that he had told Darman that
he did not remember seeing Carter debate briefing material during
the campaign. After being read Darman’s notes by the subcommit
tee, Halper said his discussion with Darman was hurried and that
it was possible that Darman may have misunderstood him. With
respect to the number of briefing books, there likely would have
been three books, foreign policy, domestic policy, and economic
policy.
As discussed earlier, Doug Bandow says that Halper showed him
a one-page document relating to energy issues. According to
Bandow, Halper said the document came from the “other side.”
Halper says he has no recollection of showing Bandow such a docu
ment.
The Media General News Service reported in the Richmond
Times Dispatch on June 23, 1983, that Halper had seen the Carter
debate briefing material. The article stated:

Stefan Halper, a researcher in the campaign, has said
the briefing book passed through his hands.
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Halper said he didn't now where the book came from or
what he did with it. [See app. I, p. 159.]
The Media General News Service also reported in the Winston
Salem Journal on July 14, 1983, that Halper had informed the
Media General several weeks earlier that:

Halper was sure he had had the material.
“I don’t know if it came from the Republican National
Committee, the Democratic National Committee or some
secretary,” Halper said at the time. “There was nothing in
there that we didn't know.”
“We had tons of material being offered to the cam
paign,” he said. “I don’t believe I spent two or three min
utes with it.”
“I doubt I was the first person (in the Reagan campaign)
to see it,” He added. “I don’t know where it came from.”
Halper said during that interview that he didn’t know
what he did with the material.
“I probably put it in the out box.” He said he could have
sent it to people involved in preparing Reagan for the
debate. He said that the material “might have been
useful” to then-Rep. David Stockman. Stockman, now the
administration’s budget chief, has said that he used the
Carter papers in rehearsal debates with Reagan.
In a subsequent interview, Halper was less certain about
the briefing material.
“I believe that I saw some typewritten ‘Q and A’ type
pages,” he said. “I think that I saw some typewritten
pages, but I cannot swear to you that I did.”
Halper denies seeing Carter debate briefing material or making
statements to Darmon or a reporter that he had. In his February
10, 1984 affidavit he states:

During the 1980 Reagan Bush presidential campaign, I
do not recall seeing any information or material designed
to be used to brief President Carter for his October 28,
1980 debate with Governor Reagan. I have never made any
statements to anyone . . . that in 1980 I received or saw
information or material designed to be used to brief Presi
dent Carter for his October 28, 1980 debate with Governor
Reagan. [See app. III, p. 1167.]

e. Charles S. Crawford III
(An assistant to Robert Gray, the Reagan Bush campaign's Deputy Director for
communications; currently Executive Vice President of Gray and Company in
Washington, D.C.)

Mark Ashworth informed the subcommittee that, during the
second or third week in October 1980, Crawford asked him to copy
what Ashworth described as Democratic material on domestic and
economic issues. According to Ashworth, the material was approxi
mately 60 pages and was from either the Carter administration or
the 1980 Carter-Mondale campaign. [See app. III, p. 1080.]
Crawford denies seeing Carter material during the 1980 cam
paign and denies asking Ashworth to copy material from either the
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Carter administration or the Carter-Mondale campaign. When he
met with the subcommittee, Crawford initially did not remember
Ashworth. He later recognized Ashworth when shown Ashworth’s
picture. He is certain that he did not ask Ashworth to copy Carter
briefing material as Ashworth claims and has so stated in an affi
davit submitted to the subcommittee. [See app. III, p. 1130.]
Carol Darr, who was assistant counsel to the Carter Mondale
campaign, says that Crawford informed her approximately seven to
ten days before the October 28, 1980, debate that the Reagan Bush
campaign had obtained Carter debate briefing material. According
to Darr, Crawford described the material as a debate book. [See
app. III, p. 1135.] Darr and Crawford had known each other for sev
eral years prior to 1980. Darr, however, does not know why Craw
ford informed her that the Reagan Bush campaign had obtained
the Carter material. Darr says that she indicated her disbelief to
Crawford and he “reaffirmed this statement”.
Approximately seven days prior to the debate, Darr informed
Tim Smith, the Counsel to the Carter Mondale campaign, of what
Crawford had said. Darr did not indentify Crawford to Smith. Ac
cording to Darr, Smith did not believe the Reagan Bush campaign
had obtained Carter debate briefing material, and indicated to
Darr that he believed her source was “pulling her leg.”
Smith recalls the conversation with Darr regarding the Carter
debate briefing material. He does not recall what he said to Darr,
but believes that his reaction would likely have been to disbelieve
that the Reagan Bush campaign had obtained Carter debate brief
ing material.
In his affidavit, Crawford denies making the statement reported
by Darr. He states:

It is not true that I told her during the campaign that
the Reagan Bush campaign had Carter’s debate briefing
book because I had no such knowledge. [See app. III, p.
1130.]

fi Emily Ford

(A scheduler for George Bush in the Reagan Bush campaign; currently Executive
Assistant to John Rogers, the Assistant to the President for Management and Ad
ministration.)

Mark Ashworth informed the subcommittee that, sometime
during October 1980, Ford asked him to copy approximately 20 to
40 pages that Ashworth says was domestic policy material from
either the Carter administration or the Carter Mondale campaign.
[See app. III, p. 1080.]
In an affidavit, Ford denies asking Ashworth to copy material
from either the Carter administration or the Carter Mondale cam
paign. She says that on a number of occasions she asked Ashworth
to make copies of George Bush’s.schedules that often ranged from
five and forty pages in length. [See app. III, p. 1147.]

3. Seven Admit Hearing About Carter Briefing Material

Seven members of the Reagan Bush campaign admit hearing
prior to the October 28, 1980, debate that the campaign had ob
tained Carter debate briefing material. The seven campaign staff
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ers, their campaign roles and current positions, and what they
heard are discussed below.

a. Richard Allen

(The Senior Foreign Policy Advisor to the Reagan Bush campaign; later National
Security Advisor to the President; currently head of the Richard V. Allen Compa
ny.)

While at rehearsals for the October 28, 1980, debate, Allen heard
an unidentified person blurt out that the Reagan campaign had ob
tained Carter debate briefing material. [See app. III, p. 1076.] Allen
stated, “. . . it was loud enough for a number of people to hear.”
None of the persons interviewed by the subcommittee and the FBI
remembers hearing such a remark.

b. Fred C. Ikle

(A Foreign Policy Advisor to Richard V. Allen; currently Under Secretary of De
fense for Policy.)

Ikle heard reference from an unidentified source sometime prior
to the October 28, 1980 debate that the campaign had obtained
Carter debate briefing material. He believes he heard about this
while in Richard Allen’s office in Washington, D.C.

c. Myles Martel

(A debate consultant to the Reagan Bush campaign; currently heads Martel & As
sociates, executive communications consultants.)

Martel was told by Frank Hodsoll on October 26, 1980, that the
Reagan Bush campaign had obtained Carter debate briefing mate
rial. Martel says that Hodsoll did not describe the material, nor did
he discuss the source of the material.
The Richmond Times-Dispatch reported on June 23, 1983, that
Martel said that Hodsoll claimed that the campaign had “hundreds
of pages” of Carter’s debate briefing material. The same article
also reported that Martel was told by Hodsoll that the material
was “fed” to the campaign. [See app. I, p. 159.]
Martel says that he does not remember if Hodsoll stated the ma
terial was hundreds of pages in length and he denies making such
a statement to a reporter for the Richmond Times-Dispatch. Martel
also says that the word “fed” was his and not Hodsoll’s.

d. Dean Burch

(Chief of Staff to George Bush during Reagan Bush campaign; currently in the
practice of law in Washington, D.C.)

Burch heard prior to the October 28, 1980 debate that the
Reagan Bush campaign had obtained Carter debate briefing mate
rial. Burch does not know from whom he heard about the material,
but believes that he learned this from James Baker.

e. Margaret Tutwiler

(Director of Scheduling for George Bush during the Reagan Bush campaign; cur
rently Special Assistant to the President.)

Tutwiler was informed by James Baker several weeks prior to
the October 28, 1980, debate that he had received Carter debate
briefing material from William Casey. Baker remembers telling
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Tutwiler about the material about one day after he received the
material from Casey.
In her affidavit Tutwiler states:
During the 1980 campaign I had a conversation with
James A. Baker, III, during which he told me, in essence,
that he (Baker) had received Carter campaign or briefing
materials from William J. Casey, which he (Baker) passed
on to the Reagan debate people. However, I do not recall
Mr. Baker’s exact words.
I do remember that he and I were wearing casual cloth
ing during the discussion so I think that the conversation
took place on a weekend rather than during the work
week. I also remember that the conversation took place in
Mr. Baker’s 4th floor office. I was in Mr. Baker’s office on
normal routine business probably having to do with the
travel of Ambassador George Bush. I was not called to Mr.
Baker’s office to specifically discuss the briefing book. The
part of our meeting that was devoted to discussing the
briefing book could have lasted anywhere from five to fif
teen minutes in length. I do not remember the exact
amount of time that I was in Mr. Baker’s office on this
day. I did not see the materials he referred to.
I do not remember the sense of heightened expectation
that I associate with the period immediately preceding the
debate. For this reason I think the conversation took place
several weeks before the debate.
I did not attach great importance to the conversation
and I remember Mr. Baker disparaging the value of the
Carter materials. However I did consider the information
to be a campaign secret. [See app. III, p. 1236.]

f Ben Eshleman
(A researcher who assisted in the preparation of Governor Reagan’s briefing book
for the October 28, 1980 debate; later with the Department of Energy and currently
in private enterprise in Texas.)

Eshleman heard “numerous rumors” from unidentified sources
that the Reagan Bush campaign had obtained Carter debate brief
ing material. He heard no characterizations of the material except
that it had been “given” rather than “stolen.”

g. Jackie Tillman

(A researcher who assisted in the preparation of Governor Reagan’s briefing book
for his October 28, 1980 debate with President Carter; currently an executive assist
ant to Jeanne Kirkpatrick, the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations.)

Tillman says that she has a “vague and uncertain” recollection
that David Gergen informed her on October 25, 1980, that someone
had come over from the Carter Mondale campaign by taxi to the
Reagan Bush headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, bringing Carter
debate briefing material. [See app. III, p. 1234.] According to Till

nian,
Gergen did not describe the person who delivered the materi

a .
Gergen informed the subcommittee that he does not recall any
thing about this purported delivery of the Carter material. Nor
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does he recall making any statement to Tillman about the Reagan
Bush campaign obtaining Carter material.

D. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING CARTER DEBATE BRIEFING MATERIALS
IN THE REAGAN BUSH CAMPAIGN

It is difficult to reach definitive conclusions as to how the Carter
debate briefing materials entered the Reagan Bush campaign and
to determine precisely who had access to them. This is so for a va
riety of reasons.
First, the subcommittee cannot be certain as to exactly what
Carter debate briefing materials were in the Reagan Bush cam
paign. To be sure, the Reagan Bush campaign had the “big book”
and the “Mondale papers”; these documents were found in Ger
gen’s and Hodsoll’s files and were released by the White House in
June 1983. It also appears, however, that the Reagan Bush cam
paign had some version of the Carter domestic briefing book—per
haps not the final effort, but at least an earlier draft. Stockman in
his affidavit affirms that he saw domestic materials; so do Hodsoll
and Ashworth. Moreover, some evidence indicates that the con
densed foreign policy briefing book was in the campaign. The state
ments of Ashworth and Lang lead to this conclusion. Van Cleave in
his affidavit indicates that he saw either the condensed foreign
policy briefing book or the “big book”, but he is not certain which.
As this chapter indicates, the subcommittee has proceeded on the
reasoned assumption that the “big book” and “Mondale papers”
were taken from the Carter White House at the same time. Indeed,
Hodsoll, who found both in his files, does not recall receiving these
sets of materials at different times. However, if the condensed for
eign policy briefing book and some version of Carter’s domestic
briefing book were in the Reagan Bush campaign, as seems possi
ble, it is by no means certain that those documents arrived at the
same time as the “big book” or the “Mondale papers”.
Other evidence appears to indicate that Carter debate briefing
materials came into the Reagan Bush campaign at different times.
There is evidence (1) that Corbin delivered briefing material to
Reagan Bush Campaign Director Casey, (2) that a “clean-cut young
man”—a description not fit by Corbin—delivered Carter debate
briefing materials to Marks, a receptionist in the executive offices
of the Reagan Bush campaign, and (3) that Carter debate briefing
materials were brought to the Reagan Bush campaign in a taxi
shortly before the October 28 Carter Reagan debate.
Secondly, definitive conclusions are difficult to reach because of
the welter of contradictions in testimony the subcommittee has
faced and because of the failure by many Reagan Bush campaign
aides to recollect any information or conversation about the source
of the Carter debate briefing materials. The subcommittee respect
fully disagrees with the Department of Justice that “[a]ny seeming
inconsistencies [in testimony] could be explained by differences in
recollection or interpretation.” For example, Baker clearly remem
bers receiving Carter materials from Casey. Casey says he doesn’t
recall seeing the materials, but in a June 28, 1983 memorandum to
the President’s Counsel, Fred Fielding, he stated:

33-896 0 — 84 - 9 Part 1
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[I]f papers marked Presidential Debates, Foreign Policy
and nation Security Issues 1 came in, I believe they would
have caught my eye and would have been brought to my
attention and I would not have forgotten, nor would I have
forgotten if anyone came in and handed them to me.” [See
app. IV, p. 1905.] 2

The subcommittee believes that Casey, as he says, would remem
ber seeing Carter materials. The conflict between Casey and Baker
thus cannot be dismissed as a mere failure of recollection by one
party or the other.
Moreover, the subcommittee does not find it credible that none of
the numerous Reagan Bush campaign aides who admit seeing the
Carter debate briefing materials can remember any conversation or
information about the source of those materials. The subcommittee
also considers it difficult to believe that the Carter debate briefing
materials would have been accepted and used unless the Reagan
Bush campaign aides involved had confidence as to the authentici
ty of the documents and the source’s ability to keep a confidence.
Casey himself told the New York Times that the presence of the
Carter debate breifing materials in the Reagan Bush campaign
“could have destroyed the campaign.” 3 Campaign workers, he
said, were “remiss” for not bringing the presence of the materials
to his attention.
It is also clear, despite some protestations to the contrary, that
the Carter debate briefing materials were used by the Reagan Bush
campaign in an important way. As examination of a memorandum
prepared by Hodsoll for his attorney 4 indicates that the Carter
debate briefing materials influenced the final content of the
Reagan debate book. [See app. IV, p. 1898.] In addition, Stockman
has said that he found the Carter debate briefing materials
“useful” in preparing under time pressures for his role as a Carter
stand-in. Indeed, Van Cleave stated under oath that Stockman told
him that the Carter debate briefing materials were of “great use”
in this regard.
In summary, the subcommittee believes that it has not fully re
solved the question of the source or sources of the Carter debate
briefing materials because at least one Reagan Bush campaign

aide_—and perhaps more—has provided untruthful answers to its
inquiries.
However, despite the obstacles encountered by the subcommittee,
it does believe that the available evidence supports several impor
tant conclusions.
The subcommittee finds that the better evidence indicates that
Carter debate briefing materials—probably the “big book” and the

1This was the title of the “big book” found in Hodsoll’s files.
2Casey made similar statements to the New York Times which are recorded in an article pub
lished on July 6, 1983.[Seeapp. I, p. 161.] -
3Also relevant is Casey's purported speculation to Baker in June 1983that Corbin might have
provided him some Carter debate briefing materials. Casey also spoke with Tony Dolan about
Corbin and called Corbin in Aruba in June 1983,allegedly to determine if Corbin had provided
him with Carter debate briefing materials.
4The FBI found Baker's fingerprints on the “Mondale papers” located in Hodsoll’s files.
Casey's prints did not appear on the “big book" or “Mondale papers" found in Hodsoll’s and
Gergen’s files. As noted previously, the absence of fingerprints does not prove that a document
was not handled by the individual in question.
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“Mondale papers”—entered the Reagan Bush campaign through its
director, Casey. This conclusion is not lightly reached but seems ap
propriate for several reasons.
Baker stated under oath that he received Carter debate briefing
materials from Casey. Baker is corroborated by the testimony of
another witness, Tutwiler, who has stated under oath that Baker
in essence told her before the Carter-Reagan debate that he had re
ceived Carter debate briefing materials from Casey. Although
Tutwiler is admittedly a loyal Baker aide, the subcommittee finds
her a credible witness who provided significant support for Baker’s
testimony.
Moreover, another witness, Wyngaard, executive director of
House Republican Policy Committee, has said under oath that—in
April 1983 before the briefing book story broke in the press—
Corbin, a Washington consultant, told him that he had provided
Carter debate briefing materials to Casey. While Corbin vigorously
denies -saying this to Wyngaard, and further denies that he provided
any information or materials from the Carter White House to the
Reagan Bush campaign, the subcommittee finds Wyngaard’s testi
mony credible. Wyngaard is a respected congressional aide to the
House Republican leadership, whose honesty and veracity are held
in high repute. No reason appears why Wyngaard would want to
testify falsely about this matter. Indeed, considering the awkward
position his testimony might place him in, he had good reason to
remain quiet rather that to provide relevant information to appro
priate authorities.
Although a Kennedy Democrat for many years, Corbin per
formed services for the Reagan Bush campaign. Apparently, his af
filiation with that campaign was prompted in part by his animus
toward President Carter. He admits providing some memorandum
by former Robert Kennedy aide, Adam Walinsky.
Statements by various people contacted by the subcommitte indi
cated that Corbin’s reputation for veracity is uneven. Moreover,
the subcommittee received evidence demonstrating a lack of candor
on his part regarding the matters under investigation. Corbin told
the subcommittee in a sworn affidavit that he only performed serv
ices for Casey, Baker and a campaign labor group coordinator
whose name he cannot recall. Yet the telephone logs of William
Timmons, the campaign’s deputy director for political operations,
indicate that Corbin provided Timmons information about Carter’s
schedules.
Other evidence also called into question the accuracy of Corbin’s
statements to the subcommittee and FBI about the matters under
investigation. The Reagan Bush campaign paid Corbin $2,860. The
invoice for his services indicates that the sum was for "‘research
reports” and $160 was for telephone calls. No written research re
ports have been found, none are recalled, and it appears that
Corbin prepared none.
In his affidavit Corbin says the sum paid was for “political as
sessments and field trips.” In his interview with the subcommittee
and the FBI, he said he was paid to travel to Florida to pass out
leaflets in condominiums around Palm Beach. Corbin did go to
Florida, but appears to have done little work for the Reagan Bush
campaign. Various Republican leaders in South Florida inter
viewed by the subcommittee and the FBI, who likely would have
known about his campaign activities, have never heard of him or
dld not know he was in Florida at that time. These persons ex
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pressed surprise that anyone would be paid to pass out leaflets in
their areas since numerous volunteers were available. One individ
ual Corbin did meet with socially in Florida, Thomas O'Rourke,
said that Corbin asked him to dispose of Reagan Bush bumper
stickers and campaign posters in Corbin’s rental car that had
hardly been touched. It appears to the subcommittee either that
Corbin was paid for something else by the Reagan Bush campaign
or that he neglected to perform the services for which he was paid.
Because of the above facts and reasoning, the subcommittee
cannot dismiss the possibility that Corbin gave Carter debate brief
ing materials to Casey. The subcommittee makes this statement al
though it is unable to state how Corbin may have obtained those
materials himself.
The evidence also suggests that Casey may have received Carter
debate briefing materials from other sources. Marks said she sent a
“clean-cut young man” with what she now believes were Carter
debate briefing materials to either Casey or Baker. [See app. III, p.
1199.] Also interesting are the close relationships between Casey
and Dolan and between Dolan and Jennings, the Security Officer
for the National Security Council. Jennings had access to the “big
book” and the “Mondale papers” and was accused by Richard
Allen of providing the campaign with portions of National Security
Council evening reports.5 As shown in chapter 3, during the cam
paign Dolan made efforts to obtain another confidential document
from the White House (but not apparently from Jennings). The
subcommittee hastens to add however, that there is no direct evi
dence showing that Carter debate briefing materials moved from
Jennings to Dolan to Casey. Additionally, all three of these persons
have denied this scenario.
A final element of evidence leading the subcommittee to believe
that Carter debate briefing materials entered the Reagan Bush
campaign through Casey is that Casey was seeking material from
the Carter camp. The minutes of a September 12, 1980 “Deputies
Meeting” state that Casey then said that he “wants more material
from the Carter Camp and wants it circulated.” As shown in chap
ter 3, this statement came after Casey already had received non
public Government information from campaign aide Dolan and ap
parently learned about nonpublic Carter Mondale campaign mate
rial from Hugel.6 Casey’s statement on September 12 should be
compared to his statement in his June 28 memorandum to Field
mg:
Until recent disclosures, I did not know that the cam
paign had any material from the Carter camp that was not
publicly available.
As I have already written to Congressman Albosta, the
campaign management never contemplated, directed or
authorized seeking any inside information from the Carter
camp.

Given the evidence presented above, the subcommittee has diffi
culty accepting these statements.

5 See ch. 4, p. 92.
6 See pp. 40.



CHAPTER 5—LEGAL CONCLUSIONS REGARDING
THE TRANSFERS OF DOCUMENTS AND INFOR
MATION DISCOVERED, AND RECOMMENDA
TIONS FOR GOVERNMENT ETHICS PROGRAMS
AND OTHER LAW

I. SYNOPSIS

The Human Resources Subcommittee has jurisdiction over,
among other things, the Standards of Conduct that govern Federal
employees and the Ethics in Government Act. This chapter exam
ines the facts found by the subcommittee’s investigation to deter
mine whether the standards of conduct have been transgressed and
to determine how the Ethics in Government Act applies in these
circumstances.
The facts discovered by the subcommittee’s investigation are set
forth in great detail in preceding chapters of this report. In sum
mary, the facts show that:

1. Carter briefing materials were transferred in unauthor
ized fashion from the Carter White House to the Reagan Bush
campaign.
2. Other Carter administration and Carter Mondale cam
paign documents and information were transferred in unau
thorized fashion to the Reagan Bush campaign.
3. Officials in the Reagan Bush campaign received and used
briefing and other materials from the Carter administration or
the Carter Mondale campaign, which had been transferred to
the Reagan Bush campaign in an unauthorized manner. These
materials and information were received and used with knowl
edge of their origin.
From these facts the subcommittee has reached several principal
conclusions:

1. The Standards of Conduct that govern Federal employees
were violated by the unauthorized transfer of Carter adminis
tration documents and information to the Reagan Bush cam
paign. This appears so not only because specific provisions in
relevant Standards of Conduct were contravened, but also be
cause criminal laws specifically incorporated by the standards
may have been violated.
2. The subcommittee cannot agree with the Department of
Justice that the facts regarding the briefing materials present
no “specific, credible information of a federal crime”. In this
regard, the subcommittee also disagrees with the Department’s
conclusion that the briefing materials did not include Federal
Government property. Both the taking and the receiving of

1124-1»
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Federal property, or other property entrusted to Federal em
ployees, may constitute a Federal crime.
3. The subcommittee believes—as is indicated by the opinion
regarding this matter by District Judge Harold Greene—that
the Department of Justice ignored the Ethics in Government
Act by refusing to initiate a “preliminary investigation” into
the circumstances surrounding the transfer of the Carter brief
ing materials to the Reagan Bush campaign.
4. Moreover, the subcommittee finds that further investiga
tion of possible crimes relating to this matter is warranted.
The subcommittee also concludes that the appointment of an
Independent Counsel under the Ethics in Government Act is
necessary to conduct the additional investigative work, to
evaluate the evidence ultimately discovered, and to make inde
pendent, objective decisions as to prosecution. The Independent
Counsel should examine, among other things, whether false
statements were made to the subcommittee and FBI during
their investigations.
5. Several changes are needed in existing law, and in the ad
ministration of existing law, to ensure that the Standards of
Conduct that govern Federal employees are fully understood
and obeyed.

II. JURISDICTION OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

While the term “ethics in government” refers to an ideal, there
are statutes and regulations that mandate ethical conduct by Fed
eral employees. These laws establish Standards of Conduct, penal
ties for violations of those standards, and procedures for taking
action against violators. At the center of this set of statutes and
regulations is the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, Public Law
95-521, 92 Stat. 1824 (1978).
The Ethics in Government Act was a result of Congress’ determi
nation that the unethical behavior of the Watergate episode must
not be allowed again. The act created an Office of Government
Ethics, a system for the disclosure of potential financial conflicts of
interest, and a process for the appointment of a special prosecutor,
now referred to as an Independent Counsel, to investigate allega
tions that high government or former campaign officials had com
mitted crimes and to prosecute those crimes if necessary.
The Ethics Act gave the Office of Government Ethics the respon
sibility and powers to ensure that the ethics program of each exec
utive branch agency functions properly. This includes the duty to
see that the Standards of Conduct for Federal officials and employ
ees are understood and enforced.
The Standards of Conduct are regulations that embody in objec
tive and legally binding terms the ideals declared in the Code of
Ethics for Government Service.1 These regulations set out the

‘ Established by Concurrent Resolution, H. Con. Res. 175, 72 Stat. B12, July 11, 1958; original
ly reported from the Post Office and Civil Service Committee and reaffirmed by Public Law 96
303, 94 Stat. 855 (1980), which provided for the code to be displayed in Federal buildings. See
H.R. No. 1073 96th Cong., 2d sess. (1980). The Code of Ethics follows:

Continued
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duties of Federal employees and officials. They are quite specific
concerning the obligations of Federal employees with regard to
Government documents and information. The standards also refer
specifically to certain criminal laws and other statutory prohibi
tions that place additional duties and obligations on Federal em
ployees and officials. The statutes listed include the criminal prohi
bitions against stealing, converting or embezzling Government
property, or using or receiving stolen or converted Government
property.
The jurisdiction of the Human Resources Subcommittee covers
the Standards of Conduct that govern Federal employees and the
Ethics in Government Act.2 This jurisdiction gives the subcommit
tee both the authority and the responsibility to inquire into how
Carter briefing materials and other Federal Government property
and information were transferred to the 1980 Reagan Bush cam
paign.

III. THE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

The law controlling the conduct of Federal Government employ
ees and officials is a fairly wide body of law. It includes the regula
tions of specific agencies, general standards of conduct covering
most Federal employees, numerous civil statutes and regulations
adopted under those statutes, and criminal statutes. These laws
also affect persons who are not Federal employees as these persons
interact with the Government and its employees and officials.
Within this broad body of law are specific standards concerning
misuse of Government information and property.

A. EXECUTIVE ORDER 11222

In 1965, President Johnson issued Executive Order 11222, pre
scribing standards of ethical conduct for Government officers and
employees. The order also established a system for reporting finan
cial interests, and vested in the Civil Service Commission the re
sponsibility for issuing, in conjunction with each agency head, ap

ANY PERSON IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE SHOULD

I. Put loyalty to the highest moral principles and to country above loyalty to persons, party,
or Government department.
II. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations of the United States and of all governments
therein and never be a party to their evasion.
III. Give a full day’s labor for a full day's pay; giving earnest effort and best thought to the
performance of duties.

dSeek
to find and employ more efficient and economical ways of getting tasks accom

p is e .
V. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors or privileges to anyone,
whether for remuneration or not; and never accept, for himself or herself or for family mem
bers, favors or benefits under circumstances which might be constructed by reasonable persons
as influencing the performance of governmental duties.
VI. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the duties of office, since a Govern
ment employee has no private word which can be binding on public duty.
VII. Engage in no business with the Government, either directly or indirectly, which is incon
sistent with the conscientious performance of governmental duties.
VIII. Never use any information gained confidentially in the performance of governmental
duties as a means of making private profit.
IX. Expose corruption wherever discovered.
X. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public office is a public trust.
2 Under this jurisdiction, the subcommittee approved amendments to the Ethics in Govern
ment Act and the reauthorization of the Office of Government Ethics in the spring of 1983.
These amendments were signed into law on Nov. 11, 1983, Public Law 98-150, 97 Stat. 959
(1983). See H. Rept. 98-89 pt. 2, 1st sess., May 16, 1983.
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propriate regulations to implement both the standards and the fi
nancial reporting system.3
This Executive order is still in force. The Office of Government
Ethics has assumed the responsibilities of the Civil Service Com
mission for purposes of the order.

B. THE GOVERNMENT-WIDE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

Some of the most important legal standards for Federal employ
ees are found in the general standards of conduct in Title 5 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 735, entitled “Employee Respon
sibilities and Conduct.” These regulations, originally issued by the
U.S. Civil Service Commission (Office of Personnel Management)
establish certain standards and refer to others found in regulations
and in specific statutes, both civil and criminal. These regulations
also establish procedures for informing employees about the re
quirements of these laws.
Under these regulations, each agency issues its own regulations
covering its employees to implement part 735.4 The regulations of
the agencies must be consistent with part 735, other laws general
ly, and Executive Order 11222.5
These regulations include the following provisions:

§ 735.201a Proscribed actions.

An employee shall avoid any action, whether or not spe
cifically prohibited by this subchapter which might result
in, or create the appearance of:
(a) Using public office for private gain;
(b) Giving preferential treatment to any person;
(c) Impeding Government efficiency or economy;
(d) Losing complete independence or impartiality;

(l
e
) Making a Government decision outside official chan

ne s; or
(f) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the
integrity of the Government.

§ 735.205 Use of Government property.
An employee shall not directly or indirectly use, or
allow the use of, Government property of any kind, includ
ing property leased to the Government, for other than offi
cially approved activities. An employee has a positive duty
to protect and conserve Government property, including
equipment, supplies, and other property entrusted or
issued to him.

§ 735.206 Misuse of information.
For the purpose of furthering a private interest, an em
ployee shall not, except as provided in §735.203(c), directly

3 May 11, 1965, 30 F.R. 6469.

4 This process allows the agencies to take into account more s cific Executive orders and
other laws which pertain to that agency's particular functions. ( cs. 735.101, 735.104 (1983).)

5 5 CFR 735.103 provides that these standards of conduct are not directly applicable to mem
bers of the uniformed services, but that “each agency having jurisdiction over members of the
uniformed services shall issue regulations covering those members . . . in a manner consistent
with the Executive Order (11222) and this part (part 735)."
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or indirectly use, or allow the use of, official information
obtained through or in connection with his Government
employment which has not been made available to the
general public.6

§735.209 General conduct prejudicial to the Government.
An employee shall not engage in criminal, infamous, dis
honest, immoral, or notoriously disgraceful conduct, or
other conduct prejudicial to the Government.

§735.210 Miscellaneous statutory provisions.
Each employee shall acquaint himself with each statute
that relates to his ethical and other conduct as an employ
ee of his agency and of the Government. An agency shall
direct the attention of its employees, by specific reference
in the agency regulations issued under this part, to each
statute relating to the ethical and other conduct of em
ployees of that agency and to the following statutory provi
s1ons:

(a) House Concurrent Resolution 175, 85th Congress, 2d
session, 72A Stat. B12, the “Code of Ethics for Government
Service”.
(b) Chapter 11 of title 18, United States Code, relating to
bribery, graft, and conflicts of interest, as appropriate to
the employees concerned.
(c) The prohibition against lobbying with appropriated
funds (18 U.S.C. 1913).
(d) The prohibitions against disloyalty and striking (5
U.S.C. 7311, 18 U.S.C. 1918). -

(e) The prohibition against the employment of a member
of a Communist organization (50 U.S.C. 784).
(f) The prohibitions against (1) the disclosure of classi
fied information (18 U.S.C. 798, 50 U.S.C. 783); and (2) the
disclosure of confidential information (18 U.S.C. 1905).
(g) The provision relating to the habitual use of intoxi
cants to excess (5 U.S.C. 7352).
(h) The prohibition against the misuse of a Government
vehicle (31 U.S.C. 638a(c)).
(i) The prohibition against the misuse of the franking
privilege (18 U.S.C. 1719).

(j
) The prohibition against the use of deceit in an exami

nation or personnel action in connection with Government
employment (18 U.S.C. 1917).
(k) The prohibition against fraud or false statements in
a Government matter (18 U.S.C. 1001).
(1) The prohibition against mutilating or destroying a
public record (18 U.S.C. 2071).
(m) The prohibition against counterfeiting and forging
transportation requests (18 U.S.C. 508).

6 A similar regulation prohibits the use of inside information by special Government employ
eeswho are temporary and/ or part time employees.(Sec. 735.303.)The Office of Personnel Man
agement recently has added a paragraph to its own regulations to point out that this prohibition
may not be used against good faith “whistleblower.” (5 CFR 1001.735-302.)
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(n) The prohibitions against (1) embezzlement of Govern
ment money or property (18 U.S.C. 641); (2) failing to ac
count for public money (18 U.S.C. 643); and (3) embezzle
ment of the money or property of another person in the
possession of an employee by reason of his employment (18
U.S.C. 654).
(o) The prohibition against unauthorized use of docu
ments relating to claims from or by the Government (18
U.S.C. 285).
(p) The prohibitions against political activities in sub
chapter III of chapter 73 of title 5, United States Code and
18 U.S.C. 602, 603, 607, and 608.
(q) The prohibition against an employee acting as the
agent of a foreign principal registered under the Foreign
Agents Registration Act (18 U.S.C. 219).

The first section of the regulations is in some ways the most im
portant. Government employees and officials have an affirmative
duty to avoid actions that create the appearance of unethical con
duct or affect adversely the confidence of the public in the integrity
of the Government.
However, since it appears that Carter briefing materials and
other administration documents were removed from the White
House or the Executive Office complex, the regulations prohibiting
the misuse of Government property and information (subsecs. 205
and 206) are the most specifically relevant.7
The Standards of Conduct for White House employees are of par
ticular interest. Essentially the same Standards of Conduct that
apply to the employees of executive branch agencies apply to the
Executive Office of the President. However, these standards for
White House employees and officials are presented in somewhat
greater detail in title 3 of the Code at section 100.735.
The identities of the Federal employees involved in the transfer
of Carter briefing materials are not known. The “sergeant” who
transferred White House documents to Daniel Jones is not known.
Nonetheless, it clearly appears from the evidence that:

1. These transfers were unauthorized, and
2. The applicable Standards of Conduct were violated by
these unauthorized transfers.8

C. CRIMINAL STATUTES CITED IN THE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT

The Standards of Conduct state: “An employee shall not engage
in criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral, or notoriously disgrace
ful conduct, or other conduct prejudicial to the Government.” 9
Moreover, the regulations specifically incorporate a number of stat
utes “. . . relating to the ethical and other conduct of employ
ees . . .” and direct that:

Each employee shall acquaint himself with each statute
that relates to his ethical and other conduct as an employ

'‘ Due to the fact that there is no readily available index of cases involving violations of the

stanldadrds
set out in pt. 735, it is difficult to determine exactly how these have been generally

app Ie .
8 As discussed below, the briefing materials were in large part Government property.
9 5 CFR 735.209.
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ee of his agency and of the Government. An agency shall
direct the attention of its employees, by specific reference
in the agency regulations issued under this part, to each
statute relating to the ethical and other conduct of em
ployees of that agency and to the following statutory provi
sions. . .

As noted above, the regulations then cite several specific criminal
statutes, a number of which are relevant to the unauthorized
transfer of documents and information during the 1980 Presiden
tial campaign.
The subcommittee must thus ask whether the transfer of the
Carter briefing papers was a violation of criminal law since, to the
extent any Federal employee was a party to such a violation, that
employee acted in violation of the Standards of Conduct as well.
While the subcommittee has no intentions of ruling that a specific
individual committed a crime, the issue of whether a crime was
committed, and thus ethical violations occurred, is clearly within
its oversight jurisdiction and worthy of comment.

1. 18 U.S.C. 64]: Theft, embezzlement or conversion of Government
property

The Standards of Conduct specifically refer to statutes prohibit
ing the embezzlement, stealing, purloining or conversion of Govern
ment property (18 U.S.C. 641) or the property of another person in
the possession of an employee by reason of his Government employ
ment (18 U.S.C. 654).10
Section 641 provides:

Whoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or knowingly con
verts to his use or the use of another, or without authority,
sells, conveys or disposes of any record, voucher, money, or
thing of value of the United States or of any department
or agency thereof, or any property made or being made
under contract for the United States or any department or
agency thereof; or
Whoever receives conceals or retains the same with
intent to convert it to his use or gain, knowing it to have
been embezzled, stolen, purloined or converted—
Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than ten years, or both; but if the value of such prop
erty does not exceed the sum of $100, he shall be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both.
The word “value” means face, par, or market value, or
cost price, either wholesale or retail, whichever, is greater.

A copy or a Government document or record, even a photocopy
made on Government paper and equipment, is Government proper
ty for purposes of section 641. United States v. DiGilio, 538 F.2d
972, 977 (3d Cir. 1976) cert denied, 429 U.S. 1038. In United States
v. Hubbard, 474 F. Supp. 64, 80 (D.D.C. 1979), the court found that
copies made from Government resources are owned by the Govern

‘° 5 CFR 735.210(n).
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ment. The Hubbard court took pains to distinguish between the un
authorized copying or removal of Government documents and the
mere discussion of Government information outside the employ
ment context, which generally would not come within the scope of
section 641.1 1

There is no evidence that the documents received and used by
the Reagan Bush campaign were copied on private machines from
Government documents that were then returned to their rightful
places. The Presidential briefing documents transferred apparently
were produced on White House copying machines.12 Therefore, a
distinction between property and information as it pertains to the
briefing papers and other transferred documents is not determina
tive here. Moreover, other cases indicate that even information de
veloped for and presented to the President, or other Government
information, could be considered Government property, or “thing
of value,” for purposes of section 641. See in particular United
States v. Lambert 446 F. Supp. 890 (D. Conn. 1978), aff’d sub nom.
United States v. Girard, 601 F. 2d 69, (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied 444
U.S. 871, which was decided 2 months after the Hubbard case.13
As discussed in the chapter on the preparation of the briefing
papers, there are a number of facts indicating that the Carter
briefing papers were Government property:

(1) They were prepared and kept in the Old Executive Office
Building and/ or the White House.
(2) Their preparation was supervised in part by Government
employees acting in their official capacity and they were typed
in part by Government employees working on Government
time.
(3) White House Counsel's opinion was that they were in
large part Government documents on which the White House
staff could work as part of their regular jobs. More specifically,
his contemporaneous opinion was that the portions of the
papers defending the President’s positions and policies were
Government property.
(4) The Mondale foreign policy briefing papers, which were
received by the Reagan Bush campaign and released in 1983 by
the White House, were in part copies made from the Vice
President’s working briefing book, which was maintained and
updated throughout his years in office. These were not re
worked especially for the debate.
However, there are also facts indicating that some persons of the
National Security Counsel staff thought the briefing books would
be primarily political as opposed to governmental. In addition:

11Id
*2 See FBI lab report reproduced in app. V. This report concludes that some of the materials
found in the files of former Reagan Bush debate team members were reproduced not on the
copy machines of the type used at the Reagan Bush campaign but on the type of machine used
in the Carter White House.
13 See also, United States v. May 625 F. 2d 186 (8th Cir. 1980); United States v. Friedman, 445
F.2d 1076, 1087 (9th Cir. 1971) cert. denied sub. nom., Jacobs v. United States, 404 U.S. 956
(1971). Cf. United States v. Bottone, 365 F.2d 389, (2d Cir. 1966) cert. denied 385 U.S. 974 (1966)
applying this rationale to private information in Government custody. For a thoughtful analysis
of the application of sec. 641 to the briefing papers, the development of the “Information Ration
ale,” and the effect of the Standards of Conduct on its application, see memorandum by Freder

i2c1l'(71W2.1IS;grd,
Esq., for the Subcommittee on Human Resources, 1983, reprinted in app. VI, pp.
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(1) The condensed foreign policy book and the earlier, larger
version (“foreign policy big book”) were written primarily by
Senate staff and typed partially by volunteers who worked
after hours.
(2) The briefing materials were used to prepare the President
for a debate designed to inform the voters in the Presidential
election.
Even if there were portions of the books prepared purely for po
litical reasons, this would not necessarily mean that the rest of the
books were not governmental in nature. An incumbent President’s
statements in a debate on foreign and domestic policies are listened
to around the world and serve purposes beyond their impact on
voters. The Government has a legitimate interest in seeing that the

Prelsident
is as well informed as possible for any statements he will

ma e.
The Presidential Records Act of 1978 declares that the United
States shall reserve and retain complete ownership, possession and
control of all Presidential records.14 The provisions of the act did
not take effect until January 20, 1981. However, the act was an ex
pression of the Federal property interest in Presidential papers as
serted during the Watergate era and since then. The Presidential
Records Act was not enacted to reverse the law, but to settle ques
tions that had not been adequately addressed in the courts or the
legislative branch. 15

In declaring all Presidential records to be Federal property, the
act includes documentary material involving political activities re
lated to, or having a direct effect upon, the President’s official
duties.16 The legislative history declares, “. . . almost all of the
President’s political activities relate to or have a direct effect on
his official duties and, as such, records reflecting these activities
would be included within the scope of what constitutes a Presiden
tial record.” 17 The legislative history concludes that records per
taining to all activities of the President, except those in the catego
ry of “actions involving the exercise, as a private citizen, of his po
litical preferences by voting or making campaign contributions,”
would appear generally to fall within the ambit of Presidential
records.18
On the basis of the evidence and the above reasoning, the sub
committee concludes that the briefing materials found in the
Reagan Bush campaign files were at least in part Government
property. It thus respectfully disagrees with the contrary conclu
sion reached by the Department of Justice in its report on the
briefing book matter.

14Public Law 95-591, sec. 2(a),Nov. 4, 1978,92 Stat. 2524,44 U.S.C. 2202.
*5H. Rept. 95-1487,pt. 1,95th Cong., 2d sess.7-8 (1978).
'6 H. Rept. 95-1487,pt. I, 95th Cong., 2d sess. 11(1978).
1" Id., at 12.
18Ibid. Witnesses testifying on the legislation agreed that material “which is generated, cre
ated, produced, or kept by a public official and [in] performance of the powers and duties of a
public office belongs to the Government and may not be considered private property of the indi
vidual." Id., at 8. The Government, of course, also has an interest in seeing that material pre
pared on Government paper, on Government machines, by Government workers, in Government
offices, for the President, is not taken and distributed without authorization. (See United States
v. DiGilio, 538F.2d 972, at 977 (3d Cir. 1976).)Even if Government material and time were used
improperly by the Carter campaign, that improper use does not reduce the interest of the Gov
ernment in the material.
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Besides the briefing materials there were various papers received
by Reagan Bush campaign personnel that were White House docu
ments. Two documents on official stationery contained typewritten
statements that they were not to be released.19 These documents
were Government property and nonpublic, and were also labeled as
having been received from a “mole.”
The subcommittee has discovered no facts showing that the
transfers of briefing materials or other Government records found
in Reagan Bush campaign files were properly authorized. The pre
sumption, therefore, is that these materials were improperly taken
for use by the opposition campaign. Indeed, direct evidence that
the transfer was unauthorized comes from those who prepared the
books who assert that the materials were for use only by a limited
number of the President’s advisors.
One contemporary reference concerning the nature of the trans
fer is the statement of David Stockman to about 65 members of the
Cassopolis, Mich., Optimist Club on the afternoon of October 28,
just hours before the debate. Stockman said that the Reagan Bush
campaign had received and used a “pilfered” (i.e., stolen) copy of
the President’s briefing book. Two reporters who were present re
corded that statement in their notebooks and filed stories about it
that ran the next day. (See articles reprinted in app. I, pp. 127
129.) In his affidavit, Stockman says: “My statement was colorful,
not descriptive, and was meant only to convey that I assumed that
the material had not been delivered to the campaign by the Carter
camp.” (See app. III, p. 1232.)
It is useful to analyze the known facts in light of the case law
concerning section 641. The statute is a unified theft statute and
generally requires an unauthorized taking contrary to the rights of
the Government. Embezzlement, as the term is used in the statute,
is the appropriating to one’s own use money or property that one
possessed lawfully for the primary benefit of another.20 Any Carter
staff member who without authorization handed over the briefing
books after working on them may have committed embezzlement.
Conversion may be accomplished by depriving authorized Gov
ernment officials of the power to exercise control over Government
property in such a way as to prevent their carrying out their re
sponsibilities. United States v. Tijerina, 407 F.2d 349 (10th Cir.
1969), cert. denied 396 U.S. 843, 867 (1969).21
The Supreme Court has noted that conversion reaches some ac
tions not covered by the term “steals” or “embezzles.”

Conversion may include misuse or abuse of property. It
may reach use in an unauthorized manner or to an unau
thorized extent of property placed in one’s custody for lim
ited use.

Morisette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, at 272 (1952).22

19See chapter 3 for discussions of Wexler/ McDonald memos received by Daniel Jones and by
several officials.
2° United States v. Powell, 294 F. Supp. 1353, (E.D. Va. 1968) affd, 413 F.2d 1037 (4th Cir.
1969)
21 But cfi Pearson v. Dodd, 410 F. 2d 701 (D.C. Cir. 1969) cert. denied, 395 U.S. 947 (1969).
22 See also, United States v. May, 625 F.2d 186, 191 (8th Cir. 1980). United States v. Truong
Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d 908, 924 (4th Cir. 1980).
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Section 641 requires a finding of intent to appropriate property
to a use inconsistent with the owner’s rights and benefits. United
States v. Jones, 449 F.Supp. 42 (D.C. Ariz. 1978), rev’d on other
grounds 607 F. 2d 269 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. denied 444 U.S. 1085
(1980). However, while intent to use is necessary, knowledge that
the stolen property used belonged to the Government is not neces
sarily required for conviction. United States v. Speir, 564 F. 2d 934
(10th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 927 (1978). It is a fair as
sumption that whoever took the briefing materials and the other
Government records involved in this investigation intended their
use by the Reagan campaign.
The crime of illegal receipt of converted or embezzled property
requires the receipt, use or retention of the property with the
knowledge that the property was converted or embezzled. Teel v.
U.S., F. 2d 604 (8th Cir. 1969). The defendant need not have been
specifically informed that the property was stolen or converted in

ogder
to have known this fact. US. v. Boyd, 446 F. 2d 1267 (5th Cir.

1 71).
The general rule is:

In determining the existence of guilty knowledge, both
the circumstances surrounding the accused and his own
conduct then and immediately thereafter may be consid
ered. It is not necessary to the requisite guilty knowledge
that the accused know from whom the property was stolen,
or when and where it was stolen, or the circumstances
under which it was stolen, but it is sufficient that he
knows that it was stolen. Actual and positive knowledge is
usually not necessary. Constructive knowledge, through
notice of facts and circumstances from which guilty knowl
edge may be inferred, will suffice, and the existence of
guilty knowledge may generally be regarded as established
where the facts and circumstances surrounding the receipt
of the property leave no doubt that the receiver must have

kngwn, without further inquiry, that it was stolen propert . 3

The fraudulent intent accompanying guilty knowledge
may also be inferred from such circumstances such as the
unexplained possession of recently stolen property, espe
cially where accompanied by contradictory or evasive
statements and unusual manner of acquisition.24

It is no defense to claim that a particular person was unaware of
the unlawful character of the acts if he is shown to have deliber
ately closed his eyes to what he otherwise would have had reason
to believe was illegal. United States v. Jacobs, 475 F.2d 270, 287 (2d
Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 821 (1973).2‘‘al

'2366 Am Jur 2d, Receiving Stolen Property, sec. 9, p. 301.
2" Id., sec. 25.
“‘ In Jacobs, the court approved of charge to the jury that allowed them to find that the de
fendants “had manifested by their conduct that they were deliberately shutting their eyes to
what they had every reason to believe to be the fact [that the items were illegally obtained]."
The actual charge to the jury included the summary: “Thus if you find that a defendant acted
with reckless disregard of whether the bills were stolen and with a conscious purpose to avoid
learning the truth the requirement of knowledge would be satisfied unless the defendant actual
ly believed they were not stolen.” (475 F.2d 270, ftnt. 37, at 287.)
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Various Reagan Bush campaign members—-e.g., Baker, Gergen,
Hodsoll, and Stockman—who admittedly handled the Carter brief
ing materials denied knowledge of how they were obtained. Indeed,
Mr. Baker apparently indicated to author Laurence Barrett, who
wrote “Gambling With History,” that he was grateful not to
know.25
The law discussed indicates that lack of precise knowledge as to
how briefing materials were obtained might not serve as a defense
for those who knowingly used briefing materials that clearly came
from the Carter administration.

2. Property in the Government’s possession

Section 654 of title 18 makes criminal the embezzlement or con
version of the property of another that comes into the possession of
a Federal employee by virtue of his or her Federal position.26
If a Federal employee passed to the Reagan Bush campaign ma
terial that was campaign or personal property that came into his
possession in the execution of his employment, section 654 may
have been violated.

3. Disclosure of classified and defense information
The Standards of Conduct at 5 CFR 735.210(l) refer to criminal
statutes prohibiting the disclosure of certain classified and confi
dential information (18 U.S.C. 798, 783, and 1905). A closely related

25“Gambling With History—Rona1d Reagan in the White House,” Lawrence 1.Barrett, Doub
leday & Company, Inc. Garden City, New York 1983.On pp. 382-383,Barrett writes:
“Apparently a Reagan mole in the Carter camp had filched papers containing the main points
the President planned to make when he met Reagan for the debate. . . . Now, as senior advisor
to the Reagan campaign, he [Baker] looked the other way when a dirty trick was perpetrated on
Carter. He was grateful not to know the mechanics of it. Months later he was still sensitive
enough to be embarrassed when I mentioned the incident during a private conversation. And he
was relieved that the matter had remained a secret.”
26Sec. 654of title 18provides:
“Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States or of any department or agency
thereof, embezzles or wrongfully converts to his use the money or property of another which
comes into his possessionor under his control in the execution of such office or employment, or
under color or claim of authority as such officer or employee, shall be fined not more than the
value of the money and property thus embezzled or converted, or imprisoned not more than ten
years, or both; but if the sum embezzled is $100or less, he shall be fined not more than $1,000
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.”
This provison has been interpreted in United States v. Rippon, 537 F. Supp. 789 (C.D. Ill.
1982).There the court stated that
“an indictment under 18 U.S.C. §654 must allege facts to support the following propositions:
(1) the defendant is an officer or employee of the United States or an agency of the United
States; (2) the accusedembezzledor wrongfully converted the money or property of another; and
(3) the money or property came into the accused's possession in the execution of his employ
ment, or under color or claim of authority as such employee."
Id., 790.
The court observed further:
“The cases decided under 18 U.S.C. §654, and under the similarly worded 18 U.S.C. §1711,
indicate that an employee must gain possessionof the converted property either while properly
performing his employment or while pretending to carry out the duties of his employment.

\I # i t i 0 It

. . . [T]he phrase “in the execution or under color of his office, employment, or service” in
cludes only (1) the performance of actual employment duties, and (2) the execution of acts under
the guise of properly carrying out the duties of employment. The statute is not broad enough to
encompass all of an employee’s actions while at work. Moreover, the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in Moore v. United States, 160 U.S. 268 . . . (1885), indicates that the
statutory requirement that the accused by an officer or employee of the United States in turn
requires that the embezzled property have come into the accused's possession in the actual or
purported discharge of his duties of employment.”
Id., at 791-92.

ll
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statute is the section forbidding the unauthorized release or receipt
of certain defense information (18 U.S.C. 793).
In addition to the statutes mentioned above, there are other de
tailed prohibitions against disclosure of classified information by
Federal employees established by Executive order. The latest con
cerning national security information is Executive Order 12356,
April 2, 1982. This order provides that officers, employees, contrac
tors, grantees, and licensees shall be subject to appropriate sanc
tions if they disclose classified information or violate provisions of
the order.27
There are indications that the Reagan Bush campaign received
information from the National Security Council. Richard Allen
said he received unclassified portions of daily reports sent to the
President’s National Security Advisor. Zbigniew Brzezinski, howev
er, informed the subcommittee that these reports were classified.
There was also an entry in Allen’s personal telephone log referenc
ing “embargoed” intelligence concerning the location of the hos
tages in Iran. The entry suggests that the information came from
the Defense Intelligence Agency.
The Reagan Bush campaign also received copies of classified doc
uments concerning Iran. These documents had been released by
Iranian students, referred to in the Congressional Record, and pub
lished elsewhere, but they had not been declassified.28

4. False statements

The Standards of Conduct refer at 5 CFR 735.210(k) to the gener
al statute prohibiting fraud and false statements in a Government
matter (18 U.S.C. 1001). The statute provides:

Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of any
department or agency of the United States knowingly and
willfully falsifies, conceals or covers up by any trick,
scheme or device a material fact, or makes any false, ficti
tious or fraudulent statements or representations, or
makes or use any false writing or document knowing the
same to contain any false, fictitious or fraudulent state
ment or entry, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or im
prisoned not more than five years, or both.

Also relevant is section 1505 that provides criminal penalties for
anyone who corruptly influences, obstructs, or impedes the due and
proper exercise of the power of inquiry of any committee of either
House of the Congress.29
As indicated in chapters 3 and 4, the subcommittee believes that
certain statements to it have not been credible. Moreover, in other
instances there have been failures to recall that are suspect. The
subcommittee has reason to doubt some persons who are now Gov
ernment employees and are covered by the Standards of Conduct,
as well as the laws just discussed that are applicable to all persons
making statements to a congressional body.

27Order, sec. 5.4.
28 See ch. III, discussion of Hansen documents, p. 52.
29 In United States v. A10, 439 F.2d 751 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 850 (1971), the defend
ant was convicted of a violation of sec. 1505 after claiming a memory lapse some 134 times.

33-896 O - 84 - 10 Part 1
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IV. OTHER RELEVANT LAWS

In addition to the criminal laws cited in the Standards of Con
duct, there are others that conceivably could be relevant to the un
authorized transfer of property and information from the Carter
administration to the Reagan Bush campaign.

A. CONSPIRACY

One Federal statute that may be relevant is 18 U.S.C. 371.

§37l. Conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud United
States

If two or more persons conspire either to commit any Of
fense against the United States, or to defraud the United
States, or any agency thereof in any manner or for any
purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to
effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years,
or both.
If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the
object of the conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only, the pun
ishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maxi
mum punishment provided for such misdemeanor. June
25, 1948, c. 645, 62 Stat. 701.

This statute applies to:
(1) A conspiracy to commit any offense specified in the Fed
eral criminal laws.
(2) A conspiracy to defraud the United States or any Federal
agency.
(3) A conspiracy to violate the criminal laws of the District of
Columbia. Arnstein v. U.S., 296 F. 946, 948-49, (D.C. Cir. 1924),
cert. denied 264 U.S. 595 (1924); Gilstrap v. Clemmer, 284 F.2d
804 (4th Cir. 1960); Story v. Rives 97 F.2d 182, 185 (D.C. Cir.
1938).
The conspiracy to defraud section has been interpreted to cover:
(1) A conspiracy to defraud the United States of its rights to
have official business conducted honestly and impartially. US.
v. Smith, 496 F. 2d 185 (10th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 419 U.S.
964 (1974); reh. denied, 419 U.S. 694 (1974).
(2) A conspiracy to impede the normal functions of govern
ment. Hass v. Henkel, 216 U.S. 462 (1910); US. v. Del Toro, 513
F. 2d 656 (2d Cir. 1975); US. v. Pan-American Petroleum Co., 6
F. 2d 43 (D.C. Cal. 1925), modified on other grounds 9 F. 2d 761
(9th Cir. 1926), aff’d 273 U.S. 456 (1927).
(3) An agreement whereby a Federal employee acts to pro
mote a private benefit in breach of his duty in a way that sig
nificantly affects the proper functioning of the Government.
US. v. Peltz, 433 F. 2d 48 (2d Cir. 1970), cert. denied 401 U.S.
955 (1971).
While it is unclear how the briefing materials left the Carter
White House, any conspiracy to obtain them might well fall under
the provision. As shown above, however, even if the materials came
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“over the transom” without prior agreement, other criminal stat
utes might nonetheless be implicated.

B. FEDERAL ELECTION LAW

In the wake of the Watergate investigations, the Congress adopt
ed a number of recommendations to reduce both “dirty tricks” in
campaigns and the abuse of Government power by incumbents.
One of these statutes was intended to reduce “dirty tricks” by per
sons acting for one candidate but claiming to act for another.
(Public Law 94-283, 2 U.S.C. 441h (1974).) While this statute may
not reach activities that took place during the 1980 campaign, in
light of the documents and references to moles and inside sources
discovered during the course of this investigation, the subcommit
tee recommends below that the Congress consider other specific
recommendations of the Senate Watergate Committee concerning
changes in the criminal law.30

C. DISTRICT 0F COLUMBIA AND VIRGINIA LAW

The Standard of Conduct, 5 CFR 735.209, define conduct prejudi
cial to the Government to include not just the commission of Feder
al crimes but any criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral, or noto
riously disgraceful conduct. A violation of District or Columbia or
Virginia law by a Federal employee would appear to be prohibited
by the standards, particularly if the violation involves a Federal in
terest.
The District of Columbia Criminal Code prohibits larceny, larce
ny after trust (that is, the taking of property after being entrusted
with it), and receiving stolen property. Each of these provides for a
penalty of at least a year in jail.31 A violation of a District of Co
lumbia criminal statute could trigger the Independent Counsel pro
visions of the Ethics Act, which are discussed below.32 Since copies
of Carter briefing books were received, and used to some degree, by
Reagan Bush campaign officials in the Reagan Bush headquarters
in Arlington, Va., similar Virginia statutes might also apply.33

3° 18 U.S.C. 600 provides:
“Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employement, position, compensation, contract,
appointment, or other benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in part of any Act of
Congress, or any special consideration in obtaining any such benefit, to any person as consider
ation , favor, or reward for any political activity or for the support of or opposition to any candi
date or any political party in connection with any general or special election to any political
office, or in connection with any primary election or political convention or caucus held to select
candidates for any political office, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both.”
See ch. 3 regarding efforts of Garrick, Stanley, and McCormick to obtain Carter schedules.
3‘ In 1980, the relevant sections were D.C. Code Ann. 22-2201, 2, 3, and 5.
32 The courts have consistently held that a violation of District of Columbia law is also a vio
lation of Federal law. Arnstein v. United States, 296 F. 946, 948-9 (D.C. Cir. 1924), cert. denied,
364 U.S. 595 (1924); Gilstrap v. Clemmer, 284 F.2d 804, 807 (4th cir 1960); Story v. Rives, 97 F.2d
182, 185 (D.C. Cir. 1938) Cosgrove v. Smith, 697 F. 2d 1125 (D.C. Cir. 1983). United States v.
Greene, 489 F.2d 1145, 1150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1973) cert. denied, 419 U.S. 977, reh. denied, 419 U.S.
694 (1974).
33 Relevant statutes might include Virginia Code 18.2—95, 96, 108, and 111.
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D. THE “HATCH ACT”: PROHIBITED PARTICIPATION IN ELECTION
CAMPAIGNS

The Standards of Conduct also refer specifically to the “Hatch
Act” prohibitions against political activities by certain Federal em
ployees. (5 C.F.R. 735.210(p).) The act and related laws provide ad
ministrative, civil, and criminal penalties for its violation.34
As described by the Congressional Research Service:

The Hatch Act contains two basic restrictions: (1) execu
tive branch officials and employees are prohibited from
using their official authority to affect the result of an elec
tion (5 U.S.C. 7324(a)(1), 18 U.S.C. 595); (2) in addition,
most rank and file executive agency employees are prohib
ited from participating in partisan political campaigns,
both as Government employees and as private citizens (5
U.S.C. 7324(a)(2)). The latter restriction in effect bars any
partisan campaign activity on the part of the employees
who are subject to it.

Foreign Service officers (and Central Intelligence Agency officials
and employees) generally are covered by the Hatch Act.35 Military
personnel are covered by restrictions similar to those in the Hatch
Act.36
Moreover, the regulations promulgated by the Office of Person
nel Management provide that:

No person occupying a position in the competitive service
shall take any active part in political management or in
political campaigns, . . . (5 CFR pt. 4, at 4.1.)

In addition, various guidebooks have been developed for civil serv
ants that describe the activities that are prohibited.“
During the 1980 Presidential campaign a paper for Ronald
Reagan was prepared at the request of William Wilson, now U.S.
Ambassador to the Vatican, by friends of Wilson at the Depart
ment of Energy and at the Argonne National Laboratory. This
paper attacked President Carter’s energy policies and refers to
DOE material that had not yet been published. An analysis by the
American Law Division of the Congressional Research Service con
cludes, in essence, that preparation of this document appears to
have violated the Hatch Act.38

3‘ Public Law 76-252, 53 Stat. 1147, 5 U.S.C. 7324. Sec. 7321-8 establish related requirements
and procedures for rulemaking and enforcement. Related criminal provisions include 18 U.S.C.
602, 3, and 7.
35 5 U.S.C. 2105, 105, 101; see generally, Department of State regulations on employee con
duct, 22 CFR 10.735-211(h). However, and FSO who is directly appointed by the President and
confirmed by the Senate may engage in partisan politics, but may not use his or her office to
influence an election.
36 Defense Department Directive 1344.10, applicable to persons on active duty for more than
30 days. This coverage is more fully detailed in a memorandum by Jack Maskell of the Ameri
can Law Division of the Congressional Research Service dated Feb. 15, 1984. (See app. VI, pp.
2135-2138.)
37 The Office of Personnel Management’s “Fed Facts 2" is an example of a guidebook concern
ing election activities by Federal employees.
38 The CRS memorandum is reprinted in app. V1, p. 2127.
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V. A WHISTLEBLOWER IS NOT A MOLE

There is an important difference between unauthorized transfers
of information and documents to gain an advantage in an election
and reports by Federal employees of official wrongdoing.39
Sections 2301 and 2302 of title 5 of the U.S. Code direct that
whistleblowers be protected against reprisal and make reprisal a
prohibited personnel practice. Protected conduct includes:

(A) a disclosure of information by an employee or appli
cant which the employee or applicant reasonably believes
evidences—

(i) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or,
(ii) mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an
abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific
danger to public health or safety,

if such disclosure is not specifically prohibited by law and
if such information is not specifically required by Execu
tive order to be kept secret in the interest of national de
fense or the conduct of foreign affairs; or

(5 U.S.C. 2302(b)(8)(A).)
The policy of protecting “whistleblowers” rests on the long-stand
ing principle that a person should not be punished or liable for a
statement revealing what he or she believes to be a violation of the
law if the revelation is made to an official or other person in a po
sition to correct the abuse.40 However, provision of information to
a campaign for partisan use seems to be in a different category and
unprotected.

VI. THE ETHICS ACT

The Ethics in Government Act establishes a process to insure
that the various statutes and regulations discussed above are ad
hered to by Federal officials and employees. The act also estab
lishes procedures for appointing an objective and unbiased Inde
pendent Counsel to investigate alleged crimes by certain Govern
ment and campaign officials and to prosecute when necessary. This
section discusses the Ethics Act and its application to the facts in
volved in this investigation.

A. THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT ETHICS

The 1978 Ethics Act (Public Law 95-521) established the Office of
Government Ethics (OGE) to provide a central office to oversee the
conduct of Federal officials and employees. This Office inherited
certain functions of the Civil Service Commission, including the re
sponsibility for overseeing the implementation of the Standards of
Conduct. Until 1983, the OGE recommended to the Office of Per

39Although no one has asserted that the inside sources assisting the Reagan Bush campaign
were good faith whistleblowers, Federal employeesand the public should be aware of the protec
tions that are available for those who are in fact “whistleblowers" in the sense intended by Con
gress.
4° Such authorities are not limited, even for purposes of protection from defamation liability,
to Government officials. For example, the League of Women Voters was held to be such an au
thority for purposes of protecting a whistleblowing private citizen in a libel case in Pennsylva
nia. Dempsky v. Double, 386Pa. 542, 126Atl.2d 915(I956).
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sonnel Management any changes in regulations it deemed appro
priate. In Public Law 98-150 (sec. 3), the Office was given the
power and responsibility to promulgate and interpret its own regu
lations pertaining to ethics in the executive branch.
The act as amended also vests in OGE the responsibility: 41 to
order corrective action on the part of agencies and employees that
the Director deems necessary; to require reports from executive
agencies as the Director deems necessary; to evaluate, with the as
sistance of the Attorney General and the Office of Personnel Man
agement, the need for changes in rules and regulations issued by
the Director and the agencies regarding conflict of interest and eth
ical problems; and to provide information on, and promote the un
derstanding of, ethical standards in executive agencies.
As amended, section 403 of the act directs each executive agency
to make its services, personnel, and facilities available to the OGE
for the performance of functions under the act. This includes
agency Inspectors General.
The OGE thus has the legal responsibility and power to ensure
that the Standards of Conduct are understood and enforced. This
responsibility vested in OGE does not, however, relieve agency
heads from the responsibility to see that the ethics standards are
understood and enforced within their agencies.
The coordinated system of designated agency ethics officials
working with the Office of Government Ethics was designed in part
to inculcate the code of ethics and to identify and eliminate any
potential conflicts of interest or other ethics violations before they
rise to the level of criminal violations. However, if there is reason
to believe that a crime may have been committed, those allegations
must be reported.42 The Ethics Act requires that the OGE Director
cooperate “. . . with the Attorney General in developing an effec
tive system for reporting allegations of violations of the conflict of
interest laws to the Attorney General . . .” (Sec. 402(b)(13).)

'

Title VI of the Ethics Act sought to prevent conflicts of interest
from adversely affecting the investigation and prosecution of
charges concerning employees and officials at the highest levels of
Government. The subcommittee recognized this in its guidelines
when it voted to determine the full facts and circumstances here
involved and to continue its review of the act as an organic
whole.“

B. AN INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Title VI of the 1978 Ethics Act established a process for the ap
pointment of a Special Prosecutor.

‘*1The word “responsibility” is used in sec. 402(b)of the act to indicate that the powers enu
merated there are not to be interpreted as inchoate or passive powers that might some day be
used but instead reflect on-going duties for which OGE is affirmatively responsible.
*2 28 U.S.C. 535requires such reporting.
43The guidelines provide in part:
“The subcommittee has continued its work on the Ethics in Government Act of 1978which
was the result of bills reported from the Post Office and Civil Service Committee among others.
This year, we have reviewed the Act as an organic whole to determine whether the Act is oper
ating as anticipated to ensure

the
ethical operation of the government at all levels.

“The same transactions that may be a violation of civil law or regulations concerning Federal
officials or employeesmay also rise to the level of a violation of criminal law.”
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The first recommendation in the Final Report of the Senate
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities (the Senate
Watergate Committee) was that Congress enact legislation to estab
lish a permanent Office of Public Attorney to act as both a “special
prosecutor” and an ombudsman with the power to inquire into the
administration of justice as to criminal matters in the executive
branch. The recommended Public Attorney would have had “dis
cretionary jurisdiction in any situation where there is a reasonable
basis to conclude that a conflict of interest exists”. (S. Rept. No. 93
981, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., 1974, 96-97.) This Public Attorney also
would have exercised exclusive jurisdiction over criminal cases re
ferred to him by the Federal Elections Commission.44
While the Ethics in Government Act allowed for the appoint
ment of a Special Prosecutor, it did not establish a permanent
Public Attorney with a fixed term and discretionary authority to
take over an investigation or prosecution when necessary. In order
to prevent conflicts of interest or the appearance of conflicts, or
other unethical behavior in the investigation, evaluation and pros
ecution of criminal charges by the Attorney General or other offi
cials of the Justice Department, Congress provided in the Ethics
Act for the appointment of a Special Prosecutor (now Independent
Counsel) in situations presenting such potential conflicts. In certain
situations the appearance of conflict is deemed to exist and the ap
pointment of an Independent Counsel is required where the evi
dence warrants. In others, an Independent Counsel may be ap
pointed if the Attorney General determines that a needed investi
gation by an officer of the Justice Department may result in a per
sonal, financial, or political conflict of interest (28 U.S.C. 591(ff)).
The act mandates a “preliminary investigation” by the Attorney
General in certain circumstances. As stated in a recent district
court decision:

That statute unambiguously directs the Attorney General
to conduct a preliminary investigation for a period not to
exceed ninety days upon receiving specific information
from a credible source that a federal criminal law has
been violated by designated federal executives. (Dellums v.
Smith, 573 F. Supp. 1489, 1493 (N.D. Cal. 1983))

The provision requiring a preliminary investigation is triggered
whenever the Attorney General receives specific and credible infor
mation that any of the designated persons has committed a viola
tion of any Federal criminal law other than a petty offense (28
U.S.C. 591(a)). The legislative history indicates that “a petty offense
is . . . a misdemeanor, a penalty for which does not exceed impris
onment for a period of six months or a fine of more than $500 or
both.” (S. Rept. 95-170, 95th Cong., 2d sess., 52 (1978).) In other
words, the offense need not be a felony to activate this provision.

1. Officials covered

The Federal officials that the law specifically covers include the
President and the Vice President, the Director of the Central Intel

“ The establishment of the Office of Public Attorney was also recommended by the Senate
Watergate Committee, id. at 97.
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ligence Agency, the Attorney General, the Cabinet, and the top
echelon of the Executive Office of the President (28 U.S.C. 591).
Others included by virtue of their executive level positions (Execu
tive Level II positions in the Executive Office of the President) in
clude the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.45
Also designated for coverage are:

the chairman and treasurer of the principal national cam
paign committee seeking the election or reelection of the
President, and any officer of the campaign exercising au
thority at the national level, such as the campaign manag
er or director, during the incumbency of the President.

28 U.S.C. 591(b)(8).
Amendments signed into law on January 3, 1983, reduced the
number of executive appointees automatically covered.46 The 1983
amendments also reduced the number of designated campaign offi
cials to those exercising authority at the national level. The
amendments and accompanying reports made it clear that “these
officials are covered during the incumbency of the President in
whose campaign they serve. This coverage would address instances
where an official violates a Federal law during his tenure in the
campaign and then leaves his post.” 4"

2. Specific and credible information
The act provides that the Attorney General shall first determine
whether the information received is sufficient to constitute grounds
to conduct a preliminary investigation. (592(a)(1).) This involves a
determination of whether the information is sufficiently specific
and, since the January 1983 amendments, is from a credible
source.48 (28 U.S.C. 592(a)(1).) In Nathan v. Attorney General, 557 F.
Supp. 1186 (D.D.C. 1983), the court considered the specificity re
quirement in light of the legislative history and observed:

Congress recognized that more than wild rumor was
needed to trigger the Act but Congress was careful to note

45For list of those persons included, see app. VI, pp. 2139-2143.

4366Within
the Executive Office of the President, the designated positions were reduced from 93

to .
"These persons are covered for 2 years after they leave their positions. The Senate report
points out that “Coverage should not exceedthe incumbency of the President, however, because
it is the relationship between the campaign official and the Administration which he helped

alggg)
in office which brings conflict of interest problems.” S. Rept. 97-496, 97 Cong., 2d sess., 8

48When discussing the credibility requirement added by the amendments to title VI, the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee wrote:
“The first criterion, already re uired by present law, is retained so that the provisions of this
chapter will not apply to genera ized allegations of wrongdoing which contain no factual sup

port.f_The
legislative history of the present law provides a good example of what is meant by

speci Icity:
“If the Attorney General receives a letter saying that a particular member of the President’s
cabinet is a “crook", but the letter provides no further information or factual support regarding
alleged criminal activity, such a letter would not constitute specific information and the Attor
ney General would therefore not be required to take any action under this chapter."
The Committee also noted:
“The new standard should not be interpreted to mean, . . . that an accuser must expressly
recite the precise violation of criminal law alleged prior to triggering a preliminary investiga
tion. . . . [I]f facts or suspicious circumstances suggesting that a covered person may have en
gaged in criminal activity come to the attention of the Department of Justice, these would qual
ify as ‘information sufficient to constitute grounds to investigate,’ thus triggering a preliminary
investigation.”
S. Rept. 97-496,97th Cong, 2d sess., 1982,pp. 12-13.
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that investigation should proceed if the information was
sufficiently pointed to focus the direction of the in
quiry. . . . It would be unreasonable to require more than
the submission of data creating a reasonable basis for in
quiry . . . (Id. at 1188)

In conducting preliminary investigations the Attorney General
has no authority to convene grand juries, plea bargain, grant im
munity, or issue subpenas. (Sec. 592(a)(2).)
If the Attorney General, upon completion of the preliminary in
vestigation, finds reasonable grounds to believe that further inves
tigation or prosecution is warranted, or if 90 days elapse from re
ceipt of the information without a determination by the Attorney
General, then the Attorney General must apply to a special divi
sion of the Court of Appeals for the appointment of an Independent
Counsel to pursue the investigation and, if necessary, to prosecute.
(Sec. 592(c).) The 1983 amendments also added the following:

In determining whether reasonable grounds exist to war
rant further investigation or prosecution, (after an official
preliminary investigation has been conducted) the Attor
ney General shall comply with the written or otherwise es
tablished policies of the Department of Justice with re
spect to the enforcement of criminal laws.

(Sec. 592(c)(1).) ‘*9

If the Attorney General, upon completion of the preliminary in
vestigation, finds that there are no reasonable grounds to believe
that further investigation or prosecution is warranted, the Attor
ney General must so notify the division of the court charged with
appointing an Independent Counsel. The notification must be by
memorandum containing a summary of the information received
and a summary of the results of any preliminary investigation.
(Sec. 592(b).) 5°

The Senate report noted that the provision quoted above requires
that the Attorney General justify his decision not to seek the ap
pointment of a special prosecutor by a showing to the court that
the Department of Justice does not, as a matter of established prac
tice prosecute this violation, or that the U.S. Attorney for the dis
trict in which the violation was alleged to have occured does not
prosecute in comparable circumstances.51 This amendment could
allow the Attorney General to decline to seek the appointment of
an Independent Counsel even where violations of the criminal law
are present. But it also requires explanation of the reasons for not
seeking an Independent Counsel once a preliminary investigation
has begun. Moreover, the Senate report cautioned that “[a]ny case
where there is no clear policy against prosecution or any arguably
exceptional circumstances are present should be sent to special
prosecutor.52

‘*9S. Rept. 97-496,pp. 14-15 explaining subsection 4(d)of S. 2059.
50Even after the filing of this memorandum, the Attorney General is required to consider,
and, if warranted, act upon any additional information he or she receives about the matter. (Sec.
592(c)(2).)
5‘ This amendment “. . . directs the Attorney General to comply with the written or other
established policies of the Department of Justice with respect to the enforcement of criminal
laws.” S. Rept. 97-496,p.15.
52Id.
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3. Current litigation regarding Carter papers

Two private plaintiffs are currently pursuing, in Federal District
Court, their application for an investigation by an Independent
Counsel of the alleged unauthorized transfer and receipt of Carter
administration briefing and other materials in the 1980 Presiden
tial election campaign. On October 25, 1983, John F. Banzhaf, a law
professor at George Washington University Law School, and Peter
H. Meyers, an attorney in private practice, filed a complaint in the
District Court for the District of Columbia, seeking declaratory and
injunctive relief directing the Attorney General to make applica
tion to the Court of Appeals for the appointment of an Independent
Counsel. Previously, on July 22, 1983, these attorneys had filed a
petition seeking this relief with the Attorney General, which in
cluded a section entitled “Specific Information Requiring the Ap
pointment of an Independent Counsel Under 28 U.S.C. 591—592 et
seq.” Since June 29, 1983, the Justice Department has been con
ducting a criminal investigation of the transfer of the Carter brief
ing materials to the Reagan Bush campaign, the transfer of other
papers and information from the Carter administration to that
campaign and other related allegations.
The Justice Department filed a motion to dismiss the suit on the
grounds (1) that Messrs. Banzhaf and Meyers did not have standing
to sue, (2) that “Congress did not intend for private citizens to
compel the enforcement of investigative or prosecutorial discretion
under the Ethics in Government Act,” and (3) that plaintiffs had
“not submitted specific and credible information sufficient to trig
ger an Ethics Act investigation.” 53
On February 29, 1984, Judge Harold H. Greene issued a ruling
denying the motion to dismiss.54 The court concluded that the in
formation of criminal law violations plaintiffs had submitted was
sufficiently specific and credible to trigger a preliminary investiga
tion under the Ethics Act. The court also found that the plaintiffs
had standing based on their submission of such specific and credi
ble information. The court ruled that the Department appeared to
have ignored the act in conducting its own extensive investigation.
Before Judge Greene ruled, the Justice Department had conclud
ed in a 3-page report issued on February 23, 1984, that there was
no specific, credible information of a federal crime by any covered
officials. Particularly in light of the evidence the subcommittee has
uncovered, the subcommittee believes that Judge Greene was cor
rect in determining that specific, credible evidence warranting a
preliminary investigation was present. It believes that the Justice
Department’s contrary conclusion is erroneous.55
In determining whether to recommend an Independent Counsel,
the Attorney General must look to the Department of Justice
standards used to determine whether to prosecute for the possible
crimes at issue. Since the standards utilized by the current Attor
ney General are not all public, it is difficult for the subcommittee

5“Department of Justice Motion to Dismiss, at i, January 3, 1984.
54The entire opinion is reproduced in app. VI, pp. 2147-2170.
55Opinion, p. 10 and p. 22; the report of the Department is reproduced in app. VI, pp. 2144
2146.Note: On May 14, 1984,Judge Greene ordered the Attorney General to seek the appoint
ment of an Independent Counsel in the “briefing papers” issue. This report was already in ad
vanced publishing stages when that decision was issued.
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to reach a firm conclusion as to how they would be applied. None
theless, on the basis of the evidence discovered, the subcommittee
believes that there are reasonable grounds to warrant the appoint
ment of an Independent Counsel, particularly in a matter as sensi
tive as the one at hand. The jurisdiction of the Independent Coun
sel should include, in addition to the events that took place in 1980,
the issue of whether false statements were made to the subcommit
tee and FBI during their investigations.
The only other two cases considering the Special Prosecutor/In
dependent Counsel provision of the act before 1984 also had decided
that the act is enforceable through private plaintiffs who have sup
plied specific information. Nathan v. Attorney General, 557 F. Supp.
1186 (D.D.C. 1983) and Dellums v. Smith, 573 F. Supp. 1489 (N.D.
Cal. 1983). The District of Columbia Circuit has heard oral argu
ments on the Justice Department’s appeal of the Nathan case.56

VII. THE ETHICS PROGRAMS

The subcommittee’s investigation came shortly after its review of
the Ethics in Government Act that produced a report noting the
need for better ethics education.“
The subcommittee’s investigation included an inquiry into the ef
fectiveness of ethics programs. As part of this review, the subcom
mittee asked witnesses who had served in any administration
about the education they had received concerning the Standards of
Conduct, including the methods of instruction used and the level of
detail presented. For example, the subcommittee attempted to de
termine whether employees and officials had been made aware of
the specific standards concerning misuse of Government property
and information, and whether they had been informed, as regula
tions require, of the particular criminal statutes to which the
Standards of Conduct refer.
The responses were generally disappointing. While most wit
nesses believed they understood their general obligations under the
law, relatively few could recall specific ethics education focusing on
the Standards of Conduct. When asked directly about the standards
concerning misuse of Government property and information, many
were unaware of the regulations forbidding misuse of unpublished
Government documents or information for private gain. Many
thought they might have been given written material on the Stand
ards of Conduct, along with numerous other materials such as pay,
insurance, tax and other forms when they entered the executive
branch. However, few indicated that they actually read the materi

“ Title VI of the Ethics Act also provides that a majority of the members of either party who
serve on either the House or the Senate Judiciary Committee may require a report by the Attor
ne General about a possible criminal violation by a covered official. This requirement is in
vo ed when a sufficient number of the committee members request in writing that the Attorney
General apply for the appointment of an independent counsel. (Sec. 595(e).) For example, 5 of
the 8 Democratic members of the Senate Judiciary Committee or 6 of the 11 Republican mem
bers of the House Judiciary Committee could invoke this provision and require a report. The use
of this provision does not trigger a preliminary investigation, however, but only requires a
report to the committee by the Attorney General.
5" H. Rept. 90-89, Pt. 2, 98th Cong. 1st sess., 10 (1983). The subcommittee suggested there that:
“. . . all officials and employees, at or about the time they assume their official positions,
attend a briefing on the general conflict of interest laws and standards of conduct and the par
ticular ethics regulations of their agenc . Written information should be provided at such brief
ings to cover the ethics provisions in ful detail."
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al carefully.58 On the positive side, some witnesses indicated that
in recent weeks they had received briefings on ethics issues or
memoranda on such issues unlike any they received before. These
did not appear, however, to be part of a Government-wide initiative
to improve the ethics programs.
The subcommittee also asked the Office of Government Ethics (as
well as each agency) a number of questions about the ethics pro
grams and the enforcement of ethics regulations.59 Their response
indicated that a considerable amount of preventative action has
taken place due to the ethics program. For example, during transi
tion year 1981, 354 or 58 percent, of the 615 nominee reports re
viewed by OGE required some type of action-—resignation, recusal,
divestiture, or blind trust agreement—in order to bring the nomi
nee into compliance with existing conflict of interest statutes and
regulations.60 However, a considerable number of significant prob
lems were not prevented. (See report on the subcommittee’s
Amendments to the Ethics in Government Act, H. Rept. 98-89, pt.
2, pp. 9-10, 16-21, and 46-52.)
The OGE and many agencies were unable to inform the subcom
mittee how many adverse personnel actions or other disciplinary
actions had been taken against officials and employees based on
violations of the standards.61
OGE also stated that it was forced by an administration reduc
tion-in-force to discontinue its computerized system for keeping
track of annual disclosure statements of Presidential appointees al
ready in office. An amendment first approved by this subcommittee
in the spring of 1983 greatly improves the tracking system. This
amendment requires affirmative notice of actions taken to comply
with disclosure requirements or agreements to divest. It also re
quires that agreements to recuse or abstain from certain official ac
tions be in writing to provide notice to agency coworkers and
others (Public Law 98-150, 97 Stat. 959, Sec. 9. Notice of Actions
Taken To Comply With Ethics Agreements). It is, however, particu
larly inappropriate for the administration to impede the office that
keeps track of ethics compliance by officials currently in office.
Throughout its history, OGE has never received its full authori
zation in appropriations. This is largely because the administration
has requested only about half of the $2 million per year authorized
for the OGE. In fact, budget requests are projected to decline
rather than rise from fiscal year 1985 to fiscal year 1986, and the
upward adjustment for the transition year 1985 is a minimal figure
considering the amount of turnover that occurs even with the re

58 The standards require that each employee be furnished with a copy of the agency ethics
regulations “. . . at the time of his entrance on duty.” (Sec. 735.104(b)(3).) They also require that
these regulations be brought to the attention of each employee annually. (Subsec. (b)(4).)
59See app. VI for agency responses, pp. 2213ff.
60OGE Letter of Feb. 24, 1984, to Chairman Albosta, reproduced in app. VI, p. 2200.
61A number of agencies were able to provide figures, but it is clear that there is no consistent
system for tracking violations. Such a system could help warn against future violations by pro
viding anonymous case histories illustrating how the standards have been applied. A recent'
study of Federal advisory committees b Common Cause indicated that Federal agencies are
often lax in their application of the con icts of interest and related standards to those advisors
who are Special Government Employees. Public Aduisors/Private Interests, February 1984,
Common Cause, pp. 16-20. Common Cause is, at this writing, preparing a study of agency ethics
programs, scheduled for release later this spring.
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election of an incumbent President.62 The subcommittee recom
mends, in light of the large burden upon the OGE and its small
staff, that the administration request the full appropriation author
ized by the Congress and that the capabilities of the Office be sub
stantially increased. The subcommittee will consider greater au
thorizations and the recommendations listed below during hearings
it plans this year.
The subcommittee’s recommendation that the OGE receive a
greater appropriation should not be taken as a blanket endorse
ment of its work. There apparently are instances in which the
Office could have done a more rigorous job of conducting or over
seeing the investigation of apparent problems. The entire executive
branch, with the OGE in the lead, should strictly apply the applica
ble standards and realize that the standards Federal officials are
expected to meet are intended to be higher than criminal stand
ards.63

62The line item in the Budget required by the 1983Amendments to the Ethics Act reveals
that the budget request is just over $1 million per year when the authorization is for $2 million
for each of the next 5 years, the maximum being $1,120,000,which is the administration request
for fiscal year 1985.(Budget of the United States Government FY85, app. I-V2.)
6“On at least one occassion, OGE has issued statements to the effect that an official has not
violated the law when there are still substantial questions to be answered in that regard. For
example, on Mar. 26, 1984,The Federal Times quoted OGE Director David Martin as saying that
“. . . [Edwin] Meese had not violated the [financial discltechnologyosure] law . . . since he
[unlike Rep. Hansen] is voluntarily updating his disclosure form.” This comment involved trans
actions as to which on Mar. 27, 1984, the Attorney General sought an Independent Counsel
under the Ethics Act. See article by Winston Wood, p. 11.



VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Subcommittee recommendations include suggestions for changes
in the law and for changes in administration of the law. Generally,
the subcommittee feels that the basic problem is not the lack of ap
propriate laws, but the failure to comply with the ethics laws now
in effect.
1. The evidence shows that campaign-related documents were
transferred in unauthorized fashion from both the Carter White
House and the Carter Mondale campaign to the Reagan Bush cam
paign. To the extent these documents were Government documents
or were private documents converted by Federal employees, Feder
al criminal statutes may provide sanctions for this conduct.
However, the subcommittee believes that any theft of campaign
documents or information known to be confidential from a candi
date for a Federal office should be a Federal crime, as should the
receipt of such campaign documents or confidential information. It
thus adopts the following recommendation (as amended) of the
Senate Watergate Committee that has never been enacted into law:

The committee recommended that Congress enact new
legislation which prohibits the theft, unauthorized copying,
or the taking by false pretenses of campaign materials,
documents, or papers or information not available for
public dissemination belonging to or in the custody of a
candidate for Federal office or his aides.

(S. Rept. 93-981, 93d Cong., 2d sess., 212 (1973))
In the interest of completeness, the subcommittee also recom
mends that the appropriate committee of Congress reconsider, as
amended, the following recommendation of the Senate Watergate
Committee concerning campaign activities:

The committee recommends that Congress enact crimi
nal legislation to prohibit anyone from obtaining employ
ment, voluntary or paid, in a campaign or office of an indi
vidual seeking nomination or election to any Federal office
by false pretenses, misrepresentations, or other fraudulent
means for the purpose of interfering with, spying on, or ob
structing any campaign activities of such candidates. Fur
thermore, such legislation should make it unlawful for
anyone to direct, instruct, or pay anyone to join any such
campaign by such means or for such purposes as are out
lined above.

(S. Rept. 93-981, p. 211)
The Congress should also consider whether such legislation
should cover one who is not initially planted but who, already
having a legitimate position, agrees to act as a spy or a “mole” to

(l24—26)
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accomplish the same end as one who had sought employment by
false pretense.64
2. Currently, there are cases in the federal courts that likely will
resolve the question of whether a private plaintiff who presents
specific, credible information that a Federal crime has been com
mitted may sue to force a preliminary investigation and the ap
pointment of an Independent Counsel under the Ethics in Govern
ment Act. If that question is answered in the negative, the subcom
mittee recommends that the Congress provide by statute that such
private plaintiffs may sue to seek these results under the act.65
Moreover, the law should provide that plaintiffs who are successful
in triggering the appointment of an Independent Counsel should be
awarded reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.66
3. The subcommittee recommends that the Congress carefully
consider legislation introduced on March 19, 1984, by Senator Byrd
(S. 2446) to increase the role of the Office of Government Ethics in
the investigation and presentation to the Senate of financial and
other background information concerning Presidential nominees.67
4. The subcommittee recommends that the administration re
quest, and the Congress appropriate, the full amount authorized for
the Office of Government Ethics so that it can carry out more fully
its responsibilities under the Ethics in Government Act. The sub
committee also recommends: mandatory briefings on ethics law
and the Standards of Conduct for all Federal officials; restoration
of staff required to maintain full and current records of compliance
with disclosure and other ethics requirements and agreements; the
establishment of a system for publishing anonymous case histories
of how the Standards of Conduct have been applied; a full review of
all ethics programs by the Director of the Office of Government
Ethics and a report to Congress of his recommendations for im
provements in the ethics programs.
The subcommittee will consider in the near future, these and
other recommendations for improving the ethics laws and the Fed
eral Government’s programs to ensure that ethical standards are
adhered to by all Federal officials and employees.

6" See also S. Rept. 93-981, 213;2 U.S.C. 441h.
65The Government argued in the Banzhaf case that a statute of this character would be un
constitutional.
66The Ethics Act already provides for awards of attorneys’ fees for those investigated by an
Independent Counsel if no indictment is brought. (28 U.S.C. 593(g).)A large number of Federal
statutes provide attorneys’ fees awards to plaintiffs who vindicate the public interest.
67See Senator Byrd's description of the bill and his introduction of a related measure requir
ing reconfirmation of certain officials for service in a second term. (130Cong. Rec. S4273(Daily
ed. Apr. 11, 1984).)



MINORITY VIEWS

After more than ten months of investigations and over 2000

pages of report, the best that the Subcommittee can conclude is,

"it is difficult to reach definitive conclusions as to how the

Carter debate briefing materials entered the Reagan—Bush campaign

and to determine precisely who had access to them." (Page l2l)

There is a modicum of good news about this report. The

authors were not paid by the word. The bad news: taxpayers

will be asked to pay the printing bill for a 2,412—page report
that is a stultifying melange of excessive narrative, mind

numbing citations and assorted documents. Simply stated, the

authors confused quality with quantity.

At this point, we cannot state with any certainty what

the final printing bill will total, but we can provide some
estimates. Based on the printed House Appropriations Committee

hearings on "Legislative Branch Appropriations for 1985," which

estimated costs of committee prints at $71 a page, the printing

of this 2,412—page will cost in excess of $170,000.

Nearly one year after the Subcommittee set sail on a wide

ranging exploration into the alleged unauthorized transfer of

materials and information from the Carter administration to the

Reagan—Bush 1980 campaign, there is nothing in the final product

that we have not read in the media or viewed on television.

Without benefit of any solid evidence, the Subcommittee report

predictably concludes that CIA Director William J. Casey, in
his role as the Director of the Reagan—Bush campaign, was the

conduit for the purloined papers. Casey's involvement, which

was covered extensively by the press, is still denied by him.

( 124-28)
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If the Subcommittee had found any evidence implicating
Mr. Casey, the obvious conclusion in the report would be to

recommend prosecution. Instead, the Executive Summary of the

report "finds that the better evidence indicates" Casey was

the culprit. Elsewhere in the report attention is called to a

memorandum in relation to a September 12, 1980 statement attri

buted to Casey that he "wants more information from the Carter

campaign and wants it circulated." From that statement the

authors arbitrarily concluded that his request "included the

acquisition of non-public information from the Carter campaign."

We think it falls far short of "best evidence."

If we were to accept the Casey inference, for which there
is no substantive evidence, we would expect a revelation of who

in the Carter administration or Carter campaign made the material

available in the first instance. The authors found it impossible

to answer that question, but imply they do have their suspicions.

They tell us "it is likely" the Subcommittee has interviewed or

received written statements "from a person or persons connected

with the Carter administration or the Carter-Mondale campaign

who knew how the briefing materials were removed from the Carter

White House to the Reagan—Bush campaign." We agree that this

claim has some credence.

The Subcommittee interviewed 250 persons, contacted 50 more

and sought an additional 150 signed replies to questionnaires

from persons employed by the U.S. Secret Service, the White

House Motor Pool and the National Security Council Situation

room during the Carter administration. The investigators

33-896 0 - 84 — 11 Part 1
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attempted to undertake a broad survey, but we were unable to

discover any substantive evidence from their contacts. Appar

antly their exercise was a needless expenditure of Committee

funds despite their assertion that it was a low-cost production.

We were not surprised by the recommendation calling for

the appointment of a special prosecutor. It is an admission

by the Majority that it had failed to find a culprit. Just

prior to the release of this report, a Federal judge, in a

private action brought by John F. Banzhaf, a George Washington

University law professor, ordered the appointment of a special

prosecutor. The Justice Department has announced its intention

to appeal the judge's ruling.

In addition to the printing costs, the Subcommittee expended

$50,000 for a special counsel. It had the full time services

of a Committee investigator, at an annual salary of $50,000.

It also employed another special employee from July 11, 1983

to early December 1983 who was paid at the rate of $4,583 a

month for a five month period. A public relations specialist

was added to the staff on July 13, 1983 at a monthly salary of

$2,083. In Washington, the Subcommittee also had the services

of three General Accounting Office Staff members. When the sub

committee determined that an excursion to the Hoover Institution

in Palo Alto, California was necessary, it brought in a six
member GAO team from the agency's San Francisco office.

The Subcommittee's special counsel was brought into the

investigation under a $20,000 consultant's contract. To meet

that contractual arrangement, the Full Committee had to utilize
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$20,000 of a $100,000 authorization made available to the Full

Committee as an initial installment on its contract with a firm
providing expert assistance in designing a new supplemental

civil service retirement program. When the special counsel's

services exhausted available contract funds, he was placed on

the Subcommittee's payroll and thereafter his services as

special counsel were terminated at the end of April 1984.

Despite all of this expertise, the final product leaves

much to be desired. For example, how can this report be taken

seriously when the Subcommittee leaves unanswered the critical

question of "exactly what Carter debate briefing materials were

in the Reagan—Bush campaign." If we cannot ascertain exactly
what has taken and who took it, then how can we determine what
laws were broken?

The Table of Contents contains such intriguing subheadings

as "Room 404 conclusion," the "'Big' book," "Thirteen admit

seeing or receiving Carter materials," "Six others deny seeing

Carter material," and "Seven admit hearing about Carter briefing

material." However, the substance in those chapters answers

few of the leading questions and none of the critical ones.

When Minority members received draft copies of the report,

it was accompanied by a covering letter from the Subcommittee

Chairman stating the foot thick report was "understated." We

shudder to think what an "overstated" report would have looked

like.

The Subcommittee Chairman also noted in his submission letter

that the report did not discuss any documents that were "not'germane
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to the investigation."

But we were at a loss to ascertain the relevance of a parti

cular set of documents that consumed sixteen pages of monthly

reports of activities of the Human Resources Subcommittee from

June 1983 through March 1984. We find it difficult to understand

how the following Subcommittee activity reports are linked to

this investigation:

—--Staff Director Micah Green traveled to Bellaire, Michigan to

speak before the Michigan Postmasters. (Page 275)

-——The Subcommittee staff will miss Tom Trabucco, who has worked

with the Subcommittee for five years. We wish him much success

in his new job at the National Association for Retired Federal

employees. (Page 275)

-——Subcommittee staff represented the Subcommittee Chairman at

the opening of the National Headquarters Building of the National

Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees. (Page 277)

———Staff Director Micah Green spoke before the Society of Federal

Labor Relations Professionals on contracting out of government

services and activities. Micah discussed the Subcommittee

plans to hold a series of hearings on the implementation of

OMB Circular A—76, which sets forth Executive Branch policy on

contracting out. (Page 282)

———Chairman Albosta joined other Committee Members in writing

to Office of Personnel Management Director Donald Devine

regarding a GAO report on the classification and qualification

standards for Federal librarians. The letter to Mr. Devine

urged OPM to withdraw its proposed standards until questions
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raised by the GAO report had been resolved. (Page 277)

We question the relevance of an abundance of inconsequential

information included in this report. Take the case of the

"ABC XYZ Memorandum." The report focuses on how a memorandum

was found at the Hoover Institution on October 15, 1980 from

Richard Allen to then Governor Reagan and some of his top

campaign aides. Allen said in the memo there was information

about administration actions regarding the hostages in Iran.

Allen said the information was from an "unimpeachable source

who obtained it from "ABC XYZ." Allen told the Subcommittee

"ABC XYZ" referred to then Secretary of State Muskie. Allen

said the unimpeachable source was John Wallach, identified as

a Hearst reporter. Both Wallach and Muskie were questioned

by the FBI, and according to the report Wallach told the FBI

Muskie was not the source of his information. The Subcommittee

concluded Allen did in fact receive the information from Wallach.

What manner of transgression was this? By its own account the

Subcommittee said Wallach covered the hostage situation in 1980

and spoke with State Department personnel concerning news

accounts that spare parts would be traded for the hostages.

Additionally, the report tells us that Wal1ach's news stories

provided much of the same information found in Allen's "ABC XYZ"

memorandum. Mr. Wallach is a well—known, trusted, veteran

newsman whose recollection of events would be valid, if not
superior, to the Subcommittee's Majority. We accept this young

man at his word.
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In addition to the "ABC XYZ" incident, the Subcommittee

took another run at Allen. The Subcommittee discovered that

Allen passed along to the Reagan—Bush campaign information in

correspondence from some Foreign Service Officers containing

suggestions on how to improve the Foreign Service and criticizing

the Carter administration's management of the Foreign Service.

While the Subcommittee concluded the correspondence did not

appear to contain any non—public information, it did find

"troublesome" an earlier effort initiated by Allen to obtain

information from Foreign Service Officers. The Subcommittee

suggests Allen may have encouraged these government employees

to violate the Hatch Act. In fact, Richard Allen received many

laudatory letters from the officers in reaction to a speech he

delivered at the State Department. That's fan mail, not political

espionage.

It is apparent that the only purpose served by many of the

documents referred to and included in the report is to augment

the page volume.

There is also Robert Gray's steel industry memorandum which

contains basic facts and figures concerning the steel industry

which purportedly was obtained from an "excellent source." But

the Subcommittee concludes it was unable to identify the "source"

and then concludes rather weakly that "it is unclear whether the

‘source’ involved was in the Carter Administration or was located

in the steel industry or elsewhere."

Then there is the "Shaheen Report." Michael E. Shaheen,

Jr. was the Department of Justice official who directed the
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Department's investigation into the activities of Billy Carter

and his associates concerning their dealing with Libyan officials,

representatives and businessmen. The Subcommittee found a status

report on the investigation in the files of Anthony Dolan and

Caryl Borgquist. Dolan and Borgquist could not recall when or

how they obtained the status report, but is was released publicly

November 1, 1980. Since the incident is covered fully in the

report it mercifully will not be repeated here. The Subcommittee

said it was another example of relevant material which focused
on attempts by the Reagan—Bush campaign to obtain a confidential

document. Anyone who may have missed the status report when it

was publicly released will find all 78 pages in this report.

Then there is the matter of Presidential Schedules. The

Subcommittee riveted on the source of scheduling information

because it is convinced it is not public information. Anyone

even remotely connected with a Presidential campaign knows that

when a President plans a trip to one or more communities, days,

if not weeks, of advance preparation are required. Local party
dignitaries and police are part of the advance planning, and in

short order local newsmen are made aware of the fact that there

is a Presidential visit in the offing. What may start out as

non-public information quickly moves into the public domain.

While we agree with the Subcommittee's conclusion that unauthor

ized access to a President's schedule conceivably could jeopardize

his safety, the risk factor would depend upon the extent of detail

available.
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That section of the report dealing with Carter's debate

briefing books talks about a 250-page "Big Book" on foreign

policy and a final 40—page condensed version. There also was

a domestic briefing book. If you follow the Subcommittee's
scenario on the domestic book; one has to wonder how anyone in

the Reagan—Bush campaign could have tracked the finished product.

Working back from the October 28, 1980 Presidential debate,

follow this timetable: The domestic briefing book was completed

Thursday night, October 23. A messenger for the domestic policy

staff worked through the night until about 9 a.m. Friday,

October 24, producing 13 or 14 copies. On Friday afternoon,

October 24, copies were taken to Camp David for review by Carter

White House officials and campaign aides. That same night,

typed revisions were made. At approximately 3:30 p.m. Saturday,

October 25, President Carter arrived at Camp David to rehearse

for the debate. The rehearsals lasted until 2 a.m. Sunday,

October 26. Additional typing revisions to questions and

answers continued until about 2:30 a.m. Monday, October 27.

Later in the day the group at Camp David departed for the debate

in Cleveland on October 28. We have been unable to determine

which version or part of the domestic briefing book was at

issue in the investigation. It is hard to believe that a final

version completed about 24-hours before the debate could have

been made available to or made use of by the Reagan-Bush campaign.

Even allowing for such a swift transfer, it is difficult to
imagine how the material could be assimilated and beneficial.

The Subcommittee concedes "it cannot be certain as to exactly
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what Carter debate briefing materials were in the Reagan—Bush

campaign.” However, the Subcommittee was quick to jump to the

questionable conclusion that said some version, "perhaps not the

final effort,” was in the opposite camp.

It is standard practice that the appendix of an investi

gative report should be limited to a cataloguing of documents

and materials that are relevant to the investigation. We fail

to understand how the relevancy of a list of monthly Subcommittee
activites, duplicates of form letters and questionnaires and

reams of other extraneous material meets or even approachs that

yardstick.

As noted earlier, the Subcommittee sent out investigative

questionnaires, requesting replies to four questions which

could be answered by a checkmark in front of "yes" or "no."

Of the 110 responses, 107 answered all four questions in the

negative. We question why it was necessary to make each of

these responses part of the report? Was that part of the

Subcommittee's apparent effort to create an illusion of

thoroughness for this poorly organized, irrelevant report.

On February 1, 1984, the Subcommittee unleashed a barrage

of letters on official Washington. Agencies ranging the alphabet

from ACTION to the Veterans Administration were asked to tell

the Subcommittee about in—house ethics programs. The replies

are set forth in pages 2,216 through 2,412.

The size, shape and effectiveness of ethics programs in

government agencies certainly is worthy of attention, but

are not relevant to this report. It is a subject which more
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appropriately should be considered in legislative or oversight

hearings by the Subcommittee.

The lightest part of the Majority's report is Chapter

Five, the conclusions and recommendations on the legal issues

and the Subcommittee's jurisdiction. In a lengthy recitation

and uneven analysis of most of the statutues that appear in the

Code of Federal Regulations at 5 C.F.R. §735.210, the Majority

continually concludes that the Standards of Conduct and relevant

criminal laws may have been violated. Yet they have failed to

take their analysis to the final step. If the Standards were
violated, we submit that it is federal employees of the Carter

Administration who are in violation. The Code of Ethics, the

Standards, and the regulations refer to "any employee", not

"any person". The criminal laws generally address "whoever"

commits the proscribed activity. Thus, the person who will fall

into the reach of the criminal statutes is the federal employee

who embezzles government property, discloses classified informa

tion, conspires, or makes a false statement. Some of the laws

also take into account those who receive stolen property, or

classified documents. However, the point which the Majority

fails to acknowledge is that many as yet unknown Carter admini

stration employees will be subject to prosecution for violation

of the Standards and criminal laws for their actions in the

unauthorized transfer. It is not only the people in the Reagan

Bush campaign who potentially could be liable under the law.

This investigation has inadvertently shown how the Carter

administration abused the power of incumbency. If the definition
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of "government document" does not include campaign materials,

and we do not think that it does, then the preparation of the

domestic and foreign policy briefing books for the campaign by

Carter White House employees in governmental offices on govern

ment time is a serious violation of the Hatch Act. The Majority

continually states that White House employees wrote and prepared

much of the briefing material. See p. 124-8 for a list of facts

supporting their argument that the material was government

property. The Majority selectively mentions one Hatch Act

violation in its discussion of 5 U.S.C. §7324 which was allegedly

traced to the Reagan—Bush campaign. Yet we predict a number of

other Hatch Act violations will be found to have occurred under

President Carter if the campaign materials are found not to be
government property.

Briefing materials do not become government documents

simply because the Majority claims they are. The Majority's

reasoning also argues that the briefing books were really

campaign materials. They were compiled, written, and typed

by volunteers; non-Hatched White House employees supervised

and helped prepare the materials; career federal employees

believed they were political; and they were used for a debate

between candidates for the office of President. The fact that

one candidate was an incumbent President does not make him any

less a candidate. Even the Majority cannot conclude that the

briefing materials were pure government documents. They say

weakly that they are "at least in part Government property"

and avoid discussing the applicability of the criminal laws to
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quasi—Government documents.

Yet, the Majority does not hesitate to wade into gray

areas when they claim "non—public" information must be protected

as Government property. They cite as an example of this type

of information a paper on the Iranian hostage situation found

in the Reagan-Bush files which was voluntarily given to the

Reagan campaign by its author, Herbert Cohen. Cohen was not a

government employee and did not use any classified information

or information from government sources to write his personal

assessment. There was nothing illegal about the Cohen paper,

but the Majority infers there was because information about

an international incident of great national concern has the

character of non—public information in which the Government

necessarily has a proprietary interest.

The legal conclusions drawn by the Majority show a surprising

lack of originality. The adoption of two recommendations of the

1973 Senate Watergate Committee show that the high-priced legal

talent available to the subcommittee was underutilized. While we

might agree that the Office of Government Ethics could be better

staffed and better funded, it does not take a long, expensive

investigation to reach this conclusion. The subject could have

been routinely handled in a legislative or oversight hearing.

Coupled with poor organization, shoddy citations, and unclear

explanations of precedent and the current case law, the Legal

Conclusions chapter of the Majority report cannot be utilized

as an accurate, competent discussion of the application of the

Ethics in Government Act or an authoritative analysis of the
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regulations and statutes.

At the outset of this investigation, the Minority argued

that in order to reform the Ethics in Government Act, we did

not need any extensive investigation to point the finger at a

culprit. We suggested at that time to proceed with the Ethics

Law Reform, assuming the worst case possible.

Now, many months later and many hundreds of thousands of

dollars later, we still have no culprit and we still lack reform
of the Ethics Act.

We in the Minority recommend that we now get on with the

job of Law Reform.

/W / '
/ /1 K ,

/T’
DANIEL B. CRANE BENJAMIN A. GILMAN
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Stockman said there is a I“ coarse” cellos
betwee

B-:o&bie-digit flIva.fiation a e progres
income tea. which he said
was not designed for a
"wildly inflationary ee
ooomy.“
As government taxes the
increases in income due to
inflation. Stoc man said I
constitutes "massive
unvoted tax increase." This
‘year. this "windfall" would
amount to sea billion. just
from inflation driving
taxpayers into higher
brackets.
Scheduled federal in
creases will put the tax bill
for a family of four up to
“.700 by sass. while Carter
is offering an eight-percent
rebate on the social
security tas.or$2Il.
This "bracket creep” wfl
take a iamily. mating
$28,000in this election year
, - to 842.000 -by it“.
:raang them in a so percent
tea bracket. Stockman
explained.
The government will
collect 8t.l trillion over the
nest five fiscal years, ac
cording to Stockman. in
cluding tl.l trililo in ass.
“We're at the edge today
of a breakdown of in
centives.“ Stockman
claimed. lie said the
government is “taxing the
middle class out of
existence" end destroying
the American economic
I stem.
ystochman told the Op
timists that after four years
of the Carter ad
ministration. he thought
they
would&eve

“dwindled
lubof roe."

Wtgaerter will also try to
convince voters

tha.tIteagan is an “extremist '

who will
viroomenta wt. -
man said. The president

will tel TV viewers that the
former aster is “simplistic" and "ill-informed"
and that his remark that"pollution comes from
trees" will bear that

an said
he told lteagan to go rightbut after Carter by saying
something about rabbitsbeing less dangerous than
the! seven. a reference toCarter being attached by a
bunny a couple of years ago
during a canoe trip.
Reagan's point is the
retnerh. which Stockman
said was twisted by the
press. was that In
vironmentel Protection
Agen cy (EPA) air-qualityguidelines are an
necessarily strict. °"I'hey
would even have tiother
Nature in violation," Stock

A ltlt car will be
equipped with sass worth of
gadgets to control pollution
and Stockman maintains
that ‘'80 percent of it is
overkill" that provides
wasteful "excess control."
Stockman said the money
could better be used to
overhaul antiquated
facilities to make them
more productive.
Carter will claim that
Reagan is a "warmonger°'
according to Stockman. and
that he “wants to start an
arms race."
Referring to the SALT ii
arms limitation treaty.
Stockamn Stockman said.
"Carter is not being honest
about that treaty he
signed."
As proof. Stockman said
his candidate will point out
that the Democrat
controlled Congress has not
ratified it and the
specialists of the Armed
Services Committee turned
It down 10-0.Stockman said

the new saur tmiy~ (viiithe Union would
"undermine national
security."
The last point of battleI tween the two candidatesfor the White House wouldbe energy. Stoclunsapredicted. '

Stockman. a member ofthe federal energy com
mlttee in Congress com
mented that, "The ".000people that work there (inthe United States Depart
ment of Energy) and theSi: billion spent could Justas easily be wiped off theface of the earth."
"We would not suffer.“Stockman added. He
assured his audience that
country has an abundance of energy reserves.which are being held fromdevelopment by governme

ntal "impediments." Stoch
man said Reagan's ideawould be to "trust in the
marketplace to mobilizethe investments.“
Stockman charged thatCarter spent Tuesday
closeted in his Cleveland
hotel room. memorislngevery incantious remar

eagaa has made in
at 28 years." Stock.man said, ‘'1' bay soundpretty gruesome. " but he
. a atrac

theisaues."
ploy of

bed thinsathat leagan has said.
Stockman pointed out. "Butthe bad things have already
done to the Americanpeople."

Stockman is see re
election against Democrat
don “Jerry” Iurst. an
A:;;lI'OII AinivgsityI” easoe m

rriea_
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15.5. Eats: of Ihzpr-tstntatibts
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

SUICOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDINGANNEXI
‘MM EL 2051!
TELEPHONE(202) 225-2821

June 15, 1983

The Honorable James Baker
Assistant to the President and
Chief of Staff

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue _

Washington, D.C. 20500 ' " - _ _

Dear Mr. Baker: _

The Human Resources Subcommittee, in carrying out its responsibilities
to act on the reauthorization of the Office of Government Ethics, has
undertaken extensive oversight into the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978. As a result of that oversight, we have identified
problezs that_have arisen since passage of the original Act. This
Subcommittee has attempted to address many of those problems through
statutory changes currently awaiting final House action in fi.R. 2717,
the OGE reauthorization bill. .

Recently, printed reports stemming from the release of Laurence
Barrett's new book, Gambling With History: Reagan in the White House,
have come to the attention of the Subcommittee. They refer to the purported
use of "filched" documents that had been prepared by President Carter's
White House staff by the Reagan Presidential campaign staff in preparation
for the 1980 general debates. Specifically. Mr. Barrett's book and the
attached news reports suggest that you, Mr. Stockman, and Mr. Gergen
received and acknowledged these to be White House documents and proceeded
to use them to prepare for the presidential debate. It is in the Subcon:ittee's
continuing effort to review agency ethics programs and the implementation
of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 that I am writing to you to request
your response to those allegations. -

In light of your current leadership position in Government, I want
to assure you that it is not my intention to accept these allegations .

2: face value. However, if Mr. Barrett's accounts, and the attached news
items, are accurate, there may be possible violations of criminal law
because of any theft that may have occurred, or for the failure to report
such a theft. There are also additional potential violations, such as
theft and receipt of U.S. Government property. Every employee and
official of the Federal Government is obliged to report possible violations
as well. There are institutional concerns, such as the ccncern.that all
executive branch employees, including White House staff, appreciate and
understand the prohibitions in the ethics and conflicts laws, regulations,
and standards of conduct, and the responsibility of the Office of
Gcvernzent Ethics to promote such understanding, as provided in 5 U.S.C.
App. 5 AO2(b)(l4). Also, Title VI of the Ethics in Government Act dealing
with special prosecutor investigations say cone into play.
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I have expressed the concern in the past that every employee and
official be made aware of the ethics requirements of service in the
Federal Government. The Subcommittee also has a general responsibility
to see that all sections of the Ethics in Government Act are operating
in a reliable and well-coordinated manner, so that matters which should
be addressed within agencies or offices are properly handled and that
matters which rise to a level requiring attention of the Attorney General
receive both the requisite attention of the Attorney General and the
appropriate consideration by the officials in the agency or executive office
involved.

I would therefore appreciate having an explanation of your knowledge
and participation. if any, in the reported transactions, as described
in Mr. Barrett's book and the news articles. I would also request on
behalf of the Subcommittee that, for the protection of all parties involved.
you preserve all documents, records, and logs of meetings and conversations
which have a direct bearing on, or relation to, the events described
above, and the preparation for the Presidential debates of 1980, Your
response to these issues by June 23rd would be appreciated.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.asbosta" CHAIRMAN

DA/tal
Enclosures
cc: The Attorney General
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8.6. 350%: of i3»rprr5cntatib:§
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!

Iublnllllt ‘L. 20515

Trtrrnong(202)225-2821

June 26 1983

The Honorable William Casey
Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D,C. 20505

Dear Mr, Casey:
\

The HumanResources Subcommittee, in carrying out its responsibilities
to act on the reauthorization of the Office of Government Ethics, has
undertaken extensive oversight into the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978. As a result of that oversight, we have identified
problems that have arisen since passage of the original Act. This
Subcommittee has attempted to address many of those problems through
statutory changes currently awaiting final House action in H.R. 2717,
the OGE reauthorization bill.

Recently, printed reports steming from the release of Laurence_
Barrett's new book, Gambling With History: Reagan in the White HouseL
have come to the attention of the Subcommittee. They refer to the purported
use of "filched" documents that had been prepared by President Carter's
White House staff by the Reagan Presidential campaign staff in preparation
for the 1980 general debates. Specifically. Mr. Barrett's book and the
attached news reports suggest that Mr. Baker, Mr. Stockman, and Mr. Gergen
received and acknowledged these to be White House documents and proceeded
to use them to prepare for the presidential debate. It is in the Subcommittee's
continuing effort to review agency ethics programs and the implementation
of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 that I have written to the above
gentlemen to request their responses to those allegations.

As you were campaign manager of the Reagan Presidential campaign
with chief administrative responsibilities, 1 would like your response
to the allegations made. I want to assure you that it is not my intention
to accept these allegations at face value.. However, if Mr. Barrett's
accounts, and the attached news items, are accurate, there may be possible
violations of criminal law because of any theft that may have occurred,
or for the failure to report such a theft. There are also additional
potential violations, such as theft and receipt of U.S. Government property.
Every employee and official of the Federal Government is obliged to report
possible violations as well. There are institutional concerns, such as the
concern that all executive branch employees, including White House staff.
appreciate and understand the prohibitions in the ethics and conflicts laws,



regulations, and standards of conduct, and the responsibility of the
Office of Government Ethics to promote such understanding, as provided
in 5 U.S_C, App. 5 402(b)(l4). Also, Title VI of the Ethics in Government
Act dealing with special prosecutor investigations may come into play.

I have expressed the concern in the past that every employee and
official be made aware of the ethics requirements of service in the
Federal Government. The Subcommittee also has a general resonsibility
to see that all sections of the Ethics in Government Act are operating
in a reliable and well-coordinated manner, so that matters which should
be addressed within agencies or offices are properly handled and that
matters which rise to a level requiring attention of the Attorney
General receive both the requisite attention of the Attorney General
and the appropriate consideration by the officials in the agency or
executive office involved,

I would therefore appreciate having your response to these charges
and an explanation of your knowledge of and participation, if any, in the
reported transactions, as described in Mr. Barrett's book and_the news
articles. I would also request on behalf of the Subcommittee that, for
the protection of all parties involved, you preserve all documents,
records, and logs of meetings and conversations which have a direct bearing
on, or relation to, the‘events described above, and the preparation for the
Presidential debates of

1980.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

. bostd
CHAIRMAN

DA/TALmg
Enclosures
cc: The Attorney General
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OFHCE OFIdAHAGEmENT AND BUDGET

wssm~c1‘o~.o.c.autos

June 23, l983

The Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Don:

This will answer your letter of June 16.

My recollection of the I'document" referred to in
Mr. Barrett's book begins with a package of material that
was delivered to my office by messenger from the Reagan
campaign committee one day before the first debate rehearsal
at Wexford, Virginia. I believe this was October 23, 1980.

It was included in a larger batch of debate-preparation
papers forwarded by the Reagan campaign in order to assist
me in my role as the stand-in debate: for President Carter.
My recollection is that the balance of the material
consisted of debate background papers prepared by the Reagan
committee.

The Tdocument" in question appeared to be a "policy issues‘
compilation covering dozens of topics from Afghanistan, to
SALT, to solar energy. It was a thick, unbound set of pages
containing approximately one issue per page. I recall that
it had no index orparticular organizational format.
To the best of my recollection, none of these pages
contained markings indicating that they were official _
government business. Nor were they in any way classified.

The documents dealt entirely with policy issues, including
"Carter Administration Achievements‘, and contained standard
arguments in support of Carter Administration initiatives
and policies. To the best of my recollection, they
contained no points challenging positions taken by Governor‘
-Reagan or providing contrast between the Carter and Reagan
stands on the topics covered. Nor did they contain
discussions of campaign strategy, debate tactics or a debate
‘game plan'T

Thus, my recollection is that the set of pages I received
was an tissues primer" quite different in character from theinternal Reagan debate strategy papers that I had seen at
the same time.
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Due to the advocacy character of these issue briefs it was
apparent to me at the time that they had in some way come
from the Carter campaign. I have no recollection of asking
about or being informed as to how. More importantly, since
they only dealt with matters of public record I felt no
reason to be concerned about having access to them.

The published reports you refer to indicate that these
documents were useful to the Reagan campaign. This is true
—- but in a very particular and unique sense.

To prepare Governor Reagan for the debate, the campaign
conducted mock debates over the weekend of October 24-27,
1980, in which I was the Carter stand-in. Since I had been
a vocal critic of the Carter Administration on many issues,
I found the documents, written from a Carter Administration
advocacy point of view, useful as I prepared outlines of
possible debate answers representing the ‘other side“. I
might note that I also made extensive use of the material
prepared by the Reagan campaign staff on controversial prior
statements by candidate Reagan in carrying out my debate
role of challenging Governor Reagan's answers.

I doubt that the Carter advocacy materials that I used were
or could have been of significant value to others in the
Reagan campaign. For example, I recall no mention of them
during the many hours of debate rehearsals and preparation,
which included all key campaign aides, over the weekend of
October 24-27, 1980. '

In summary, I had no reason to believe that the documents in
question were anything other than a compilation of the
public record and position of the Carter Administration on
the whole range of issues relevant to the 1980 campaign. My
perception today remains as it was then.
I hope these recollections will be useful to you. If I can .
‘cooperate in any other way,.please let me know.

Sincere y,

9

David A. Stockman
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‘THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 22, 1983

Dear Congressman Albosta:

This letter is in response to your inquiry of June 15 regarding
my role in preparations for the Reagan-Carter debate during the
1980 Presidential campaign.
address the issues you have raised.

I welcome this opportunity to
I

The facts are these:

My role in the Reagan campaign at the time in question was
to act as general coordinator and editor of the debate
materials prepared for Governor Reagan and, in conjunction
with others in the campaign, to coordinate the pre—debate
briefing sessions with the Governor.

I do not recall ever receiving or seeing a "Carter debate
book" or any other notebook from the Carter campaign. Had
that occurred, I believe that I would remember it.
It is possible that I did see-some_ggggs of "Carter
material" for a brief period, but I do not recall it.
I do recall hearing that some material from the Carter
campaign was present in the Reagan campaign. To the best
of my recollection, the material was not described to me
as important or dramatic; as a result, I never paid much
attention to it.
I did not know then nor do I know now whether such materi
al was prepared by the Carter campaign staff, the Carter
White House, the Democratic National Committee or by a
related organization; I also have no idea how the
material may have come into the possession of the Reagan
campaign. To this day, I am not aware of any evidence
that the Reagan campaign engaged in unethical or illegal
practices to obtain this material.
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-— In my rdle}oT preparing written materials for Governor
Reagan, I can tell you that‘I never studied nor drew upon
any private or sensitive materials from the Carter camp.
To the best of my knowledge -- and I was in a reasonable
position to know -- the so-called Carter debate book was
inconsequential in the preparation of debate materials
used by Governor Reagan. ‘

-- The face-to-face debate briefings with Governor Reagan
were conducted at a private home in northern Virginia. To
the best of my recollection, there was no discussion in
any of these sessions of the so-called Carter debate
materials. Moreover, there was never, to the best of my
knowledge, any hint or suggestion that we had inside
‘information about what approaches President Carter's
advisers were urging him to take in the debate.

-- As you can well understand, the passage of nearly three
years‘ time leaves me a little hazy about all the many
details of the debate preparations. But I do remember the
main events of that period, and the presence of the Carter
materials in the Reagan campaign never left an impression
that such materials were significant to the debate.

May I also mention an additional set of facts that I believe
offer a relevant perspective on these events? This incident
occupies some three paragraphs plus a footnote on pages 382-383
of Mr. Barrett's book. I am told that his publisher never tookit seriously enough to include it in the original promotional
materials, and so far as I can tell, he has not included a
specific reference to it in the book's 15 pages of index. Mr.
Barrett did apparently write up a note for Time magazine the
month after President Reagan was inaugurated, But his editors
never thought it significant enough to publish anything about
it. Mr. Barrett also writes: "At least a couple of reporters
became aware of the briefing-book caper months after the event.
The story did not make it into print, however."
It is instructive, I believe, that those who have known about
this event in the past -- and that includes the press -- have
apparently concluded that it did not play a significant role in
the debate. It is also worth asking whether there are some
people who are now seeking to promote this story for reasons
that are at least partly political.
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me say that I appreciate your
statement in your letter that it is not your intention "to
accept these allegations at face value." I hope this letter
helps to address the concerns you have raised; like others in
the administration, I want to be fully cooperative with you.

Sincerely,

Qul I?
David R. Gergen

Assistant to the President
for Comunications

The Honorable Donald Albosta
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

' cc: The Attorney General
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 22, l983

Dear Congressman Albosta:

This letter is to respond to your letter of June 15.

I am pleased to give you my recollection of the matters
referred to in the second and third sentences of paragraph
two of your letter.

First, I would like to note two things which I know you
appreciate: 1) almost three years have passed since these
matters are alleged to have occurred; and 2) while there may
conceivably be some legitimate basis for concern, there is
obviously high political content in the efforts by some to
foster press interest in this matter in the hopes of
embarrassing the Reagan Administration.

I have no recollection that I ever received or saw any
debate strategy or sensitive debating points prepared by the
Carter campaign or Carter White House.

In 1980, sometime after the Reagan—Anderson debate and
before the Reagan—Carter debate, I do remember briefly
seeing a large looseleaf bound book (I believe in a black
binder) that was thought to have been given to the Reagan
camp by someone with the Carter campaign; But I do not
believe this was strategic material. It is my best
recollection that I was given the book by William Casey,
with the suggestion that it might be of use to the Debate
Briefing Team. I should note, however, that I have recently
checked this recollection with him, and while he has not
contested my recollection, he has no such recollection of
his own. It is my further recollection that after briefly
thumbing through the binder, I passed it on to the Debate
Briefing Team, headed by David Gergen and Frank Hodsoll.
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I did not know then, nor do I know now, how that book
was obtained by the Reagan campaign. I never, directly or
indirectly, asked anyone in or out of our campaign, or in
the Carter campaign or White House, to provide or acquire
that book from the Carter campaign or White House. As best
I recall, the book I saw contained position papers on -

various issues. I do not believe there was anything about it
or its contents that would have identified it as coming from
the White House. I do not recall that it contained any Q
strategic or tactical information relating to a forthcoming
debate. I recall it being more of a compilation of Carter
Administration positions on a wide range of issues. I don't
remember whether the issues were foreign, domestic, or both.
As best I recall, the material in the book was not unlike
information that a campaign of an incumbent President might
supply its surrogate speakers. It did not seem to be
close—in briefing material, but rather a compendium of
Carter Administration positions.

I do not remember exactly when I saw this book but it
could have been before a Carter-Reagan debate had even been
agreed upon. We were preparing for one because the Carter
camp had been challenging Governor Reagan to a one-on—one
debate since early in the campaign. I believe (but cannot'
be sure) that the book I saw was not something developed in
the few.days preceeding the debate —- the period during

'

which former Carter campaign officials now say their key
strategic debate briefing material was developed. I do not
recall sending the book or a copy to David Stockman, but
apparently he received some such material from the Reagan
campaign. '

It.is correct that, after seeing the book, I did not
undertake to find out how our campaign had obtained it.
There was nothing on its face that suggested it may have
been an official document or a document sufficiently
sensitive to have been controlled or closely held. In any
case, I would submit that, unfortunately, it is not uncommon
.in campaigns -— just as it is not uncommon in the ordinary
business of the press and the Congress —- for such material
to be given or sent for a variety of reasons by a host of
people, including people whose contribution may be in
conflict with their current or prior affiliations. Further,
as I nave'suggested above, I had no reason to believe that
the book was illegally acquired. And even now, I am not
aware of any evidence that it was.
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Mr. Chairman, in your letter you say, "I want to assure
you that it is not my intention to accept these allegations
at face value." I appreciate your approaching your
oversight responsibilities in this manner. In this same
spirit, I trust you will note the established record of
those Presidential campaigns which I ran. In 1976, I was
Chairman of the President Ford Committee for the general
election. The Federal Elections Commission, and I believe
Common Cause, complimented the conduct of that campaign as
far as compliance and propriety are concerned. I was also
Chairman of the George Bush for President Committee in 1979
and 1980 during the contest for the nomination, and the
record of that campaign also reflects full compliance with
election laws and high standards of propriety. This record,
I trust you will agree, demonstrates that I share your
concern for assuring proper conduct in the management of
electoral campaigns.

I hope you will be able to dispose of this matter
quickly and would be pleased to cooperate in any way that
would be helpful.

Sincerely,

E ,, g?/<jiiJZZ//Z“

James A. Baker, III
. Chief of Staff
rand Assistant to the President

‘The Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

cc: The Attorney General
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June 22, l983

The Honorable Don Albosta
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Albosta:

Thank you for your letter of June 20, l983.

I have no recollection that I ever received, heard of or learned in
any other way of a set of papers which laid out the Carter debate plan or
the Points which President Carter had planned to make as described in
Mr. Barrett's account.

Upon receiving your letter I checked with my secretary during the
campaign, two of my special assistants and five of the deputy campaign
directors and none of them have any knowledge that the campaign ever
received or had any paper or information resembling that described by
Mr. Barrett.

I can assure you that the campaign management never contemplated,
directed or authorized any effort to obtain information of this kind nor,
to my knowledge, did the campaign ever use or have the kind of information
described in Mr. Barrett's book.

If I can be of any further assistance, let me know.

Sincerely yours,

I - .., - -.- \ , '!-
.william J. Casey
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._-----/"THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 28, 1983

Dear Congressman Albosta:

Since responding to_your letter last week, I have found that I
made a mistake, and I want to correct the record with you and
_to convey to you my personal apology.

In my letter to you of June 22, I said in part:
"It is possible that I did see some pages of ‘Carter

material' for a brief period, but I do not recall it.
‘I do recall hearing that some material from the Carter

campaign was present in the Reagan campaign...

"As you can well understand, the passage of nearly three
years‘ time leaves me a little hazy about all the many details
of the debate preparations."

Mr. Chairman, that letter was written to you in good faith,
based upon my best recollections plus those of a few other
close colleagues with whom I consulted. Unfortunately, I wrote
that letter to you before completing a thorough search of all
of my files. I just didn't think I had anything there of
relevance. That was a mistake I very much regret. In
completing that search with the help of a member of my staff, I
found yesterday two items that should properly and promptly be
brought to your attention: ,

-- A set of materials clearly prepared by the Carter camp
relating to foreign policy and national security issues. These
materials have various dates ranging from September 10 through
September 29, 1980, several weeks before the debate was formal
ly scheduled. It appears they were an early draft of materials
that were later summarized, refined and included in many parts
of the final briefing materials on this subject, dated
October 20, 1980. (A copy of materials being released by the
White House today shows that the pages in my files are a subset
of those that another member of the campaign team found in his
files over the weekend.)
-- Second, I found an unsolicited note sent to me on October
21, 1980 by a Mr. Wayne Valis with a'one-page attachment.
Valis describes the attachment as "notes ... based on a Garter
debate staff brainstorming session -- middle level types -
nothing spectacular, but interesting -- from a source intimate
ly connected to a Garter debate staff member...“ After seeing
this material again, I can remember that I read it at the time
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received. I cannot remember my reaction, but it strikes me now
as a second or third-hand account of what was already well
known (e.g., Carter planned to attack Reagan on so-called
flip—flops) and some random notes on Carter advertising plans.

(Both of these materials, as well as others, are being forward
ed to you today by the Counsel to the President.)

There were no other items in my files that appear to have come
from the Carter camp. I definitely read the second item noted
~above, though I did nothing with the information provided.
_Having my memory refreshed, I can now advise you that I still
do not recall studying or spending any time with the materials
in the first item above, but clearly I must have looked through
these materials sometime prior to the debate in October.

If I might, I would once again like to emphasize that my memory
of these events has been dimmed by the passage of nearly three
years’ time. In searching my files, I also found several
hundreds of pages of material generated within the Reagan
campaign that I did not recall until I saw them again. I can
only say that, like others in this Administration, I am trying
to make a good faith effort to reconstruct events of that
period. After reviewing the briefing book submitted on our
side, it remains my view that while materials received from the
Carter camp were of interest, to my knowledge, they did not
play any significant role in the_preparation of materials for
Governor Reagan. '

As noted in my letter of June 22, I am eager to be fully
cooperative with you in this matter, and regret any inconven
ience caused you by my failure to review all of my files before
tendeI'5-ngmy previous response.

Sincerely,

Q4 /5
.

David R. Gergen
Assistant to the President
for Communications

The Honorable Donald Albosta
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release June 13, 19;;

The materials listed below are today being released to
the public. They were provided to the White House Counsel’:
Office by the parties, and on the dates, indicated herein.
The Counsel's Office, in turn, provided all these materials
promptly to the Department of Justice, with the concurrence
of those who provided them.

(1) Letter of Transmittal from Patrick Caddell to Richard
Hauser, dated June 27, l983, enclosing:

ll)(a) ‘a copy of the briefing book used by President
Carter in his preparations for the October 28, 1980
debate‘; and

(l)(b) ‘supplementary foreign policy questions and
answers‘

NOTE: Mr. Caddell's letter notes that ‘all concerned
agree that the enclosed materials are the only issue
briefing materials prepared for and sent to Pre§ident
Carter for that debate.‘ The materials were received by
the Counsel's Office on June 27, 1983 and transmitted to
Justice on the same date.

(2) "Presidential Debates: Foreicn Policy and National
Security Issues" (September 29, 1980)

NOTE: This document was provided to the Counsel on
June 25, 1983 by Francis S.M. Hodsoll, and transmitted
to Justice on the same date. The document —- minus the
first two pages -- was also provided to the Counsel on
June 27, 1983 by David R. Gergen. and transmitted to
Justice on the same date. '

(3) Miscellaneous Foreign Affairs and Defense Issue
Materials

NOTE: This collection was provided to the Counsel on
June 25, 1983 by Francis S.M. Hodsoll, and transmitted
to Justice on the same date.

(4) Handwritten note from Myles Martel to Frank Hodsoll
(undated) with attachments by Sam Popkin.

NOTE: These materials were provided to the Counsel's
Office by Francis S.h. Hodsoll on June 25, l983, and
transmitted to Justice on the same date. Mr. Martel
reported to the Counsel on June 28, l983 that the Popkin
attachment was given to him after the debate; and that
he forwarded it to Mr. Hodsoll at a subsequent point.

- - ’
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\>) Handwritten note from Wayne Valis to Dave Geroen (dated
October 21,L L98DI¢attaching a one-page typewritten note
(dated October 20, 1980). \

NOTE: This note and attachment were provided to the
Counsel's Office by David Gergen on June 27, 1983, and
transmitted to Justice on the same date. 7

(6) Reagan Campaign debate briefing book commencing_yith
“Table of Contents,‘I prepared by the Débate Briefing Group
under the supervision 6? Messrs. Gergen and Hodsoll, dated
and delivered4to candidate Reagan on October 24, 1980.

NOTE: Separate copies of this document were retrieved
from their respective files by Messrs. Gergen and
Hodsoll and delivered to the Counsel's Office on June
27, l983, and transmitted to Justice on June 28, 1983.

(7) Individual statements concerning the above materials by
Messrs. Stockman, Casey, Baker, Gergen, and Hodsoll.

NOTE: The following selected summary points can be
drawn from these statements:

0 None of the parties recalls having seen the Carter
documents as such ((l)(a) and (l)(b)) prior to June
27, l983.

0 None of the parties recalls having seen at any time
prior to June 27, 1983 the type of material in PartI, Sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of document
(l)(a). Nor do they recall having seen any of the
Sections of Part II of document (l)(a).

0 Some (Messrs. Stockman, Baker, and Gergen) believe
that documents (2) and (3) contain some or most of
the material described in their letters to Chairman
Albosta.

0 Some of the issue material in documents (2) and (3)
appears to have been edited, consolidated, and
refined in the preparation of document (l)(b|.

0 Document (4) was seen only by Messrs. Hodsoll and
Gergen prior to June 25, 1983. They do not have a
clear recollection as to when they first saw it.
Mr. Martel reports that he did not receive or
provide it until a£ter the Carter-Reagan debate.

e Only Mr. Gergen recalls having seen document (5)
prior to June 27, 1983» Mr. Baker notes it was
possible he was given a copy of the attachment, but
does not recall having seen it.

0 Obviously, all saw and used document (6).

. r
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WAS)-l|NG'l’ON.D.C. M

June 28, 1983

T0: FRED PIELDING _

FROM: DAVID A . sTOCKmurg'fi——
SUBJECT: CARTER CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

I have reviewed the documents designated #1 - Q6. The following
are my recollections and observations.

Document #l—A. I‘Debate Briefing Materials"

To the best of my recollection, I have not previously seen this
document. The only section of this document that appears to be
similar to the material I received and described in my letter to
Chairman Albosta is Part I(3) entitled"Carter Questions and
Answers" on "Economy", ‘Energy and Environment‘ "Overview",
"Government" and "Human Needs‘. While this section appears to be
in a different format, more tightly written_and organized, and
more addressed to specific debating points than I recall, I would
conclude that the substantive content of Section 3 of Document
l-A is similar to material made available to me prior to the
debate rehearsals.

The remainder of the document consists of numerous succinct lists
of "Key Lines‘ "Accomplishments", "Promises", "Challenges",
"Rebuttals", "Platform Comparisons", "Quotes", and related
matters. To the best of my recollection, this type of material
was not included in the large volume of xeroxed pages made
available to me by the Reagan campaign.

Thus, while my recollection of specific sections and headings is
necessarily limited after two and one—half years, it is my strong
impression that the material in Part I (1) — (2), and (4) - (9),
as well as all of the material in Part II, was not among that
which I received on October 23, 1980. ’

Document #1-B: ‘Presidential Debate Briefing Papers: Foreign
Policy and National Security Material‘

This document consists of policy issue materials relating to a
variety of foreign policy and defense topics. To the best of my
recollection, I have not previously seen this document. However,
the individual policy sections are quite similar to the materials
I recall having received from the Reagan campaign, described in
my letter to Chairman Albosta. -This document appears to contain
fewer topics, less redundancy and better editing and organization
than I recall, but its content is otherwise consistent with my
recollections.
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Ehé. Z!)nu5c of rxcprrscntatibcs
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ANNEX!

IZu"0in:1nn.D.(.. 20515

T:urnon:(202)225-Z821

June 29, 1983

The Honorable Ronald Reagan
The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

On behalf of the Subcommittee on Human Resources, I want to thank
you for providing us with copies of materials released Tuesday.

I noted that in your press conference you indicated that all materials
sent to the Justice Department are available to the public. That is also
appreciated.

I am hereby requesting that you provide copies of any additional
material that may have been or may be in the future provided by the Adminis
tration or its officials or personnel to the Justice Department in regard
to the monitoring or investigation of the Debate Briefing matter and the
possible unauthorized aquisition of White House or Carter Campaign material.

Your response by July 11 would be appreciated.

Best wishes,

n2Algosta

Member of Congress
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U.S. Enusr of I“\£pI'£StflI£I[ib£S
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDINGANNEXI
Iuhlngwn. D.('..20515

TiLrruou£(202)225-2821

June 29, 1983

The honorable Jeane J. Kirkpatrick
United States Representative to the United Nations
United States Mission to the United Nations
799 United Nations Plaza
New York, New York 10017

Dear Mrs. Kirkpatrick:

The Human Resources Subcommitteel in carrying out its responsibilities
to act on the reauthorization of the Office of Government Ethics, has
undertaken extensive oversight into the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978. As a result of that oversight, we have identified
problems that have arisen since passage of the original Act. This
Subcommittee has attempted to address many of those problems through
statutory changes currently awaiting final House action in H.R. 2717,
the OGE reauthorization bill.

Recently, printed reports stemming from the release of Laurence
Barrett's new book, Gambling With History: Reggan in the White House,.
have come to the attention of the Subcommittee. They refer to the purported
use of "filched" documents that had been prepared by President Carter's
White House staff by the Reagan Presidential campaign staff in preparation
for the 1980 general debates. Specifically, Mr. Barrett's book and the
attached news reports suggest that certain members of the Reagan campaign
staff, who now serve in the Reagan Administration, received and acknowledged
these to be White House documents and proceeded to use them to prepare
for the presidential debate. In the Subcommittee's continuing effort
to review agency ethics programs and the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, I wrote to several gentlemen serving in the
Administration to request their responses to those allegations.

Because of your role in assisting then-Governor Reagan in preparing
for the 1980 debates, I would like to request your response to the
allegations made. I want to assure you that it is not my intention to
accept these allegations at face value. However, if Mr. Barrett's
accounts, and the attached news items, are accurate, there may be possible
violations of criminal law because of any theft that may have occurred,
or for the failure to report such a theft. There are also additional
potential violations, such as theft and receipt of U.S. Government property.
Every employee and official of the Federal Government is obliged to report
possible violations as well. .
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I have expressed the concern in the past that every employee and
official be made aware of the ethics requirements of service in the
Federal Government. The Subcommittee also has a general responsibility
to see that all sections of the Ethics in Government Act are operating
in a reliable and well-coordinated manner.

I would therefore appreciate having a thorough explanation of
your knowledge and participation, if any, in the reported transactions,
as described in Mr. Barret‘s book and the news articles. I would also
request on behalf of the Subcommittee that, for the protection of all
parties involved, you preserve all documents, records, and logs of
meetings and conversations which have a direct bearing on, or relation
to, the events described above, and the preparation for the Presidential
debates of 1980. Your response to these issues by July lkh would be
appreciated.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

!" .'
'Don Albosta
CHAIRMAN

DA/TAI.mg

Enclosures
cc: The Attorney General
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Reaga\n campaign aide says i-
_;
;

By SteveGoldberg
MediaGeneralNews8erv'ice
WASHINGTON- A Reagan_cam
paignaidefor the1900presidential
debatesaidhehadaskedthatsecret
briefingmaterialsobtainedfromthe
campaignhereturned

“Wheni wastoldtheywere
uedlinthecampaigntheflretthingl
_ILid was i thoughttheyshouldhe
ffilpped back,"said Myles Martel.
“Mybasicfeelingwasthat it violated

a acmeof lair play."
MartelsaidhewastoldbyFrank S

.

Hodsoll,whowas in of re
searchfor thedebate,that Rea
gancampaignapparatus hun
dred:of paga of Carter’ rieflng
material.
Whenheraisedhisobiectims,Mar~
telsaidthatHodsoll"saidsomething
totheedectthatlhadanin
ooeitiononthesubject”Martelsaid
thematterwasneveragaindiscmsed
withhim.
Hodsoll,newchairmanot theNa
tionalFoundationontheArtsandthe
llumanitiu. said the proprietyof
havingtheCartermaterialwasnever
raisedwithhim.

Y be ethicsquestion“wasn'traised
eeewayortheother,"hesaid. I
MartelaaidHodsolltoldhimabout
thematerialat a Sundaydinnerat
Martel’:hometwodaysbeforethe
dehete.
-“l wntolditwutedtothecam
pain. and the word ‘mole’might
havebeenaeed."Martelaaid.“lwas
tniditwasiediomhysomeoneinthe
Cartercampaign."
Hodsollhassaidhedidnotknow. how the Carter briefingmaterial
reachedtheReagancampaign.
MartelsaidHodsolltoldhim the
materialwasof lowqualityandol
littlevalue.

“I feelveryconfidentthatwhatev
er wehaddidn'tamountto a hill of
beam,"Martelsaid.
Martel, a communicatiomcoma]
tant,wasbroughtintothecamnaign

to assist in preparingRepublican
candidateRonaldReaganfor the
debate. 1

Aaubeqeenthoohhewrote.“Polit

lthroughahlgh-levelieakoranenter-'
rising thefthyalow-levelemployee.\ 'l'hen-MichiganGOP Rep. David
Stockmanhadthematerialwhenhe
tmpereonatedCarterduring a series
olmockdebatesheldatanestatein
Mlddiehurg,Va.. in thedaysbefore
thedebate.
Accordingto a newbook,"Gam
blingWithHistory" b

y
Laurence I.

Barrett,after the real debatewasover,"The'Reaganaats'realizedthat
thepapersprovidedby their inla
manthadincludedeveryimportant
itemthen-PreeidentCarterusedon
theaireaceptone:hisrcterencetohis
daughter.Amy. in connectionwith
nucleararmscontrol"
In additionto HodsollandStock
man,StelanHalper, a researcherin
thecampaign,hassaidthebriefing
hookpassedthroughhishands.
Halpersaidhedidn'tknowwhere

--relatedto‘

reaemitor
have a reepouifliity in thatarga,”
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thehoohcamefrornorwhatbeid
Iithit. ' P

I

HisIllperioronthecampaign‘tk.
saidyesterdaythat

Halperhadnocausetoeverpoeeea
thematerial -.1
“llehadnereasontohaveitdtit

debatea.‘l‘herewqno
ltohaveit. Wetflhh

in;
Meanwhile yesterday. itoherthtraan, former Carter

carnpagnchainnaa,calledfor a speciapee»
cltr todeterminehowthematiflal
wu obtainedbytheReaganca§.
“thepublicinterestwouldbeféii
served b

y

theappointmentof a

ciaiproeentor,whichas l unde
thelaw. is clearlynundated."Strjgps
said.
~TheJusticeDepartmenthas
however.that it hasnoevidenceyet

o
f a violationof law. 13

Thematter id underinvutigltion
by a Housesubcommittee,which isexpectingresponsestodaytr0di.'aileastthreetop
theirroles in theincident.
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(.'u.se_v ()pemted
/in ‘ftttellige|t('e'

Svvstern
in l980

liy Loti t'annon
“I !u|\e_Ioul'o.-I.\‘t.\|IWnl--r

Ronald Reagan's campaign man

ager. \\illlam -l
.

('ase_v,set up what

he called an "intelligence operation"

in limo to monitor whether l're~i

dent ('arter would spring an antir

ipafed “October surprise" near the

end of the cannpaign.according to

former Reagancampaign till-lt'itll.~.

'l‘lu-y >Ttltlthat (Ia.se_\',who now

runs the (‘IA ;_|\President Reagan's

director of central intelligence.

ft-aretl a tlratnafic mow on the eveof

the election that would free the U.5.

hostages held rnpfive in Iran and

produce a surgeof voter support for

t'arter.

t'ase_\‘u.-ed the term "tIt|elligettt'e

operation" to describe the monitor

big when he and Reagan ealnpaigti

ehit-f of stuff l".dwin l\leese lll met
with reporters at a breakt'a.~tduring

the -luly. list-til.Republican National

('on\'ention in lletroit. One Repub

liean tlllltltll said use of this term

"alarmed" l\lee~eand others i
n the

campaignand was not repeated.

Yesterday. Robert tiarriek. who

was in chargeof plans and policy for

the Reagan emnpaign.said the cam

paign intelligence group'.~informa

tion came t'lflt'll\' from a network of

retired military officers who moni

tored the movementsof U.S. troops

and transport planes at \'ariott.sair

liasesacrossthe country.
Garrick, a retired reserve admiral

now in the public relations business

in l’asadena, ('alit‘.;-said in an inter

view that he did not receive infor

mation from the ('arter White

llouse o
rl the ('arfer eaiupaign.

__'.-'i{'',‘»,‘-‘‘-at .-;,'\\'..-.i.'a;;'f"‘.

,1tL_‘{'

, ..,
t. l‘):-38- -

But a former high-level Reagan

campaign adviser told The Washing

ton Post yesterdaythat Reagan cam

paign official Richard V. Allen re

ceived oopies of portions of‘ daily

Staff reports that were sent to Carter

national security affairs adviser

niew Brzezinski bv his senior aides.

Severa ot er eagan campaign

officials said they had never heard of

any such incidents.

The former Reagan campaign ad

viser described the material received

b
y Allen as “mostly atmospherics

. .\ stuff about poor morale at the

_NSC [National Security Council].

That sort of thing.‘

Brzezinski said yesterday, howev

er. that the reports to him from NSC

staff‘ members on each day's activ

ities were ‘sometimes extraordinary

sensitive material of the highest na

ture . . . . Any unauthorized distri

bution to anyone outside the White

House would be very serious.”

Most prcsutential campaigns at

tempt to- monitor the activities of

their opponents. However, a former

Reagan campaign official said there

was “a particular priority” to the

Reaganeffort because of the belief

Qhat Carter would “try to
manipulate

the hostage situation to his benefit

as he had done againstSen. llidward

M.| Kennedy i
n the Democratic pri

maries."
'

Garrick’s recollection was sup

ported b
y

a higher-level Reagan

campaign official, pollster Richard

Wirthlin, who said information

about the potential “October sur

prise" was regularly assessedby top

campaign officials, including Casey,

Meese and advertising specialist

Peter Dailey in a series of meetings

held in Wirthlin's apartment in Falls

Church. .

“I never saw even’ a scrap of paper

that came from the White House or

the Carter campaign,”Wirthlin said.

He said “the most valuable informa

tion l hadduring the campaign" ap

pearcd in \\’tiSllltlt{tt)ll'Post stones

about Carter campaign strategy

memos/prepared b
y Hamilton Jor

dan, Carter's White House chief of

staff.
“

Federal Home loan Bank Board

Chairman Ed Gray, who was direc

tor of policy in the Reagan campaign

office and worked with Garrick, also
i

said he knew nothing of information
mming from the Carter White

House. “Absolutely not,” he ‘said. “
l

feel kind of left out.” I

As the Justice Department and a

congressional subcommittee stepped

up investigations into-how Carter

campaign documents turned up i
n

the Reagan campaign, some admin

istration officials expressed concern
about the intelligence-gathering ef

forts of the presidential campaign.

“There were so many layers at _

Arlington and so many corners that _

anything was possible," said one for

mer campaign official. Arlington was

the location of fteagan campaign

heatlquarters.
The pressure of the inVt’.\tlgattlutt

and the unmrtainty about where it
will leatblms resurfacedold tensions

among White House officials and

Reagansupporters.
Some administration officials said

they particularly resent what they

call ‘stone-walling“by Casey,who has

said he does not have any recollec

tion of having seen the Carter staff

documents that wound up in the

files of Reagancampaignaides.

White House chief of staff‘ James

A. Baker lll said last week that, to
the best of his recollection, the Car- _

ter materials were given him b
y

Casey and turned over to the Rea

gan debate preparation team headed

b
y

David R. Gergen, now the White

House communicationsdirector.

David A. Stockman, now Reagan's

director of the Office of Manage

. ment and Budget, who has described

the material as “filched." said the
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campaignmaterialswereoi}-useto»
himin pteparingforhisroleasCar
ter'sstand-induringrehearsalswith
Reaganof the1980presidentialde
hate.
Baker. Gergen and Stockman
havepledgedcooperationwithacon
gressionalinvestigationheadedby
Rep.DonaldJ. Albosta(D-Mich).
Alter refusingcommentfor a day,
(‘nseyissueda statementthrougha
CIA spokesmansayinghe,too,“in
tendsto cooperatefully with Con-,
gressmanAlbosta”
Casey.70.whoofficialssaidwas
travelingyesterdayin CentralAmer
ica. has beena frequenttargetof

--~.'..a--

‘l"'l-?i')MTHE illill YORK Tll*lliS]

criticismin the Reagancampmgn
rland’in"his'Cll\ pub He hasbeen
criticizedby some in the/White
Housewho say they believehis
much-investigatedstockdealingsare
anembarrassmentto thepresident.
ButCasey,whoselackof recollec
tionabouttheCartercampaignma
terials\wasdefendedhy the presi
dentat his newsconference'l'ties
day.is widelysupportedby conser
vativeRepublicansandadministra
tionofficialswhohavebeencritical
of JamesBakerandGergen.Yester
day.oneofficiallaid a “whispering
campaign" had been latmchgl
againstBaker;chargingthathe‘Was
tryingto pin theblamefor theCar-‘/,

Jli'l_Y 6 . 1983

Casey SaysHe ‘WouIdn 't Touch?
Papers Fmin the Carter Campaign
Disputes a Recollection
by OtherReagan Aide

on Presidential Race

By!-‘RANCISX.CUNES
lpa'dalto1'boNowYor'l‘l’ll

wasnmorou, hay 5- wuutmJ.
Casey saidtodaythatit wouldhave
been "totally uncharacteristicand
quiteincredible"torhim to haveob
tainedPresidentCarter’sdebatestrat
egyplansforusebytheaidoawhopro
paredRonaldReaganforthe19$cam
paigndebatewithMr.Carter.
"it couldhavedestroyedthecam-.
P818113’Mr. Casey,whowasMr. Ron
gan'scampaignmanagerandis now-Directorof Centralintelligence,do
ciarcdinaninterview.
Mr. Caseydifferodin his strongest
termsthustarwiththerecollectionoi
theWhiteHousechietoistaffdamoaA.
Baker3d,thattheprivateCarterdo
batepapersusedtorehearseMr. Rea
ganhadcomedirectlyfromMr.Casey.

‘i KnowThat’!Dynamite’
- "AfterbeinginvolvedinsevenPresi
dentialcampaigns,lknowthat’:dyna
mite,"Mr. Caseysaidemphaticallyin
denyinganyknowledgeof theCaner
papers.“l wouldn'ttolerateit. I would
n'ttouchitwithal0-footpole."

Mr. Casey’scommentsonthecarn
palgncontroversyheightenedthedif
ferencebetweenhis versionandMr.
Baker’:account.whichis thefocusoi
investigationsbytheFederalBureauof
investigationandaHousecommittee.
ThedecisionbyMr.Caseytodiscuss
thecontroversyunderlinedtheReagan
Administration'sincreasinganxiety
overthematter.in recentdays,staff
feudingat theWhiteHousehasflared
anew,withpartisansofMr. Caseyand
Mr. Bakercriticizingoneanotherand
blamingtherival factionsfor thedo
bateincident.PresidentReaganfinally
ordereda JusticeDepartmentinquiry
rafter first dismissingthe affair as
"muchadoaboutnothing."

I'oaaible'Sctup'8oan
I Mr. Baker‘:officesaidthis
;hewasonhiswayfromTexastoWash
ingtonandcouldnotbe reachedim
modiatelytocommentonMr. Casey’:
statements.
Mr. Caseyfaultedthedebateprepa
rationtoamthatwasheadedby Mr.
Bakeras "remiss"in not tellingthe
Reaganhierarchy.hesaid,oftheuseof
secretCartermaterialsothatthepoliti
calrisksohapossible"setup"bytheop
positioncouldhavebeenassessed.
Mr.Bakersaidlastweekthathewas
givensomeCarterdebatematerial"by
WilliamCaseywiththesuggestionthat

ier documentson Casey.Oi.hcr~oi'
iicialssaidthatWhite Houseaides
weretryingto forge“aunitedfront‘
againsttheaccusationsbut that
was difficult to ‘do so hecauseioi
Casey'slackof recollection.

‘''

.;
, '

“We'retryingto provideall,'tl'tei
informationthat's been requested
andtomakecertainthattheWhite
Housegenuinelycooperateswiththe
Justice Departmentinvestigation,“
oneofficialsaid. \
“But it's difficult becauseCasey
isn'ttalking. . . . The bestthingfor-.
thepresidentandall of us is anF8!
investigationthat swiftlysolverthe
mystery.‘

‘/I /

-....‘._---_

it mightbeofusetothedebatebriefing
team." -
in commentingon this today,Mr.
Caseysaidthathewasnotdirectlycon
tradictingMr.Baker. it waspossiblehe
mighthavehandedonsomepapersto
Mr. Bakerwithoutstudyingthem.he
said,buthighlyunlikelythathewould
haveoverlookedthehundredsofpages

o
i Cartermaterialsthatwerefoundin

Reagancampaigntilesand thatare
currentlybeinginvestigatedbytheJus
ticeDepartment.
"it wouldbetotallyuncharacteristic
andquiteincrediblethat I wouldhand
anybodya book i knewtobefromthe
Cartercampaignandsaythismightbe

h lpfuitothedebate."Mr.Caseysaid.

"i wouldhavesaidtomyself,‘What a

setupthiswouldbetohandus some
thingfromtheCarterWhiteHousethat
couldblowusoutof thewater a week
later.’"
AidestoMr.Carter,chargingthatthe
Reagancam gn had obtained a

steadyflow 0 secretsfromtheCarter
WhiteHouse.havecontendedthatthe
Reagancampaignofficials’readyac
ceptanceanduseof the

campaign
ma

terial is evidencethattheyha great
confidencein theirinformer’:reliabil
ity.

. PapersTermedinnocuous
‘Dru:far,theReaganAdministration
hasnotoffereda fullexplanationofhow
theCartermaterialswereobtained.
ThoseReaganofficialswhoconcedethe
materialswere usedin the debate
pneparationcontendtheyweregener
allyinnocuous,andPresidentReagan.
dényinganyknowledgeof thepapers,
hasspeculatedthe cameirom a "dis
gruntied"Carteroficiai.
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Mr. Casey said he speed torepeated
requests for an interview in order to

reassure "the thousands of Reagan
campaign workers around the country
that the campaign was properly and
honorably

cgndu<3‘ed.R"in descrl ing s eagan
operations. Mr. Casey said that .
Baker's debate team was opera on

its own in using the Carter mate sis.

Mr. Baker and other Reagan officials,

in mihlmizing the value of the Carter

‘papers, have deniedthat they had any
active informer, or "mole," in the Car
terWhite House.
- David A. Stocltman,the Rea Ad
ministration's director of the ,

confirmed last week that in l980he d
casually acknowledged using "pil
fered" material from the Carter camp
in his role of playing Mr. Carter's part
in debate rehearsals with Mr. Reagan.
Mr. Stockman said that he had used
that term colorfully andlightl and that
while the material was use , it in
volvedno inforrnationnotwidely known
onthecampaign'spublic record.

‘Jim Baker's Mistaken’
in the interview today, Mr. Casey
saidallthiswasnewstohimasitwas
disclosedlast week.
"The campaign had no intelligmce
organizationas such," hesaid. "Except

thewhole organizationhad their anten

naeout."
He said that that while the campaign

Mr. am the advantagein a'nt1ciiat
ing President Carter's debating thnnts
andparries.'
He said that after with vari
ous stra aides andethos assrstants,
"l have to we Jim Baker's mistak
en."
Carter veterans have that
Mr. , as an in both tics
and inte igencega ring, thave
run a campaign project directed at ob
taining not only political secrets
thetlartercam

,butaisoim:orta.ntGovernment rmation. in enying
this. Mr. concededthat the the
Carter A tration's attempts to
free theAmerican hostagesin iran was
of particular concern to Reagan strate
pm.
But he denied that any nefarious or
unethicalattemptsweremadeto obtain
White Housesecrets. lie said onecam
paign aide, Robert Garrick, a retired
admiral now in public relations, had
talkedofhowsomeretired military offi
cers friendly to the cam were
watching for the dispatch 0 special
military

hospital
planes that might be

used for the ostages' release. But Mr.

Cfasey
said that nothing valuable came

0 this
Mr. Casey also indicated that the
campaign had heard from others out
cernedwith theIranian issue, incl
American banking officais. None 0
this, Mr. Casey stressed,

tar information havsbeen com

Governmental leaks and politl
stabbing. SomeRepublicans, for exam
le, have speculated that a Kennedy
gamocrat might have chosento betray
Mr.Carter. I

SecurityCouncilMaterial ._

Mr. Caseyconfirmed that he recently
telephonedPaul Corbin, a onetimeaide
to Robert F. Kennedy, about the inci
dent. lie said that in an effort to refruh
his memo he inquired whether Mr.
Corbin t have supplied someCar
ter information. Mr. Corbin, who sup
ported Mr. Rea in the i980 cam

plaaidgn,
denied 0 ering any such help.
Mr. Casey agreed with this ac

count.
in a‘ statement issued today, Zbig
niew Brsezenski, Mr. Carter's national
security adviser, complained about
"the disturbing development" that
Richard V. Allen, Mr. Reagan's former
national security advisor, acknowl
edged receiving \iIL\OllCll0d material
fr-omtheCarter White llouse duringthe
campaign.
Mr. Allen, who served as Mr. Rea-;
gan’s foreign affairs adviser in the
cam said on the ABC News pro
"Nightiins" that he hadnot solic

ted the material but rather that it had
beenthrown"overthetransorn."
lie said he received such material

was innundatedwith "hordes" of infor

rriation from various individuals look

ing to behelpful andself-serving, he re

called no mention of the campaign's
possessing material that might live

thebcundsofnonnal

Attempts to track the conflicting ac
counts and the missing explanation of
howtheReagancamp obtainedtheCar

from a National Searrity Council
source on perhaps three occasioru and
that it was innocuousand unclassified.

Hedescribeditasreiatingtomoraleat
thesecuritycouncil.

was
campaign intelli

[FROM THE WASHINGTON POST. JULY 7. i983]

Reagzin 1.-V0lllIll€€I'

Got Mcnios From

‘Cartel; ‘Mole’
By Martin Schrurn

I W;“l\lllg\0i\PostStaffWriter

A_ vnluntedr in Ronilld Reagan's i980 presidential

campaign provided top cinpaign officials with ini'orma

tion and documents from inside the Carter White House

that he described as coming from a ‘reliable White

House mole." according to material from Reagan cam

paign files provided to The Washington Post.

The information included White House mcmosgoneco

nomic policy written by Carter presidential aides Anne

Wexler and Alonzo L. McDonald, documents from Car

tcr Office of Management and Budget Director James T.
Mclutyre -lr. nnd Council of Economic Advisers Chair

man Charles L. Schultze, and Carter's planned travel

itinerary for the final week of the 1980campaign.
This is the thir_d disclosure of Carter White House
information being obtained before the November, i980,

election by the Reagan campaign. In the earlier in
stances, two Reagan campaign officials found in their
files hundreds of pagesof Carter briefing papers for the
October, i980, presidential debate, and a third campaign
official said he receivedexcerpts of daily National Secu

rity Council stall‘ reports from inside the Carter White

House.
These new documents also indicate that Reagan cam-.

paign officials were told about a “mole” in_the Carter

White House.
'

in one covering memo addressed to Reagan campaign
officials “Bob Gray. Bill Casey, Ed Meese.” the Reagan
volunteer, Daniel Jones, wrote: “According to latest in
formation from reliable White House mole lat] 6:30 on

Oct. 27. the following is President Carter's itinerary for
the remainderof the canmaign."
. -loncs added at the bottom of the page: “Attached is

rcumt White House memo re: certain economic informa
tion." What followed, written on White House stationery,
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.

was a memo for the Carter Cabinet.
dated Oct. 24. l980. from Wexler
and McDonald. outlining the line
that administration oflicials were to
follow in discussing the latest eco
nomic statistics.
At the top of another document.
an Oct. ll), l980. memo from Wexler
and McDohald for the Carter Cab
inet. providing economic “talking
points and guidance on response to
questions.‘ was the handwritten no
tation: “Bob—Report from White
House mole.’ Added in a notaflnn on
the second pagewas: “Bob—Expect
this line of attack next week. Dan.”
Daniel Jones, a stockbroker in
Washington. confirmed in an inter
view that he had sent the memos to
Reagan campaign officials and wrote
the notations on them.
“You found the author.‘ he said.
“I can't deny it. . . . You've got the
documents.‘ Asked about the hand
written. blue-inked notations. he
said.."That's my handwriting.” He
declined to identify the person he
had referred to as a “White House
mole.’ '

Jones said the notations were
written to his campaign superior.
Robert Keith Gray, who was then
Reagan's deputy campaign manager
for communications. Gray, now a
Washington public relations execu
tive, said he did not doubt the au
thenticity of the documents and be
lieved he had probably received
_Ithem during the campaign. ;
“I don't have any doubt," Gray
said when asked if he received the
documents. But he added that he
did not remember them.-“l attribute
that to the speed of the campaign,”
he said. “It made such a slight im
pression on me that l didn't even
recall it."
1 Edwin Meese lll, then Reagan's
‘campaign chief of staff and now
counselor to the president. said. “I
dotttt haveany recollectionof having
received it . . . . the term ‘mole' is
known to anyone who reads John le
(‘arre novels . . . . I don't remember
any information from inside the Car
ter White House."

'

William J. Casey, then Reagan's
campaign chairman and now direc
tor of the CIA, said when asked
about the memos. ‘That's all new to
me." He added that material with

his name oh itin the Reagan cam
paign would not necessarily have
come to him, ‘any more than it
would in my present job.“
A photocopy of the Oct. 10 Wex
ler~McDonald White House memo.
complete with Jones’ handwritten
notations to Gray, also ,carried a
typed notation across the top of the
page:“To: William Casey (for trans
mittal to Martin Anderson)."
(lray said it is probable that the
document was passed on by his of
tice to Casey for transmittal to An
derson, Reagan's top domestic policy
adviser who was traveling with the
Republican presidential nominee
aboard his campaign plane. Ander
son, now a senior fellow at the Hoov
er lnstitution at Stanford University.
said in an interview, “l don't recall
any memos fron the Carter White
House . . . . But I got an awful lot of
stuff in that airplane."
'l‘he documents from the Reagan
campaign tiles were made available
to 'l‘he Washington Post by a collec
tor of campaign memorabilia who
said he went to Reagan's campaign
headquarters in Arlirgton, Va., sev
eral days after the November, i980.
election and asked if campaign staff
workers had any old bumper stick
ers, buttons or other souvenirs.
'l'he collector, who did not want to
be identilied, said he was told by a
campaign worker that they had just
been thrown out and that he was
welcome to look in the trash “dump
ster” behind the headquarters.'l'here
he found some Reagan advertising
layouts. which he took as souvenirs,
and largeamounts of tloctnnt-nlsap
parently discarded from campaign
files. He lillcd a carton with a batch
of the papers and took them home,
where they remained for more than
two years.
included were documents ad
dressed to Casey and others ad
tlressetlto Gray, apparently front the
campaign tiles of the two officials.
They rangedfrom major matters like
a memo to (‘asey from chief cam
paign counsel Loren A. Smith on
“Carter Administration's Abuse of
lncumbency and Potential (‘riminal
Violations Involved," to lesser mat
ters like Gray‘: memo to Casey on
how television producer David Sus

skind had planned to endorse Rea
gan at a news conference, but "un
fortunately IGOP press aidesl . ..
\-ere unable to encourage the media
to attend."
Gray Wasshown a number of the
documentsgiven to The Post and he
rccogttizctl some as ltaving come
from his files. He particularly re
called the Susskind memo. noting
that ‘it is especially embarrassing to
have that get out.“ '

'l‘lie typewritten memo from
Jones to (lray. Casey and Meese.
\\'ltit'lt referred to a ‘reliable White
House mole" carried a blue ink
check mark beside Gray's name. ap
parently indicating that the docu
ment came from his campaign files. '

(lray said he did not regard the
ttse'ot' the word "mole" as a partic- _
olarly startling disclosure because
“Dan Jones was the kind of fellow
who'd love to elevatehis importance.
He liked to use the term ‘White
House male’ to build his sense of
drannt. and to show he had con
tacts."

llray added that he knew Jones
only slightly. remembering him as a
volunteer who “liked to come earl-.
and would be there late at night—
very eager . . . always eagerto help.“
One of Gray's public 'relations
firm associates. John Jessar, who
also served under Gray in the cam
paign, recalled that Jones had indi
cated to him on several occasions
during the 1980 campaign that be
“dealt with moles. l never asked him
from where. His reference was al
ways to ‘my mole’ or something like
that.”
Gray added: “I may have seen all
of this in the campaign-l may
have—hut l don't remember it
. . . . It [the campaign] was a cram
course. A sleepless‘terror, the speed
of things.‘

‘

Gray said one piece of inside in
formation he did recall coming to
the Reagan campaign from the (.‘ar
ter camp was about the president's
phmned travels. “l do remetnbcr we
had information as to what his itin
erary would be. l do remembertltat."
(lray said. “ll/e‘(l it our meet
ings. ‘The president-: wing to Pitts
burgh. Steel is obt..-usly an issue.
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Let'sseeif WeC8"881$0;n¢0'—Mfit “SccurityCouncilstaff reports'that
meethimataplantandcausea rhu
barborsomething.‘
Grayaddedthat,whileherecalled
the Reagancampaign'shavingad
vanceinformationonCarter'stravel
plans.‘I amnotsureif it wasin ad
vanceof youall receivingit or not.’
in the_case of one of Jones’
memosto Gray,Caseyand Meese,
theCarterWhiteHouseapparently
passedon to reportersessentialde
tails of the president'stravelplans
for the finalweekof thecampaign
twodaysbeforeJoneswrotethathe
receivedthe informationfrom his
“mole.” .
OnOct.25theWhiteHousegave
reportersguidanceoutliningCarter's
itineraryfor thefinalWeek,accord
ingto a checkof therecordsby an
aideto formerCarterpresssecretary
llody Powell.lt wastwodayslater
thatJonesmadehisreport.'
Jonessaidin an interviewthathe
-\netwithhis "mole"onlyonceand
, adobtainedtheCarteritineraryin
Insubseqncnttelephonecallfromthe
fiamcman. I
1' “l literallyneverknewhisname,I
‘neverknewit,"Joncssaid.Headded
:thattheinformationhereceivedwas
ioffcrcdto himandthathehadnot
';ot|glit it

.

“It wasgivcutomevolun
ftaril_v,"hesaid.

i Aftcrbeinggivcn a chanceto in

ispect-the memosprovidedto The
|'o.~t.hcsaid. “l rcallyhadforgotten
thecontentandextentol'thememos

. . . . Butmymemostands b
y

itself.

I can'tdenythat."
Jonesstronglydeniedthathehad
anythingtodowithobtainingCarter
debatebriefingdocumentsfor Rea
ganofficials-,or excerptsof National

formerReaganadviserRichardV.
Allenhassaidhereceived. I

‘This is all l had—intotal,"Jones
said. “I don'tknowanythingabout
-anyotherpapershavingto do with
debatebriefingor nationalsecurity

. ...l knownothingof campaign
hrii-tingpapers.l knownothingof
nationalsecuritypapers, I -know
nothingaboutanythingelse;Don't
mnsidcrinc Mr. Big.‘ '

Jonessaidhe is an attorneyand
wasemployed b

y
a tradeassociation

,whcnheworkcdas a Reagan~cam
paignvolunteer.

In theOct.2-1.llititl.memoto the
Carter Cabinet. Wexler and
McDonalddealtwiththreeeconomic
topics:guidanceon what to say
abouttheSeptemberconsumerprice
index.informationon a newprogram
to reducehousingcostsandan up
dateon the latcstcconomicindica
tors.
The updateincludedthis obser
vation:“Theadministrationforecast.
presented in mid-Julycallsfor the
recessionto levcloff in the fourth
quartcrof 1984),with recovery in

ltifll . . . . Early data suggestedto
somethat the recessionmightbe
worsethanourforecast."
The\\'cxlcr-Mcl)onaldmemoalso
said."Thesedocumentsarenot for
public distribution,but shouldbe
giventoyourkcyappointedofficials.

it is importantthat thesematerials
ho l'ollo\vcdclosclvwhen talking
about economicmatters.“On the
copythatwentto hiscampaignsu
periors,Joneshaddrawnanarrowto
the sentencesayingthe document
wasnotforpublicdistribution.

In thememoto theCarterCab
inct dated Oct. 10, Wcxler and
McDonaldpresented“economictalk
ing points"that outlinedpositive
things to sayaboutCarter'spolicy
and negativethingsto say about
lieagan's.

lt
.

wasat theheadof this\sc-cond
scction that Jones had ‘written.
"liob-l‘Ix|)cct this line of attack
nextweek,Dan."
An Oct. 2 memoto the Carter
seniorstaff b

y

MclntyreandSchu
ltze providcdan “update”of»the
()M|l analysisof theeffectsof "lie
publicaneconomicproposals.".Along
with it wasanOct. 3 guidancesheet
prcparcd b

y

Schultze'sCouncilof
l'Icono|nicAdvisers, noting that
"thcre is a possiblefluke" in produc
er priceindexstatisticsbecausenew
car rebateswerefactored-into the
computations.
When Reaganchargedon the
campaigntrailthatCarterwas“jim
mying”theproducerpriceindex b

y

addingnew car rebates,Schultze
callcd Rt-agan'scharge“absolutely
false,irresponsibleand basedon a

ncroacquaintancewith therelevant
facts." '

All of this,includingtheeconomic
guidanceabout a “possiblefluke,"
wasincluded in a documentwritten

b
y

Jones, entitled “Little White
HouseLies"andsigned“DanJones
for appropriatesignature.','What
thatmeant,Jonessaid,wasthatthis
was a letterto the editorhe had
writtcn,to be sentout oversome
‘othersignature,as partof hiscam
paignjob.

' ' " ‘Q ‘ l '
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TO: Bob Gray, Bill Casey, Ed Meese
FROM: Dan Jones

RE: Jimmy Carter's Schedule October 28-November3

DATE: October 27, 1980

According to latest information from reliable White House
mole 9 6:30 on October 27, the following is President Carter's
itinerary for

the
remain: of the campaign.

October 29 Pittsburg, Pennsylvana
Rochester, NewYork
Newark, NewJersey
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

October 30 ' Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
NewYork, NewYork

. I'M\\2|-lumzunPm!
1\ddrl'ssingittothreeReagancampaignaides.Joneswrotememo“fromreliableWhiteHousemole”onCarter'sfinaltrawlpl;|u_
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Mzxo. “DEM FOR THE CABINET

FROM: - ANNE wEXL2R;22:)
AL MCDONALD L§fi

SCBJ£C!- ECONOMIC INFORMATION

Because the Congress is not in session. there is nc ‘

Inflation Repogi this week. Enclosed ere Economic
Talking Points and guidance on response to Quest;cns on

v the Presidentfs comments on the Federal ieservejs
policies. These documents are not for public cistrisuzion.
but they should be given to you§‘Iey appointed officials.
It is important that these materials be followed closely
when talking about economic matters. Your assistance
with this will be greatly appreciated.

\

andwhscquenlversionwith new linelvoedon tooof themm addrescins!it to I!~mgzincampaignmanagerWilliam J. Cuey. _

-1-—

To: William Casey (for transmittal to Martin Anderson)

1

I \ _. Q I

‘THE W“ ‘E ‘C’-S2 ' \
I Q '

"‘ - __ v~'L£- e:°:\

233222; 2! F3? THZ-CZ5INZT

PROS: A533 WEXLZR
AL XCDCNALS erfi

SZBIICT ZC:\G.IC :Y?C?J$TIC w

Ee:a;se she C:ncress is nct in session. tiers is noI:fle:;c: iepcrt this week. Enclcsei are Z:::o:i:
Tilfilfii icitts and cuicezce c- response cc ct sci:-s cr
tne ?:es;cent's concepts on she :ece:s; =ese:ve's
sclicies. ?nese éocuments are 533 fc: _::lic distribution.
&== she? should be caves to your <e~ appointee =ff;¢;&r2.
It is irportsnt the: these mate:-els be fcllcwei :l:se.y
then talking epcut economic re:-.e:s.h Your assistance ’
with this will be greatly ep;:e:.ete:.

TheWi_\n|n‘mnP0l\
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U.S. Departmentoflusiice

~ . , V Office of theAssociateAttorney General

theAuociauAuorncyCentral Waxhinuon.DC.30510
August 11, 1983

James Hamilton, Esquire
Special Counsel
Human Resources Subcommittee
Ginsburg, Feldman and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

Set forth below is the understanding reached between the
Department of Justice ("Department") and the Human Resources
Subcommittee of the House of Representatives ("Subcommittee")
concerning the exchange of information between the Department
and the Subcommittee regarding our respective investigations of
allegations involving the unauthorized transfer of Carter
Administration documents and information to the Reagan-Bush
presidential campaign and attendant matters.

(1) The Department will provide the Subcommittee all
documents from the Hoover Institution identified by the FBI as
relevant to its investigation. These documents will be provided
as soon as the FBI‘ completes any follow—up investigation
occasioned by these documents which will be on an expedited
basis. This understanding is independent of any other
arrangement the Subcommittee may make for review of Hoover
Institution documents.

(2) The Subcommittee can review all video tapes in the
Department's possession of President Reagan's practice sessions
for his debates with President Carter.

(3) The Department promptly will provide the Subcommittee
all documents provided by the White House to the Department
regarding this matter after any follow-up FBI interviews
occasioned by those documents are completed. The Department
anticipates that any such follow—up interviews will be conducted
expeditiously, and that all such documents will be available
prior to completion of the entire FBI investigation. To
accommodate the interests of the Subcommittee, prior to the
completion of the follow-up investigation on this entire class of
documents, the Department promptly will make available to the
Subcommittee on a periodic basis those documents upon which the
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FBI has completed its assessment and any follow-up investigative
activity.

(4) In a manner that will maintain the integrity of the
criminal investigative process and the privacy concerns of the
document source, the Department promptly will provide the
Subcommittee on a periodic basis those documents gathered by the
FBI during the course of its investigation upon which the FBI has
completed its assessment and any follow-up investigative
activity. The Department anticipates that any such assessment
and investigative activity will be pursued expeditiously.

(5) Consistent with longstanding Department policy, the
Subcommittee will not be given FBI interview summaries (302's)
prepared in connection with this investigation. At the
conclusion of the FBI's investigation, the Department will
promptly provide the Subcommittee with the content of each
individual 302.

(6) The Department understands that the Subcommittee will
disclose to the Department documents and any other information
gathered during the Subcommittee's inquiry which may be relevant
to the Department's investigation; we understand any such
disclosure will be accomplished expeditiously consistent with the
integrity of the Subcommittee's inquiry.

(7) The Department understands that the Subcommittee and/or
its staff will not publicly release or use in public session any
documents or portions thereof obtained from the Department
without first providing the Department with reasonable notice and
opportunity for consultation.

We believe the above points accurately state the
understanding between the Department and the Subcommittee
regarding this matter. We trust the Subcommittee appreciates the
Department's need to maintain the integrity of our criminal
investigation regarding this matter as we recognize the
Subcommittee's interest in maintaining the integrity of its
inquiry. Consistent with the need to maintain the integrity of
our investigation, the Department will, on a cooperative and
expeditious basis, provide the Subcommittee documents and
information in its possession that the Subcommittee believes may
be of assistance to its inquiry.

Sincerely,
\

D. Lowell Jensen
Associate Attorney General
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El§:Z Lyons: ciiirprtstniahbss
COMMITTEE Oi-‘ POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE Oh‘HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING Ah‘HEXl

Ezrhingiorc;.C. 23515

TELEPHONE(2U2)225—282l

July 7. 1983

The Honorable Michael K. Deaver
Deputy Chief of Staff and Assistant to the
President

The bhite House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Deaver:

The Human Resources Subcommittee‘ in carrying out its responsibilities
to act on the reauthorization of the Office of Government Ethics, has
undertaken extensive oversight into the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978. As a result of that oversight6 we have identified
problems that have arisen since passage of the original Act. This
Subcommittee has attempted to address many of those problems through
statutory changes currently awaiting final House action in H.R. 2717,
the OGE reauthorization bill.

Recently, printed reports stemming from the release of Laurence
Barrett's new book, §amb1ing With History: Reagan in the White HouseI
have come to the attention of the Subcommittee. They refer to the purported
use of "filched" documents that had been prepared by President Carter's
White House staff by the Reagan Presidential campaign staff in preparation
for the 1980 general debates. SpecificallyI Mr. Barrett's book and numerous
news reports suggest that certain members of the Reagan campaign staff,
who now serve in the Reagan Administration, received and acknowledged
these to be White House documents and proceeded to use them to prepare
for the presidential debate. In the Subcommittee's continuing effort to
review agency ethics programs and the implementation of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, I have written several persons serving in the
Administration to request their responses to these allegations.

Because of your role in the Reagan campaign and your current position
in the White House, I would like to request your assistance in providing
answers to questions that remain outstanding. As a first step in this
process, I would appreciate having a thorough explanation of your
knowledge and participation, if any, in the transactions, involving
material prepared for President Carter’ including the mechanisms for
obtaining that material and a description of the use of that material
by yourself or other persons. I would also request on behalf of the
Subcommittee that, for the protection of all parties involved, you preserve
all documents, records‘ audio and video recordings, and logs of meetings
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and conversations which have a direct bearing on, or relation to, the
ev nts described above, and the preparation for the Presidential debates
of 1980.

I have expressed the concern in the past that every employee and
official be made aware of the ethics requirements of service in the
Federal Covernment_ The Subcommittee also has a general responsibility
to see that all sections of the Ethics in Government Act are operating
in a reliable and well—coordinated manner.

Your response to these issues by July 18th would be appreciated.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

/ W /J
Don Albosta
CHAIRMAN

cc: The Attorney General
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‘-,;uu=.;: 0! l‘\c;;1'cs:n!az:'b:s

c0r.'..'.'.1TTEE0!: POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMH7£EOHHUMAHRESOURCES
511 HOUSPOFFICE BUl_LD|HGI-ur;EX\

ifizrbinr-=|\.D C. 23515
’

TELUHONE(202) 225-2821

July 7, 1933

The Honorable Fred P. Fielding
Counsel to the President
The White Rouse
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Fielding:

As part of our continuing investigation of the unauthorized
release of Presidential material, I would like to request your
assistance in providing additional information for the Subcommittee.

In particular, the Subcommittee would appreciate a copy of the
mczcrandum you are reported to have sent to former Reagan campaign
personnel requesting their assistance in locating documents or
evidence pertaining to this matter. The Subcommittee would also appreciate
a list of the persons to whom the memo was sent. In addition, we would
like a list of the people that you interviewed in regard to this matter.

Recent press reports also indicate that Hoover Institution personnel
are searching the Reagan library for material that may be useful in this
investigation, such as material that appears to have been prepared for
President Carter. The Subcommittee would also appreciate copies of
all material that you have received or may receive in the future from
the Hoover Institution's Reagan collection in regard to the investigation.

In the area of current interpretations of White Rouse ethics
regulations or policies, the Subcommittee would also appreciate a copy
of any guidelines or regulations issued by the White House, for the
White House, concerning Executive Order 11222 or 5 C.F.R. 735, and
your explanation as Designated Agency Ethics Official for the White
House of any changes that have been made in these guidelines or their
implementation since the previous Administration.

I have also enclosed a copy of my letter of June 29th to the
President. I trust that you will assist him in responding to it.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

Z EEJ~GZKL
Don Albosta
CHAIR}H5

DA/TAL:g
Enclosure
cc: The attorney General
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THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TO THE

" " ~‘ - ' UNITED NATIONS

July 8, l983

The Honorable
Don Albosta, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service
House of Representatives

Dear Congressman Albosta:

Concerning your request of June 29, 1983, I have checked
my memory and my files relative to my participation in the
preparations for the debates of October, 1980.

As an academic I did not keep telephone logs, and I do
not remember who asked me to participate in the Wexford
simulated debates of Sunday, October 26. Clearly, someone
associated with the Reagan campaign inquired'about whether
I would be willing to serve as a questioner in these
-simulated debates. I agreed.

At Wexford a good many top campaign advisers were
present. The "panel" which was to question the President
consisted of columnists George Will, Patrick Buchanan, and
a Stanford University economics professor whose name I no
longer remember, and me.

I was asked to pose questions on foreign arfairs and
matters of special concern to women. I myself wrote the
questions that I posed and did so without any special
preparation.

Candidate Reagan responded to our questions, as did
David Stockman who was "standing in" for President Carter.
After a simulated "debate" we (the panel) discussed
Candidate Reagan's replies with him——pointing out how they
could be sharpened or otherwise improved. In this fashion
we spent a rather relaxed Sunday. To the best of my
recollection, we had three simulated debates in the course
of the day.

33-896 0 — 84 — 15 Part 1
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At no time, either during the preparation of materials
for the simulated debate or during the questioning, or at
any time thereafter during the course of the campaign, did
I notice any activity which might have even remotely
suggested use of Carter campaign materials.

I trust this is fully responsive to your inquiry.

Sincerely,

Ji./
Jeane J. Kirkpatrick



Dear Mr. Chairman:
0

'dec has requested that I respond to your letter
ted June 29, 1983.

In that letter you acknowledge receipt of the materials we
provided to you on June 28, and request that we provide
you with any additional materials that we supply to the
Department of Justice in regard to its investigation of
the possible unauthorized acquisition of Carter White
Touse or Campaign material.

\as you may be aware, on July 1, 1983, we directed the
Hoover Institution to forward the product of its file
search directly to the Department of Justice. Thus, the
White House has not received and will not be receiving any
documents found as a result of tiat search. However, in
accordance with your request, the President has directed
that representatives of the Department of Justice meet
with you to work out procedures to provide you and your
Subcommittee with access to any such materials located in
the Hoover Institution or elsewhere to assist you in your
investigation while assuring the integrity of the
Department of Justice investigation.

Sincerely,

Fred F ;:\lding
nCou sel to the President

The Honorable Donald J. Albosta
U. 5. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510
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FOR RELEASE:‘ Hednesday, For further information:
January 18, 198a, 9:30 A.M. Micah Green 202-225-2821

STATEMENT

of

CHAIRMAN DON ALBOSTA

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

JANUARY 18, 198R

Since June, the Human Resources Subcommittee has been

investigating, pursuant to its Jurisdiction over Standards of

Conduct for Federal employees, the alleged unauthorized transfers

of material and information from the Carter Administration to the

1980 Reagan/Bush campaign. This inquiry has been thorough,

extensive and, in my view, conducted in a most professional

fashion. Moreover, it has born considerable fruit, as will be
demonstrated when the Subcommittee's findings are released.

Sometime ago, I tentatively scheduled hearings into the

matters under investigation for January 26th. However, recently

I have become concerned that holding public hearings on the

highly charged issues involved in a Presidential election year

could have unwanted, undesirable and possibly counter-productive,

consequences. Because of the issues and the persons involved,

there is potential for public hearings to degenerate into

partisan bickering and a media extravaganza. If this occurred,
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the ultimate @0515 of the hearings -- an objective presentation

of the Subcommittee's factual findings and the development of

proposals for administrative or legislative solutions *- would be

seriously impeded, if not defeated.
I have thus concluded that, to further its legislative

purpose, the Subcommittee should now attempt to conclude the

investigative phase of its work without the potentially circus

atmosphere of public hearings. However, I believe that to ensure

that the Subcommittee adequately meets its investigative

responsibilities and utilizes the tools at its disposal, it is
still necessary, as I have stated previously, to place certain
witnesses under oath.

As is publicly known, there are still serious unresolved
conflicts in testimony between certain important witnesses. Such

persons have already been extensively questioned by the

Subcommittee staff, some more than once. But it appears that not
all of the unsworn statements to the Subcommittee and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation have been truthful. I believe it is
important that the principal witnesses be required to state their

positions under oath. When under oath, the burden is on them to

state truthfully and fully what they know.

To accomplish this, the Subcommittee has decided to

postpone, until further notice, the January 26th public hearings.

The principal witnesses referred to above will be asked, instead,

to sign sworn statements regarding their activities in the

matters under investigation. The statements, which will be

prepared by Subcommittee staff, will be based upon the testimony
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given to the staff during the course of the investigation. These

statements will be submitted promptly to the witnesses. This

procedure, if complied with by the persons involved, will help
avoid the potential for partisan wrangling and a media

extravaganza that could be detrimental to the fulfillment of the

Subcommittee's goals.

I have been assured by the President's Counsel that the
President will encourage the members of his campaign organization

and administration promptly to submit appropriate sworn

statements to the Subcommittee.

At the successful conclusion of that process, the

Subcommittee intends to issue a detailed, comprehensive report of

its findings in this matter. While this report will cover some

matters that have already been discussed publicly, many documents

and events not previously disclosed will be made public through

this report.

Once the report has been filed, the Subcommittee will set

out to complete its legislative responsibilities in this matter.

The Subcommittee will analyze the discovered facts in light of

the current body of law on the Standards of Conduct relevant to

Federal employees. If it becomes clear to the Subcommittee that
some changes in either statute or regulation are necessary, I
intend to push for those changes as soon as possible so that the

unauthorized or improper transfers of government information will

not occur again. This is one step in restoring credibility to

our electoral process and national elections.

It is difficult, however, to legislate successfully without
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an adequate concensus between the Administration, the House and

the Senate. Because of the bipartisan procedures followed to

date by the Subcommittee, I am hopeful that such a concensua can

be built to ensure that the Standards of Conduct for Federal

employees are sufficient to discourage the type of activities

that appear to have taken place during the 1980 Presidential

campaign.

To this end, I will actively seek the support of the

Administration and all interested parties on Capitol Hill to

complete in the near future the Subcommittee's legislative goals

in an entirely bipartisan manner.
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THE WH(TE Hous_i-:

WASHINGTON

July 20, l983

Dear Jim:

When you called me on July 12 on behalf of Mr. Albosta, I
agreed to work with you to see if we could facilitate an
agreement between the Subcommittee on Human Resources and
the Trustees of the Reagan-Bush campaign materials located
at the Hoover Institution as to the Subcommittee's desired
access to certain of those campaign materials in conjunction
with its present inquiry.

As the President has stated, it is his desire to get to
the bottom of allegations about the possible unauthorized
'transfers of Carter White House or campaign materials to
members of his campaign. To that end he directed the
Department of Justice to investigate these charges thor
oughly. He directed all members of the White House Staff
and members of his former campaign staff to cooperate
fully with the investigation of these charges and to
provide any relevant information and materials directly to
the Department of Justice. He further directed that the
Hoover Institution (Hoover) send the results of its file
search directly to the Department of Justice, and the FBI
has also undertaken a search of those files.
In response to Mr. Albosta's request for materials supplied
to the White House from Hoover, on July 11 the President
directed the Department of Justice to meet with Mr.
Albosta to work out procedures to provide him and the
Subcommittee with access to any materials that relate to
these charges, whether located at Hoover or elsewhere. It
is my understanding that pursuant to the President's
direction the Deputy Attorney General contacted Mr.
Albosta that date, but was advised that Mr. Albosta did
not desire such a meeting until the matter of the Sub
committee's direct access to Hoover was resolved. To my
knowledge, neither Mr. Albosta nor any representative of
the Committee has yet agreed to meet with the Department
of Justice to work out procedures for access to materials.

In addition to our offer to make the materials resulting
from the FBI investigation available to the Subcommittee,
you and I have discussed several other options for providing
direct access. I think we have also worked out a set of
procedures for implement such access that may be
satisfactory to both par

I understand it, the Subcommittee says it wants to have
'rect access to all records of the Reagan-Bush campaign,
order to look for information relating to possible
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improper or unethical transfers of federal information
from the Carter Administration to the Reagan—Bush
campaign. It also wants to search the Hoover files for
any records that may show an intelligence operation of any
type devised to provide federal property or information to
the Reagan-Bush campaign.

We have offered to provide you complete access to the
product of the FBI file search, as noted above. The
Trustees have also offered to respond favorably to a
request for specific materials and information on specific
subjects related to the Subcommittee's investigation.
Since these offers are apparently not acceptable, the
conclusion reached by the Trustees is that what is desired
is Subcommittee access to all files of the Reagan+Bush
campaign at Hoover, including files that are'beyond the
scope of the Subcommittee's professed interest. The
Trustees feel that such access would go far beyond that
needed to provide all relevant information. As such, the
Subcommittee’s request is unprecedented.‘ Nonetheless, the
Trustees have said they would agree to such a review, but
only if 7- in fairness —- the Subcommittee would agree to
conduct such a review of the Carter White House and
campaign files. However, I understand-that at this point
Mr. Albosta will not agree to make a commitment to the
Subcommittee’s review of any Carter files.

Please understand, as we have discussed previously, the
Trustees do not mean to dictate any limitations to the
powers of the Subcommi tee. What has been discussed is
only a possible resolution to the Subcommittee's request.
Nor is this an attempt to limit the Subcommittee's access
to materials and information it may deem relevant to its
jurisdiction. Such information and materials have been
offered. But if the request is for a wholesale review of
a campaign's files, it should not be limited to only one
contestant's. Indeed, given that the Subcommittee's
principal stated interest is in the conduct of government
officials, it seems not only fair but logical that the
files of the Carter Administration be subject to whatever
broad review is intended for the Reagan campaign.

It appears that the parties have reached an impasse on
this point. If I can respectfully make a suggestion on
behalf of the President and the Trustees:

A file search of the Hoover files such as the Subcommittee
proposes will in fact expend a great deal of Subcommittee
investigators‘ time and public funds. It will cover the
same materials already being reviewed by a large number of
PEI investigators. This FBI investigation, I am advised,
is already well underway. The product of this FBI search
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can be made available to th Subcommittee. The Subcom—
mittee can review the results of this extensive investi
gation already underway. It1can discuss the organization
of the Hoover files with the‘FBI and the Hoover Archivist.
If at the conclusion of this review, the Subcommittee
concludes it still needs additional information or materials
on specific subjects, individuals, or files, the Trustees
can respond to such requests. It is our conviction that
at that point the Subcommittee will find it has already
received the information and materials it needs to satisfy
its mandates. If the Subcommittee still perceives a need
to have direct access to review all files at Hoover
relating to the Reagan-Bush campaign, we can renew our
discussions on that subject at that time.

This suggestion is offered in the hopes that the alle
gations of misconduct can be resolved in the most expedi
tious manner possible. Thus, its careful consideration by
the Subcommittee is earnestly urged. I am concerned that
while you and I are discussing terms of possible direct
access to all files at Hoover, the Subcommittee may be
losing 'aluable time by its failing to accept promptly
opportunity to review such materials as may have been
found there by the FBI. ' ‘ -

I would also renew the President's request that Mr.
Albosta meet with the Department of Justice to work out
procedures for providing the Subcommittee access to all
the materials and information developed in the Justice
Department's investigation. We are anxious that the
Subcommittee have the benefit of that investigation as
soon as possible. Delay in the completion of the investi
gations into the charges of possible misconduct does not
serve any legitimate interests, especially those of the
public, which deserves to know the facts of this
controversy as soon as possible.

I look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

O
"I
O
H

James Hamilton, Esquire
Ginsburg, Feldman, Neil and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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STATEMENT BY CHAIRMAN DON ALBOSTA

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

JULY 21’ 1983

I WANTED TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TODAY, IN THE SPIRIT
OF BIPARTISANSHIP AND TO

COMPLY
WITH OUR RECENTLY PASSED

GUIDELINES‘ TO ADVISE ALL MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE OF

THE STATUS OF THE INVESTIGATION, AND SPECIFICALLY THE STATUS

OF THE NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE WHITE HOUSE OVER ACCESS TO

RELEVANT MATERIALS IN FILES AT THE HOOVER INSTITUTION.

THE PRESIDENT HAS REPEATEDLY STATED PUBLICLY THAT HE

AND HIS STAFF WILL FULLY COOPERATE WITH THE INVESTIGATIONS

BEING UNDERTAKEN TO DETERMINE WHETHER INFORMATION WAS

TRANSFERED IN AN UNAUTHORIZED MANNER INVOLVING FEDERAL

EMPLOYEES FROM THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION TO THE REAGAN-BUSH

CAMPAIGN.

I TOOK AT FACE VALUE THE PRESIDENT'S DESIRE TO FULLY

COOPERATE, SO ON JULY 9TH I INSTRUCTED THE SUBCOMMITTEE

STAFF TO SEND A TELEGRAM TO THE CURATOR OF THE REAGAN

RECORDS FOUND AT HOOVER. THIS TELEGRAM REQUIRED ACCESS TO

FILES RELEVANT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE INVESTIGATION OF UNETHICAL

CONDUCT BY FEDERAL EMPLOYEES. ON JULY llTH, UNLIMITED ACCESS

TO THOSE FILES WAS GRANTED TO THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT BY

MR_ MEESE, ONE OF THE TRUSTEES OF THOSE FILES. THE FOLLOWING

DAY, I ASKED JAMES HAMILTON, NOW OF THIS STAFF TO ENTER INTO

NEGOTIATIONS WITH MR. FRED FIELDING, COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT,

ACTING FOR THE TRUSTEES IN AN ATTEMPT TO WORK OUT THE TERMS

OF ACCESS UNDER WHICH THE SUBCOMMITTEE WOULD BE ALLOWED

TO EXAMINE HOOVER INSTITUTION FILES CONTAINING REAGAN-BUSH
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CAMPAIGN MATERIALS. VARIOUS PROPOSALS WERE MADE BY

MR. HAMILTON AND MR, FIELDING. WHILE I DO NOT BELIEVE IT
WOULD BE USEFUL TO DISCUSS ALL THE ASPECTS OF THE

NEGOTIATIONS, I HAVE PLACED BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE_ A

DOCUMENT THAT EMBODIES THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S LAST PROPOSAL

MADE BY MR. HAMILTON ON TUESDAY, JULY 19TH, 1983, WHICH

WAS SIMILAR IN MANY RESPECTS TO A COUNTER PROPOSAL EARLIER

SUBMITTED BY MR_ FIELDING.

MR, FIELDING RESPONDED TO THIS PROPOSAL YESTERDAY WITH

A LETTER WHICH IS ALSO BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE_ I FIND

MR. FIELDING'S RESPONSE DISTURBING IN SEVERAL RESPECTS.

FIRST OF ALL, IT DOES NOT ADEQUATELY DESCRIBE THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S

LATEST PROPOSAL. THE SUBCOMMITTEE HAS NOT SOUGHT EXAMINATION

OF ALL REAGAN—BUSH CAMPAIGN FILES, BUT ONLY AN EXAMINATION

OF ALL RELEVANT FILES. THE SUBCOMMITTEEI OF COURSE, WOULD

RESERVE THE RIGHT TO DETERMINE WHAT MATERIAL IS RELEVANT,

SECONDLY, IT IS NOT CORRECT THAT THE SUBCOMMITTEE IS

NOT EXAMINING CARTER WHITE HOUSE FILES, TO THE CONTRARY’

IT INTENDS TO INTERROGATE NUMEROUS CARTER OFFICIALS AND

EXAMINE RELEVANT FILES IN THEIR POSSESSION.

MORE IMPORTANTLY, MR. FIELDING'S PROPOSAL IS THAT THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ACCEPT RECORDS GATHERED BY THE FBI's SEARCH

BEFORE IT REQUESTS ANY FURTHER REVIEW OF THE HOOVER INSTITUTION

MATERIALS. THIS PROPOSAL IGNORES THE FACT THAT THE

SUBCOMMITTEE HAS INDEPENDENT JURISDICTION IN THIS MATTER AND

HAS THE AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT ITS OWN INVESTIGATION.
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THERE IS NO LEGAL REQUIREMENT THAT IT TAKE ON WHAT THE FBI

PROVIDES. MOREOVER, THE FBI's INVESTIGATION INTO CRIMINAL

CONDUCT HAS A NARROWER SCOPE THAN THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S

INVESTIGATION, WHICH MORE BROADLY SEEKS TO DISCOVER

EVIDENCE OF ETHICAL VIOLATIONS BY FEDERAL EMPLOYEES IN

THE EXERCISE OF ITS OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES AND TO CONSIDER

WHETHER LEGISLATIVE CHANGES ARE NECESSARY. THE SUBCOMMITTEE

CAN HAVE NO ASSURANCES THAT THE FBI WILL ISOLATE AND COPY

ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS IN WHICH THE SUBOCMMITTEE HAS A

LEGITIMATE INTEREST.

I ALSO FIND MR. FIELDING'S PROPOSAL UNACCEPTABLE IN LIGHT

OF PRESIDENT REAGAN'S REPEATED STATEMENTS THAT HE WISHES

TO COOPERATE WITH ALL INVESTIGATORS, I'WOULD HOPE THAT

MR. FIELDING AND THE PERSONS FOR WHOM HE SPEAKS WOULD

RECONSIDER THE LAST OFFER MADE BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE AND ALLOW

ACCESS TO THE HOOVER INSTITUTION FILES THAT IT REQUIRES TO

FULFILL ITS LEGAL OBLIGATION. WITHOUT SUCH ACCESS, THE

SUBCOMMITTEE WILL BE FORCED TO TAKE FURTHER ACTION TO FULFILL

ITS RESPONSIBILITIES. I WOULD HOPE WE HAVE A RESPONSE FROM

MR. FIELDING BY NEXT TUESDAY MORNING.

A SUBPEONA IS NOT OUT OF THE QUESTION. IT IS JUST NOT

THE QUESTION YET. I WANT TO EXHAUST EVERY POSSIBILITY TO

OBTAIN ACCESS TO THOSE RELEVANT DOCUMENTS THROUGH

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND THE CONGRESS. THIS

WOULD INCLUDE, IF NECESSARY, A PERSONAL MEETING WITH THE

PRESIDENT, WHO AS A TRUSTEE OF THE HOOVER FILES COULD GRANT
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THE SUBCOMMITTEE THE ACCEss IT NEEDS.

I WANT TO AssURE THE SUBOCMMITTEE THAT DESPITE ROADBLOCKS

THAT sOME HAVE PLACED IN ITS WAY, THE SUBCOMMITTEE Is INTENT

ON FULFILLING SUCH OBLIGATIONS. THE SUBCOMMITTEE HAs

INTERVIEWED APPROXIMATELY A DOZEN WITNEssEs AND HAS MADE

PLANS TO INTERVIEW MORE THAN FIFTY ADDITIONAL WITNEssEs,

WITH THESE INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY.

WE HAVE NOT YET NEGOTIATED DIRECTLY WITH THE

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT TO GAIN ACCEss TO OTHER RELEVANT

INFORMATION THEY MAY HAVE. WE HAVE WAITED ON THESE

DIsCUssIONs BECAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT IN OUR NEGOTIATIONS WITH

THE WHITE HOUSE? THAT PROCEDURE CAN WAIT NO LONGER. I

WILL CONTACT THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT DIRECTLY TO BEGIN THOSE

NEGOTIATIONS,

THE SUBCOMMITTEE WILL CONTINUE ITS INQUIRY WITH ALL

DIsPATCH. WE ASK THE PRESIDENT TO LIVE UP TO HIs PROMISES

OF COOPERATION AND ALLOW THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO FINISH ITs

TASK QUICKLY AND AVOID UNNECESSARY DELAYS AND DISPUTES.
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(202) 637-9150

The Honorable Fred F. Fielding
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Fred:

The Human Resources Subcommittee has reviewed your July 20,
1983 letter to me in which, on behalf of the Trustees of the
Reagan—Bush campaign materials at the Hoover Institution, you
made certain proposals regarding access by the Subcommittee to
those_files. Set forth below are the terms of a proposed
agreement that, after speaking with Chairman Albosta, I believe
would be acceptable to the Subcommittee and would resolve the
differences between it and the Trustees. This agreement also
should alleviate the concerns about broad access to campaign
files that have been expressed.

1. The Subcommittee will be allowed promptly to review
and copy those documents initially identified by the FBI for
further analysis during its search at the Hoover Institution.

292222
The Subcommittee now understands that the FBI will com

plete its initial review this week and that the Hoover docu
ments identified by the FBI would be available to the Subcom—
mittee by August 2. It thus appears that the Subcomittee
would not be significantly delayed if it relies to some degree
upon the FBI search. We understand that the FBI is proceed
ing in two stages. In the first stage, it will isolate all
documents that appear relevant to its investigation. In the
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second stage, it will analyze the documents and determine
which ones will be copied and returned to Washington. The
proposal is that the Subcommittee be given access to the docu
ments isolated and identified in the first stage for further
analysis by the FBI.

2. Subcommittee representatives shall be allowed to
examine all files containing the following items:

a. Materials that were prepared for, or
' relate to, the Carter-Reagan debate
or a possible Mondale-Bush debate;

b. Any records that may show an intelli
gence operation of any type devised to
provide federal property or federal
information to the Reagan-Bush cam
paign;

c. Improperly or unethically transferred
federal records and federal informa
tion -- for example, national security
records or information -- or any
records that discuss or relate to such
transfers.

%

Coment:

We assume that this request will present no problem since
in your letter to me you stated: ‘The Trustees have also
offered to respond favorably to a request for specific materi
als and information on specific subjects related to the Sub
committee's investigation.’ The specific files here requested
obviously relate to the Subcomittee's investigation.

3. The Subcommittee, using investigators from the General
Accounting Office, will review all the campaign files of the
following specific individuals found at the Hoover Institution:
William Casey, Robert Gray, James Baker, Frank Hodsoll, David
Gergen, Tony Dolan, Daryl Borgquist, Richard Allen, Stef
Ralper, Robert Garrick, Robert Gambino, and Max Hugel.
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Comment:

There apparently is a concern that campaign files might con
tain embarrasing information not related to the Subcommittee's
investigation. While the Subcommittee is seeking only informa
tion relating to its present inquiry, it proposes to alleviate
this concern by agreeing that the initial search of the files
of these individuals will be done only by professionals from
the General Accounting Office detailed to the Subcommittee.
While the GAO professionals will conduct their search under the
supervision and direction of Subcommittee employees, the
Subcommittee and its staff will not initially examine the files
of these individuals, but will review only the fruits of the GAO
search. GAO professionals, like FBI investigators, are career
government employees who can be expected to perform their duties
in a’nonpartisan fashion. Thus any concerns as to partisan use
of materials unrelated to the Subcommittee's investigation that
might be found in these specific files should be eliminated.
Moreover, since the GAO will examine only specific, limited
files, this request is consistent with the Trustees’ offer,
quoted above, to respond favorably to a request for specific
materials or information.

4. Subcommittee investigators shall review the organiza
tion of the Hoover files with the Hoover Archivist and the FBI
and Shall be supplied an index or description of the files
located at the Institution.

Comment:

We assume this request will be satisfactory since your
letter to me states that the Subcommittee "can discuss the
organization of the Hoover files with the FBI and the Hoover
Archivist.‘

5. The Subcommittee reserves the right, after reviewing
the documents specified above, to make additional requests to the
Trustees for specific categories of information or specific
files.
Comment:

We also assume that this proposal is agreeable since your
letter to me stated: ‘If at the conclusion of [review of docu

33-896 0 — 84 - 16 Part 1
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ments identified by the FBI], the Subcommittee concludes that
it still needs additional information or files, the Trustees
can respond to such requests.‘

6. Information will be provided to the Subcommittee in
accordance with the procedures specified in the Subcommittee's
last proposal to you -- as to which I believe we basically
concur -- except as those procedures are modified by the
paragraphs above. I quote the statement as to these pro
cedures found in that proposal:

The Hoover Institution file search will take
place in cooperation with the resident Archivist
or his designee and the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation (FBI), which is already examining the files.
Representatives of the Archivist shall, and the
_FBI may, be present at Hoover during any file
‘search by the Subcommittee, but they will not par
ticipate in the Subcommittee search except upon
request of Subcommittee investigators. Both
majority and minority Subcommittee staff investi
gators shall be present at all times, unless they
choose not to participate. Staff investigators
will identify documents they desire to be copied.
The resident Archivist will see to the prompt
copying for the Subcomittee of documents the
copying of which is permitted by this agreement,
and will also provide a copy of each such document
copied to the FBI, in order that the FBI can ad
vise the Subcommittee of any particular sensitivity
of any document to the integrity of the FBI's in
vestigation. The Hoover Institution will be en
titled to recover from the recipients the costs of
copying documents. The Subcomittee will not re
quest copying of any documents that are not within
the scope of the file search as set forth herein.

The Subcommittee will store all copies of
materials in its safes, with sign-in/sign-out pro
cedures for access by Subcommittee members or desig
nated staff members. The Subcommittee will not pub
licly release or use in public session any documents
or portions thereof obtained from the Hoover Institu
tion without providing the FBI with reasonable notice
and opportunity for consultation."
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. The Subcommittee shares the hope expressed in your letter
to me that ‘the allegations of misconduct can be resolved in
the most expeditious manner possible." This goal can be
furthered by the Trustees‘ agreeing to the proposal set forth
above. This result also will be promoted if the Department of
Justice promptly provides ‘the Subcommittee access to all the
materials and information developed in the Justice Department
investigation,“ as your letter states the President has
instructed.

I appreciate your cooperation in attempting to resolve
this matter.

Best regards,

QM
James Hamilton
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 28, 1983

Dear Jim:

Enclosed is a draft proposed Memorandum of Understanding
which I feel will meet the concerns of both parties in
regard to access to the Hoover files by the Subcommittee.
I am fully prepared to urge its acceptance by the Trustees
and believe it will be acceptable.
I await your advice. I know you are going to be out of
the office for a great deal of the day; if you are late
getting back, please call me in the office or through the
switchboard (456-1414).

Sincerely,

A--k___ _
Fred F. Fielding
Counsel to the President

James Hamilton, Esquire
Ginsburg, Feldman, Weil and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

/Enclosure
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' MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON HUMAN RESOURCES, POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
COMMITTEE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND THE

TRUSTEES OF THE REAGAN-BUSH CAMPAIGN MATERIALS LOCATED ’

AT THE HOOVER INSTITUTION

The overall purpose of the Human Resources Subcommittee's

inquiry is to determine, in the exercise of its oversight

and legislative authority, whether the Ethics in

Government Act and the various codes of ethics that relate

to federal employees, particularly White House employees

during the Carter Administration, have been working

effectively, have been abused, or require modification or

enforcement. To fulfill its responsibilities, the Subcommittee
will investigate activities that occurred in both the
Carter Administration and the Reagan-Bush campaign during

the 1980 Presidential Campaign to develop a full understanding
of the facts and circumstances surrounding any unauthorized

or unethical transfers of federal property or federal

information from the Carter Administration to the Reagan—Bush

campaign. In the event that facts or materials are

located or brought to its attention which indicate that

there may have been improper or unethical transfers of

information or materials from the Reagan—Bush campaign to

federal employees in the Carter Administration or to

others with the knowledge or at the direction of the

federal employees in the Carter Administration, the

Subcommittee will investigate the facts and circumstances

surrounding any such transfers.
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In connection with its present inquiry, the
Human Resources Subcommittee desires to review certain

Reagan-Bush campaign materials located at the Hoover

Institution (Hoover) to ascertain the existence of any

records improperly or unethically transferred from the

Carter Administration and any information or any

records that discuss or relate to any such transfers.

Pursuant to the direction of the President of the United

States, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is

currently undertaking a search of the said files at Hoover.

Access to Reagan-Bush campaign documents located in

files at Hoover will be made available to the Subcommittee

by the Trustees of such documents at Hoover as follows:

1. The Subcommittee will work out procedures

with the Department of Justice in order that the

Subcommittee
investigators will be allowed promptly to

review and to copy, as the Subcommittee desires, any of

those documents from the Hoover files initially identified

by the FBI as possibly relevant to its investigation.

2. The Subcommittee investigators will be provided,

as per its request, any particular files identified by the

Archivist of Hoover and the FBI as containing materials

prepared for the Carter—Reagan debate or a possible

Mondale-Bush debate, or which relate to the preparation of

such debates, which have been located in the said Hoover

files.
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3. Subcommittee investigators shall meet and

discuss the organization of the Hoover files with the

Hoover Archivist and the FBI, and shall be supplied with

an index or a description of the files located at Hoover.

4. Thereafter, in addition to the documents and

files related to paragraphs 1 and 2 above, the Subcommittee

investigators will be provided for their review pursuant

to the Subcommittee's request:

(a) any additional-documents located by the

Archivist of Hoover and the FBI which may have been

improperly or unethically transferred federal records or

federal information —— for example, national security

information records or information -- or any documents
that discuss any such improper or unethical transfers or

contain indicia of such an unethical or improper transfer; and

(b) any additional files which contain documents

which may show any intelligence operation organized by the

Reagan-Bush campaign devised to improperly or unethically

provide federal property or federal information to the

Reagan-Bush campaign from the Carter Administration.

5. Upon Subcommittee request, career professional

investigators from the General Accounting Office (GAO),

specifically designated and authorized by the Subcommittee,

will be permitted to perform an initial review of any of

the campaign files of the following individuals
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located at Hoover: William Casey, Robert Gray,

James A. Baker III, Frank Hodsoll, David Gergen, Tony
Dolan, Daryl Borgquist, Richard V. Allen, Stef Halper,

Robert Garrick, Robert Gambino and Max Hugel. IIt is
specifically acknowledged that such files for any particular

individual so named may not exist at Hoover. The initial
review of these files will be performed only by profes

sionals from the GAO who are Hetailed to the
Subcommittee,

who will conduct their search consistent with the constraints

of relevancy as set forth in paragraphs 2 and above.

The Subcommittee and its investigators will not initially
examine the files of these individuals, but will review

only the documents identified from the GAO search; copying

of any documents identified by the Subcommittee as a result

of this review will be completed in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 7.

6. The Subcommittee reserves the right, after

reviewing the documents specified above, to make additional

requests to the Trustees for specific categories of

information or specific files.

7. In all file reviews provided for herein, the GAO
and the Subcommittee will exclude from examination,

note-taking and copying any documents that upon a brief

inspection are clearly unrelated to the the referenced

scope of inquiry as set forth in paragraphs 2 and
fifi
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The subject reviews of Hoover files will take place

in cooperation with the resident Archivist or his designee

and the FBI, which is already examining the files.

Representatives of the Archivist shall, and the FBI may,

be present at Hoover during any file review by the GAO or
Subcommittee, but they will not participate in these file
reviews except upon request of Subcommittee investigators.

During any such review both majority and minority Subcommittee

staff investigators shall be present at all times, unless

they choose not to participate.

Staff investigators will identify documents they

desire to be copied to the resident Archivist, who will

see to the prompt copying for the Subcommittee of documents

which are permitted to be copied by this Agreement, and

will also provide a copy of each such document copied to

the FBI in order that the FBI can advise the Subcommittee

of any particular sensitivity of any document to the

integrity of the FBI's investigation. Hoover will be

entitled to recover from the recipients the costs of

copying documents. The Subcommittee will not request

copying of any document that is not within the scope of

the file search as set forth herein.
8. The Subcommittee will store all copies of

materials in its safes, with sign-in/sign-out procedures

for access by Subcommittee members or designated staff
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members. The Subcommittee and/or its staff will not

publicly release or use in public session any documents or

portion thereof obtained from Hoover without providing the

FBI with reasonable notice and opportunity for consultation.

9. The Trustees of the Reagan-Bush campaign records

at the Hoover Institution agree to provide access and

copying consistent with the terms set forth above. For

its part, the Subcommittee agrees to such terms; it also
agrees that it will seek access to all records that
become relevant to its investigation, wherever they may be

found.

For the Human Resources For the Trustees of the
Subcommittee Reagan Documents Deposited

With the Hoover Institution
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COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
SI I HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEXImm D.C.20515
Truman: (202)225-2821

August 10, I983

The Honorable Fred F. Fielding
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Fielding:

Under Number 6 of the Memorandum of Understanding between the
Subcommittee on Human Resources and the Trustees of the Reagan Collection
held at the Hoover Institution, there are additional files that have
been deemed relevant to the Subcommittee's inquiry. The Subcommittee
would like to request immediate access to that material. I have
attached a list of specific file folders within the Reagan Campaign/
Transition Collection that are included in that request. Also, there
are some complete boxes of material that are needed by the Subcommittee.
These have also been indicated on the attached list.

Since all of these files originate from the files of specific
individuals, it would be the Subcommittee's intention to review these
files under Number 5 of the Memorandum of Understanding, which provides
for initial review by investigators of the General Accounting Office.
The Subc0mmittee's own investigators would limit their review to the
product of the General Accounting Office search. Finally, the rules
for relevancy and for the copying and releasing of information will
remain consistent with the Memorandum of Understanding.

Since the Subcommittee's investigators are still at the Hoover
Institution, it would be most helpful if the above conditions of
access could be resolved and communicated to the Acting Archivist
at Hoover as quickly as possible.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter. Jim Hamilton
may have already called your office concerning this additional request
for information. Please call me directly ‘f you have any questions.

Micah S. Green
Staff Director

MG/tal
Enclosure
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

August 15, l983

Dear Mr. Green:

Reference is made to your letter to me dated August 10, 1983,
with enclosures, which sets forth the Subcommittee's request to
review additional files located at the Hoover Institution,
pursuant to the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding between
the Subcommittee on Human Resources and the Trustees of the
Reagan—Bush Campaign materials located at the Hoover Institution
dated July 29, 1983.

In regard to the requested files denominated "Edwin Meese transition
files‘, I must express the Trustees’ and my concern as to this
requesti The Memorandum of Understanding between Mr. Albosta and
the Trustees clearly relates to campaign files, not transition
files. You have asserted in our recent conversation that Mr.
Meese‘s campaign files are mixed with his transition files at
Hoover. Assuming that to be a fact, the real question is how can
you determine which documents or files are, in fact, from the
campaign as well as being relevant? Obviously, during the
transition there was a great deal of exchanging of information
and documents between the Carter Administration and the Presidential
Transition, all perfectly proper on the part of both parties.
Likewise, a reference to a file labeled with a title such as
"briefing books" is not inconsistent with transition activity
which necessarily included briefings of the President-elect and
the Vice President—elect.

We are not trying to inhibit any legitimate and relevant file
review, but feel this request raises a serious problem. Pre
mature disclosure of the possible existence of such files before
appropriate evaluation can be.done, as occurred this past weekend,
underlines the concern.

In an attempt to resolve this issue, however, I would recommend
the following procedure:

1. The Archivist will examine each file requested
to determine whether it contains any pre-election
materials that fall within the proper scope of
inquiry as set forth in paragraphs 2 and 4 of the
Memorandum of Understanding. If it does not,
obviously there will be no purpose to any further
review of that file. ' -~
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2. If the Archivist finds material in a particular
file that appears to be pre-election material that
falls within the scope of inquiry, and there is no
indication that it was supplied after the election,
that file may be reviewed in accordance with paragraph 5
of the Memorandum of Understanding, which provides
for an initial review by the GAO investigators
which is limited to the areas of relevancy as set
forth in paragraphs 2 and 4 of that Memorandum.
The Subcommittee investigators would limit their
review to the product of the GAO search. The
rules for relevancy and for the copying and release
of information would all remain consistent with the
Memorandum of Understanding.

In regard to the remaining files which you have requested to
review -— that is, the files of Messrs. Garrick, Hopkins/Bandow,
Carmen and Ms. Maddox -~ I assume these are campaign files, since
there is no indicia to the contrary in your requst. If that
assumption is correct, the Trustees would agree to a review of
these files in accordance with the procedures set forth in the
Memorandum of Understanding, particularly paragraph 5.

In regard to boxes marked "Truth Squad“, these are not files of
individuals. As described, it would appear that the files and
material contained in these boxes have already been covered by
paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the Memorandum of Understanding. Beyond
that, however, given the nature of any campaign's "Truth Squad",
it is difficult to see how these files would have appropriate
relevancy to the scope of your investigation. If, upon
reflection, you still feel that this is an item of inquiry we
should discuss further, please let me know.

I will await word from you regarding all the foregoing.
a

Sincerely,

Fred F. Fielding
Counsel to the President

Mr. Micah S. Green
Staff Director
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service Subcommittee
on Human Resources
511 House Office Building Annex l
Washington, D.C. 20515

cc: James Hamilton, Esquire
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August M, 1983

DONALBOSTA.MICH,CHAIRMAN
T"OMl-SDlS’.M'(SOAK DANIELOCRANEILLGUSVIVRGN“A BENJAMINAGILMAN,NV.DOUGLASNUUSCOCALI‘

The Honorable Fred Fielding
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Fielding:

I appreciate your response to the August ldth letter of my
Staff Director, Micah Green. I've also been advised of your
conversation with Jim Hamilton. The following discussion sets
forth my views concerning your letter and a further search of
Hoover Institution records. I hope that an agreement as to
further review can be reached on the terms presented below, which
adopt several of the ideas you proposed.

Please be assured that it has not been the Subcommittee‘s
intention to review files maintained at the Hoover Institution
that relate solely to the transition period. However, as we
discovered at Hoover, campaign and transition files in many
cases have been combined in the personal files of specific
campaign officials. This is the case for Edwin Meese, as well as
for Robert Garrick and others. I agree that the Archivist may
remove from the requested files any documents that are clearly
identifiable as post election transition materials. However,
this must be a simple mechanical function on the part of the
Archivist, as it is my feeling that the Subcommittee should not
depend on him to judge relevance of any documents to the task the
Committee has undertaken. The Archivist's review should be
undertaken with G.A.O. investigators present. They will view
what the Archivist has pulled as transition material, in a very
cursory manner,.to ensure that the materials removed are clearly
identifiable as transition information and therefore not relevant
to this request for access.

We recognize that some documents dated prior to the election
may have been sent by the Carter Administration to the transition
team in an authorized manner. When there is a clear indication
that such an authorized transfer occurred, the documents should
be treated as transition materials in the manner described above.
Where this is unclear, to any degree, the agreed-on rules for
relevancy will still apply to any examination of materials by GAO
investigators on behalf of the Subcommittee.
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I am concerned with that portion of your proposal that would
require the Archivist to extract from the campaign files, for GAO
review, only those documents relevant to our inquiry. This would
constitute a change from the Subcommittee's earlier agreement
with the Trustees. As you know, Item 5 of that agreement
provides for review by General Accounting Office (GAO)
professionals of the campaign files of specified individuals. In
Fact, the GAO investigators have reviewed those files and have
shown the Subcommittee investigators only those documents the GAO
investigators deemed relevant to our inquiry. There were,
however, no restrictions on what the GAO investigators could see
within those files.

It appears from your proposal dated August 15th that you
are asking the Subcommittee to treat Edwin Meese’s files
differently from those of other individuals. I thus recommend,
that, after the Archivist has removed from Mr. Meese’s files
those materials that are clearly transition documents, the GAO
investigators shall have full access to the remaining materials
to which we have requested access. This would mean that Mr.
Meese’s campaign files would be treated in exactly the same
manner as the campaign files of the other specified campaign
officials. Of course, the GAO investigators would work under the
relevancy rules of the original agreement and the Subcommittee
investigators would only review the product of the GAO search.

The requested Robert Garrick files may contain transition
materials. I thus propose that the procedures recommended as to
Mr. Meese’s files be applied to Mr. Garrick’s files.

With regard to "truth squad" files, I note that, under item
6 of the agreement between the Trustees and the Subcommittee, the
Subcommittee has reserved the right to request access to any
other relevant materials, not just the files of specified
individuals. 1 consequently believe that the Subcommittee may
rightfully request access to any documents that appear relevant
after reviewing the index of the Hoover files.
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The Subcommittee believes that the truth squad files may be
most relevant. For a "truth squad" to counter what the opposing
candidate is saying, it must have quality information. Gathering
such information could involve a research operation.
Conceivably, the Reagan-Bush truth squad could have~sought
confidential Carter Administration materials. We already know
that an Anne Uexler memorandum dealinq with economic information
intended only for Cabinet Members was transmitted to officials of
the Rcaqan—Bush campaiqn. Such a memorandum is a good example of
inside information that could be of use to a "truth squat".

For the above reasons, I believe that the Subcommittee
should have access to truth squad files. I propose, however,
that the review of these files be accomplished by GAO
investigators, a procedure that would protect the files from
partisan use. I sincerely hope the Trustees will reconsider
their position as to these specific files.

In closing, I would again like to convey my desire to
complete the Hoover review as quickly as possible. I am
confident that you also desire that result.

Thank you for your continued cooperation in this matter.

sincerely,

(K )
//

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg/tal
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THE WHITE House

‘ " SEP 12 IQH3
WASHINGTON

September 9, 1983

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of August 25, 1983. Please
excuse the delay in my response; as I have discussed with
Jim Hamilton in the interim, staff travel and vacations, as
well as intervening unrelated international events, have
made it difficult to fully discuss this matter with the
Trustees until now. ‘

In regard to the requested review of the files of Edwin
Meese located at the Hoover Institution, the Trustees are
agreeable to the following procedure:

1. The Archivist will examine each file requested, to
determine whether it contains any pre-election
materials. If it clearly does not, there will be
no further review of the file.

2. If the Archivist finds that a particular file
contains both pre-election and transition
materials, the Archivist shall remove all items
that are clearly transition materials and any
items that were clearly supplied after the
election. If there is any question by the
Archivist as to whether an item falls into these
categories of "transition materials", the
Archivist shall review the materials with the GAO
investigators. If agreement cannot be reached
between the Archivist and the GAO investigators on
a particular item, the issue shall be referred to
counsel for the Subcommittee and a representative
of the Trustees for resolution.

3. Once any "transition materials" are removed from a
requested file, that file, and any file containing
only pre—election materials, may be reviewed in
accordance with paragraph 5 of the Memorandum of
Understanding, which provides for an initial
review by the GAO investigators which is limited
to the areas of relevancy as set forth in paragraphs
2 and 4 of that Memorandum. The Subcommittee
investigators would limit their review to the
product of the GAO search. The rules for relevancy
and for the copying and release of information
would all remain consistent with the Memorandum of
Understanding. .
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Thus, after removal of materials that are clearly "transition
materials", the Meese tiles will be treated as any other
individual's files as provided in the Memorandum of Under
standing particularly p\r1graph G.

In regard to the files of Robert Garrick, if they contain
both transition and campaign materials, it is agreeable to
the Trustees that they be treated as outlined above in
regard to Mr. Meese’s files.

In regard to the request to review files contained in boxes
marked "Truth Squad", it continues to appear that the files
and materials contained in these boxes have already been
covered by paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the Memorandum of
Understanding. Likewise, the Trustees still remain unconvinced
that these files have apparent relevancy, and the example of
the Anne Wexler memorandum is unconvincing since it is
hypothetical and it has been reported that-that document was
readily available during the campaign from many sources
other than the Carter campaign or White House. However, the
Trustees are willing to permit review of these files pursuant
to procedures which would otherwise be followed in the
review of individual files, as you proposed in your letter
of August 25.

I trust all the foregoing will be acceptable to you; we
appreciate and share your desire to complete the Hoover
review as quickly as possible. Upon your advice, I will
notify the Archivist of our agreement as to the handling of
these materials.

Sincerely,

km-1*. >ie}i‘;~T;‘/'“\
Counsel to the President

The Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman
U. S. House of Representatives
"~"“‘*‘:‘ ': Test Office and Civil Service
Subcommittee on Human Resources
511 House Office Building, Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515

cc: James Hamilton, Esquire
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61.5-. 230-aeir of Rwrmntatibzs
COMMH IEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMWIEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ANNE)“

Iuflngtou. I.(. 20515

Tn1Puoni(202)225-7821
N|NETY£lGHTH CONGRESS

DONALBOSTA.MICH,CHAIRMAN
'>‘OMASnA$"<ti3 DA! DANIIKI CRANILL
utf.VAVIJNPA ILIUAMINAglim NV‘
DOUGLASNBk-$C\].CAL!‘ September 15, 1983

The Honorable Fred Fieldinq
Counsel to the President
The White House
Uashinqton, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Fieldinq:

I appreciate your response to my August 25th letter. I
believe the position you have taken in providing the Subcommittee
access to specific files in the Reaqan Campaiqn/Transition
Collection located at the Hoover Institution is quite reasonable.
I am anreeahle to the provisions of this proposal with the
Fol lowi nu addition:

After 32 in your Hupivmhcr 9th letter, add the
FOll()\Ji|1q:

NOTE: With regard to the Archivist's search under
#1 and #2 above, material that post dates the election
that relates to events that may have involved the
campaign or any pre-election transfer of information
from the Carter Adminisration will be reviewed by the
G.A.O. investiqators for relevancy.

I understand from Jim Hamilton that this addition is
acceptable to you and that, upon receipt of this letter, you will
immediately inform the Archivist of this agreement that allows
the C.A.O. investiqators access to the files listed in Micah
Green's Auqust 10th letter to you.

Thank you auain for your efforts in this matter.

K ' ‘t.
‘I
-

' L,-»z,"‘77((¢
-

Don Albosta
Chairman

Sincerely,

DA/mq
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‘U.QI house of Representatives
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
611 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ANNEX1

Iatbinflm D.C. 20515

THJPHONE(202)225—2821

September 27, 1983

Mr. Martin Anderson
Senior Fellow
Hoover Institution
Palo Alto, California 94306

Dear Mr. Anderson:

As you know, the Human Resources Subcommittee is presently
conducting a legislative oversight investigation into the
implementation of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In
particular, the Subcommittee is focusing on the events
surrounding the possible unauthorized transfer of information
from the Carter Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As
such a transfer could have involved Federal employees acting in
their official capacities, it is of great concern to this
Subcommittee, with jurisdiction over the ethics programs in
government, that the ethics law be as strong as is necessary to
discourage such unethical behavior, while not serving as a
deterrent for the recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
has interviewed numerous witnesses and reviewed files which it
has reason to believe may contain such information or materials.
As you know, on July 29, 1983, the Subcommittee was granted
access to certain files of the Reagan collection located at the
Hoover Institution. Included in the files searched are the files
of certain individuals involved in the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that many
officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files, as
opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. I wanted to
take this opportunity to thank you for the cooperation you have
shown the Subcommittee to date.

As it was clear from the review at the Hoover Institution
that your complete campaign files are not part of the Reagan
Collection, I would like to request that you provide the
Subcommittee with access to any additional files from the 1980
Presidential campaign that you have retained. Of course,
excluded from this request would be any files that you have
already shown Subcommittee investigators.
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I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittec's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Sincerely,

\ IV' >_ . /

\: i 1
I ' .

Don A bosta
Chairman

DA/tal

ACCESS TO FILE GRANTED
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111$. Zbousicof Rcprcszntatibrs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
5" HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!
IIIUIIIII. D.C.205"

Ttttrnont(202)226-282!

August ll, 1983

The Honorable James Baker 111
Assistant to the President
and Chief of Staff
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Baker:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter'
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee’s intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation~ After a
cursory glance, it a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible. '

.

Sincerely,
\\_-.

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg
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THY. \\'HlTl'; ilt)US}'l

wAsm.\'('.'ro.\'

August 17, 1983

Dear Congressman Albosta:

Your letter dated August ll, 1983, was
received in Mr. Baker's office today, at
approximately 3:40 p.m.

Mr. Baker is presently out of town on
vacation. We will bring this matter to
his attention as soon as possible, but
wanted you to be aware of the foregoing.

Sincerely,

Katherine J. Camalier
Staff Assistant to
James A. Baker, III

The Honorable Donald Alhosta
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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221.5. £30115: of Rsprrscntatihrs
COMMITTEEON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1

llubinqtnn.ll; 20515
TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 11, 1983

Mr. Daryl Borgquist
Office of Public Affairs
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C. 20523

Dear Mr. Borgquist:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee's intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
cursory glance, if a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Sincerely,

I

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg

ACCESS TO FILE GRANTED
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Central Intelligence Agcng

c.-r/' '

WhshvngtnriD C 20505

l6 August l98$

The Honorable Donald J. Albosta
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 205l5

Dear Mr. Albosta:

Your letter of ll August was received in the
Director's office yesterday. Unfortunately,
Mr. Casey is out of town and will be unable to
reply personally within five days as you requested.

Mr. Casey has asked me to inform you, however,
that he has made his personal campaign files available
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and will be
pleased to make them available to you when he returns.

Sincerely,

e /'”‘/P' - .

<
~ -vim»-/M 26¢:/'1./ml?‘" '.! John N. McMahon

Acting Dinector of Central Intelligence
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01.5. £0115: at Rzprmntatibzs
COMMITTEEON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEON HUMAN HESOURCES
811 HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1
Mums; D.C. 20515

Tsuvnom (202)225-2821

September 8, 1983

The Honorable Anthony Dolan
Special Assistant to the President
and Chief Speechwriter

The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Dolan:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reaoan camoaiqn, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaiqn that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investioation. After a cursory qlance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investiqators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investiqators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

cerely,

Albosta
Chairman

DA/mo
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1;HE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
September 9, 1983

Dear Mr. Chairman,

I would be delighted to be of any assistance to
your investigation. If someone on your committee
staff will contact me, I will be glad to comply
with whatever requests you have.

Best regards,

mmfl
Anthony R. Dolan
Chief Speechwriter
Special Assistant
to the President

The Honorable Donald Joseph Albosta
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
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M25. Imus: of Rzprcscntatibzs
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1

Intinginn. B‘. 20515

TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 11, 1983

Mr. Robert Gambino
Deputy Inspector General
Synthetic Fuels Corporation
Room 421

2121 K St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20586

Dear Mr. Gambino:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign; I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee’s intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
cursory glance, it a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Sincerely,

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg
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ROBERT W. GAMBINO.

_ 202§ Carrhill Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180

(703)938-1829

August 23, l983

Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman, Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service Subcommittee on Human

Resources
511 House Office Building Annex I
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Please be advised that I have no files from the 1980 Presidential
campaign. I had no responsibility for disposing of the files of the
Operation Center in which I worked during the Reagan-Bush Campaign,
or any other element of the campaign organization.

In response to a request from Mr. Micah Green, I have searched my
personal papers and have found nothing associated with the campaign
except some posters. I mentioned to Mr. Green that I may have a
roster of campaign workers which I could forward to your Committee.
However, I have not been able to locate it.

If you believe it would be useful, I would be happy to discuss my
work during the campaign with you or your staff.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Gambino

RNG:br
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’
@.b.’k6u£: at Rzprzsmtatihcs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1
-MUN ‘C. MI5
Truruom (202)225-2821

September 8, 1983

Admiral Robert Garrick
233 South Euclid Avenue
Pasadena, California 91101

Dear Admiral Garrick:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reaqan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover. '
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaign that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittec's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Chairman

DA/mg
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GARRI CK ASSOCIATES, INC. SE T.

Public&GovernmentRelaliori: '
/_

Z33 South Euclid Avenue ' Pasadena. California 9110] 0 -(2l3) 577-2110

September12, 1983

The Honorable DonAlbosta, Chairman
Conmittee on Post Office and Civil Service
Subcommitteeon HumanResources
511HouseOffice Building Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman:

In response to your correspondence of Septenber 8, this is to
advise you that I retained no files from the Reagan/Bushcampaign.
Any files that I generated were placed in a single box and were
delivered to a specific roomat campaignheadquarters. It is
myunderstanding that they then were given to a representative
of the Hoover Institute for delivery to California.

Regarding any papers concerning the debate, I had no association
with the debate teamand consequently had no cause to receive,
review or generate any paperworkon that subject.

Yours truly,

.. "D V ,

Robert M. Garrick
President

RNG:fm
Dictated but not read.
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'Gi.§>. ibousz of Rzpreszntatibes
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!

llalbinqion.Di. ZOSI5

TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 11, 1983

The Honorable David Gergen
Assistant to the President for Communications
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Gergen:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter'
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.

'
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee's intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
cursory glance, if a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy.those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible. ,

Sincerely,

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 29, 1983

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

Enclosed are copies of the documents from
David Gergen's files which were requested
by John Fitzgerald.

Sincerely,

Richard A. Hauser
Deputy Counsel to the President

James Hamilton, Esquire
Ginsburg, Feldman and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

cc: John Fitzgerald/
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P 3.5; $0115: at Rcprcscntatihcs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1

-lflillflifllhD.C.205I5

Tfi£PHONE(20Z)225—2821

August 11, 1983

Mr. Robert Gray
Gray and Company
3255 Grace St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Dear Mr. Gray:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of informatipn from the Carter '
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because_of'ybUr role'in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee's intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
cursory glance, if a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible. ‘

Sincerely,

Don Albosta
Chairman .

DA/mg

33-896 0 — 84 - 19 Part 1
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August 16, 1983

‘me Honorable
Don Albosta
Gmairman
Ocnmittee on Post Office and Civil Service
Srbcuunittee on HumanIbaources
0.8. ibme of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear rr. Albosta:

I appreciate your letter of August 11 in vhich you ask I make available
to the Subccmnittee my files relative to the 1980 Presidential
Campaign.

I wi§a to cooperate fully with you md your Conmittee in its important
work as I have atteupted to cooperate in every inquiry madeof ne in
this matter.

however, I have not retained my materials in my own files from the
1980 canpaign. If any such materials were in my possession at the
conclusion of the campaign they qaparently were discarded during my
movefirm the cmpaign to the Inaugural Ooumittee or iron the Inaugural
Committee to my former uployment 0|: from my former enployment to my
current ccupany. In any event, a careful check of our files here
reveals nothing relating to the 1980 Canpaign.

ItthereismyothervayinuhichImaybeothelptoyouroulnittee,
Iwillbegratetulfiortheqportmnitytooneply.

NAIIONALMIC k‘ElAlONSl'UfllICAHAIQS
menvrn rouse\-my-s|o~.oc my
20?J13-7&1)
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8.9. bws: of llzptcszntatihss
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
611HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!
Mum. D.C.20515

TflJPHONE(202)225-2821

September 27, 1983

Mr. Stephan Halper
Chairman
Palmer National Bank
1667 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Halper:

As you know, the Human Resources Subcommittee is presently
conducting a legislative oversight investigation into the
implementation of the Jthics in Government Act of 1978. In
particular, the Subcommittee is focusing on the events
surrounding the possible unauthorized transfer of information
from the Carter Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As
such a transfer could have involved Federal employees acting in
their official capacities, it is of great concern to this
Subcommittee, with jurisdiction over the ethics programs in
government, that the ethics law be as strong as is necessary to
discourage such unethical behavior, while not serving as a
deterrent for the recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
has interviewed numerous witnesses and reviewed files which it
has reason to believe may contain such information or materials.
As you know, on July 29, 1983, the Subcommittee was granted
access to certain files of the Reagan collection located at the
Hoover Institution. Included in the files searched are the files
of certain individuals involved in the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that many
officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files, as
opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. I wanted to
take this opportunity to thank you for the cooperation you have
shown the Subcommittee to date.

As it was clear from the review at the Hoover Institution
that your complete campaign files are not part of the Reagan
Collection, I would like to request that you provide the
Subcommittee with access to any additional files from the 1980
Presidential campaign that you have retained. Of course,
excluded from this request would be any files that you have
already shown Subcommittee investigators.
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I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee’s intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Sincerely, _ .

l'\ I. I\
K ,

.. '~ 4 '--"v

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/tal
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126 Commonage Drive
Great Falls. Vir inia

220 6

September 30, 1983

The Honorable Don Albosta
Iongworth House Office Building 1318
lashington. D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Albosta,

I am in receipt of your letter of September 27, 1983. I
support your effort to strengthen the Ethics in Government Act
and to determine if there was an unauthorized transfer of
Yaterials from officials in the Carter Administration to the
?eagan-Bush Committee.
With reference to your request to examine any files that

I might have from the Reagan-Bush campaign, those files were
forwarded to the Hoover Institution at the conclusion of the
campaign along with the files of other campaign staffers. I
have no other Reagan-Bush campaign files. Nhat I do have are
copies of some of the daily News Summaries developed by mystaff, some Reagan-Bush question and answer materials, a few
campaign issue papers and other memorabilia.
Although I believe that none of this material is relevant

to your inquiry, your investigators are welcome to look at it
if they wish.

Sincerely yours,

....//J£~
Ste an-A. Halper
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f -§.&figus: of keprcscutatihcs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
611HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX‘W '1. 20515
TELEPNONI(202)225-2821

September 27, 1983

Mr. Peter Hannaford
Chairman of the Board
The Hannaford Company, Inc.
905 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Hannaford:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting a
legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
has interviewed numerous witnesses and reviewed files which it
has reason to believe may contain such information or materials.
As you know, on July 29, 1983, the Subcommittee was granted
access to certain files of the Reagan collection located at the
Hoover Institution. Included in the files searched are the files
of certain individuals involved in the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that many
officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files, as
opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover.

Because of your role in the 1980 Presidential election, I
would like to request your response to the allegations made about
the unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan Campaign. I want to assure you that
it is not my intention to accept these allegations at face value.
However, if they are true, there may be possible violations of
criminal law because of any theft that may have occurred, or for
the failure to report such a theft. There are also additional
potential violations, such as theft and receipt of U.S.
Government property. Every employee and official of the Federal
Government is obliged to report possible violations as well.
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I would therefore appreciate having a thorough explanation
of your knowledge and participation, if any, in the obtaining
and/or using of information from the Carter Administration during
the 1980 Reagan Presidential campaign. Also, since your complete
files were not located at the Reagan Collection at the Hoover
Institution, I would like to request that you provide the
Subcommittee with access to any additional files from the 1980
Presidential campaign that you have retained.

I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

I Sincerely,
\ \, R I

>Zt~-~
Chairman

DA/tal
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Peter D. H.inn.1l'ord
905Sixteenth Street. N.W.

Washington, D.C. Zilllly

202/638-46“)

September 30, 1983

The Honorable
Don Albosta
Chairman
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letter of September 27, 1983, please be
informed that during my work in connection with the President's
1980 election campaign I did not knowingly come in contact
with any information which may have been transferred from
the Carter Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign_githgut_
ro er a it . Nor did I at any time participate in any
e orts to obtain information in this manner from the Carter
Administration. Nor do I have any knowledge bearing upon this
subject matter other than what I have read in the press.
From media reports, I am aware that the inquiry of your Sub
committee is focusing on the alleged unauthorized transfer of
information relating to the 1980 Debates. In this connection,
it may be helpful for you to know that my work during the 1980
Campaign principally involved the time period concluded by
the Republican National Convention. For all practical purposes
I did not participate further in Mr. Reagan's campaign after
Labor Day, 1980. At the time the Debates were scheduled, I
was essentially no longer involved in the Campaign.

Insofar as you requested access to files in my possession,
you should know that practically all of these are at the Hoover
Institution and that the matters which I have retained as per
sonal memorabilia relate to convention matters which would be
of no relevance to the subject matter of your Committee's in
qu1ry.

SincereE;,

PDH:jlw
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ELQ. 190%: of Rzprmntatibzs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVIIJSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX‘

'lIbIl\IUIlLD.C.20515

TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 25, 1983

Mr. Richard Hauser
Deputy Counsel to the President
115 Old Executive Office Building
17th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Hauser:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that the campaign files of Tony Dolan are
not located at Hoover. Instead, these files are retained at the
National Archives.
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I would like to request that you provide the Subcommittee
with access to Mr. Dolan's files from the 1980 Presidential
campaign. Additionally, I would like to request at this time
access to any other files of the 1980 campaign that are kept at
the National Archives. I want to assure you at this point that
it is the Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents
deemed relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if
a document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

This initial review, as per an earlier conversation with
Mr. Fielding, will be done by General Accounting Office
professionals assigned to the Subcommittee.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg

ACCESS TO FILE GRANTED
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Qlfir lboust of Rzprescntatibes
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
611HOUSEOFFICEBUlLDlNGANNEX‘!

Illblngton,BL. 205l5

TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 11, 1983

Mr. Francis Hodsoll
Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts
2401 E Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20506

Dear Mr. Hodsoll:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee’s intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
;--so., glance, if a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

-I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes~to complete its work as quickly as
possible

Sincerely,

Don Albosta
Chairman

DA/mg
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‘E
:
“S 4424 North 25th Street

Arlington, VA 22207

August l9, l983

Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman, Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Sll House Office Building Annex
Washington, D.C. 20Sl5

Dear Congressman Albosta:

In response to your letter dated August ll, l983 (received
August 15), I am happy to cooperate with your legislative oversight
investigation into the implementation of the Ethics in Government
Act of 1978.

You have asked for access to my files from the l980 Presidential
Campiign. I will collect these this weekend and bring them next
week to my office at the Arts Endowment. I would be happy to have
you or your staff come to my office and review these papers to the
extent relevant to your investigation.

Please let me know when you wish to do this.

Sincgrely,

F.S.M. Hodsoll

cc: Attorney General
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NINETY-EIGHTHCONGRESS

ONmfk UQLW
VIIOIA-INC“ I.“ M IML
bu]uuom.I‘ W AW ‘V,
DOUGLASIt“"0.‘ALI.1. ' Eb. bout: of Brprcsrntatibrs

COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCMLSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
5" HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEXI
“UM D.‘ 205“
Tu1ruoar(202)225-282!

September 8, 1983

Mr. Max Hugel
PCC Inc.
1730 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.w.
Suite 1125
washington, D.C. 20006 *1

Dear Mr. Hugel:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files.
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in LL: Peaqan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaign that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittce's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
tne subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

SCH

DA/mg
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MmmaulII‘\II".\IN“ September 23, 1983

HAND DELIVERED r ‘“ M

The Honorable Donald Joseph Albosta
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
of the Committee on Post Office 8
Civil Service
511 House Office Building
Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515 6

Re: Rgguest for Documents to Mr. Max Hugel

Dear Mr. Chairmanf/

On September 16, 1983, we advised you that, as a result
of Mr. Hugel and his counsel's previously arranged travel schedules.
as well as Mr. Hugel's participation in the religious holidays, we
had been unable to respond to the Subcommittee's request for the
1980 Presidential campaign documents within the rather brief time
frame suggested in your letter. At that time, we assured you that
the materials would be forthcoming shortly after we had met with
our client and had an opportunity to review the contents of his
files in Washington.

We are pleased to advise you that we have completed our
initial review of all records and documents found in Mr. Hugel's
Washington office which we believe are pertinent and germane to
your inquiry. Accordingly, we are authorized by our client, and in
accordance with your request, to make these materials available to
you and/or your staff for review and/or copying. In order to facili
tate your staff's review of these materials, we are enclosing an
index to the materials which are currently in our possession.
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In addition, we are in the process of reviewing a few
additional materials which have just arrived at our offices.
As soon as our review of these materials has been completed and
we have discussed our conclusions with our client, we will be in
contact with you and/or your staff.

In order to facilitate this process, we will be happy
to communicate with any person on your staff whom you designate.
We will arrange for prompt review of the actual documents at our
offices upon request.

In the event that I personally am not available at the
time your staff member contacts our office, please feel free to
contact my able litigation colleague, Robert Plotkin, who is
equally conversant with these issues. ‘

We trust that our letter and index is responsive to your
request and we look forward to continuing cooperation with your
Subcommittee in your investigation.

Respectfully yours,

PER TO,

o
u
§fi

CZRLSON

& nnoo, P.C.

Paul L. Perito

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Max Hugel
John M. Fitzgerald, Esquire
Steve Hemphill, Esquire

PLP:mek

33-896 0 — 84 - 20 Part 1
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K5. house of Bzprcszutatibrs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
51I HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX‘mm It 20515
TELEPHONE(202)225-282‘

September 8, 1983

The Honorable Edwin Meese III
Counselor to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Meese:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaign that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

ta
Chairman

DA/mq

ACCESS TO FILE GRANTED
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GL8. bans: at Representatives
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
511HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX1

IuIIIn|Iu. It. 205I5
Truman: (202)225-282!

September 27, 1983

Mr. Loren Smith
2120 L Street, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Mr. Smith:
‘

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting a
legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to-this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
has interviewed numerous witnesses and reviewed files which it
has reason to believe may contain such information or materials.
As you know, on July 29, 1983, the Subcommittee was granted
access to certain files of the Reagan collection located at the
Hoover Institution. Included in the files searched are the files
of certain individuals involved in the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that many
officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files, as
opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover.

Because of your role in the l98O Presidential election, I
would like to request your response to the allegations made about
the unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan Campaign. I want to assure you that
it is not my intention to accept these allegations at face value.
However, if they are true, there may be possible violations of
criminal law because of any theft that may have occurred, or for
the failure to report such a theft. There are also additional
potential violations, such as theft and receipt of U.S.
Government property. Every employee and official of the Federal
Government is obliged to report possible violations as well
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I would therefore appreciate having a thorough explanation
of your knowledge and participation, if any, in the obtaining
and/or using of information from the Carter Administration during
the 1980 Reagan Presidential campaign. Also, since your complete
files were not located at the Reagan Collection at the Hoover
Institution, I would like to request that you provide the
Subcommittee with access to any additional files from the 1980
Presidential campaign that you have retained.

I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

Sincerel\,
r' '

)~—_
j~f %- /.

\-'— -' " '~\ .;
. /(.1 at'
n Klbosta(
Chairman

DA/tal
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Loren A. Smith
2120 L Street, N.W.
Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20037

October 3, I983

The Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman
Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service
Subcommittee on Human Resources
511 House Office Building Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Albosta:

In response to your letter dated September 27, 1983, this is
to advise you that I served as General Counsel of the Reagan—Bush
Committee during the 1980 campaign. The bulk of my personal files
are in storage in Delaware. I am quite certain that I have no files,
records or documents which would have any relevancy whatever to the
current investigation being conducted by your Subcommittee. My
total involvement with the debate was limited to suggesting, at my
own initiative, one or two possible answers to questions which might
have been raised concerning independent expenditures, as I was the
campaign's FEC expert and this issue was a lively press issue at that
time. To the best of my recollection no such questions arose during
the debate.

I have no knowledge other than what I have read in the press
with respect to the "allegations made about the unauthorized trans
fer of information from the Carter Administration to the Reagan
campaign."

If I_may be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to
give me a call.

7/Sipeerely yours,

/ ../ II/ /1 \ /-
//
I

,- I-I1-c§~@”“"'<~ \/

‘

Loren A. Smith
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01.9. @0115: of Qzprcsmtatibzs
COMMITTEEONPOSTOFFICEANDCIVILSERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMANRESOURCES
51‘IHOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!

Iublngtnn.II. 20515
TELEPHONE(202)225-2821

August 11, 1983

Mr. Mitchell Stanley
Special Assistant to the Counselor
to the President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Stanley:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting
a legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan—Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to your
files from the 1980 Presidential campaign. I want to assure you
at this point that it is the Subcommittee's intention to examine
only documents deemed relevant to our investigation. After a
cursory glance, if a document is determined irrelevant, the
investigators will promptly move on in their review. Likewise,
you have my personal assurance that the Subcommittee
investigators will only copy those documents deemed relevant to
this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible. '

Sincerely,

\

Don Albosta
Chairman '

DA/mg
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

18 August 1983

The Honorable Don Albosta
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Albosta,

In response to your letter of ll August requesting any files
which I may have retained from the Reagan Bush campaign please be
advised that aiy campaign files extant were sent to Hoover in
accord with routine post-election precedures. Unfortunately at
the time making detailed records and chronologies of campaign
documentation was not given the priority which a more scholarly
approach would have ensured.

Sincerely,

C 2/L k} 7
Mitchell F. Stanley
Special Assistant to the
Counsellor to the President
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B.5. bout: of Rcprcscutatibcs
COMMITTEEON POST OFFICEAND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEON HUMAN RESOURCES
UH HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!W D.C.MU

TELIPNONI(202) 228-2821

September 8, 1983

The Honorable David Stockman
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Stockman:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting a
legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. Also,
most of the files of individuals who had a less formal
relationship with the campaign (i.e. volunteer) were not located
at the Hoover Institution. It is also our understanding that the
files you may have collected from the 1980 campaign are not
located at Hoover.
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaign that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee’s intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

erel

msta
Chairman

DA/mg

ACCESS TO FILE GRANTED
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8.5. house of Representatives
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ANNEX!"RM ‘C. 205"
Tn1ruonr(202)225-282I

September 27, 1983

Mr. William Timmons
President
Timmons and Company
1850 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Timmons:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting a
legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of 1978. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Bush Campaign. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
capacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law be as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
has interviewed numerous witnesses and reviewed files which it
has reason to believe may contain such information or materials.
As you know, on July 29, 1983, the Subcommittee was granted
access to certain files of the Reagan collection located at the
Hoover Institution. Included in the files searched are the files
of certain individuals involved in the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that many
officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files, as
opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover.

Because of your role in the 1980 Presidential election, I
would like to request your response to the allegations made about
the unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan Campaign. I want to assure you that
it is not my intention to accept these allegations at face value.
However, if they are true, there may be possible violations of
criminal law because of any theft that may have occurred, or for
the failure to report such a theft. There are also additional
potential violations, such as theft and receipt of U.S.
Government property. Every employee and official of the Federal
Government is obliged to report possible violations as well.
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I would therefore appreciate having a thorough explanation
of your knowledge and participation, if any, in the obtaining
and/or using of information from the Carter Administration during
the 1980 Reagan Presidential campaign. Also, since your complete
files were not located at the Reagan Collection at the Hoover
Institution, I would like to request that you provide the
Subcommittee with access to any additional files from the 1980
Presidential campaign that you have retained.

I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee’s intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

.
'Sincere£y,

Q ~/

Chairman

DA/tal
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TIMMONS AND COMPANY. INCORPORATED “LUAM E-EMMONSPvui Ill
1550K STREET.N.W. WASIIINGTON, D.C.20000 (202)331-1760

TOM C. KOROLOGOS
I:_.\-rculinvlVin pruidcnlam]

October 3 ' l 98 3 I)Hn‘IOV0/Lcgh/nlioaA//ain

MXCHAELL REED
VicePnfldanland
Gonna]Counul

l|OWARD G. PAST-ER
\'In Prnidcnlam]Tnannn

MARY A. SIDLEY
\ .4l‘vclrJanl/orAdminvulvalion

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am in receipt of your September 27th letter
on the subject of possible unauthorized transfer
of information from the Carter Administration to
the Reagan—Bush campaign.

Regarding your first question, I have no knowledge
of any unauthorized information from the Carter
Administration and did not participate in obtain
ing materials improperly during the l980 Reagan
Presidential Campaign.

As for your second inquiry, there are several
boxes of campaign files in my office, and I would
be pleased to provide space for your staff to go
through them. I also have a copying machine
which is also available if individual papers need
to be reproduced.

I assure you of my complete cooperation with your
committee's oversight investigation.

Sincerely,

William E. Timmons

The Honorable Don Albosta
Chairman -

Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Post Office & Civil Service
U.S. House of Representatives
Room 511, House Office Building Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515
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GL5. boas: of Qcpruizntatibct
COMMITTEEON POST OFFICEAND ClVlL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEEONHUMAN RESOURCES
511 HOUSEOFFICEBUILDINGANNEX!
Iuflum. It. 206“
TEIJPNONS(202)225-282‘

October 17, 1983

Mr. Edward L. Heidenfeld
1575 I Street NW
Suite 500
Uashington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Ueidenfeld:

The Human Resources Subcommittee is presently conducting a
legislative oversight investigation into the implementation of
the Ethics in Government Act of l973. In particular, the
Subcommittee is focusing on the events surrounding the possible
unauthorized transfer of information from the Carter
Administration to the Reagan-Rush Canpaiqn. As such a transfer
could have involved Federal employees acting in their official
uapacities, it is of great concern to this Subcommittee, with
jurisdiction over the ethics programs in government, that the
ethics law he as strong as is necessary to discourage such
unethical behavior, while not serving as a deterrent for the
recruitment of dedicated public servants.

In order to conduct our inquiry into the potentially
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Adminstration to the Reagan campaign, the Subcommittee
must review files which it has reason to believe may contain such
information or material. As you may know, on July 29, 1983, the
Subcommittee was granted access to certain files at the Reagan
collection located at the Hoover Institution. Included in the
files searched are the files of certain individuals involved in
the 1980 Reagan campaign.

Upon our initial search at Hoover, it became evident that
many officials of the Reagan campaign retained their own files,
as opposed to sending them to the Archivist at Hoover. It is
also our understanding that your complete campaign files are not
located at Hoover.

33-896 0 — 84 - 21 Part 1
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Because of your role in the Reagan campaign, I would like to
request that you provide the Subcommittee with access to any
additional files from the 1980 Presidential campaign that you
have retained. I want to assure you at this point that it is the
Subcommittee's intention to examine only documents deemed
relevant to our investigation. After a cursory glance, if a
document is determined irrelevant, the investigators will
promptly move on in their review. Likewise, you have my personal
assurance that the Subcommittee investigators will only copy
those documents deemed relevant to this oversight investigation.

I hope you can respond to this request within five days, as
the Subcommittee wishes to complete its work as quickly as
possible.

' cerely,

Qt.
Chairman

DA/no

ACCESSTO FILE GRANTED
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AID PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

June 1983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

The Subcommittee will hold hearings on the bills H.R. 828 and
H.R. 829 on Tuesday, July 12th and Thursday, July 14th. This legislation
would prohibit the contracting out of Federal jobs currently reserved for
preference eligibles (veterans). Among those invited to testify are
representatives from OMB and GSA, to present the Administration's
position, several veterans‘ organizations, federal employee groups, and
representatives of the business and handicapped communities. In addition
to reviewing the pending legislation, these hearings will give the
Subcommittee an opportunity to gather more information on the general
issue of contracting out of government services.

The Subcommittee has tentatively scheduled joint hearings with
the Committee on Science and Technology on contracting out of services
at the National Weather Service. The hearings will hopefully be held
prior to the August recess. Among those who will be invited to
testify are representatives of NOAA and several agricultural organizations.
A major focus of the hearings will be the recently released Booz Allen
report on the National Weather Service, a study which was commissioned
by NOAA.

'

As part of its continuing work on amendments to the Ethics in
Government Act, the Subcommittee began an investigation into allegations
that the Reagan campaign team obtained materials prepared for
President Carter for the 1980 presidential debates. The Subcommittee has
written to several Administration officials who were previously members
of the Reagan campaign staff to request their response to the allegations
made, The Subcommittee held a press conference to announce the investigation.

Staff Director Micah Green traveled to Bellaire, Michigan to speak
before the Michigan Postmasters,

The Subcommittee staff will miss Tom Trabucco, who has worked with
the Subcommittee for five years, We wish him much success in his new
job at the National Association for Retired Federal Employees.
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‘SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

July I983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

The Subcommittee held hearings on July l2th and lbth on
H.R. 828 and H.R. 829. companion bills which would prohibit the
contracting for Federal occupations currently reserved by law
for veterans. On the first day of hearings, the Subcommittee
heard testimony on the broader issue of contracting out. as
prescribed under OMB Circular A—76. Presenting testimony were
four federal employee organizations. the Business Alliance on
Government Competition, and the Disabled American Veterans.
On the second day of hearings. the Subcommittee heard testimony
from The American Legion and the Veterans of Foreign Wars. the
Building Service Contractors, and from a panel of three organizations
representing the handicapped and severely disabled. Also.
Mr. Ray Kline. Deputy Administrator of the General Services Administration
presented the views of the Administration on the legislation.
All Subcommittee Members present expressed an interest in protecting
benefits for veterans. Another issue raised at the hearings was
the impact of the legislation on the handicapped. The Subcommittee
will carefully study this matter as it continues to review the bills.

Subcommittee staff met with officials of the Department of Energy
to discuss the contracting out of the two main libraries at DOE.
The Subcommittee expressed concern about efforts to place separated
employees at the libraries should a reduction-in-force occur.
Subcommittee staff also spoke with representatives of the employees
who would be affected by the contract conversion. The Subcommittee
will follow-up on this matter in a letter to the Secretary of Energy.

Subcommittee staff met with officials from the General Accounting
Office to discuss a study requested by the Subcommittee on the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act. GAO hopes to provide the Subcommittee
with a full report on possible abuses in the IPA within thirty days.

Subcommittee staff met with officials from GAO about their study
concerning the hiring. classification. and use of librarians in the
civil service.

The Subcommittee continued its investigation into the possible
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the Carter
White House to the Reagan—Bush campaign. The Subcommittee held
meetings on July l2th. July 14th and July 21st to discuss the
investigation. The Subcommittee adopted guidelines for the
investigation. Subcommittee staff continued to interview
witnesses to gain information on the matter, with both majority
and minority staff present at each interview. Staff also viewed
videotapes of the Reagan—Bush campaign's mock debates. At its
meeting on July 19th, the full Committee approved the retaining
on a consultant basis of Mr. James Hamilton. Esq.. as Special
Counsel to the Subcommittee for the investigation. Mr. Hamilton
aided the Subcommittee in negotiations with the White House for access
to Reagan-Bush campaign files stored at the Hoover Institution in
California and for access to Justice Department materials.
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SUMARY OE ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

August 1983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

The Subcomittee continued its investigation into the possible unauthorized
transfer of materials and information from the Carter Administration to the
Reaganlbush campaign. After an agreement was reached with the Trustees of
the Hoover Institution Reagan collection, Subcommittee investigators traveled
to the Hoover Institution in Palo Alto, California to review documents from
the Reagan campaign. Subcommittee investigators have continued to interview
witnesses and review documents associated with this matter.

Subcommittee staff also communicated with the General Accounting
Office (GAO) and the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) about the status
of confidential and public financial disclosure reports which are required
under the Ethics in Government Act. and the guidelines adopted for this
reporting procedure. _

The Subcommittee continued to study contracting out of Government services.

Chairman Albosta. while on a personal trip to Alaska. met with officials of
the National Weather Service's (NUS) Forecast Office in Anchorage to discuss
contracting out of NHS functions. The Chairman also met with officials and
employees at the Elmendorf Air Force Base to discuss contracting out and other

issues which affect Federal personnel. In addition. the Chairman discussed
contracting with National Park Service personnel in Anchorage.

The Chairman wrote to Secretary of Energy Donald hodel regarding the
contracting out of the two main libraries at the Department of Energy. In
particular, he asked for information on placement efforts for employees who
face separation as a result of the contract conversion. Also. the Chairman
wrote to the Associate Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). James Winchester, concerning the possible contracting
out of the National Climatic Center in Asheville, North Carolina. An A-76
cost comparison study is currently being undertaken for the National Climatic
Center, which is the national center for all climate information.

Also. in response to the Administration's revisions to OMB Circular
A-76, which sets forth Executive Branch policy on contracting, Chairman Albosta
announced his intention to hold a series of field hearings to gather information
on functions which are being considered for contract conversion or are
already being performed under contract. The field hearings would proceed a
more comprehensive hearing on OMB Circular A—76 and contracting out.

Chairman Albosta joined other Committee Members in writing to
Office of Personnel Management Director Donald Devine regarding a GAO report
on the classification and qualification standards for Federal librarians.
The letter to Mr. Devine urged the OPM to withdraw its proposed standards until
questions raised by the GAO report have been resolved.

Subcommittee staff represented the Subcommittee Chairman at the
opening of the National Headquarters Building of the National Alliance
of Postal and Federal Employees.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

September 1983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

HER. 2717. the Amendments to the Ethics in Government Act. was
passed by the full House on September 19th. Following further work
on the legislation by House and Senate conferees. the House passed the
final version of the bill on September 30th. Subcommittee Chairman Albosta
told the full House that he believes H.R. 2717 represents a bipartisan
consensus on important improvements in the Ethics law governing conduct
for Federal employees and officials.

In an effort to determine whether further changes are needed in
the laws governing ethics and standards of conduct for Federal personnel.
the Subcommittee continued its investigative work on the unauthorized
transfer of information during the 1980 Presidential campaign. Subcommittee
investigators continued to interview witnesses and review documents.
The Subcommittee reached an agreement with the Trustees of the Reagan
collection at the Hoover Institution which allows for further review of
documents by professional GAO investigators.

Chairman Albosta released a GAO study. requested by the Subcommittee.
on assignments in selected agencies under the Intergovernmental Personnel
Act (IPA). The Chairman pointed out that the report supports his concerns
that Federal agencies may be paying a greater share of IPA assignment costs
than agreements for such personnel transfers call for. The Chairman called
on OPM to review its policies and standards for the IPA program.

Subcommittee staff met with management officials from the General
Electrii Company to discuss GE's procedures during reductions-in-force
or company reorganizations. Chairman Albosta had written to officials
of the Lighting Business Group of General Electric to request information
on the recent consolidation and resulting reduction-in-force. General
Electric personnel provided Subcommittee staff with information on the
company's efforts to train or find alternate employment for employees
who may lose their jobs, benefit plans and severance payments.

The Subcommittee began planning for a field hearing on the staffing
levels in a number of agencies which provide economic and technical assistance
to businesses and local and state governments. The focus of these hearin swill be to determine whether the levels, use and organization of personnel
aredat

a point best suited to provide assistance to areas of severe economic
nee .
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

October 1983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

S. 461, the final version of the Amendments to the Ethics in
Government Act, was passed by the Senate. The legislation, on
which the Subcommittee worked extensively, has been sent to the
President for signature. In addition to improving laws governing
standards of conduct and ethics for Federal personnel, the
legislation reauthorizes the Office of Government Ethics.

Subcommittee Chairman Don Albosta announced that due to the
need for further investigative work on a number of leads, the
Subcommittee would not begin public hearings on the possible
unauthorized transfer of information and materials from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan presidential campaign by the
end of October, as previously hoped. The Chairman said that
although hearings may begin before Congress adjourns, he cannot
announce a starting date for the hearings until investigators are
able to follow through on the leads.

The Subcommittee has announced a fielding hearing on the
levels, organization and use of personnel at the Farmers Home
Administration to be held in Mount Pleasant, Michigan on November
7th. This hearing is part of the Subcommittee's review of
staffing levels at several Federal agencies which provide
economic assistance, such as loans, loan guarantees and grants.
Witnesses invited to testify include farmers, Realtors and
bankers, as well as the FmHA State Office Director. The
Subcommittee hopes to determine whether FmHA programs are staffed
and organized in a manner which allows them to meet the needs of
the communities they serve.

Continuing its study of contracting out of Government
functions in preparation for a series of hearings on OMB Circular
A—76, Chairman Albosta wrote to the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Research, Development and Acquisition to request
information on the contracting out of Training and Audiovisual
Support functions at Fort Bliss, Texas. Although a contract has
already been awarded for the function, employees have filed an
appeal of the decision to convert to contract.

The Subcommittee continued its review of the A—76 cost
comparison study being undertaken at the National Climatic Data
Center in Asheville, North Carolina. Subcommittee staff, joined
by staff of Congressman James McClure Clarke of North Carolina,
reviewed the Management Efficiency Study at the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration offices, which has been completed
for the NCDC functions which are being considered for contracting
out
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Subcommittee Staff Director Micah Green and Counsel John
Fitzgerald participated in a conference sponsored by the Office
of Government Ethics, which was held at the Department of Labor.
Micah and John gave a presentation on the Amendments to the
Ethics in Government Act (H.R. 2717) that Congress recently
passed.

Also, the Staff Director and Counsel participated in a
conference sponsored by the Assembly of Governmental Employees,
at which numerous issues affecting Federal employees were
addressed. Micah and John discussed the Intergovernmental
Personnel Act (IPA), which provides grants to states and
localities to establish merit based personnel systems. IPA also
has a program whereby Federal employees can be assigned to a
state or local government or a non-profit institution for a short
period of time. Subcommittee Chairman Albosta recently released
a General Accounting Office study on the IPA program which
pointed to abuses in the program at selected agencies.

Continuing its preparation for a series of hearings on OMB
Circular A-76 and ontracting out, Subcommittee staff met with
several organizations which have an interest in this issue. The
Subcommittee is attempting to identify particular functions,
which are either being considered for contacting out or are
currently being performed under contract, as possible sites for
field hearings on contracting out. Chairman Albosta believes
that the Subcommittee would benefit greatly from reviewing these
functions and speaking with Federal employees and contractors
first hand before hearings are held in Washington.
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sdnnmiv OF-ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

November 1983

Subcommittee on Human Resources

Subcommittee Chairman Albosta has announced that public
hearings on the unauthorized transfer of information from the
Carter Administration to the Reagan Campaign will begin shortly
after Congress reconvenes in late January. The first day of
hearings has been tentatively scheduled for January 26, 1984.
The Chairman believes that public hearings are necessary to
resolve conflicts that still exist and to examine the extensive
work done by the Subcommittee on this matter during the last
several months. In the interim period before the start of
hearings, the Subcommittee hopes to fully assess the information
collected and complete its review of materials being provided by
the Department of Justice, which has been conducting a separate
criminal investigation on the same matter.

The President has signed into law the Amendments to the
Ethics in Government Act, legislation on which the Subcommittee
has worked extensively this year (P.L. 98-150). As part of the
continuing review of this legislation, Chairman Albosta wrote to
the Director of the Office of Government Ethics (OGE), David
Martin, to request information about the financial disclosure
forms filed by J. Lynn Helms, Director of the Federal Aviation
Administration. P.L. 98-150 now requires that Presidential
nominees provide written notification of actions taken to comply
with the law's requirements, such as placing investments in a
blind trust to prevent conflicts of interest.

On November 7th, the Subcommittee held a field hearing in
Mount Pleasant, Michigan on the hiring, training and organization
of personnel at the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA). The
Subcommittee heard testimony from farmers, real estate brokers
and FmHA officials on how FmHA may improve its services to our
nation's rural communities. Issues raised at the hearing include
improving the training of loan officers, decreasing the amount of
time needed to process farm and housing loans, and ensuring the
most cost-effective use of FmHA appropriated funds.

Chairman Albosta cosigned a Committee request to GAO for a
review of staffing levels for Federal airport police at National
and Dulles Airports. Concerns have been raised that security at
the airports is in jeopardy due to a severe staff shortage.

The Subcommittee continued its review of the contracting out
of Department of the Army Audio/visual Support Center functions
at Fort Bliss, Texas. The Chairman wrote to the Army to request
further information on the appeals procedure followed during the
A-76 process for these functions. The Chairman also wrote to the
Army to request information on the contracting out of Army Tank
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Automotive Command functions in warren, Michigan.

Chairman Albosta wrote to the General Services
Administration (GSA) regarding the elimination of the Federal
Protective Officer (FPO) position at the Federal building in
Saginaw, Michigan. The Chairman requested information on GSA
guidelines for determining where FPO's will be assigned and
information on provisions for security at the Federal building
since the one-man RIF.

Continuing its work on H.R. 828 and H.R. 829, bills which
would prohibit the contracting out of Federal positions reserved
for veterans preference eligibles, Subcommittee staff met with
representatives of veterans organizations to further discuss the
affect of the legislation on veterans, sheltered workshops for
the handicapped, and the business community.

Staff Director Micah Green spoke before the Society of
Federal Labor Relations Professionals on contracting out of
government services and activities. Micah discussed the
Subcommittee's plans to hold a series of hearings on the
implementation of OMB Circular A—76, which sets forth Executive
Branch policy on contracting out.
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Chairman Don Albosta has requested that the General
Accounting Office (GAO) conduct an extensive review of placement
programs in Federal agencies. GAO will review placement figures
for civilian agencies for fiscal years 1981 and 1982, and then
conduct an in-depth review of placement programs at selected
agencies. The GAO report will include a review of the Priority
Placement Program (PPP) at the Department of Defense. Also, GAO
will review Office of Personnel Management (OPM) guidelines and
policies on placement programs for employees facing separation.
Finally, an analysis will be made of the effect OPM’s new
regulations on reductions in force would have on agency placement

grograms.
The Chairman believes that the information from this

AO report will be beneficial to the Subcommittee as it continues
to study the effects of reductions in force on employees and the
possible implementation of new placement programs. The study will
also assist the Subcommittee in its current review of the
implementation and impact of OMB Circular A-76.

Continuing
its review of reductions in force in the private

sector, the Su committee wrote to the Melville Corporation, owners
of Thom McAn footwear. Melville recently announced that it is
closing nearly all of its domestic shoe factories, a move which
will affect 2000 em lo ees. Melville already has closed 25 plants
in l983, affecting ,6 0 employees. The Subcommittee requested
information on how the company has approached this major reduction
in force, including protections and benefits for displaced
employees, and lacement and retraining efforts. The Subcommittee
also wrote to t e U.S. Steel company, which has recently announced
a major reorganization which will affect a total of 15,000
employees.

The Subcommittee continued its investigation into the
possible unauthorized transfer of materials and information from
the Carter Administration to the 1980 Reagan campaign.
Investigators continued to interview witnesses and review related
documents. The Subcommittee also reviewed the product of the FBI
investigation into the same matter, pursuant to an agreement with
the Justice Department. The Subcommittee began preparations for
hearings on the investigation, which are tentatively scheduled to
begin January 26, 1984.

The Subcommittee continued to review the im lementation of
OMB Circular A-76, setting forth Executive Branc policy on
contracting out of Government activities. Chairman Albosta wrote
to HUD Secretary Samuel Pierce, requesting information on the
contracting out of library services at HUD. The Chairman also
wrote to Secretary Pierce concerning the contracting out of EEO
investigative work at HUD. In the response on the latter contract
conversion, HUD officials informed the Subcommittee that EEO
investigative work was considered for contract conversion in May
of 1983. Accordingly, Chairman Albosta has written to the Office
of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPPJ, asking for an explanation of
OFPP's directive to agencies on the implementation of the old and
new A-76 Circular. Also, the Chairman again wrote to Secretary
Pierce, requesting further information on staffing for HUD and EEO
investigative work.
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The Chairman wrote to OMB Director David Stoékman about OMB's
decision to contract out, or close, numerous printing and
duplicating facilities government-wide. In particular, the
Chairman requested information on the cost effectiveness of this
action and the effect these contract conversions would have on
other agency functions.

The Subcommittee continued to look into the contracting out
of Army Communications Command activities at Fort Bliss, Texas.
Chairman Albosta wrote to OFPP, asking for a review of the
implementation of A-76 appeal procedures by the Army.

The subcommittee staff joined staff members from the Civil
Service Subcommittee and former Subcommittee Chairwoman Ferraro's
office in a meeting with GAO staff to discuss the GAO study on Pay
Equity and Comparable North in the Federal overnment. The staff
discussed the direction of the next phase 0 this major study,
which will include a comparison of evaluation systems for
occupations used by the Federal government, a history of the
Factor Evaluation System, and a review of selected job evaluation
systems being implemented by state governments and private
companies.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

Subcommittee on Human Resources

January 198"

Subcommittee Chairman Albosta announced that the
Subcommittee would not hold public hearings at this time on the
investigation into the unauthorized transfer of materials and
information from the Carter Administration during the 1980
Presidential campaign. Instead, the Subcommittee will ask
certain important witnesses to sign sworn statements under oath
about their knowledge of, or participation in, this unauthorized
transfer of material. Subcommittee investigators are continuing
to interview witnesses and review documents related to this
matter. The Subcommittee will make its findings public in a
Committee report by mid-March.

Continuing its oversight of the Ethics in Government Act of
1978, Chairman Albosta wrote to the Designated Agency Ethics
Official (DAEO) at each Federal agency. The DAEO is responsible
for overseeing the ethics program(s) at his/her agency, as well
as ensuring that the provisions of the Ethics in Government Act
are properly implemented and enforced. The Chairman asked for an
explanation of educational programs for employees regarding
Standards of Conduct, any guidelines or regulations issued by the
agency on Standards of Conduct, and a report on violations of
Standards of Conduct and how they are dealt with by the DAEO.

Chairman Albosta also wrote to the Director of the Office of
Government Ethics, David Martin, to express his concern about
conflicts of interest and the failure to disclose such conflicts
by high ranking government officials. The Chairman asked for
information about conflicts of interest which have been reported
since the enactment of the Ethics in Government Act in 1978 and
how these conflicts have been resolved. Finally, the Chairman
asked for Mr. Martin's view on the effectiveness of certain
amendments to the Ethics Act which were passed by Congress last
year.

The Subcommittee continued to monitor the possible
contracting out of EEO investigations at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Chairman Albosta again
wrote to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) to ask
what actions that office might take in light of possible
non—compliance by HUD with the guidelines and intent of OMB
Circular A-76. The Chairman also wrote to HUD Secretary Samuel
Pierce to express his concern about staffing for EEO
investigative work since the agency began to consider this
function for contracting out.

Chairman Albosta wrote to the House Armed Services Committee
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to ask for a review of the contract performance of Training and
Audiovisual Support Center functions at Fort Bliss, Texas. The
Subcommittee has been reviewing the contracting out of this
activity and was informed of possible overcharging and security
violations on the part of the contractor.

Subcommittee Staff Director Micah Green addressed a
workshop, sponsored by the Department of the Air Force, on the
implementation of OMB Circular A-76. Micah discussed the
Subcommittee's concerns about contracting out for government
services, which include cost-effectiveness, the identification of
inherently governmental functions, and the government's
responsibility towards its employees.

The Subcommittee continued its review of how private sector
companies deal with major reductions-in—force due to company
reorganizations or plant closings. The Subcommittee received
information from U.S. Steel and Melville Footwear Manufacturing,
both of which have announced maJor reductions-in-force, on
placement programs, retraining efforts, and benefits provided for
employees facing separation. The Subcommittee will continue to
study reductions-in-force in other industries, in an effort to
determine how the Federal government may improve its placement
programs for civil service employees.
The Subcommittee continued to study the organization, levels

and utilization of personnel at the Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA). Chairman Albosta wrote to the State Director of FmHA in
Michigan to recommend possible changes or improvements in the
structure and organization of FmHA offices, based on testimony
presented at a Subcommittee hearing held in November.
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sunnnnx or ACTIVITIES AND rnuasursu ACTIVITIES

Subcommittee on Human Resources

February 198"

The Subcommittee began its preparation of the report in
which it will present its findings of the investigation into the
unauthorized transfer of materials and information from the
Carter Administration during the 1980 presidential campaign. The
Subcommittee asked key persons to sign sworn statements about
their knowledge of, or participation in, this matter. The
Subcommittee also continued to interview witnesses and review
documents related to the investigation. The report will be
completed in mid—to-late March.

The Subcommittee received responses from many of the 125
Federal agencies to which it sent inquiries concerning their
ethics programs. The Subcommittee will carefully review all of
the materials provided by the agencies to determine whether
ethics regulations and Standards of Conduct are being properly
enforced. Information also was provided by the Office of
Government Ethics (OGE) on the status of ethics programs and
steps that have been taken by OGE to enforce provisions of the
Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as well as recent amendments to
the Act.

The Subcommittee Joined the Civil Service Subcommittee in
writing to the Director of the Bureau of Prisons, to express
concern about the increasing number of attacks on Federal
correctional officers. Among the issues raised by the
Subcommittees are questions about a proposal to contract out for
the building and operation of a Federal prison in Texas, and
staffing levels at Federal prisons.

The Subcommittee continued to review the implementation of
OMB Circular A—76, in preparation for a series of hearings on
contracting out of Government activities. Chairman Albosta wrote
to the Department of the Army, requesting a full review of the
decision to contract out Industrial Operations Directorate
activities at Port Huachuca, Arizona. The Committee's Ranking
Majority Member, Representative Morris Udall, expressed concern
about the preparation of the A—76 cost comparison study conducted
for these functions. Additionally, the Subcommittee received
information from the Committee on Armed Services concerning the
contract performance of Training and Audiovisual Support Center
activities at Fort Bliss, Texas, and will continue to monitor the
progress of an Army investigation of the contract.

Chairman Albosta Joined Representative Thomas Daschle in
writing to the Director of the National Park Service (NPS), to
request information on the implementation of the A-76 Circular at

33-896 O — 84 — 22 Part I
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NPS. In particular, the Congressmen questioned National Park
Service plans to complete numerous A—76 studies for functions at
national parks nationwide by the end of March. They also
expressed concern about the protection of park resources if
certain activities are converted to contract performance, and the
effect of these contract conversions on Federal employees.

The Subcommittee met with General Accounting Office (GAO)
personnel to discuss the progress of the GAO study on placement
programs in the Federal government, which was requested by the
Subcommittee. GAO is currently reviewing the Priority Placement
Program at the Department of Defense, and will also conduct an
in-depth study of placement programs at selected Federal
agencies.

The Subcommittee staff began its review of H.R. H620, a bill
to prohibit the recording of conversations made on the Federal
telecommunications system, which has been referred to the
Subcommittee.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTED ACTIVITIES

Subcommittee on Human Resources

March 108"

The Subcommittee continued preparation of the report on its
investigation of the unauthorized transfer of materials and
information from the Carter Administration during the 1980
presidential election campaign. On March 27, the Chairman wrote
individuals who had not complied with the Subcommittee's request
for the submission of sworn statements about their knowledge of,
or participation in, the matters under investigation, to remind
them that their testimony under oath was necessary to complete
the Subcommittee report.

On March 1", Chairman Ford and Subcommittee Chairman Albosta
wrote to Speaker O'Neill expressing concern about the bill H.R.
2133. This legislation, which amends the Small Business Act,
would have a significant impact on the implementation of OMB
Circular A-76. That impact could be detrimental to both Federal
employees and contractors. The Subcommittee felt that before
House consideration of this legislation, there should be
discussions with the Small Business Committee to address the
particular concerns of Albosta and Ford. These discussions are
currently taking place. '

The Subcommittee met to consider requests from Senators
Metzenbaum and Levin for access to and copies of materials
relevant to Mr. Edwin Neese's knowledge of, participation in, and
statements about the potentially unauthorized transfer of
materials and information during the 1990 presidential election
campaign. On March 1“, the Subcommittee, by recorded vote,
approved a motion to approve access to Subcommittee materials
assembled pertaining to Mr. Meese. To comply with the requests
of Senator Metzenbaum of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary
and Senator Levin of the Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs, the Subcommittee made available copies of the requested
documents

The Subcommittee continued its review of the Ethics programs
in the executive branch, including the enforcement of financial
disclosure and conflicts of interest provisions of the law.

The Subcommittee continued its review of the implementation
of OMB Circular A-76 and contracting out of government
activities. The Subcommittee will begin its series of hearings
on this issue by focusing on contracting out of Federal
libraries. In preparation for the Subcommittee's on-site review
of a Federal library under consideration for contracting out, the
Subcommittee has been working with library organizations and
Federal librarians.
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The Subcommittee also continued to research the
implementation of the A-76 Circular at other Federal agencies,
including HUD, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Department of the Interior, General Services Administration, and
Department of Defense. Chairman Albosta wrote to the Bureau of
Reclamation to express concern about the contracting out of
activities performed by veterans preference eligibles at the
Hoover Dam. -

On March 2“, the Subcommittee Staff Director spoke to a
seminar of the Federal Managers Association on the subject of
contracting out of government services. In his remarks, he
outlined the Subcommittee’s oversight and legislative agenda on
this issue. Another matter discussed was the impact H.R. 2133, a
bill dealing with small business government procurement, would
have on managerial discretion in the Federal Government.

The Subcommittee is working with General Accounting Office
staff on GAO's review of placement programs in the Federal
government. GAO is studying the Priority Placement Program at
the Department of Defense, and the effectiveness of placement
programs in civilian agencies. The Subcommittee is studying the
use of placement programs for employees faced with separation
from the Civil Service as a result of contract conversions.

The Subcommittee continued its review of H.R. N620, a bill
to prohibit the recording of conversations made on the Federal
telecommunications system. The Subcommittee began a broader
review of actions and policies affecting employees’ rights of
privacy.

The Subcommittee continued its review of personnel
requirements and employee utilization at selected agencies
including the Office of Government Ethics and the Farmers’ Home
Administration.
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Camp David

How can you expect progress in the Camp David negotiations
if you are holding out the prospect of a summit? Also, our
European allies, as well as most Arab nations, believe the
Camp David talks are going nowhere. What makes you believe
‘that there is something left to achieve from them?

For more than 30 years, there were efforts to resolve~

the Arab-Israeli conflict. Except for some limited disengage

ment agreements, none of them worked. Then came Camp David,

which led to the first actual peace in the area -- the treaty
between Egypt and Israel, which is being implemented. The

other half of Camp Davidlr— on full autonomy for the inhabitant:

of the West Bank and Gaza --.is the first time that both
Israel's security and the rights of the Palestinian people ha"e

been at the top of the agenda, together. This approach also

fulfills another essential
condition

-- that the toughest, mos:
unanswerable questions, like the final status of the West Eank

and Gaza, are put off until aftek a transition period of five

years. This can permit the parties to have a time of living

and working together, in order to find room for accommodation.

It is clear to us that any other approach to peace would
also have to deal with these central problems, and follow this

general approach. And no other approach has been suggested

that can do that.

I am convinced -- as are Prime Minister Begin and

President Sadat -- that Camp David can succeed, in the interos

of all our countries and, when we are finished, in the intcres

(293)
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of the Palestinian people, as well. The road is not easy;

the issues are complex and difficult, and reflect more than

a
generation of conflict. As the talks resume, however, they

will focus on the difficult issues that remain, building on

all the ground work that has been done in the past 16 months.
With good will on all sides -- which does exist -- the
answers can be found.

During Sol Linowitz' visit to the Middle East, the
parties agreed to restart the talks, and to consider the

timing and venue for a summit. The two efforts complement
one another: the talks will develop the issues toward

resolution and a summit could be useful in pushing the whole

process forward. Given the decades that have elapsed since

the search for peace began, we should not be conc*rned about

a few weeks between the reconvening of the talks and a summit

meeting.
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Pressure on Israel

‘With all the potential leverage we have on Israel, why don't
you use some of it to get Israel to make some compromises?

It is important to bear in mind two factors:
I

-- there can he no peace in the Middle East unless
Israel is secure. We are committed to its security, and we
provide it with great quantities of assistance and modern
arms to that end. Seeking to weaken Israel through "pressure.

therefore, could fly in the face of our concern for Israel's

security, and would undermine Israeli political confidence
in the peace process; :

-- the resolution of the Arab—Israeli conflict must

be a political process, reached through political decision.

Thus any agreement in the autonomy talks, to have any value,

must have the approval of the prime minister, cabinet, Knesset,

and people of Israel. Therefore, there is only one way to

reach success: to work through each issue patiently and

persistently, until there can be agreement that makes sense

to both Israel and to Egypt. I am confident that that is
possible, and will do all that I can to help.

We must also understand that the decisions and choices

Israel is facing in the autonomy talks are amono the most

difficult in its entire history. It can only make those
choices against a background of confidence in its security

and its future. We are cormitte' to helping provide that

Israel needs our understanding or Chi?essential confidence.

difficult time. It will have it.
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AFGHANISTAN

Reagan

The Reagan Response to Afghanistan

Opposing the President's actions, Reagan proposed his
own plan to counter the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Soon after the invasion Reagan advocated sending advisers,
and stationing war planes in Pakistan. He also suggested
that the United States send weapons to Afghanistan.

"(W)e ought to be funneling weapons through there
that can be delivered to those freedom fighters in
Afghanistan to fight for their own freedom.‘ That
would include those shoulder—launched, heat-seeking
missiles that could knock down helicopter gun ships
that the Soviets are using against them."

Washington Post
January 10, 1980

But that was not enough. Reagan also proposed that
the United States blockade Cuba in retaliation for the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan.

"One option might well be that we surround the. "

island of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out."

New York Times
January 29, 1980

Even though Reagan advocated military options to counter
the Soviet invasion, he opposed draft registration.

"Indeed, draft registration may actually decrease
our military preparedness, by making people think we
have solved our defense problem..."

Quoted by Senator Hatfield
Congressional Record
June 4, 1980

Although Reagan decries vacillation in United States
foreign policy, and calls for a greater show of military
force, his statements during the Afghanistan crisis call
into question whether Reagan has the understanding and
steadfastness required to initiate an effective U.S. response.
Of the three steps the President initiated to counter the
Soviets, Reagan opposed both the grain embargo and draft
registration, and he vacillated on theOlynpic boycott.
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Sept 4

Harris joined the Community Services
Administration in 1977 as Special .-\ssist
ant to the Director and assumed his
current position in August 1977.

Federal Mine Safety and
Health Review Commission
Nomination of Dennis Dal: Clark To Be 4
bfember. September 4, 1980

The President today announced that
he will nominate Dennis Dale Clark, of
Greenbelt, .\ld., to be a member of the
Federal Mine Safety and Health Review
Commission. He would replace Ierome R.
Waldie, who has resigned, and he will be
nominated for an additional term expir
ing in 1986. Clark has been General

Counsel of this Commission since 1979.

He was born December 31, 1944-, in

Detroit, Mich. He received a BA. from
Ohio ‘Wesleyan University in 19,67 and a

_]'.D: from University of Michigan Law
School in 1970.

From 1970 to 1976, Clark was an as

sociate attorney with the Washington firm

of Bredho."t', Cushman, Cottesman &

Cohen. From 1976 to 1977, he was asso
ciate attorney with the Washington firm

of Lichtman. Abeles, Anker 8: Nagle.
From 1977 to 1979, he was Deputy As
sociate Solicitor with the Fair Labor
Standards Division of the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor.

.__r:,»- ,'_-:_-Jr.-v‘-.t7~‘..-"’-.—~""‘<»..'-‘D

B’nai B’rith International

Remarks at the Closing Banquet of the
Biennial Convention. September 4, 1980

President .S'/lit.-er, President Day, Ambas

sador Evron, Senator Carl Levin, Secre

1654

Administration of jimrny Carter, 1920

tary Klutznic/r, Seere:ary Coldrc/zmidt,
member: and ,‘riends of B'r::::' 5'n'tr'z Inter
national, lad:'es'cnd gentlemen:
My wife made me promise that at t.::
beginning of my speech I would recognize
the presence of .\Ir. ShalornDoron, Doron
who's the chairman of the board of the
-B'nai B'rith Women Children’s Home in
Israel, one of the finest places that I have
ever known about, where Rosalynn was
privileged to visit when we were in Jeru
salern last year.
This is a home, as you women certainly
know, for children who are severely emo

tionally disturbed. They have a remark
able 70-percent recovery rate among those

children. They give no drugs, and as Mr.
Doron says, the therapy is love. My wife is
one of the experts on mental health, says
it's one_ of the most successful programs
and schools that she has ever seen in her
life, and you’re to be congratulated for it.
I come before you at a special time in
Our Nation’s history, a dynamic period of
controlled turmoil known as election time.

[Laughter] It’s a time whengood friends
can find themselves in total disagreement.

It's a time when paren-'_sare very likely to
find themselves at odds with their own
sons and daughters. l't’s a time when lib
erals ask the candidates if they’ll do

enough and consersati-res ask the candi
dates not to do too much. It's a time
when mere discussions become sharp de

bates and when debates turn into heated

arguments. I understand it's a lot like hir
ing a new rabbi for the synagogue.
[Laughter]

Speaking of elections. I’m told that jack
Spitzer was a shoo-in for reelection as your
president this year. I find that a good
omen as I appear before you. [Laughter]
Well, I’m delighted to be back with
you again. I remember distinctly the ex
citement of my attendance at your ban
quet in 1976. And I':n delighted to be
here, because, well, I think you know
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why. The B’nai B'n'th and the Demo
cratic Party have stood together for pro
gressive causes for almost 50 years-from
social security to strong trade unions,

from civil rights at home to lxurnan rights
abroad. We’ve made progress because

we've worked together, and we've worked

together because we've had shared goals,

shared ideals, shared commitments.

People sometimes say that the old

Democratic coalition no longer exists. But
I say that all those who care about eco
nomic justice and personal dignity and
civil liberties and pluralism have a living
record of achievement that keeps that
coalition alive. If anyone doubts that it's
alive today, let them look tonight at the

people and the ideals and the achieve

ments of B’nai B’rith International. The
whole world looks to you with admiration
and with appreciation. _

Like you, I believe both in progress and
also in the preservation of tradition.

Progress is the very essence of the Ameri
can dream, the conviction that each gen
eration through hard work can give its
children a better life than we ourselves
enjoy. But we do not want reckless

change. We value political traditions, we
value our cultural diversity, and we treas
ure them :5 guideposs for the future.

This will be :1 decade of change, per
haps even more rapid change, perhaps
even more disturbing change than we ex
perienced in the 1970's. But it's also a
decade of challenge; it’s a decade of

hope. Our country is on the right road to
the right future, and we will stay the

course. The election is not about the past.
I‘ve called it a choice between two fu

tures, and I believe that Americans want
a future of justice for our society, strength
and security for our Nation. And I be
lieve that .-Mnericans want a future of

peace for the entire world. We’re on the

right road in building a just society.

Sept. 4

We’re not a perfect nation but we're mak

ing good progress.

B’nai B'rith has altta-_.-srecognized the
universality of that 2501"? for justice and
for basic civil or hurna.-1 rights. That's
why you seek ratification oi the equal
rights amendment, and so do I. Our Na
tion is more than 2C0 iears oid, and it’s
time for the rights of all Americans,
women and men, to be guaranteed in the
Constitution of the United States.
You want to preserve the separation of
church and state, a policy that’s served us

so well for 200 years, and so do I. And
you want a competent and an independ
ent judiciary, and so do I. I want .-\rneri
ca to stay on the road that we've set for
ourself in the past and which we insist
upon following in the future. We're on
the rightroad to the right future in bring
ing peaceto the Middle East, and we'll
stay the course, no matter how difficult it
might be, in our cornrnirment to justice
and peace and to the security and the
well-being of Israel.

I hope that when the history books are
written about my our: administration,
that one of theparagra;ohs there will be
that President jimmy Carter, represent
ing the United States, helped the leaders
and the people of Israel and Egypt to find
a permanent peace. This is most impor
tant for us. Ever since President Truman
recognized Israel’s independence the very

day it was proclaimed in Israel, our two
nations have had a special relationship

based on a common herizage and a com

mon commitment to et..ical and Demo
cratic values. It’s in the strategic and the

moral interest of the United States of
America to have peace in he Mideast
and a secure and a peac:;'ul srael. It's in
our interest as well as those of the people
of Israel.

We’ve ‘not been co-rnpleteiy successful

yet, but our course in the Xiiddle East has
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brought the first real peace that that re

gion has known in the 32 years of Israel’:

existence. There is no turning back. The
brave vision of Prime Minister Begin and

President .-'\nwar Sadat has been vindi

cated. The proof is in the almost unbe
lievable present circumstance, for Ambas
sadors are exchanged between nations, in

meetings between the leaders of those
nations in Cairo, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem,
and also in Alexandria, in airline flights
between the two countries on a routine

basis, and even the fact that now Israeli
visitors or tourists can buy the Jerusalem
Post at newsstands in Cairo.

Normalization has begun. It can and
it must proceed further. When I went to
Jerusalem and to Cairo and to Alex
andria, the excitement of the hundreds
of thousands of people on the streets were
the most vivid testimony to me of the

hunger in the hearts and minds of the

people of those two great nations for a

lasting peace and forjustice.
The United States of Americalis a full
partner with Israel and Egypt in the task
of extending that peace—extending a
genuine peace between Israel and all her
neighbors. And I’m also convinced that
the people of Jordan and Syria and
Lebanon and the other nationsin the
Middle East who are Arab want peace as
deeply as do the people of Israel and of
Egypt. Some leaders have not yet been
convinced, but I'm convinced that the
people there want peace.
Together we’re engaged in the only ne
gotiation that has ever addressed both
Israel's security and the political status of
the West Bank and Gan at the same time
on the same agenda. And I’d like to re
mind you that this was an agenda set by
the leaders of the two nations—Israel
and Egypt—even before we began the
three-way talks that led to Camp David
accords and the peace treaty itself. Prime

Administration of jirnmy Carter, 1980

Minister Begin has assured me that he
wants this from the bottom of his heart.

The road will not be ex; I cannot as
sure you that our country will always
agree with every position taken by the
Government of Israel. But wh:~.tever dif
ferences arise, they will never afiect our
commitment to a. secure Israel. There will
be no so-called reassasrnenc of support
for Israel in a. Caner adminismuion.
As Ambassador Evron pointed out to
you, when he spoke recently, we have
never threatened to slow down or cut off
aid to Israel, and I can asure'you that we
never will. I know from expen'ence and
from long and extended negotiations and
discussion with the leaders of those two
countries that without security for Israel
there can be no peace. President Sadat
understands this just as clearly, as do I,
or as Prime Minister Begin understands
it. That's why we moved so quickly in the
first few months of my own residency to
enact a strong antiboycott law.

Such a. law, as you know, has been
blocked under the Republicans by the
Secretaries of State and Treasury. They
were afraid it would hurt our relation
ships, diplornatic and trade relationships
with the Arab world. I thought about this.
But I decided to go ead despite these
risks, because I knew it was the right thing
to do. Now foreigners no longer tell Amer
ican business leaders where they can do
business and with whor:-. And Secretary
Phil Klutznick, the Secretary of Com
merce, is making sure that we're going to
keep it that way.
The United States Government and
myself personally are cornmit-‘.ed to lIjnited
Nations Resolution 242, and we will op
pose any attempt to change it. no United
States Government and I persorzally op
pose an inclependen: al:.=.'n;'ari state,
and unless and until they cognize Is
rael’s right to exist and ac-:e : Resolution
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i
242 as a b:tsis for peace, we will neither

recognize nor negotiate with the PLO. ;\s

I have repeatedly stated, it is long past
time for an end to terron'sm.
. lso I know, and have known since my
early childhood, the importance of Jeru
salem in Jewish history. From the"tirne

King David first united the nation of Is
rael and proclaimed the ancient city of

Jerusalem its capital, the Jewish people
have drawn inspiration from Jerusalem.
I sensed that special feeling myself last
year when I stood as President of the
United States before the Knesset in Jeru
salem. I was there searching for peace in
the city of peace. My prayers were an
swered in the Egyptian-Israeli peace
treaty.

We're still pursuing with Israel and

Egypt the larger peace that all of us seek.

In such a peace, Jerusalem should remain

forever undivided, with free access to the

holy placa, and we will make certain that
the future of Jerusalem can only be de
termined through agreement With the

full concurrence of Israel.
It's important for me to point out to

you—because we share an intense inter
est in this subject—that President Sadat
understands perfectly that my positions

have been, are now, and will be those that
I have just described to you.
I believe in keeping Israel strong, and
I’m proud that in the 32 years of Israel’s
existence, one half the total economic
and military aid has been delivered to that

great democracy during the brief time
that I have been President of the United
States. I don't look on this as being kind
to Israel, nor as a handout; I look upon
it as President of our country as an in
vestment in the security of America.

ljltimately, as all of you know, there is
no other path to peace in the Middle East

except through negotiation, and those ne

gotiations are difficult, tedious, some
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times contentious. Sornetimes there is a

delay in progress that causes us all to be

frustrated, sometimes a.l:r:ost discouraged.
No one who cherishes ihe goal of peace
can allow that course to founder‘. This is
the policy that I will ala-.-aysfollow. Ther
will not be one policy for election year and
another policy after the election. Exactly
the same policy that led to the Camp
David accords and to the peace treaty
between Israel and Egypt and an unin
terrupted supply of miliaar-y‘ and economic
aid to Israel will continue as long as I
am President of the United States.
I shared a common problem with Prime
Minister Begin and with President Sadat.
As was the case with them, my personal
involvement in the Camp David process
carried high political risks. No politician
likes to have a highly publicized effort for
a great achievement and fail. There was
certainly no guarantee of success. The dif
ferences seemed almost insurmountable.
.\'either was there any guarantee of suc
ccss in Jerusalem or Cairo when I went
there to remove the obstacles to a. peace

treaty. I have been personally involved in
the peace process because in conscience
there is really no choice for me. We simply
must continue to move away from war and
stalemate topeacc and so progress for the
people of Israel and for the people of
Egypt.

Our efforts were successful in 1978. Our
efforts were successful in l979. If we stay
the course, they will be successful in the
future. This is a time not for despair, but
for a. renewed commitment
This week my personal representative
to the peace negotiations, Ambassador Sol

Linowitz, has been in the Middle East
again, meeting \-sith Prime Minister Begin
and then with President Sadat. Qnce

again we've found a way to move towards

peace. The talks will resume. .-\:id again I
will personally join in the search for peace,
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if necessary in a summit meeting, which
Prime .\linister Begin and I discussed on

the phone when he called me this mom

ing. He called to express his personal

gratitude at the success of the Linowitz

mission to the Middle East, and also to ex

press his gratitude at the renewed pros

pects for progress. As you know, Presideht
Sadat has already publicly agreed with

this idea of a a summit meeting if neces
sary to ensure success.

We are on the right road in working for

peace and in helping to keep Israel secure,
and we’ll stay on that road in close part
nership with our Israeli friends as long as
I'm President._
The Mideast peace effort cannot be
isolated as an international afiair. Closely
related to it—and I hope that you will
mark my words—we are on the right road
also in moving toward energy security in
the future. We had to fight for 3 years, as
Senator Carl Levinknows, who helped me
with this effort, to enact a comprehensive
energy program. It's only just begun to
work, because the legislation has only just
recently been passed. But the benefits are
already clear. We’re now importing 24
percent less foreign oil than we were when
I became President. The first year, 1977,
that I was in ofice, we averaged importing
about 8% million barrels of oil every day.
This year we expect that average to have
dropped to about 6% million barrels per .
day, which means that's a 2 million bar
rel less purchase of foreign oil every day,
because we've moved on energy. But this
progress is not a sure thing for the future.
The success of this effort depends on
the outcome of the election this year.
The new Republican leaders sneer at
energy conservation. They say we should
do away with the 55-mile speed limit.
They say we should do away with the
synthetic fuel program. They say we
should abolish the windfall profits ta:<, a
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ta_\' on the unearned proizs of the big oil

companies. And they would like to let the
big oil companies keep the raoney, money
that we will use to spur sc-Iar energy, coal
use, gasohol and to help the poor and the

aged pay for the higher cut of fuel to heat
their homes.

As an alternative, all t_".e;: ofier is the
wan hope that if we just the oil com

panies enough money. t.'-.ey'll solve the

energy problem for us and maybe help to

shape our foreign policy at the same time.
We must be very careful about this. The
new Republican leaders do not seem to

recognize the cost of foreign oil depend
ence—-not just the financial cost, not just
the cost in joblssness and inflation, but
the foreign policy cost and the national
security costs as well. To abandon con
servation, to abandon our energy pro
gram could be to take the destiny of our
Nation out of our own hands and put it
in the hands of OPEC. We must not per
mit that. You should consider very care
fully who might be Secretary of Energy or
Secretary of State in a dififerent adminis
tration next year.
We’re on the right reed also in re
building the cities of A;-.en'ca. \\'e’ve
built a tough-minded \vo.'it'ing partner
ship between American t.-.eyors and the
Federal Government and also private in
dustry. You can see and feel the result in
cities all over America—a renewed sense
of pride and accorriplislirrent and con
fidcnce.

When I campaigned for President in
1976 and went into almost any city in this
country and talked to the local officials
there in the counties and the city govern
ments, there was a sense of discourage
ment, alienation, and despair. \\'e've not
yet been completely successful, but we
have started rebuilding the spirit of ac
complishment and confidence in our
cities. We still have a long '--.'a'\' to go and
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this program——so successful so far-is not
a sure thing for the future. It depends on
the outcome of this election. A

.-‘i gigantic, election-year tax cut prom

'-ed—Reagan-Kemp-Roth—would de

prive us of O\ er a trillion dollars between
now and l987—-the financial tools to fin

ish this job, not only in the cities but to

meet the social needs of America. The
scheme would deal our cities a great blow
and would. set them back a generation.

We simply cannot permit this to happen.

Now our country is ready to build on

t..ese kinds of foundations. The economic
renewal plan that I announced last week
will help us do just that. We will retool

American industry and make it more

competitive and more innovative and

more productive. The results will be more

jobs and more stable prices for all the

people of our country.

The alternative presented by the new

Republican leaders would reignite infla
tion just as we're beginning t9 get it
under control. The Republican nominee
for Vice President once estimated that
the scheme that he now advocates, Rea

gan-Kemp-Roth, would mean an infla
tion rate of more than 30 percent. This
is one free lunch that America simply
cannot afford.

We're also on the right road to the

right future in meeting challenges from
abroad. Before I took office, our military
strength slid steadily downward for 8
straight years. We have reversed that
trend, to ensure that we'll continue to

have the modern conventional forces and

the modern strategic forces needed to
deter war, to keep our Nation at peace
through strength.

We are now moving decisively to in

crease our security—-and also that of our
friends--in .\".-\TO and in the critical In
dian Ocean, and in the Persian Gulf area
we are buildingr American strength. The
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brutal Soviet invasion of .-‘~.:';'nanistan
shows how important these e:':'orts are.
\\'e‘re determined to respect the inde

pendence of the nations of that area, and
we are determined to :eet any threats to
our vital interests.

At the same time. we will stand by our
commitments to control nuclear arms. A

long as I'm President, the United States
will not initiate a pointless and a danger
ous nuclear arms race. We‘ll continue to
work for the control of nuclear weapons.
Mutual and balanced nuclear arms con
trol is not some sentimental act of chariqr.
It's not a favor we're doing for some
other nation. It's essential to our own na
tional security.

And we're on the right road to promot
ing human rights. I'll not be swayed from
that cou‘_rse.We'll stand Er:-n for human
rights at the Review Conference on Euro
pean Security and Cooperation in
Madrid this fall to rnal-:e sure that the
Helsinki agreements are c:;n'ed out.
\\’e’ll be fighting for ht-_'nan rights as we
did in Belgrade under Secretary Goldberg
at the last session.

Because of our strong efforts and the
focus of world attention,

50,000 Soviet Jews rr_c-=-edlast year to
freedom in Israel and t_o the United
States. As you ltno-.v this '.\as the greatest
number in history. They found freedom
to worship, freedom to rejoice in the cul
tural and religious traditions of centuries.

But in July, last month, less than 2,500
were permitted to emigrate—an annual
rate of 30,000—and the rate of new ap
provals was even lower. This makes our
cause more urgent, or: resolve more cer
tain, and we will continue to communi
cate that resolve ver*_:clearly to the Soviet

leaders.

In closing, let me say that. as President
of our country. I try to represent its
people. The American people 'celieve in

CDLn'1
)

more than
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peace, for ourselves and for our allies

whom we love. The .-\rr.erIca.n people
believe that in order to have peace we

must be strong, strong rnllitarily, and

we're second :0 no nation in the world in

military strength; that we must be strong

politically,’ that our influence must be

extended to others in :1 benevolent and

acceptable way; strong morally, that we

do not ever yield from a commitment to

the unchanging principles and goals and

ideals on which our Nation wa.s founded
a nation committed to freedom and to

pride in the future and to the worth of
an individual human being, a.nation com
mitted to the principle that every person
can worship as he or she chooses, and that

in diversity, in the plurality of our econ

omy and our social structure, lies not

weakness, but strength.

I represent a nation that believes in
truth, and sometimes the truth hurts.

Sometimes it’s a temptation for a oolitlcal
leader in a democracy like ours or like

Israel's to mislead the people, because

most people want to hear good things. But
;\meric:ms and Israelis are not afraid to
face the facts, and that’s part of the

strength of our society.
And I represent a people who believe in
democracy and openness in letting govern
rnent differences be exposed, in letting the

people of our nations be involved in the
debates. We're not afraid of those dif
ferences and those debates. We’re not

afraid to strip away the bark and let peo

ple understand the reasons why decisions

are made.

Part of our strength as 2. country is that
a President or 2. Prime Minister—we’re
not alone. '\/Vhen we speak, we speak for
the people, not in spite of the people. And
I also represent a country that believes in
the future. A country that's not afraid. A

country that realizes that we have never

made progress the easy way. A country
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that knows that we can't lznd simple solu
tions to dlficult euesalons and :hat we
cannot waver in our cornr:u'::nent. And
that the country must be uni:ed. It must
be bound together with confidence in our
own strength, recognizing the blessings
that God’s given us, thankful for them
and willing to use them for the benefit
not only of ourselves bu: of others.

We would never have been successful
in Camp David had it not been for our
attention to the furure. The-last few hours

we were there were hours of despair,
because we felt that we had. failed. As we

prepared to leave Camp David Prime'
Minister Begin sent over a.stack of photo
graphs of me and him and President Sadat
and asked me if I would simply sign my
name. He wanted to give them to his
grandchildren. And I had my secretary go
and find out from some of the other mem
bers of the Israeli delegation the personal
names of every one of his grandchildren.
And I took :1little extra. Lkne, and I wrote
each name on the photogramh and signed
it myself. And instead of sending it back
to Prime Minister Begin by messenger, I
carried it over my-self.

We were both discouraged men, be

cause we had reached what seemed to be

an impasse. And we stood there on the
porch of one of those little cabins at Camp
David, and he began to go through the
photographs—they were all just alike but

had different names-—a::d he told me

about each one of his grandchildren and

which one he loved the mosrand which
one was closest to him and which one got

in trouble, which one was the best student.
And I told him about my grandchildren,
too. And we began to think about the
future and the fact that '--ha: did at

Camp David was not jus: to be looked

upon as a political achieve.-.:ent that rnlght

bring accolades or cor:gra:ulat:'ons to us.

It was not just an investm-ant in peace for
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our own generation; it was an investment

in the future.

We share a lot, Prime ;\rlinister Begin

and I. The people of the democratic world

share a lot—a common faith in our own

country and its principles and a faith in

the worth of other human beings all'over

the world, even those quite diFferent from

us. We believe that there’s the same yearn

ing in the hearts of people in every land

for freedom, for self-realization, a better

life for their children, and a future of

peace and security and hope. hat’s
what

I want for our country and for the coun
tries that are so irnportam to us, like

Israel.

Thank you very much.

xorz: The President spoke at 9:53 p.m. in the

Sheraton Ballroom at the Sheraton-Washington

Hotel. In his opening remarks, he referred to

jack J’
. Spitzcr, president of B’nai B'rith Inter

national, Crac: Day, president of B'nai B'rith

Women, and Israeli Ambassador to the United

States Ephraim Evron.
".<-I-:-:~|;,.“F \. _ ,
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Confcderated Tribes o
f the

Siletz Indians o
f

Oregon

Statement on Signing S. 2055 Into Lara.
September 5

,

1980 ~

I am pleased to sign into law 5. 2055,
an act to es.ablish a reservation for the

Confederated Tribes of the Siletz Indians

of Oregon.
Early in my administration I signed
into law the Siletz Indian Restoration

Act of 1977, restoring Federal acknowl

cdgrnent of the Confederated Tribes of

Siletz Indians of Oregon and making

tht_:m eligible for the special programs

and services provided by the United

States for Indians. Section 7 of that act

provided for the establishment of a reser

vation for the tribe and required the ad

ministration to submit to the Congress

Sept 5

.\VlIl'lln 2 years a plan for the establish
ment of the reservation.

S
.

2035 reflects this administration's

plan and .stril~;es a baiance among the
interests of the tribe and those of the local

community, the State of Oregon, and the

Federal Government. Most of the lands

to be conveyed to the tribe under the act

are timberlands. They $0 include an im
portant area which would permit the
tribe to centralize its fazilides and activi
ties in a place to which the tribe has

strong historical, cultu:-:.l, and emotional

ties.

All parties involved—-olTmials of the
administration, of the :.n'be, and of the

State and local gox-ernazents of Oregon

are to be commended for their fine spirit

of cooperation. I want to specially com
mend Congressman Lcs .-\uCoin and Sen

-4

ator ;\-Iark Hatfield for their leadership in

-" this endeavor.

It is with pleasure that I sign s. 2055.
NOTE: As enacted, S. 2055 is Public Law 95-.‘
340, approved September 5

.

United States Attorney

Herman Sillas, Ir.
White House Statement. September 5

,

1980

There have been a nvznber of press re

ports about the Depament of _Iusticc’s
recommendations to the President con

ccrning Mr. Herman Sillas, the United

States Attorney for the Eastern District

of California. The President's Counsel,

Lloyd N. Cutler, has res-iewed these rec

ommendations aud, tog-::her with the De

partment of ;StiC‘.‘, has afiortlctl .\lr.

Sillas and his counsel a full opportunity

to examine the record and submit their

comments.
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I know it.gill come as no surprise to you that I have ch§S. I > _ .
to speak to you tonight about the State of Israel, its importa;
to our own nation and world peace»

. ' I I

But in a sense when I speak of Israel, I speak as well cf
other concerns of S‘nai B'rith and of the entire Jewish common;
in the United States. Israel is not only a nation—#it is-a

symbol._ During my campaign I have spoken of the valges of fam_
work, neighborhood, peace and fr_edom. I made a commitment to
to it that those values would be at the heart of policy—making

I a Reagan Administration.’ Israel symbolizes those values, Wha
Israel if not the creation of families, working together to bu
a place to live and work and prosper in peace and freedom?
In defending Israel's right to exist, we defend the very

values upon which our nation is built.

.The long agony of Jews in th=

never far from our mind: and hearts. All those Sufferinc plop
as} is that their families get the chance to work where thcv
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choose, in freedom and peace. They will not.be forgotten by a‘

Reagan Administration.
'

- -But, I must tell you-this:

.No policy, nojmatter how heartfelt, no matter how deeply

rooted in the humanitarian vision we share, can succeed if the -

United States of America continues its descent into economic
.

impotence and despair.
1

:Neither the survival of Israel nor the ability of the Unite(

States to bring pressure to bear on the situation of dissidentsf

against tyranny can become realistic policy choices if our

American economy continues to deteriorate under the Carter

policies of highgunemployment, taxes and inflation.
. ' _ _ .

The rhetoric of compassion and
concern becomes just that,

mere words, if not supported by the vision-eand reality—-of
—

economic growth.2 The present_Administration does not seem to

realize this. It seems to believe that if the right “ind of wo:<

are chosen and repeated often enough, all will be well,‘ can thoi

who share our humanitarian concerns ignore the connection betweer

economic policy, national strength and the ability to do-the war}

of friendship and_justice and peace in our wn nation and wo:1fi?

The theme of this convention, "A Covenant with Tomorrow,"

speaks directly to the question of American interests and the
I

well—being of Israel. There is no covenant with the future vhio

is not firmly rooted in our cov
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rebirth of the State of Israel, there has been an iron_clad bond

between that democracy and this one_
. - ‘ ‘
_- That bond is a moral impe:a:ive_ But the history of

relations between states demonstrates that wnile morality is moss
frequently given as_a motive for actions, the true and abiding

.// .

motive is self—interest.v Well, the touchstone of our relationshi
. . ' \

with Israel is that a
secure, strong Israel is in America's )

self—interest. Israel is_a_major_strategic asset to Amer‘ er _/ \ . .

Israel is not a client, but a very reliable friend, which is
not something that can always be said of the United States today

under the Carter Administration.
' '

While we have since 1948 clung to the argument or’; moral
imperative to explain our commitment to Israel, no Administratggr

has ever deluded itself that Israel was not of permanent straeegi
importance to America. ‘Until, that is, the Carter Aaministrativ;

which has violated this covenant with the past. Can we now have

confidence it will honor a covenant with tomorrow?
i

The interests of all the world are served by peace and
stability in the Middle East. To weaken Israel is to destabilie;

the Middle East and risk the peace of the world, for the road to

world peace runs through the Middle East.
'

How do we travel that road?

We cannot positively influence events at the perimeterg of

our power if power——including economic power——a: the center is
diminished.
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The.conduct of this nation's
foreign policy in the last four

years has been marked by
inconsistency and incompetence.

‘- We must_have a principled, consistent
foreign policv which

our people can support, our friends
understand, and our

-
adversaries respect. Our policies must be based

upon close

consultation with our
allies.

We require the defensive capability necessary to ensure the‘

credibility of our foreign policy, and the security of §p: aliies

and ourselves. There can be no security for one without the
.

other.

Today, under
Jimmy Carter, our defensive capability has been

so seriously eroded as_to constitute
not a deterrent but a

temptation.
_

This is not a campaign issue, it is a matter of grave

national concern; indeed so
grave that the President considers it

a liability to his personal political fortunes. He has tried to

give the appearance of responding to it. But the half—hearte§

measures he-proposes are clearly inadequate
to the test,‘

We must restore the vital margin of safety_which this

Administration has allowed to
erode, maintaining a defense

capability our adversaries will view as credible and that our

allies can rely upon.

As an ally of the United States, Israel mus: have the means

to remain strong and secure. Over
the years, the rnitcd States

has provided economic and defense
assistance, and a Reagan

Administration will maintain this traditional cofritnent.

— 3-‘O2; -
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In l975, Candidate Jimmy Carter came before this convention
and said: "I have called for closer ties with our traditional
allies, and stronger ties with the State of Israel. I have
stressed " he said,J"the necessity for a strong defense——tough an’

I1
1

muscular, and adequate to maintain reedom under any cbnceivablei

circumstances."
I '

Qne wonders, did the candidate listen to his own call? Tcaan

we ha§e fewer real allies and, among those, we speak with’

diminished authority.‘ bdr relations with Israel are marked ty'_

doubt and distrust._ Israel today is in grave dang r, and so is
freedom itself.

I I I ' I

In 1976, Jiméy Carter declared that.he would_seek what he

called a ncomprehensive settlement" in the hiddle Bast. dwhat this

might mean for Israel and how this might be achieved were .
~

questions neither asked nor answered;
‘
The comprehensive agreement which Mr- Carter sought required,

first, a reconvening of_the Geneva Conference- _;§EEEi_:5:_;_
amenable_xo<ehis_step. Her adversaries agreed conditionall§t ‘

But, the conditions were that the Palestine Liberation
.

Organization be represented and that Israel eff.
I ______________\

advance of negotiation to withdraw to the pre—l967 borders, which

were in fact armistice lines resnltitg from t.e first effort to

destroy the State of Israel. Israel rightlv refused these

conditions and was promptly accused of intramsigence, Can we

believe that Mr. Carter is not still in favor o_
?.L.O. and desirous of forcing the ter:s c

.\\_fin
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31- Carter lnvlted the $O'ri-2: L‘-nion to join him in his effort

to force Israel ‘~10accept the nc:Z<e:v of negotiations in Geneva_
‘

B-eé-Ore that, it had required aE._=_j;-_I_ ' ____—.- .
out 05 the_X~1iddle sis: Peace p:¢=e_=;. In October, 1977,. Hr.

Carter invited them back in free :5 merge,
and they graciously

accepted. The Carter Administre:i::. presented as a major

echieyement the conclusion of a jci.-.t So_vie‘:—Americen accord

wouldhave given the 'Russians -a s::engle'c.old on necotiations, as‘.

well as a convenient calling card 5:: inserting themselves more

deeply into the Middle East-i_~'

This seriously disturbed Presiiest Sadat. ‘The President of

Egypt did not share‘ Mr. Carter's e;-grecietion of the soviets,. and

he came to the conclusion which c:‘:-zr world_
leaders, including ,-:_

Brezhnev, have now reached: _ Mr. Carter is incapable of

distinguishing betyyeen his own sZ1:::-term political interests, and}
~ _

the nation's long—-term foreign ;--='-"- ;' interests. w__-_ ca'rt_e,_

professed not to understand what all the fuss was about.

The result was that the Units‘; States Government, for the
‘

first time in the history of ‘-'5‘3i:’l'-'1 Of Israel, found-i itselé

on the outside loo‘.-zing i1'1- Pfa5i5i-- 5&5?-'1 F-‘-éde his courageous

trip to Jerusalem at the invit?-ii:-I 05 Pri-he Minister Begin, and

bilateral peace process be‘3an- ":l"-'-'-“"11 lei! me re—e1-aphesize, the

The ._.-i:.-. foreign oolicv success
"0 I

‘) Ititipation of Mr. Carter.n—____\-'’'''—_‘
that Carter had hoped to achiwe :--:.-.e:§ instead‘ into another

r-.-.;=jc

foreign policy bl under
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command the loyalty of the whole region, it must be acceoteble
Israelis and Arabs alike.
_ . I
_ Most important, ye must rebuild our lost repttation fig:

trustworthiness. ,Ne must again betore a nation that can be :2

upon to live up to its commitments.

In 1976, Candidate Jimmy Carter said: "I am concerned vi;

way in which our country, as well as the Sovie(T W ll‘ v~

' .
u:'12.0P. , Brit

Q
)

U (L .France have poured arms into certain Arab countries——five c

six times more than Israel receives."

--'. vnBut it was Mr. Carter who £93925 to Sell Sixty P"l5 fighh
H W w Wto Saudi Arabia. To get the Cong to go along, he assured

these aircraft would not have_certain oifensive capabilit£eS_

"00Now, the Secretary of Defense tells us he cannot say whethe:'eA
commitment to Congress will be honored.

It was Mr. Carter who agreed to sell one R '.J (11 H (D (L 3
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tanks to Jordan.

It was Mr. Carter who agreed to orotide U.S. licensed turb;
engines for Iraqi warships.

Meanwhile, Israel is being increasingly isolated by

international terrorism and by U... resolutions designed to
undermine Israel's oosition in tne xorli wnile Carter stand~(/ (T Q
and watches.

I was appalled to see tne Carter Ii-1n-::ra:_3p abstair fr
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n in march thlS year. On March lst, the Carter A5ministra'O
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lops en everH
i.The man who asks "trust me,“ zigzegs and flip_

more rapid gyrations, trying to court favor with everyeneg

Israel, the P.L-O., the voting bloc in the United Nations and tbc
voters at home. On March lst, it took the Carter Rdministraeicp

three days to switch positions. n Apgust 20th, it took onlv
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Before we can act with authority abroad, we have to

demonstrate our ability to make domestic policy without asking

permission of otherygovernments.

Mr. Carter sent an emissary to Saudi Arabia to ask for

permission to store petroleum here i: our own cou:try——a strategi
reserve vital to our national security and long demanded by

i

Congress. fhe Saudis, predictably, saic no. Mr- carter halted

the stockpiling. ‘ . L:

Can we have relations with our friends in the Arab world if
those relations are built on contempt for us?

Clear away the debris of the past four years, and the

following issues remain to test the good faith of the Arab nation
and of Israel, and to challenge our national will and diplomatic
skill in helping them to shape a peace.

I I

There is the unresolved question of territorial rights
resulting from the 1967 war.

Y

There is the status of Jerusale: which is part of the-iivsl

There is the matter of refugees.

There is the matter of the ?.L.C., which I consider distinc
from the matter of the refugees.

Rosolutiozs 242 and 338. 'WQ will tolerate no cifort to $5 a-asC-;-_-_
those Resolutions. We must weigh the icturc utility of the Camfi
David accords against that position.
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‘There are basic ambiguities in the documents Camp David. .
_

Produced, both in tne Ifnfis Setfieen the Israeli—£gyptian peace, .

ani in the provisions for an autonorcus regire i. the fiest Bank

and the Gaza Strip.2 These ambiguities have now brought
.

negotiations to a dangerous impasse.
n

Let us remember that an autonomous Palestinian Arab regime

for the West Bank and the Gaza Strip was an Israeii proposal--a"
major concession on Israel's part in the interest of progress

toward peace. .' .
'

Negotiations between Israel and Joréan couid result in long
and creative steps toward resolving these problems. _Israel and

Jordan are the two:Palestinian states envisioned and authorized 2

the United Nations; .Jordan is now recognized as sovereign in so L

80 percent of thehold territory of Paiestine. Israel and Jordan
are the parties primarily authorized to settle the future of the

HI theunallocated territories, in accordance with the principles 0
Mandate and the provisions of Resolutions 242 and 338.

Thus, the autonomy plan called for in the Carp David

Agreements must be interpreteé in accordance with the two Secu I

Council Resolutions, which remain the decisive ani authoritative

rules governing the situation. The Caz; David Agreements cannot
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Jerusalem has been a source of man's
spiritual inspiration

since King David founded it. Its centrality to Jewish life is

known to all. I

Now it exists as a shared trust. The holy olaces ofi ~11
.

faiths are protected and open to all. Kore than this, each is

under the care and control of representatives of the respective

faiths; Unlike the days prior to 1967, Jerusalem isinow and will

continue to be one city, undivided, with continuing free aecess

for all. That is why I disagree with the cynical actions of the

Carter Administration in pledging to preserve the status OE

Jerusalem in its party platform and its
undercutting Israel and

Jerusalem by abstaining on a key U.N. vote. i believe the Probla
of Jerusalem can be solved by men of good will as part of a

a

permanent settlement. The immediate problem
is to make it easie;

for me: of good will to come to the peace table.

President Carter refuses to brahd the P.L.C. as a terrorist

organization.
,1

I have no hesitation in doing so.

We live in a world in which any band of thugs clever enough

to get the word "liberation" into its name can thereuoon murder
‘

school children and have its deeds considered glamorous and

should be identified as such. If orhers iish to deal with them. ' ’ I

it be on theirestablish diplomatic relations with them, le

heads. And let them be w'lling to PE? the ?rice of appeasement,
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tThe P.L-O. is said to represent th

represents no one but the leaders who established it as a means c

organizing aggression against Israel. The P.L.O. is kept undera
tight control in every state in the area except Lebanon, which t

has effectively destroyed. As for those it purports to reoresaes__/‘~_/—-\ _ -_ "'r

J D
‘

(D
<

P (/
1when any Palestinian breathes a word about peace to Israe_,

an immediate-target for assassination. The P.L.O. has murdered

more Palestinians than it has Israelis.
. I

This nation made an agreement with Israel in l975 concerning
its relations with the P.L.O.~

~

This-Administration has violated that agreement

We are concerned not only with whether the P.L.0.'renounces

its charter calling for the destruction of Israel, we are equall;
concerned with whether it is truly representative of the

U
)
II
I
..
.
ID I)
:Palestinian people. If we can be sati on both counts, the;

we will not be dealing with the ?.LQO. as we know it, but a Quiti
different organization, one truly representative of those Arab
Palestinians dedicated to peace and not to the establishment of

Soviet satellite in the heart of the Hiddle East.

Finally, the question of Arab Palestinian refugees,

(1
:

rr ‘J IO N(D ‘.
4
0 <1D J f ‘U u H m HI H In ‘(I I1948. Let me rea

"He appeal—-in the very mid t of the onslaught launched

against us now for months——to the Arab inhabitants of the 5:139

Israel to preserve peace and to participate with us in the
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upbuilding of the State on the basis of full and equal citizenshi:

and due representation in all its provisional and permanent

institutions."
Tragically, this aypeal was rejected- People left their lanc

and their homes confident Israel would be destroy: in a matter Ci

days and they could return. Israel was not destroyed and the

refugee problem is with us today.

One solution to this refugee problem could be assimilation in

Jordan, designated by the U.N. as the Arab Palestinian staeé_
I

In the final analysis, this or sore other solution must be

found as part of a peace settlement. The Psalms speak to ouf

concerns, for theyEenccmpass all that we strive for. They are a

vision of our ideals, of the goal to which we strive with‘
.

constancy, dedication and faith, ‘They embrace our hopes for a

just, lasting peace in the Hiddle East and our hopes that the~

works of justice and mercy be done at hone:
I

-..May our garners be full,

affording every rind of store;.._

May there be no breach in the walls,

no exile, no outcry in our streets

Happy the people for whom things are thus;

It is given to us to see that this vision is never lost, its
message never forgotten, that the W913 05 Fiace an: justice and

freedom goes on, inspired by our *5

made permanent by our commitment
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-It is questionable whether under Reagan the Carp David
accords would have'happened, or whether they would have
much of a future.

"...I would not like tosee...the United States try
to impose a settlement on the Middle East problems.
I think we should stand ready to help wherever we can
be of help, and whenever, in both the factions there,
in arriving at a peaceful settlement —- but we should
not, as the great power, go in and attempt to dictate
or impose the settlements."

Clifford Evans Interview
RKO General Broadcasting
l:April 10, 1980

In a related incident, Reagan denied that he had promised
Egyptian Ambassador Ashraf Ghorbal that, if elected, he
would seek a "comprehensive peace settlement" as Ambassador'
Ghobal claimed. (Washington Star, June 18, 1980)

Bush

"The Palestinian question is best resolved by progress
in that area without the U.S. dictating or indicating
what it needs to be. The U.S. should keep close relations
with Jordan. It isin our interests to do so. We should
improve relations with the moderate Arab countries,
while keeping a commitment to Israel, because my percep
tion is that the Arab countries in the Gulf area are
much more concerned about our lack of commitment and
our lack of credibility in foreign policy overall...They
are much more concerned about that than the Begin-Sadat
accords, which they don't support. To be honest with
you, I was as skeptical as the devil as to "hether Carter
could get anything out of the Begin—Sadat ng in the
first place. I saw that happen, so I'm no bout to
say this thing has totally broken down. The U.S. has
a role as a catalyst..."

‘
New York, NY, V
December i7, 19

33-896 O — 84 - 24 Part 1
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Bush

"I believe in keeping our commitments with Israel.
I would argue with Carter about pulling back from those
commitments.

-"We can't be in the position of trading off the
security

of an ally in the hopes of economic advantage during
our energy crisis.

"We don't need troops in the Middle East but we need

to inject naval power and we need to restore the Naval
budget which Carter cut."

Elgin, IL, Daily Courier News
December 2, 1979

Bush

"We must not appear to trade off a commitment to an
ally for economic gain, or, in this instance the price
of oil. The appearance of that transcends Middle East
politics and gets into my whole argument with Carter
foreign policy; that we don't keep commitments. We

are pulling back. We are vacillating."

ABC Issues and Answers
October 21, 1979
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FOR IMMEDI§T§ 35fiEASE_ - NOVEMBER l4, 1979

Office of the White House Press Secretary

The President has today acted to block all official
Iranian assets in the United States, including deposits
in United States banks and their foreign branches an
subsidiaries. This order is in response to reports that
the Government of Iran is about to withdraw it funds. The
purpose of this order is to insure that claims on Iran by
the United States and its citizens are provided for in an
orderly manner.

The order does not affect accounts of persons other than
the Government of Iran, the Central Bank of Iran and other
controlled entities. The precise amounts involved cannot
be ascertained at this time, but there is no reason for
disturbance in the foreign exchange or other markets.

The President is taking this action pursuant to the Inter
national Emergency Economic Powers Act, which grants the
President authority "to deal with any unusual and extraordinary
threat to the national security, foreign policy, or economy
of the United States."

M "I M
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PRESS COSFERENCZ NO. 53

OF THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

9:00 P.M. EST
‘

NOVEFBER 23, 1979
WEDNESDAY

The East Room
The White House
Washington, D.C.

THE PRESIDENT: For the last 24 days our nation’: concern
has been focused on our fellow Americans being held hostage in Iran.
We have welcomed some 0! them home to their families and their friends.
But we will not rest nor deviate from our ettorts until all have been
freed from their imprisonment and their abuse. We hold the Government
of Iran fully responsible for the well-being and the safe return of
every single person.

I want the American people to understand the situation
‘as much,as possible, but there may be some questions tonight which 1.
cannot answer fully because of my concern {or the well—being'o£ the
hostages.

First of all,'I would like to say that I am proud of this
great nation, and I want to thank all Americans for their prayers, their
courage, their persistence, their strong support and patience. During
these past days our national will, our courage, and our maturity have
all been severely tested and history will show that the people of the
United States have met every test.

In the days to come our determination may be even more
sorely tried but we will continue to defend the security, the honor,
and the treedom of Americans everywhere. This nation will never yield
to blackmail.

'

For all Americans our constant concern is the well-being
and the saiety of our tellow citizens who are being held illegally and
irresponsibly hostage in Iran. The actions of Iran have shocked the
civilized world.

For a government to applaud mob violence and terrorism,
tor a government actually to support and in effect participate in the
taking and the holding of hostages is unprecedented in human history.
This violates not only the most fundamental precepts of international
law, but the common ethical and religious heritage of humanity. There is
no recognized religious faith on earth which condones kidnapping. There
is no recognized religious faith on earth which condones blackmail.
There is certainly no religious faith on earth which condones the
sustained abuse oi innocent people.

We are deeply concerned about the inhuman and degrading
conditions imposed on the hostages. From every corner of the world

£923 DYE!
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nations and people have voiced their strong revulsion and condemnation
of Iran, and have joined us in calling for the release of the hostages.

MORE

Page 3

Last night a statement of support was released and was
issued by the President of the United Nations General Assembly, the
Security Council, on behalf of all of its members.‘ We expect a further
Security Council meeting on Saturday night, at which sore firm and offici
action may be taken to help in obtaining the release of the American
hostages.

Any claims raised by government officials of Iran will ring
hollow while they keep innocent people bound, and abused, and threatened.
We hope that this exercise of diplomacy and international law will
bring a peaceful solution, because a peaceful solution is preferable
to the other remedies available to the United States.

At the same time, we pursue such a solution with grim
determination. The government of Iran must recognize the gravity
of the situation which it has itself created, and the grave cons
sequences which will result if harm comes to any of the hostages.

I want the American people to know, and I want the world
to know, that we will persist in our efforts, through every means
available, until every single American has been freed. We must also
recognize now, as we never have before, that it is our entire
nation which is vulnerable, because of our overwhelminn and excessive
dependence on oil from foreign countries. We have got to accept
the fact that this dependence is a direct, physical threat to our
_national security.‘ And we must join together to fight for our
nation‘: energy freedom.

We know the ways to win this war: more American
‘energy, and the more efficient use of what we have. The United
States Congress is now struggling with this extremely important
decision. ‘The way to victory is long and difficult, but we have
the will, and we have the human and the natural resources of our
great nation. However hard it might be to see into the future, one
thing tonight is clear: we stand together.

MORE

Page 4

we stand as a nation unified, a people determined to
protect the life and the honor of every American. And we are
determined to make America an energy secure nation once again.
It is unthinkable that we will allow ourselves to be dominated
by any form of over-dependence at home, or any brand of terrorism
abroad. We are determined that the freest nation on earth shall
protect and enhance its freedom.

I will be glad to answer questions.

MORE
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QUESTION: Mr. President, the Ayatollah Khomeini said the
other day, and I am using his words, that he doesn't believe you have
the guts to use military force. He puts no credibility in our
military deterrent. I am wondering how do we get out of this mess in
Iran and still retain credibility with our allies and with our
adversaries overseas?

THE PRESIDENT: We have the full support of our allies,
and in this particular instance we have no adversaries overseas. There
is no civilized country on earth which has not condemned the seizure
and holding of hostages by Iran. It would not be advisable for me to
explore publicly all of the options open to our country. As I said
earlier, I an determined-to do the best I can through diplomatic means
and through peaceful means to insure the safety of our hostages and
their release. Other actions which I might decide to take would come in
the future after those peaceful means have been exhuasted.

But I believe that the growing condemnation of the world
community on Iran will have a beneficial effect.

QUESTION: Mr. President, why did you reverse your
policy and permit the than to come into this country when, one, medical
treatment was available elsewhere, two, you had been warned by our Charge
that the Americans might be endangered in Tehran and three, the
- Bazargan government was so shaky that it was questionable whether he
could deliver on the promise to protect our embassy, and last or all,
in view of the consequences do you regret the decision?

THE PRESIDENT: No, the decision that I made personally
and without pressure from anyone to carry out the principles of our
country, to provide for the means of giving the shah necessary medical
assistance to save his life, was proper. At the same time we notified
the government of Iran. We were assured by the Prime Minister and the
Foreign Minister that our embassy would be protected, and it was
protected for several days, in spite of threats from outside.

Then peremptorily, after Khomeini made an aggravating
speech to the crowds in.the street and withdrew protection from the
embassy. it was attacked successfully. The embassy was protected by our
people for the length of time possible without help from the host
government. No embassy on earth is a fortress that can withstand
constant attacks by a mob unless a host government comes to the rescue
of the people within the embassy.

But I took the right decision. I have no regrets about

£0
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it nor apologies to make because it did help to save a man's life and it
was compatible with the principles of our country.

QUESTION: Mr. President, we appear to be in a rather
dangerous period of international tension and volatility, especially in
the Islamic WOrld, and it comes at a time when we are about to embark on
our quadrennial election campaign, with all that that will bring. have
you given'any thought to whether following examples of other national
emergencies it may be wise to try to mute the political fall-out
of this by trying to bring opponents in and outside of your party into
some kind of emergency coalition for this purpose?

T32 PRESIDENT: We have attempted to keep the political
leaders in our nation informed, both publicly and through other channels.
We have given frequent briefings, for instance, on the Hill, both to
the members of the Senate and to the House. We have encouraged all of
those who have become announced candidates for president to restrain
their comments which might be misconstrued overseas and to have a
maximum degree of harmony among those who might be spokesmen for our
country.

I myselfi, in order to stay close to the scene here where
constantly changing events could be handled by me as President, have
eliminated the major portion of political oriented activities.

I don't think the identity of the Islamic world is a
factor, We have the deepest respect and reverence for Islam and for
‘all those who share the Moslem faith. I right say that so far as I
know, all of the Islamic nations have joined us in condemning the
activities and the actions or the government of Iran. So I don't think
religious divisions are a factor here at all. -

_ Butcl u¢ll)have to continue to restrict my own political
activities and cell on those who might be opposing me in the future for
president to support my position as President and to provide unity for
our country and for our nation in the eyes of these who might be
looking for some sign of weakness or division in order to perpetuate
their abuse of our hostages.

MORE
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*ULSTION: What can the U. 5. do now, what can i; do us
,:event fsturs incidents oi the nature of Iran? How can you satisfv
the public demand to end such embarrassment?

THE PRESIDENT: Well, this is an unprecedented and uniq
occurrence. Down through history, we have had times when some of our
people were captured by terrorists or who were abused, and they have
obviously been instances of international kidnapping which o¢:u::ed
for the discomforture of a people or a Governnent.

So far as I know, this is the first time that such an
activity has been encouraged by and supported by the Government itself.
And, I don't anticipate this kind of thing recurring.

We have taken steps already in view of the disturbances
in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf regions to guard our people
more closely, to provide them with a higher degree of security, and
to make arrangements with the host Government to provide assistance
if it is needed in the-fastest possible way. ‘

Many other nations have reduced severely the number or
people overseas. I think that one or the points that should be made
is that a year ago, we had 70,000 Americans in Iran. Seventy thousand»
There were literally thousands of people who were killed in the Irania:
Revolution, from all nations.

7 we were able to extract Americans from-Iran safely. It
was a superb demonstration of cooperation and good conduct on the
part of the State Department and other American officials. So,
there-will be disturbances in the future, but I think we are well
protected as we possibly can be without withdrawing into a shell tron
protecting American interests in nl=i°n3 overseas.

'

fly own experience, so far, has been that the leaders of
Nations have recomitted themselves to provide security for Embassies
of all countries. I think we have learned a lesson from this instance.
But, because it is so unique, in the high degree of irresponsibility,
of the Iranian Government leaders, I don't believe that we will see
another reoccurrence of it any time soon.

QUESTION: Mr. President. Former Secretary Kissinger has
criticized your administration in handling the situation in Iran. He
has suggested and that it came about because, partly because of the
perceived weakness in American policy and that you have further
damaged America's image as a result.

How do you respond?

THE PRESIDENT: I would rather not respond. There is no
reason for me to get into a public debate at,this time with former
Secretary Kissinger about who is, or who is not responsible for the
events that took place in Iran. Obviously, what has occurred cannot
have been predicted.

-102:
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And, for 30 years, our country has had a relationship with
a fairly stable Government there. he changes took place very rapidly.
So far as I know, no one on this earth predicted them.

And, I think it is not becoming at this moment, and not
conducive to better American understanding to get involved in answering
allegations that I or someone else :ay have have been culpable and may
have caused a further aggravation of a very difficult situation.

I QUESTION: Mr. ?resident, what role did the foraer Secrets:
play in your decision to perait the shah to enter the country?

THE PRESIDENT: None. I did not hear at all from the Secre
former Secretary Kissinger. nor did he contact Secretary Vance at any
time during the days when we were deciding that the shah
the United States for medical care to save his life. In previous weeks
and months, since the shah was deposed. Secretary Kissinger and many
others let it be known that they thought that we should provide a haven
for the shah. But Secretary Kissinger played no role in my decision to
permit the shah to come in for oedical treatment.

MORE

should come in‘
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QUESTION: Speaking of the Shah, if he is well enouoh
to travel, would you like him :o leave the country?

THE PRESIDENT: That is a decision to be made by the
Shah, and by his medical advisers. When he decided to come to our
country, with my permission, I was informed then, and I have been
informed since, that as soon as his medical treatment was successfully
completed, that his intention was to leave. I have not encouraged
him to leave; he was free to come here for medical treatment, and he
will leave on his own volition.

QUESTION: Yes. I would like to follow up hr. Schorr‘s
question. The consequences of the crisis in Iran is drifting the
United States into almost a cold war with the Islamic countries.
Watching TV news for 25 days, Americans soon will believe the
whole Moslam world is hating them, Moreover, they are not told that
the Shiites are very minor minority among the population of the Islamic
world, because the majority is Sunni. Don't you think you got any
help from any Islamic countries, and what will your policy be toward
Islamic countries under these circumstances?

THE PQESIDENT: The premise of your question is completely
wrong. We are not approaching any sort of cold war with the Islamic
countries. So far as I know, every Islamic country has condemned
Iran for its capture of our_hostages, and has been very supportive.

This includes Moslem nations which, in the past, have
not been close firiands ot ours: Iraq, Libya, and others. So I
don't see this as a controntation at all between our nation and
the Islamic world. It is certainly not part of the Islamic faith
to condone, as I said earlier, blackmail or the persecution or
harm of innocent people; or kidnappinq or terrorism.

So I think that we have a very good relationship with
the people and the governments of the Islamic world. and I don't
think it has deteriorated in this instance. In some ways we have
been drawn closer to these people. because they see what has
occurred in Iran as something of a disgrace for their own religious
faith, and they don't see this as typical of what Moslens believe.

I might add also, that this is not typical of the
Shiite faith either. It is the misguided actions of a few people
in Iran who are burning with hatred and a desire for revenge,
completely contrary to the teachings of the Moslem faith.

MORE
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QUESTION: Mr. President, there is a feeling of hostility
throughout the country towards Iran, because of the hostages. senator
Long said that the taking of our embassy in Iran, in his words, is an
act of war. There are rumors, since denied, that our Navy has been
called up for service. I ask you, as our Commander in Chief: is war
possible, is war thinkable?

' THE PRESIDENT: It would be a mistake for the people of
our country to have aroused within them hatred toward anyone: not
against the people of Iran, and certainly not against Iranians who
may be in our country as our guests. We certainly do not want to be
guilty of the same violation of human decency and basic human principles
that have proven so embarrassing to many of the Iranian citizens
themselves.

We obviously prefer to see our hostages protected and
released completely through peaceful means. That is my deepest
commitment, and that will be my goal. The United States has other
options available to it which will be considered, depending upon the
circumstances. But I think it would not be well-advised for me to
speak of those specifically tonight.

Question‘.-7 Mr. President, we have had 55,000 Iranian
students in this country. We have been very good to them, very
hospitable.. Even the new Einance Minister of Saudi Arabia
was a student who once demonstrated in Washington against law and
order, Shouldn't we be very careful in letting any of these students
come in here? Shouldn't we screen them in the future, and make them
agree that they will not demnstrate? ' -

‘ THE PRESIDENT: Well, it is very difficult for an Iranian
citizen or a student to get a visa at the American embassy in Iran at
this time. (Laughter.) And I think the influx of Iranians to our
country now would be minimal.

I am determined to enforce the law in regard to Iranian
students. Some of them have violated the law: they are now being
screened, they are being assessed in their commitment and the legality
of their presence here. We have already finished this procedure with
more than 22,000. About 17,000 have proven to be here completely legally,
and are indeed full-time students. Among the other 5,000, about several
hundred have already departed. Others are now having to prove that,
contrary to the earliest evidence, they do indeed have a right to be in
our country. If they are here illegally, they will be expelled.
There is one exception to that rule: if a citizen of Iran can prove that
if he or she returned to Iran that they would be executed or abused becaus
of their political beliefs, they can seek asylum here. And if that
asylum in our judgment is justified, we will provide it for them.
But this procedure is going forward in accordance with American law,
in accordance with American fairness, in accordance with the full
principles of the United States Constitution.

MORE
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QUESTION: hr. President?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, sir?

QUESTION: Can this crisis go on indefinitely or ought
the Ayatollah Khomeini to understand that at some point the American
people may demand and other nations may expect that you move forward to
resolve it by whatever means you find necessary?

THE PRESIDENT: It would not be possible or even
advisable for me to set a deadline about when-or if I would take
certain action in the future. This is an ever-present consideration on
my mind. I am carrying out all of the duties that normally fall on a
President's shoulder, which are adequate, but I never forget one moment
that I am awake about the hostages whose lives and whose safety depend
on me, and 2 am pursuing every possible avenue to have the hostages
released.

Any excessive threats or any excessive belied among the
Iranians that they will be severely damaged by military action as long
as these negotiations are proceeding and as long as legalities can be
followed, might cause the death or the hostages which we are committed
to avoid. So thatfis one of the questions that I cannot answer, to set
down a certain deadline beyond which we would take extra action that
might result in the harm or the death of the hostages.

, We are proceeding, I guarantee you. in every possible
way, every possible moment. to get the hostages freed and at the same
time protect the honor and the integrity and the basic principles of
our country. That is all I can do. But I am doing it to the best of
my ability and I believe we will be successful. '

QUESTION: Mr. President, many Americans view the
Iranian situation as one in_a succession of events that proves that
fih$s ¢¢ufltIY'$ POVQI 13 Q9¢lln1n9~ How can you assure Americans_tonight
that our power is not declining abroad and how are you reassessinq
priorities ror the eighties in terms of foreign policy?

THE PRESIDENT: The United States has neither the
ability nor the will to dominate the world, to interfere in the interna_
afrairs of other nations, to impose our will on other people whom we
desire to be free, to make their own decisions. This is not part of
the comitment of the United States.

Our country is the strongest on ear‘ . We are the
strongest militarily, politically, economically, and I think we are the
strongest morally and ethically. Our country has made great strides,
even since I have been in office. I have tried to correct some of the
defects that did exist. We have stren thened the military alliances
of our country, for instance. NATO_now has a new spirit. a new _
confidence. a new cohesion. improving its military capabilities, much
more able to withstand any threat from the east. from the Soviet
Union or the Warsaw Pact, than it was before.

We have espoused again the principles that unite
Americans and make us admired throughout the world, raising the banner
of human rights. We are going to keep it high. We have opened up
avenues of communication, understanding, trade with people that former;
were our enemies or excluded us -- Several fia=i¢n$ in Africa,
the vast people and the vast country of the People's Repuolic of Chi:

MORE
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In doing so we have not alienated any of our previous friends, Ithink our country is strong within itself. There is not an embarrassment
now about our government which did exist in a few instances in years
gone by. So I don't see at all that our country has become weak.
We are strong and we are getting stronger, not weaker.

I
But if anybody thinks that we can dominate other peoole

with our strength, military or political strength or economic strength.
they are wrong. That is not the purpose of our country. '

'
Our inner strength. our confidence in ourselves. I think.is completely adequate. I believe that the unity that the Americanpeople have shown in this instance. their patience, is not at all asign of weakness. It is a sign of sure strength.

KORE

Page 13

QUESTION: Mr. President, serious charges have been
placed against the shah concerning the repression of his own people and
the misappropriation of his nation‘: funds. Is there an appropriate
vehicle to investigate those charges and do you foresee a tire when you
would direct your administration to assist in that investigation?

THE PRESIDENT: I don't know of any international forum
within which charges have ever been brought against a deposed leader who
has left his country. There have been instances of changing government:
down through the centuries in history and I don't know of any instance
where such a leader who left his country alter his government fell has
been tried in an international court or in an international forua.
This is a matter that can be pursued. It should be pursued under
international law, and if there is a claim against the shah's financial
holdings there is nothing to prevent other parties from going into the
courts in accordance with a law of a nation or internationally and seeking
a redress of grievances which they claim.

But as I said earlier, I don't think there is any forum
that will listen to the Iranians sake any sort of claim, justified or
not. as long as they hold against their will and abuse the hostages in
complete contravention to every international law and every precept or
every commitment or principle of humankind.

~ MR. JACKSON (AP): Thank you, Mr. President.

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much.

tnp .(A‘l' s=ao'r.n. BS1‘)
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’ STATEMENT
BY

> THE VICE PRESIDENT

The Briefing Room

(12:01 P.M. EST)

VICE PRESIDENT MONDALZ: Over the past several weeks we
have been hearing a drumfire of propaganda out of Tehran, some of it
from people calling themselves students, some of it from the government
controlled radio and television in Iran, and some of it from various
officials or people in authority. The massage is very clear. It says
over and over that the world and the American people should ignore the
hostages, forget about tlis_‘ innocent people bound hand and foot.
overlook the continued outrage to law and standards of human behavior.
We are told to forget all that and focus on the hatred of one man.

, , We are not going to forget and the American people are not
going to get their priorities confused. How are our hostages being
treated? The facts are there for all to see, and the simple fact is
that 50 human beings are being held in.inhuman conditions, contrary to
all civilized standards, in order to prove a political point. They are
not permitted regular visitors. They are isolated and not allowed to
speak except to thoir captors. As far as we know, the hostages have
not been allowed to receive mail or messages. There has never been a
systematic accounting of the numbers and welfare of the hostages.

The so-called "studentsI have not permitted any outside
observers even to see these people for 10 days. They are refusing to
let international organizations such as the Red Cross into the copound.
They refuse visits by religious organizations. They refuse representatives
of neutral states. Sven prisoners of war are guaranteed certain
standards of human treatment. But these standards are being dragged in
the dirt every day by a group of kidnappers with the acquiescence of
the government.

We are hearing daily propaganda about the alleged crimes of
our people in Tehran, most of who: volunteered to serve their country
at a difficult and dangerous time. We are not and will not respond to
that propaganda. I would note that one of those being held as a so-called
‘spy' in Tehran is in fact a private American citizen who simply happened
to be visiting the Embassy on business at the time of the attack on
November 4. It was many days before we even learned, indirectly, that
he was being held. That man, like the rest, has now been held for Bl
days, tied up, denied contact with his family, denied exercise, denied
access even to the comfort of religion.

we hear a great deal about the crimes of the shah, but that
is not the issue. The issue which disturbs the American people is that
50 of our fellow citizens are being abused in_"iolation of international

HO. M
(OVER)
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Law. These are our brothers and sisters.

Yesterday the United Nations Security Council passed a
resolution which called as the first most important priority, as it
should. for the release of the American hostages. That is the issue.
It is the only issue, and we are not going to forget they must be set
free.

530 (AT l2:05 ?.H. EST)
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Ever since Iranian terrorists imprisoned American embassy personnel
in Tehran early in November, these 50 men and women -— their safety,
their health and their future -— have been our central concern. We
have made every effort to obtain their release on honorable, peace
ful and humanitarian terms, but the Iranian: have retused to release
them or to improve the conditions under which they are being held
captive.

The events of the last few days have revealed a new and significant
dimension of this matter. The militants controlling the embassy
have stated they are willing to turn the hostages over the Govern
ment of Iran, but the Government has refused to take custody of
them. This lays bare the full respo ioility of the Ayatollah
Khomeini and the Revolutionary Gounci for t“ ck ' -“d illegal
and outrageous holding of the innocent L 4. ~‘ ‘ov
ernment itself can no longer escape responsibility by aid...= _".
thevmilitants at the embassy.

It must be made clear that the failure to release the hostages will
involve increasingly heavy costs to Iran and its interests. I have
-today ordered the following steps:

(l) The United States is breaking diplomatic relations
with Iran. The Secretary oi State has informed the
Government of Iran that its embassy and consulates
in the United States are to be closed immediately.
The Iranian diplomatic and consular personnel have
been declared persona non grata and must leave the
country by midnight tomorrow.

(2) The Secretary of the Treasury will immediately put
into effect official sanctions prohibiting exports
from the U.S. to Iran in accordance with the sanc—
tions approved by ten members of the United Nations
Security Council on January l3, in the resolution
which was vetoed by the Soviet Union. Although ship
ment of food and medicine were not included in the
U.N. Security Council vote, it is expected that ex
ports ot even these items to Iran will be minimal
or non—existent.

6

(3) The Secretary of the Treasury will make a formal
inventory of the assets of the Iranian Government
which were frozen by :y previous order, and of the
outstanding claims of American citizens and cor
porations against the Government of Iran. This
accounting will aid in designing a claims program
against Iran for the hostages, their families and
other U.S. claimants. We are preparing legislation
to facilitate processing and paying these claims.

(4) The Secretary of Stage and the Attorney General
will invalidate all visas issued to Iranian citi
zens for future entry into the United States
effective :o¢3y. Ne will not reissue visas or
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issue new visas except for compelling and proven
humanitarian reasons or where the national inter
est requires. This directive will be interpreted
very strictly.

The United States has acted '~'i’_"l exceptional patience and restraint
in this crisis. We have supported Secretary General Waldheim's
activities under the U.N. Security Council mandate to work for a
peaceful solution. We will continue to consult with our allies
and other friendly governments on the steps we are taking and on
additional measures which may be required.

I am comitted to resolving this crisis. I am committed to the
safe return of the hostages and the preservation of our national
honor. The hostages and their families and all of us in rice
have lived with the reality and the anguish of their captivity
for five months.

The steps I have ordered today are those that are necessary now.
Other action may be necessary it these steps do not produce the
prompt release of the hostages.

33-896 0 — 84 - 25 Part 1
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(7:00 A.M. EST)

THE PRESIDENT: Late yesterday, I canczlled a carefully
planned operation which was underway in Iran to position our rescue
team for later withdrawal of American hostages who have been held
captive there since November 4th.

Equipment failure in the rescue helicopters made it
necessary to end the mission. As our team was withdrawing, after
my order to do so, two of our American aircraft collided on the
ground following a refueling operation in a remote desert location
in Iran. Other information about this rescue mission will be made
available to the American people when it is appropriate to do so.

There was no fighting; there was no combat. But to
my deep regret, eight of the crcwmen of the two aircraft which
collided were killed, and several other Americans were hurt in the
accident.

Our people were immediately airlifted from Iran. Those
who were injured have gotten medical treatment and all of them are
expected to recover.

No knowledge of this operation by any Iranian officials
or authorities was evident to us until several hours after all
Americans were withdrawn from Iran.

Our rescue team knew, and I knew, that the operation
was certain to be difficult and it was certain to be dangerous. We
were all convinced that if and when the rescue operation had been
commenced that it had an excellent chance of success. They were
all volunteers; they were all highly trained. met with their
leaders before they went on this operation. They knew then what
hopes of mine and of all Americans they carried with them.

To the families of those who died and who were wounded,
I want to express the admiration I feel for the courage of their
loved ones and the sorrow that I feel personally for their sacrifice.

\
\--_The mission on which they were embarked was a sthenitarian

mission. It was not directed against Iran: it was not directed against
the people of Iran. It was not undertaken with any feeling of
hostility toward Iran or its people. It has caused no Iranian
casualties.



However, a resolution of this cris's through negotiations
and with voluntary action on the part of the I:
was obviously then, has been and will be prefer

This rescue attempt had to await my judgment that the
Iranian authorities could not or would not resolve this crisis on
their own initiative._ With the steady unraveling of authority in
Iran and the mounting dangers that were posed to the safety of the
hostageslthemselves and the growing realization that their early
release was highly unlikely, I made a decision to commence the
rescue operations plans.

This attempt became a necessity and a duty. The
readiness of our team to undertake the rescue made it completely
practicable. Accordingly, I made the decision to set our long
developed plans into operation. I ordered this rescue mission
prepared in order to safeguard American lives, to protect America's
national interest and to reduce the tensions in the world that
have been caused among many nations as this crisis has continued.
t was my decision to attempt the rescue operation. It was my
decision to cancel it when problems developed in the placement of
our rescue team for a future rescue operation. The responsibility
is fully my own.

In the aftermath of the attempt, we continue to hold
the government of Iran responsible for the safety and for the
early release of the American hostages who have been held so long.
‘

The United States remains determined to bring about
their safe release at the earliest date possible. As President,
I know that our entire nation feels the deep gratitude I feel for
the brave men who were prepared to rescue their fellow Americans
from captivity. And, as President, I also know that the nation
shares not only my disappointreno that the rescue effort could not
be mounted because of mechanical difficulties, but also my determinatior

Into persevere and to bring all of our hostages home to ._eedom.

We have been disdppdinted before. We will not give
up in our efforts. Throughout this extraordinarily difficult
period, we have pursued and will continue to pursue every possible
avenue to secure the release of the hostages. In these efforts,
the support of the American people and of our friends throughout
the world has been a most crucial element. That support of other
nations is even more important now. we will seek to continue, along
with other nations and with the officials of Iran, a prompt
resolution of the crisis without any loss of life and through
peaceful and diplomatic means._ _

Thank you very rush.
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Sent. 9, Reuter -

Republican Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan said
todav the way to deal with the hostage situation in Iran
was to give the Iranian government an ultimatum.

Speaking at a street corner rally here, Mr. Reagan
said the U.S. Government should send a private message saying:
"We want our people back and we want them back today or the
results will be very unoleasant."

Mr. Reagan, who is on a campaign swing through the
country's industrial states, did not specify what reprisals
he had in mind if the Iranian government did not comply.

He said the Carter Administration "Is responsible for
the situation that brought about the taking of the hostages
in the first place."

Mr. Reagan said the United States should have stood by
the late Shah before he was forced from power by the revolu
tion led by religious leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

After the Shah was overthrown, the Carter Administration
should have evacuated the U.S. Embassy in Teheran or
strengthened its guard, he added.

Instead, he charged, Mr. Carter ordered that weapons
be taken away from the U.S. Marines guarding the Embassy.

President Carter told a press conference after the embassy
was seized that it would have been futile for the Marine
Guards to have tried to resist.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Street Corner Rally
September 9, 1980
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In reference to the fall of the Shah of Iran, Reagan
vaguely asserted the revolution somehow could have been
averted.

"I believe there was a time this revolt (against the
Shah's government)could have been halted.‘ I can't
tell you exactly how. But I think it could have been
done."

San Francisco Chronicle
November 15, 1979

Bush

"Do you know that only recently did Jimmy Carter talk
about 53 hostages instead of 50? Three of them are held
by the government. they could turn those people loose, take
them out to the Tehran Airport and send them home today. And in
addition to that, YOU have these terrorists that they call
students, and so I just think that nothing's risk free.
You're dealing with people that have total disrespect for
international law. And I would say nothing is risk free.
And_that'S a tough decision for the President. But he'll
have my support‘if he goes -- tightens up."

NBC Meet the Press
April 20, 1980

Bush

"But I know enough about it (the Iranian situation) to
know that somewhere between sending in the Marines and sitting
there doing nothing, as United States of America, is a need.
And that's what I'm talking about paramilitary."

NBC Meet the Press
April 20, 1980

Bush

"I've been a severe critic of Carter's weak foreign
policy, but th1Sis no time for bipartisan criticism. Potential
candidates must act responsibly.

"If you study the hostage situation psychology, the longer
they stay alive, the better their chances for freedom.

"When this is all over with and the hostages are fre
I will have a clearer perspective and will make a stateme
at that time. Until then, I support the President."

9,
nt

"We ought to have standby plans, of course, but I
assume the President has such plans."

Elgin, IL, Daily Courier
News, December 2, 1979
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Bush

"Obviously the United States should act, and act in
a definitive way to let tyrants around the world know
they can't brutalize American citizens (as in Iran)."

Keene, NH, Sentinel
November 26, 1979

Bush

we

"You'll hear plenty about it when this crisis (in Iran)
is over. You're not dealing with rationality here. I would
put the lives of the hostages ahead of your understanding.
at this moment, the intricacies of my foreign policy.

"Sometimes you have to resist the temptation to unload
and act more responsibly... I'm not the President of the
United States. I would forgo political advantage, even if
it means you won't vote for me."

~. 4 UPI release
November 26, 1979

v

"By God, if they (American hostages in Iran) get harmed
I want to see some action. I don't want us to act like a
third class power."

Boston, MA, Glove
November 27, 1979
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"One very immediate and pressing objective that is
uppermost on our minds and those of the American people is
the release of our hostages in Iran.

' "We have no basic quarrel with the nation, the revolution 0:
the people of Iran] The threat to them comes not from American
policy but from Soviet actions in the region. We are prepared
to work with the government of Iran to develop a new and
mutually beneficial relationship.

"But that will not be possible so long as Iran
continues to hold Americans hostage, in defiance of the world
community and civilized behavior. They must be released
unharmed. We have thus far pursued a measured program of
peaceful diplomatic and economic steps in an attempt to resolve
this issue without resorting to other remedies available to us
under interantional law. This reflects the deep respect of
our Nation for the rule of law and for the safety of our
people being held, and our belief that a great power bears
a responsibility to use its strength in a measured and judicious
manner. But our patience is not unlimited and our concern for
the well-being . of our fellow citizens grown each day."

State of Union Message
January, 1980
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September 10, 1980

IRAN

Q: What are you doing about the hostages?

A: ?here have been a number of recent developmentsrelating to the hostages: '

-- Secretary Muskie sent a letter to the new
Prime Minister; the Prime Minister commented on the letter in
a long speech on September 9.

—— 185 U.S. Representatives sent a letter to the
new Iranian Majlis, and they have prepared a response.

-— Most important, Iran seems to be in the final
stages of installing an official government for the first
time since the=revolution.

—— All of these eyents have an effect on the internal
situation in Iran and on the hostages. It is too early to say
whether that effect will be positive.

, _The new leadership in Iran should be increasingly
aware that their policy of holding hostages in defiance of inter
national law and elementary human" rights is hurting their
country and bringing dishonor on their own revolution. We
have no desire to hurt Iran or its people, but we will persevere
with our economic sanctions and other efforts until they reach
that very simple conclusion.

We are exploring every avenue which may lead
to a resolution of this crisis. We will be watching the
activities of the new Majlis very carefully as they address
this issue. There need be no obstacles to the quick
termination of this problem. .

Q: Former Ambassador Sullivan has recently leveled a series
of charges against your Administration for its handling
of Iran policy at the time of the fall of the Shah.
Sullivan suggests that Dr. Brzezinski was, in effect,
running an independent embassy in Tehran and that conflicting
policy views in Washington.resulted in the United States
having no policy at all at a crucial moment. He says his
own views were disregarded and that Dr. Brzezinski favored
a coup attempt even after the Iranian military had
effectively collapsed. These are very serious charges
about your management of U.S. foreign policy in a critical
region. How do you respond?
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A: There are two things which surprise me about Ambassador
Sullivan's recent article:

——First, I am surprised that a professional
diplomat would publish an account of such an important series
of events without a careful check of his facts. _The article _
includes a number of serious misstatements and misrepresentation
of fact. I do not agree with his account of events and I do not
agree with the conclusions he draws from it.

—- Second, and perhaps more surprising, is his
decision to publish these highly personal and inflamatory
impressions at a time when we are engaged in very sensitive
efforts to attempt to free his colleagues who are being
held prisoner in Iran. More than anyone else, I would have
expected him to understand the danger of unpredictable
reactions in Tehran. I do not understand what motivated him
to publish these personal reminiscences at this time; I do
know that his decision to do so is not helpful in our
efforts to free his former colleagues and associates in Tehran.

I believe any further comment would only compound the
problem. There will be time for a full discussion of these
issues after the hostages are free, but not now.

9
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April 16; L980 ~

SALT II Paosaacrs

Q: Is the SALT II Treaty dead? If not, when do you plan
to ask the Senate to resume consideration of it?

A: _ -- Early in January, at our request, the
Senate leadership deferred further consideration of SALT II
for the time being. But the Treaty remains on the Senate’
calendar; we remain firmly convinced that the Treaty is in
the national interest of the United States; and we are committed
to its ratification.

iii‘
-q

-— We did not negotiate this treaty to
make friends with the Soviet Union. We negotiated because,
as adversaries with awesome military power, it is in our
security interest to have reliable, verifiable limits on the
strategic arms race. In a period of heightened tensions, it
is all the more important to have reliable constraints on the
competition in strategic weapons.

—- The United States intends to abide by
-its obligations‘under international law to take no action
inconsistent with SALT II, provided that the Soviet Union
reciprocates. The evidence we have is that the Soviets
have to date taken no actions inconsistent with the Treaty.

a
SALT II COMPLIANCE

Q: What did you mean when you said that the US would comply
with the provisions of SALT II within the bounds of
reciprocal action by the Soviets and consultations with
the Congress? Does this obviate the need for actual
ratification: And are the Soviets in fact complying?

A: —— Under international law the United
States and the Soviet Union are obligated to refrain from
acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the SALT II
Treaty while its ratification is pending.

* Q‘ ‘k

—— In addition, the United States has
no plans to take actions which would be inconsistent with
any of the terms of the SALT II Treaty, so long as the
Soviets act with similar restraint.
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~ - -——We will continue to monitor Soviet
activities closely. The evidence we have to date is that the
Soviets have taken on actions inconsistent with the Treaty.

-- Our currently-planned strategic programs
are consistent with the Treaty. They will enable us to
maintain effective deterrence and essential equivalence.
We will, of course, continue to assess our strategic posture
in the light of our overall security interests, taking
into account the military need for additional steps, Soviet
actions, and the terms of the SALT II Treaty.

-— This policy we have adopted in no
way eliminates the need for ratification of the SALT II Treaty.
SALT II must be ratified if the significant constraints it im
poses on Soviet nuclear weaponry are to have full, long
term effect.

"

Q: Since the Backfire bomber can reach targets in the
continental US, why shouldn't it be included in SALT?

A: -- The Soviet Union is currently
deploying Backfires in both their long-range air force and
in naval aviation units. The Backfire bomber has been in
production for several years, and current production averages
-two and a half aircraft a month. We continue to believe that
the primarygpurpose of the Backfire is to perform peripheral
attack and naval missions. Undoubtedly, this aircraft has
some intercontinental capability in that it can surely
reach the United States from home bases on a one-way,
high—altitude, subsonic, unrefueled flight; with refueling
and Arctic staging it can probably, with certain high
altitude cruise flight profiles, execute a two-way mission
to much of the United States.

-- The ability to strike the territory
of the other side is not the criterion for determining whether
an aircraft is a "heavy bomber" and, thus, subject to the
limitations in the SALT II agreement. For example, the
US has 67 FB—lll's which are part of our strategic bomber
force and dedicated to attack on the Soviet Union. We also
have over 500 aircraft deployed in the European and Pacific
theaters which have the capability to strike Soviet territory.
The Soviet Union at one time tried to get these latter
aircraft included in SALT on the grounds that they could strikea
the Soviet Union. With the firm support of our Allies, we
adamently resisted that position on the grounds that these
aircraft, whatever their theoretical capability, are deployed
for theater missions and, thus, not subject to SALT limitations.
The Soviets have used this same argument with respect to the
Backfire.
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-- Nevertheless, the Soviets have agreed
to furnish specific assurances concerning the Backfire. The
US regards the obligations undertaken by these assurances as
integral to the Treaty. These assurances, which include
a freeze on the current Backfire production rate , are con
sistent with the US objective of constraining the strategic
potential of the Backfire force, while continuing to exclude
our own European and Pacific-based theater aircraft from
SALT. Those assurances also help to restrict the Backfire
to a theater role. In particular, limiting the numbers
available means that Soviet diversion of Backfire from_its thea
ter and naval missions to a strategic role would sub
stantially reduce Soviet strength in these areas while
adding onlygmarginally to overall Soviet strategic capability.

Q: It is claimed that SALT II will be adequately verifiable;
but how will the US make sure that the Soviets aren't
cheating? Doesn't the loss of intelligence collection
sites in Iran undermineiour ability to verify the SALT II
agreement?

‘

A: -— The US relies for verification on "national
_technical means“ which is a general term covering a variety of
technical collection methods for monitoring Soviet military
activities. As the President has publicly confirmed, these
national technical means include photographic satellites.
There are other collection methods as well. For example,
we are able to monitor Soviet telemetry —- that is, the
technical data transmitted by radio signals from the
Soviet missiles during tests —— from outside Soviet territory.
A further example of national technical means are the ships
and aircraft which we also use to monitor Soviet missile
tests. The sides have also acknowledged that large radars,
such as the COBRA DANE radar at Shemya Island in the
Aleutians, can be used as a form of national technical means
(NTM).

—- This is not a complete list of the
technical devices that constitute our NTM. Still less is
it a complete list of US intelligence resources. Many of
our intelligence resources are very sensitive. Public
acknowledgement of their existence, much less of their
technical cabpabilities and details of how they work or what
information they produce, would make it far easier for the
Soviets to negate them. Therefore, what we can say publicly
about the details of our intelligence facilities is very
limited. Members of the Senate who will have to vote on
the Treaty will, of course, have full access to all the
details.
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-- However, there is no secret that
our NTM enable us to learn a great deal about Soviet mili
tary systems, including the strategic nuclear forces that
are limited in SALT. We are able to monitor many aspects
of the development, testing, production, deployment,
training, and operation of Soviet strategic forces, despite
thevclosed nature of Soviet society and Soviet concern
with secrecy. A good measure of the capabilities of our system
of intelligence collection is the detailed information we
publish on Soviet forces: For example, the Secretary of
Defense's Report for FY 80 lists the numbers of Soviet
bombers, missiles, and gives estimates of the numbers of weapons
carried on Soviet forces. We know that the Soviets have a
"fifth generation? of ICBMS under development, and we know a
good deal about their characteristics -- this before a single
missile has been flight-tested. That this is by no means
the full extent of our knowledge of Soviet systems is clear
from the mass of unofficial -— but often all-too-accurate
—— leaks of detailed information on Soviet programs.

-— From these sources, then, we are able
to assemble a detailed picture of Soviet forces,
.both overall and in terms of the characteristics of parti
cular systems. _No one source is essential; instead we rely
‘on information from a variety of sources —— for example,
what we learn from photography can be checked against
information from radar or telemetry monitoring. This means
both that loss of a particular source, though it can be
important and require replacement, does not "blind" our
ability to monitor what the Soviets are doing. Moreover,
the use of multiple sources complicates any effort to
disguise or conceal a violation. The Soviets know we have
a big intelligence operation and know a certain amount
about how it works, from our official statements, from leaks,
from spies, and from their own NTM. But we know they do
not know the full capabilities of our sytems —- or, equally
important, how we use the information we collect. The result
is that efforts to conceal would have to be planned to cope
with a number of US collection systems, some of them
entirely unknown. (The need to maintain this uncertainty is
a major justification for continued secrecy about our
intelligence systems and methods.)

-— As for the loss of the intelligence
collection sites in Iran, we are proceeding in an orderly
fashion to reestablish that capability. As Secretary of
Defense, Harold Brown pointed out in his April 5 speech in
New York, the issue is not whether the capabilit" will be
reestablished but rather how, where, and how qui:<Ly. There
are a number of alternatives available to-us for recovering
the capability. Some can be implemented more quickly than
others. Some involve consultations with other countries,
some do not.
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P - - _ e-plntelligence of the kind obtained
from the Iranian sites provides lflfiofmatlonon Soviet stra
tegic systems, including some of the aspects of the stra
tegic systems which are limited by SALT. For this reason,
we will be moving with all deliberate speed to reestablish
the capability. However, as noted above, we have a large
number of other technical intelligence collection sources
which collect intelligence on Soviet strategic systems.
As a consequence it is not imperative that the Iranian
capability be immediately reestablished to ensure that the
emerging SALT agreement is adequately verifiable, i.e.,
that any Soviet cheating that could pose a military
risk be detected in time for the US to respond and offset
the threat. As long as the capability is reestablished
on a timely basis -— as we plan to do -- there will be no
impact on SALT verification. We estimate that regaining
enough capability to monitor adequately these tests for
SALT purposes will take about a year.

-- The principal information at issue
is the nature and characteristics of new or modified Soviet
ICBMs. Each such Soviet program will require about 20
flight tests over a period of years. We would be able to
monitor testing-and detect violations well before the
testing programs were complete. On this basis, we are
-confident that we will be able to verify adequately a
SALT agreement from the moment it is signed;
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EDITORIAL: res nsravsa DE3AT2,'SUCH'AS IT IS

Does H-X constitute a first-strike wea:eh7

Deploying the M-X will not give us a disarming first
_strike capability against the Soviet Union, because the Soviets
would still have sizeable and powerful strategic forces
remaining after an H—X strike. (Similarly; e-Soriet~capabilit
:to“dcstrOy'OUr HINUTEMAN force won't give them a disarming
-firstrstrike capability against the U.S.)-_-_ -.___-

i;

4
0
..

n_ It is true that silo-based ICBMS will be vulnerable td___strategic response of the other side--U.S. silos in the early
80's and then the Soviets‘ later. To a considerable extent,
_Soviet ICBMs would be vulnerable to a first-strike in the
‘80's, even without M-X, because of recent i:prove:e:ts'to
MINUTEMAN III.
Compelling euidence that M-X is not in fact or by design

a'first-strike weapon exists in the open press:
'

_e' A very significant portion of the $33.8 billion price
tag is consumed by a basing design whose first task is to make
M—X survivable, a notion incompatible with a true first—5trik¢
weapon. '

so, We are planning to deploy only 200 missiles-—a number
far too small to constitute a first-strike weapon. He could
have chosen to deploy more; we did not because, in part, to
avoid the erroneous perception we were bent on acquiring a

first-strike weapon system.

Deployment of M-X will simply accelerate the arms race.

Fundamental to our development of strategic forces is
the policy of strategic deterrence: to build our defenses
to a level sufficient to deter any rational foreign government
from attacking us.

The H-X concept provides the force surviv’-
_ _ ‘ ‘ability essential

to deterrence without threatening the Soviet cetcrrent posture.
This is accomplished by ch0OSing a large number of she1;¢;;
(4600) to provide survivability, w‘ile limiting the nuzber of
missiles (200) to a level insufficient to place the entire
Soviet JCBH force at risk. Our H-I decision is consistent with
both a serious commitment to arms control, and an equally serious
commitment to maintain unambiguous ceterrrnce. -
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How can we ppssihlv need a large missile in light of
the existence 0! 10,000 warheads? ._

The very first question we addressed in considering H-X
was why is it necessary at all? Why do we need aodernization
or improvement of our strategic nuclear forces? Today we have
9,000 nuclear warheads in our strategic forces. The 9,000
warhead force is sufficient only if it is available when
needed. The relevant issue is not how many warheads we have
in our force, it's how many we can count on surviving a
surprise attack--how many the Soviets have to taxe into
account as surviving after a surprise attack. We want that
number to be large, and we want there to be no uncertainty
in the mind of the Soviets that these surviving forces will
be large and powerful. So the issue is not the size of the
force; the issue is the survivability of the force._

In the past the survivability of our ICBMs, our HINUTEHAxforce, was achieved by putting the missiles in vertical silos
and surrounding them with concrete and reinforcing steel, Given
this hardening and the poor accuracy of Soviet ICBHS, MINUTEHAN
could ride out an attack and Still be available to provide 3 _
counter-strike, therefore deterring a Soviet attack from t3kin7
place. This was true until the Soviet Union began tests of a

’
new guidance system on their largest missile, the SS-18.

In December I977, the Soviets began testing the new
guidance system for the SS-18. We followed those tests very
carefully, analyzed the data that our intelligence sources
collected, and by the summer of 1978 concluded that they had
developed a guidance system that allowed the SS-18 to
detonate close enought to MINUTEMAN silos to destroy them,
From that point on, it was clear that the HINUTEHAN system
could not provide the deterrence in the future which it had
provided in the past. More generally, we concluded that
silos were inadequate, and that any fixed basing was inade
quate as a way of protecting our strategic forces.

Why not use a smaller missile. like HINUTEHAN or TRIDENT?
, Extensive analyses showed that the total costs of acquiring
dnd operating a survivable, mobile, land-based ZCBH system were
minimized by use of a large missile. We did look seriously
at a possible compromise missileL common or essentially common
to SLBM and ICBM. That study indicated we would have to wive
up too much ICBM capability to realize cost savings. In Ehe
final analysis, with SALT Il looming very large, we decided
to develop the largest missile allowed by that tre ty, thus
seizing that opportunity rather than foreclosing i by dcve1op_
ment of a smaller ICBH. Simultaneously, we know that dceision
would minimize costs of the M-X systen.

Ill
ll)

33-896 0 — 84 - 26 Part 1
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won't deployment of H-X he destabilizing in a crisis?

We believe the contrary to be true, largely because we
think the Soviets know that H-X does not constitute a.disarming
first-strike weapon. But there are other reasons for believing
that H—X will have a stabilizing effect, reasons derived from
anticipating what the likely Soviet responses might be to H-X
deployment. By making Soviet silo-based missiles more vulnerable,
H—X will deter any Soviet efforts to increase the threat to H-X
by expanding their silo-based missile forces. .

Finally, to the extent that the capabilities of the M-X
worry the Soviets, they can use the time until it is deployed
to put increased emphasis on systems that will be more survivable
than fixed land-based ICBMS (such as the mobile system suggested
in the editorial), or to cooperate with us in negotiating arms
control agreements that make silo-based missiles survivable fer
both sides, or that make deep reductions in nuclear weapons.
We would welcome any of these likely responses as stabilizing.
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Administration Record in Foreicn Policy

We have a strong and good record: peace in the
Middle East —— the most crucial area -— which provides
us with a basis for dealing with an outrageous situation in
Afghanistan. Nothing puts us in a better position for deal
ing'with this problem than the Camp David Accords. Beyond
that, we are improving America's strength and resolve -
in the post-Vietnam era -— both at home and abroad; relations
with our key Allies have rarely been better; we have made
decisive progress in peacemaking; both in the Middle East
and (with the British) in southern Africa; and we have
demonstrated to the world —— following Vietnam -- that we
are a country that stands for its values, and are the major
country others look up to.

Afghanistan is the product of fundamental Soviet
miscalcualtion about the reaction of the entire world.
It has revealed the Soviets for what they are ——not the
partisans of independence and non-alignment and the whole
world has brought them to account.

-- Soviet aggression in Afghanistan is the
result of a disastrous failure of Soviet policy. That is
the way it is perceived by virtually every nation in the
world, and I am sure that is how it will come to be seen
in the Kremlin in time.

I have_drawn the line in the region and the
response of other countries has been very gratifying, in
cluding those who are prepared to provide necessary facil
ities.

—- In defense, I reversed a decade's decline in
real defense spending, and we are now making steady increases
in the face of 15 years of major Soviet defense increases. We
created . the NATO Long—Term Defense Program, a major
achievement; and we now also agree to deploy long-range
tactical nuclear weapons in Europe.

-7 External factors —- the growth of Soviet
power and arrogance, spreading turmoil in parts of the
developing world ——have complicated this task, but we
have been putting together the essential building blocks
for the future. Specifically: 5% real growth in defense
spending; NATO Long—Term Defense Program; negotiating SALT 11"
normalization with China; Camp David; southern Africa peace
making; Panama Canal Treaties; Multilateral Trade Agreement;
Seven-nation Summits; Common Fund.
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-- There is much left to be done. Most
important~is realizing as a nation the critical importance
to us of the Persian Gulf/southwest Asia area, and the need
to convince the Soviet Union of its mistake in believing that
we are too preoccupied with our domestic problems to resist
the further expansion of its powers abroad.
' I have heard and read recently a lot about a strong

America. We are strong, and I intend to see that
we stay that way. But words are cheap.

It does no good to talk about a strong America
and oppose a strong defense.

You can't attack inflation with brave words
while you vote for larger deficits.

Anyone can be in favor of a "firm response," SO
long as the response in not controversial, and we certainly
will never end our addiction to OPEC oil by promising the
American people cheap, plentiful energy in the years
ahead.
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SALT

Reagan's Earlv Position —- Objections

Reagan opposed the SALT II Treaty as it was
negotiated by both the Ford and Carter administrations.
His objections, even before the details of the Treaty were
known, were on the grounds that it would allow the Soviets
to achieve nuclear parity.

"We should be far more aware of our bargaining strength than
we seem to be. The Soviet Union seems most anxious to enter
a SALT II agreement. They have reason to be worried about
a defense weapons system in which we hold a huge technological
lead, a bright spot for us called the cruise missile...The
best way to have an equitable SALT II agreement is to negoti
ate from a firmly established position. We should not be so
eager for an agreement that we make unnecessary concessions,
for to grant such concessions is to whet the Soviet appetite
for more." f

M
New York Times
February ll, 1976

Reagan then changed his objections. He no longer
objected to Soviet parity but rather he claimed the Soviets
would become superior to the United States.

"President Carter and his supporters in the Congress
...are negotiating a SALT II treaty that could very well
make this nation NUMBER TWO behind the Soviet Union in
defense and offense capability."

Ronald Reagan Letter
February, 1979

Reagan did not change this latten-objection and used
it as a standard campaign line.
"SALT II is not strategic arms limitation. It is

strategic arms buildup, with the Soviets adding a minimum
of 3,000 nuclear warheads to their inventory..."

New York Times
September 16, l979

Reagan's Current Position -- Prooosals
In late 1979, Reagan began to add his own SALT proposals

to his criticism of SALT II. Where at first .e had objected
to the Soviets achieving nuclear parity, in 1979 he began
to advocate a new policy.
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"...(an) arms limitation agreement that legitimately
reduces nuclear armaments to the point that neither country
represents a threat to the other."

San Jose Mercury
September 16, 1979

. By early 1980, Reagan was joining his standard
criticism of SALT II with his proposal of first achieving
military superiority, and then negotiating a nuclear arms
reduction treaty. I

"We also should have learned the lesson that we
cannot negotiate arms control agreements that will slow
down the Soviet military buildup, as long as we let the
Soviets move ahead of us in every category of armaments.
Once we clearly demonstrate to the Soviet leadership that
we are determined to compete, arms control negotiations
will again have a chance. On such a basis, I would be
prepared to negotiate vigorously for verifiable reductions
in armaments, since only on;such a basis could reductions
be equitable." ‘~

Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980

Bush

"And my conviction is this--amend the Treaty; send
it back, and I think this administration is wrong when
they're saying (sic) there's a new arms race. Why?
Because the Soviet Union is already in an arms race.
They're spending 40 percent more than we are."

CBS Face the Nation
page 6
October 7, 1979

Bush

"And it's the intent of the Soviets that concerns me;
and I believe that those who, in the Senate, who want to
see it amended are on the right track. And I want a SALT
Treaty. I prepared the national intelligence estimates
for this country; I don't like what I see in this arms
race. Frankly, my presidency would be aimed as much as
possible at the reduction——SALT III. Not easy to do,
but strength of commitment, I think, could get us there."

CBS Face :he Nation
Page 7

'

October 7, 1979
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Bush

"Can we catch the Soviets if they try to cheat? The
answer is ominous for the United States. The fact is that
under this treaty we are virtually unable to monitor whether
the'Soviets comply with its terms....When it comes to
verification of SALT II, Jimmy Carter will ask us to trust
the Soviets as he once asked us to trust him. But I say
...that a treaty that cannot be verified tomorrow shouldn't
be ratified today," ’

Wall'Street Journal
July 6, 1979

Bush

"What we need is an actual reduction, not limitation
in nuclear weapons."

-; - Birmingham, AL, News
October 3, 1979

Bush

"I oppose the SALT agreement as put forward. I would
amend the treaty. After a period of time, I believe the
Soviets would indeed negotiate."

Vancouver, WA, Columbian5
July 18, 1979

Bush '
f

"It is not a good treaty as drafted. Our ability
to verify Soviet compliance is severely diminished by the loss
of (observation) stations in Iran.

-"There are things the Soviets can do to make the
treaty verifiable. Why aren't they willing to do them? I
want to see that tested."

Columbus, 05, Citizen
Journal
October 17, 1979

Bush

"Somehow every negotiation should push the Soviets for
far more meaningful reductions....I'd be prepared as
president to go a long way toward real reductions and real
verifiable limits....A SALT III treaty is'really a lot
more important and meaningful than SALT II. So don't get
caught in a bad deal now. Push harder for better SALT II
terms."

Po 'tical Profiles, page 9
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Bush

"we should have SALT III, a meaningful, verifiable
reduction in nuclear arms. You don't get there through a

a bad SALT II treaty, however."
Illinois interviews and
speeches
Champaign, Illinois
News-Gazette
February 3, 1980

Bush

"I don't like the SALT Treaty. I don't think it's
a good agreement. I think the Senate should amend it or
reject it. I think the Soviets would renegotiate....(the
treaty) locks in inequality and can't be verified."

Carroll, IA, Daily Times
1: Herald

July 2, 1979

Bush

"The Soviet economy is less than half as strong as
ours, and yet they're spending 40 percent more on military
matters. ‘I don't think rejecting the treaties would mean
an arms race. Their economy is already over-burdened."

Claremont, NH, Eagle-Times
August 10, 1979

Carter

"...we remain deeply committed to the process of
mutual and verifiable arms control, particularly to the
effort to prevent the spread and further development of
nuclear weapons. Our decision to defer, but not abandon
our efforts to secure ratification of the SALT II Treaty
reflects our firm conviction that the United States has
a profound national security interest in the constraints
on Soviet nuclear forces which only that treaty can provide."

State of the Union Address
January 1980
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Mondale

.s have been raised"In recent days, three major quest‘ P
e the evidenceabout the SALT treaty. In each, I belie

is clearly on the side of ratification.

"The first question: Does SALT undermine our national
security? Those who believe it does point to the weapons the
Soviets are permitted under the treaty, like the so-called
heavy SS—l8 missile, or the Backfire bomber. Because we
do not possess our own heavy missile, and because the Soviets
can keep their Backfires, it is claimed that the treaty
jeopardizes our national security.

"But that argument does not stand up to common sense.
It is totally misleading to single out one or two aspects
of Soviet strategic forces and claim that this treaty gives
them superiority. What counts and what must be kept in mind
is the total picture. And what is it?

"First, of all, we donit have any heavy missiles because
we don't need them, and the Defense Department has always
said they don't want them. We have what they call a triad of
weapons, some on land, some in water, some in air. The Soviets
-put 70% of their forces on the increasingly vulnerable fixed
land—based ICBM systems. We have put 3/4 of our strategic
weapons, and I think wisely so, in our essentially invulnerable
and greatly superior submarines and bombers.

"Nor are we standing still. On the land, the President
has ordered full-scale development of the new MX that will
make our ICBMs mobile. The MX, though smaller in size than
the SS—l8, is absolutely equal to the biggest Soviet missile
in military capability, and will be much more survivable
because it is mobile.
"Developing the MM, coupled with the increasing strength

of the rest of our forces, meets the treat of a possible
Soviet first—strike advantage in the 1980s. And the MX is expli
citly available to us under the treaty. And that's not the
end of it.

"In the water we have 4 times as many warheads as the
Soviets do on our far less vulnerable and far superior
submarines. This fall we will beginning fitting our Poseidon
submarines with the longer ranged Trident I missiles; .By the
middle of '81, the U.S.S. Ohio, the first Trident, will be
deployed.
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"These new systems assure that our submarine based

missiles will continue to be invulnerable. And that's
not all.

"In the air, we are fitting our B-52s with cruise
missiles that are five to ten years ahead of the Soviet
weapons. Our B-52 forces eclipse the Soviet air defenses.
We are working with our NATO allies toward modernizing our
theater nuclear weapons. We have a flying armada of
strategic FB-llls, of F-llls in Europe, of aircraft on
our carriers -- all of which can strike Soviet territory
and none of which is counted under the treaty.

"...And we are explicitly reserved the right to build
an aircraft comparable to the Backfire if we want it.

"When our total nuclear capacity is measured against
the SovietsI strategic equivalence between us in indis—
putable. Nothing in the SALT treaty undermines that
effort. Nothing in the treaty forecloses any option
we want. But without SALTi;everything will be far more
costly.

"Without SALT, the characteristics and size of the
_forces we face will be far less certain.

"An that is why, and I want to underscore this, that
is why the Joint Chiefs of Staff ——every one of them the
head of the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Marines -
unanimously support this treaty. That is why the current
SAC commander, the Strategic Air Command commander, supports
this treaty. That is why the Secretary of Defense, a '

California product, by the way, an expert in strategic
arms and one of the most gifted Americans ever to hold that
post, supports it.

"And that is why all of our Western allies, every
one of them, support this treaty, and have given their
strong and unqualified endorsement.

"The second major argument brought against the treaty
is that it is based on hard-nosed reality and
suspicion. The diplomatic language of those negotiations
is not so polite to ignore that we must rely on our own means
to verify what the other side is doing.

"And the treaty is built on seven years‘ experience
with Soviet behavior in SALT I. In that agreement, a
standing body was established to deal wit issues that might
arise relating to compliance under the earlier treaty
Not a single charge of violation was made by either side.
And every issue regarding ambiguous activity tha: we or the
Soviets brought to that body was satisfactorily resolved.
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"Can SALT be,adequately verified? I serve on all the
highly classified, super-secret agencies that deal with
this matter, And I say it can, and I have no doubt about
it.
"That is the testimony of the leader of every aspect

of the American intelligence community. There are people
who'are not tied into political party. They are long-time
professionals who'conduct the most sophisticated super-secret
work that is carried on anywhere in our government.

"To the person, they have testified that this treaty
is verifiable. That's the position of the Secretary of
Defense, and it's the position of every member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.

"What is critical in verification is that we be able
to identify any violations before they can affect the
strategic balance. What is important is not that we know
everything about Soviet forces, but that we know about
those things that matter to-our security.

"We have monitored Soviet strategic forces for 30
years, and with unbelievable accuracy. And we will continue
_to do so with or without a SALT agreement.

"We have a multi-billion dollar intelligence network.
We have photographic satellites, radar stations, and other
highly sophisticated devices. And SALT, and this is very
important, expressly forbids the use of any measure by the
Sovi:t Union or by us to deliberately obstruct verification
of the provisions of this agreement.

"This treaty is not built on trust, it is built on
our own technology, and our proven ability to monitor backed
up by the terms of the treaty.

"The third major argument about SALT has been made from
both ends of the political spectrum. It is said that the
treaty does not limit the arms race or does not limit it
enough or even that it legalizes an arms build up.
"But the claim this treaty fails to cap the arms race

collapses in the face of a few simple facts.

"Today the Soviets have 2500 strategic missile launchers
and bombers. Under the terms of the treaty, they must dis
mantle 250 of them. But without the treaty, we estimate that
they could have had up to 3,000 such launchers and bombers by
1985, 1/3 more than the total permitted under this agreement.
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"Under the limit of the 2500 launchers and bombers,
there are additional sub—limits that are very important
to us. Without SALT II, by l985 we expect that the
Soviets could have as many as 1800 multiple
warheaded, or MIRVed, missile launchers. With SALT,
are limited to 1200. Without SALT by l98S we expect that the
Soviets could have up to l4OO MIRV'ed ICBM launchers.

'

With SALT, they're limited to 820. Under SALT, the number
or warheads they're permitted under their largest missile,
the l8, is ten warheads. They are capable of putting 20 or
30 warheads on that system. The difference is some 6,000 fewer
warheads with the treaty than without it. Without SALT,
the Soviets could continue developing newer and more
deadly land—based missiles. In the past they have done so,
having 3 or 4 new systems underway at the same time. But
with SALT, they are restricted to only one new system.

World Affairs Council
Los Angeles, CA
July 1979

NUCLEAR STRATEGY

Bush

"Suddenly, after long years of administration silence
on the subject, the White House, with the help of the defense
secretary, is busy orchestrating a massive public relations
program to bolster President Carter's image as a Commander-in
-Chief who recognizes the Soviet military threat.

"Suddenly, we hear of a presidential directive--PD 59——

which we're told restructures American nuclear strategy in light
of a fresh look at Soviet objectives." '

World Affairs Council
Pittsburgh
September 5, l98O
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Carter

"Recently, there's been a great deal of press and public
attention paid to a Presidential directive that I have issued,
known as PD-59. As a new President charged with great responsi
bilities for the defense of this Nation, I decided that our Nation
must have flexibility in responding to a possible nuclear attack
--in resoonding to a possible nuclear attack. Beginning very
early in my term, working with the Secretaries of State and
Defense and with my own national security advisers we have
been evolving such an improved capability. It's been recently
revealed to the public in outline form by Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown. It's a carefully considered, logical, and evolu
tionary improvement in our Nation's defense capability and will
contribute to the prevention of a nuclear conflict.

"No potential enemy of the United States should antici
pate for one moment a successful use of military power against
our vital interest. This decision will make that prohibition
and that cautionary message even more clear. In order to
ensure that no adversary is even tempted, however, we must have
a range of responses to potential threats or crises and an
integrated plan for their use."

American Legion Address
August 21, 1980
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NATO ALLIES

Reagan

Reagan's primary concern is that if the United States
does not appear a strong and dependable ally, the nations
of Europe will seek an accomodation with the USSR.

"I think there is every indication that some of
our European friends are beginning to wonder if they
shouldn't look more toward -- or have a rapprochement with-
the Soviet Union, because they are not sure whether we are
dependable or not."

Time
June 30, 1980

To prevent such action, Reagan proposes to consult
with the allies and reassure them of our interest in preserving
the alliance.

"I think the Reagan Administration, first of all, would
do it by action, by consulting with them, making it evident
to them that we do value that alliance and want to preserve
it."

Time
June 30, 1980

Reagan has stated he would not be adverse to intervening
in the affairs of our NATO allies, however.

"To prevent a Communist takeover of Portugal in 1975,
Reagan said the United States should have acted ‘in any way
to prevent or discourage‘ the Communists, adding ‘It was
clearly interest to do so.‘ But he refused to be more
specific."

Los Angeles Times
June l, l975

Reagan has also suggested that the United States push
for an extension of NATO's defensive perimeter into the Middle
East.

"There would be nothing wrong with us...appealing to
our NATO allies and saying, ‘Look, fellows, let's just make this
an extension of the NATO Line and you contribute some forces in
here too."

National Journal
March 8, 1980
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Carter

"At the outset of this Administration I emphasized
the primacy of our Atlantic relationship in this country's national
security agenda. We have made important progress toward making
the Atlantic Alliance still more effective in a changing security
environment. -

"We are meeting the Soviet challenge in a number of
important ways:

"First, there is a recognition among our allies that
mutual security is a responsibility to be shared by all. We are
each committed to increase national defense expenditures by 3%
per year. There remains much work to be done in strengthening
NATO's conventional defense; the work proceeding under the
Alliance's Long Term Defense Program will help achieve this
objective.

"Last month, we and our NATO allies took an historic
step in Alliance security policies with with the decision to
improve substantially our theater nuclear capabilities. The
theater nuclear force modernization (TNF) program, which includes t
deployment of improved Pershing ballistic missiles and of
ground-laundhed cruise missiles in Europe, received.the unanimous
support of our allies. The accelerated deployment of Soviet
SS-20 MIRVed missiles made this modernization step essential.
TNF deployments will give the Alliance an important retaliatory
option that will make clear to the Soviets that they cannot
wage a nuclear war in Europe and expect that Soviet territory
will remain unscathed."

State of the Union Addre
January 1980
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Mondale _ __ _ a

"Mr. Secretary General, Members of the Council:

In behalf of President Carter, I have come today to NATO
Headquarters as a matter of the first priority. I have come to co:
vey to you and the member governments of the North Atlantic
Alliance:

—-The President's most sincere greetings;
——Eis commitment—-and the full commitment of the
United States--to the North Atlantic Alliance as a
vital part of our deep and enduring relations with
Canada and Western Europe; and
-—His dedication to improving cooperation and consultations
with our oldest friends, so as to safeguard our peoples
and to promote our common efforts and concerns.

The President's conviction concerning NATO's central
role in deep—rooted and firm. As he stated in his message to
the NATO ministers last month: "Our NATO alliance lies at
the heart oftthetpartnership between North America and Western
Europe.‘ NATO is the essential instrument for enhancing our '

collective security. The American commitment to maintaining
the NATO Alliance shall be sustained and strengthened under my
administration." .

Address to North Atlanti
Council
Brussel, Belgium
January 24, 1977
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DISARMAMENT/ARMS CONTROL

Reacan_—l_
Regardless of political affiliation, almost all

blic leaders support efforts aimed at reducing conflicts
‘rough negotiation. But Ronald Reagan has had doubts about
negotiating peace.

"The President wants to end the cold war era of con
flict and to substitute an era of negotiations,,peaceful
settlements of disputes before they flare into war. I am
sure every American shares that goal. But are we also aware that
every nation in history which has sought peace and freedom
solely through negotiation has been crushed by conquerors bent
on conquest and aggression."

Speech to World Affairs
Council
October 11, 1972

Mondale

"National strength requires more than just military might:
It requires the commitment of the President to arms control.
"If there is one thing that bothers me more than anything

else and I think bothers you, it is the fear that someday, some
how, for reasons that don't matter, the world will resort to the
final madness of a nuclear holocaust. Reason, common sense, and
a decent respect for humanity demand that we stall this nuclear
arms race before it bankrupts and destroys us all.

"Without arms control, everythin is out of control.
Without the SALT treaty we would be forced to waste billions on
weapons that buy us nothing.

"And even though it took seven years to negotiate this
treaty; and even though our President, an our Secretary of
Defense ahd all the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and every NATO al
wants this treaty ratified, Mr. Reagan for the life of him
cannot understand why.

ly

"Well, let me say Mr._Reagan: We must have arms control
for the life of all of us, and we need a President Jimmy Carter
who believes in controlling the madness of nuclear arms."

DNC Acceptance Speech
August 1980

33-896 0 - 84 - 27 Part 1
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NON~PROLIFERATION

Reaoan

A Reagan Administration might not be concerned with '

pursuing a non—proliferation strategy:

"I just don't think it's (non-proliferation) any of our
business." .

Washington Post
January 31, 1980

Reagan clarified his assertion by adding:

"I think that all of us would like to see non—proliferation.
but I don't think that any of us are succeeding in that. We are
the only one in the world that's trying to stop it. The result
is we have increased our problems would be eased if this governmen:
would allow the reprocessing of nuclear waste into plutonium...

Monterey, Peninsula Heral
February 3, 1980
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"Our relationship with Western Europe and our NATO
allies can be severely damaged by the defeat of this SALT II
treaty. They strongly support it. They've been involved in
it all the way. Their interests have been carefully taken into
account. Around the world, as you know, there are several
so-called threshhold nations that are within a short distance of
having their own nuclear weaponry. And we have been pleading
with them, don't do it. Please don't resort to nuclear weaponry
yourself. And the only basis for persuasion that we have
is that, despite the fact that we are the holder of the most
sophisticated pool of nuclear weaponry in the world we have
handled that responsibly and with restraint, and therefore with
moral authority we can ask them to refrain from resorting
to their own nuclear weaponry.

"All of these things and more will be affected by
the outcome of this agreement. I am convinced it is in
our interest. I'm convinced it's in our national security
interest. And I'm convinced that with the support of the
American people, the ratification of this treaty will take the
most important step that we can take together for our children.
And that is to reduce the possibilities of the final madness,
a nuclear war." 4

L.A. World Affairs Counr
July 1979

Mondale

‘Third, as we limit and reduce the weapons of existing
nuclear states, we must work in concert to insure that no
additional nuclear—weapon-states emerge over the next decade
and beyond. 1

"The spread of nuclear weapons to an ever-increasing
number of countries and regions is a chilling prospect. It
brings ever closer the probability of their use. Such pro
liferation would Seriously heighten regional and global tensions.
It would impede peaceful comerce in the field of nuclear
energy. And it would make the achievement of nuclear disarmamemt
Vastly more difficult."

Address to the U.N.
Special Session of
Disarmament
May 1978
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FOREIGN POLICY

Reagan

"In the case of foreign policy, I am equally un
impressed with all this talk about our problems being too
complex, too intricate, to allow timely decision and
action. The fetish of complexity, the trick of making
hard decisions hafder to make; the art, finally of ration
alizing the non-decision, have made a ruin of American
-foreign policy."

Reagan Speech
May 21, 1968

_ Reagan has chosen to ignore the progress that both
Democratic and Republican administrations have made toward
a secure peace.

His 1976 attacks on President Ford were at least as harsh
as those he makes on President Carter in l980. Throughout,
he provides simple answers to the delicate complexities of
foreign affairs -- answers which reflect his lack of under
standing of the consequences of his remarks.

'

I. -Military Involvement

Reagan frequently rejects a tempered response to inter
national problems, preferring instead to flex America's
military might at the slightest provocation. Qwer the last
12 years, Reagan has suggested or implied that American
military forces be sent to Angola, Cuba, Cyprus, Ecuador,
Lebanon, the Middle East, North Korea, Pakistan, Portugal,
Rhodesia, Vietnam (after our troops had been sent home)
and has hinted at retaking the Panama Canal.

Angola

In response to Soviet involvement in the Angolan
civil war Reagan said the U.S. should have told the
Russians:

"Out. We'll let them (Angola) do the fighting
or you're going to have to deal with us."

New York Times
January 6, 1976

Cuba

In response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
Reagan said:

"One option might well be that we surround the island
of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out."

New York Times
January 29, 1980
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C {US ..

Reagan has said that, in a manner similiar to Eisenhower's
deployment of troops to Lebanon, as President he would
have favored sending a "token (U.S.) military force" to
Cyprus during the 1975 crisis on the island.

New York Times
June 4, 1976

Ecuador

In response to the Ecuadorians‘ seizure of U.S. tuna
boats in 1975, Reagan suggested:

"(T)he U.S. government next winter should send along
a destroyer with the tuna boats to cruise, say 13 miles off the
shore of Ecuador in an updated version of Teddy Roosevelt's
dictum to ‘talk softly, but carry a big stick.‘"

San Diego Union
Marcy 7, 1975

Lebanon

"In the same vein as Eisenhower's deployment of troops
to Lebanon, Reagan has said that, as President, he would
have sent troops to Lebanon during the 1976 civil war."

New York Times
June 4, 1976

Middle East

Responding to a question on whether the U.S. should
establish a military presence in the Sinai to counter the
Soviets, Reagan said:

"I think this might be a very, very good time for
the United States to show a presence in the Middle East.
I don't think it would be provocative and I don't think it
looks like anyone bullying..." . .

Boston Globe
January 13, 1980

North Korea

In response to the North Korean seizure of the U.S.S.
Pueblo, Reagan said:

"I cannot for the life of me understand why someone
in the United States government, particularly the President,
has not said, ‘That ship had better come out of that harbor
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15 2} hours or we are coming in after it.'"
Los Angeles Times
January 25, 1968

To demonstrate United States resolve and willingness
to stand by defense treaties, Reagan said we should let
it'be known that,"B-52's should make a moonscape out of
North Korea if South Korea is attacked." '

Los Angeles Times
June 1, 1975

Pakistan

After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Reagan
advocated sending advisers into Pakistan.

"I think the most logical thing is that they
(the advisers) would go to the country we have a treaty
with, Pakistan, and that training could be provided there,
with U.S. and Pakistan where we have a legitimate reason
and right to be."

a , St. Louis Globe-Democrat" January 11, 1980

Reagan also proposed sending "a squadron of planes" to
Pakistan to counter the Soviets‘ move in Afghanistan.

Washington Star
January 31, 1980

Portugal

To prevent a Communist takeover of Portugal in 1975,
Reagan said the United States should have acted "in any
way to prevent of discourage" the Communists, adding "It
was clearly in our interest to do so." But he refused to
be more specific.

Los Angeles Times
June 1, 1975

Rhodesia

To ensure an orderly transition in Rhodesia between a
minority-white to a black-majority rule, Reagan said:

"Whether it will be enough to have simply a show
of strength, a promise that we would (supply) troops or
whether you'd have to go in with occupation forces or not
I don't know."

New York Times
June 4, 1976
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North Vietnam

The Los Angeles Times reported that in a speech to
the National Headliners Club Reagan stated that the United
States should have met North Vietnam's final thrust in
South Vietnam with 8-52 bombers.

Los Angeles Times
June 1, l975

Panama Canal

Reagan has long been a principal opponent of the
Panama Canal Treaty, and has promised that:

"If there is any possibility of keeping the
Panama Canal, believe me I would do it..."

'Atlanta Constitution
January 18, 1980

United Nations

In the past, Reagan has found excuses to question United
States’ participation in the United Nations. The first
occasion arose in 1971 when the issue of admitting China
to the United Nations was being discussed

"I was also disgusted and very frankly I think that
it confirms the moral bankruptcy of that international
organization...I don't know whether to withdraw totally
from the adjuncts of the United Nations. You know the
service organizations surrounding itfare doing good work."

Press Conference
October 26, 1971

In 1975 when the United Nations condemned Zionism as
racism, Reagan suggested, that if the U.N. continues its
present conduct, the United States should serve notice
"we're going to go home and sit a while."

Los Angeles Times
November 17, l975

Reagan has also attacked various organs of the United
Nations including UNESCO. In 1977 when the head of UNESCO,
Sean MacBride, attacked the capitalist system, Reagan gave
his reply.
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"...UNESCO —- the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization...May actually be a base for
Communist espionage."

Jefferson City Missouri
Post
December 15, 1977

Foreign Aid

Reagan has attacked the foreign aid program.

"We've bought dress suits for Greek undertakers. extra
wives for Kenya Government officials."

New York Times
_January 23, 1965

Vietnam

Reagan has consistently defended the Vietnam war.
In a recent speech before the Veteran's of Foreign Wars
Convention, Reagan once again asserted the war was a "noble
cause." ‘

August 18, 1980

Reagan has also claimed that "The Vietnam war was
not an action of moral poverty; it was a collective action
of moral courage..." .

Layfayette Journal
and Courier
April 23, 1980

Reagan feels that despite the best efforts of our
soldiers to win the war, they were hamstrung by the poli
ticians and some segments of the public.

"There is a lesson...in Vietnam. If we are forced to
fight, we must have the means and the determination to
prevail, or we will not have what it takes to secure
the peace...we will never again ask young men to fight
and possibly die in a war our government is afraid to win."

Speech to Veterans
of Foreign Wars
August 18, 1980
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In a l967,Newsweek article, Reagan called upon President
Johnson to escalate the Vietnam War using nuclear threats

"...no one would cheerfully want to use atomic
weapons...But...the last person in the world who should
know we wouldn't use them is the enemy. He should go
to bed every night being afraid that we might."

Los Angeles Times
July 3, 1967

Richard J. Whalen, one of Reagan's advisors, shares
his outlook. He believes the United States should have
bombed the dikes of North Vietnam, then "with 90% of the
country under water" negotiated a peace.

Los Angeles Times
June 26, 1980

Bush

"Certainly there are going to be situations where an
American President might have to contemplate the use of
force. One of Qarter‘s great problems is that nobody
thinks under any circumstances that he would use force.
It's the post-Vietnman syndrome. But, going back to Reagan,
I do not favor blockading Cuba because I think that's irrelevant.
You'd lose all support of moderates in this hemisphere on
that."

National Journal
March 15, 1980

Bush

"I don't favor permanent bases (in the Middle East). That's
where I differ with some of the other Republican candidates.
And the reason I don't is not that I don't want to--don't
recognize that you need at some point to project power or
show force, but I see a permanent base in the Middle East as an
invitation to the Soviets to do the one thing that the '

Sudanese and the Egyptians kept them from doing: getting
a foothold in the Middle East again.

Bill Moyers' Journal
WNET/Thirteen
March 6, 1980
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Bush .. . _ _

"I am convinced that Carter has been an abnormally weak
and vacillating president in foreign affairs."

"He sees the world as he wishes it were, not as
it is."
"we don't seem to be realistic enough, tough enough,

strong enough. We have projected a failure to keep commit
ments, a weakness and vacillation."

Madison WI, State
Journal
November 8, l979

Bush

"I don't believe in bullying one's allies. Or pushing
some guy around because he's smaller. I believe in leading
him and I know that at times, you have to say, ‘This
is how it's going to be.'"

- Concord, NH,
. ‘ '~ Monitor & Patriot

October 12, 1979

Bush

Asked recently where he would drawn the line and commit
American troops, Bush said,

"Look, I'm not going to answer a hypothetical question
about where you draw the line and put troops. That's one way
to get into foreign policy trouble, and it's a sure way to
get into political trouble."

Wall Street Journal
February 26, 1980
file #1-19-1 (R)

Bush

"I don't think you need an overall change in diplomacy,
but I do think we need to be able to protect conventional"
force power selectively. I don't favor stationing of U.S.
forces in the Middle East which, in my view, would draw
Soviets back into the Middle East. But I don‘t think it's
a question of redesigning something in the sense of a new
machinery to deal with foreign policy, I think it's a pro
jection of commitment and will."

New York Times
January 5, 1980
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Bush _

"Mine is a moderate approach. We don't need radical
solutions. We need to figure out what works and what
doesn't work. We need to find a balance."

Philadelphia, PA' Inquirer
October 22, l979
file # 2-3-7
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Carter‘

"There are two obvious preconditions for an effective
American foreign policy: a strong national economy and
a strong national defense

. "That's why I placed the highest priority on the
development of a national energy policy which our
country has never had. That's why we must win the struggle
against inflation, and I've been very pleased lately at
the trend in interest rates and the good news we had this
morning on the Producer Price Index (Applause). The Congress
and I are moving resolutely toward this goal. In fact,
every single American is involved. This common effort
to deal with the worldwide economic challenge does require
some sacrifice and I am determined that the sacrifice will
be fairly shared. The response of our democracy to economic
challenges will determine whether we will be able to manage
the challenge of other global responsibilities in the 19805
and beyond. If we cannot meet these international economic
problems successfully, then our ability to meet military and
political and diplomatic challenges will be doubtful indeed.
Although it will not be easy, the innate advantages of our
nation's natural bounty which God has given us and the
common commitment of a free people who compromise
American society give us the assurance of success.

"We must also be militarily strong. The fact is that
for 15 years the Soviet Union has been expanding its
military capabilities far out of proportion to its needs
for defense -- a 4 or 5 percent real growth above the
inflation rate compounded annually for 15 years has
caused us some concern. For much of this same period,
our spending for defense had been going down. If these
adverse trends had continued, we would have found ourselves
facing a severe military imbalance, an imbalance all the more
threatening because of mounting global turbulence. That's
why I have launched a Pbroad modernization of our strategic
and conventional'forces and worked to strengthen our
alliances: We and our allies havepledged ourselves to
sustained real annual increases in our defense spending.

“Our task is to build together a truly cooperative
global community, to compose a kind of global mosaic which
embraces the wealth and diversity of the Earth's people,
cultures and religions. This will not be an easy task. The
philosophical basis of such a community must be respect for
human rights as well as respect for the independence of nations.
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"In promoting that prospect for a future of peace, we
will stay on the steady course to which we have been
committed now for the last three and a half years.

"We pursue five major objectives:

"First, to enhance not only economic but also political
solidarity among the industrialized democracies.

"Second, to establish a genuinely cooperative relationship
with the nations of the Third World.

"Third, to persevere in our efforts for peace in the
Middle East and other troubled areas of the world.

"Fourth, to defend our strategic interests, especially
those which are now threatended in Southwest Asia.

"And fifth, to advance arms control, especially through
agreed strategic arms limitations with.the Soviet Union,
and to maintain along with this a firm and a balanced re
lationship with the Soviets.

"Our first objective, solidarity with our Allies, is the
touchstone of our foreign policy. Without such solidarity,
the world economy and international politics may well
degenerate into disorder.

"This is why we have led the North Atlantic Alliance
in its program to upgrade its convention forces. And last
winter, in an historic decision, NATO agreed to strengthen
its nuclear missiles in Europe in order to respond to a
very disturbing Soviet missile buildup there.

"Next month, the seven leading industrial democracies will
hold a summit meeting in Venice. I look forward to being
there with the other six leaders of our.most important
Allies. It's our collective intention not only to make
the summit another milestone for global economic cooperation,
but also to advance our political and our strategic solidarity."

World Affairs Counci
Philadelphia
May 1980
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Naval Balance Vis-a-Vis Soviet Union

0 The CNO stated earlier this year that the U.S. Navy is the
best in the world and has improved in capability relative to a year ago.
The Navy believes that, in conjunction with our allies, we currently
possess a slim margin of superiority over the maritime forces of the
Soviets.

0 Current estimates indicate that the Soviets are continuing to
emphasize qualitative improvements and that the trend toward construction
of larger surface combatants and auxiliaries will result in a moderate
decrease in overall Soviet Navy force levels over the next decade. For
example, the total of Soviet principal surface combatants (carriers,
cruisers, destroyers and frigates) and general purpose submarines is
projected to decline by 5-lO% over the next decade.

0 Conversely, our naval forces are projected to grow from current
levels (about 540 total ships) to about 590 ships by the mid-l980s and
remain at this level through the late l980s, based on Navy force pro
jections that reflect a shipbuilding program generally consistent with
the 5-year plan submitted to Congress last January (roughly l9-20 new
construction ships per year). Projections beyond the late l980s are
more difficult to make due to the uncertainties associated with future
shipbuilding plans, ship designs and costs, and-the retirement schedules _
of existing ships. Furthermore, our threat projections become increas
ingly uncertain beyond the late l980s thus making detailed capability
assessments extremely speculative.

0 In addition to the projected growth in the number of ships in
our Navy -- in terms of both major combatants and support ships -- our
naval force structure will undergo major qualitative improvements
through the l980s. Such qualitative improvements are not reflected in
numbers comparisons bu. ape taken into account in capability assessments.
Some examples: -

. -- Our l2 deployable carrier battle groups will be maintained
and strengthened by the addition of two CVNs, AAW improvements with new
CG-47 Aegis cruisers and upgrades to other guided missile ships, and ASN
improvements such as towed tactical array sonars and new LAMPS MK III
ASN helicopters. l2 deployable aircraft carrier battle groups represent
the minimum offensive capability required to meet peacetime needs and
wartime demands in the face of Soviet opposition.

-- We will continue to modernize and increase the size of
our nuclear attack submarine force with both continued SSN-688 procure
ment and introduction of a more affordable yet fully adequate ‘ollow-on
submarine (FA-SSN).

-- Our overall ASH capabilities will be further strengthened
by continued modernization of our highly effective land-based 2-3
maritime patrol aircraft forces. Substantial improvements will also be
made in our undersea surveillance capabilities with improved SOSUS and
introduction of at least l2 SURTASS mobile surveillance systems (TAGOS
ships).
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Five-Year Shipbuilding Plan

The current five-year shipbuilding plan proposes to
build 97 new ships and modernize 5 older ships. This
shipbuilding plan incorporates both a shift toward the high
‘end of the mix of combatant ships, and the construction of
new maritime prepositioning ships (MP5/TAKX) to support the
rapid deployment force. *

The five-year shipbuilding program was derived on the
basis of the Navy being prepared to conduct prompt and
sustained combat operations at sea in support of our national
interests. Using information from the Navy's study program,
we have reviewed carefully over the past year the roles that
' can be played by the Navy in a NATO war, non-NATO contingen
cies, intervention and crisis control, and in promoting
strategic deterrence and world wide stability.

The first priority of our naval forces in a NATO war is
to ensure the timely delivery of military shipping to Europe
with acceptably low losses. Intervention and crisis control,
where the chance of direct U.S.%USSR conflict is small,
generate a need for offensive operations by our carrier and
amphibious forces. We are continuing to explore the impli
cations of basing naval forces program planning on forward
deployments and intervention outside NATO, rather than
exclusively planning scenarios that emphasize the Navy as
primarily a sea control force designed to secure the North
Atlantic sea lines of communication against Soviet sub
marines and long range bombers in a NATO war.

It has been estimated that to maintain the fleet at its
present level of about 533 ships (active force, naval
reserve force, and naval fleet auxiliary force) will require
an average of about $7B (FY 81 S) in the shipbuilding
account annually. The program that is proposed provides for
an 11% average real growth over the five-year period. In a
war with the Soviets and with the help of our allies, this
force would be capable of performing sea control operations'
in the Atlantic; sea control and projection operations in
the Mediterranean; and austere sea control operations in the
Pacific.

We need not only realistic estimates of force levels‘
and capability, but also stability in the shipbuilding
program to provide a firm industrial base.

The shipbuilding plan supports the Navy's requirements
for strategic deterrence and forces to fight a NATO war by:

0 Enhancing the capability of our strategic forces by
adding 6 Trident submarines.
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STATUS OF U.S. DIVISIONS

The New York Times article of September 9 on Army
readiness was factual and accurate, but fell short of a reasonable
explanation of the situation. Forward deployed divisions, the
combat force of that 45% of the Army which is overseas, are
maintained at highest status.

State-side divisions have the mission to deploy
overseas where needed, to reinforce forward deployed units, or
to go to areas where required. The status of state-side
divisions is forecast to improve significantly over the next
several months for several reasons:

-- Recruiting for the past year has fully met objections
and those soldiers are now beginning to arrive in units.

-- NCO shortages will be improved, as the Chief of Staff of
the Army announced the other day, as balancing of forces
by reduction of overstrengths in forward deployed forces
takes effect.

These actions take about six months to work, and we can expect
to see reasonable improvements in the status of state-side units
within the next six months.

The situation is not as dreary as it might appear on the surface.
The Army's Units Status Report classifies divisions as

"fully ready" to “not ready" according to personnel, equipment,
and training conditions. A division rated low is one of these re
sogrce areas is capable of operating with two of its three
brigades if required to deploy immediately. In addition, assets
could be quickly shifted from one division to improve the readi
ness of another division. Even though personnel challenges pre
vail, the Army could cross level resources in the United States
to respond to a crisis. This would provide earlier deploying forc
full combat capability. In any event, the Unit Status Report is
an indicator of a division's resource picture and the time re
quired to bring it to full capability -- excellent for flagging
divisons rather than a measure of combat readiness.

It is comon practice among all armed forces to man

units in peacetime at lower levels than would be required in
wartime. -

It is also important to recognize that the Soviets keep the
majority of their divisions at less than full combat readiness.
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Force Readiness

a. Aircraft Readiness (including spares parts)
0 Over the past several years the Defense budget has

generally provided enough spare parts to support the peace
time flying hour program fully. However, we are continuing
to build war reserve inventories of spare parts and it will
be several years before these inventories will be adequate
to support all of our combat air forces at wartime sortie
rates in a major conflict for the full combat durations for
which we plan. _

' -

o The claim that our hardware and spares posture is
such that "only half the planes can fly" is inaccurate.
This assertion seems to be based on a misinterpretation of
the so-called aircraft “mission-cable (HC)" rate. MC rates
are not a measure of wartime readiness. They are an index
of the peacetime performance of our logistics support
system--not a measure of our ability to fly sorties in war
time.

Q We should not expect MC rates to even approach 100%,
for two reasons-—first, even under the best of conditions,
significant maintenance downtime (much of it scheduled
preventative maintenance and inspections) must be expected
as an unavoidable cost of doing business; second, we cannot
predict with certainty which aircraft components will fail
when, where, or how often. It is not practical or wise to
buy enough spare components to protect completely against
the uncertainty involved, and we typically stock to about
85% spares availability.

0 If we were to make a transition to war from our
normal day—to-day peacetime posture, we would selectively
defer nonurgent periodic inspections and preventive main
tenance; we would also, of course, have unlimited access to
our war reserve spares and would, as necessary, cannibalize
serviceable components from out-of-cocmission aircraft to
maximize our wartime sortie capability.

b. Nayy Ship Aviation/Readiness

0 Today, the Navy's inventory of active deployable
ships stands at 4SS. One hundred two of our ships are
deployed. Two hundred eighty-nine (64%) are reporting
combat ready. 85 ships are in progranned maintenance, a
-category which includes overhaul, selected restricted
availability, and post shakedown avai.ability. Seventeen
ships are not combat ready* because of elective maintenance

*_-' I‘Not Combat Ready“ means that the unit has insufficient
resources to meet wurfiuhting demands in a projected
combat environment. However, units being deployed in
this category can execute planned operations in a
peacetime environment.

33-896 0 - 84 - 28 Part 1
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(this is work that is done during scheduled upkeep periods),
and fifteen others are in a corrective maintenance category,
having sustained casualties to combat essential equipment.
The remaining 49 are deficient principally in areas of
personnel, training and-supply.‘ "

0 Of 157 dcployablc active Navy squadrons, 36 report
their primary degraded area as personnel and l5 report not
combat ready for the remaining resource areas. -

0 Recognizing the inevitability under existing require
ments that units reporting not combat ready may be required
to forward deploy, the Navy has recently initiated an assess
ment procedure which is required thirty days prior,to deploy
ment for all units reporting not combat ready in personnel.
This assessment either offers a final opportunity for
improvement measures or furnishes the basis for operational
limitations in the interests of safety. In the past the
Navy has augmented ships with personnel from other duty
stations to meet critical skill shortages. The fleet
commanders administer this level manning policy in order to
spread manpower shortages throughout the fleet. Use of this
practice has been infrequent. However, there will probably
be some necessary increases in this practice for ships on
station in the Indian Ocean. .

c. Divisions

0 Our forward deployed Army-divisions are well
equipped, well-trained, and at a high state of readiness.
Within the United States, the 82nd Airborne Division is
maintained at a high state of readiness. Many of the
remaining divisions in the United States have serious
personnel problems, primarily due to shortages of combat
arms NCOS.

'

0 We are taking numerous steps to improve our divi
sion readiness by alleviating personnel shortages. In
recruiting, we are expanding bonus programs that are keyed
toward critical skills. We are also supporting legislation
now in Congress to improve educational benefits, including
provisions that would pass on unused educational benefits to
dependents. To alleviate the shortage of middle-grade NCOS,
we are working to expand bonus programs to include mid-range
NCOs (6-10 years‘ service) in infantry, armor, field artil
-lery, and other selected skills.
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COMMANDER-IN—CHIEF LEADERSHIP

Bush

"The Carter Administration, despite its sudden
recognition of the American people's concern over our nation's
ability to defend itself, has shown no understanding of the
lessons of modern history."

"Under a Reagan presidency, however, the reversal of
those ominous trends will serve as a keystone of a foreign
policy based on just such an understanding: a foreign policy
that proceeds from strength—-not simply military strength, but
the strength of our alliances——and the reinforcement of those
alliances by America's being true to its word in our dealings
with other nations."

World Affairs Council
Pittsburgh, September 5,

Bush

"We don't have the luxury of dealing with one problem while
the others languish...They are interrelated, and so must our
handling of them be.

'

"The message will be loud and clear around the world: The
United States means to maintain her security and to retain the
ability to stand by her friends."

Boston Globe
September 8, 1979
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Eondale

"We_will also stake the contest on the paramount issue
the Republicans tried to raise in Detroit—-the question of
antional strength. We gladly accept that challenge."

"The President of the United States has an enormous
job. He's charged with the most powerful responsibility
to be found in the world--the burden of nuclear power. He is the
leader of the civilized world. He must defend its freedom. He

must grasp the complexities of our difficult world. He must
protect our security by freeing our dependence on foreign oil."

"And to do all of that, we must have a strong President.
Yet last month Ronald Reagan spent two days on national tele—
vision drawing up a plan to divide the Presidency and weaken
its powers. Anyone who seeks the Presidency--and in his first
serious act convenes a Constitutional Convention in his hotel room
to weaken the office he's seeking--does not understand the
Constitution, the Presidency, or what national security is all
about."

D.N.C. Acceptance Speech
August 1980
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NAVAL BALANCE VIS-a-VIS USSR

Reagan

Reagan has criticized the Carter Administration for slash
ing Navy programs.

"In 1969, Admiral Thomas Moorer, then Chief of Naval
Operations, told Congress that a Navy of 850 ships should be
attained by 1980. By the end of this fiscal year only 5 or 6
weeks away, our conventional Navy will consist of only 415
active ships. Carter has slashed the Navy shipbuilding program
in half, and has provided for ——at the very best -- a one-and
a-half ocean Navy for a three-ocean global requirement."

Reagan Speech to
American Legion
August 20, 1980

Reagan calls for a reversal in this trend.

"We must immediateli;reverse the deterioration of our
naval strength, and provide all of the armed services with the
equipment and spare parts they need."

Reagan Speech to
American Legion
August 20, 1980

The Republican Platform calls for building more aircraft
carriers, submarines, and amphibious ships:

"Republicans pledge to reverse Mr. Carter's dismantling
of U.S. naval and Marine forces. We will restore our fleet to
600 ships at a rate equal to or exceeding that planned by Presi
dent Ford. We will build more aircraft carriers, submarines, and
amphibious ships. We will restore naval and Marines aircraft
procurement to economical rates enabling rapid modernization of
the current forces, and expansion to meet the requirements of
additional carriers. '

1980 Republican Platform

Bush

"A stronger Navy for us, a three—ocean Navy, is essential."

Political Profiles
page 9
1979
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Carter

Naval Forces

"Seapower is indispensable to our global position--in
peace and also in war. OUr shipbuilding program will sustain
a SSO-ship Navy in the 1990s and we will continue to build the
most capable ships afloat. '

"The program I have proposed will assure the ability
of our Navy to operate in the high threat areas, to maintaincontrol of the seas and protect vital lines of communication-
both military and economic--and to provide the strong maritime
component of our rapid deployment forces. This is essential for
operations in remote areas of the world, where we can not predict
far in advance the precise location of trouble, or preposition
equipment on land." '

State of the Union Addre
January 1980

Mondale

"It has.been said that our Navy is inferior to the Soviet
Navy, because they have more ships. But the number of ships alone
is a false measure. It assumes that one of their coastal patrol
ships is the equal of one of our aircraft carriers, and that one
of their diesels is as capable as one of our modern Trident
nuclear submarines. The truth is that the technology of our
carriers, of our submarines, and our new surface ships is far
more advanced than theirs. Moreover, from frigates on up, we
have a two-to—one advantage over the Soviets in Surface combat
tonnage. All of these factors must be weighed for any serious
and realistic assessment of the strength of our Navy -— a strength
that is unsurpassed on the high seas.

- Commonwealth Club
September 5, 1980
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AFGHANISTAN

Bush

"The idea of blockading Cuba, which Ronald Reagan has
proposed, risks nuclear war and would require the entire
Atlantic fleet. It wasn't Cuba that invaded Afghanistan,
it was Russia. The way to peace is to keep this country
-strong, not through reckless foreign policy."

Milford, CT
Washington Star
March 22, 1980

Bush

"Ronald Reagan has proposed a blockade of Cuba to stop
Russia aggression halfway around the world. I would
not. I don't believe that is right. I don't know where
all the ships would come from to do it. I don't quite
see the relevance. I anlnot soft on Castro. I believe
Castro is trying to export revolution...but there has
to be some adherence to international law.

"I can see some vague relationship, inasmuch as Russia
is training Cubans to be their surrogates in Africa,
but I donft see why when the Soviets are aggressors
in Afghanistan we declare war on China. That's not
my conception of how one uses power or how one makes
foreign policy decisions."

Manchester, NH
Washington Post
February 10, 1980

Bush

"I think you're going to see a peace offensive by the
Soviet Union. I think they underestimated world opinion.
I don't think they want war today. I think you're going
to see a pullback, maybe this summer."

-Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
New York Times
March 24, l98O

"So, getting them (Soviets) out (of Afghanistan), I
think, will be part of a Soviet p ace effort, an idea
to show that they really aren't t e brutal aggressors
that they are and I think that's what's going to do
it. It's going to be more world opinion than it is
bristling weapons lined up against the. But, the ideas
that they've stabilized things is not quite accurate.
They've stabilized it militarily, but they haven't stabilized
the heartbeat of the Afghans, and don't forget it, and
we haven't heard the last of it. You do not brutally
aggress and crush a people and have a permanent stability.

8
h..
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That's not whatfs happened."

Bill Moyers‘ Journal
WNET/Thirteen
March , l98O

Bush

"But the Soviets also will have an energy shortfall
in the mid-1980's and so the Afghanistan invasion can
also be seen as a drive toward warm-water ports and
Middle East oil fields."

Interviews with J.?.terHorst
Detroit, MI, News

Carter

"The Soviet attack on Afghanistan and the ruthless
extermination of its government have highlighted in the
starkest terms the darker side of their policies — going
well beyond competition and the legitimate pursuit of national
interest, and violating all norms of international law and
practice.

This attempt to subjugate an independent, non-aligned
Islamic people is a callous violation of international
law and the United Nations Charter, two fundamentals of
international order. Hence, it is also a dangerous threat
to world peace. For the first time since World War II,
the Soviets have sent combat forces into an area that was
not previously under their control, into a non-aligned and
sovereign state.

On January 4 I therefore announced a number of measures,
including the reduction of grain sales and the curtailment
of trade and technology transfer, designed to demonstrate
our firm opposition to SOviet actions in Afghanistan and
to underscore our belief that in the face of this blatant
transgression of international law, itwas impossible to
conduct business~as usual. I have also been in consultation
with our allies and with countries in the region regarding
additional multilateral measures that might be taken to
register our disapproval and bolster security in Southwest
Asia. I have been heartened by the support expressed for
our position, and by the fact that such support has been
tangible, as well as moral. '

State of the Union Address
January, l98O
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Mondale

"America has moved decisively. To show the Soviet Union
that it cannot invade another nation and still conduct business
as usual with the United States, our country has embargoed
17 million tons of grain; tightened controls on high technology
trade; limited Soviet fishing in our waters; raised our
defense budget to upgrade all aspects of our forces} strengthened
our naval presence in the Indian Ocean; intensified development
of our Rapid Deployment Forces; and offered to help other
sovereign states in the region to maintain their security.

In the UN General Assembly, the United States joined
more than a hundred other nations in an unprecedented majority-- calling for the immediate, unconditional, and total withdrawal
of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. But the President, the
Congress, and the American people understand that a world
which travels to the Moscow Games devalues its condemnation -

and offers its complicity to Soviet propaganda.

"Address to U.S. Olympic Committee

DEFENSE FORCE READINESSS

\
Bush

"I am clearly in favbr and continue to be of a three-ocean
Navy, and that means we should commence work on a nuclear
carrier. The first year of this, a lot of this spending, this
extra spending would be to catch up in conventional types of
categories where we've gotten behind, and inventory. We've
gotten behind in maintenance. We've gotten behind in a lot
of just plain replacing of obsolete items."

Wall Street Journal
February 19, 1980

L -

Mondale

‘It is not wrong to ask whether we are strong enough to
provide for this nation's defenses: that is how we keep the
peace. But it is utterly wrong to assume we are behind. The
truth is that today there is no American General or Admiral who
would propose to trade our defense forces with those of any_
other nation--now, or in the forseeable future."

Commonwealth Club
Address, September 5, 192
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Carter

"Yes. The answer is yes. I don't want to go into
detail now because the Army Chief of Staff and the Secretary
of Defense today are answering an article that was published in
the New York Times this morning on the front page saying that
some of our Army divisions were not prepared for combat, did
not enjoy combat readiness." - =

"We've added, including a bill I signed yesterday to
increase the pay and benefits of military personnel, we've
added about $4 billion since I've been in office to improve the _
quality of military persons, to improve the retention rate among ,
vital trained petty officers primarily and also to help with ;
recruitment.‘I

‘We've had remarkable success that we did not anticipate
really with the registration for the draft with about 93 percent
of the young people who were eligible registering for the
~ draft. About 15 percent of those who registered expressed a
desire to know more about career opportunities in the military
forces. There was a place on the form that they could check
there, which I think will help us with recruitment in the future."

"The spirit within the military is very good. They've
had some onerous assignments that I've given them, for inBt3n¢9,
the longterm stationing of aircraft carriers and the support
ships in the north Indian Ocean. They've performed superbly
in that respect. I visited a lot of the military bases. I
happen to be a professional military man by training and I've
found them to be well trained. so I would guess that our
military forces are in good condition.‘

New Jersey Editors Weekl
September-9, 1980
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Defense Manpower Policies

The 1970's: Requirements

As the 1970's ended, the U.S. fielded its leanest
active and reserve armed force since the 1950's: slightly
over two million active duty members; a little over one
million reservists (attached table 1). This leanness resulted
from a number of things, but it was in no small measure the
product of some important doctrinal changes concerning force
structure that were made in the first half of the seventies.
Four of these are noteworthy. -

0 Worldwide manpower requirements were adjusted
‘downward by President Nixon, from a program objective to be
prepared for 2 1/2 wars simultaneously to a less demanding
scenario that envisaged a major European war and a smaller
contingency elsewhere. ' -

0 At the same time, a concept of global "total force
planning" was embraced, which placed greater reliance than
in the past on the armed forces of allies and regional
powers to supply initial forces and the first line of defense
for many warfare possibilities.

‘ e . Within U.S. manpower assets, in 1973 a concept of
"total force planning" was also adopted, one which placed
less heavy reliance on the active forces and much more on
the activation and emergency mobilization of reserves, and
which worked some shifts of wartime functions and assets
from the active to the reserve structure; and

0 The all-volunteer (or "zero" draft) force replaced
the partial conscript manning scheme that had existed from
1948 to 1972.

'

Two other factors were at work in the early seventies
as well: the Vietnam conflict ended, and with it came a
drawdown of the strength increases that had begun in 1964;
and the increasing sophistication of modern weaponry, plus
the need for forward deployments and rapid responses (made
vivid in the 1973 Yom Kippur War) were inexorably forcing
shifts to smaller but more experienced forces that had been
the case in the first two post-war decades.
For the remainder of the decade, defense manpower

strategy consisted of:

' In part for budgetary reasons, in part to reflect the
changing role of China in U.S. strategic concerns about
Asia and the Pacific.
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-- To be augmented in the first instance in an
emergency by a call-up of reserves;

-- To be augmented additionally by call-ups of
pretrained individuals subject to call-up and by a
resumption of conscription in the context of a mobilization.

The Administration refined, but did not make fundamental
changes, in these manpower policies.

The 1970's: Resources

The Defense manning performance in the remainder of the
decade was mixed. Despite some periodic shortfalls in
-enlistments, the active forces were generally successful in
meeting recruiting goals (Table 2); and since 1974, had
never been more than one-and-one-half percent below authorized
strength (Table 3). First term reenlistments remained
strong. At the same time, reserve strengths lagged notably
behind the active forces (Table 2), and the Services experienced
a significant--almost chronic--slippage in retention of more
experienced enlisted members. (The problem is particularly
serious in the Navy, where second term reenlistment rates
have fallen 15 points over the last five years.)'

_ This mixed yield took place in a context that circum
stantially favored military manning needs in a couple of
ways, but which otherwise was not very sustaining. The
Services benefitted for most of the decade from two things
in combination. - . -

0 The demographics--the baby boom legacy-- worked to
our advantage. By the time it peaked in 1978, the prime re
cruiting pool (males, 17-21) topped ten million.

0
I
We met a_smaller manpower requirement in the post

Vietnam seventies than we had at any time since 1950.

But other factors were not favorable, and more than
offset these cushionsH

o The relative value of military compensation eroded
notably beginning in 1973;

0 There was a similar erosion in the uniqueness of
the advantages that military service had long offered youth.
No longer was the military the major source of initial jobs ~
and training, nor the principal stepping stone to higher
education. A bounty of federal programs in place by mid
decade (basic educational opportunity grants, CETA, the Job
Corps, Young Adult Conservation Corps, Youth Opportunity
Acts, and various counter-cyclical programs) now compete for
young people. ‘
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- 0 The G.I. Bill was replaced in 1977 by an educational
package for service personnel that is seen by many young
people as much less attractice (and, as a matter of benefits,
_is in fact less attractive); ‘ .

e The U.S. embraced all-volunteer manning with a
compensation and incentive structure that is long on tradition
but short on flexibility. The military retirement system
(which the Administration studied and has proposed sweeping
changes in) is a notable example--a structure built on per
verse incentives, such that a person has little inducement
to stay after 20 years, and no incentives to say for less.
We have no rewards to offer the youth who would give 10 or
15, but not 20, years of service to country.

In embracing the AVF in 1973, the nation's policy
changed faster than its structures; its philosophy outpaced
its budgets and programs in some key respects.

Administration Policy

‘There are two cornerstones:

o In_the absence of an exigent international circum
stance, the nation's military manpower requirements are best
met on an all-volunteer basis; Current military manning
problems seen most capable of solution in an AVF context.' A
return to a peacetime draft is neither necessary not desirable
at this time. So long as our recruiting needs continue to
be met, and so long as the demands on the armed forces can
be met with present force_levels, a return to the draft is
neither prudent nor required.

0 The nation's ability to augment its forces in an .
emergency had eroded in mid-decade, however, and requires a.
reinvigoration. The reinstitution this summer of peacetime
registration has been taken as a precautionary step to save
crucial time in the event the nation had to mobilize in an
emergency. (It was always intended that the AVF be augmented
by conscription in such emergency circumstances.)

'

With the baby boom legacy receding (the prime recruiting
pool in 1992 will be 20 percent smaller than its 1978 level)
and with tougher competition for recruits, DoD has embraced
_two general strategies.

1 0 First, we can reduce demand by managing the force
in ways that permit us to need fewer recruits from the
marketplace. DoD is already firmly embarked on such a
course in three respects: reversing the trend of the 1970's
toward high attrition (i.e., wash-outs) of first term personnel,
pruning manpower requirements in weapons systems acquisition
and design, and improving our long term retention of those
who do join up.
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. Q Second, we can expand supply, by embracing policies
that would make more people eligible for military service,
and would make service more attractive to those who are
QIiQibICa.~DUD is doing the firstsof these by increasing the
enlistment of women for non-combat positions. It is also
studying whether some of its physical entrance standards-
many of these adopted in the draft era when supply was
virtually unlimited--bear a sound’relationship to required
performance. The yield from this measure will be finite,
however, to do the second--increase the attractiveness of
service--will require some hard decisions. There has been a
serious downward slide in the comparative value of military
pay and benefits for junior personnel. Other federal programs
that require no service obligations offer highly valued
lures to youth. In educational assistance, we now have the
6.1. Bill without the G.l.

We have made considerable headway, but certainly not
enough, in both strategies since 1977. And there is nothing
to suggest that the strategies themselves are not inherently
appropriate.

Are the Services enlisting the "right kinds of people?"
"The right quality?" The short answer is that there is no
sure test to tell.- True military readiness is difficult to
measure and a praise; on-job erformance can be graded, but
its relations_ip to the testable characteristics of candidates
for service remains a vague and imperfectly documented one.

Historically, the caliber of incoming recruits has been
described using two surrogate measures: graduation from
high school and entrance test scores.

By the first of these, high school graduation--a good
predictor of a candidate's staying power and adaptability to
discipline but not of his on-job performance--the Services
have experienced a decline since mid-decade. At the same
time, however, the staying power of both graduates and non
graduates (measured by attrition rates) has been improved in
recent years, largely through better management of recruits
after they join.

As for the second, we have recently found that in
entrance tests--used to predict "trainability"--we have
-inadvertently inflated the scores of lower-scoring personnel
in recent years, such that the Services have been mislabeling
large numbers of recruits as having higher "aptitude" levels.
_The significance of these mischaracterizations may not,
however, be very profound. DoD has now undertaken a special
analysis of the relationship between these scores and the
job performance of those whose scores were inflated. The
first (but still tentative) findings suggest that most of
the low scoring people have successfully completed training
and are performing adequately.
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. The relationship‘of these predictors to "quality"--and
the relationship of what a recruit brings to the military
and what military service itself produces in the way of
eventual. "quality"--are imp-recise, at. best approximate,
ultimate unsure. Neither the AVF's critics nor its supporters
have an indisputable formula for measuring such things.
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Defense Manpower--Overview

President Carter has been explicit in his opposition to
a peacetime draft; he has submitted legislation for a fair
benefits package to improve military pay and benefits; he
has cut military attrition, and (measured against the years
of the prior administration) improved military reenlistment
rates. In addition he has corrected major weaknesses that
arose during the prior administration with respect to our
pool of mobilization manpower. ' - .

Specifically: .

0 First term attrition (the drop-out rate of those who
sign up for military service but do not complete their
terms) has fallen from 37t in 1970 to 30% in 1978.

0 Conversely, reenlistment rates for DoD as a whole
are up from 50% in 1976 to 53% now. (The reenlistment rates
of first termers are up, particularly in the Army. Career
reenlistment

rates are down. The net effect is a modest
plus. -

0 As a genepal matter D00 has been within 1.5% of its
active force manpower pools in every Carter yeareia better
record than in the prior two administrations.

0 Virtually all of the particular items recommended by
critics of this Administration's military pay and benefits
policy (right down to the nitty gritty item of increasing
the allowance for mobile homes) were first publicly recom
mended by this Administration. “

0 Beyond that, the Administration has been vocal in
support of many important benefits that go beyond those
endorsed by its critics. Among these are improvements in
the military medical insurance program (CHAMPUS) under which
the President has proposed the creation of dental and other
benefits. The Administration also-supports a variable
housing allowance. It introduced--and supports--legislation
that would permit larger pay raises for the military than
for civilian government employees. -

This Administration has not proposed reducing any in?
service benefits,* and, as noted, has proposed numerous
additions. An Administration proposal with respect to

* Note,_1t may be argued that the ?resident‘s paid
parking operation is such a diminution, but it more or
less incidentally affects only a small fraction of
military personnel. -



military retirement (first advanced by an independent
commission on the subject: would add $7 billion to military
pay and benefits over the next 20 years, while saving tens
of billions of dollars over the longer term.

0 It should be noted that selected reserves (i.e.,
reserves in units) strength declined dramatically every year
during the last administration, while it has increased
during the last two Carter years; that individual reserve
strength declined even more dramatically during the last
administration, but has been reversed by Carter programs;
and that in reinstituting peacetime registration this
Administration has restored an important standby mobili
zation capacity that the previous administration had aban
doned for budgetary reasons.

33-896 0 — 84 — 29 Part 1
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‘MI’LITARY' naurowsn/nscisflilrzou/DRAFT

Reagan

Reagan opposes both the President's move to reinstate
draft registration and any peacetime draft.

"I do not favor aipeacetime draft or registration."

Acceptance Speech
July 17, 1980

He also challenges the underlying premise for registration.

"Indeed, draft registration may actually decrease
our military preparedness, by making people think we have
solved our defense problem...‘

Quoted by Senator Hatfiel
. _ Congressional Record

June 4, 1980

Asked for an alternative to the peacetime draft, Reagan '
calls for a buildup of reserves. (It is not clear if he favors
the same buildup as an alternative to registration.)

"There is a need for a million—man active reserve, a
reserve that is equipped with the latest weapons, trained in
them and combat ready. We've allowed (our reserve force) to
deteriorate very badly. It is must too small, it is not
equipped with the latest weapons and it doesn't have the training.

National Journal
March 8, 1980

To finance this force, Reagan would rely on pay
incentives. _ .

Q: So you believe we can have a million-man reserve
strictly on a volunteer basis?

Reagan: yes.

Q: How, with pay incentives?

Reagan: Yes, it could be pay incentives.
National Journal
March 8, 1980

Bush

‘I also support draft registration for both men and women,
and I would like to see an immediate investigation of the readi
ness of our military troops. If the facts demand it, we should n<
hesitate to increase financial inventives for those in uniform or
even to return to the draft. I am confident that our young peopb
will rally to the flag as the need is there."



The Candidates 1980
Amerian Enterprise Insti:- ' “ " ‘ " ' Wvi_li- see Received May 20,1980

Bush

"I think that we have to have draft registration....I
don't know whetherwe need a draft now. But when we do need it,
I'm going to say so. A fair draft with not a lot.of exemptions
that would prevent people from serving, letting rich kids to
ahead and get a Phd, while some poor ghetto kid gives his life
in the service of his country....It'll be men and women.
That doesn't mean that women will fight, go on the line or in
the trenches. But I believe in women's rights and opportunities
and I belive that women should have to serve their country."

Birmingham, Al, Post-Her
October 5, 1979

Bush

‘It would be an equitable draft if we need it. It would be
a non—sexist draft if we need it....But that main thing is that it
would be a fair draft."

Champaign, IL, Daily Ill
January 31, 1980

Bush _

"I favor registration....I'm not convinced we need the draft,
but if we ever should, it ought to be men and women, exemption
proof and with a limited period of exposure.‘

Political Profiles
page 6
1979

Bush

"I voted for the volunteer Army. (But) we might have to go to
a draft, and if we do it's going to be a fair-play draft. Not
any exemption for a rich kid to get his PhD, and the poor kid
gets the rifle." '

Christian Science Monitc
January 24, 1980
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Carter A _ - - -e ‘-
"At home, over intense opposition, as you know, but with

great help from the American Legion, we have won the fight for
peacetime draft registration. We need the ability to mobilize
quickly and effectively, and we have shown our resolve to both
friend and foe alike.

It should be clear to everyone who studies national
security or defense that our work to keep American the strongest
nation in the world is not finished. There are no laurels on
which to rest. There are no victories which are final. There
are no challenges which have disappeared magically. But we've
resumed a firm and steady course of diplomacy and defense
preparedness to lead our allies and our friends and ourselves
with confidence toward the challenges facing the world of
today and the world of tomorrow. '

Address to American Legion
Convention

August, 1980



USE OF FORCE/U.S. RESOLVE

Reagan

Reagan's record is replete with examples of suggestions
that force be used to temper international disturbances.
While he was governor, Reagan called upon President Johnson
to escalate the Vietnam war, using nuclear threats.

"...no one would cheerfully want to use atomic
weapons...But...the last person in the world who
should know we wouldn't use them is the enemy.
He should go to bed every night being afraid that
we might."

Los Angeles Times
July 3, 1967

Over the last 12 years, Reagan has suggested or
implied that American-military forces be sent to Angola,
Cuba, Cyprus, Ecuador. Lebanon, the Middle'East,_North
Korea, Pakistan, Portugal, Rhodesia, Vietnam (after our
troops had been sent home) and has hinted at retaking
the Panama Canal.

When questioned on his frequently used pledge -
fno more Taiwans, no more Vietnams" -- Reagan elaborated,
describing the circumstances in which he would use combat
troops, naval forces or air strikes to defend an ally:

"Well, it's a little bit like a Governor with
the National Guard...You use whatever force is neces-\
sary to achieve the purpose..."

New York Times
June 2, 1980

Bush

We live in a nuclear age when no rational world
leader can fail to recognize that a war between major
powers risks the future existence of man on this planet.
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Yet that risk hasn't deterred the leaders of the
Soviet Union from aggression against its neighbor, Af
ghanistan -— or the reckless use of troops from its satellite,
Cuba, in military ventures in the Middle East and Africa-- or from boldly placing a Soviet combat brigade in
Cuba itself. 1 Q.

' e I -

Certainly, the leaders of the Soviet Union don't
seek a military confrontation with the United States.
Throughout Soviet history, their penchant for aggres
sion has always been for the easy, helpless mark
-— from Poland in 1939, to Afghanistan in 1980.

But like Hitler at Danzig forty-one years ago, the
Soviets‘ perception of the leading nation in the west
as vacillating and militarily weak could one day result
in a major power confrontation with unthinkable consequences.

The seizure of Danzig proved to be unacceptable
to Britain and France. But Hitler miscalculated,-— a
miscalculation that.led to war -— because the national.
leadership of Britain and France had already accepted
the "unacceptable" in the seizure of the Rhine and, ~

Austria and Czechoslovakia.

Forty—one years later, America's leadership has
accepted what was once described as "unacceptable" -
the stationing of a Russian combat brigade in Cuba.

_I
In and of itself, that brigade doesn't pose a critical

threat to American security. But President Carter's
erratic response to the Soviets‘ action in this instance-- a policy of bluff-and-backdown——could well lead the
men in the Kremlin to some future miscalculation -— an
act of aggression that would force an American president
to take measures leading to the confrontation no one
wants. . -

This is what Ronald Reagan means when he says "We
must make unmistakably plain to all the world that we have
no intention of compromising our principles, our beliefs
or our freedom. Our reward will be world peace; there is
no other way to have it.

World Affairs Council
September 5, 1980
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Carter ‘_ - - ,_ _ V » . l

The maintenance of national security is my first
concern, as it has been for every President before me.
As I stated one year ago in Atlanta: "This is still

a world of danger, a world in which democracy and freedom
are still challenged, a world in which peace must be
re—won every day."

We must have both the military power and the political
will to deter our adversaries and to support our friends
and allies.

We must pay whatever price is required to remain
the strongest nation in the world. That price has increased
as the military power of our major adversary has grown
and its readiness to use that power been made all too
evident in Afghanistan.

i * *

I see five basic goals for America in the world
over the 1980's:

-- First, we will continue, as we have over the
past three years, to build America's military strength
and that of our allies and friends. Neither the Soviet
Union nor any other nation will have reason to question
our will to sustain-the strongest and most flexible de-'
fense forces. 1

'

-- Second, we will pursue an active diplomacy in
the world, working -- together with our friends and allies
-— to resolve disputes through peaceful means and to
make any aggressor pay a heavy price.

State of the Union Address
January, 1980



Carter

As I said in my State of the Union Address -- an
attempt by ggy outside'force to gain control-of the Persian
Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital
interests of the United States of America and such an
assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including
military force. r

The purpose of my statement was to eliminate the
possibility of any gross miscalculations by the Soviets
about where our vital interests lie, or about our willing
ness to defend them. I am sure this i§_well understood.

Over the past year, we have made major strides
in improving our capabilities to resist_successfully '

further Soviet aggression in the region. Our efforts
are designed to show the Soviets that we are both willing
and able to deny them control over this vital region.

Persian Gulf Commitment

Carter

"Our world is one of conflicting hopes, ideologies
and powers. It is a revolutionary world which requires
confident, stable and powerful American leadership -
and that's what it is getting and that's what it will
continue to get -- to shift the trend of history away
from the specter of fragmentation and toward the promise
of genuinely global cooperation and peace.

"So we must strive in our foreign policy to blend
commitment to high ideals with a sober calculation of
our own national interests.

"Unchanging American ideals are relevant to this
troubling area of foreign policy and to this troubled
era in which we live. Our society has always stood for
political freedom. We have always fought for social
justice and we have always recognized the necessity.for
pluralism. Those values of ours have a real meaning,
not just in the past, 200 years ago or 20 years ago,
but now, in a world that is no longer dominated by colonial
'empires and it demands a more equitable distribution
of political and economic power.
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"But in this-age of revolutionary change, the op

portunities for violence and for conflict have also grown;
American power must be strong enough to deal with that
danger and to promote our ideals and to defend our national
‘interests. '

.
. :

"That's why the foreign policy which we've shaped
over the last three years must be based simultaneously
on the primacy of certain basic moral principles -
primciples founded on the enhancement of human rights
—- and on the preservation of an American military strength
that is second to none. This fusion of principle and
power is the only way to ensure global stability and
peace while we accommodate to the inevitable and necessary
reality of global change and progress." -

World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
May 9, 1980
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Reagan

Ronald Reagan charged yesterday that President Carter's
administration compromised national security for "purely
political purposes" and "a two-day headline" by leaking
secret plans to build a new bomber that could evade radar.

Speaking to a businessmen‘s luncheon at an outdoor
rally in Jacksonville, Florida on his first Southern
trip of the fall campaign, the Republican presidential
nominee accused the Pentagon of giving the editor of
the Armed Forces Journal details of the top-secret "stealth"
program, then calling a news conference to announce it
"because of ‘leaks’ to the press."

The "leak" involved, he said, "some of the most
tightly classified, most highly secret weapon information
since the Manhattan Project" -- the development of the
atomic bomb during World War II.

September 4, 1980
Statement at Jacksonville Rally

Bush *

"Suddenly we hear of plans for a new weapon in our
strategic arsenal -- the highly-classified "Stealth"
bomber —— which we're told gives us an edge over the
Soviets. And while the Defense Secretary professes outrage
that information regarding this new weapon-has been leakedfi
we can only wonder at the coincidence that the leak occurred
at the very time that President Carter's re—election _
campaign was stressing his new-found interest in our ;
national defense posture.

"All of this may sound and look reassuring in terms
of our country's ability to conduct a foreign policy
based on strength -— but to those who remember history,
the desperation of these administration efforts is ominous."

World Affairs Council Speech
September 5, 1980
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Carter

I had one question inside that I thought I'd better
repeat to you all because you're going to get it in the
transcript. I was asked about the Republican allegations
concerning whether we have revealed the information about
the Stealth airplane improperly. This is an absolutely
irresponsible and false charge by Governor Reagan and
by a carefully orchestrated group of Republicans.

As a matter of fact, no impropriety has been committed.
The only thing that has been revealed about the Stealth
development which is a major technological evolutionary
development for our country, is the existence of the
program itself. When I became President in 1977 the
existence of the Stealth program then was not even classified.
It was unclassified. Public testimony had been given
on it and a contract to develop a Stealth device was
done with an open and published contract. We classified
the Stealth program in the springtime of 1977.

Since that time it has grown because of its importance
and the major nature of it more than a hundredfold.
Lately large numbers of people were involved in the knowledge
of Stealth and also the development of it. Literally
thousands of workers have been involved in this project
and we have had to brief several dozen Members of the
House and Senate and the crucial members of their staffs
in preparation for large expenditures of funds for this
major technological improvement in our nation's defense.

It's obvious that the Republicans have taken what
is a major benefit to our country and tried to play cheap
politics with it by alleging that we have violated our
nation's security. The fact is that we have enhanced
our nation's security and we took an unclassified program
under the previous Republican administration, classifiedit, and have been successful for three years in keeping
the entire system secret.

Statement to Newspapers
September 9, 1980



STEALTH

1. This is a major technological advantage to us. It is

an important achievement that will affect the military balance‘

in the coming years.‘ It is one of a number of major technological
advantages that the U.S. possesses. These technological advantages

weigh heavily in the military balance and keep us second to none.

In addition to stealth, these include anti-submarine warfare, precis

guided munitions (smart bombs) and the cruise missile. We have

publicly discussed our advantages in these other technologies in the

past and will continue to do so in the future, because it is importa
that our potential enemies,.our allies and the American people

understand our military strengths.J This is an essential factor in

detgrring war.

I N
' . .

-2. As with the other programs, we have kept secret the

technical and operational details of stealth that give us an

advantage.

3. Secrecy on the details of stealth combined with our

technological achievements will enable us to keep ahead of the

Soviets in this program for decades to come.



4. Programs to make aircraft less visible to radar have

existed for 20 years. When this Administration came into office,

stealth was a low-level technology program and its existence was

not classified as secret. The program had been dealt with in

open testimony and_in\ppen contracts. ‘In the spring of 1977, stealtr

was turned into a major development and production program [do

not say what vehicles we will produce] and the existence of the

new program was classified at the highest level. The funding

level is now more than 100 times larger than it was in early 1977
and there have been major achievements in the program.

5, Hundreds of contractor personnel are now working on

stealth and over 46 members of Congress and dongressional staff

members were briefed on the existence of the program and provided

varying details about it before the August 11-14 leaks. The
increasing size of the program and the increasing numbers of persons

aware of it made certain that its existence would have come out in
the near future.
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ARPA is currently developing advanced imagingradars operating

at both microwave and laser frequcnc-ies. There are, however, Ermin

tions in resoludom image detail, and range. The first approach to overcome

these
limitations is ARP-Us modification of the one hundred twenty foot

diameter Haystack
radar in Massachus;tts_by the_ addition ot a new FL? box

and signal processing system. 1‘l:is system uses a more advanced form
of the data processing techttique previously develope5l._ Oplerat-iooal testiag

at the system level is scheduled to begin in FY77. ‘l'he second approach is

the development of a videband laser radar operating at 10. Sm wavelength.
Operational testing ot’ the laseeradar is scheduled to occur FY78.

D

Compared to
the
costs of the various concepts of the past decade. the

ARJPA invesunent inirnaging radars has been extremely modest (S28. 4M

FY72-75), ‘while the
information the: hasaad will be -provided is s:':ni£l- '_.

cent

An RPV radar demonstrauon if being snrted to provide destroyer -

escort and srnallerjhips with ocean ‘surveillance. This 11?‘! radar could
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August 9, 1976, Aerospace Daily fl,/
‘

_rd- — /

XST: Name being heard for the new stealth aircraft
Ezing built at Lockheed under sponsorship of the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DAILY, July 23) is
the XST, which may stand for "experimental, stealth‘
(or silent), tactical." Aircraft also may have a new
missile. Ben Rich, Kelly Johnson's successor as head
of Lockheed's "Skunk Works," is playing the key role in
the program. Johnson, although formally retired, has
continued working two or three days a week at Lockheed
and is given major credit for convincing the military
that the plan can be built. _

August 2, 1976, Aviation Week

Development of a small fighter intended to
demonstrate stealth, or low signature, technologies
under contract from Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, funded by Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency.

May 5, 1975, Commerce Business Daily: Air Force gives
them copies of all contract summaries (p. 21 col 2)
A--HIGH STEALTH AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDY.
Contr F-33615-75—C-2056 (F-33615-7S—R20S6)
funded by ASD/YRPHM, 513/255-4036 (A119),
Wright-Patterson,AFB, OH 45433

July 28, 1976, Aerospace Daily from an Air Force contract
(p. 19 col 3)

A—-LOW RCS VEHICLE DESIGN HANDBOOK (Additional Work,‘
Time, and Money) Contr F-33615-7SC-3094 (F-33615-7SR3094)
funded by AFFDL/FES, S13 ZSS-S066, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Oh 45433

'
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When I appeared before this coenlrtee last year, I outlined

an lnvesreenc strategy which focused so
soon lei questions whose

'

answers are deeply rooted in advanced
technology. There is

little doubt is I7 eind that these questions could hecoee
the

national secnr1r7 issues of the l!80‘s. Lot
no review thee

hrleflyr

o Are there technologies on the horlaoo that could
eahe

possible a space-related use of high energy
lasers and

could such a laser sysce in the hands 0! the Sovleto.

threaten on: viral satellite network and strategic

deterrent capability? Conversely, could such
a laser

serve the United States in sees defensive uayl

o _
Are there technologies on the hortaoe that

can provide

surveillance capable of detecting aircraft
as warning

us of eissile launches! 1
'

o ls s nee class of uoderses surveillance eysceeo
possible

that could detect and locsliaa suheereed
eubnarlnes at

great range with selllclcnr accuracy to carpet theei

Vhac are the liolta of ocean heating! Cao the oceans

really be node ‘transparent!’

s "hat is the nature of erlor on the battlefield
of the

future! Are there technologies that
could peruit

‘
-

unique trsdeolla to the see-old parsooters of
nobility,

agility, lflflf, and firepower? Could such technologies

result in a new and hetted class of lower-cosc
araored

vehicles!
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s Vhat css technologv do about the seeoingly eodless spiral

oi increasing costs? for esasple, can we dramatically.

reduce the cost oi jet engines by =s5-ingthee out oi

new types of cersaics instead oi costly and strategically

critical metallic supsrelloys? Can the eophisticatios

sod loo cost represented by the pocket calculator sad

digital watch be used to siopliiy the eainteosece
probleas oi our eeuipoent sod sake it more reliable!

e What are the technological initiatives is the com“
reed central area that could eoeble us to use our current

forces sore eilectivelyl Yer.eas=-pie. cse packet

switching,‘ intellige_nt terminals, or coauter_-based

fdecisiee aids dgsiiicaotly ioprove to—a|\d and control‘!
Gas we devhloo a n5! class -of airborne systess vith the

a .,

capability of ‘assured penetration’ of essay sir deiease

systole?

e are there technological breakthroughs possible which

could lover the coat or greatly increase the speed.

range, and esdurance of small undersea vehicles!

Ives two years ago seas of these questions vould have seemed

like smthimt of s oedern dav Jules Verne oovel. Ioueveg.
es a result of DADA initiatives, vhile difficult technical
problems rain, the technologies to answer each of these
euatioss is the affix-ative are es the horizon todav asd require

little is the vay of a-ajor, unkeove, conceptual breakthroughs to
makevisionary movers to these cuestions a reality. lot what

are the isplicatiosa to ‘our security assuming that so or the
' ioviets are successful?

for a ooaeat, I'd like you to consider:

e Szace '.‘/efense- loch the United States and Russia

depend heavily es-space assets. Ponder the conse

quencas of a space aasocisted system that could protect

our ova satellite resources while possessing the

capability to destroy anew setellitea in a surgical

and tialy unnat
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0 Cruise missiles‘--‘already changing military thinking -- are
in their infancy and offer revolutionary potential. Future
characteristics such as “zero CEP“ accuracy at large stand
off ranges and supersonic dash, at relatively low cost,-will
fundamentally change land, sea, and air warfare.

o High energy lasers.

'0 New forms of undersea submarine detection.

0 New capabilities in space, including satellites used for
targeting, missile guidance and surveillance.

0 Applications of the Space Shuttle.

" . ___, ,_ _ ,'—_¢;-qr-'.'r".,-_‘-'\\‘.'.‘-._>
E£AhCCFG£§;flL§£;I§m‘Qga~L¥§_“§§;LQ_fi3keh€hem;¥JFtually,Gnderectabie“€nd*wFt ~V£§IQLL££P8EE[TfiE?1¥F'"EE'
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0 New forms of defense against ballistic missiles.

All of these and others will dominate future thinking and our

future programs. A vigorous technology base must be created new.

NATO STANDARDIZATION

There is increasing recognition of the importance of achieving

efficiencies and improved Effectiveness through standard and interopera

ble systems in NATO.
I
_ ._

I feel the US should.take the lead in bringing this about throu

a policy of international cooperation with our Allies which will encom

pass joint industrial programs, licensing both ways, and co-production.

We have been pursuing this goal vigorously. We have made a gre

deal of progress despite the complexities of national interests, inter

national economic factors, and industrial pressure groups here and abrc

But we still have a long way to go. The Culver-Nunn legislation has be

very supportive of this effort.
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Mr. President, as the controversy over the stealth program

continues, let me address a few of what I consider to be the

essential points.

First, despite the recent flurry of charges from past, current,‘

and would-be public officials, there is simply no evidence of

planned, high-level Administration leaks about stealth. In fact,

not only has the current Administration increased spending on

Vstealth one-hundred fold, but three years ago it, for the first time
ever, classified the very existence of the program, and since has

kept knowledge of it restricted to a named list of individuals.

Second, going back at least as far as 1976, there have been

published reports of attempts to reduce radar detectability, to

make aircraft ‘invisible,’ as it were. It is inconceivable to
me that Soviet analysts missed these various references, so we can

assume they have been aware for some time that the U.S. was engaged i

in such efforts.

Third, as the stealth program continued to become larger and

more expensive, its existence would have had to be made public in

the near future anyway. The existence of a program of this size,

with hundreds of contractor personnel and government officials
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involved, could not be kept secret much longer--under any

circumstances.

Fourth, a rash of press reports of stealth occurred last month,

leaving the Pentagon no practical recourse but to acknowledge the

existence of the program——admittedly slightly earlier than they

wanted to or would have had to, in the absence of such press reports

I do not see how, in August 1980, the Soviets, who already knew from

open literature about such-work, could have been tricked into

believing that there really was no such program. They are not naive

men in the Kremlin, although some in this country apparently.would

have us believe they are.

Lastly, the Pentagon has now drawn a clear line between what

little has been declassified regarding stealth and everything else
about the program. It behooves all of us to honor that line and to
do all we can to see that others do as well.

Let me also make two observations in passing.~ One is that I
cannot help but be struck by what one distinguished journalist

has called the ‘selective indignation" on the part of some of those

who are most loudly and fervently decrying alleged leaks about steal

. One wonders why all of these same voices were not raised in indignat

when earlier leaks occurred about U.S. negotiating positions during

SALT or about various Soviet strategic programs. One merely wonders

one doesn't know why.
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The second observation involves current allegations that

the incumbent Secretary of Defense has broken tradition and engaged

in what are described as unusual, if not unprecedented activities,
such as replying to charges made by political candidates about

defense policy. I have not researched this matter closely and my

memory is far from perfect, but I do seem to recall other Secretarie

of Defense——in both Republican and Democratic Administrations-—
'

addressing party platform committees, correcting inaccurate allega

tions about defense matters, at times even using very strong languag.

while replying.
'

/

It is not unusual for national security matters to become
issues in'a campaign. It is not unusual for challengers to make
criticisms, and it is not unusual for incumbents to make replies.

Lest we get diverted into partisan exchanges that obscure

the real issues, let me offer my opinion that the most important

question to be answered after the stealth dust settles is: in a

democratic society, yet one which has real adversaries around

the world, how do we protect our most vital secrets while not losing

the freedoms which define our system‘and our way of life?' The
answers are not obvious or easy. They involve questions of policy,

of law, of ethics, of freedom of the press, of justice. These are

the matters to which this body must return.
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Mr. Speaker, the overriding concern in the matter of the

‘stealth program is whether the Soviets have benefitted from recent

~publicity of the program. A secondary, but nonetheless very important

concern is whether the Carter Administration orchestrated leaks of

classified information about the program for political gain--and

thereby giving the Soviets a head start in countering stealth

technology. ‘

.I don't know about the infrared signature of stealth aircraft,

but I do know that, so far, this controversy has generated far more

heat than light.

Let me try to shed some light on this matter, in part by putting

it in a broader context and by laying out a fuller chronology of
events. From much of the current controversy, even the moderately

attentive observer would get the impression that the whole affair

began with a meeting on August l8, 1980, between Dr. William Perry,

Under Secretary of Defense, and Mr. Benjamin Schemmer of the Armed

Forces Journal. In fact, there is much more history to be reckoned

with.

Virtually since the invention of radar, scientists have been

working to develop ways to offset it—-to blind radars, to fool

radars, to make objects less detectable by radar. As in many areas

of high technology, the United States has been in the vanguard of

this work. The professional journals and the trade press have

published articles about such research over the years.
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Contrary to the impression recently left by former President
Ford and Dr. Kissinger, the U.S.

effort
in this area was not highly

classified until 1977. In the\§prfl§§ of that year, after recognizing :

‘the true potential of stealth, the Carter Administration turned it
into a major development and production program; compartmentalized

it, and classified even the existence of this new, intensified
program. This is the first important landmark in the chronology of
stealth.

The second is in June l978, when Ben Schemmer of the Armed

Forces Journal came to Dr. Perry with an article about stealth—-an .

article 98 percent of which, Mr. Schemmer testified, came from

unclassified sources, yet which contained so much sensitive infor—.

mation that Dr. Perry, invoking our national security interest,

asked Mr. Schemmer not to print it._ To his credit, Mr. Schemmer.
agreed—-but let me emphasize that hr. Schemmer did not initiate the

notion of restraint; Dr. Perry did.
i .

And the secret held for over two years, despite a dramatic

expansion of the scope and size of the program, and therefore the

number of people who had to—-and did--know about it.

The third landmark is a series of stories this summer,

beginning with a June 28 Washincton Post article describing a

new bomber that "could be made invisible to enemy radar through

highly secret gadgetry.‘

m
e
..
.
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Then in the second week of August, three stories in rapid

succession:

August 11
-- Aviation Week and Space

Isghnology refers to "the advanced

technology ‘stealth’ bomber." Two

sentences in the article are worth
highlighting in our search for who

leaked what to whom and when:

I

"Several in the Senate contend

Under Secretary of Defense for

Research and Engineering William
v
J. Perry oversold the 'stealth‘
aircraft in order to stop a Senate

amendment for a new but more.

conventional bomber.
\

Perry's

stea1th'bomber, one senator

complained, is too small, will

cost $14-15 bilion for 50 air

craft and cannot be ready by

-1987, the date requested by

Congress.‘

August 14 -- the washincton Post

publishes the article that Gen

Ellis of SAC has said "brought the
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The key point is that, while there had been occasional

public references to such work over the years, the summer of 1980
brought a rapid-fire series of such stories--this at a time when .
more and more_people7—members of the house and Senate, their staffs,
Defense Department and other executive branch officials, and. .

contractors--were being brought in on the Stealth program as it
continued to grow in size and intensity and cost.

As members of this House know well, there is a world of

difference between rare and scattered references to an issue and a
flurry of stories about one.

After this flurry of articles, a period if intense activity
began at the Pentagon-sand, again, the chronology is important.

August 14 —— the date of the last two

stories - Dr.,Perry sends Secretary Brown
new security guidelines for stealth,

ldeclassifying the existence of the

program, but drawing a tight circle

around sensitive technical and

operational details.

August l6 -- Secretary Brown, Dr. Perry,
and Air Force Secretary Mark meet and give

final approval to the new guidelines,
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- - - _
order additional Congressional briefings,

and decide on an August 22 press con

ference to announce the existence of

the stealth program.

August 18 -- With Brown's approval, Perry
meets with Schemmer, tells him of the August 22
press conference and indicates what has been

declassified. Perry offers to let Schemmer
print the story of what has been declas
sified, one day in advance of the press

conference--because Schemmer has honored

Perry's 1978 request to hold AFJ's earlier

stealth story.

August 19 -- Schemmer shows Perry his new
article, and--at Perry's request—-agrees to
delete about a dozen items, several of

which Perry felt were particularly important

“from a security point of view.

August 20 -- Perry gives SECRET stealth
briefings to four Congressional committees,

specifying what has been declassified and

what remains classified at SECRET level, and
e
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states that all other stealth information
remains compartimented at the highest

seéurity level.
'

-- August 21 -- Schemmer article appears.
‘

.

-— August 22 -— Secretary Brown, Dr. Perry,

and Gen Kelly Burke hold a press conference.

They confirm: 1.) that a stealth program

exists, 2.) that tests have been conducted,

3.) that stealth does not involve a single

technical approach, and 4.) .that stealth
technology could be applied to many military

vehicles. Following the new guidelines, they’

emphasize that operational and technical
details will be protected at the highest
security level.

Now, Mr. Speaker, we come back to the key question—-did the

Soviets benefit from DoD's public acknowledgement of stealth's

existence?

The answer, I believe, clearly is no. You don't have to be a

washington veteran or an intelligbnce expert to know that the

Soviets read Aviation week, Aerospace Dailv, the Washington Post,

and other important journals and newspapers. They watch American
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television news as well. So, they had seen, over the years, a

number of reports in respected and authoritative publications about

a U.S. program that had real consequences for Soviet defense. Well

before Brown's August 22 press conference, Soviet scientists and

engineers--and, no doubt, Soviet intelligence agents——were hard at

work on stealth and possible countermeasures.

They weren't tipped off by Harold Brown on August 22, or

by the Schemmer article on August 21. And nothing Harold Brown

could have said on August 22 could have turned them off. Given the

public reports over the years, and given the importance ot U.Sr
stealth capabilties to the Soviets, does anyone.seriously believe

that, had Harold Brown said ‘no comment,‘ ‘neither confirm nor deny,

or ‘stories about Stealth are a bunch of baloney,‘I the Kremlin would

have breathed a sigh of relief and told the scientists, engineers,
and KGB agents working on stealth to go back to other projects?

The second question, Mr. Speaker, is whether the carter

Administration orchestrated stealth leaks for political gain?

Unlike Mr. Schemmer in his sworn testimony before a Committee oi

this House, I will not engage in speculation about other people's

motives.

As to leaks this summer, Aviaton Week cites "several in the

Senate," not administration sources. The Washington Post says its

June 28 article was based on interviews ‘with defense specialists

33-896 0 - 84 — 31 Part 1
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in congress and the Carter Administation." It does not say only
with DoD officials. .':*"

As for the Armed Forces Journal, in 1978 it was Schemmer who
came to Perry with the story-—not the other way around. It was
Perry who asked Schemmer not to go publ1c——not the other way
around. In August of this year, Perry--who as a contractor and as a
defense official has been working with classified material for
years-—says he gave Schemmer no classified information in 1978 or in
1980. Schemmer, whose publication regularly——one is tempted to say
routinely-—prints classified information, says his sources for the
1978 article included people in Congress, in the White House, and at
the Pentagon. Contrary to what some may believe, the Armed Forces
Journal was not a virgin as far as classified information is concerne
sr"
In conclusion, let me summarize: Secretary Brown's August 22

press conference did not tip off the Soviets. Earlier press accounts
had. In August 1980, no other response could have turned the
Soviets off.

Until three years ago, the existence of Stealth was not
classified. For the past three years it has been, even to the point‘
that you yourself, Mr. Speaker, have indicated you were not aware
of it.
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An investigation'is underway to find the source of the earlier

leaks. A tight security circle has been drawn around operational

and technical details of the program.

The August 21 Schemmer article was not the excuse or the

occasion or the trigger for the August 22 press conference.

Earlier press reports led to that course.

Who leaked what to whom, when, how, and why is a matter

for the investigators. As testimony before a Committee of this

House has revealed, there are real and serious problems in maintainir

security and investigating breaches of it. By and large, these
problems are not a function of executive policy, but rather a

function of the law. Legislation is written in this building, not

in the Pentagon. And=it is to legislation regarding secrecy and

security that those
of
us in this building should turn our attention.

There is much important and difficult work to be done, and I say
full speed ahead.
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‘September 10. 1980’ ' " ‘
Grain"Bmbargo _

Why do you continue the grain embargo? The Sovietshave apparently covered their grain needs from otherHas the embargo had any noticeable effecton the Soviet economy?
—— I ordered the partial suspension of_g:ain sales to
the USSR to force,the Soviet Union to pay a concrete price
for its aggression in Afghanistan. They have paid -
and are continuing to pay -- that price. Evidence
continues to mount that the grain suspension is having
a substantial, adverse impact on the Soviet economy, in
particular’ on the livestock industry.

B- By suspending grain sales above the 8 million metric
tons (MMT)frequired by our bilateral agreement, we denied
the Soviets 17 MMT. We estimate that the USSR will be able
to make up only 8-9 MMT of the 17 MMT during the l979/80
agreement year (October l919—September l980).

-- The impact has been especially severe in the first half
of 1980. The Soviets had hoped to import about 20.5 MMT
between January and June. They obtained only 14.0 MMT.
The resulting shortfall of 6.5 MM? is equal to 10% of Sovie
total Eeedgrain requirements for that period.

-- Meat production has suffered. In the first seven
months of 1980, total meat output was 5% below l979 levels,
And the trend is downward. Meat production dropped

me; e - . __-2 1:'l e‘-e YevTee
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-- The grain embargo has stymied Soviet plans to provide
the Soviet consume: more meat and dairy products. Per

capita meat'consumption remains at the 1975 level, far

short of the 1980 target. Meat consumption in the USSR

lags behind all Eastern European coun ies.

September 10, 1980

Continuation of the Embarg

When do you'plan to end the grain embargo?

I have no intention of lifting the partial embargo
on grain sales to the USSR for the foreseeable future.

We will honor the US-Soviet long term grain agreement

which allows the USSR to buy up to 8 million metric

tons of US grain annually. But we will not sell more
than that amount unless the Soviets stop their aggression

in Afghanistan.
..
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QSSR GRAEN EMBARGO

Reagan

_Reagan has long been an opponent of selling wheat to
the Russians. Be.has, on two occasions, advocated halting
grain sales to the Soviet Union.

"But isn't there also a moral issue? Are we not
helping the Godless tyranny maintain its hold on millions
of helpless people? Wouldn't those helpless victims
have a better chance of becoming free if their slave
masters collapsed economically ?...Maybe there is an
‘answer -- we simply do what's morally right. Stop doing
business with them. Let their system collapse, but

'
y

meantime buy our farmers‘ wheat ourselves and have it
on hand to feed the Russian people when they finally
become free." _

Radio Transcript
October 29, 1975

After disclosure of a Russian brigade in Cuba, Reagan
lsaid: _ F

‘If the Russians want to buy wheat from us...I
wouldn't sell it to them.‘

0 - _
Los Angeles Times
September 30, 1979

1

In fact3 in 1975 Reagan suggested using a grain embargo
to force the Soviets out of Angola and in June, 1979 Reagan
advocated aq'no crude, no food” policy toward Nigeria. '

However, when the Soviets invaded Afghanistan Reagan
commented: i,

“I just don't believe the farmer should be made
to pay a special price for our diplomacy, and I'm op
posed to what's being done (proposed Soviet grain embargo).‘

Washington Post
January 8, 1980

Bush

‘You're not going to get the Russians out of Afghanistan
by embargoing eight million tons of grain. What's missing
is a redefinition of our foreign policy.” ~

Worcester, MA, Gazette
January 16,-1980
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Carter

"In response to the Soviet armed invasion of Afghanistan
on Christmas Eve, I took several actions to demonstrate
our Nation's resolve to resist such hostile acts of aggression
against a sovereign, independent nation. One of the most
important of these actions was the suspension of grain sales
to the Soviet Union beyond the 8 million tons provided under
our 1975 grains agreement. The Soviet Union had intended
to purchase an estimated 25 million tons of 0.5. wheat and
feed grains. Thus, the suspension of sales above the 8
million ton agreement level is expected to result in the
freeing of about 17 million tons.

My decision to suspend these sales_wa§ a difficult one,
but a necessary one. -We could not continue to do business

-

as usual with the Soviet Union while it is invading an indee
pendent, sovereign nation in an area of the world of strategic
importance to the United States. I am fully committed to
a policy of promoting international trade, and particularly
the expanded export of U.S. agricultural products. I am
proud of my Administration's‘tecord in this regard. Because
of the aggressive efforts of American farmers and businessmen,
working in cooperation with Federal representatives, and
the providion of.new authorities by Congress, we have set
new export records in each of the past 3 years. Even with
the Soviet suspension, we intend to set still another record
in the coming year.‘ In making my decisions on the suspension,
I believe it would be unfair to ask the American farmer
to bear a greater share of the burden and sacrifice than
their fellow Americans were asked to bear. Farmers should
not be penalized simply because they are part of an agricultural
machine that is of growing strategic importance in the world.

To protect American farmers from the price depressing
effects of the grain suspension, I directed the Secretary
of Agriculture to take several actions:

-— The Commodity Credit Corporation will assume the
contractual obligations for grain previously com
mitted for shipment to the Soviet Union.. _

-- The Department of Agriculture, acting through the
Commodity Credit Corporation, will purchase wheat
contracted for export to the Soviet Union for the
purpose of forming an emergency international wheat
reserve. In this connection, I will propose legislation
authorizing release of this wheat for international
aid purposes.
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-— To encourage farmers to place additional grain in
reserve, the Secretary of Agriculture has made
several modifications in that important program.

-— The Commodity Credit Corporation will purchase corn' at the local level to alleviate the congestion within‘ the transportation system caused by the refusal of
the International Longshoremen's Association to load
grain up to the 8 million metric ton level.

In combination, these actions are expected to isolate
from the martet an amount of grain equivalent to that not
shipped to-the Soviet Union, thereby avoiding a decline
~in grain prices. I am pleased to report that these actions
are having the desired results and that American farmers
are being protected from the effects of the suspension.

If further actions are necessary to insure that American
agriculture does not bear a disproportionately large share
of the burden associated with this action, I will not hesitate
to take them.

- State of the Union Address
January, 1980
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Mondale

"In the President's address to the nation Friday night,
he announced that we were suspending shipments of grain
to the Soviet Union in excess of the 8 million tons per
year that we are committed to sell under the five-year grain
agreement that expires next year. As a result, approximately
16 million tons of grain ordered by the Soviet Union will
not be delivered.

In addition, he directed that no sales of high technology
or other strategic items will be licensed for sale to the
Soviet Union until further notice while we review our licensing
policy.

These are strong actions. The President took them because
it is absolutely crucial to force the Soviet Union to pay
a heavy price for the aggression it has chosen to commit
in Afghanistan.

Like any strong action, the grain suspension is not without
cost to ourselves. But as the President said Friday night,
he is determined that this cost will be shared fairly by
all of us. American farmers are just as willing as other'
Americans to carry their share ofthe burden —— but they
must not be forced to carry an extra share just because
they are farmers.

That is why the Administration took a number of immediate
actions to protect farmers from adverse price effects associated
with the suspension. .

The President has today directed Secretary of Agriculture;
Bob Bergland to take one additional step to make absolutely
sure that our farmers are not unfairly penalized for an
action that is in the best interest of the entire nation.
To minimize disruptions in the nation's grain markets and
economic damage to farmers resulting from the export suspension,
he is directing the Secretary of Agriculture to offer to
purchase contractural obligations for wheat, corn, and soybeans
previously committed for shipment to the Soviet Union.
The Commodity Credit Corporation will assume these contracts
at the contract price minus any costs that have not already
been paid. Our purpose is to protect against losses, not
to guarantee profits. This grain will not be sold back
into the markets until it can be done without unduly affecting
market prices.
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This action,_in combination with those already announced
by the Secretary of Agriculture on Saturday, will ensure
that the quantities of grain that would have been shipped
to the Soviet Union will be isolated from the market and
that America's farmers will face essentially the same set
of supply-deemed conditions as if the sales to the Soviet
Union had gone forward.

I know that the President is personally gratified at
the many expressions of support he has received from the
farm community. Although we are determined to see that
the farmers are not unfairly penalized by this suspension,
some sacrifices will be required of everyone. Again, we
will do the very best we can—to—make certain that these
sacrifices are shared fairly.‘

Press Statement
January 7, 1980
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August 28, 1980

PERSIAN GULF COMMITMENT

What is the nature of our commitment to defend the
Persian Gulf region?

As I said in my State of the Union address —- an
attempt by anv outside force to gain control of the

Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on

the vital interests of the United States of America and
- such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary,
including military force.

The purpose of my statement was to eliminate the

possibility of any gross miscalculations by the Soviets

about where our vital interests lie, or about our
willingness to defend them. I am sure this is well
understood.j °

I

Over the past year, we have made major strides

in improving our capabilities to resist successfully

further Soviet aggression in the region. Our efforts

are designed to show the Soviets that we are both

willing and able to deny them control over this

; vital region.
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Impact of the Grain Suspension on the Soviet Fconomv

' 5

1; Soviet Grain Requirements. The 1979 Soviet grain crop of 179
million metric tons'(MHT) was the smallest since l975 —— 48 MMT
below plan and 58 MMT below the record l978 harvest. We orginally
estimated that the Soviets‘would import 36 EMT during the period
October 1979-September 1980, the fourth year of the US/Soviet long
term agreement. Of that 36 MMT, the Soviets planned to buy 25 MM?
from the US. The President's decision to limit exports to the
8 MMT ceiling established in the agreement denied the USSR 17 MM!
of drain. We estimate that b September 30 the Soviets will be ab;
to im ort onl 8-9 MMT of the 17 MMT, leavin them with a shortfaii
of 8-9 EMT during the 19 9 O agreement vear.

But viewed on a marketing year basisrjJulv 1979-June 1930), which
relates-more directly to the availabity of domestic crops in the
USSR, the im act of the rain suspension is more dramatic. Without
our-grain embargo, the Soviets would have imported about 37.5 MM?
during the 1979/8Q marketing year. They acquired l7 MAT before’
the embargo went into effect and'planned to purchase 20.5 MMT
;more during the first six months of 1980. We believe they have
' obtained only 14 MT -1 6.5 MMT less olanned1__This is equal to
l0%_of the USSR's feedgrain'requirements during the six month peric,

2.-ffmoact on Soviet Meat Production. The shortfall in feedgrain .i
is having a substantial impact on the Soviet livestock industry. Sc‘
economic journals report that state meat production is down 5% in t
first seven months of 1980 compared with 1979. And the trend is
downward. In May, total meat output was down 5.6% from Hav 1979,
Prpducti6n_in_June and July was off 10.7’ and 15%, respectively, fr
corresponding months in 1979. We can attribute much of this steady
i~decline in roduction to shorta es in imported feedcrains durin'
the first half of 1980. .

"*2

3. Impact on Soviet Meat Consumption. The availabity of meat is ;
sensitive internal issue in the USSR and is considered by Soviet
consuers an important measure of their standard of living. The
1979 crop failure and the partial grain embargo have caused a
serious setback in Soviet plans to improve the availability of
meat and other animal products to the Soviet consumer. Per
capita meat consumption will remain at the 1975 level of 125 lbs
compared with the 1980 goal of 139 lbs. Soviet per capita meat
consumption lags behind all Eastern =uro;e:: countries (e_g_ 156_
159 lbs in Poland and Hungary) and far behind the US (244 lbs).
With meat production falling over the short term, the Soviets
will not be able to meet Consumption goals for the foreseeable
future. There are recurring reports of severe neat and dairy
Product shortages.throughout the USSR.
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/.I
4. Soviet Grain Prosoects.. Secretary Bergland recently

testifiej
that Soviet grain production in 1920 should be in the 200—22S MMT—
‘range with the most likely estimate placed at 210 HAT. The latter:
figure may now be optimistic. Our Embassy in Moscow reports that
hopes for a large harvest have diminished because of bad weather.
prospects are for a crop of about 200 EMT with the possibility the‘
may even dip below this level. The irplications are clear:_(l) th‘
USSR will not be able to rebuild depleted grain stocks without a
further cut in meat production in 1981; and (2) Soviet grain import
demand in 1980/81 will remain strong. With a crop of between 200
MMT the Soviets would probably prefer to buy substantially more th
30 MMT to meet current consumption needs and rebuild stocks. But
embargo has effectively reduced Soviet port capacity. In shifting
from US to non-US suppliers, the average load per ship has deoreas
while the port turnaround time had leng“Hened substantially. Such
logistic constraints.limit the Soviet Union's ability to-handle mo
than 30 MT of grain imports annually.

'
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CHARGE: Defense spending declined
because of the Southeast Asia vi:
4 JI V ‘

REUUTTAL: That is true, but even absent Southeast

Asia-associated costs, Defense—related spending declined

in five of those eight years by about 7%, or almost by the

amount we have in four years increased it. f-- n»»

CHARGE: The decline in Republican Defense budgets was
not so great as we have said it was.

--
measured across the years l97O to 1977, and in

constant dollars, defense spending fell more than 35%.

This figure is produced by totalling the decline in defense
6 .

outlays over those eight years, which are the years over

which the Republican Administration exercised control.

-- The ?resident's record on defense spending is

that of steady and sustained growth, and is in sharp

contrast to the record of significant declines during the
' ~- ~' -'I- H - ‘Am. _'_ - ' .l~
PSLOi eight years. then the cotter =an:nistn::;on a

commitment to national security is evaluated under the
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appropriate measure of defense expenditures —- outlays:

the money actually spent in any given year to produce

tangible improvement in our armed forces -— the record

reveals that outlays rose by 10.1% in constant dollars

over the 4 year period. As projected in the current Five

Year Defense Program, at the end of President Carter's

second term, Defense spending will have increased over
e'..'-\~;...

the eight year period, by 27t= ‘ ‘

s

CHARGE: That spending declines from 1970 to 1977 were
caused by Congressional reductions to the budget request,
and the Congress was controlled by Democrats.

REBUTTAL: True, Democrat—controlled Congresses did—. \

reduce annual Defense appropriations requests (on an

average only by between S-10%), but the requests

. ‘ " ,1‘-_ _.e~4 '._-'_i. .1-i.themselves coclinea Bf $30 to #22 bi--i-n in the eight
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years before FY 78. Not until President Carter's defense
.roposals, beginning in PY 1973 and running for

four consecutive years, did continuing increases occur.

This record underlines the President's consistent commitment

to sustaining modernizing defense capabilities. -, ‘

a

CHARGE: The Carter Administration has irresponsibly
reduced the Navy Shipbuilding Program initiated by.the
Republican Administration.

7

REDUTTAL: Under the_last Republican Administration (from

1970 to l977) the U.S. Naval Fleet declined in size‘

from 847 ships to 543. The-current fleet size is 539

vessels (all numbers include the Active Fleet, the Renal

Reserve Force, the Naval-Pleat Auxiliary Force and Fleet

Ballistic Missile Submarines). Under the current five

year shipbuilding plan, our fleet will increase to 590 by

1990. These facts provide a weak basis for the Rep“'lican

opposition to criticize our naval posture.
-- hike President Ford's bud; t for fiscal year lS72,

submitted after his defeat at the polls,left Republican

officials free to propose a budget that would neither

have to we defended before Congress no: executed, the

Fdrd 1977, 156-ship five year plan was a lane duck

document that did not have to meet the test? of

H . . - _ 2 - -. -. ---, . ‘Ia£fo-d:bility and consistency. TAG ?l0_far p"epcsoc
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twice as manv ships per year as the average number__—
authorized by Congress during the previous seven years.

—- In contrast, the current Carter program is

based on a policy to structure a realistic, ekecutable
S-year ship building program within available resources,

rather than to continue to delude ourselves with

unrealistic shipbuilding plans.
-- The Carter Administration five year shipbuilding

plan provides for the construction of 97 new ships, and

for major modernization of five other ships, including

_three aircraft cerrierst Two-thircs of these new ships

are combatants, the rest are support vessels. The

shipbuilding plan reflects two deliberate decisions to

increase our strength and military flexibility: the

constructioh of highly capable combatant ships {as

exemplified by the construction of sixteen CG—47 class,

AEGIS—equipped quid d missile cruisers}, and supporting

our rapid deployment forces through the procurement of

14 newly designed maritime prepesiticning ships.

s
CHARGE: President Carter irresponsibly cancellec th Ii‘

\

REBUTTAL: It is true, as Mr. éengan claims; that
President Carter cancelled the 3-1 teeter procraw; but

33-896 0 - 84 — 32 Part 1



do so was based on the President‘: JJQQKERC that the B-1' I / /4 1/|/'/'/,__.
. 1 ‘ _. . ¢- ‘ s ..,. l,-.1” ~ ,NOUIL have been eosolete e-sh ~;_e: -4 4; -5:

deployment -— an assessment that, incidently, has been

advances in air defense. In addition, Mr. ReaganI

neglects to mention that instead of deve oping the B-1,

President Cart : chose to modernize our bomber forces by '
equipping our B-52s with small, long-range, and deadly—accurate

cruise missiles, which had not previously been developed,

and which are far more able to pene-:ste Soviet air

defenses than the B-1.

CHARGE: President Carter irresponsibly stopped
Minuteman Production. ‘

REBUTTAL: lt is true, as Mr. Reagan claims, that '

President Carter stopped production of the Minutemen

III; but what Mr. Reagan does not explain is the context
within which the decision was made. The decision had

been firmly taken to limit Minuteman deployment to

450 Minuteman II and 550 Einutezan ill ICEEs. This
fact, along with our to a £3423”-CS ~t:at£;1c

missile system eliminated the need for any flinutemen
' a \ .2 - 7 . .. 'neyonn a reascnaslc numoei CL spaies. 106

"extra" Kinutamsu III "i_~1?"s 1: -~
- ' . :~..- . _ - \ _.CQ..'-J~h pron \. .n :1 . t._~ -- _: . r. c. €.£¢
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CUARQE: President Carter irresponsibly delayed K-3
development. _- ,

REBUTTAL: It is true, as Mr. Reagan claims, that
President Carter initially delayed development of the
M-X program; but what Mr.-Reagan does not explain is

that when the Carter Administration entered office, we

inherited an M-X basing concept which subsequent

analysis indicated was vulnerable to a first strike. It
was only after considerably more analysis and work that

the mobile basing scheme was decided upon to preserve

the retaliatory capability of our ICBHs,and to permit us

to proceed_yith the M—X program, which is new fully

underway“

' I _ , o I I
I

Q I
-

CHARGE: President Carter has irresponsibly sloweo t1e
Trident program.

I _ .- .
REEUTTAL: Mr. Reagan's-assertion that President Carter

has cut the TRIDEHT I Missile program and decided against

the TRIDENT II Missile is_simply incorrect; the TRI St?
NI program has been fully implemented by this Administ-ation,

and President Carter has taken the airs: B3Si;iVé step

by any administration to implement the TRiUE$T ll program
by formally indicating his intention to fund it in

-. r _ _-Ithe iY l§J2 buuget.
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Unlike Mr. Reagan, however, this Administration does

'1 '1not advocate a policy of American militar superiorit

|_
.

U
’over the Soviet Union. As Superficia 1' desi: le:2R
.

a d P H
.

as the goal of across-the-bo r supreme: may be n

the abstract, a common—sense assessnent shows that

such an objective would:'pursuit of
-— Mean the end of arms control;

—- Produce an uncontrolled and very expensive

arms race;
I

. J?,
—— Lead to an ineyitable concentration of our

finite resources on strategic weapons at the

expense of vitally necessary conventional -

forces; and
.

-- Result in'a condition of dangerous instability
and the constant threat of possible nuclear

conflict.

Rather than pursuing the military and economic

impossibility of absolute supremacy, this Administration

is committed to maintaining our essential equivalence

with the Soviet Union. Contrary -o "hat Mr. Reagan

woul have us —- and others —- believe, the tint“ is

that our military power is second to none. Our

conventional military power, coupled witn tnet of our

allies, it nor CLC"fiL: 3 an; :e~- rt: ‘ cl ""3_o:s “W
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Soviet Union.. In short, our at

our adversaries.

nuclt#'

Sovi -r\.._..

:\:_ .miiiuafj
Y A_inecrd I
,areas of strategic capability, we are ahead o

CCQS EIQ

to protect ourselves and our allies and

power

in

H .I “'3_ uh‘

fu |_
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The Canter-Administration's Defense Budget Record

The President's record on defense has been consistent,
and in sharp contrast to the record of prior years. During
the first half of the 19705, although most Americans failed
to recognize it, the Soviets were steadily increasing their
military capabilities while U.S. defense efforts were
declining in real terms--by more than 37% during the eight
years preceding this Administration.

- Outlays for defense declined for seven of the
eight years. -

'

- The budget for strategic forces declined in
seven of the eight years--a 20% drop overall.

This Administration has reversed the decline in defense
strength. During the first four years of this Administration,
we have increased real defense spending more than 10%. This
record, and the Administration's FY 81-85 Five Year Defense
Program, which projects a sustained 4—S% real increase
through the next five years, underlines the President's
consistent commitment to sustaining and modernizing defense
capabilities.

In late fall 1979, Secretary Brown presented to the
Congress a preview of the Administration's FY 81 defense
budget. This preview accurately forecast the January budget
request. In March--once the impact of inflation, oil price
increases, and the cost of expanded Indian Ocean operations
became clear--the Administration submitted necessary FY 80
supplemental and FY 81 amendment requests, to accommodate
the budget to these changed circumstances. Both these
requests were necessary to adapt the budgets of the two
years to unforeseen and unforeseeable changes--such as those
arising from the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan—-and reflect
the Administration's determination to preserve the program
'in the face of these events.

With respect to military compensation, the President's
fair pay package announced aboard USS NIMITZ contains three
elements: support of a number of Warner-Kenn proposals,
specific improvements in the existing CHAHPUS program, and *-rr
eight other "legislative contingency" toms (e.g., a pilot "
continuation bonus). The FY 81 cost 0 this entire package
is just over $1 billion.

0

Recent congressional additions to the President's defense
budget proposal threaten to distort both the balance in tho
hudget between defense and non-defense p:¢;r:ms, ?‘d the

itself. Yho not effecthalancc“KTT§f§ the defense budget
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would'be 5 fiscally irresponsible program: one that would
encourage further inflation, and one that does not come
close to providing improvements to our military capabilities
in proportion to the sums expended.

Beyond these considerations we must also take into
account the effect of the Defense program--and these proposed
additions to it--in the context of the economy as a whole.
Defense remains our most important but not our sole national
objective. Nor is its achievement independent of the state
of the national economy. In arriving at his FY 81 submission,
the President weighed the demands not only of national defense,
but of the other claims on our national resources in both the
public and the private sectors.

Of special concern is the danger of a profound mis
allocation between the Department's operating and investment
accounts. Congressional actions require greater procurement
of some major systems (such as aircraft and ships) than in
the Administration's proposed program and in some cases
accelerated production rates of these systems. Procurement
increases historically have come at the expense of the
maintenance and operation of existing systems, the future
logistic support of the systems newly procured, and the
personnel to operate the weapons procured. While increased
procurement may offer greater near-term production effi
ciency, this would be in exchange for the combat readiness
of our forces today and tomorrow.

There has been no inconsistency in the Administration's
approach to these issues. In his testimony and public
statements, the Secretary of Defense has repeatedly urged
the Congress to support steady, sustained real increases in
defense spending, and argued against one year "crash"
(programs to attempt to correct twenty years of neglect of
our defense posture.

The Administration continues to believe that a stronger
defense and a balanced budget are compatible. But these
goals cannot be achieved if defense spending is permitted to
increase uncontrollably, driven by narrow or partisan self
interest or unwa'ranted--and damaging--doubts about our
military capability. _ -

Y
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Department of Dcfcnsc*

Q?‘ Total
1 8 Millions

TOA QUTLAYS

Current Constant Percent Current Constant Percent
.cal Ycar Dollars FY 8l,$ Real Growth Dollars FY 81 S Real Gr

£970 75,517 178,621 —-9.6 77,070 179,556 —-8.
1971 72,815 160,903 - -9.9 74,472 al62,695 ——9.
1972 76,502 156,156 -3.0 75,076 152,311 —-6.
1973 78,924 149,768 —-4.1 73,223 139,050 —-8.
1974 81,682 142,834 —-4.6 77,550 135,867 -2
1975 S6,163 137,509 —-3.7 84,900 134,651 -0
1976 95,796 143,462 4.3 87,891 130,555 -3
1977 107,872 150,491 4.9 95,557 133,003 2

1976 116,528 150,927 0.3 103,042 134,045 0
1979 124,759 149,489 1-1.0 115,013 139,278 3
1930 141,693 153,830 ~ 2.8 130,885 142,620 2
1981 161,763 161,763 5.2 146,971 146,971 3

iegj, 154,141 169,528. 4.8 167,286 153,291 4
1“ ), 206,774 176,987 4.4 188,570 160,036 4

40'. 230,488 184,420 4.2 210,968 166,918 4
1985 256,119 192,166 4.2 234,162 173,762 _4

Cumulative Changes

IOA OUTLAYS

scal.Year

1970577 -25.7% _ f _ --37.2%

1978-51 7.32

9

10 15

1932-85 17.6% '~ ~ 17.1%

‘F
' ‘ C\ the FY 81 3uc;_t Revision (March 1953).
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Department of Defense”

{
'4
}
;

Excluding Southeast Asia Costs

1
’ l

S Millions

TOA OUTLAYS

Current Constant Percent Current Constant Percent
:a1 Year Dollars FY 81 S Real Growth .Dol]ars FY 81 S ~Rea1 Ct

970 61,116 144,188 - 2.7 59,696 .139,2l9 1- 2.
971 63,245 139,264 — 3.4 63,020 137,468 -— 1Q
972 69,520 141,393 1.5 67,848 137,239 — 0.:
973 73,752 138,942 -1.7 67,957 128,036 — 6.'
973 30,392 1¢o,29s 1.0 74,824 130,745 2.:
375 85,893 137,094 -2.3 84,181 133,534 2.
976 95,796 143,462 4.6 87,866 130,316 —L2.
J77 107,872 150,491 4.9 95,557 133,003 2.l

J78 116,528 150,927 0.3 103,042 134,045 0.7
979 124,759 149,489 -<1.0 115,013 139,278 3.5
£80 141,693 153,830 '2.8 130,885 142,620 2.4
181 161,763 161,763 5.2 146,971 146,971 3.1

Y“‘Q 184,141 169,528 4.8 167,286 153,291 4.3
8*

) _ 206,774 176,987 4.4 188,570 160,036 4.4

6 7 230,488 184,420 4.2 210,968 166,918 4.3
1. 256,119 192,166 4.2 234,162 173,762 4.1

Cumulative Changes

TOA
‘
OUTLAYS

al Year

79.77 1.9% _ I '_ 7'17

78-81 7.3% 10.1%

32-85 17.6% 17.1%
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If
) Hon co you rcsponu to the charges by Ronslt Reagan

. . F .- - .' _that our ?.o. defense PQS:UI; and Dul-CltS are inadcotateI ;.\.- . .~ 1 '\ - -I. ' _ _ A'_ ‘
ar that the nomlni:LraLi0n nos not acteo respu.;ibly
in molding our defense posture7

'

- Our -rogram provides for national security of the

United States now and in the future.

— In spending terms (outlays), real growth each yea;

.0—- total of 10. \ over 9 years

-— 27% over 8 years

- Republicans, by contrast, had 35% reduction over

8 years. It

—— even with Vietnam factored out, about 7% real

reduction.

Specific Program

-tegicd
-- M-X
.'fl -‘- .' 5-’ ' .- :- *",-"—— Trident-scs~wnlcn was s-al-=:

- tEA'i‘O

-- Ltafiorskio with 3%
-— Long term defense progrss

. .. - '-l- '-.- - , .. 2... .—- Lon; range tneot.e necl e- LJLCQS
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—‘ Rapid deployment force

'Conclus;2Q

- Our program is prudent and responsible

— Reversed a declining trend to one of growth

- Realistic approach which acknowledges other national

priorities

-— Ours — a carefully coated and balanced program

—- Theirs - do everything, but Reagan won't know

how much it costs until he is elected.
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concerted and eirective policv together with

our HATS allies. Our leadership wit? tfe 1ono

te:m'defense program and the nsiernic “ion ’

our long range tactical nuclear forces have
in J-'$uL'f.’TI" ‘.1'3lmmoved the alliance to a position 0

far exceeding any previous time.‘ Our actions

in this area demonstrate not only our

leadership but also the consistency of our

delication to-a prudent defense policy.

Through our leadership in 19'? -— wituin the

first four months of this Administration —- the

alliance adopted a commitment to 3% ~"eal growth

annually in defense spending. We are meeting

that commitment and so is the alliance as a

whole.

Rapid Saolovrent Fo"ce.

Persian Gulf and elsewhere have

the need for our flesioi
- H '--..R L u .CILSGS W2 Ud\¢ uahen

- -M‘, -- A . _-..~ '_ L‘ N --. ‘ ‘ .can: ii_tv to respond -0 tn-Q_.s 1n VQELCJS

regions. We have moved and are

- lei. S ' -. __.. . .'..‘ I '.‘-'move from the po:i_ion or lfioacilxi: »:ic1 LHLS



Administration inherited to a Raoid Deployment

f1iCh is both real QTQ whicn is

supported by forces in being.
q

These are but the major elements of a concerted,
~

_ _ _ - .. .1 .- -.'. ._ .- 'prudent, and responsible program UZuE-tmn?n by this

Administration to guarantee the security ofrtne United
111-States. -e he"e taken a program which unoe: the

Republicans had marched backwards and moved it forward.
The real growth in defense spending M

a second Carter term will reach 37% is a carefully
measu;ed response to ixfiernal challences. Unlike the

approach of our opponents, we have faced this problem

with a realistic response._ We have improved our

situation progressively and within the bounds established

by our other national requirements.

We reco*ni:e our resocnsibiiitr. he know how much

our program costs. "a are able to measure our needs and

respond to than prudently. Our opposition merely shrugs

his shoulders and says

he won't know how much i“ all costs until after he is

elected.
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DEFENSE BUDGET

Reagan

. Ronald Reagan has never wavered from his staunch
support of increased defense spending. He has consistently
favored increases in defense spending at the expense
of other areas of the budget. In a 1971 speech at a
Republican fundraiser in San Diego, Reagan set—out his
philosophy of defense spending.

"This nation once had a slogan, ‘millions for
defense, not one cent for tribute,’ today it is
billions for welfare and take them from defense."

Press Release
July 24, 1971

Both Reagan and the Republican party call for a
massive military buildup to attain military superiority.
By engaging in an arms race with the Soviets, Reagan
believes that we can use our economic might to defeat
the Russians.' -

"They (the Soviets) know they can't match our
industrial capacity."

New York Post
May 29, 1979

However, neither Reagan nor the Republican party
has made it clear how they would fund this massive build—up.

"...I‘ve always believed that defense is something
in which you do not make the determination (of a
budget) -- it's made for you by your possible opponent."

Washington Post
April 20, 1980

When pressed for figures on how much would be necessary
to achieve military superiority, Reagan avoids specifics.

"Well, I've never gone by the figures. In
fact, I think it's wrong to say we're safe because
we're spending 5 percent more or 3 percent more
or anything. No 0 by the weapons. How, I have
outlined a numbe f weapon shortages thz: we have,
but I don't have a cess to the high command. Just

oul

I 9
r o
c
Wask these men who d have to fig,t the war what
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are the essential weapons, the top priority that
we must have now to restore oru ability to deter
the Soviet Union. I tell you, I think we're talking
about the next few years that we must change the
situation, not eventually down the road."

National Journal Interview
March 8, 1980 '

While Reagan refuses to give a specific figure for
defense spending, his advisors have been mentioning some
figures. The Washington Post reported that some of "Reagan's
military advisors believe that nothing less than increasing
defense spending by 10 percent a year will do." The
Post adds that "such an increase in the prospective $150
billion defense budget for fiscal 1981 alone would come
to 15 billion -— equal to the Education Department's
total budget for fiscal l9§l." (Washington Post, June
16, 1980)

“

In another Washington Post story, one of Reagan's
top defense advisors, William.Van Cleave, mentioned that,
in his opinion, 6 percent of the total U.S. Gross National
Product or "maybe even a little more," may be required
to pay for Reagan's defense programs. (Washington Post,
August 27, 1980)

When asked how he would fund the arms build—up,
Reagan's standard reply is: "out of the economy."

New Yorker
March 24, 1980

In fact Reagan would rely on Reagan—Kemp-Roth to
provide the needed revenues for the military build—up:

"We would use the increased revenues the federal _
government would get from this tax decrease to rebuildi
our defense capabilities."

Flint Journal
May 18, 1980
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Bush

"If it came down to that (more for defense, a tax
cut and a balanced budget), I would still have to go
with defense increases because we really do have a so
called window of danger. The evidence coming out of
the SALT talks is overwhelming...But it is not unrealistic
to think that you can increase defense spending, have
a supply-side tax cut and get a (budget) balance. Every
body says that's impossible. The economists advising
me don't think it's impossible."

March, Florida airplane interview
Washington Post
April 20, 1980

Bush

"Our strategic forces are really quite vulnerable,
shockingly so, compared tonthe Soviets. I don't have
a specific figure on increased defense spending yet but
I'm impressed that General Jones, the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs, is saying we need five percent."

Political Profiles
page 9
1979

Bush - °

"There are some things you have to spend for, even
acknowledging thatlit might be inflationary, but if it's
in defense of our country, you've got to build it into
the budget."

Eugene, Oregon, Register—Guard
December 19, 1979

"This is what Reagan means when he says, "The cause
peace is best served by strength, not bluster."

"It's what Governor Reagan means when he says that
as president he will work for "an honest verifiable reduction
in nuclear weapons" but that he will not acquiesce to
a SALT II Treaty "which, allows for a clear strategic
‘imbalance favoring the Soviets."

'
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" t's what Ronald Reagan means when he says the:
our best hope of persuading the Soviets "to live in peace
is to convince them they cannot win at war."

, "It's why Ronald Reagan is the true peace csndi
in 1980 campaign for the presidency —— and why tn- p
administration in Washington, ignoring the lessons
modern history, has allowed our nation's defense to
and weaken in the face of a massive Soviet arms pr

"That the Carter administration recognizes its failure
in this vital area is borne out by the switched signals
that have come from the White House and the Secretary
of Defense in recent months.

"After 3-l/2 years of administration policies and
rhetoric that have had the effect of reducing our strategic
capabilities, relative to Soviet arms development, the
president and his Defense Secretary are desperately trying .
to assure the American people that despite all evidence
to the contrary, our country's military strength has_
kept pace withvsoviet arms expansion."

World Affairs Council
September 5, 1980
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Mondale

"The first responsibility of a strong President
is to defend our nation.

"For the eight years of Republican rule -— while
the Soviets were building up their power -— real American
defense spending dropped thirty-five percent. That's
the Republican record. We not only have increased real
defense support by ten percent ——we have also invested
in the most sophisticated weapons in the world. Today,
no American general or admiral would dream of exchanging
our forces for any other on earth.

"But Mr. Reagan scolds us for having cancelled an
outmoded bomber that would be obsolete and vulnerable
the day it was launched. President Carter chose instead
the modern cruise missile ——which renders the whole
expensive Soviet air defense system obsolete.

"Up and down the defense agenda, the Republicans
repeat the same mistakes. They want to resurrect decom
missioned ships. They want to revive the ABM System-- which even Nixon junked. With obsolete missiles,
mothballed ships, vulnerable bombers, and petrified ideas,
they would waste billions on defense relics that would
drain and weaken us.

"President Carter does not want to mimic the Soviet's
bulk. He has chosen to offset it with the greatest resource
we have -- the genius of American technology. And as
a result, this nation today is bulding security not for
yesterday, but for the rest of the century."

DNC Acceptance Speech
August, 1980
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Foreign Affairs/Defense Issues:

The former permanent representative to the United Nations, envoy
to Peking and Director of the Central Intelligence Agency stressed
during his recent campaign for the Republican Presidential nomina
tion that because of his background in foreign affairs he is more
competent-to deal with problems faring the United States around
the world then is President Carter.

Despite a reputation as a moderate in foreign affairs, Bush is a
"hardliner." His view of the world is focused on the "menace" of
Communism -— Russian Communism. It is his often stated opinion
that the Soviet Union is “seeking superiority" in the world and
the United States must take steps to counteract this aggression.
Nearly all of Mr. Bush's foreign policy and military issue positions
reflect his overriding preoccupation with the Soviet Union. '

As a Presidential candidate Bush castigated the Carter Administration
for what he termed the following foreign policy failures: _

. Projecting a perception of vascillation and weakness in
U.S. foreign policy among our allies and adversaries alike.

. Gutting American defense by slowing the MX and cruise missile
programs, and cutting funds for the B-1, a new carrier and naval
modernization. Y H

. Initiating a misguided human rights campaign, which overloads‘
our strategic interests and harms our allies.

. Failing to act to release our hostages in Iran.

. Presenting an unverifiable and weak SALT II agreement to the
American people.

' '
_

Defense S endin :

If George Bush's view of the world is clouded by Soviet aggression,
his prescription for a stronger, more confident, United States 15
crystal clear -- increase defense spending and improve our alliances
with friendly foreign powers.

Bush is clearly a "hawk" on defense spending, and views the need
for additional military hardware as essential. He criticizes the
Carter Administration for falling behind the Russians in terms of
military strength and calls for the near term funding of the
following defense needs:
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. a new manned bomber —- the B-1;

an accelerated MX deployment schedule;

a long range cruise missile;

. a strengthened three ocean navy;' F

. improved air defense capabilities;

. expanded and improved strategic airlift capabilities;

. expanded and improved conventional weaponry;

. support for the volunteer army with registration for both men
and women; '

. an expanded military training program;

. a strong intelligence service, capable of providing accurate
information on events abroad;

. increased military R&D funding.

To meet these defense needs Bush has argued for an increase in
defense spending of $5—8 billion per year over the President's
latest defense budget figures. .

Despite the fact that President Carter has increased spending on
defense every year since the last Ford budget -- an overall
increase of $73 billion -— Bush criticizes Carter for "gutting"
American defense by cuts in defense spending, which have resulted
in "underpaid military personnel, inadequate personnel to operate
equipment and equipment malfunction such as the helicopter mal—
function that led to the abortive Iranian hostage rescue attempt-"
Houston City Hall Speech, Dallas Morning News, 4/29/80.

Bush believes the U.S. can build the military hardware —— the MX,
the B-1, a three ocean Navy and implement conventional forces
improvements all for $6-8 billion over several years and still
balance the budget by 1982. He would accomplish this feat by
"eliminating waste and move away from spending programs such
as CETA." Business Week, 2/4/80.

"If it came down to that (more for defense, a tax cut and a
: balanced budget), I would still have to go with defense increases
because we really do have a so—called window of danger. But it is
not unrealistic to think you can increase defense spending, have
a simply side tax cut and get a (budget) balance. Everybody Sans
that's impossible. The economists advising me don't think it's
impossible." Washington Post, 4/20/80.’,
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Intellicencezi

ligence System
e rights of U_s_
on to halt

The former CIA Director believes the American
should be strengthened, but with protections f
citizens. He is critical of the President's d
SR-7l flig ts (spy planes) over Cuba, and poin
example. His only example of a weakening U.S. in elligence ¢a9a¢ity_

Bush also feels the U.SZ must "retain the capacity for covert
operations in other countries" and refuses to rule out “American
participation in the overthrow of foreign governments."

Under his direction at the CIA, new guidelines were adopted.
While many critics thought they were not tough enough, there
have been no charges of illegal intelligence activity during the
past six years

“I would simply follow the law (concerning covert operations and
the CIA)...It excludes assassination, for example. The findings
have to be -— and I think this is proper -- in writing by the
President, that a sensitive operation is in the national interest
and be reported to the Congress.;;But I think covert operations
should be sparingly used ... quiet support for a friend is covert
action." §igmi_§g£glQ, 2/3/80 _

,

SALT ll:
Bush does not support the SALT II treaty, he believes several
amendments should be made to the treaty before it is passed.
Specifically: '

. the Soviet backfire bomber must be counted as a strategic weapon;

. the size and strength of nuclear warheads and missiles must be
addressed to make the treaty more equal;

. obstacles to deploying the MX missile must be removed;

. the treaty must be made verifiable.

Bush does support an arms reduction agreecent t a
and believes the Soviets would be willing to make

5\

i
_ the changes he has

recommended because he believes pressure is moun ng in the Soviet
Union against increased defense spending.

In 1964, during his unsuccessful race
Bush vigorously opposed the nuclear t

for
_l3'

he U.S. Se ate in Texas,t
e bar treaty.

t ‘s more verifiable.
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Nuclear Policw Abroad: ;

Bush is one of only a few national politicos who has ever stated
the view that there is such a thing as a winner in a nuclear
exchange. In an interview with Robert Scheer, a writer with
the Los Angeles Times, Bush outlined his views on nuclear
exchange. I

Robert.Sheer: "Don't we reach a point with these strategic
weapons where we can wipe each other out so many times and
no one wants to use them or is willing to use them, that it
really doesn't matter whether we're 13% or 2% lower or
hi"her (than the Soviets)?

Bush: "Yes, if you believe there is no such thing as a winner
in a nuclear exchange, that argument makes a little sense
I don't believe that."

Scheer: "How do you win in a nuclear exchange?"

Bush: "You have a survivability of command in control,
survivability of industrial potential, protection of a
percentage of your citizens, and you have a capability
that inflicts more damage on the opposition than it can
inflict upon you. That's the way you can have a winner,
and the Soviets‘ planning is based on the ugly concept
of‘a winner in a nuclear exchange." '

Scheer: "Do you mean like 5 percent would survive?
Two percent?"

Bush: "More than that —— if everybody fired everything he
had, you'd have more than that survive." _I

Scheer: "So have we made a mistake, then, in not thinking
of nuclear war as a possible option that we could survive?"

Bush: "Our strategic forces should be considered as a
deterrent, and that is the way I'd do it..."

Los Angeles Times, 1/24/80

Militarv Draft:
Bush supporte xon‘s planAs a member of Congress, d esident Ni

to eliminate the military draft, and renains opposed to a peacetime
‘draft today.

However, he supports registration, for both sexes. Fe is a strong
supporter of the All-Volunteer Arm‘, 'u: believes it must be
supplemented, to some degree, if we are to keep our ro.ces at
proper levels. He does not explain how he woulc supplement the all
volunteer armed forces without implementing a peace time draft.
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Soviet Union; Q _

Bush feels the root cause of all our foreign policy proolems is
the Soviet Union. Bush believes the Soviets are not satisfied
with nuclear parity with the U.S., instead he feels they are
seeking nuclear and conventional ‘orce superiority. "The SOV1=ts
want a first strike capability, and don't think they are above
using it." Salinas, California, Californian, 1 22/80., ___________

Afghanistan:

Bush believes the President's failure to spell out our commitments
to our allies and other non—alleged nations led to the invasion of
Afghanistan and continues to-cause foreign policy credibility
problems for the U.S. Bush feels that a redefinition of our
foreign policy should be made, and include the following:

. keep commitments

. strengthen intelligence operations

. place human rights concerns in proper balance with
strategic interests. -.\_

In addition, he favors shipping arms to Afghanistan rebels through
Pakistan and is critical of the President for not helping "people
that are resisting brutal aggression." -

Soviet Grain Embargo:

He opposes the U.S. embargo of grain to the Soviets because he
feels it hurts us more than it hurts them. However, he would
support a total across the board trade embargo against the
Soviets. Bush has termed the President's embargo actions as
ineffective, and inconsistent. His one example is "we halt grain
shipments to the Soviets which lower our farm prices and yet we
sell phosphates to the Soviets to improve their crops." Face the
Nation, l/20/80

—

Olvmpic Bovcott:

Supported the decision to boycott the Moscow gazes, even proposed
withholding athlete's passports to for: than to stay home and not
participate in the games.
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Cuba:

He believes Cuba presents this country with one of its major
foreign policy Challenges. Specifically, he cites the basing
of Soviet troops in Cuba as an outragous airont to our security
and insists they must be removed.

Agrees that the Administration has appeare
dealing directly with the issue of Cuban t
has stated, "the Cubans are surrogates for
are being used as pawns by the Soviets to g
and seek hegemony everywhere.“ Political P

d "important" by not
roops in Africa. Bush
the Soviets...they
ain political advantages
rofiles, Inc., l2/79

Bush ridiculed Ronald Reagan's suggestion that we should blockade
Cuba in response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan by saying

"the idea of blockading Cuba, which Ronald Reagan has proposed,
risks nuclear war and would require the entire Atlantic fleet. ,
It wasn't Cuba that invaded Afghanistan, it was Russia. The way
to peace is to keep this country strong, not through reckless
foreign policy." Washington Star, 3/22/80

Eurooe:
. 1.

Bush strongly favors European unity . . . supports the admission
of Greece, Spain and Portugal to the EEC.

During the recent campaign he was highly critical of the President's
handling of the issue of deploying the neutron bomb in Western
Europe. Bush said, "Carter backed off after convincing West
Germany to deploy the neutron bomb, in the face of a massive

propoganda campaign launched by the
Soviets, and left Chancello:

Schmidt out on a political limb." Face the Nation, 1/20/80

Human Rights:

Bush believes the U.S. human rights policy, unde
Administration is misguided and harmful to our a

r the Carter
llies.

He argues that we should decide foreign
policy on the basis of

strategic interests and not soley on a particular country's

human rights record. He uses Iran as an example by
saying;

"our failure to defend our ally, the Shah, created a situation
where one form of tyranny is replaced with an even worse form

2nd one that is not in our strategic interest." Dallas
Mornin

" 5/1/80

supoorts efforts to improve human rights, but
only in concert

U.S. strategic interests.
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Iran:

Bush leveled his harshest criticism of t e President during hisrecent campaign over the issue of Iran and the hostages beingheld there. In an interview with Robert 5 gen of the NY Timesin March, Bush said, "Carter has manipulet to news mEdiZT—f5rthe benefit of his own reelection, it is t American peoolerecognize our Iranian policy for what it i of failure, ~inaction and even calculated deception.“

He also charged the President iwth full responsibility for thehostage crisis by saying, "the weakness and inexperience of thePresident have both led to this crisis and managed to isolateus in our tragedy." Dallas Morning News, 4/29/80
Without offering his own suggestions to resolve this hostagecrisis, Bush demanded we close the Iranian embassy in Washingtonand expell all Iranian diplomats.
He completely rejects the notion that the U.S. should apologizefor any past actions in Iran. For all the criticism of theShah's regime American support for Iran was the aim of ourpolicy for nearly three decades, and the wisdom of that policyhas been reinforced by recent events." La Times, S/15/80, Bushconsidered the Shah "a friend who was less then perfect in humanrights." The Flint Jdurnal, S/ll/80
Bush differed with Ronald Reagan's "live in the dust" position onIran, which would set a firm date for the release of the hostagesor risk American action to release the, by saying "Reagan owesthe American people a better explanation of his proposal. In thedecade of the 80's a foreign policy based on bluffs is asineffectual as it is dangerous." LA Times, 5/15/80

Panama:

Bush opposed the canal treaties primarily because of "the appearance‘that we are retreating and pulling back on commitments." LA Times,l/24/80

Middle East:

eves we need to
and feels the
1 in negotiations

He strongly supports the State of Israel, be
strengthen our ties with moderate Arab st
Palestinian people should have a role to
that will determine their future.
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Bush is generally supportive of the camp David accords but argues
that Jordan and other Arab countries must be brought in to the peace
making process._ He is opposed to allowin the PLO to participate
in any negotiations until they renounce their pledge to destroy
the state of Israel and cease terrosist attacks- He has likened
the PLO to an international KKK.

On the issue of settlements he is opposed to the construction of
additional settlements on the West Bank, but supports "th
legitimate construction for national security purposes" of those
settlements that currently exist.

He believes Ronald Reagan's suggestion that Sinain troops should
be based in the Sinai would be a mistake and would draw the Soviets
back into the middle east.

China:4

Bush views himself as an expert on China which stems from his term
of duty as U.S. envoy to China in 1974. He sees China as a back
ward country with a large standing conventional army. 35 also
believes the Chinese are not expansemistic, but rather they seek
to be self relient by the year 2000.

He is opposed to sellfhg arms to the Chinese until he is certain
they have "no foreign ambitions."

Bush is highly critical of the way the Carter Administration ended
diplomatic relations with Tawain. "For t,e first time in our
history, a peacetime American government has renounced a treaty
with an ally (Taiwan) with cause or benefit." Washington Post,
12/78. .

Bush's assignment in the U.N. was highlighted by the failure of
the United States to.retain a seat in the General Assembly for
Taiwan. The U.S. position had been to support a "two China policy"
with both Taiwan and the People's Republic of China being represented.

As Ronald Reagan's emissary, George Bush recently visited China and
Japan to outline what many foreign policy advisors believe in Reagan's
version of a "two-China policy" for U.S. foreign relations in the
19805. The Chinese are clearly not enthusiastic over Mr. Bush's
return to China, where he is viewed as a supporter of Taiwan and
an adversary of arms sales to the People Republic.I _3

East Asia:

security arrangementsBush would push for stronger ties and
(economically) disruptivewith East Asian countries and isolate

nations ... North Korea, Vietnam.

He would also encourage Japan to assume greater responsibility
in regional defense and security matter-. In addition, he
supports an increase in air and naval forces in the Pacific
35 well as the establishment of an Indian Ocean fleet.
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Mondale

China: A test of Presidential Judgment

"In this election the Republicans seem to be running
on two major planks. The first is their pro-worker policy,
which comes down to blockbuster giveaways to the rich.
And the second is the issue of national strength.

I want to talk about national strength for a moment.
It means many things ——strong military defenses; arms control;
energy security; a foreign policy based on American values-- and I'll be speaking about them all as this campaign
moves along. But the element of national strength I want
to emphasize this morning is presidential judgment.

Last week, Lane Kirkland -- the President of the AFL-CIO-- pointed out that few presidential elections in modern
history offer such a stark contrast between the candidates
as this one. In my speech tb:the New York State Federation,I'll be highlighting that contrast in two areas -- policies
affecting working Americans, and foreign affairs.

The last ten days have given the American people an
opportunity to assess the judgment of the Republican nominee
for President. In his handling of an area of extreme sensitivity
-— our relations with China -- he has stumbled into a public
argument with the Chinese. He has proposed a change in
our relations with Taiwaniwhich is unnecessary, undesirable,
and which carries with it potentially disastrous consequences
to our national security. _He has demonstrated nis;lack
of understanding of the basic facts of the issue. -And he
has had a public disagreement with his running mate, who
has returned in failure from his trip to Peking.

What Mr. Reagan has done, quite simply, is to propose
a policy towards this delicate question which would turn
the clock back, and recreate the conditions which made the
Taiwan-question a perennial source of tension both in Asia
and in our political debate at home.

The central fact is this: President Carter's historic
decision to complete the normalization process with the
government of China in December 1978 has been a dramatic
success. It has strengthened our strategic position throughout
Asia and the Pacific, and with the government in Peking
—- which represents one-fourth of the world's pcpularion.
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Our gains with the mainland have been accompl‘
without damage to the basic prosperity, stability,
of the people of Taiwan.

All this is jeopardized by Mr. Reagan's confused and
misinformed positions. He says he does not want to turn
the clock back -- but advocates creating an "official liaison"
office on Taiwan. His proposal is a violation of the central
fact around which the United States and China were able
to construct boththe Shanghai Communique issued by President
Nixon and Chou EnLai in 1972, and the announcement of normali
zation made by President Carter and Premier Hua Goo Feng
in December of 1978.

Mr. Reagan has taken a position which could seriously
damage our national strength and give cheer to only one
major nation -— the Soviet Union. He has demonstrated that
he does not understand this sensitive issue.

Mr. Reagan offered us a "two China" policy. with
Mr. Bush's trip, he now offers us two China policies. Neither
situation will do.

In the coming days, they will no doubt issue clarifications
and explanations. But no clarification will obscure the
fact that in his first foray into the international arena
since becoming his party's candidate, Mr. Reagan has repudiated
the policies of the last three American Presidents -- two
from his own party. It is an inauspicious way to open a
campaign. It is a potentially disastrous way to run our
nation's foreign policy, and I believe the American people
will reject it in November."

New York AFL-CIO Convention
Monticello, New York
August 25, 1980
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SOUTHERN AFRICA

Reagan

No where is Reagan's disregard for human rights more
apparent than in southern Africa where Reagan perceives
the confrontation as between Marxism and the principles
of the West, rather than as an attempt by a disenfranchised
majority to gain some measure of control over its destiny.

Reagan stated his appraisal of the election won by
the reverend Abel Muzorewa which excluded Joshua Nkomo's
ZANU and Robert Mugabe's ZAPU.

"The guerillas were determined to rule the
country, and neither one of them could win an election."

Jefferson City Missouri Post
May 6, 1979

As for South Africa, Reagan favors a policy which
ignores apartheid. \

"Isn't it time we laid off South Africa for awhile?;..As for letting South Africans work at solving their
problems while we solve our own, all in favor say
‘Aye.'"

Radio Transcript
October 2%, 1976

One of Reagan's advisors, Peter Duignan, claims Carter
is too harsh with South Africa, giving blacks "unrealistic"expectations. (Christian Science Monitor, February 9, 1978)

Another advisor, Kenneth Adelman, states flatly that
one man, one vote probably is not applicable to South Africa.
(Christian Science Monitor, October 6, 1977)

Another advisor, Joseph Churba, would go so far as
to advocate establishing a military relationship with South
Africa, including use of the naval base at Simonstown by
the United States Navy and strengthening the South Africa
armed forces. (New York Times, June 13, 1980)
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Mondale .. _ _ _ _ _ _

"Our job in Nigeria's new democracy underscores the
fundamental change in America's relations with Africa.
When President Carter and I were inaugurated in early 1977,
we were determined to build a new foreign policy on the
foundation of America's democratic values.

We value justice. And so we committed our nation
to an Africa free from racism and oppression.

We value personal dignity. And so we committed our
nation to an Africa free from want and suffering.

We value peace. And so we committed our nation to
an Africa free from war and from foreign domination.

These three goals -— human rights, economic progress,
and peace -- were underlined by President Carter here in
Lagos two years ago, in the first state visit by any American
President to Africa. And when he arrived here, he was greeted
by words both friendly and direct. "The Nigerian public"
he was told, "has learned to measure policy pronouncements
by results —— and not expectations."

It was an appropriate point- And tonight is an appropriate
moment to assess those results -1 and to survey the work ahead.

First, human rights. For the United States, the question
is not whether we should work to advance justice in Africa,
but rather how to do so.

Tonight, as your Vice President pointed out, we celebrate
a historic step forward -- majority rule and independence
for the people of Zimbabwe. It was an achievement of which
Nigeria can be proud, most African governments, the British
government, and all Zimbabweans should be proud. And I
am proud that my own country stood firm with yours and others.
For today, the people of Zimbabwe control their own future,
free from outside interference, whether from their neighbors
or from other continents.

Throughout the years of effort to find a solution,
the United States held to a policy of support for free and
fair elections, open to all parties; for a democratic and
fair constitution; and for a negotiated settlement based
on these principles.

The President insisted on maintaining American sanctions
against Rhodesia until an impartial election process had
begun. There was intense pressure to abandon this course
-— to drop our principles and take a short-sighted View
of our interests. But our President, he and our Congress,
helped by the three great leaders, refused.
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We know that'it is in our national interest to support
further programs for Zimbabwe. The United States has pledged
substantial assistance to Zimbabwe -- because we believe
that its future will help decide the future of southern
Africa.
' One of our partners in the search for peace in Zimbabwe

was Sir Seretse Khama of Botswana. He was a gifted, gentle
leader of modern Africa —- the father of a state both non-racial
and democratic, in a turbulent region that has known too
little of either quality and we all mourn his passing.

But we also celebrate a cause he nurtured -- democratic
government in Africa. We welcome the return of civilian
rule in Nigeria, Ghana and Upper Volta, and the movement
toward democracy in other nations in this region. We applaud
the heightened emphasis on human rights in many African
nations and in OAU councils. We offer our support for the
future of Zimbabwe. But we must also address those areas
where human rights are trampled.

Injustice based on racial discrimination is abhorrent
to men and women everywhere. That is why the problems of
southern Africa have been of special concern.

We believe that an agreement on a plan for peace and
justice in Namibia, based on fair and open elections, is
within reach. The plan proposed by the UN Secretary-General
has received strong African support and the agreement of
the Southwest African People's Organization. South Africa
has accepted the plan -- but does not yet agree on how to
carry it out.

Now is the time for South Africa to put its faith
in the plan it has accepted. If it does not, if instead
it insists on its own formulas and carries the conflict
further afield into neighboring states -- the opportunity
for peace could be lost, and the conflict will continue.
We urge South Africa to build on the experience of Zimbabwe
and to move forward -- not backward —- on the issue of Namibia,
while there is still time.

Events within South Africa concern us as well. In
May of 1977, I met in Vienna with the then Prime Minister
Vorster. I impressed upon him, in the clearest terms. that
relations between our two countries would depend upon progress
toward full human rights and full political participation
for all the people of his country. I expressed our strong
hope that the South Africa goverment would meet soon with
representative leaders from across South African society
to determine that country's future.
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I repeat that appeal again today -- for the clock
is ticking in South Africa.

We advocate no simple formula. we know there is no
simple answer. We see the need to solve a problem. And
we believe that only blacks and whites, talking and reasoning
together, can find its solution.

Address in Nigeria
July, 1980

33-896 0 - 84 - 34 Part 1
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Reagan

Reagan's attitude toward human rights stems from the
belief that the United States confuses its friends and allies
with the selective'application of a human rights policy,
making it that much easier for the Soviets to drive for
world domination.

"While the Soviets arrogantly_ warn us to stay
out of their way, we occupy ourselves by looking for
human rights violations in those countries which have
historically been our friends and allies."

Address to Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations
March l7,'l980

Latin America

Reagan's disregard for thebasic precepts of human
rights is obvious in the admiring way he speaks of Argentina
after three years of rule by a military dictatorship. Reagan
quoted an economic advisor to the junta.

"...in the process of bringing stability to a
terrorized nation of 25 million, a small number (of
people) were caught in the cross fire, among them
a few innocents." .

{Radio Transcript
August, 1979

"You're not always choosing in the world between perfection
and imperfection. In Pakistan, it is in the interest
of the United States to have a Pakistan that will
not be dominated by the Soviet Union. That is our
interest. Now, if that means at least having some
negotiation with General Zia, who is less than perfect
in human rights -- fine. But what kind of government,
if you don't do it, and if ?akistan falls, do you
get? You get one less interested in human rights.
And I point to Iran as a good example of what I'm
saying. I point to Iran."

Bill Meyers’ Journal
WNET/Thirteen
March 6, 1930
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Bush

Bush

Bush

"We are up against a strong force —- the Soviets backing
the Cubans. I'm concerned about our foreign policy
that, along with human rights, has also to consider
the strategic interests of the country. I fault Carter,
because in his concern for human rights, he has sacrificed
that."

Peoria, I Journal Star
November 1979

"My argument with Jimmy Carter is that he lets human
rights drive our strategic interests. Iran is a good
example. Cuba is a good example" of a foreign policy
"where we wake up and we find not only is there less
human rights, but our strategic interests have been
diminished. I:

"Yes, there were some human rights violations (in
Iran). But look at today and the-adherence to human
rights, plhs our strategic interests are totally bludgeoned
and totally diminished."

IA, Register
1979

Des Moines,
November 14,

"So, the reality is: (you) need to redefine your policies
so you can have a concern about human rights but so
you're going to keep in mind at the same time your
strategic interests."

CA, Times
1979

Los Angeles,
December 31,

"We face a threat, which is manageable, nevertheless
a threat from the Soviet Union, which compels us to
strengthen our alliances, strengthen our intelligence
and to strengthen our sfrategic posture around the
world by altering our human rights policy, not to
pull away from human rights, but not to be naive in
our application."

IAu Daily Sentinel
1979

Le Mars,
December 17,
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Bush

Bush

Bush

"We should not impose our standard of human rights
on every country around the world. China is a good
example. We must improve relations, but if we start
dictating to them or cutting them off because of human
rights, we will diminish our strategic interest."

Washington Post
January 27, 1980

"If you just try to change governments because you
don't like their human rights, sometimes you wake up
and you find no human rights at all. We have to recognize
there are varying degrees of imperfections in the world."

Rockford, IL
Freeport, IL, Journal-Standard ,
January 30, 1980
\.

"Certainly the difference between me and some others
is that I see areas of gray, I don't think everything
is pure and impure, and I think we have been hypocritically
selective in our indignation of human rights, and have
diminished our strategic interests in the process.
That's what I believe."

Los Angeles, CA Times interview
with Robert Scheer
January 24, 1980

"I like the concept that recognizes our commitment
to humanrights but also recognizes that we're not gonna
remake the world in our image...And we're also got
to recognize that strategic interests are very important."

Illinois interviews and speeches
Champaign, IL, News—Gazette
February 3, 1980

"lm for human rights. We're all for human rights.
But when we turn our backs on our allies, the ones
we promised to support...someday we'll wake up and
find no human rights at all —- and no strategic interests."

Greater Miami Kiwanis Club
Miami, FL, Herald
February 1, 1980
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"If we press our friends for change and change and
change so much faster than their systems can take...
sometimes we wake up with that friend gone from the
scene replaced by something less good, something worse
in terms in human rights, and something where our strategic
interests have been totally diminished."

Florida meeting
Washington Post
February 23, 1980
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Carter

"The ultimate aim of our foreign policy must be to
preserve freedom for ourselves and to expand freedom for
others. This is a matter both of national principle and
of national interest. For we believe that free and open
societies are not only better able to meet the rising ex
pectations of their people; they are also better able to
accommodate often conflicting internal pressures before
popular frustrations explode in violent and radical directions.

We do not seek to impose our system or institutions
on others. Rather, we seek to support, in practical and
concrete ways, the efforts of other nations to build their
own institutions in ways that will meet the irrepressible
human drive for freedom and justice.

Human rights policy commands the strong support of
our citizens, and of the Congress. The world climate in
creasingly favors human rights progress.

Despite new turbulence and conflict, the past year
_featured some encouraging positive developments. We cannot
and should not claim credit for them. But it is clear that
we are part of a growing movement. During l979, we saw:

-- The further strengthening of democratic practices
in Spain and Portugal, with free elections in both
countries;

-— The disappearance of several of the world's most
repressive regimes;

-- The freeing of political prisoners in Asia, Africa,
and Latin America;

-- A return to democratic rule in several Latin American
countries and widespread progress in reducing human
rights violations in the region;

—— The growing strength of international human rights
institutions. The Inter-American Court of Human
Rights held its first meeting. Preparations began
for another conference to review compliance with
the Helsinki accords, to be held in Madrid this
November. The OAU took long strides toward establishing
a human rights commission for Africa. UN bodies
became increasingly active in their human rights
efforts.

State of the Union Address
January, 1980
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Mondale

"Above all -— above all, America's strength depends
on American values. Every time we have a foreign policy
that reflects Americans’ beliefs, we strengthen this nation.

Last month I was in Nigeria -- the world's-most powerful
black nation, and the second largest source of American
oil. A few years ago the Secretary of State under the Republicans
~was told he was not welcome in Nigeria because they did not
stand up for the principle of human rights and majority
rule. '

But when I went to Nigeria I was welcomed -— because
the United States has a President -— President Carter -
who in his first act in office said from here on out the
United States is going to stand for human rights and majority
rule all over this earth.

And now in Rhodesia we see the same developments -
a new democracy based on democratic institutions, and the
Soviets suffering another reversal. Today our human rights
policy is drawing the nations of Africa and the world together
.like a magnet and toward us.

The Republicans say that a strong nation is one that
never apologizes to anyone. I say it's a nation whose leaders
are not doing things for which we must apologize. That's
the difference.

A foreign policy that reflects American values advances
American interests.

When President Carter saw to it that we ratified the
Panama Canal treaties, not only did we rid ourselves of
the last vestiges of colonialism: we also strengthened our
influence in Latin America. When the President normalized
relations with China, he not only told one-fourth of the
human race that they exist: he also established a powerful
counterforce to Soviet aggression. And when the President
denounced the persecution of Andrei Sakharov, he not only
affirmed individual liberty: he also unmasked the Kremlin
to other nations."

Democratic National Convention
Acceptance Speech
August, 1980
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LATIN AMERICA

Cuba

Reagan has long held that Cuba is a mere proxy of the
Soviet Union, and is behind most revolutionary movements
in Africa, and Latin America.

"Despite the power the Soviet Union is able to
exert over Castro, the Cuban dictator still fancies
himself as a revolutionary leader who aids and in
spires revolts in Africa, Latin America and the Middle
East. The Russians aren't bothered by Castro's delusions
ofgrandeur because much of his international interference
fits nicely into their own foreign policy designs."

Jefferson City Missouri Post
October 26, 1979

Relaxing Relations With Cuba g

In 1977, when the Administration was considering relaxing
relations with Cuba, Reagan wrote:

' "...(t)he U.S. decision on Cuban trade must rest
on broader considerations. Our trade embargo of Cuba
is a little like a long—running advertising campaign.
Just as its full effects are being felt, the sponsor
may get tired of it."

Jefferson City Missouri Post
October 26, 1979

Cuban Refugees

Reagan supported a ‘Berlin airlift —- massive and swift"
to rescue those Cuban residents seeking political asylum
from Castro. (Dallas Times Herald, April 10, 1980)

Panama

Reagan has been at the forefront of these opposed to
the Panama Canal Treaties. As negotiations were underway,
Reagan stated his strong objection to the proposed Treaty.

"As I talk to you tonight, negotiations with another
dictator go forward, negotiations aimed at giving up
our ownership of the Panama Canal Zone...The Canal
Zone is not a colonial possession. It is not a long
term lease. It is sovereign U.S. territory, every
bit the same as Alaska and all the states that were
carved from the Louisiana Purchase. We should end
those negotiations and tell the (Panamanian head of
state): ‘We bought it, we paid for it, we built it
and we intend to keep it.'"

Los Angeles Times
August 12, 1977
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During the 1980 campaign Reagan has raised the issue
of abrogating the Treaties on several occasions.

"If there is any possibility of keeping the
Panama Canal, believe me I would do it because I believe
it was one of the great mistakes we have made so far."

Bangor News
January 18, 1980

Mexico

In his announcement address, Reagan proposed a "North
American Accord" between the United States, Mexico and Canada.

"I would be willing to invite each of our neighbors
to send a special representative to our government
to sit in on high level planning sessions with us,
as partners, mutually concerned about the future of
our Continent." -

1:Announcement of Candidacy
November 13, 1979

Bush '

"The idea of blockading Cuba, which Ronald Reagan has
proposed, risks nuclear war and would require the entire
Atlantic fleet. It wasn't Cuba that invaded Afghanistan,
it was Russia. The way to peace is to keep this country
strong, not through reckless foreign policy."

'Milford, CT
Washington Star
March 22, 1980

Bush

"Unlike Berlin we doxuothave any air rights to fly
through a corridor safely into Cuba. In addition,j
these Cuban people have been granted visas by the Peruvian
government.... -

"What we are talking about here is not a state of war,
pending war, or even hostility. We are talking about
an evacuation problem, a problem the United States
should help to solve by financial assistance and trans
portation assistance, especially through the use of
ships or aircraft from a neighboring county (sic),
such as Haiti."

Philadelphia press conferencePhiladelphia, PA, Inquirer
April 12, 1980 '
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"The correct approach (to the Cuban ‘crisis') was to
exert quiet but intense pressure; to inform the Soviet
leadership that there could be no progress on the wide
array of issues important to both sides until we were
satisfied that the combat troops had been removed."

Washington Post
October 18, 1979
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Bush

Bush

Bush

Bush

OLYMPIC BOYCOTT

"You don't reward brutal agression by giving them
(the Soviets) the opportunity to put a beautiful face
on something'ugly." I

Keene State College, Keene, NH,
Sentinel — January 23, 1980

said he supported the boycott,
then he said ‘Let the athletes decide.‘ Then he finally
came back around and now agrees the U.S. shouldn't
send a team to Moscow. Yesterday, back again, he
said maybe individuals should have a choice."

"First he (Reagan)

‘L. Center City, PA‘“' Philadelphia, PA,
April 9, 1980

News

"Those who don't (voluntarily comply with Carter's
wishes) must not be allowed to participate and the
president should take the step of withholding their
passports." 0

World Affairs Council of Philadelph
Washington Star, April 9, 1980

"The President laid down the gauntlet early this year,
telling the Soviets that if their troops were not
out of Afghanistan by Feb. 20 that the United States
would not participate in the Olympics.

"The president's decision in this matter is irrevocable.
And it's time political candidates of both parties,
the United States Olympic Committee and our athletes
give their total support to President Carter on this
matter. Frankly, I'm appalled that some athletes
and a sizable number of delegates to the United States
Olympic Committee are even considering...participation
in the games."

World Affairs Council of Philadelp
Washington Star - April 9, 1980
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Bush

"I would candel our participation in the Olympics
in Moscow, put them someplace else. I don't want
to see the Soviets able to use the Olympic Games as
some kind of a turnaround now in the summer, in a
peace overture, and showing a good side of a naked
aggression."

CBS Face the Nation
January 20, l980

Reagan

Reagan proposed boycotting the Moscow Olympics even
before the Afghanistan invasion.

"What would happen if the leaders of the Western
world told the International Olympic Committee and
the Soviet Union that torch must be lit in some othercountry...If they don't and we participate in the
games anyway, what do we say to our young athletes
about honor?"

Radio Transcript
October 3, 1978

However, after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
Reagan vacillated. First he opposed the boycott.

"...threats to refuse to attend the Olympics are
not responsive to the Soviet call of our hand."

Washington Post
January 25, 1980

Then Reagan changed his mind and supported the boycott.

"...I support the idea of taking the Olympics
someplace else."

Detroit News
February 14, 1980

Then Reagan opposed the boycott.‘

"It's a tough one...You‘ll just have to let me
stew about that one for a while."

Los Angeles Times
March 28, 1980
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Then Reagan threw the issue to the athletes.

"I would leave the decision to the athletes
themselves."

Washington Post
April 1, 1980

Finally Reagan felt pressured to issue a clarifying
statement.

"I support the boycott today. I supported it
yesterday. And I supported it when the President
first called for it."

Philadelphia Inquirer
April 11, 1980
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Mondale u ,-e.-'>

"As we meet today, the lesson of the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan still waits to be drawn. History holds its
breath -- for what is at stake is no less than the future
security of the civilized world.
- If one nation can be subjugated by Soviet aggression,
is any sovereign nation truly safe from that fate? If a
hundred thousand Russian troops, and the barbaric use of
lethal gass, and the spectre of nightly assassinations -
if these fail to alarm us, what will? If the Soviet lunge
toward the most strategic oil—rich spot on earth fails to
unite us, what will?

And ifwe and our allies fail to useevery single peaceful
means available to preserve the peace, what hope is there
that peace will long be preserved?

While history holds its breath, America has moved
decisively. To show the Soviet Union that it cannot invade
another nation and still conduct business as usual with
the United States, our country has embargoed 17 million
tonsof grain; tightened controls on high technology trade;
limited Soviet fishing in our waters; raised our defense
‘budget to upgrade all aspects of our forces; strengthened
our naval presence in the Indian Ocean; intensified development
of our Rapid Deployment Forces; and offered to help other
sovereign states in the region to maintain their security.

In the UN General Assembly, the United States joined
more than a hundred other nations in an unprecedented majority
-— calling for the immediate, unconditional, and total withdrawal
of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. But the President, the
Congress, and the American people understand that a world
which travels to the Moscow Games devalues its condemnation
and offers its complicity to Soviet propaganda. -

I am convinced that the American people do not want
their athletes cast as pawns in that tawdry propaganda charade.
And I urge you to respect that undeniable consensus.

Your decision today is not a question of denying our
Olympic team the honor they deserve -- for the American
people deeply respect the sacrifice we are asking our athletes
to make.

It is no longer a question of whether participation
in the Moscow Olympics confers legitimacy on Soviet aggression
When the Communist Party prints a million handbooks to tell
its top activists that the Summer Games mean world respect
for Soviet foreign policy, surely that issue is behind us.
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Nor is it a question of drawing a line between sports
and politics. That line the Soviets long ago erased. When
billions of rubles are diverted to the Games from Soviet
domestic needs; when Moscow and other Olympic cities are
purged of dissidents who might speak out; when Soviet children
who might meet Western people and ideas on the streets are
packed off to internal exile; when Soviet emissaries roam
the globe offering athletes expense-paid trips to Moscow;
when Soviet sports officials distort the number of teams
committed to participating -— surely the issue of Soviet
politics in Soviet sports is also behind us.

Above all, the decision you will make today is not
a choice between a sports issue and a national security
issue. For the President and Congress have made it clear
that the Olympic boycott is a genuine element of America's
response to the invasion of Afghanistan. It is an unambiguous
statement of our national resolve. t is a keystone in
our call to our allies for solidarity.

We must not -- and cannot e— break that link between
.America's power to check aggression, and America's call
for an Olympic boycott. Your vote is a test of our will,
our confidence, our values, and our power to keep the peace
through peaceful means."

Address to U.S. Olympic Committee
Colorado Springs, April 1980
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sovrrr TROOPS in ‘tune

Bush

we

Bush

Bush

"Before Carter got there we negated a commitment in
Angola; we waked (sic) up; we find instead of 18,000
Cubans in Africa, 44,000; and instead of some little
training units down there in Cuba, we find a combatbrigade, operating and maneuvering in combat formation
with no training function at all."

ABC Issues and Answers
October 21, 1979

"I believe that our foreign policy has been very,
very naive and I am absolutely convinced, going back
to my CIA days, that this (Soviet troops in Cuba),is something new, that this wasn't there all along.
In fact, Castro says it, or Brezhnev says it, doesn't
impress me one bit.
" There were things we had to watch, ingredients
that should be watched; but I am saying what is there
(in Cuba) now is different than what was there before.
That is all I am saying."

ABC Issues and Answers
October 21, 1979.

"I think we ought to have a dialogue with them (Soviets);
I think we ought to discuss with them, but I know
the only way you deal with them is to deal from strength.
They understand that."

NH. Foster's Democrat
1979

Dover,
June 14,

"I would bring it directly to them (The Soviets).
I would say, 'We know you have a brigade there (Cuba);
we want them out.‘ You want a hell of a lot from us,
so you had better do this in.return."

Jacksonvill L, Journala, F
October 4, l979
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"They want technology and grain from us. I would
have explained that the American people will be awfully
upset when they find out about the troops and that
it would be in the Soviets‘ best interest to move

' them out of Cuba."

Fort Worth, TX, Star-Telegram
October 21, 1979

Bush

He would "firmly and quietly tell the Russians that there
would be no SALT II treaty, no grain or high technology
until after those troops are removed from Cuba."

Rock Island, IL, Argus
September 21, 1979

Bush

He resents Carter's attempt "to shift the responsibility
to past administrations rather than to move ahead to solve
the problem.

"The foreign policy point is to get them the hell
out of there."

Houston, TX, Post
September 12, 1979

Bush

"If the Soviets did not feel that this brigade—level
force was a provocation, it would not have been sur
reptitiously placed in Cuba. The stationing is a
clear provocation -- it's a test of the United States
will. The president must meet this test with resolve."

Houston, TX, Post
September 12, 1979

Bush

"After proclaiming that we would do our part, the
Carter administration is, in effect, fighting those
who seek freedom. That is a foreign policy outrage."

Tarrant County Law Day luncheon
Fort worth, TX, Star-Telegram
May 1, 1980

33-896 0 - 84 — 35 Part 1
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"The President of the United States should insist
those troops be removed. And I believe they would
be. the United States is not so impotent...and the
Soviet Union wants so much from us."

'

Philadelphia, PA, Bulletin
September 7, 1979

"You've got to remember there
wants from the United States.
to be a code of behavior that
he gets anything."

are certain things Castro
And I think there ought
he's held to before

Political Profiles
page 9

-_ 1979
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Carter

"The Soviet Union does not admit that the unit in
question is a combat unit. However, the Soviets have made
certain statements to us with respect to our concern: that
the unit in question is a training center, that it does
nothing more than training and can do nothing more; that
they will not change its function or status as a training
center. We understand this to mean that they do not intend
to enlarge the unit or to give it additional capabilities.

They have said that the Soviet personnel in Cuba are
not and will not be a threat to the United States or to
any other nation; that they reaffirm the 1962 understanding
and the mutually agreed upon confirmation in 1970 and will
abide by it in the future. We, for our part, reconfirm
this understanding.

These assurances have been given to me from the highest
level of the Soviet Governmept.

Although we have persuasive evidence that the unit
has been a combat brigade, the Soviet statements about the
future noncombat,status of the unit are significant. However,
we shall not rest on these Soviet statements alone.

First, we will monitor the status of the Soviet forces
by increased surveillance of Cuba.

Second, we will assure that no Soviet unit in Cuba
can be used as a combat force to threaten the security of
the United States or any other nation in this hemisphere.
Those nations can be confident that the United States will
act in response to a request for assistance to meet any
such threat from Soviet or Cuban forces.

This policy is consistent with our responsibilities
as a member of the Organization of American States and a
party to the Rio Treaty. It's a reaffirmation in new circum
stances of John F. Kennedy's declaration in 1963 "that we
would not permit any troops from Cuba to move off the island
of Cuba in an offensive action against any neighboring countries."

Third, I'm establishing a permanent, full-time Caribbean
joint task force headquarters at Key West, Florida. I will
assign to this headquarters, forces from all the military
services responsible for expanded planning and for conducting
exercises. This headquarters unit will employ designated
forces for action if required. This will substantially
improve our capability to monitor and to respond rapidly
to any attempted military encroachment in this region.
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Fourth, we will expand military maneuvers in the region.
We will conduct these exercises regularly from now on.
In accordance with existing treaty rights, the United States
will, of course, keep our forces in Guantanamo.
Fifth, we will increase our economic assistance to

alleviate the unmet economic and human needs in the Caribbean
region and further to ensure the ability of troubled peoples
to resist social turmoil and possible Communist domination.

The United States has a worldwide interest in peace
and stability. Accordingly, I have directed the Secretary
of Defense to further enhance the capacity of our rapid
deployment froces to protect our own interests and to act
in response to requests for help from our allies and friends.
We must be able to move our ground, sea, and air units to
distant areas, rapidly and with adequate supplies.

We have reinforced our_naval presence in the Indian
Ocean. “ '

We are enhancing our intelligence capability in order
to monitor Soviet and Cuban military activities —- both
in Cuba and throughout the world. We will increase our
efforts to guard against damages to our crucial intelligence
sources and methods.

Address to Nation
October, l980

Carter

- "In addition, responding to the Soviet military presence
in Cuba and the proxy role of Cuba on behalf of the USSR,
we have taken or are taking the following actions in supcort
of the rapid deployment force: '

(1) We are substantially increasing our ability
to monitor Cuban and Soviet/Cuban activities;

(2) We have established a Caribbean Joint Task Force
Headquarters which improves our ability to respond
to events in the region;

(3) We are increasing regional military exercises;
and,

(4) We are intensifying assistance to countries in
the region that are threatened by Soviet or Cubanintervention. 1;

State of the Union
1980
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HELSINKI/CSCE/MADRID REVIEW

Reaqan

Reagan considers the Helsinki accords another means
legitimizing the Soviet Union's imperial ambitions by
‘ure recognition of the satellite empire. 9

I5?

9.

"In signing the Helsinki pact we gave the Russians
something they've wanted for 35 years. In effect,
we recognized the Soviet Union's right to hold captive
the Eastern and Central European nations they have
ruled since World War II. We signed the pact apparently
because of one clause which had to do with human rights.
Those making the decision to sign claimed the Soviet
Union by its signature had agreed to let people have
some (if not all) of the rights the rest of us take
for granted. They are (for example) supposed to be
able to leave the Soviet Union and the captive nations
if they choose. But the Russians make promises; they
don't keep them.

Radio Transcript
. January, 1978

As mentioned above, Reagan believes detente was one
way in which the Soviets exploited the West's weaknesses
to their own benefit.

0
"Detente, which started out worthily and with

a good purpose, has become a one—way street. I think
the Soviet Union has become more truculent, more ag
gressive in the world. And we have been responding
with preemptive concessions without getting anything
in return. I think it is time for us to rebuild our
strength and at the same time ake detente if it is
to exist a two-way street by telling the Russians
that is the only way we will observe it."

Christian Science Monitor
June 3, 1976

Reagan compared himself to President Carter.

"I would be very worried about me if the Soviet
Union wanted me to be president."

Washington Post
July 14, 1980
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Carter

"There is opposition abroad, as you well know, to
the pursuit of the principles espoused by the 35 nations
at Helsinki, and there is some skepticism here at home from
others who don't understand the fundamental truth that peace
on theone hand and the pursuitof human rights on the other
are-irrevocably interrelated. Peace and the pursuit of
human rights cannot be strengthened one without the other;
they cannot be successfully advanced independently of one
another. That belief, which we all share, is above party,
as the history of the Helsinki process proves. A Republican
administration signed the accords, and now a Democratic
administration is deeply committed to carrying out those
agreements.

The accords embody goals and values in which Americans
believe, as human beings who are struggling to build a more
decent and a more humane world. The pledges given by the
35 signatories at Helsinki 5 years ago were not lightly
undertaken, and they cannot be lightly abandoned or ignored.
The document that was signed there, even though it was called
the Final Act, was not the end of our work. It was just
a fresh start on work that commenced in this Nation more
than 200 years ago.

The Madrid meeting this year is designed to assess
whatprogress has been made and, if possible, tospeed its
pace and to widen the scope of that progress. Like the
Belgrade meeting in 1977, attended by some of you, Madrid
is an opportunity to look carefully backward and also to
permit us to push forward vigorously.

Some have said that we should stay away from Madrid,
that we ought to drop out of the Helsinki process. Such
ideas spring from ignorance of the meaning of Madrid. Some
have even compared the meeting in Madrid to the Moscow Olym—
pics, suggesting that since American athletes chose not
to go to Moscow, that American diplomats and citizens should
not go to Madrid. This reasoning, of course, is very confused.

As host to the Olympics, the Soviet Union sought to
enjoy both the fruits of aggression in Afghanistan and the
prestige and the propaganda value of being the host of the
Olympics at the same time. American athletes and those
50 other nations rejected that equation as indecent and
unacceptable. I commend them. They stayed at home, at
great sacrifice to themselves, and without them, the Moscow
spectacular has become a pathetic spectacle.
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But Madrid will not be an aggressor's propaganda festival.
The Spanish are the hosts, not the Soviets. The Soviet
Union will be there, as the other 34 states will be there
-- to give an account of the manner in which the commitments
at Helsinki have been fulfilled or not fulfilled is the
undertaking of the'meeting at Madrid. It would certainly
please those who are most guilty of violation of the principles
of Helsinki, including human rights, to be freed of their
obligation to account for their actions before world opinion,
which will be focused upon the meeting in Madrid.

There will be no medals awarded in Madrid. It's not
a wrestling match or a gymnastic tournament among diplomats.
What it will test is the progress made on the international
agendaiofsecurity and cooperation and the firmness of the
principles by which the 35 participants agreed to be bound.

In pursuing the cause of human rights, through the
Helsinki accords, there are no shortcuts. The road that
we're on is the right one. As the Belgrade meeting was
ending, Dante Fascell, who was our congressional chairman
at the time, said, and I quote from him: "Advocacy of human
rights is not a quick fix. It holds no promise of easy
victories." We know that all too well. But this advocacy
of human rights, no matter how difficult it might be at
times and how much it is scorned at times, must be pursued.
And at Madrid it will be pursued, aggressively, persistently,
and with the full focus on it of world opinion."

Remarks at a Ceremony Commemorating
the Fifth Anniversary of the Signi:
of the Final Act in Helsinki
July 29, 1980
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CHINA

Reagan

Since 1971 when he visited Taiwan as an emissary for
President Nixon, Reagan has ardently supported United States
relations with Taiwan. He defended President Nixon's proposed
trip to China. 4

"I'd be scared to death that a Democratic President
would give something away..." 1

Baltimore Sun
February 26, l972

After Nixon's trip Reagan cautiously supported the
President's efforts:

"The trip is over. And, despite the efforts of
many in the press todistortthe<outcome of that trip,
I know because I asked him what would happen if the
Red Chinese should attempt to take Taiwan by force.
And the President said to me, ‘This country will
protect and defend Taiwan."

I know that many of us are uncomfortable. But
if we demand 100 percent adherence to what we think
we would do if we were president, we ignore the fact
that unless we are president and have access to all
the facts that he he has, we don't know whether our
decision would be any different than his.

So let's stop giving him and let's stop givin,
each other political saliva tests to determine whose.
Republicanism is better than whose."

Quoted by Senator Goldwater
Congressional Record
April 20, 1972

Reagan was not prepared to improve relations with
China at the expense of Taiwan.

"Frankly, I have to wonder if it isn't time for
China to come visit us...(W)hile I want better relations
with Red China, as I am sure everyone else does, that this
country not, if it means sacrificing our relationship
with Taiwan."

Issues and Answers
November 30, 1975
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Reagan

When he heard rumors that President Ford intended
to renounce the United States Defense Treaty with Taiwan,
Reagan said:

"I don't believe, however, that in pursuing that
relationshiplwe should be persuaded to drop any of
our longtime friends or allies like Taiwan. I think
we should say to the mainland Chinese that they accept
us and our friendship with the knowledge and under
standing that we will not, in return for that, throw
any allies aside or break any of our commitments to
our allies."

Christian Science Monitor
June 3, 1976

When the Carter administration began normalizing relations
.with Peking, Reagan stated:_

"...(I)t's beginning to look as if our government
is willing to pay the price Peking has put on ‘normali
zation,' though it is hard to see whatis in it for
us." ' ’ '

Radio Transcript
July, 1978

Just after normalization of relations with China Reagan
began proposing a two China policy -- where both China and
Taiwan would have an official liaison office.

"If the Chinese Communists could handle embassy
functions in Washington by calling it a ‘liaison office‘
before January 1, why can't the Republic of China's
embassy -- handling much more work -- be called a
‘liaison office‘ after January 1."

Radio Transcript
January, 1979

During the first month of normalization with China,
Reagan stated that he thought communism was "kind of foreign
to the Chinese temperament." He added:

"I will do everything to try and perhaps lead
the communist nation away from communism."

U rte ress International
January 29, 1980
-A
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Reagan

A favorite theme which Reagan has since dropped was:

“No more Taiwans, no more Vietnams, no more be
trayal of our friends."

. Time Magazine
' February 4, 1980

Reagan stuck to his two-China stand throughout the
campaign.

"I want to have the best relations and have the
Republic of China, the free Republic of China, know
that we consider them an ally and that we have official
relations with them...That liaison office is unofficial,
it is not government. It is a private kind of foundation
thing...I would make it an official liaison office
so they knew they had a governmental relatins."

Los Angeles Times
August 17, 1980

Realizing that his candidate's position would cause
trouble, Reagan's chief foreign affairs advisor, Richard
Allen, held a press conference to deny Reagan would change
the American relationship with China and Taiwan. Allen
said Reagan had been misquoted as advocating a two-China
policy. (New York Times, July 11, 1980)

To clear up any misconceptions by the Chinese regarding
Reagan's statements, Bush visited China as an emissary for
Reagan. At a joint news conference, before the trip, Reagan
restated his position.

"Yes I will advocate restoring official government
status to the Taipei office."

Los Angeles Times
May 19, 1980

Either Reagan did not understand the consequences
of his own proposal, or he was not familiar with the terms
of the Taiwan Relations Act of 1978. Even as Bush was in
China, Reagan stuck by his proposal, when pressed on whether
he favored establishing official relations with Taiwan,
Reagan replied, "I guess...yes." (Washington Post, August
23, 1980)
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After Bush's unsuccessful trip Reagan reaffirmed his
support of a two—China policy.

"I would not pretend, as Carter does, that the
relationship we now have with Taiwan, enacted by our
Congress, is not official."

Associated Press
August 25, 1980

Advisors and the China Issue

The public relations firm of two of Reagan's closest
advisors, Michael Deaver and Peter Hannaford, has been on
the Taiwan government's payroll since 1971. In fact, since
1977 both Deaver and Hannaford have registered with the
Justice Department under the Foreign Registration Act as
representatives of the government of Taiwan, a job for which
their firm receives 55,000 per month. (Los Angeles Times,
June 26, 1980)

Bush

China has "enormous reserves" of oil and "can be a
tremendous source of oil for the United States and the free
world if we handle our diplomatic relations properly."

Dover, NH, Foster's Democrat
June l4, 1979

Bush

"When I last saw Mao Tse-Tung, the emphasis was ‘You've
got time to solve this problem.‘ Carter didn't understandit.
"We should continuetcyimprove our relations with Peking,
but not at the expense of our allies on Taiwan. The
only way forus to have peace is for the United States
to stay strong. I desperately want to see an (SALT
II) agreement, but I wouldn't vote for this agreement
without substantial changes."

Peoria, IL, Journal Star
August 5, 1979
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The Congress, in en sting the Taiwan
Relations Act, wisely gave the President
both the authority and the necessary
flexibility, consistent with his Constitutional
authority to conduct foreign relations, to
manage the relationship with Taiwan in a
way consistent with nor: lization. In signing
the Bill into law, the President, as you J
will recall, removed any doubt as to the
intent of the US Governm at by saying that

_2_

he would implement the law in wkys con
sistent with our normalization under
standings with China. For Reagan to say
simply that he will implement the law,
while at the same time remaining silent
on the question of whether he will honor
the normalization understandings, side—
steps the real issue and raises more
questions about his inte-ti ns.
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Mondale

"President Royo, Mrs. Royo, distinguished heads of delegations,
members of Congress, honored guests and friends. This is
indeed a proud day for the people of Panama. And it is
a proud day for the people of the United States. Together
on this moving occasion, our two nations rejoice as we write
a new chapter in the history of our hemisphere. We meet
at the magnificent’Canal of Panama. For 65 years it has
stood as a triumphant symbol of civilization, of the engineering,
medical, and entrepeneurial genius of the 20th century.
But from this moment forward the Panama Canal takes on a
second symbolic meaning. It becomes two success stories;
both of technology and of political ideals; both of engineering
wizardry and of diplomatic vision; both of the conquest
of nature and the cooperation of cultures. We now seal
a relationship between two independent nations to guarantee
the operation and defense of one of the world's key waterways,
working together in mutual interest and for mutual benefit.
The United States and Panama can be confident in our ability
to achieve our shared objectives. I am here today to say
that we will honor in full the terms of the Treaty. We
will keep the Canal operating smoothly just as it has been
since its opening in 1914. It will remain a safe and sure
route of transit,for the commerce of the entire world.
Today the United States and Panama settle more than the
future of the Canal. For as President Carter has said these
treaties mark the commitment of the United States to the
belief that fairness and not force should lie at the heart
of our dealings withthe nations of the world. Our partnership
is the outcome not of the politics of confrontation but
of a common search for justice. A politics not of domination
or dependence but of mutual interest and aspiration. And
other countries of the world near and far can draw a meaning
ofiahat Panama and the United States have accomplished.
For both our countries have acted with restraint and responsibility.
Both achieved long-standing goals, and both have strengthened
their capacity for independent action and influence on the
global scene. Panama has long been a crossroads of world
commerce. Today Panama also stands at the midpoint of a
new heartland of emerging democracy. In Quito, in La Paz,
we have just witnessed free elections and a successful transition
to civilian rule. In Lima a new constitution has been adopted.
In Santo Domingo elections brought an orderly transfer of
power for the first time in our century. In Managua winds
of democratic progress are stirring where they have long
been stifled. In Honduras, the return to constitutional
rule and elections is underway. From the Dominican Republic
to the North, from the Andean states to the South we celebrate
today a remarkable advance toward effective democratic institu
tions- This move toward more open and democratic societies
is an indigenous process, not a formula imposed from elsewhere
without regard to the diversities of the people concerned.
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It is a dynamic and evolving order reflecting national
diversities alive to aspirations for human rights, and responsive
to the drive to participate in the political process. The
process of the past two years refutes the claim that only
authoritarian methods can provide the social discipline
for, wellbeing and growth. Instead, as the Quito declaration
states, the best way to guarantee the prosperity of people
is to provide a climate of freedom and enforcement of human
rights under new forms of social democracy. These are the
ideals we enshrine in our Panama Canal treaties.

As 15 years of negotiations reach their moment of fulfillment
today, let us pay tribute to the countless thousands who
have made and still make the Canal great. To the French
pioneers who launched its history, to the Americans, and
Barbadians, and Jamaicans, and people literally from every
nation in the world who built the Canal against such over
whelming odds. To the Panamanians and Americans whose hard
work day after day has maintained its efficient operation
and to those who will continue that crucial work by staying
on with the Panama Canal Commission. The creation of the
Canal, as its superb historian his written, "was one of
the supreme human achievements of all time, the culmination
of a heroic dream of four hundred years, and of more than
20 years of phenomenal effort and sacrifice. The fifty
miles between the oceans were among the hardest ever won
by human effort and ingenuity. And no statistics on tonnage
or tolls can begin to convey the grandeur of what was accomplished.
The Canal is an expression of that old and noble desire,
to bridge the divide, to bring people together." So today
let us celebrate a new bridging of the divide, a new drawing
together. For 65 years the Panama Canal has joined the
oceans. Now and forevermore it will join our ideals.
Thank you."

Press Release
Albrook Field, Panama
October 1, 1979
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Office of the White House Press Secretary

WHITE HOUSE STATEHZXT CS
CUBAN REFUGIES

After consultations with senior advisers and with Congress, and in
the spirit of the San Jose Conference, the President has decided
to take the following steps to welcome the Cuban refugees in a
legal and orderly process:

1. We are prepared to start an airlift or a sealift
immediately as soon as President Castro accepts
this offer. Our Government is chartering two
large, sea-worthy ships, which will go to Key West
to standby, ready to go to Cuba. To ensure a
legal and orderly process, all people will have
to be screened before departure fro: Cuba.
Priority will be given to political prisoners,
to close relatives of 0.5. permanent residents,
and to persons who sought freedom in the Peru
vian Embassy and in our Interest Section last
month. In the course of our discussions with
the Congress and with the Cuban-American com
munity, the international community and the
Cuban Government, we will determine the number
of people to be taken over the next twelve
months. We will fulfill our humanitarian responsibilities, and we hope other governments will
adjust their previous pledges to resettle
Cuban refugees to take into account the larger
problem that has developed. This will provide
a safe and orderly way to accom: date Cubans
wishing to enter the U.S.

Tomorrow, we will open a Family Registration
Office in Miami to receive the names of close
Cuban relatives of U.S. permanent residents
who will be eligible for immigration.

The Coast Guard is now communicating with these
vessels illegally enroute to or from Cuba and
those already in Mariel Harbor to tell them to
return to the United States without taking Cubans
on board. If they follow this directive, they
have nothing to fear from the law. He will do
everything possible to stop these illegal trips
to Cuba. we will take the following steps to
ensure that the law is obeyed:

(a) The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS}
will continue to issue notices of intent to fine
those unlawfull' bringing uoans to this country.
As fines becomeydue, they will be collected.

(b) All vessels currently nd unlawfully car ying
Cubans to this country will h:ncu:orth be
seized by the Customs Servi:e.

(c) anyone
to Cuna
separate
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(d) The Coast Guard will continue to review each
vessel that returns to the United States for
violations of boat safety law. Those found
to be in gross violation of the law will be
subject to criminal prosecution and additional
fines. Furthermore, boats which are found to

' be safety hazards will be detained.

(a) Any individual who has been notified by INS
for unlawfully bringing Cubans into the country
-and who makes another trip will be subject to

, criminal prosecution and the boat used for such
a repeat trip will be seized for forfeiture J

proceedings.

(f) Law enforcement agencies will take additional
steps, as necessary, to implement this policy
and to discourage the unlawful boat traffic to
Cuba.

4. Castro has taken hardened criminals out of prison and
mental patients out of hospitals and has forced boat
owners to take them to the U.S. Thus far, over 400
such prisoners have been detained. We will not per
mit our country to be used as a dumping ground for
criminals who represent a danger to our society, and

. . we will_begin exclusion proceedings against these
people at once. .

5. These steps will make clear to the Government of Cuba
our determination to negotiate an orderly process.
This is the mission of the three-government delegation
established by the San Jose Conference last week. Our

, actions are intended to promote an international solu
tion to this problem. We intend to continue our con
sultations with the participants of the San Jose Con
ference and consider additional steps the international
community should take to resolve this problem.

In summary, the U.S. will welcome Cubans, seeking freedom, in ac
cordance with our laws, and we will pursue every avenue to estab
lish an orderly and regular flow.

The President continues to be greatly concerned about the Haitians
who have been coming to this country on small boats. he has in
structed appropriate federal agencies to receive the Haitians in
the same manner as others seeking asylum. However, our laws never
contemplated and do not provide adequately for people coming to
our shores in the manner the Cubans and Haitians have. We will
work closely with the Congress.to for: late a long-term solution
to this problem and to determine the legal status of these "boat
people"after the current emergency situation is controlled.

The Cuban American community has contributed much to Miami, the
State of Florida, and to our country. The President understands
the deep desire to reunite familiar which has led to this situa
tion. He calls upon the Cuban-A:urican community to end the boat
flotilla and help bring about a saf- and orderly resolution to
this crisis.
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DEFEJSE POLICY/WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Reagan
v
I. Weapon Systems

Reagan and the Republican Platform call for massive
rearmament in both conventional and nuclear forces.
While both Reagan and the Republican platform list specific
weapon systems which they would fund, it appears that
Reagan favors an arms race as an end in itself —— as
a means for challenging Soviet industrial capacity:

"If we start an arms buildup, they (the Soviets)
will understand that the alternative to legitimate
limitation is our industrial might and power turned
to a military buildup."

Wall Street Journal
June 3, 1980

Reagan has been a constant supporter of all weapon _’
programs. In fact, he has never publicly opposed any
major weapon system in the last 15 years.

Neutron Bomb

Reagan strongly opposed any funding cuts in the
development of the neutron bomb. He views the neutron
bomb as "an offensive weapon that could bridge the gap
for conventional weapons." (New York Times, May 6, 1980)

Reagan has called the neutron bomb the closest thing
to the ideal weapon.

"Very simply it is the dreamed of death ray
weapon of science fiction. t kills enemy soldiers
but doesn't blow up the surrounding countryside
or destroy villages, towns and cities. It won't
destroy an enemy tank —— just kill the tank crew.

"Now some express horror at this and charging
immortality, portray those who would use such a
weapon as placing a higher value on property than
human life. This is sheer unadulterated nonsense.
It is harsh sounding, but all war weapons back to
club, the sling and the arrow, are designed to kill

33-896 0 — 84 - 36 Part 1
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the soldiers of the enemy. With gunpowder andartillery and later bombs and bombers, war could
not be confined to the battlefield. And so came
total war with non—combatants outnumbering soldiers
in casualties." ‘

Reagan Radio Transcript
March 1978 - April 1978

Reagan supports deployment of the neutron bomb in
almost every available delivery system.

"I favor development and deployment of the
neutron warhead for U.S. theatre nuclear forces,
including ballistic missiles, cruise missiles,
artillery and bombs."

Washington Post
April 24, 1980

MX Missile

Reagan supports development of the MX Missile system.
However, because it will be years before the system is
deployable, he has called for a faster remedy.

"To prevent the ultimate catastrophe of a massive
nuclear attack, we urgently need a program to preserve
and restore our strategic deterrent. The Administra
tion proposes a costly and complex new missile system.
But we can't complete that until the end of this
decade. ‘Given the rapidly growing vulnerability
of our land based missile force, a faster remedy
is needed." ‘

Address to Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980

Cruise Missile

Reagan is a strong advocate of the cruise missile.

"You've got a weapon system they can't counter
..The cruise missile could be just that."

Los Angeles Times
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Reagan has attacked the Carter Administration for
delaying production of the cruise missile.

"We have an administration that in three years
' has done away with...the cruise missile...and you
could go on with weapon after weapon..."

San Jose News
March 10, l93O

Republican Platform

The Republican platform calls for development of
virtually every weapon system under consideration:

"0 the earliest possible deployment of the MX missile
in a prudent survivable configuration;

accelerated development and deployment of a
new manned strategic penetrating bomber that
will exploit the $5.5 billion already invested
in the B-1, while employing the most advanced
technology available;

deployment of an air defense system comprised
of dedicated modern interceptor aircraft and
early warning support systems;

acceleration of development and deployment of
strategic cruise missiles deployed on aircraft,
on land, and on ships and submarines;

modernization of the military command and control
system to assure the responsiveness of U.S.
strategic nuclear forces to presidential command
in peace or war; and

vigorous research and development of an effective
anti-ballistic missile system, such as is already
at hand in the Soviet Union, as well as more
modern ABM technologies."

1980 Republican Platform
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B-l Bomber

_ In 1976, when the Senate voted to delay a decision
on building the B-1 bomber, Reagan criticized its action.

"The action in the Senate must have been good
news in Moscow. They must have been toasting in
the Kremlin."

Washington Post
May 22, 1976

Similarly, when President Carter cancelled production
of the B—l, Reagan questioned the decision.

"I don't think that the current administration
is doing what should be done — not when it cancels
the B-1 bomber, which is probably the foremost advance
in aircraft that has ever been ——or has been presented
since we went to the jet engines..."

Face the Nation
May 14, 1978M

Reagan criticized the Carter Administration for
cutting funding for the Boeing YC—l4:

"All of this sounds reassuring, doesn't it?
But there is a kicker in the story - Last December
the Administration cancelled the YC—l4 program in
one of its ‘national security’ or perhaps I should
say ‘insecurity’ decisions.

"Meanwhile, by some strange coincidence the
Soviet Union just happensto begoingfull-speed ahead

on an airplane building program. And the plane
they are building looks for all the world like a
mirror image of the YC-14. Well, why not? The
YC-14 is the most advanced idea in cargo transport
of combat forces and equipment in the world today."

Reagan Radio Broadcast
June, 1978
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MILITARY POLICY

Bush

"My view is, get a good SALT Treaty and sign it.
' My view is, strengthen defense. So I think the
linkage that I got from your question is though
I know others feel that way, I think it is; and
my view has always been judge the Treaty on its
merits, and if it's good, go ahead. Strengthen defense;
yes, we're going to have to do that. You see, when
President Carter came in he took out of the Ford
budget the B-1, the neutron, improvement of the
Navy. And there was one other major area -- MX-- the mobile missile. And he took all this out,
shifted that money over into the social side of
the equation, in terms of spending, and I think
those priorities were wrong. I think we're getting
too weak."

CBS Face the Nation
page 8

. October 7, 1979

Bush

"For even if the Carter administration were able
to convince the American people that it hasn't failed
in its responsibility to maintain our nation's strategic
capabilities -- and I, for one, believe the people are
wise enough to see through this orchestrated campaign-- the Soviet Union is all-too-aware of our country's
diminished military, naval and strategic power.

"The men in the Kremlin know, as Governor Reagan
has pointed out, that in the past fifteen years the United
States has lost its deterrent advantage over the Soviet
Union in all but a handful of military categories -
and if current trends continue, they'll surpass us even
in those. ' -

"It's a frightening thought.‘ But in this crucial
year of decision, the operative phrase in that thought
is, obviously, "if current trends-continue."

World Affairs Council, Pittsburgh
September 5, 1980
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Carter Record on Defense Programs:
Claims and Reality.

The Administration's defense budgets and programs
demonstrate its clear commitment to preserving our national
security in the face of sustained Soviet challenge. This
record stands in clear contrast to the performance-eif not
the rhetoric--of proceeding Republican administrations.

Some have claimed that "Ford would have done more
than President Carter has'done." It is always easier to
claim what might have been done than to actually deliver.
Again, the President's record is noteworthy--four years of
sustained real growth, in contrast to eight years of real
decline.

' '4 -

o The last "real" Ford budget was the one for Fiscal
Year 1977, submitted in 1976; before GOP primaries stimu
lated a series of interim changes, and before the Presi
dent's defeat in November 1976 left his officials just
before leaving office free to propose a budget that did
not have to meet the standards of realism and consistency
required of a budget that must be defended and executed
by its authors. . .

e Claims that strategic programs planned by the Ford
Administration were vitiated by President Carter are based
on a combination of misleading assertions and oversimplifi
cation. These charges simply don't stand up under scrutiny.

-- We already had 100 "extra" Minuteman missiles
(missiles without launchers) in the inventory. Keeping the
production line in a stand-by status (as suggested by Ford)
at a cost of as much as $300 million a year, made no sense
_at all, and this Administration wisely declined to do it.

-- Ford's covered trench-nobile MX missile might
have been operational in FY 84, as he projected, but the
system as designed would have been much less capable than
the carefully studied design now undergoing full scale
development by the Carter Administration.

-— Meeting a FY 79 IOC for the TRIDENT SSBN,
as projected by the Republicans, was clearly impossible
as early as 1975. Shipyard management and industrial
delay problems which plagued the TREUENT program under
previous administrations have now been cleared up. The
first TRIDENT submarine is at sea now and will be on
patrol next year.
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‘of the Alliance's TNF modernization program.

-- The B-l would not be as effective a way to
maintain the third leg of our deterrent--in the face of
vigorous Soviet air defense programs--as would the
Administration's dynamic program of ALCH development,
production and deployment. The ALCH contractor has been
recently selected, and the program is on schedule. Vork
on design, construction and eventual procurement of a
new ALCM carrier aircraft is also underway and on
schedule. We new project an 1982 IOC for the first full
squadron of B-S25, each aircraft equipped with 16 missiles.
(Funding has also been requested for new penetrating
bomber technology for a 1990s replacement to the,B-S2.)

Finally, the Carter Administration has
assigned high priority to realistic ground~ and sea-launched
cruise missile programs, with the result that we will
have a GLCM available for deployment in Europe as soon as
the infrastructure is available to receive it. In December
our NATO allies endorsed this deployment as one element

A SLCM
program is proceeding in parallel with the counterpart
ground-launched project. By eontrast, no decisions on
full—scale development of any cruise missile were made by
the Republicans until the last few days of the Ford
Administration. v

o This Administration has responded wisely to the
adverse trends in the military balance (trends which
arise from a doubling of Soviet military spending in the
last twenty years while ours remained level) and to
increased dangers to U.S. interests through steady
increases in defense budgets, culminating in substantial
growth in the FY 81 defense budget. Our current Five
Year Defense Program projects continued real growth in
defense spending through FY 1985. ~

In the first year of this Administration, we placed
the major weight of our efforts behind improving NATO's
early conventional combat capability, primarily through
the Alliance's Long Term Defense Program and the three
percent real growth commitment. We next turned to the
problem of modernizing our strategic Triad. Most recently,
we have taken steps to modernize our theater nuclear forces
in Europe. Thus, programs in each of these areas are
underway and have momentum. We are now concentrating special
attention and resources on improving our capabilities to
deal with the-threats and crises around the world and, in
particular, we are acting to expand tne improvement (begun
two years ago) in our ability to get men and equipment
quickly to potential areas of conflict and to retain our
preeminence at sea in an era of new technologies.
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_ Not-only‘hns:the President's commitment to growth in
Defense capability been steady over three years, but key
planning to meet contingencies such as the present crisis
in the Persian Gulf has been underway for some two years.
Critics have tried to claim that our healthy increase in
1981 Defense spending was a last minute concoction in
response to Afghanistan, and that our Rapid Deployment
Forces were likewise an eleventh hour invention.

The contrary is‘true, and we have-the public record
to prove it. Our 1981 program was built last summer,
with important emphasis--Q13-hostage and pie-Afghanistan-—
on expanded capabilities to deploy forces worldwide,
outside the NATO theater. That program and the emphasis
was formulated during the early fall of 1971 and briefed
to the Congress by Secretary Brown in early December,
before_the Soviet invasion into Afghanistan. Vhile some
members in the Congress (which has cut every Carter defense
budget by $lB or more) have only recently "recognized" the
need for sustained real growth, President Carter has been
requesting and urging support for such defense budgets
since his inauguration. _ .

\.
The Carter modernization thrust spans the entire

defense program, with impressive Capabilities now and in
the future:

0 For the Army, more than doubling the prepositioned
combat equipment in NATO to allow rapid reinforcement of
our Allies, the new XN-l tank, IFV armored vehicle, and
the Roland air defense missile.

0 For the Navy and Marines, the Trident missile
and continued Trident submarine production, the AEGIS
fleet air defense cruiser, new TAKX Marine Maritime
Prepositioning ships, the P-l8/A-18 fighter and attack
aircraft, and more FFG-7 frigates for protection of
‘supply convoys.

o For the Air Force, the MX missile and the air
launched cruise missile (a far more capable alternative
to the B-1) to modernize and strengthen our strategic
capability; twenty-six fully equipped tactical fighter
wings, many with new F-l5, F-16 and A-l0 aircraft; the
KC-10 advanced cargo/tanker aircraft to speed rapid
deployment; and the CX transport aircraft to expand
our ability to airlift men and equipment anywhere on
the globe.

In addition, we are strengthening our
to respond forcefully in a crisis by reinst
tion for potential military service. T115

tion's ability
‘L registra
egistretion of
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young men shortens the time it will take us to mobilize in
the face of any military contingency,_and it will tend to
increase enlistments, especially in our reserve forces.

In sum, the record of President Carter is a measured,
responsible performance that reflects his consistent, long
term Commitment to our nation's security.

a
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AN OVERVIEW OF MAJOR DEFENSE PRCSRAHS
f\

This paper prose ts a brief overv.ew of tne major.defense
programs in the Carter =dm1nistra::on's Five Year’DeIense Program.

suwmrnr 0? PROGRAM
' '

A. Strategzc Forces

l. HX - In order to meet the challenge posed by the_
vigorous Soviet ICEM program, we will deploy 200 new MX inter
continental ballistic missiles (ICBHS) in a mobile and survivable
basing mode. Each HX will be equipped with 10 warheads, compared
to three on each of our current MINUTZYAN III missiles.

2. TRIDENT — We are modernizing the sea-based leg of the
strategic TRIAD with two major programs. The new highly—accurate
TRIDENT I missile will be placed on POSLIDON submarines. This
missile's longer range will enable submarines equipped with it to
patrol an ocean area 10 times larger, thus making them more
difficult for the Soviets to detect and destroy. The new TRIDENT
submarine, the first of which is scheduled to go on patrol next
year, has more (24) and larger missile tubes than the POSEIDON
boats, is guieter;and can remain on patrol much longer.

3. Air—Launched Cruised Missile - The long-range, deadly
accurate air—launched cruise missile (ALCM) is the key to the‘
modernization of the third leg of the TRIAD, our bomber force.
Our plans are to deploy over 3,000 ALCMs on 151 of our B-S2
bombers. The ALCM can be launched from a bomber that is far
outside the range of Soviet air defenses. This program will
provide an effective retaliatory force well into the 1980s and
beyond.

4. New Strategic Aircraft — To hedge against unexpected
vulnerabilities in the B-S2/ALCH system, we are continuing
to investigate designs for a new cruise missile carrier and
a new manned penetrating bomber. ‘

B. Forces for NATO

l. ‘NATO Long Term Defense Program (LTDPL - This Administra
tion has reaffirmed our historic commitment to the defense of
Western Europe against the warsaw Pact. In l978, NATO adopted the
LTDP (proposed by the United States in 1977), which provides for
long-term planning and co-operative effozts among the United Stats
and our NATO allies. he and our NATO allies are committed to
increasing real defense spending (after \nf1ation; by three porter
per year through the mid—l93Cs, in order to bolster our convcntiar
capabilities to deter -- and, if nLCQ33§f:, to deZ:a_ -- Harsnw ?;
aggression.
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2. Theater Nuclear Forces - Theater nuclear
provide an important link between conventional and 5
nuclear capabilities, demonstrating our willingness t
_nuclear weapons, if necessary, in support of our XATO allies.
The Soviet build-up in their own long-range theater nuclear
forces (especially the'BACKFIRE bomber and the SS-20 missile)
cannot go unanswered by NATO. Thus, modernization of our long
range TN? is a top priority. In December l979, the Alliance
decided to deploy in Europe 464 ground-launched cruise missiles
(GLCHS) beginning in 1983 and replace 108 of our older PSRSHING
IA missiles with longer—range PERSHZSS II missiles.

3. Pre—positioned Ecuipment - Cur HATO reinforcement
objectives can be met only if we severely reduce the demand on
our limited airlift assets during the early stages of a conflict.
To accomplish this, we are going to preposition more equipment in
Europe. We have programmed enough additional equipment for three
divisions in Europe by 1982 and are considering further increases.

4. Readiness and Sustainabilitv — In order to increase
both the readiness of our forces in Europe as well as their
ability to fight fbr longer periods of time, we are programming
increases in spare parts, munitions, support structure and
training, war reserves, and other key support items. In the FY
1981 budget request, 63 percent of the $59 billion defense
logistics dollars are dedicated to support peacetime material
readiness programs;

'

C. Mobility Forces

Our long;term mobility objective is to be able to support
the concurrent demands of a world-wide NATO—Harsaw Pact conflict
and those of a non-NATO contingency. He-will meet those demands
with a carefully balanced program of forward deployed forces,airlift, sealift and prepositioned equipment.

1. Airlift — We are moving ahead with plans for the CX
transport, which will carry outsized cargo (such as heavy tanks)
over intercontinental ranges and wave the capability to operate
into small, austere airfields. We are considering two alternatives
for the CX: a totally new aircraft and an existing.aircraEt (or

7. To support deployment ofmodified version), like the C-5 or 74
our general purpose forces, we have ; :...ed a new tanker—cargo

1 e a unique long-range,
1 “ Cr'"V '- in addition

‘
-"Lt
to carry

:3
1 1a
1

aircraft, the KC-10. The KC-10 wi
large off-lord can‘city and the
to fuel. We are also enhancing
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2. Seali§£ — Even with enhanced airlift to augment oursealift capability, much of the equipment our troops will need in
combat must be carried by ship. We are purchasing eight commercial
SL—7 cargo ships and converting them to RC/R0 (Roll-on/Roll-off)
shipsl These fast ships can carry large amounts of equipment to
European seaports in four days, and the Persian Gulf in two weeks,
from U.S. ports on the East coast. _

ce (RDJT?) - In order to
ments of a non—NATO

3. Rapid Deployment Joint Task For
be able to respond rapidly to the reguir
contingency, we have designated certain f our land, sea, and air
forces for the RDJTF. The forces availa le to the RD? include
both heavy and light Army and Marine units, naval carrier battle
groups, and tactical fighter and airlift wings. In a non-NATO
contingency, we would initially deploy our light ground forces
and tactical aircraft, with emphasis on speed and mobility,
followed by heavy armored RD? forces, as dictated by the require
ments of the particular contrhgency.

4. Maritime Prepesitioning - Since rapidly deployable
light forces are_pot adequate for sustained combat, we also need
a-capability to deploy heavy armored forces rapidly. A major
initiative to that end is our program to buy new Maritime Pre
positioning Ships (MP5). By prepositioning equipment, supplies
and ammunition, these new ships will enable us to rapidly deploy
an armor-heavy Marine division anywhere in the world. In the
interim, we are currently prepositioning equipment for certain
Marine units on seven specially configured commercial ships, ‘
which are now en route to the Indian Ocean to provide a flexible
and rapid response capability for non-NATO contingencies.

D. Other Modernization Programs

1. Tactical Air - We are completing a major modernization
of our tactical air (TACAIR) forces. Air Force units are now
being equipped with the F-15, the world's best fighter; the
highly reliable F-16 multi—purpose fighter; and the A—lO, close
air support and interdiction aircraft. Uavy TACAIR units are now
flying the F-14, which, with its sophisticated PHDENIX missile
system, provides a significant air defense capability. We are
also programming a new F/A-l8 multi—purpose fighter/attack
aircraft. To complement our TACAIR systems, we are also continu
ing to buy one more example of U.S. state—of-the-art military
technology, the Airborne warning and Control System (EHACS)
aircraft, which provides early detection, warning, and command
and control for our TACAIR forces.



2. XH— - The X£—l main battle tank will provide a signifi—
cant improvement in our abi ity to counter the Warsaw Pact
armored threat. The XH—l new carries a 1C
fired accurately, day or night, even ile the tank is moving at
speeds up to 40 mph. In 1984, we w arm the EX-1 with a new,
German-designed 128mm gun, which wi insure its ability to
counter the enemy threat into the l s. ~

_

3. Naval Forces — We are modern our naval forces both
by building new ships and by updating ting ones. Our current
plans call for expanding our fleet to ‘l 558 ships- We will
maintain our force of 12 operating ai carriers through tee
year 2000 by continuing the Service 1 Extension Program
(SLEP). We are maintaining the best anti—sub:arine war:a:e (ASH)
capability in the world by procuring new attack submarines and
frigates, and improving surveillance, detection and other ASW
related equipment. We are continuing to build the AEGIS air
defense ships which allow our naval forces to operate in "high
threat" areas. With its phased-array radar and automated control
systems, AEGIS will substantially increase our capability to
protect carrier battle groups against heavy air—tc-surface
missile attacks.T Our ability to conduct amphibious operations
will be enhanced'by our program to buy new LSD-41 amphibious
ships and TAKX maritime prepositioning ships- Our FY 1981
program calls for procurement of a total of 97 new ships,
including guided missile frigates, oilers, mine countermeasure
ships and cargo ships. These programs fully exploit the techno
logical lead the U.S. holds in naval force development. The vast
capabilities of U.S. naval power cannot be measured'in terms of
numbers alone. Our technological superiority has kept our Navy
"second to none."

E. Peoole Programs

Ensuring that we have capable and motivated people for our
military forces is one of our top pr3o ty defense objectives
While we have placed greater emphasi improving our IECYUiCLP'
programs, we have found that increas etention of senior
enlisted men and women as well as or rs in certaln critical
skills is essential.

To help meet the needs of our servzcenen and women, Preside
Carter has supported an 11.7 percen: pay increase and proposed a
comprehensive Fair benefits Package, which includes:

.' .-__...‘.. p-L\
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—— a variable housing allowance for high-cost areas within
the U.S.;

-h higher reimbursement rates for travel required to
assume a new assignment;

—— family separation allowances for lower enlisted ranks;
.

—— continuation bonus for pilots;

-— a dental plan for dependents; and

-— baby care for dependents under two years of age.

We are confident that enactment of this proposal will greatly
reduce the exodus of many of our most experi ced and valuable

e
an

military men and women and help provide th quality of life our
people in uniform deserve.
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must reinforce our ties with
most important trading partner and we are her first. have

close ties in other fields too. The mos: important example is the
US—Japan Mutual Security, which recentl‘ marked its 20th anniversa
Understanding the Japanese perspective is imp rtant for the succes
of American policy. As Amb. Bush will tell you in detail, he foun
Jaoanese leaders unanimous in their view that the US must be a str
reliable, leading partner.
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Since the objective of the trip was to have just such an exchange

without necessarily reaching any agreement, I believe the objecti

was reached. We now have received an updated, irst—hand (accou:

of Chin 's views, and the Chinese leaders have heard our point of

view.

While in Beijing, Amb. Bush and Richard-Allah met at length with

Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping, Foreign Minister Huang due, as well I\'

with other top foreign policy experts and military leaders.

appreciate the courtesies whic the Chinese leaders extended to :

party, and I also wish to thank US Amb. Leonard Woodcock for his
kind assistance.

We now maintain full and friendly diplomatic relations with China‘
This relationship began only a few years ago, and it is one we
which we should develop and strengthen in the years ahead. It's
delicate relationship, and the Reagan—Bush Administration will
handle it with care and respect, with due regard for our own vita‘
interests in the world generally and in the Pacific section

specifically.

China and the US have a common interest in maintaining peace, so

our nations can grow and prosper. Two—way trade has now reached

approximately 3 1/2 billion dollars annually, and China's putts;
program of modernization depends in a major way on Western and

US technology.

Along with many other nations, we and China share a deep concern

the pace and scale of the Soviet military buildup. Chinese leads

agree with japanese leaders that the “S must be a strong and

vigorous defender o the eace. And they specifically favor us'0

bolstering our defense and our alliances. It is quite clear
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that we do not, however, see eye to eye on Taiwan. And thus, thi

is an appropriate time for me to state our position on this issue

I'm sure that the Chinese leaders would place no value on our

relations with them if they thought that we would break commitme:
to them if a stronger power were to demand it. Based on my long
standing conviction that American can provide leadership and con:

respect only if it keeps the commitments to its friends, large a:
small, a Reagan—Bush Administration would observ these a princi;

in dealing with the China situation.
\-- First, US-Chinese relations are important to America as well

as to Chinese interests. Our partners.ip should be global and

strategic. In seeking imprbved relations with the People's

Republic of China, I would extend the hand of friendship to all/f
Chinese. In continuing our relations, which date from theM
historic opening created by President Nixon, I would continue t.
process of expanding trade; scienti5ic,~and cultural ties.
—- Second, I pledge to work for peace, stability, and economie

‘ .
the economic growth of the Western Pacific area, in cooperation

with Japan, the People's Republic of China, the Republic of Kore

and Taiwan.

-- Third, I will cooperate and consult with all countries in the~ '

area in a mutual effort to stand firm against aggression or sea‘
for hegemony which threatens the peace and stability of the are
-- Fourth, I intend that US relations with Taiwan will develop

with the law of ou:,land, the Taiwan nelations Act. This iegis

is the product of democratic process anc is designed to remedy

defects of the totally inadequate legislation proposed by Jimmy

Carter. By accepting China's ChI;3 conditions for normalizatic

33-896 0 — 84 — 37 Part 1
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Jimmy Carter made concessions that Presidents Nixon an

f his0had steadfastly refused to make. I was and an critical
decision, because T believe that he made concessions that were

elt thatnot necessary and not in our national interest. I

a condition of normalization, by itself a sound policy choice,

should have been the retention of a liaison office on Taiwan”f
of equivalent status to the one which we had earlier established

in Beijing. With persistant and principalled negotiating

position, I believe that normalization could ultimately have been
achieved on this basis. But that is behind us now. My present—
concern is to safeguard the;interest of the US and to enforce th

law of the land.~
It was the timely action, reflecting the strong support of the
American people for Taiwan, that forced the changes in the in—_

adequate bill which Mr. Carter proposed. Clearly the Congress
was unwilling to buy the Carter plan, which it believed would hav
jeopardized Taiwan's security. This Act, designed by the Congres

. __q-_
to provide adequate safeguards for Taiwan's security and well—bei

also provides the official basis for our relations with our long
term friend and ally. It declares our official policy to one of
maintaining peace and promoting extensive; close, and friendly

relations between the US and the 17 million people on Taiwan, as

well as the l billion people of the China mainland.
It specifies that our official policy considers any effort to
determine the future of Taiwan by other nan ,-_-_-t

threat to peace and of grave concern to the US. And most import:

it spells out our policy of providing defensive weapons to Taiwa:
and mandates the US to maintain the means to resist any resort t:
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force Or other forms of coercion which threaten the securit

social or economic system of Taiwan.

This Act further spells out in great»detail.how_the President c

the US, our highest elected official, shall conduct relations wi'
Taiwan, leaving to his discretion the specific methods of achiev;

policy objectives. The Act further details how our official
'__-————--——-—————- ;::==__

personnel, including diplomats, are to administer US relations w:

Taiwan through the American Institute in Taiwan. It specifies i____--__
for that purpose they are to resign for the term of their duty

in Taiwan and then be reinstated to their former agencies of the

US Government with no loss of status, seniority or pension right

The intent of the Congress is crystal clear. Our official relat
with Taiwan will‘be funded by Congress with public monies, the

expenditure of which will be audited by the Comptroller General

the US and Congressional oversight will be performed by two stan
committees of the Congress.

Now you might ask what I would do differently. I would not pret¥
as Cafter does that the relationship we now have with Taiwa;J en

by our Congress, is not official. I am satisfied that this Act-___d
provides an official and adequate basis for safegua:-ing our
relationship with Taiwan, and I pledge to’enforce it. But E-351
eliminate petty practices of the Carter Administration which are

inappropriate and demeaning to our Chinese friends on Taiwan. 3
_____a
example it absurd and not required by the Act that our represen~
are not permitted to meet with Taiwanese officials in their off

and ours. I will treat all Chinese officials with fairness and
dignity. I would not impose restrictions which are not reguire

b the Taiwan Relations Act and which contravene its spirit andY _
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Xz.

purpose.

other examples of how Carter has oone out of his wav to

uun:liatg Qu: friends or “=‘w=— Taiwanese officials are ignored-5 .I’
at senior levels of the US governmeno.
__________________\

The Taiwan Relations Act/
requires that the Taiwanese be permitted to keep :hs

same number of offices in this country that they had before.
______________
Previously, Taiwan had l4 such officies. Today there are but 9.

Taiwanese military officers are no loncer permitted to train in
the US or to attend service academies. Recently the Carter.__________—___-.-'4
Administration attemoted to ban all imports fro;_Taiwan labelled
"Made in the Republic of China," but was forced to rescind the

order after opposition began to mount in the Congress. The

Career Administration unilaterally imposed a l year moratorium
on arms supplies, even though the Act specifies that Taiwan shall

be provided with arms of a defensive character. The Carter Admi:g
stration abrogated the Civil Aviation Agreement with Taiwan, whic‘
had been effect since 1947. In response to demands from the

People's Republic of China, he did this.

I recognize that the People's Republic of China is not pleased
with the Taiwan Relations, which the US Congress insisted on as

the official basis for our relations wich.Taiwan. This was made
abundantly clear to Mr. Bush and, I am told, is clear to the
Carter Administration. But it is the law of our land.
-— Fifth, as President, I will not accept the inoerference cf
______

any foreign power in the process of ;IOt5:Zin; American interesc
_. J

and carrying out the laws of our land. To do coherwise would be

a dereliction of my duty as President. It is my conclusion that
the strict observance of these 5 principals will be in the best

_: 4.\-._ 11¢ 0-ks 'O¢nn‘l§'< '2fiD\.I.bliC Of China: and the'_' __.__~



people on Tafwah.
I

have to await the results of the election in November. But in

decicing what to do, I will take in: account _he views of the

The specific implementation of these duties w

People's Republic of China as well as Taiwan. It will be my ii:
intention to preserve the interests of the US, and as President

nwill choose the methods by which this shall best be acoomplishe
That's the end of the statement. And now I'm sure you'll have

a great many questions for Amb- Bush, who has been there on tne

scene . ,



Idestion: I've got a question for You iirst. ~t seems ‘at re c_-a. ---m n..

the Chinese have been saying publicly is that what they've objected to is not
(_ ' _ L‘ l 0 Q ' O 0 ‘an ‘A Q \- . I'-— £l8vlO:S act, but }cur cnarac.eri-at_sn of you. oes__ze feiw M .

‘
c__

relationship with them to be "official." _ They seemto be most upset with that

oroisa of worcs. So, I want to ask you why you bave_insisted that that is what

you ;a_o--an'"official" relationship? _

33353;; Fel_, as I have told you, the l-w is very cleer and I would enforce it.
does give certain discretion to the President, and myquarrel is with the na“n_r

‘q which Jimmy Carter has abused that discretion. And'I think it is a transparent;
Q Q

‘10CIltlC8l to'pretend that an act passed oy tne US Congress resulting in anand.h3

agency for a foundation created by a Government agency, mannedby Government

employees who, even though they are on leave of absence, have all the prequisitas\

that existed when they were_on active duty with the Governnent, and funded by our

Government, is not indeed an official relationship. AS a matter of fact, the very/‘ ‘ ‘

4\;lause in the act that says we can provide defensive weapons—-you cannot provide

weapons to another Ebuntry without officially going through the US Government

to do so. ~ ' '

Question: Governor, in that press conference ten days ago you~
speg*ficallv cited this Act as providing authority for governmental—~
relations with Taiwan. Amb. Bush has flatly contradicted that, sayi:'~ ~__ _-__—.
the Act calls for non—governmental relations.

Bush: I don't remember vou saying government.~fi
Question: Can you tell what you now believe and whether you still
bink there should an official, overt US Liaison Office on Taiwan?JW;

‘=53;-.,-3:NO, I'm just saying, I think I just ans-we:-edth t--that the act has made' E-‘ l I
it very clear—-as I say, the use of the word "official" is what C-orge said when,
,he was there, once publicly, that the problem really seemed to be one of semantic—-~ .

I 4- '.'°J.& '- 4 L _ A‘ ‘|-- _ '‘,-l‘..'.‘ '.'r'_ ¢'._4.-.And, no, the insti u~8 that is .here and one _ w plO?1QEa .o. the tn_ngs that _,__fl-——~
whatever changes I would makeare titbin the context of that law; as I pointed_— 1 L ~-'----I‘--1
nut here in the statement
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/5
'

~'-' ;.-at‘ mp: clectac rresirs.-.:, you -o_- -. -- -

-=“ ar.ior:s '-'itl". 'I'ai'-'a.'.?

'r .

this wocld than be--this is the var; thin; 1-'ne:e the misunderstanding

a distortirzz of :3‘ positio:

that has ‘seer picked up by the C7ni::ese' p.-ass. _ ‘.-.ave .-.e'¢e: ad'-'o:ated diplc.-. tic

:ela‘..ic::s--?¢i§*., has in tbe 'language of dij:lo:ac;r, a very tech.-zical r:sar.i.-.g,

which requires an smbass and so for-tt.--azd you '-'<:';ld be violating the va-;r tZ~._.-1g

that both gove.-.-.:e:~.ts :':: 3n‘_."-.a—you'd be violati.-.3 --hat they ‘seliere. ;:eca‘~se

both of those government insist that sac‘: one oi‘ the: are--is the

a"_. of China. And there's no way that we can do that. '.
Question: I don't understand your reference to "both governments in C11‘.-za."

I

age:-.: I mam, the governemt of 'l'ai*-‘an and the government of the Fe oole's Psoubli-_*
of Ch:'::a. Now, each one claim: to be the zcve:r~.-':e:it of all of China. I‘-‘ow, that__
is an issue that they're going tohave to settle between themselves as to ho‘: that

works out. Our Government, due to -ma the President did a she-1'-. time ago, has

now officialy recognized the goven-unent of the People's Republic of China and

established diplomatic relatims. Previously we have recognized the gove:-..::ent on

Taiwan, and had. an Embassy there. __ _ : ._. _.
I _______________________

.
.._.._- -‘

Q: ...Le Monde. The European press is concerned by your fierce anti

corrnunism and they are as interested in your statements about the

current upheavals in ‘Poland as they a:e about China and Taiwan.

Ii‘ you we: e,. ' _President, would you be '-llli.-zg to establish

r'.i_clcma:ic relations with the Polish stril-rsrs?

2:: (Laurhs) . No; but I do believe that

'~‘-~'-2/ * i..-zterfsr,. v.._-.-. v'.-matthe US, thcrr.-‘*5 no reason to

make it clear that we don't believe that the So?-let Union has a rig‘ t to interior

in that domestic problem. the:-:.
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K ,0 suggest t'::at'some of these things would cause ‘naartbur-n in Faking. ht t‘:F;~>

(-0:
.=-mb- 3L151'1,“':>a'sec' on you: visit, What 5-0 you thin.' the Chinese :'eec'

wo'~_-_-‘_c'.be to the steps outlined in Gov Reagan's statement, :a:t:'.c‘..'.la:l'

the training of taiwanese military officers in the US?

'
‘~-o-.: --‘net the _-eacti would be, but these are examples that are set u_

“ "hat "‘--.—- Carter has dme. I'don't think the C-overnor 5 taken a position here

on which of these he's going to do or not do. 3-'t, there's no question that

Pei-ti.-.g would be unhappy. And du:i.ng my trip, W nissicn wasn't to try to

negotiate agreement, '-:e’:s not in power. Our question '-ssn’t even to try to

minimize cli_‘.‘fa:-ences. Indeed I ve clearl pointed up Gov. ?.=.a-an‘-s sun or‘;_ J - 5 -

-—;.-oper, in 25* view—for the Taiwan Pelaticns Act, and we're bound to disagree.

And in a rslatimshi as new and as cozolicated as this one the:-e's 4 ~ to beIU _ , 4:,
.

d~'_1‘i'a:-ences. So, I don't think you have to .-ii w arg-Lhing about the C.-.ina ec_uatim

zelatiaaxship, in my view, the way the Governor has described it, the way_‘ne's put

his position here, in :.-V view, we can have improved relations with the People's

Pspublic of China and still do what he has suggested vis-a-vis (Taiwan). E-Ie's

saying that these things, you how, that the cot says you can do them; and when

he is, and I presume, in office, '-":17ha sakes a decision.
Question: Vice P;-es. Mondale today said you state.-cents ragarding '1‘ai=~1x-1-:o';d

cheer o:JJ the Soviets. What do you think of th implications rfifi. _
IDfor the Soviet Union of the statements that you are makin that a:

obviously making the Chinese unhappy‘;

.s:,-5-an: I-dc.-.'t Eco‘-' chat I can .............‘t on his -'_-1‘£:p;-static. oi‘
. i - ‘ . I .. . . . . .:_;gn: ;eel. I can t feel tnat there's .=:;":.'.~_r:;-;::at we col: co
r-o'~'ocati'-'2 to them. 'l‘ney have thei: game plan '~".".i='.':‘-'.s}’ fella". And I also
I

con 2 ta:/.2 ser~ouslLy too mucr. of what almost '=:TTC"_‘23Sto ‘r:; ta.-ia recently in‘.-V

the sin:-"'l"ess of the criticisms of ms and of cu: sari-v‘ ': Vice Pres. .’L-;ndale._.
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' I- ~ v: P '~ _:
on Taiwan to one day recover the Y;;n;agd? You have in the nest———-: —-—-i__ _

;—(supported such hopes)

Reagan: Well I have told you that_this is a ::ohlem now: 2 governments bothwp , _~\ ‘ '_-' ' F ‘ lb-'...-A .. , -5 ' ¢“ - ""‘ ' ' _ -~: 0 '- ‘C;8lm-: to oe the leg-._mate gowe-Hment o- China, ‘$15 is somecn-ng -or tnem to
_I_'—— IM I m

.. _,‘ -'- ‘ ‘ - 4-‘ t '“ ‘.. “ '1 a‘-' i ‘. --_- .- - -'- ‘ ' ‘
~o-x cut. A36 as the -ai.an ne_aticns not S;ECl:-ES, -e pant .o see that @219

fully and witnout force or coercion by eit.er side.

-- "‘ +",‘ +'.‘ ..-' a’ .~ -- V.-.' r‘ '. '“ ' ‘
“‘ESZlCI12 -'-O TOLL Sc?.__’_ SLLPPOIU ~22 8S_..¢._.I'8olOI‘.SC. 3718 :\3.,lC.". .'_lSsS CI‘. -8;"-'83‘. o3~I

one day control the mainland?

Reagan: Whit a minute. You asking for a question, that'vhate7e: I answer--let
’ I

Q
h_ give you what I think is a very broad answer. I would tnin: that all of us~
would be happier if t.e governtent, whether the government on Taiwan or the~
government especially on the mainland of China, would give up the ideology of

communism. That would ease a lot of problems and make for a nuch better

<

1 tr “;l__

reli:iE§§h;pb_ They are a Communist government and we have established a

relationship.

Q‘ What would you do to make US relations with Taiwan more "official"

they are now?

Reagan: Hell, I think, for one thing, that it is deneaning and insulting for us
to say that with the establishment of their office in Washington and our American

Institute on Taiwan that those people cannot meet on official husiness with

represen* “ves of either our Government or theirs in Governnental offices-that-I U

they gotta go to a restaurant some place or a club or a hotel. And thi is not
. - Q _- .\-_0 I b by Q’ n P . Q . . , Q ‘A , . .

containeo an the act; this is at the discretion o. tne rresicent ano -“lS is h;s

_ . - M -- O a Q . Q ~ - _cecisicn. -nat is an orcer i soul: rescind.

:0‘ ._. ‘I; ~...“ T ~~ 4, “-_ t ¢',_a ~_,-‘ ‘.‘_~: ¢.'qC '-_~‘oea s~'_~"\__, ‘CH-¢~oS-;- o._5nAU- ‘U0 V~4a, Us‘. . - _¢. b. ¢..‘. ulna»‘I’ :4 ..~- - , an. ..Q‘ -m~.,C.. _ ‘-4

ti
;

fi
_

¢hip,.hoth can do what the Governor suggested.who

.3
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r"
‘

1Psagzz: !,'o,-there '-'Qulf_ibe no need for that; ‘it's to _-eco;-.‘.:e '-“hat it is and
make it more open. And

-..-hatGeorge has PO"_‘:‘..edout is a mst sig.-.‘;'ica.-zt t. :‘:.g:
that France and Japan have c‘r.e exactly the Samething, "it": regard to the sam

I-¢'_':iof. offices, supposedly nc:-govezr.mantal, and al‘.o=:edtheir people to meet

on official business in gcva:-..:e:t c-ffioes.
Q; Would it be an official Liaison Office of ‘:_‘".eUS Government?

Ta ‘:3: Eslaticzs Act says itit would be what the is--that’s the law

':.'-.elad.
(D 1:14:55c-5:)

Question: Lieu said this American
_~. -1O¢%."'.'C¢,’-'-J‘-‘ ‘ Have you changed il’1atP¢""-Z/-‘n~4I

Well, 1’ I did in discussions of that, than I misstated. I have always

Institute was unacceptable, it should be an
official

ed about, and I have repeatedly referred to, ‘the Taiwai P-elaticns Act and
saic -,-hat I was advocating was contained in that aci_:. Shel I have a show of
hands on why manyof you have read the Tai=-an Relations Act? You might be

su:prised.

Question: Has not the Taiwan Relations Act been the basis of current US relatims

with Taita? And was not everything gcing smoothly mtil you raised the questirn

of " c;‘ficial"_rela ticnship?

At a meeting ‘.1 Cleveland, madeup ofI]eagan: I did not raise the issue.
.Ie:-itage groups, so called, various at. ic grmps, I was asked by a Chinese
it: the word "of£_icial"—that I '-rould 'g or position on this, and I used-go-_,J

--=<:-_.

Relations Act, as Ifavor an official relatimshi with ti-.._-"si.Now, the Taiwan

say, does not use the word "official," neither does it use the word "'u.-wfficial,"
er;-place in it. and I thxzk t..at it is pate:-.t.y a._ act b;: our Go're.‘:‘.:.':e.’.‘..,a

create: of oz: -I-over.-n.‘.en't.I’: satisiied with t‘-:=-':. Put ir. reading the ac..
-_=o'..7"‘ ‘ind that repeatecly, as is necessary in =*..act of that 1-.-ind,there are

STA‘?/'.';_‘_'.“.T.Sthat the President shaI'., and at his discratim, :a'.-(Ere--ila-.icr:s, and

so forth and so cn. It here that I believe the . esident has, in effect,

, , ..\_- 1...-4<1:-i-fivnintent.
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(._

Ques""'c:~.: 3" at a -press conference last week you were asked the question-mu

‘eve that government-to-go'»'e.—..nent relatims should be imlenented,- 'f. , . ,
---L{__.'9;: c‘><.-).cQL(5 oracltaies q~t.."='.'-3-tel r-¢|.i ..~vtSyour response was, "yes." GEa=::::2=e. '

I d::‘t ‘::.o:r that I said that or not.
If you're referring to the press co:-_"e:-ence '-‘nere I attended? The

Governor did not say gover:-.:ts1t-to-gover.-.'.1e:t. Somebody has the tart, look it

*~'--" I've 5:‘; a ‘satu-»~ _ght here. The Cover: said the-'.1n.‘-18

‘ lations Act, there are provisions for "gover.".men'tal relatims
been implements d. "

Reagan: mu, that's what I've just put in this statement. Those are "government

relations," For example, for quite a period of time this Ad.—;':istrati<:i had

refused to implement that part about providing defensive military equipna-it.

t'r.i's was the President of the US violating the intent of the Taiwan

?ela“'cns Act, and obviously it is the gover.-..'rent of Taiwan; that is going to

defensive weapons.

What is the clfference between go‘/e:-.21.-.ental relations and govern...nan‘:-t;

gove_—.~.:ent'‘reiatiznzs?

Reagan: Well, I think that it could be interpreted as intending a change ~_.
the Taiw-an Relations Act. I recognize that if you've got a basket <1’12:»:-Jo,
more ydh have, the more they can be interprets in different ways by differsrr

people. And I_thinl: that would just umecessarily be provocative to--as I say,
I stand the act as it is; I do not stand '7] what I thin‘:
of -we ooi.-it cf tne act by this .-.".-.i:-.:'..e-.ra'.i'.-.~.. ‘ed - ‘~/‘.‘_“..-1tne iss"e is re‘;

1:; I feel abctt Taiwan. Tne issue today i that Carter forei; _:ol'___,' and what
it is doing to our alias and to the US position in this

rather exaplne of it.



: Forgetting the word "official" for just a moment, you have in the0

not the power to use your discretion. You plan to_ii3_;_, correct?

“: Yes, of course.

Q: Would that tend to make relations more official than they are now?

2 Well to the extent of officials being allowed to visit in offices,

Q Nhat do you mean by official then?

R: Well, just what I said. I think that if you look at this entire
package, an act passed by Congress that creates and agency or institu

mans it with government personnel, funds it with government money, it
hypocritical to pretend that that is not something of an official rel:
ship.

Q- Amb. Bush your mission has been described by the Chinese as a fail:
Is that how you see it?

B: In the first place, I don't think it's a failure. The government
officials have not said that. When you go to China, you are put up i:
a state guest house, you meet the Foreign Minister for 4 1/2 hours, w:

holding a position in our Government. You meet the Vice Premier, De:<

Xiaoping, for an hour and 40 minutes. You are accorded great civilit;
hospitality. You have a frank exchange of views. You did not go to -

agreement, to pound out agreement. You went to clarify and give the

Governor's views, which I think I did succinctly. I knew I'd run int:
some differences with them on the Taiwan Relations Act and on a lot o

things. But I don't View this visit as a failure at a . And let me

iust a rhetorical question. Suppose we hadn't seen Deng Xiaoping a.

:"a:g Eua, as was suggested by some of the China wa::hers when we we:

there because they were supposed to be so outraged that they wouldn't

at. We saw the top officials, and here I am not holding any offici

Position in the US Government. I don't see how that can be categori:
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F‘

failure or a success. We just went and did what we set out to co.

But really what's relevant is: do they have, as a result of this trip,

er understanding of the Governor's views, in terms of foreign pol:

as it relates to this one issue -- that has dominated this press cond=
ference —- and as it relates to many other reas where we have common

theground? Southeast Asia is a very good example, to say nothing of

Sov-_- Union. And the answer to that question is: Yes, they clearly d

And you know and I know the kind of rnet rical that come out of Peking

at various times, and I understand that. ut we used these fruitful
meetings -- in my view, we categorized them as they have as frank and

And that means in diplomatic terms that we didn't seek orearnest.

certainly hammer out agreement on every point. But for someone to

suggest that_the visit is a failure when I've cited what we did do,
I just simply cannot accept that. And I am convinced that if Gov. Res
wins this election, he will be a President of this count: that the
Chinese understand, respect, and indeed I think we'll see relations

improve, as he and I both want.

Moderator: Thank you very much ladies and gentlemen.

R: Wait a minute. This isn't just shutting you off. George has a pl

to catch, and he has to run for it right now. Let me just say before ,
goes, I am deeply greatful for the long and arduous trip that he made
both of those countries and for what I consiler to be the success of
Basically the success is simply that his presence there belies the w<

of some of their more hysterical press statements about our interest

relations and ...maintaining and promoting relations with the People

Republic of China. His very presence there was evidence of

and the sincerity of our intent.
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Central America

Q:

A.

and the Caribbean

How serious is the political instability in Central
America and the Caribbean? What is the U.S. doing
to stop Cuba in its efforts to transform the Caribbean
into a red sea?

Central America and the Caribbean are passing through
'a period of unusual social and political turbulence,
and the U.S. is playing an active and positive role.
Cuba is not the cause of the problems in the area,
but its subversive efforts are making peaceful and
democratic solutions more difficult to attain. We have
devoted our efforts to assist moderate and democratic
leaders in the area deal more effectively with their
nations‘ economic and social problems, and at the same
time, we are working to counter Cuba's aggression by
enhanced military and security exercises and by close
consultations with like-minded nations.

Since 1977, the U.S. has more than doubled its aid to
the Caribbean, and when Congress completes action on
the present aid bill, wetwill have nearly quadrupled
our economic aid to Central America. We have done this,
despite extraordinary budget restraints, because we
recognize that only by investing in the economic future
of the area can we give people hope and deprive the
Communists of targets of exploitation.

Moreover, we have encouraged increasing aid and activities
by international institutions and by other copntries
as a way to multiply our own impact. We have worked
with 30 other nations and 15 international institutions
to provide additional economic aid through the Caribbean
Group. As a result of these efforts, multilateral as
sistance has increased fourfold between 1976 and 1980,
from $110 million to more than $400 million. We have
also undertaken regular consultations with regional
leaders on political and security matters.

In summary, the U.S. had done more than any previous
administration to try to ensure that this turbulent
period will lead to democratic and social justice in
Central America and the Caribbean. While there have
been some setbacks, there have also been many more signs
of success, including free elections in St. Vincent,
Antigua, St. Kitts, Dominica and Costa Rica. An important
land reform has been enacted in El Salvador. Cuba has
been racked by a number of serious political and economic
setbacks, and there is no better proof of the failure
of the Cuban model than the mass exodus from island.‘.CI-:e
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Procress Toward Adminis r
Latin aterica and t e

What progress has been made toward t
set for his poli y in Latin America?

_ On Pan American day in l977, President Carter enunciated
a new approach toward Latin énerica and the Caribbean. It is
an approach which recognizes and is-attuned to the inportant
changes which have transformed the nations of the h tisphere
during the last two decades; it is an approach which is guided
by the universal ideals of human rights, democracy and sectritg
and by a vision of what we want this hemi phere to become.

Rather than bind ourselves to a single, uniform slogan
or policy we have adopted a flexible approach enabling us to
respond to the diversity of the region, the growing prosperir
and self-confidence of some nations, the worsening economic
plight of others and rapid political and social change in some.
This flexibility comes from the President's trincicle of IECCCT
zing the individualitv and sovereicntv of each nation.

The nations in the hemisphere are now confident that we
will treat them on the basis of mutual respect, and that we
will cooperate in meeting external threatsu..This is in respon:
to the President's steadfast commitment to the-principle of
non-intervention ant to our obligations in tne Rio Treatv.

For too long, the US was associated with dictatorships wh
‘trampled on human rights and with the status gto even when the
meant povert~, political repression, and social justice.
President Carter has chanced the wav the oeocle of Latin
and the Caribbean view the US; the US is now associated
human rights, democracv, and mocerat ceaceftl social chance.
Because the US'is now identified with the cause of hunan right:
our ability to influence developments in the region in a
direction compatible with universal ideals has been enhanced.

;_e...
'-v'L -1

The third principle of the Pan American speech is to
coooerate on global economic issues affecting the well-being
of all American states. The major countries in the hemisphere
nave experienced rapid economic growth in which the private
sector is playing,a vital role. Cur Economic Assistance to
poorer countries i the Carib ean and Central America has to
than doubled since 1
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The President also attained speciEic_goals. -

1. A new treaty arrangement with Panama has-be. en achieved.
The Canal is operating smoothly and efficiently. A potential
conflict with the people of Panama has been removed and the
security of the canal enhanced. A divisive issue of long
standin in our hemisoheric relations has been resolved to
the satisfaction of all.

2. Encourace resoect for human rights. Th American
Convention on Euman Rights, signed by tne President in 1977
and pending in the Senate, has now been ratit
states and is in force. The Inter-American Human Rights
Commission of the OAS has become a respected and vigorous
voice in support of hunan rights, completing five major
reports in the last two years. Violations of the integrity
of persons have substantially declined in a number of countries.
Disappearanoes are down in Argentina from more than 500 in
1978 to less than 50 in 1979; and in Chile and Uruguay there
have been none confirmed since 1978. Political prisoners
have been released in substantial n‘obers, about 3,900 in
Cuba and all those previously held in Paraguay. The use of
torture has declined sharply. Euman rights has become a
subject of major international importance, and progress is
evident in virtually every country in this hemisphere.

3. To stand with those countries committed to democratic
government. The trend toward democracy is gaining strength.
Ecuador and now Peru have returned to freely elected democratic
governments. Brazil has maintained a steady course toward
democracy. Uruguay will have national elections next year.
Chile is presently considering a democratic constitution.
The new nations in the Caribbean, with the exception of
Grenada, remain vibrant models of democracy despite severe
economic hardship. The only setback has come in Bolivia,
but even in Bolivia, where military coups are a tradition,
one is encouraged by the strong new force of democratic
groups and by the international support these groups have
received.

4. To promote trade and investment. Long-standing
hostility to US investment nas dioinisned. Total trade
reached $59 billion in 1979, an increase of more than 20
percent in one year alone. The US has signed 12 trade
agreements, increased aid, negotiated a Common Fund, and
established new arrangements in science and technology.

" .-75:. To consu-
Administr tion has c

issues of major concern, and by seeking W1 nev
multilateral approaches to problems.
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6. .The.Administration'has”§uccessfullv advanced US intere
in human rights and other matters in Cuba. All Americans
held in Cuban jails for political reasons have returned
home, and many other political prisoners, including tuber
Mates, have been released and have left the island. In
l979, over l0O,CO0 Cuban residents in the United State
visited their relatives in Cuba conveying in a personal way
the advantages of a free economic and political system.
Castro's bid for leadership in th Third World has been
severely compromised. Among other setbacks, Cuba failed to
win a seat on the Security Council. The exodus of ubans in
1980 exposed the world to the failures of the Soviet system.
But Cuba's dependence on the Soviet Union remains and tension
with us continues. We have improved our monitoring of
Cuban/Soviet activities and increased our military readiness
in the Caribbean as a precautionary measure. We now have
American diplomats in Cuba giving us direct access to the
Cuban government and firsthand knowledge of conditions ,__
there.

.7. To force new relationships in the Caribbean Basin.
The President has placed special emphasis on developing a
more balanced and respectful relationship with Mexico by
inviting President Lopez Portillo as the first state visitor
and subsequently meeting with him_regularly, by-setting up a
special Coordinator for US—Mexican Affairs with the.purpcse
or ensuring that all government agencies grant US-Mexican
Affairs the priority it deserves. Using this mechanism, the
US and Mexico have concluded agreements on energy, border
problems, science and technology, and many other issues.
The Administration's attention to the Caribbean and Central
America have resulted in dramatically increasing our aid to
the region, on improving the numbers and quality of our
personnel, on enhancing the security of the area, and on
improving people—to-people ties. Our goals in this turbulent
region are to work with those who want moderate, peaceful
reform and democracy. - -

33-896 0 — 84 — 38 Part 1
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Sept 7

From 1968 to 1971, he was senior part
ner in a .\'ew York law firm.
Since 1971 Goldberg has practiced law

in Washington. He has served on the
President's Committee on Youth Employ
ment, the President’s Advisory Commit
tee on Labor-Mfanagement Policy, and

I the President's Committee on Equal Em

ployment Opportunity. He is fo ...er
Chairman of the President’s Committee
on Migratory Labor.

Goldberg is the author of “.-KFL-CIO:
Labor United" (1956), "Defenses of
Freedom” (1966), “Equal justice: The
\Narren Era of the Supreme Court"
(1972), and numerous articles.

Mississippi River Commission

Nomination of William E. Road To Ba a
biarnbar. Septamflzor7, I977

The President today announced that
he will nominate Brig. Gen. William E.
Read, Corps of Engineers, to be a mem
ber of the Mississippi River Commission.
He would succeed Maj. Gen. Charles I.
McGinnis, who is being reassigned.

Read was born May 17, 1927, in Char
lotte, NC. He has served in the U.S. Army
since 1950. He holds a BS. in military
engineering from the U.S. Military
Academy and an ‘.\'I.S. in civil engineer
ing from the University of Illinois.

Read served in Vietnam in 1970 and
1971. In 1971 and 1972, he was dist:-ict
engineer for the Tulsa District of the
Army Engineer Division. From 1972 to
1974, he was Director of Procurement
and Production for Army Aviation Sys
tems Command in St. Louis, .\Io., and
from 1974- to 1976 he was Deputy Corn
manding General of that command.

Since 1976 Road has been division en
gineer for the Anny Engineer Division,

15-'1-2

Adnzinistration of jimmy Carter, I977

Missouri River. He holds the Legion
Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster and :
Bronze Star with two Oak Leaf Ciuste

Meeting ‘With President Carl

Anclrés P 'rez of Venezuela

Remarks to Reporter: Following the fife.
ing. September 7

,‘ I977

President Pérez has developed into 0:

of my best personal friends and is a gre.
counselor and adviser for me on matte
that concern the nations of the Cari"

bean and Central an_d_South America.
Also, he was of great assistance in t1

’.

negotiations between ourselves and Pa:
ama in developing the terms of the treat

The people of our countzy look upo
President Pérez as a great leader in t'r.

hemisphere and also, of course, the leads

of one of the great democracies of ti-.
wO1’ld.

more: The President spoke at 5:10 p.m. o

the South Grounds of the White House. H
concluding remarks in Spanish were not it

cluded in the transcript
The transcript of the remarks was mad
available by the White House Press Ofice. I

was not issued in the form of a White Hous
press release.

Panama Canal. Treaties
Remarks at theSigning Ceremony

" .
'

at the Pan .-lmerican Union Building.
September 7

,
I977

ll/Ir. Secretary General and distinguis/'zec

leaders from throughout our own countr:
and from I/zroug/rout this hemisphere:

First of all, I want to express my dee;
thanks to the leaders who have come her
from '27 nations in our own liernisptiere
20 heads of state, for this histori:

occasion]
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Adm:'ui.ttra!fon of jimmy Carter, I977

I'm proud to be here as part of the’
largest group of heads of state ever as
sembled in the Hall of the .~\rnen'cas, .\fr.
Secretary General.

We are here to participate in the sign
ing of treaties which will assure a peace
ful and prosperous and secure future for
an international waterway of great irn
portance to us all.
'
But the treaties do more than that.
They mark the commitment of the United
States to the belief that fairness, and not

force, should lie at the heart of our deal
ings with the nations of the world.

If any agreement between two nations
is to last, it must serve the best interests

of both nations. The new treaties do that.
And by guaranteeing the neutrality of~the
Panama Canal, the treaties also serve the
best interests of every nation that uses the
canal.

This agreement thus forms a new part
nership to insure that this vital waterway,
so important to all of us, will continue
to be well operated, safe, and open to

shipping by all nations, now and in the
future.

Under these accords, Panama will play
an increasingly important role in ‘the
operation and defense of the canal during
the next 23 years. And after that, the
United States will still be able to counter
any threat to the ca.nal’s neutrality and
openness for use.

The members of the Organization of
.-\.rnei'ican States and all the members of

the United Nations will have a chance to
subscribe to the permanent neutrality of
the canal. .'

The accords also give Panama an im
oortant economic stake in the continued,

safe. and efficient operation of the canal
and znakc Panama a strong and interested

:.‘Z".TI}'in the future success of the water
\-.-av.
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In the spirit of reciprocity suggested by
the leaders at the Bogota surnrnit, the

United States and Panama have agreed
that any future sea-level canal will be
built in Panama and with the cooperation
of the United States. In this manner, the
best interests of both our nations are
linked and preserved into the future.
Many of you seated at this table have
made known for years through the Orga
nization of American States and through
your own personal expressions of concern
to my predecessors in the White House,
your own strong feelings about the Pan
ama Canal Treaty of 1903. That treaty,
drafted in a world so different from ours
today, has become an obstacle to better

relations with Latin America.
I thank each of you for the support and
help that you and your countries have

given during the long process of ne-oti
ation, which is now’ drawing to a close.
‘This agreement has been negotiated
over a period of 14 years underfour Pres
idents of the United States.

I’m proud to see President Ford here
with us tonight. And I’m also glad to
see Mrs. Lyndon johnson here with us

tonight.

.\/fany Secretaries of State have been
involved in the negotiations. Dean Rusk
can't be here. He has endorsed the treaty.
But Secretary of State William Rogers is
here. We are glad to have you, sir. And

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is here
too.

This has been a bipardsan effort, and it
is extremely important for our country
to stay unified in our commitment to the

fairness, the symbol of equality, the mu

tual respect, the preservation of the se

curity and defense of our own Nation, and
an exhibition of cooperation '.\-hich sets a

symbol that is important to us all 'ce:'orc~
this asserrisly tonight and before the

.\mcrican people in the future.
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This opens a new chapter in our :ela
tions with all nations of this hemisphere,
and it testifies to the maturity and the
good judgment and the decency of our
people. This agreement is a symbol for.
the world of the mutual respect and co
operation among all our nations.
Thank you very much for your help.
xorzz The President spoke at 7:35 p.m. in
the Hall of the Americas at the headquarters
of the Organization oi American States. In his
opening remarks, he referred to Alejandro
Orfila, OAS Secretary General.
Following the President’s remarks, General
Torrijos of Panama spoke, and then the two
leaders signed the Panama Canal Treaty and
the Treaty Concerning the Permanent t\'eutral
ity and Operation of the Panama Canal.

7, _.- - A,.___v--1 ~

~
Panama Canal >T1jeaties,
Remarks atiz-mIl"It-ii: House Dinner /or Western
Hemisphere Lead:-rrAt!entlx'ag the Signing
-' Cfrnnon)';;'_.§fpt:m6n7{‘J977 ---.._‘—o-.-\ -
We are not going to have toasts tonight,
but I would like to say a few words of
welcome to all of you.
I would like to start with one of the
best friends I have, and a great leader of
our country, President Ford, and welcome
him here this evening.
And someone else who has inspired our
country, and who has set an example of

leadership and beauty and gracious ex

ample for us, and who also recognized
the Marine Strings from olden times—
Lady Bird Johnson.
I know that most of you were at the
ceremonies where the treaties were signed,

so I won’t try to introduce all our guests.
but I would like to present to you again
our special guest for this evening, Gen
eral Torrijos from Panama and his wife,
Mrs. Torrijos.
Some guests that General Torrijos cares
much more about now than he does about

Admintizratiort of jimmy Car.'er, 1977

me are the Members of the United Stata
Senate. [Laug/i.'cr] We are glad to have all
of you here. It’s a very fine thing for you to
come.

I think that this was a very fine night.
too, in the life of the Organization of
.~\rnerican States. Secretary General Or
fila, we are very proud to have you here
Mr. Ellsworth Bunker and Sol Linow-irz,
would you stand just a moment? General
Torrijos said he's going to be very lone
some in Panama in the future without
Ambassador Bunker being there.
[Laughter] He’s been negotiating in Pan
ama now for 14 years. .-\nd this is agreat
accomplishment for our country and also
for Panama.
We invited a special guest from Brazil
here tonight, Pele, but at the last minute
he had to leave to go to Spain.
I was talking to General Torrijos. As
you may know, the lightweight boxing
champion of the world is Sefior Durran
from Panama, and he's very hard to
match, but we tried. to match him by the
heannveight champion of the world,
Muhammad Ali, and we are very glad to
have you here.

There’s another man that I would like
to introduce—he and his wife. I’ve been a

very close reader of the sports page for
the last several weeks, because we have a

very distinguished Georgian who has, -I
think, corn forward with a great deal of
enthusiasm and skill, at great deal of

understanding of the elements, the oceans
in particular. He’s exemplified, I think,
the name of his boat. He's a very coura

geous man—Ted Turner. We are ve:-j.
proud to have you here tonight. And as
you all ';-now, he will represent us in the

.-\mcrica‘s Cup races very shortly, havin In
)

o\'c:-wheimed his opponents much bette 0‘
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than has been the case with his baseball
team, the Atlanta. Braves. [Laughter]
This is an evening of historic impor
tance, and I invited another special guest
from Georgia, a woman whose husband
inspired the world, Mrs. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
., I was talking to General Torrijos a few
moments ago about how important the
treaty was to Panama. It was shown
throughout Latin America for a full hour
live this evening—the ceremonies. And
he said that because of the demands of
his own people, that he used helicopters
to carry to all the remote villages in
Panama television sets; and since they
didn’t have electricity, that he also car
ried small electric generators so that he

wouldn’t have to carry all the people from
the remote areas into Panama City this
evening. And I think this demonstrates
the importance of the treaty to Panama.
He said, “Mr. President, I can tell you
without fear of being wrong that more
than a million Panamanians wept this
evening during the ceremonies.”
And I could tell from his own private
conversations with me the tremendous
importance of this long search for an
equitable treaty that has been consum
mated this evening.
There is anot..er s ecial difference be
tween this treaty and the one that was
signed in 1903. The Panamanians had a
chance to read it before it was signed-—
[Iaug/zter]_which was not the case with
the first treaty. And I believe that the
American people are big enough and
strong enough, courageous enough and

understanding enough to be proud of
what has been accomplished, initiated by
President Johnson in 1963, following a
temporary outbreak of violence in the
Panama Canal Zone. And the demonstra
tion that President Johnson gave of our
good intentions caused an equal demon
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stration of patience and perseverance and
good faith and good manners on the part
of the Panamanians.

.-‘and the negotiations continued under
President Nixon and under President
Ford. And I am very glad that my prede-V
cessors, their Secretaries of State, their
Vice Presidents and negotiators have led
up to this successful conclusion of the
effort this day.
We have an opportunity now in our
own country to demonstrate again the

respect and the appreciation which we
feel toward our neighbors in the southern
part of this hemisphere. -This has not
always been apparent to our neighbors,
but I think the American people feel this
deep within them, that the most precious
friendships, the staunchest historical sup
porters, and those with whom we share a
common history and a. common future
are those who live in Canada and in the
nations to the south. And I believe that
this treaty can open up a new era of un
derstanding and comprehension, friend
ship and mutual respect, throughout not
only this hemisphere but throughout the

world.

It’s not an easy thing to accept a.
change which has been so profoundly bal
anced in our favor and which can now
be of equal benefit to both countries. But
ours is a great country, and it's great

enough to be fair.

I think it's accurate to say that never
in the last 14- years has there been any
semblance of a threat or an expression of
displeasure on the part of the Panamani
ans toward our negotiators. Ambassador

Bunker has told me this more than once.
And President Torrijos, I thank you for
the good will that has been brought by
you for the last 9 years as President and
leader of your country to the negotiating
tablei And many other leaders who are
represented here -27 countries in our

(J
!

4 kl
‘
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hemisphere-—have contributed a great

deal of support and advice in times wl".cn
the negotiations seemed to be on the verge

of being broken off, when they gave quiet

demonstrations of their interest in the

treaty and what it might mean to all of

us.

So, I am grateful to all of you leaders
for coming here to give our people an

expression of your interest and your sup

port. .-\nd I thinkl can assure you that
our Nation will rally itself to ratify the

treaty, and also, General Torrijos feels
sure that when the facts are presented to

the Panamanians that in the plebscite
that will be held late in October, that his

people will also give their approval to
this great step forward toward peace and
mutual respect.
We will have a chance during this 3
or 4-days—I will, and my Cabinet mem
bers—-to meet with all of you leaders who
have come from your own great countries.
And I think that you are taking advan
tage of this opportunity to meet with one
another to resolve longstanding disputes, .

to work out means of alleviating the threat
of possible arms races that might lead to
- war or to conflict of some kind, and to re
store friendships that perhaps in the past
have been damaged and to join with one
another in planning for the future, eco

nomically and politically, that will give
us all a better life. _

So, I believe that we‘ll always look back
upon this event that has been made pos

sible- by General Torrijos and many of

you as the first step toward even greater

progress and greater friendship in what I
think ‘is the greatest hemisphere on Earth,
the Western I-Iemisphew of our world.
Thank you very much.

I should have paused for the transla
tions, but I didn't, and we will ask the
translator to take his place now. .~\nd fol

l5-‘:6
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lowing that we will go and have a brief
cup of coffee, and then I think you will
hear some of the most delightful enter
tainment that you’ve ever heard.

xora: The President spoke at ll p.m. in the
State Dining Room at the White House.

. _...._>.-_.-_,.- - - ~11":

United States-Canada

Agreement on a

Natural Gas Pipeline
Ioint Statement by the President and
Prime illinistlr Pierre Elliott Tmdeau.
September 8

,

1977

Today, we have agreed in principle on
the elements of‘a joint proposal to con
struct the Alcan-Foothills pipeline along
the Alaska Highway to transport Alaskan
natural gas through Canada to the lower
48 States and at a later time Canadiar
gas to Canadian markets.

This joint undertaking will be the larg
est single private energy project in his
tory. The detailed agreement we hope tt
sign next week is an example of how boti
countries can work together to meet thei:
energy needs.

After the agreement is signed, each 0

us intends to submit ou.: decisions to ou.
respective legislative bodies for the ap
propriate authorizations and assurances.
We are both hopeful the project will be
approved.

Major benefits from this project will
accrue to both countries. When the pipe
line is built, Canada will have a muc.L
greater ability to develop its own gas re
serves, particularly in the frontier region
of the Mackenzie Delta.

The U.S., in turn, will have the enor
mous benefit of new natural gas supplie
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NAVAL POSTURZ IN INDIAN OCEANAND SOVIET CARRIER MINSK

What is our naval posture in the Indian Ocean region?

We have maintained a strengthened presence in the Indian Ocean since late last

year and we have made arrangements for key naval and air facilities to be used

by our forces in the region of Northeast Africa and the Persian Gulf.

- The size of our permanent presence in the region, the Middle East Force.
was increased to five ships last fall. We currently have 36 ships in the Indian

Ocean including tvo carrier task groups, headed by the carriers DWIGHTD.

EISENHOWERand MIDWAY. The 36 ships include 21 combatants and 15 support ships

(including the 7 maritime near term prepositioning ships).

——TheSoviets currently have 27 ships in the Indian Ocean including 11

combatants and 15 support ships.

——The40,000 ton Soviet carrier HIBSK departed the Vladivostok area last

week and is currently operating in the South China Sea (6 Sept). So far. its

movements have.not indicated a move toward the_Indisn Ocean.

FYI ONLY: HINSK arrived at Vladivostok On July 3, 1979, after earlier sailing
from the Mediterranean, around Africa and across the Indian Ocean. Until HINSK's
move last week, the ship had remained at or near Vladivostok.

Source: President's State of the Union address
D00 Press Guidance
CINC?AC
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She suggested responses are crawn from speeches, press
ccnferences and other policy staterents by the President, the'
Secretaries of State and Defense, the Assistant for National \
Security Affairs, and other senior Administration officials \““"‘
de=-ing with foreign policy and national security issues. The
responses are organized around basic themes of the Carter
Administration and are intended to provide the basis for answering
related questions. Some of the responses such as those relating
to the conflict between Iran and Iraq —- may need to be updated
depending on events.

A majo! focus of criticism will be that the President
lS incapable of leadership, indecisive, erratic, preoccupied
with vague moralistic causes and unable to understand and
respond to challenges to American interests. His record will
be attacked as a series of unrelated, incoherent,.reflexive
actions to specific crises, without any guiding vision or
strategy which ties individual policies or events together.
Two broad responses, the first two in the book under the
section entitled "Cverview," have been prepared to provide a
comprehensive rebuttal to such criticism.

Overall, the suggested responses seek to:

—-demonstrate that the President has a concrete
vision of a world order and a constancy of purpose in
striving toward it;
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Leadership

0: A widespread and persistent complaint in this country
and abroad about US foreign policy under the Carter
Administration is that it lacks coherence and consistency.
The various strands of policy are unrelated to one another,
it is said, and the US lurches from one approach to
another. The Administration has flip-flopped on the
withdrawal of US troops from South Korea, the neutron
bomb, the Soviet brigade in Cuba and Iranian policy.

The Republican Platform has charged: "For three and one
half years the Carter Administration has given us a
foreign policy not of consistency and credibility, but
of chaos, confusion, and failure. It has produced an
image of our country as a vacillating and reactive nation,
unable to define its place in the world, the goals it
seeks, or the means to pursue them." "No failure of the
Administration has been so catastrophic as its failure
of leadership," concludes the GOP Platform.

Mr. President, how do you respond to these charges?

RESDODSEZ

When I took office almost four years ago, our Nation

was facing a series of problems around the world -- in
southern Afica, the Middle East, in our relations with

our NATO allies, and on such tough questions as nuclear

proliferation, SALT II negotiations, the Panama Canal
treaty, human rights, and world poverty. Mv Administration

has directlyi openly and publicly addressed these and

‘other difficult and controversial issues, some of which
had been skirted or avoided in the past. A period of

debate, discussion, and probing was inevitable. Mv coal

has not been to reach quick or easy agreements, but to

find solutions that are meaningful, balanced, and lasting.
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ve a vis1 h on of a more ‘est, more secure and(I
I ,_
.

more stable world from which I have not wavered, and to

which my Administration has directed all its efforts.

I believe an enduring world order means a world

capable of peaceful change -- not a "status quo” world -—
because change is and will continue to be for the fore
seeable future a constant in international affairs. I

have been striving for a strong, confident and progressive

America leading the non—communist world in devising,

peaceful solutions to our many challenges. I want an

international order which recognizes the basic human rights

of each individual, and which understands and responds to

the deep strivings of all peoples for a decent life, for
food and education for their families, for democratic

government and for hope for a better future.

Unlike my opponent, Governor Reagan, I do not believe

a lasting world order is achievable by substituting the

threat of intervention for diplomacy, by suggesting that

we quarantine those nations which challenge our interests,

or by seeking to regain an unachievcble military "superioritv"

at unimaginable cost. I understand the need for a strong

and powerful military in the present unstable international

situation. And, let there be no mistake;'if our vital

national interests are threatened, I will use force to
protect them. But, I will not order American troops into
combat whenever there is an international disturbance that

is not to our liking.
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Unlike Governor neacan, I would not abanccn the

rms control process, which has taken so rany years to[U

construct. That would be the consequence of his adament
C‘

opposition to the SALT II Treaty. I believe arms control,
like our military forces, can contribute to our security

and I will continue to pursue balanced, verifiable arms

limitations agreements.

I believe progress is being made towards the world

order I have described. Let me describe how I think my

Administration's policies have fit into this broader
vision:

America is at peace. For the first time in many
years, my Administration has seen no engagement of

American forces in combat. I am deeply proud of this

fact. We all know the provocations have been many and the

temptation to use force strong: we could have engaged

in hostilities against Iran. But, I have chosen the

course of patience and calmness. We attempted the

rescue mission, and I believe this attempt was necessary.

But, it was an attempt to free our fellow citizens; it
was not a military action.

America is strong and growing stronger. My

Administration has increased US real defense spending and

successfully encouraged our NATO allies to do the same;

we have launched the NATO Long—Term Defense Program, and -'I

we have agreed with our allies to deploy new missiles in

Europe; we have developed the Rapid Deployment Force to



protect our vital interests wherever they zay be

threatened. Contrary to the irresponsible charges

of the Republican Party, the United States has not

become militarily inferior, "second to one" as Governor

Feagan likes to guip. We are maintaining military

equivalence with the Soviet Union. The long-term trends

do show steady grouth in Soviet military power, and we

must continue our efforts over the long haul to preserve

a stable balance. We will do so.

As a complement to our defense program, I have signed

\LhE SALT II Treaty to limit Soviet strategic forces while
allowing the US to continue all its essential strategic

modernization programs. The SALT Treaty, because it adds
to American security, while contributing to nuclear

stability, is one of the most important agreements of the

decade. I am determined to seek its ratification.
. . . . . 1.. . . . .American lS providing leadership in a time of cnalienge.

I have met in five summits, and innumerable bilateral
meetings with Western leaders to develop and coordinate

policies to deal with the enormous economic and energy

problems that confront the industrialized economies. The

United States has played a leading role in stimulating and

developing the North-South dialogue and in reaching agree

ment in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. We have led

the Western response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

I have stated that the United States will use all means
necessary, including the use of military force, to protect

33-896 0 — 84 — 39 Part 1



our vital interests on the Persian Gulf. The west

looks to the United States to provide leadership, and

we are doing so.

America is broadening and deepening its relationships

with the Third World. One of my proudest achievements is

the normalization of relations with the People's Republic

of China, while preserving a firm relationship with the

people of Taiwan. Since normalization, the benefits

of formal diplomatic relations with China have become

clear. Trade, travel and, most of all, the security and
stability of the Pacific region is greater now than at

any time in this century. And, for the first time, the
United States has good relations with both China and
Japan.

We also contributed to and supported the settlement of

the war in Rhodesia which led to the birth of the new

nation of Zimbabwe. As a result of our strong support

for majority rule in Africa, we are once again on good

terms with that continent.

America is once again in the forefront in thegpursuit

of human richts. When I became President, I emphasized

our commitment as a nation to human rights as a fundamental

tenet of our foreign policy. We have sought to stand
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behind basic principles of respect for the individual,

for fair trials, for political liberty, and for economic

and social justice. Our human rights policies have

given new credibility and new force to U.S. policies

in Africa, Latin America and Asia.

America is contributing to peace. America has given

leadership in the peaceful resolution of regional tensions.

I have mentioned our role in promoting the settlement in

Zimbabwe. In addition, my Administration has contributed

to peace in other ways.

—— In March 1979, Prime Minister Begin and President

Sadat signed the Israel-Egypt peace treaty at the

White House. Israel has finally gained peace with

its largest Arab neighbor. A framework for a

comprehensive peace has been established. Within

the framework agreed to by Israel and Egypt, the

United States is committed and determined, more

than ever, to help them in their negotiations.

I am determined to preseverein this long and

arduous road, because I believe a just and stable

peace for all the people of the Middle East lies

at the end of it.
—- In Latin America, in the Panama Canal Treaties,

we have recognized the deep feeling of the
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Panamanian people, while retaining essential

security rights to the United States. I believe
those treaties have done more to strengthen U.S.

influence in Latin America than any other step

we could have taken. With the Panama Canar

Treaties, together with our firm advocacy of human

rights, we have forged a new, more enduring basis

for our relations with our fellow Americans in

the Southern Hemisphere.

My opponent seems to believe that the challenges facing

us today are simple -- and so are the answers. I think
Governor Reaganis looking backward to a simpler world’

where America was the only super-power, and global inter

dependence was a thing of the future.

The world is not like that now, if it ever was. The
challenges are incredibly complex: think of developing

and coordinating a global energy policy; think of forging

workable relationships with the emerging nations of Africa

and Asia; think of leading an Alliance of 15 proud,

sovereign nations with diverse interests and foreign

policies.

True leadership is not bulling one's way through these

problems, compelling others to accept solutions made—in—

America. That way leads to failure and animosity. I
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believe leadership requires a willingness to tackle our

problems head-on, but with an understanding of the need

to compromise, to adjust to the possible, the attainable.

And, yes, leadership requires the courage to recognize

mistakes, and to change policies where necessary. That

is the kind of leadership I have tried to give.

I believe deeply, honestly, that my vision of a

better world i attainable. I have directed all my
energies towards attaining that goal, and I will continue
to do so.



Future Goals

Q. ihat are your top foreign policy and national security
priorities for a second term?

How would these be different from Governor Reagan's?
Response

As with mv first term, I will continue to address the'
difficult and controversial issues which confront our nation.
In doing so I have no intention of looking for easy solutions

or quick fixes. Rather, I will continue to seek solutions
that are meaningful and lasting and in the long-term interests

of the United States.

To this end, I see six basic priorities for the future:

0 First, we will continue, as we have over the past

four years, to build America's military strencth and strong

defense and economic relations with our allies and friends.
0 Second, we will continue to demonstrate to the Soviet

Union that a price will be paid for its refusal to abide by

the accepted norms of international conduct. At the same time,

we will make it clear to the Soviet Union that we seek no return
to the Cold War, no indiscriminate confrontation. 5The choice

is the Soviet Union's, we will respond to either.
D

1 0 Third, we will remain deeply committed to the process

of mutual and verifiable arms control and the effort to prevent

the spread and further development of nuclear weapons. I intend.
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to push for the ratification of the SALT II Treaty at the
(Uarliest opportunity. This agreement is in our national

interests. We are more secure with it than without it.
0 Fourth, we will pursue an active diolomacv in the

world, working -— together with our friends and allies -— to
resolve recional conflicts and to promote peace —- in the

Middle East, and Persian Gulf, southern Africa, Central

America, the Eastern Mediterranean.

0 Fifth, we will strive to resolve pressing international
economic oroblems -- particularly energy and inflation -- and
continue to pursue our still larger objective of global economic
growth through expanded trade and development assistance.

0 Finallv, and underlying all that we do, we will

continue vicorcuslv to support the process of building democratic

institutions and improvinc human rights protection around the world

The objectives I have outlined are in sharp contrast

to those that could be pursued by Governor Reagan:

0 Unlike mv opponent, I do not believe a lasting world

order is achievable by substituting the threat of intervention for

diplomacy, by suggesting that we quarantine those nations which

challenge our interests, or by seekinc to regain an unachievable

militarv superiority at an unimaginable cost.

Q Unlike mv onoonent, I do not believe we are a weak and

floundering nation, dismissed with contempt by our enemies,
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abandoned by our allies and sinkinc into decline as a maior

power. Rather, I know our resolve is steady, our military

is powerful, our alliances are strong and we are gaining new

friends among the young nations of the world.

0 Unlike my opponent, I do not believe we can return to

an earlv day when American interests went unchallenced in the

world arena. The world that exists today is a world of diversity,

of unequal wealth, and uneven resources. It is a world of
upheaval and unrest and will be for decades to come. But, as a
powerful and self-confident nation, we can live with a good deal

of turmoil in the world while we protect our interests and be

a friend to those who seek a new,life free from tyranny.

0 Unlike mv opppnent, I would not return us to the davs

of the Cold War. I do not believe, as he does, that the Soviet

Union is responsible for all the unrest in the world today. The
world is much too diverse for such a simple explanation. But

I will continue to insist, through our actions and our words,
that the Soviet Union respect the legitimate interests of other

nations.
i

0 Unlike my opponent, I would not accuse our allies of

neutralism or accommodation with the Soviet Union. Leading an

alliance of proud sovereign nations requires tact, patience and

understanding. We and our allies share profound political,
*

security and economic interests, but we must never forget that

ours is an association of free peoples, and the United States

must lead, not dictate.
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e Unlike my oooonent, I would not abandon the arms

control orocess, which has contributed to our nation s

security and has taken so many years to construct. That

would be the consequence of his rigid opposition to the SALT II
Treaty.

0 Unlike my opponent, I would not jeopardize our new
relationship with the People's Republic of China by tampering

with the form of our good relations with the people of Taiwan.

Our new relationship with China is clearly in our national

interest and contributes to the peace and security of the Pacific

region.

0 And, finallv, unlike my opponent, I would not jettison

human richts as a fundamental objective of U.S. foreign policy.

I believe the true interests of our nation are best served by
honoring the ideals of our heritage.

I do not believe the American people share Governor

Reagan's view of the future, a world filled with fears of change

and unrest and damaging self—doubts about our military capabality

and strength. My vision is different. It is based on reality,
and filled with faith and an unbending determination to achieve

a life of meaning and purpose for every American in a nation

that is strong and secure. Above all, I want us to be what

the founders of our nation meant us to become —— a symbol of

freedom, peace and hope throughout the world.
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Military Suoerioritv vs. Essential Ecuivalence

After accusing your Administration of permitting the
Soviet Union to achieve military superiority, the
Republican Platform states "We will build toward a
sustained defense expenditure sufficient to close the
gap with the Soviets, and ultimately reach the position
of military superiority that the American people demand."

Would you comment on this Republican defense objective
and contrast it with your own national security objectives?
Response~

My Administration is dedicated to the maintenance

of a military force that is second to none. Unlike

Mr. Reagan, however, I do not advocate a policy of

American military superiority over the Soviet Union.

The truth is that military superiority for either

side is a military and economic impossibility -- if the
other is determined to prevent it. There can be no return
to the days of the American nuclear monopoly. There can

be no winner in an all-out arms race. It is wishful
thinking of the highest order to assume that the Soviets

would drop out of a nuclear arms race early, or that

they would shrink from imposing additional, even

unimaginable hardships on their civilian society, in

order to stay in the race.

As superficially attractive as the goal of

across-the-board supremacy may be, common sense tells us

that:
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0 It would mean the end of arms control. By

definition, strategic superiority and arms

control are incompatible -- a race to
superiority is an attempt to achieve a real

military advantage, one which the losing party

would never accept in a fo mal arms control

agreement. We will not negotiate from a position

of inferiority, and neither will the Soviets.
_Q It would mean an uncontrolled, open-ended, and
enormously expensive arms race. The sums

involved would be huge even in absolute terms,

let alone in the face of the Republican's proposed

50 percent tax cut.

0 It would mean that we would have to skimp on
conventional forces, where we need to improve,

and to concentrate on a race in strategic weapons.

o It would channel the competition into the most
dangerous arena -- the one most likely to lead

to nuclear war, namely strategic arms,

Gov. Reagan's impulse for military superiority must

be seen for what it is: unrealistic, simplistic, dangerous.
In the real world, meeting our defense needs is not a matter

of taking everything we have and increasing it by 10 percent
or 20 percent or 40 percent. There is no magic formula.

There is no quick fix.
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My Administration will preserve our national security.

We will improve our capabilities as necessary to maintain

the military balance that exists today between the United

States and the Soviet Union. We will continue to make

steady and sustained increases in defense spending to

build the capabilities we need. We will buy only the

weapon systems that best serve our needs, not every

glamorous weapon system that comes along. We will continue

to seek equitable and verifiable arms control agreements -

like the SALT II Treaty -— to limit the growth in Soviet
militarv power, and to avoid spending resources

unnecessarily in an uncontrolled strategic arms race.

Prudence -- not impulse —- is the hallmark of a strong

and a sane national security policy. Military power

alone, no matter how great, cannot solve all of our

international problems. Nor can it make the world over
according to our design. I understand this reality;

Gov. Reagan does not.
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Gov. Reacan on Military Suoeriority

In January, Reagan called for an immediate "military
buildup aimed at restoring our military superiority."
(Rutland-Herald, January 14, 1990) This same proposal was
later incorporated in the Republican platform.

While he called for an immediate buildup aimed at military
superiority, just four days earlier, Reagan outlined the dangers
of his impending stand.

"What I have said is that our defenses must be whatever
is necessary to ensure that the potential enemy will never
dare attack you.- Now, if that is equivalence or if that is
superiority, you must have the degree to know that you are
safe. I could see if you really strive for an obvious
superiority then you may tempt the other side into being
afraid and you continue 15calating on both sides...“

Boston Globe
January 13, 1980

Reagan's most recent speeches follow both lines of reasoning
calling for a military buildup to achieve nuclear superiority,
and, once achieved, negotiate an arms limitation treaty.

"...I've called for whatever it takes to be strong enough
that no other nation will dare violate the peace. Shouldn't
it be obvious to even the staunchest believer in unilateral
disarmament as the sure road to peace that peace was never
more certain than in the years following World War II when we
had a margin of safety in our military power which was so
unmistakeable that others would not dare to challenge us?"

Veterans of Foreign Wars
August J8, 1980

Two days later he stated:

Since when has it been wrong for America to aim to be
first in-military strength? How is American military superiority
"dangerous?"

American Legion
August 20, 1980
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Military Balance

Your Administration has been accused of allowing the “

military balance with the Soviet Union to deteriorate
to a position of US inferiority and ushering in a Deriod
of grave danger to US interests around the world. ‘The
Secretary of Defense has said that even with the post
Afghanistan defense spending increases, it would
require 40 years to catch up to Soviet expenditures.

How do you view the trends —— and the implications of
these trends —- in the military balance? Are we,
in fact, number two today in military strength as
Governor Reagan has charged?

And, do you believe that our security over the next
several years would have been helped or hurt if your
Administration had moved more aggressively on
production of such weapons as the neutron bomb,
B—I, MX and Trident II?

Response

The charge that the United States has fallen into a

position of military inferioritv is false. Those who

claim that the United States is weak, that the United

States cannot carry out its objectives, -hat the United

States cannot deter conflict, and it cannot win a
conflict —— I think they do a disservice. We have verv

substantial capabilities. The Soviets are aware of it.
Over the past 20 years, the military forces of the

Soviets have grown substantially, both in absolute numbers

inflation, since 1960,and relative to our own. Discounting

Soviet military spending has doubled, rising steadily in

real terms by three or four percent a year.

These Soviet efforts would put the USSR in a most

advantageous military position if we do not counter their
programs with force improvements of our twn. We will not

allow any other nation to gain military superiority over us.
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In the strategic area, the Soviets have reached parity

with us. By some measures, we are ahead; by others, the

Soviets are ahead. We have, for example, thousands more

warheads than the Soviets do. They have more intercontinental

ballistic missile payload. We have more submarine-launched

ballistic missile payload. We have a better balanced

strategic capability because we have bombers on alert.

We have roughly half of our submarine-launch ballistic
missiles deployed at all times. 'They have an edge in
land—based ICBMs. So, the balance in these terms is

reasonably even.

What is also clear, however, is that in strategic

nuclear forces, the Soviets have come from a position of

substantial inferiority L5 vears aoo to one of naritv todav.

Their forces have improved in quality as well as numbers.

The Soviets have a potential for stratecic advantace, if we
fail to respond with adequate crocrams of our own.

we are responding. Today the United States is encaged

in the most comprehensive militarv modernization crocram

since the earlv 1960s.

In the strategic area, we are moving ahead on

strengthening all three legs of our Triad of land-based
missiles, submarine-launched missiles and bombers. Four

years ago there'was no program for a survivable mobile

ICBM. Four years ago the Trident missile submarine

program was bogged down in contractor disputes and way

behind schedule. Four years ago there was no long-range,
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air-launched cruise missile program. Four years ago,

the only major proposal to modernize our bomber force

was the B-1. We cancelled this program because it was
clear then -- and it is even clearer today -— that it wOUld
have been dangerously vulnerable to improving Soviet

air defenses. Quite simply, the B-1 was obsolete and

a waste of money.

Mv Administration has also taken steps to reverse a

decade of decline in the military strength of the

Atlantic Alliance.
-- When I first began to meet with Atlantic Alliance
leaders almost four years ago, I found them very troubled

by the state of our military strength in the Atlantic

Alliance, I promised to raise our own level of defense

spending in real terms by some three percent per year and

our NATO Allies responded by making the same pledge.p
-- With American leadership, NATO also took the crucial
step of adopting a bold Long-Term Defense Program which

will extend over l5 years. That program is helping us

to increase our capacity to deter or defeat any surprise

attack that may be launched against our European Allies

and therefore against ourselves.

-- Last year, the Alliance agreed to respond to Soviet
nuclear missile and bomber deployments by modernizing

and upgrading our long—range theater nuclear forces with

572 PERSHING II missiles and ground—launched cruise missiles.
Today, this program is underway and on schedule.
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fiATO is responding in a determined and coordinated

fashion to the militarv competition pcsed bv the Warsaw

Pact. Never in the history of the Alliance has its military

solidaritv been creater than it is today.
The recent chaos in Iran and the Soviet invasion of

5fghanistan have emphasized that the challenges to our

vital interests and our securitv are not confined to one

ceocraphic area. It has also demonstrated that we need
to correct deficiences in our conventional power projection

capabilities. The United States must be able to respond

quickly and effectively to military challenges anywhere

in the world.
_

Power projection is not new for the United States, but

the demands change over time. That is why we are engaged

in a systematic and significant enhancement of our

capabilities to move forces rapidly to distant trouble

spots.

Four vears aco, we did not have adeouate capabilitv

to respond to threats in far wav places such as the

Persian Gulf region as guicklv and effectivelv as our

interests reouired. Our intensified effort involves a

number of different programs, including creation of RDF,

prepositioning the weapons and supplies for Marine troops

and Air Force tactical fighters in the region, increasing

our naval presence in the Indian Ocean, gaining access

to key port and airfield facilities in the area.

33-896 0 - 84 - 40 Part 1
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we all hope and work and pray that we will see a

world in which the weapons of war are no longer necessary,

but now we must deal with the hard facts, with the world

as it is. In the dangerous and uncertain'world of today,
the kevstone of our national security is still military
strength -- strength that is clearly recognized by
Americans, by our Allies, and by any potential adversary.

As long as I am President, I am determined to maintain

that strencth.

Gov. Reagan on the Military Balance

"...in military strength we are already second to one:
namely, the Soviet Union."

Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations
March l7, 1980

"At the time (l965) we led the Soviet Union in about 40
strategic military categories. Today, they lead us in all
but 6 or 8 and may well surpass us in those if present trends'
continue."

Veterans of Foreign Wars
August 18, 1980
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Response:

Defense Spending

The Republican platform accuses your Administration
of "massive cuts in US defense spending." They
charge that you have reduced defense spending by
over $38 billion from President Ford's last Five
Year Defense Plan and have underfunded a great
number of unglamorous Defense activities such as
research and development, manpower, the reserves,
just to name a few areas.

How do you respond to these charges?

Also, how will it be possible to maintain 3-5%
real growth through 1985 in the defense budget,
as you have promised, in light of growing public
support for stemming public spending and the great
difficulties in cutting back domestic programs?

I am eager to compare my defense record of steady,
over the last four vears with the

record of underinvestment and decline during the

sustained increase

previous eight years of two Republican Administrations.

Governor Reagan is fond of comparing the real

accomplishments of mv Administration with President

Ford's FY 1978 budget, submitted after his defeat at

the polls left Republican officials free to propose

a budget that would neither have to be defended before

Congress nor executed; that would not have to meet the

tests of affordability and consistency. For example,

that bogus lame—duck document proposed twice as many

ships per year as the average number authorized during

the previous seven years.

fromIn contrast the real Republican record,

fiscal years 1970 through 1977, shows that outlays for
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defense in constant dollars -- the measure of how much
we are actually spending for defense -- declined every
year. During the eight vears prior to my Administration

defense spending declined in real terms -— after

inflation -— about 3§%. Again, in real terms,Republican

requests to Congress declined over $30 billion in the
eight years before FY 1978.

Y

Eight consecutive vears of decline cannot be

reversed overnight. We are now taking corrective action

to reverse the shrinking size of our Navy, the increasing

vulnerability of our intercontinental ballistic missile
force, the growing obsolescence of our tanks and

armored personnel carriers.

When my commitment to national security is evaluated

under the appropriate measure of defense expenditures -

outlays -- the record reveals that outlays rose steadily

from just over $134 billion in FY 1978 to almost $147 billi
in FY 1981 -- over 10% real crowth in consgant 1981
dollars over the four-vear period. As projected in my

current Five—Year Defense Program, defense spending will

have increased, over the eight years of my Administration,

by 311. By 1985, the defense programs and plans I will

have sent to Congress will involve a cumulative real

increase of almost $150 billion above the last budget

yeat of the Ford Administration.
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Moreover, my4Administration is the first Administration
to commit itself to protecting the level of real crowth in

defense spending from the effects of inflation. This

commitment underscores my determination to preserve the

Defense procram in the face of unforeseen events such as

oil price rises and the cost of expanded military

operations in the Indian Ocean.
I

I intend to carry out my current five-year plan.

The most wasteful and self—defeatinc thing that we

could do would be to start this necessary program, then

alter it or cut it back after a vear or two when such an
action mioht become politically attractive. It would also be
harmful for the Commander-in-Chief to attempt to justify

to the American people billions of dollars in unnecessary

and unneeded programs. Although Governor Reagan has been

very imprecise about how much his defense program would

cost, the plans outlined in the Republican Platform would

cost this nation over $50 billion annually by l98S above‘If
the substantial increases I have planned.

The defense program I have proposed for the next five

years will require some sacrifice -- but sacrifice that
we must afford. I am confident that the American people

understand the threats our country faces, and-will support

this program.
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Gov. Reagan on Defense Spendigg

Reagan has never wavered from his strong support of
increased defense spending. Reagan and the Republican
party call for a military buildup to attain military
superiority. By engaging in an arms race with the Soviets,
Reagan believes that we can use our economic might to
defeat the Russians.

"They (the Soviets) know they can't match our
industrial capacity." ‘

New York Post
May 29, 1979

However, neither Reagan nor the Republican party has
made it clear how they would fund this build-up.
"...I've always believed that defense is something in

which you do not make the determination (of a budget)-
it's made for you by your possible opponent."

Washington Post
April 20, 1980

It would appear that Reagan would rely on Reagan—Kemp
Roth to provide the needed revenues for the military build-up:

"We would use the increased revenues the federal
government would get from this tax decrease to rebuild our
defense capabilities."

Flint Journal
May 18, 1980

When pressed for figures on how much would be necessary to
achieve military supperiority, Reagan avoids specifics.

"Well, I've never gone by the figures. In fact, I think
it's wrong to say we're safe because we're spending 5 percent
more or 3 percent more or anything. No, go by the weapons.
Now, I have outlined a number of weapon shortages that we
have, but I don't have access to the high command. Just ask
these men who would have to fight the war what are the
essential weapons, the top priority that we must have now to
restore our ability to deter the Soviet Union. I tell you,I think we're talking about the next few years that we must
change the situation, not eventually down the road."

National Journal Interview
March 9, 1980
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Gov. Reagan on Defense Spending ,

Recently, Reagan spelled out his case against the Carter
Administration record on defense spending:

"(Secretary Brown) argues that defense spending dropped
more than 35% between 1969 and 1976 under Republic adminis
trations, and it has risen 10% under (the Carter) administration.
The truth is that defense spending did go down between 1969
and l975-—and may I point out for the record that it went down
by six percent not 35 percent as Mr. Carter erroneously
charges. But the fundamental problem I have with Mr. Carter's
rewriting of history is its sheer, blatant hypocrisy. Who
was it who was principally responsible for the decline in
defense spending in those years? You and I know the answer
very well: The Democrats who controlled the Congress--men
like Walter Mondale and Teddy Kennedy. Those Democrats in
Congress cut more than $40 billion from the Republican
defense budget, and they block or delay almost every new
weapons systems but even more incredibly, let me ask: Who
was it in l976 who campaigned up and down the land against
Gerald Ford's attempts to restore those defense cuts? Who
said the military budget had to be slashed even more? You
know and I know that it was Jimmy Carter.
President Ford had begun the restoration of our margin of

safety in 1975 with a five-year program for increasing our
defensive capability. In these last three years, President
Carter has cut that program by $38 billion. His defense
budget authorization requests reverted to the annual decline
that had been halted by the Ford Administration.

He has since lobbied steadily against congressional
efforts to increase defense spending.

Now, by such untruthful devices as manipulating inflation
factors, shifting the base from authority to outlays, changing
base years, and even ordering planned defense spending this
year reduced so it would look as if he had met his promised
percentage increase for next year, the Carter Administration
tries to manufacture increases that in fact are largely phony."

American Legion
August 20, 1980
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Resoonse:

Strategic Program Cancellations

Your critics have claimed that your Administration
has scaled down, cancelled or delayed every strategic
weapon program proposed by your Republican predecessor,
including production of Minuteman missiles, the B-1,
ground-, sea- and air—launched cruise missiles, the M-X,
the Trident submarine and the Trident II missile.
During this time, the Soviets have not shown similar
restraint, continuing to deploy several new types of
ICBMs and SL5Ms with multiple warheads, and
developing a new generation of even more threatening
missiles.

How do you respond to the charge that your Administration
has failed to recognize the importance of maintaining
the strategic balance and that only in the past year have
you moved to fully fund necessary strategic programs?

That list of charges made bv Governor Reagan is a
combination of half truths, falsehoods and misleading

statements. Let me summarize the strategic programs as

I found them when I entered the White House four years

ago and where we are today.

In l977 there was no program for a mobile ICBM.

No final decisions had been made on the M-X missile, nor

There was no program for long-range,

air—launched cruise missiles: no program for ground

launched cruise missiles; no program for sea-launched

cruise missiles. There were no plans to deploy additional

Minuteman III ICBMs, so a continuing production line would
have been a useless, senseless waste of $300 million
per year. V_

The Trident ballistic missile submarine program was

bogged down in contractor disputes and way behind schedule.

There was no Trident II ballistic missile. In the past
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three years I have resolved these disputes and gotten

the Trident program back on schedule. The first Trident

submarine went to sea last summer. The 4,000-mile

range Trident I missile is now being deployed on 12 Poseidon
submarines and will be deployed on all Trident submarines.
Looking further into the future, my Administration is

committed to developing the Trident II missile, with even
longer range and greater accuracy.

When I entered office, the only long-range bomber

program was the 5-1. It had been on the drawing board so
long 4- in part because Presidents Nixon and Ford were

doubtful it would work -- that it was growing obsolete
before it could be put in the hands of the Strategic Air
Command. I cancelled the B-1 in l977 because it had
very doubtful prospects of being able to penetrate

anticipated Soviet defenses. In the three years since then,

it has become even clearer that this was the correct
decision because the Soviets have gone ahead and improved

their air defenses and have programs in the works that

will improve them further.
Instead, because the existing cruise missile program

at that time was inadequate, I initiated the long-range,

air-launched cruise missile program. These missiles are

designed to be launched from outside the Soviet Union,

thus the B-52 or other aircraft may be used. These cruise
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missiles are smaller and harder to detect and defend

against than the B-1. They will be able to penetrate

Soviet air defense system at the end of the 1980s and

into the l990s when the 8-1, as I said, would have had

verv doubtful capability to penetrate. At the same time,

we are studying a number of different advance manned

bombers -- including Stealth -- for possible deployment
in the l990s.

With respect to the growing vulnerability of our

Minuteman ICBM force, in l976 there was indeed an M—X

program, but there was no program to solve our strategic

problem -— ICBM survivability -- the ability to survive a
massive Soviet attack of high accuracy intercontinental

ballistic missile warheads in large numbers. The preferred
M-X basing plan on the part of the officials at that time -

1976 —- was to out tham in Minuteman silos. The other scheme
in 1976 was one of underground tunnels, which at least

recognized the need for a different deployment system in orde

for the M—X missiles to survive. Neither of these proposals

was workable. Neither would have solved the problem of

survivability. We then spent about two vears trvinc to find

a survivable system and we did. It's not inexpensive. But
it will cost no more than the Minuteman system or the E-525.
And it will be able to survive. So, yes, we cancelled a
basing system for the M-X that wouldn't work and we

substituted a system that would.
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Governor Reacanon Stratecic Programs

Reagan has been a constant supporter of all ~eapon programs.
In fact, he has never publicly opposed any major weapon system
in the last 15 years. y

The Republican platform calls for development of virtually
eve

no

weapon system under consideration:

the earliest possible deployment of the MX missile
in a prudent survivable configuration;

accelerated development and deployment of a new manned
strategic penetrating bomber that will exploit the
$5.5 billion already invested in the 3-1, while
employing the most advanced technology available:

deployment of an air defense system comprised of
dedicated modern interceptor aircraft and early warning
support systems;

acceleration of development and deployment of strategic
cruise missiles deployed on aircraft, on land, and on
ships and submarines;

modernization of the military command and control system
to assure the responsiveness of U.S. strategic nuclear
forces to presidential command in peace or war; and

0

vigorous research and development of an effective
anti-ballistic missile syztem, such as is already at
hand in the Soviet Union, asfwell as more modern ABM
technologies."

l980 Republican Platform
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Response:

M-X (including ABM)

There have been a number of reports that the M-X is
losing support as a result of its high cost, concern
about its impact on the states where it would be
deployed, and its viability in the absence of SALT.
In_light of these problems, do you think M-X is
still a viable weapon? If, as seems likely, M—X is
delayed, what harm do you see to the national security?
Should the Administration be pursuing alternatives, I
in the event of an extended delay in M—X? And,
what is your position on an ABM system to protect MX?

The M-X svstem is viable, and it is necessarv for
the security of our nation. Our land—based Minuteman

ICBM force is becoming vulnerable and we must act

promptly to restore its invulnerability.

When I entered office in 1977 there was no program

for a survivable M-X. One alternative under consideration

would have put the M-X missile into Minuteman silos -- and
the M-X would have been just as vulnerable to a Soviet

attack as the Minutemen are now. Another alternative

at least recognized the need for improved survivability,

but detailed analysis of this alternative -- the trench

or tunnel system -- showed that it would not work either.
During the next two years I directed the Defense

Department to pursue a determined search for a M-X basing

system which would be able to survive and retaliate

after receiving the most devastating Soviet attack possible,

and allow the Soviets to verify how many missiles were

deployed.
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After studying dozens of options, we found a

deployment system for the M-X which meets these criteria.

Governor Reagan has criticized my decision. I would
challenoe him to be more specific about the alternative

he favors. Does he want to build a missile and have no

place to put it? Does he want to put it in the Minuteman
silos where they will be vulnerable to a nuclear Pearl
Harbor? Perhaps he wants to build thousands and thousands

of M-Xs and proliferate them all over the country, as

some of his advisors have stated, at a cost of untold

billions and a highly dangerous arms race.

The missile deployment I have approved will protect

us from a Soviet surprise attack and yet be consistent

with trying to curb arms and not engage in an arms race.

I am confident we have made the right decision.

Strategic nuclear forces necessary for our nation's

security are costly, but it is a burden we must bear to
protect our freedoms. The Defense Department cost estimate

for the M-X of about $33 billion in FY '80 dollars was

worked out with care, and not artificially squeezed to
make the M—X more saleable —- a tactic that has been used

to sell military programs in the past. Even at this cost,

M-X will be no more expensive than the Minuteman or the
Polaris missile systems, or the B-52 bombers.
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While we have focused on the strategic and security

necessity for M-X, I have carefully reviewed the Air

Force's plans to ensure that the M—X will not place an
unfair burden on any of our citizens. I have met with
the Governors of Utah and Nevada to assure them that,

in deploying the M-X, we will respect all state water
laws and will do evervthing possible to deal with the
other economic impacts on the states. I am determined

to see that these issues are resolved to the satisfaction

of the residents around the deployment areas. I believe

this can be done while planning to have the first missiles
in service by l986.

Finally, many Republican critics of my Administration

favor abrocating the ABM Treaty and deploying ABMs to pro

tect M~X. I believe that would be a gross mistake at this

time. The ABM Treaty is a very important achievement, the

most important achivement of SALT I, and one which holds
down the arms competition. A decision to deploy ABMs should

not be made lightly. But if in the absence of the con
straints of the SALT II Treaty, the Soviets deployed
tremendous numbers of warheads capable of attacking M—X

shelters, perhaps as high as 20,000 or 30,000 warheads,

then we might consider other responses, such as an anti

ballistic missile system. We have a vigorous long-standing

technology program to develop ABMs and we would consider

vdeploying such a system if that becomes necessary in the
future.
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Governor Reagan on MX

"To prevent the ultimate catastrophe of a massive nuclear
tack, we urgently need a program to preserve and restore our
r egic deterrent. The Administration proposes a costly and- ex new missile system. But we can't complete that until
. _nd of this decade. Given the rapidly growing vulnerability
of our land-based missile force, a faster remedy is needed."

Address to Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980

y the Carter Administra
te , and will require
p- 'ing the UK should

The race—track deployment proposed b
tion is enormously expensive and complica
years to build. This proposed mode of ce
be scrapped, because it is unworkable.

Response to question posed by
Arms Control Todav, May 1980

Representative Anderson on the MX

I have opposed development and deployment of the MX missile
system as currently planned. Not only will this system be out
rageously expensive and environmentally unsound, it will fail to
address the fundamental need to enhance American security. We
should not add thousands of new targets for Soviet military‘
planners to contemplate, but should instead take advantage of
technological advances in guidance, propulsion systems, command
and control systems, and platforms to develop a secure and
invulnerable system before the end of the decade. While the
need for prompt counter-silo capability has not been completely
resolved in my own mind, any such capability should not be
deployed in a manner that invites attack on the United States.

Response to guestion posed by
Arms Control Todav, May 1980
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Response:

1
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Saw Strategic Bomber
(Including Stealth Controversy)

Three years ago you cancelled the B-1 bomber in favor of
less expensive cruise missiles. Now your Administration
is apparently on the verge of agreeing with the Air Force
that a new bomber may be needed for conventional missions
as well as for a strategic role.

Given the increasing anxiety over the effectiveness of
the aging B-52, do you still believe your 1977 decision
to cancel the B-1 was justified?

Also, your Administration has recently come under attack
for alledgedly leaking the so-called "Stealth" technology
for election year political purposes. Even if the original
eaks did not come from the Administration, Defense
Department officials seemed most eager to brief reporters
and draw attention to the once-secret technology which,
in Secretary Brown's words, "alters the military balance
significantly."

How do you answer the charge that your Administration's
handling of Stealth was politically motivated and has
damaged our national security?

Four years ago, the only major proposal to modernize

our bomber force was the B-1. In 1977, I cancelled this

program because it was clear then —- and it is even clearer
today -- that by the time the B-1 could have been off the
assembly lines and deployed at our SAC bases, improved

Soviet air defenses would have made this aircraft

dangerously vulnerable. Quite simply, the S-1 was

obsolete and a waste of money. Yet Governor Reagan has

continued to cite the 8-1 as a bomber that should have

been built. The Republican program is a program of

obsolescence. They want to resurrect decommissioned ships.

They want to revive the ABM system, which President
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Nixon discarded. With vulnerable bombers, mothballed

ships and obsolete missiles, they would waste billions
of defense dollars.

0

Instead of the B-1, I chose to modernize the bomber

force by exploiting some of the most advanced and

effective military technology in the world -- the air
launched cruise missile. When I entered office four
years ago, no long-range, air-launched cruise missiles

were included in the defense program. Today, we are well

on our way to eouiooinc our B-52s with over 3,000 of

these very highly accurate, long-range cruise missiles.

They will be able to penetrate Soviet defenses not only

in l982, when the first full squadron will be ready,

but through the 19805 and beyond.

At the same time we are studying a new bomber

to meet any requirements for the 1990s —- the Stealth

aircraft is part of this study. This is a major

technological achievement that will affect the military

balance in the coming years. Programs to make aircraft

less visible to radar -— to give them a so—called Stealth

capability -- have existed for 20 years. When this

Administration came into office, Stealth was a low

level technology program and its existence was not

classified as secret. The program had been dealt

with in open testimony and in open contracts. In the

spring of 1977, I turned Stealth into a major develop

ment and production program. The existence of this

33-896 0 - 84 - 41 Part 1
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new program was classified at the highest level. The

funding level is now more than 100 times larger than

it was in early l977. There have been major achievements
in the program.

Hundreds of contractor personnel are now working on

Stealth. Dozens of Members of Congress have been briefed

on the existence of the program. The increasing size of

the program and the increasing numbers of persons aware

of it made certain that its existence would have come out
in the near future.

Governor Reagan's charge that the information provided

by Secretary Brown's press conference would be helpful

to the Soviets is simply nonsense. The information

doesn't tell them how to change their air defense. They

are already developing and building the best air defenses

they can. Even if they could push their research harder
to develop yet better air defenses, they have no idea of

what characteristics to design against, or how much better

their defenses must be. Secrecy of the details of the

procrami combined with our technological achievements,

will enable us to keep ahead of the Soviets in this program

for decades to come.

Stealth is one of a number of major technological

advantages that the U.S. possesses. These technological

advantages weigh heavily in the military balance and keep



us second to none. We have publicly discussed our

advantages in other technologies in the past, and will
continue to do so in the future because it is important
that our potential enemies, our allies and the American

eoole understand our militar strength. This is anP . .

essential factor in deterring war.

Governor Peacan on the B-1 and Cruise Missiles

"I don't think_that the current administration (Carter) is
doing what should be done - not when it cancels the B-1 bomber,
which is probably the foremost advance in aircraft that has ever
been -- or has been presented since we went to the jet engines...

Face The Nation
May l4, 1978

"We have an administration (Carter) that in three years has
done away with...the cruise missile...and you could go on with
weapon after weapon..."

San Jose News
March l0, 1980
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Response:

clear.

Neutron'Somb
0

Critics of your Administration have cited your surprise
decision in April 1978 not to deploy the so—called
neutron bomb as a prime example of inconsistency that
has seriously harmed our position of leadership in the
NATO alliance. At that time you said the ultimate
decision on the neutron bomb would be made in light of
Soviet restraint.

What considerations led you to decide so precipitously
against deploying the neutron bomb in 1978? What is
the status of your decision to defer production? What
signs of Soviet restraint have, so far, prevented you
from deciding to proceed with the neutron bomb? ~

1.

My decision of April 7, 1978 to defer a deployment

decision still stands. I have directed that the Defense
Department proceed with programs to modernize battlefield

nuclear forces with improved weapons -- the LANCE missile
and 8-inch nuclear artillery shell. I have further directed

that the new warheads for these weapons be so designed that

they can accept enhanced radiation elements and thus be

converted to enhanced radiation warheads in the future,

should we and our Allies decide on the need for such systems.

The military need for enhanced radiation weapons is not

NATO is deploying highly sophisticated, conventional

"precision guided munitions" in anti-armor roles that are so

accurate that there is a high probability that each shot would

destroy an enemy tank. We and our NATO Allies are deploying

these precision guided munitions by the tens of thousands.

The question of enhanced radiation weapons remains a

sensitive one for our European Allies, on whose soil such

weapons would be stationed. Governor Reagan's bland assertion

that he would deploy enhanced radiation weapons in Europe
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could cause serious strains in the Alliance. Governor

Reagan ignores one essential fact: NATO is an Alliance of
sovereign states. We do not tell our Allies that we are
going to deploy a weapon on their territory. We consult

with them, we examine the military requirements, we

consider the pplitical implications, then we as an Alliance
decide.

On December 12, l979, NATO adopted a plan for modernizing

the theater nuclear forces (TNFl through the deployment of

Pershing II and ground-launched cruise missiles. This plan
is focused on long-range TNF because of their special contributior

to deterrence. This decision was the product of model political

and military consultations with our Allies.
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Governor Reagan on the Neutron Bomb

Reagan strongly opposed any funding cuts in the development
f the neutron bomb. He views the neutron bomb as "an offensive
‘eapon that could bridge the gap for conventional weapons."

New York Times
May 6, 1980

"very simply it is the dream of death ray weapon of science
fiction. It kills enemy soldiers but doesn't blow up the
surrounding countryside or destroy villages, towns and cities.
It won't destroy an enemy tank -- just kill the tank <:ew.
"Now some express horror at this and charging immortality,
portray those who would use such a weapon as placing a
higher value on property than human life. This is sheer
unadulterated nonsense. It is harsh sounding, but all war
weapons back to the club, the sling and the arrow, are
designed to kill the soldiers of the enemy. With gunpowder
and artillery and later bombs and bombers, war could not be
confined to the battlefield. And so came total war and non
combatants outnumbering soldiers in casualties."

Reagan Radio Transcript
March 1978 - April 1978

Reagan supports deployment of the neutron bomb in almost every
available delivery system. .

"I favor development and deployment of the neutron warhead
for U.S. theatre nuclear forces, including ballistic missiles,
cruise missiles, artillery and bombs."

Washington Post
April 24, 1980
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‘.nuclear Stratecv

The Republican Platform charges that your .dministration
relies on a nuclear strategy known as mutual assured
destruction (or MAD) which would limit the President
in a crisis to choose between mass mutual suicide or
surrender. Yet you have recently signed Presidential
Directive 59, widely reported in the press to call for
giving the President greater flexibility to retaliate
with nuclear weapons against limited groups of targets.

How do you answer the charge that your directive was
timed to refute,the Republican Platform statement?
Why was a Presidential Directive on this extremely
important and sensitive subject undertaken during a
political campaign?
Also, other critics claim that increasing the
President's flexibility to order nuclear attacks
will only make nuclear war more thinkable, hence
more likely. How do you answer this concern?

Response

I deeply regret the ill—informed attacks on our

Nation's nuclear deterrent strategy. There has been a

great deal of exaggeration put out eboht Presidential

Directive 59 in this campaign, and welcome the
I

opportunity to state once again the true facts about

America's deterrent doctrine.

had a doctrine basedThe United States has never

solelv and simply on spasmodic, massive attacks on Soviet

cities and populations, as Governor Reacan knows -— or

at least he should know. The President is not faced with

a Hobson's choice between suicide and surrender if the
Soviets launch a nuclear attack on military targets, while

sparing our cities. Previous Administrations going back

at least two decades recognized the danger of a strategic

doctrine that relied too heavily on the threat of attacking
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Soviet cities to deter Soviet aggression. Therefore,

since the early 1960s, the United States has had the

caoabilitv to launch limited nuclear attacks on

Soviet targets other than cities. This capability has

Vgrown as our nuclear forces have become more accurate

and sophisticated.

Our strategy and our capability to inflict massive
destruction in retaliation provide the means of convincing

the Soviet leaders that there is no rational objective they

might gain by using or threatening to use nuclear weapons

against the United States or our allies.C The strategy

set forth in Presidential Directive 59 directs our

Nation's military leaders to further develop our plans

to carry out selective, limited attacks on those targets

we know the Soviet leaders value most. It restates and
redefines our plans to respond to any level of Soviet

nuclear attack by striking back in ways that damage

the political and military structure without hitting

Soviet cities and population.

Therefore, it should be clear to all that the
strategv contained in PD-S9 is not a radical departure

from previous policy of both Democratic and Republican

Administrations. It is the result of a gradual
evolution of our doctrine over a number of years in

response to growing Soviet strategic capabilities and

to better understanding of Soviet military doctrine

and operational planning. U.S. strategic forces are

now, and will continue to be, capable of implementing

this strateqv.
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I want to stress that the United States rerains

fully capable of devastating the Soviet Union under any

circumstances. Assured destruction of the Soviet Union

as a modern industrial society remains the cornerstone

of the strategy expressed in PD-59. It does not
signify a shift to a US plan to strike first at the

Soviet Union with nuclear forces, nor does it mean the
United States intends to use or threaten to use nuclear

weapons to gain foreign policy objectives. The only

sane purpose of nuclear weapons is to deter their use

by the other side.
I

I do not believe either side could "win" a limited

nuclear war. In PD-59, I want to ensure as best I can

that the Soviets do not believe so either.
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Recres ntative Anderson on Nuclear Strategy

In a speech before the Council on Foreign Relations in
Xew York on September 24, Anderson charged that both President
Carter and Ronald Reagan "have formed an alliance of folly"
in their positions on nuclear war strategy.

"Both seem to harbor the fatal illusion that nuclear wars
can be limited and perhaps even won. That conclusion is
reflected in Mr. Reagan's platform and in Mr. Carter's twin
commitments to the MX counterforce missile and to the new
targeting doctrine formulated in Presidential Directive 59.

"Obviously, neither Mr. Carter now Mr. Reagan is advocating
nuclear war. But I consider both of them to be seriously
misguided in their endorsement of the so-called nuclear war
fighting thesis."

"[Both] would build super-accurate counterforce weapons
to threaten Soviet missiles. Both would target weapons not
only on missile silos but on command centers as well. And
both insist that such weapons would be used only in a second
strike to disarm any Soviet missiles remaining after an
initial attack on the United States."

Anderson then spelled out his views.

"Any missiles capable of destroying enemy silos in a
second strike could obviously do so in a first strike. The
creation of these weapons and plans would move both sides
toward a hair—trigger posture in which each would feel more
inclined to launch its land-based missiles on warning of
attack, lest they be destroyed on the ground."

"The futile pursuit of a capacity to wage limited nuclear
war may only make more likely the very event we dread."
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According to the GOP, Carter Administration "misranagement"
of the all-volunteer force concept has turned it into
a "shambles", a "national scandal" and "disgrace."
The Party Platform blames your Administration as well
for a "dramatic exodus" of skilled military personnel
from the services, a loss which is "the direct result
of neglect by the Commander-in-Chief." Additionally,
this year it became known that tens of thousands of
military families are eligible for food stamps.

How do you answer the charge that your Administration
permitted this situation to deteriorate? What is
your assessment of the strength and morale in our armed
services? What measures have you proposed to solve
the problems that do exist?

The continuing ability of our Armed Forces to

recruit and retain sufficient numbers of gualified young

men and women is a matter of the highest national priority.

I am keenly aware, from my own personal experience in
the Navy and from close attention to the subject as

President, of the real sacrifices as well as satisfactions

involved in military service. I greatly admire those
who are working so hard to protect our country.

I realize that many experienced men and women are
leaving the Services because of a feeling that they are

not adequately compensated. I have taken several
.

1.
. .

i .11
.

to look for ways to help our service people as long as

I am President. In early September, I signed into law

legislation specifically targeted to the areas of most

immediate need. These included an increased subsistence
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allowance, a 25% increase in aviation career incentive

pay, increased pay for enlisted personnel serving at

sea, and reenlistment bonuses for persons with l0-l4

years of orior service.

I also signed into law a ll.7% pay increase for'
military personnel effective October 1. Pay and benefits

for the Armed Forces will rise more than $4 billion in
l98l, the greatest increase in the history of our nation,

in either war or peace.

These measures, by themselves, are only a first
step toward solving our manpower problems. In the past

my efforts have been complicated by a number of limiting

factors -— inadequate attention to the problem before

I came to office, Congressional cuts in my defense budget,

the need for fiscal restraint in the fight on inflation.

This year we have been very successful in building

support in the Congress for higher pay and benefits.

Our continued success through the 1980s will depend on
recognition of the hard fact that sustained commitment

of the American people will be required to pay the costs

of retaining and supporting a voluntary military force.
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In recent years, increasing publicity has
the low readiness of our military forces: ‘
spare parts, fuel and ammunition, growing backlogs of
deferred maintenance through inadequate facilities to
meet peacetime needs (let alone wartime requirements)
shrinking industrial capacity to supply defense goods.

been given to
sho taces of

and

More recently, Army Chief of Staff General Meyer has
stated that we have "a hollow Army". Four years ago,
all l0 Army divisions based in the US were rated fully
combat ready. A§pw 6 of.these divisions are rated not
combat ready and the other 4 are rated marginally
combat ready. ‘

How serious do you believe this problem is? Where do
the most critical problems exist and what steps has your
Administration taken to correct them?

Response

Today our land, naval and air forces are fully capable

of substantial and successful combat. My Administration

has made extrordinary efforts to maintain readiness in

the face of rapidly escalating costs -- such as the
dramatic fuel price increase over the last year —— and

the shortfalls and inadequate programs when I entered

office.

In FY 8l we will spend over $52 billion to support
the maintenance and operations of our forces, an increase

in real terms overof almost $5 billion, or about 10%,
President Ford's last budget year. During the past four

years, one-third of total military spending has supported

readiness-related operations and maintenance. Expenditures

on procurement of munitions and spares —— another indicator

of immediate combat readiness -— total another $16 billion

during this same 78-81 period.



Four veers ago, munitions and spare parts inventories

and production suffered from low baseline reotirerents

established by previous Administrations. Immediately

after taking office I commissioned, and followed through

on a sustainability study of unprecedented detail and

comprehensiveness. In part as a result of this study,

the record of the past four years is of real improvement

in munitions and war reserves. However, much work needs

to be done and it will be several years before those
inventories will be fully adequate to support all of our
combat forces at wartime sortie rates.

Let me address some of the specific problems we have

and the steps I have ordered to correct them.

Today the Army has 16 divisions, of which 10 are combat

ready. The forward deoloved divisions in Europe and the

Pacific represent 45 percen‘ of the Armv and are maintained

at highest readiness status. The Army classifies divisions

as fully-combat ready to not—combat ready according to

personnel, equipment and training conditions. A division

rated low in one of these resource areas is capable of

operating with two of its three brigades if required to
deploy immediately. But all Army units could not be
transported at the same time. While early deploying

units are moving, the later units are brought up to

full capacity.
Our current efforts to improve Armyireadiness are

showing results:
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0 First, recruiting for the past "ear has fully

met objectives and those soldiers are now beginning to

arrive in units.

0 Second, non-commissioned officer shortages will
be improved through reducing unneeded personnel in

forward deployed forces.

0 Third, in recruiting, I am expanding bonus

programs that are keyed toward critical skills. I have
also supported legislation to improve educational benefits,

including provisions that pass on unused educational

benefits to dependents. To alleviate the shortage of

middle—grade NCOs, I am expanding bonus programs to

include mid—range NCOs (6-10 years’ service) in infantry,

armor, field artillery, and other selected skills. (By
comparison only a third of Soviet divisions are combat

ready. The remaining two-thirds are at reduced or

cadre strength, having varying percentages of active

duty personnel and equipment assigned to them, and would

have to be filled out in an emergency with reservists.)
There has also been much attention focused on the

readiness of our tactical air forces. It is untrue that
a significant percentage of our aircraft can't fly. The

index used by the Air Force is a measure of the peacetime

logistic support system, not of how the air forces would

perform in war. If we were to make a transition to war
from our normal day-to—day peacetime posture, we would

selectively defer non-urgent inspections and preventive

maintenance; we would also, of course, have unlimited



access to our war reserve spares and would, as necessary,

use serviceable components from out-o5—cc:mission and

damaged aircraft to maximize our wartime capability.

Today, our armed forces stand readv to fight, ifr
that should become necessary. In response to events in

Southwest Asia, I ordered the rapid deployment of two

aircraft carrier battle groups to the Indian Ocean. Since

the beginning of this year, we have deployed two aircraft
_

carriers; over 25 other ships and more than l5O combat

aircraft in one of the areas of the world most remote

from the United States. To be sure, there have been

sacrifices and hardships on the crews and their families.

But we accomplished this deployment rapidly and smoothly,

and can sustain it in the Indian Ocean as long as it is
needed. No other Navy in the world could have performed

as well.
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Hilitar Craft

Critics on your left have attacked your reinstitution of
draft registration as the first step to res;-ing the
peacetime draft. Critics on your right have claimed ::at
the draft registration program is an empty, symbolic
gesture and would do nothing to speed mobilization in
a crisis.

What were your objectives in ordering draft registration?
How can you claim draft registration will expedite
mobilization in a crisis when a Selective Service report
early this year concluded that it would have no effect?

Response

I have repeatedlv stated mv opposition to the

peacetime draft. With the personnel initiatives I have

taken to raise military pay and benefits closer to

compensate civilian occupations, I believe that a peacetime

draft will not be necessary.
7

But it is important for us all to realize that the
U.S. is committed to a sustained response to a long-term

strategic challenge. We should be prepared to make th

necessary sacrifices and that these sacrifices be borne

by all. We should be prepared to reinstitute the draft
on very short notice, if that becomes necessary.
\

What is the argument against recistration? That we

should not be prepared? I for one do not believe this is

the case. I feel it is a fundamental matter of patriotism

that Americans support. Symbolically, we would also be

saying to the Soviet Union that the simple act of

registration was too high a price to pay to enhance our

security -— certainly a reckless notion to impart.

33-896 O — 84 — 42 Part 1
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ficreoverj our allies continue to look to us for

leadership of the Atlantic Alliance. They rightly

require of us wisdom and strength -— political, economic
and military —— to properly manage the changing international

security environment.

Draft registration is a tangible demonstration to

our allies and potential adversaries of our national

strength and will. It also assists our planning for
national emergencies in which an actual draft could

be necessary.
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Governor Reacan on the Military Craft

Reagan opposes both the President's move to reinstate
draft registration and any peacetime draft.

"I do not favor a peacetime draft or registration."

Acceptance Speech
July 17, 1980

He also challenges the underlying premise for registration.

"Indeed, draft registration may actually decrease our
military preparedness, by making people think we have solved
our defense problem,.."

Quoted by Senator Hatfield
Congressional Record
June 4, l98O

Asked for an alternative to the peacetime draft, Reagan calls
for a buildup of reserves. (It is not clear if he favors the
same buildup as an alternative to registration.)

"There is a need for a million-man active reserve, a
reserve that is equipped with the latest weapons, trained
in them and combat ready. We've allowed (our reserve force)
to deteriorate very badly. It is much too small, it is not
equipped with the latest weapons and it doesn't have the
training."

National Journal
March 8, 1980

To finance this force, Reagan would rely on pay incentives.

Q: So you believe we can have a million-man reserve
strictly on a volunteer basis?

Reagan: Yes.

Q: How, with pay incentives?

Reagan: Yes, it could be pay incentives.
National Journal
March 8, 1980
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Response:

The Administration's critics have charged t
is just a paper organization, a political g1
designed to draw attention away from four years of
neglect. They also charge that since all of the military
forces assigned to the RDF are already in existence,
the main value of the Administration's initiative is
more political than military. Would you comment on
these charges.

Also, since our existing forces are stretched so thin,
how can they be drawn down to take on new commitments
elsewhere? What will the RDF be able to accomplish
that could not be done before? If the challenges to
our security worldwide are really on the rise, don't we
need to increase the size of our armed forces and step
up purchases of new equipment? Finally, does the
formation of the RDF signify an increased willingness
of the US to intervene militarily in regional disputes?

Those who charge that the RDF is a political gimmick

are demonstrating their lack of understanding of military

forces. The present international challenges we face

and the interests we must be prepared to defend require us

enhance our capabilities, not add to our current force

structure.

Force structure aside, we are dramatically improving

our capability to engage and support more of our forces at

greater distances from the United States. This is the

essence of the Rapid Deployment Force. Having Rapid

Deployment Forces does not increase the probability that

we will use them. On the contrary, we intend for their
existence to deter the very developments that would

otherwise invoke their use.
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The Rapid Deployment Force craws its forces from.Army;

Navyl Air Force; and Marine units which are oriented

toward non—NATO contingencies and that can respond cuickly

to crises, primarily in areas in which we have no permanent

military presence. The specific composition of the Rapid

Deployment Force is not fixed —- the forces employed by the

Rapid Deployment Force would be dependent upon the situation

we faced. A company of 200 men might be sufficient to

respond to requests by friendly countries to provide a

natural disaster assistance team or communications-and

command support teams; a Marine Amphibious Force of 50,000

men or a mechanized Army Corps of over l00,000 men might be

required to provide sfifficient warfighting capability to

regain territory overrun by the enemy or to hold critical
objectives until reinforcements could reach the area.

Although the forces for the Rapid Deployment Force

currently exist, we are buying selected items to improve

significantlyits mobility and responsiveness. We are

developing special ships for prepositioning several brigades

of Marine Corps heavy equipment -- tanks and artillery.

We are buying additional KC—l0 cargo/tanker aircraft to

support our long—range airlift, and we are developing
a new transport aircraft, the C-X, for hauling outsized
cargo, like tanks. Our 1981 shipbuilding program has

been increased to 95 units over the next five years.
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We have already deployed a seven-ship, prepcsitioned

support force afloat at Diego Garcia, in the Indian Ocean.

The seven-ship group is composed of chartered Roll—on/

rQLboff ships, cargo ships and tankers. This group of

ships stores Marine Corps armored equipment, artillery

and other large items of rolling stock that place the
largest demand on airlift.
Today, the RDF is readv to respond to a broad range

of military contincencies in defense of our vital national

interests. Through carefully selected procurement

programs we are improving significantly that capability,

It is important that our potential adversaries understand
that we have the ability and the will to defend our

interests and that any miscalculation on their part

would be extremely costly to them.
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In comparing your defense record with that of s

Ford, the most dramatic area of cuts is naval ship
building. During the last four years, the naval
share of the DOD budget has shrunk from 40 percent
to 33 percent. President Ford's last five—year
ship contruction plan was out from 157 ships to 83.
Your shipbuilding proposals since then have gone up
and down, showing no consistent pattern. In l979,
you vetoed the Defense bill because it contained a
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. And you have
requested only about one—third the Marine amphibious
ships needed to maintain the current force level.

Have you downgraded the Navy's role in our national
defense? How do you answer the charge that you have
been dismantling the nation's naval and marine forces?

R8 SEOTISQ

I am glad to compare the record of my Administration

with those of the previous Republican Administrations

often quoted by Governor Reagan. -During thedecade

before I entered officei the size of our Navy was out in

half as older ships were retired and the Republicans

debated the future role of the Navy, Shipbuilding during

those years was actually significantly less than the

program we are now following.

Like President Ford's defense budget for fiscal year

1978, submitted after his defeat at the polls left Republican

officals free to propose a budget that would neither have

to be defended before Congress nor executed, the Ford 1977,

156-ship five-year plan was a lame—duck document that did

\ not have to meet the tests of affordability and consistency.

The program proposed twice as many ships per year as the

Qyerage number authorized during the previous seven years

of RepubIican Administration.
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In contrast, the program I have followed is based on

a_policv to structure a realistic, executable five-veil

shipbuilding program within available resources, rather

than'to continue to delude ourselves with unrealistic

shipbuilding plans or to resurrect old mothballed ships.

My Administration's five-year shipbuilding plan pro

vides for the construction of 97 new ships, and for major

modernization of five other ships, including three aircraft

carriers. Two-thirds of these new ships are combatants,

the rest are support vessels. My shipbuilding plan

reflects two deliberate decisions to increase our strength

and military flexibility: the construction of highly
capable combatant ships (as exemplified by the construction

of sixteen CG-47 class, AEGIS-equipped guided missile

Cruisers), and support for our Rapid Deployment Forces.

through the procurement of 14 newly designed maritime

prepositioning ships.

I am determined to keep our naval forces more powerful

than those of any other nation on earth. Our shipbuilding

program will sustain a 5SO+ship Navy in the 1990s; and we
will continue to build the most capable ships afloat. Sea
power is indispensable to our global strategy —- in peace

and also in war.
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gan has criticized the Carter Administration for slashing
ocrams.

"In 1969, Admiral Thomas Moorer, then Chief of Naval Operations
told Congress that a Navy of 850 ships should be attained by
1980. By the end of this fiscal year, only 5 or_6 weeks away,
our conventional Navy will consist of only 4l5 active ships.
Carter has slashed the Navy shipbuilding program in half, and
has provided for -- at the very best -- a one-and—a—half
ocean Navy for a three—ocean global requirement.

Speech to American Legion
1980

Reagan
August 20,

Reagan calls for a reversal in this trend.

"We must immediately reverse the deterioration of our
naval strength, and provide all of the armed services with
the equipment and spare parts they need."

Reagan Speech to American Legion
August 20, 1980

The Republican Platform calls for building more aircraft
carriers, submarines and amphibious ships:

"Republicans pledge to reverse Mr. Carter's dismantling of
U.S. naval and Marine forces. We will restore our fleet to
600 ships at a rate equal to or exceeding that planned by
President Ford. We will build more aircraft carriers, sub
marines, and amphibious ships. We will restore naval and‘
Marine aircraft procurement to economical rates enabling
rapid modernization of the current forces, and expansion to
meet the requirements of additional aircraft carriers.

l98O Republican Platform
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Arms Control: Role in US Security

What is your concept of the role of arms control in pro
tecting US security? Do we pursue arms control in and
of itself, or as a means of advancing specific foreign
policy or national security objectives? Do you have a
strategy which guides your Administration and ties our
defense planning and arms control negotiations together?
Why do you think there is so much suspicion of arms con
trol in the last few years? Does arms control have any
place in the present international atmosphere?

Response__4____

I remain deeply committed to the process of mutual
and verifiable arms control, particularly to the effort

to prevent the spread and further development of nuclear

weapons.
I

Preventing nuclear war is.the foremost responsibility

of the two superpowers. That is why we have negotiated the

strategic arms limitation talks, treaties ——SALT I AND SALT

II. Especially now in a time of great tension, observing the
mutual constraints imposed by the terms of these treaties will
be in the best interest of both countries. My decision to

defer, but not abandon our efforts to secure ratification of

the SALT II Treaty reflects my firm conviction that the
United States has a profound national security interest in

the constraints on Soviet nuclear forces which only that

treaty can provide.

Governor Reagan denounces the SALT II trea§y. He would
turn away from that treaty to a fruitless pursuit of an

unachievable military superiority. Then, he says, he would
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negotiate with the Soviets. There are two problems with

Governor Reagan's strategy; One, the Soviets will no more

let us build to nuclear superiority over them than we will

them over us; two, the Soviets are not going to negotiate

under the conditions Governor Reagan describes. So, the

American people would be left with an all-out -— and

unwinnable -- arms race and no chance for negotiating limits

on Soviet forces, as we have done in the SALT II Treaty.
Careful, balanced and verifiable arms control agreements

can complement our defense programs in maintaining the

militarv balance of power and preserving international peace

and stability. Let there be no mistake: I believe the SALT

Treaty is in the securitv interests of the United States.

when conditions oermit, I will seek its ratification, and

press on to SALT III. 6

My Administration will continue to pursue arms control

agreements where these clearly can contribute to the security

of the United States and its allies and friends. Unlike

Governor Reagan, I do not regard balanced, verifiable arms

limitations, such as the SALT II treaty, as "appeasement."
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_rms Control: administration Record

Your Administration began with a great empha is on
arms control. You sought agreements on’stra egic weapons,
on anti—satellite weapons, on military forces in the
Indian Ocean, on restraining conventional arms transfers,
on chemical weapons, on force reductions in Europe,
and others. With the exception of the SALT Treaty, which
has not been ratified, none of these other arms control
negotiations have come to anything.

5
t

How do you assess your Administration's arms control
record after four years? What reason is there to
believe you will be any more successful in negotiating
with the Soviets in a second term?

Significant progress in arms control —— particularly

in controlling and reducing strategic nuclear weapons -— has

been one of the basic goals of my Administration from the

outset.

Except for concluding the SALT II Treaty, not nearly
as much has been accomplished as I had hoped. But, I am not
going to turn away from my deep commitment to the pursuit

of mutual arms control agreements which enhance the security

of the United States and its allies, and which strengthen

international stability and the hopes for peace.

The SALT Treaty

The most prominent arms control achievement of my

Administration is, of course, SALT II.’ The SALT process, and

the SALT II Treaty, which Governor Reagan would abandon in
favor of an impossible pursuit of military superiority, is

the product of three Republican and Democratic Administrations
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nuclear war.

Because SALT II limits competition
Union in the mostStates and the Soviet

the U)this Treaty is ingle most

of the decade:

SALT II will permit us better to maintain strategic
equivalence in nuclear weapons and devote our

defense spending more on our highest priority

needs for conventional force improvements;

Without it, the Soviets can add more power to their
forces and better conceal from us what they are

doing;

Without SALT II, and the beginning of SALT III,
deeper cuts would take many more years to achieve;

and

Without SALT II, our efforts to control the
proliferation of nuclear weapons will be more
difficult.
I believe that the Senate will ratify SALT II because

the Treaty is, in its simplest terms, in the interest of

our Nation's security.

The successful negotiation of the SALT Treaty, of

course, represents only one step —- although an enormously

important one -- toward a very long-term goal. The short
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term milestone is a reflection of the treaty itself and
D

I know that milestone seems to be getting farther and

farther away instead of closer. I am determined to press

on for greater reductions and tighter controls over

strategic weapons in SALT III.
Other Arms Control Accomplishments

More broadly in the area of arms control, my

Administration has made every‘effort -- against continuing
adverse trends -- to reduce the international traffic in
armaments and in that way to turn the funds which are

spent in the Third World for swords into outlays for

greatly needed plough shares. My Administration has also

initiated the multilateral negotiations on a comprehensive

test ban and is pursuing negotiations on controlling

chemical, biological, and radiological weapons. We have

also established a negotiating forum for limiting Soviet

anti-satellite capabilities.

Progress has been slow. But my determination to

pursue the goal of arms control is undiluted.



Arms Control - SALT Treaty

Q: What are the prospects for the SALT Treaty? Is it
dead, or do you intend to seek its ratification if
you are reelected? If this Treaty cannot be ratified,
will you withdraw it from the Senate and try to
renegotiate it with the Soviets? Why is a SALT Treaty
that does nothing to reduce the Soviet threat or the
levels of nuclear weapons worth so much effort? Might
it be better to forget the treaty and start fresh
negotiations for a real arms reduction treaty, as your
Republican challenger says he wants?

Response

The SALT II Treaty is a major accomplishment of my
Administration. It is not a favor we are doing the

Soviet Union. It contributes directly and significantly

to the security of the United Stated and our Allies.

It is a fundamental element of political and strategic
stability in a turbulent and dangerous world.

While the SALT Treaty is pending ratification, my

Administration will observe its basic terms so long as

the Soviet Union complies with those terms as well -

as monitored by us. I am determined to seek ratification

of the Treaty at the earliest opportune time. I asked

the Senate to delay voting on the Treaty not to kill it,
but because I recogniied that it lacked sufficient
political support to win.

Governor Reagan and the Republican Party would

abandon SALT and the arms control process built up by

every President since Eisenhower. Instead, he would put



off negotiations with the Soviet Union until the US

had achieved military superiority —— which in the real

world means never.

I_remain committed to the mutual, negotiated

reduction and control of nuclear weapons. SALT II is
such an agreement. The benefits of this Treaty to the

security interests of the US are clear:

0 Under the Treaty, the United States will not
have to reduce any strategic systems, while

the Soviets will have to reduce 250.

o Under the Treaty, the United States will be

able to carry out all our planned strategic
modernization programs, including the Trident I

missile, the air-launched cruise missile, and

the M-X land-based missile. The Soviets will

be limited to deploying only one new land-based

missile, instead of the four that they have been

developing.

0 The Soviets will be limited to a maximum of ten

warheads on their large land-based missiles,

while the US will be able to place ten on the

M-X when it replaces the current Minuteman missile

which carries only three.

"These are the benefits of the SALT Treaty. I want

the American people to understand clearly what the conse

quences of a world without the SALT Treaty, a world which

Governor Reagan apparently wants, would be like:
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o Without SALT, the Soviets could deploy over

3,000 borbers and missiles, instead of the

2,400 they are allowed under the Treaty.

o Without SALT, the Soviets could deploy as many

warheads on their large missiles as they are

capable of carrying, fifteen or twenty or even

more on each missile instead of ten.

o Without SALT, the Soviets could target an

additional three to six thousand more warheads

on American cities and military targets than

they would under the Treaty.

o Without the predictability of SALT, defense

planning by our military leaders would be much

more difficult. The M—X programs, a central
element in our planned strategic modernization,

would be harder to design and to build, and

more costly, because we could not know what

the size of Soviet forces would be and would

have to predict the worstH

o Without SALT, our ability to monitor Soviet

forces —- and thus to evaluate Soviet capabili

ties -- would be reduced, because the Soviets
would be freed from the SALT constraints on

deliberate concealment of strategic forces.

0 Without SALT, the likely increase in Soviet

strategic capabilities would require us to spend

event more on defense, perhaps on the order of

33-896 0 — 84 - 43 Part 1
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an additional $30 billion over a 10 year

period. This would compound our already

difficult budget choices. We would of course

spend what is necessary for our security, but

with SALT, it would be less.
We did not negotiate this Treaty to make friends

with the Soviet Union. We negotiated it because we are
adversaries, and it is in our security interest to have
reliable, effective and verifiable limits on Soviet

forces. In a period of heightened tension, it is all
the more necessary to have reliable constraints on the

competition in strategic weapons.

After the SALT Treaty is ratified, I am determined

to proceed in SALT III to more comprehensive and deep
reductions in the numbers of nuclear

wpapons
and to more

stringent qualitative controls on weapons development.

SALT III must also bring in new categdries of nuclear
weapons, such as long-range theater nuclear systems in

Europe.

SALT I marked the first step towards slowing the
arms race. SALT II will bring actual reductions and
qualitative limits on Soviet forces. SALT III must go
on to produce even more drastic reductions and tigher

controls over weapons development.
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Governor Reagan on SALT

Reagan opposed the SALT II Treaty as it was negotiated by
both the Ford and Carter administrations. His objections, even
before the details of the Treaty were known, were on the grounds
it would allow the Soviets to achieve nuclear parity.

"We should be far more aware of our bargaining strength
than we seem to be. The Soviet Union seems most anxious to
enter a SALT II agreement. They have reason to be worried
about a defense weapons system in which we hold a huge
technological lead, a bright spot for us called the cruise
missile...The best way to have an equitable SALT II agreement
is to negotiate from a firmly established position. We
should not be so eager for an agreement that we make unneces
sary concessions, for to grant such concessions is to whet
the Soviet appetite for more."

New York Times
February ll, 1976

Reagan then changed his objections. He no longer objected to
Soviet parity but rather he claimed the Soviets would become
superior to the United States.

“President Carter and his supporters in the Congress...are
negotiating a SALT II treaty that could very well make this
nation NUMBER 229 behind the Soviet Union in defense and
offense capability."

Ronald Reagan Letter
February, 1979

Reagan did not change this latter objection and used it as a
standard campaign line.

"SALT II is not strategic arms limitation. It is strategic
arms buildup, with the Soviets adding a minimum of 3,000
nuclear warheads to their inventory..."

New York Times
September 16, 1979

In late l979, Reagan began to add his own SALT proposals to
his criticism of SALT II. Where at first he had objected to the
Soviets achieving'nuclear parity, in 1979 he began to advocate a
new policy.

\

"...(an) arms limitation agreement that legitimately reduces
nuclear armaments to the point that neither country represents
a threat to the other."

San Jose Mercury
September 16, 1979
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Governor Reagan on SALT

By early 1980, Reagan was joining his standard criticism of
SALT II with his proposal of first achieving military superiority,
and then negotiating a nuclear arms reduction treaty.

"We also should have learned the lesson that we cannot
negotiate arms control agreements that will slow down the
Soviets move ahead of us in every category of armaments.
Once we clearly demonstrate to the Soviet leadership that
we are determined to compete, arms control negotiations will
again have a chance. On such a basis, I would be prepared
to negotiate vigorously for verifiable reductions in
armaments, since only on such a basis could reductions be
equitable."

Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980

‘

Reagan also believes that the United States should not abide
by the provisions of SALT II prior to its ratification:
"I believe the SALT II Treaty should be withdrawn, and I
especially believe that the U.S. should not abide by its
terms prior to ratification. To abide by the terms of the
proposed agreement would violate Article XXXIII of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Act of 1961.

"SALT II is not Strategic Arms Limitation; it is Strategic
Arms Build-u , with the Soviet Union authorized to add a
minimum of 5,000 nuclear warheads to their arsenal, and the
U.S. embarking on a $35 billion catch-up program which will
not be complete until 1990, if then, and there will be ten
very dangerous years in between."

Response to question posed by
' Arms Control Today, May 1980

Finally, in August, he stated:

I cannot, however, agree to any treaty, including the SALT II
treaty, which, in effect, legitimizes the continuation of a
one—sided nuclear arms buildup.

Veterans of Foreign Wars
August 18, 1980
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Response:

Arms Control: Soviet Compliance

There is a long record of serious charges of Soviet
cheating on SALT I and the ABM Treaty, on the agreement
banning biological weapons and on the 1925 Geneva Protocol
prohibiting the use of chemical weapons. Recently,
there have been questions about whether the Soviets are
really abiding by all the limits in the SALT II Treaty
while it is pending ratification.
What is your Administration's record on raising ——and
satisfactorily resolving -- compliance issues with the
Soviets? Has your Administration ever held back pursuing
a SALT or other arms control compliance issues with the
Soviets? Do you believe the Soviets abide by arms control
agreements? In short, can they be trusted?

I am appalled by the ill-informed -- and irresponsible -

charges by the Republican Party that my Administration is

"covering up" Soviet violations of SALT I and SALT II, ,
as well as other arms control agreements. It is an

insult to my integrity and patriotism to allege that I,

or any official in my Administration, would suppress

evidence of a Soviet violation of an arms control agreement,

or would fail to take appropriate action to resolve any

outstanding question.

The simple fact is that the Soviet Union has, on

certain occasions, pushed to the limits of the SALT I

The Soviet Union seems to abide by the letter,agreement .

certainly not the spirit of its arms control obligations.

This is why my Administration, and all Administrations,

Republican as well as Democratic, since President

Eisenhower, have sought to negotiate carefully drafted

arms control agreements with the Soviet Union. There were
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unfortunate ambiguities in the SALT I Interim

Agreement negotiated by President Nixon. In SALT II,

my Administration has taken enormous pains to draft

an agreement that avoids such ambiguities and loopholes.

The Soviet Union has abided by its obligations

in the SALT I Interim Agreement and the ABM Treaty.

And the Soviet Union continues to observe the limits

of the SALT II Treaty, as is the United States, while
it is pending ratification. United States monitoring '

and other intelligence capabilities are capable of

detecting potential Soviet violations. I state categorically
tp the American people that my Administration has

raised with the Soviets every serious compliance question

which we were justified in doing on the basis of our

monitoring and intelligence information. All of these

SALT compliance issues have either been satisfactorily

resolved, or are still under active consideration in
the periodic meetings of the SALT Standing Consultative

Committee, which meets regularly to consider compliance

and other SALT matters.
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Arms Control: TN? Negotiations

Q: Why did your Administration recently agree to meet with
the Russians to have "preliminary discussions" about
theater nuclear arms control talks in Europe? wouldn't
it be better to wait until after November 4 to begin such
discussions? What do you hope to achieve by such talks?
Aren't we really entering these talks to pacify our allies
who fear a nuclear arms race in Europe? Do you believe
there is any serious prospect of reducing Soviet SS-20
deployments?

Response

In an historic action last December, NATO decided

to modernize theater nuclear forces with the deployment

of S72 U.S. long-range Pershing ballistic missiles and

Ground-Launched crisis missiles. These new missiles will

be capable of striking targets in the Soviet Union from

bases in Western Europe.

The NATO decision was in response to an ongoing

Soviet buildup of its theater nuclear forces, in particular

with the new mobile, triple warhead SS-20 missile, and

the Backfire bomber.

At the same time, NATO agreed that the U.S. should

offer to negotiate equal limits on long-range theater

nuclear weapons with the Soviets. The U.S. expressed

its readiness to conduct such negotiations in the context
a

of SALT III. Egrther, we stated our willingness to begin
preliminary discussions of theater nuclear limitations

even prior to the start of SALT III. I believe such
preliminary exchanges could be helpful. Negotiations on
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theater nuclear systems will be a new area, with new

concepts to work out and new objectives to define.

However, the Soviets chose to set totally unacceptable

preconditions to accepting our offer of negotiations.

They demanded that NATO renounce or at least suspend its

decision to deploy new missiles, before they would begin

talks. The Soviets would continue their own SS—2O and

Backfire deployments unabated. Clearly, the Soviet goal

was to divide the Alliance on the modernization decision,

which was politically very sensitive in several European

countries.

We and our allies stood firmly together on our

December decision. Finally, late this summer, the Soviets

recognized the true extent of NATO's determination; and

agreed to our December offer of talks. We immediately

began consulting with our allies in preparation for the

preliminary exchanges. With the agreement of our NATO

partners, the initial exhanges will take place this fall.
NATO is firmly agreed that these talks, and sub

seouent negotiations will not delay in any way implementa

tion of the December modernization decision. We are

prepared to enter into an equal, balanced agreement

limiting these weapons on both sides. But we will not

hold up our essential TNF deployments while awaiting the

outcome of negotiations.

These preliminary exchanges on TNF arms control are

extremely important for the future of the SALT process.
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They will take place in the framework of SALT III, and
will deal directly with issues of vital concern to our

NATO allies. This is another urgent reason for ratifying

the SALT II Treaty and getting on to SALT III without
delay.
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Arms Controi: Srerclvosk and EN Convention

What is your Administration doing to get to the
bottom on the anthrax outbreak last year in the
Soviet city of Sverdlvosk? Why didn't you charge
the Soviets with a violation of the Biological
Weapons Convention at the Review Conference on this
Agreement last March? Are you going to lodge a
complaint at the UN Security Council? What do you
intend to do if the Soviets refuse to give a satisfac
tory explanation? Will the US withdraw from the BW
Treaty? Doesn't this episode prove the Russians do
cheat on arms control agreements?

Response

Before I state my Administration's position on the

Sverdlvosk incident, let me just put the Biological

Weapons Convention into context.

In l969, President Nixon ordered the unilateral

destruction of all US biological weapons because it
was clear that such weapons had no practical military

value and were morally repugnant.

In l975, the US joined a multilateral treaty or

convention —— now signed by most nations, including the

Soviet Union -— banning the development, production,

possession or use of biological weapons. The Nixon

Administration told the Senate, in seeking ratification,

that the ban had only limited verifiability. Never

theless, with the support of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, President Nixon believed, and the Senate

agreed, that ratification was still in the US
interests: we had already given up our own biological

weapons, and it was hoped the Convention would discourage
others from developing these ghastly and useless weapons.



Even though the limited verifiability of the

Convention was deemed acceptable by an earlier

Administration, I am deeply disturbed by evidence that

an outbreak of anthrax in the Soviet city of Sverdlvosk,

in the spring of 1979, could have been caused by an

accident which released a deadly cloud of anthrax

spores. This raises a serious question as to whether

the Soviets were engaged in work banned by the Biologi

cal Weapons Convention. But beyond this, it raises
very seriousgguestions about Soviet willingness to cheat

on arms control agreements, even ones of lesser importance

where there are few or no advantages to such cheating.

This episode underscores my determination not to enter

into any arms control agreement with the Soviet Union

_that is not adequately verifiable, as is the case with

the SALT treaty.

My Administration raised this matter with the

Soviets as soon as we had sufficient information to

justify an approach. We proposed consultations to

clarify the circumstances of that incident. The Soviets

have refused such consultations and have explained that

the incident was caused by people eating anthrax—infected

meat, a common source of the disease. This explanation

is not consistentwith our information.

My Administration has not yet charged the Soviets

with a violation of the BW Convention. We do not yet

have sufficient information to do so. I have directed
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the Intelligence Community to continue to collect

and evaluate evidence about this incident. At the

same time, I am reviewing alternatives for seeking

a satisfactory resolution, including appropriate

steps by the United States and other concerned

ations in the United Nations. I will state

categorically that my Administration will not let
the matter rest with the Soviet rejection of our

legitimate recuest for consultations under Article V

of the Convention; and I will take appropriate measures

when we determine the most effective course of

action and coordinate our plans with other parties.
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Response:

Arms Control: Soviet Use of Chemical Weapons in Afchanistan

What is your Administration's assessment of the reports
of Soviet use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan, and
by Soviet clients in Laos and Kampuchea? Why hasn't
your Administration charged the Soviets with a violation
of the 1925 Geneva Protocol? Why are you continuing
negotiations on a chemical weapons treaty at the same
time the Soviets are violating an international ban on
use of CW by dropping gas on Afghan villages?

Do you believe the US should start modernizing its own
stockpile with binary chemical weapons?

There is significant evidence that the Soviet Union

has used incaoacitating -- and perhaps lethal -- chemical
weapons against the villages of Afghanistan. If this
evidence is true, the Soviets are engaged in a barbarous

immoral and illegal practice which merits the repugnance

of all humanity.

I have directed the intelligence agencies of the

United States Government to seek intensively all possible

information about reported Soviet use of chemical

weapons in Afghanistan. Further, I have directed the State

Department to engage in worldwide consultations with our

Allies and friends, as well as the non-aligned to share
and exchange information that is available regardingl

possible Soviet use of chemical weapons in Afghanistan,

as well as reports of use of chemical weapons by Soviet

supported regimes in Kampuchea and Laos.

Afghanistan, Kampuchea and Laos are not signatories

of the l92S Geneva Protocol banning first use of chemical
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weapons, and technically are not protected by it.
But such an argument is sophistry. International law

and practice now universally condemns first use of
chemical weapons.

U.S. CW Modernization

The United States maintains a chemical weapons

capability as a deterrent to Soviet use of chemical

weapons. Our chemical weapons are to retaliate against

Soviet use against us or our Allies.

Congress has approved funds for beginning construction

of a new chemical weapons production plantto manufacture

the so-called "binary chemical weapons" (in which two

relatively harmless chemicals are combined to make a toxic

agent). '

I dhinot reouest these funds. Building new chemical

weapons is a complex issue with potentially significant

military, foreign policy and arms control implications.

Earlier this year, I directed that a major study be

undertaken of chemical weapon modernization, including

the militaryl foreign policy and arms control aspects.

For that reason, I believe Congress’ action in funding

construction of a produption facility in the Fiscal Year

l98l budget was premature. When the chemical weapons

study is comoleted, I plan to make specific

recommendations in the FY 1982 budget process.
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Response to the Soviet Invasion or

Q: The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in December 1979. Nine
months later 85,000 Soviet troops are still there. The Soviets
appear to be no closer to achieving their goal of subduing the
Afghan people now than they were in December. Given this
situation, would it not be fair to say that your actions to
force the Soviets to end their aggression in Afghanistan have
failed? What further actions should be taken?

Response

The Soviet effort to destroy the national independence of
Afghanistan through military force must be sternly resisted by

the international community. This attempt to subjugate an

independent, nonaligned Islamic people is a callous violation

of international law and the United Nations Charter, two

fundamentals of international order. Hence, it is also a
dangerous threat to world peace. For the first time since

World War II, the Soviets have sent combat forces into an area
that was not previously under their control, into A nonaligned

and sovereign state.
'

The firm actions the United States has taken in recent

months -— on grain sales, on technology, on fishing rights,

on exchanges and on the Olympics -— are meant to demonstrate

that aggression bears a price. These actions are intended not

to provoke confrontation, but to avoid confrontation by

discouraging future Soviet adventures that could lead to new

crisis. These are measured responses, not reckless proposals

~as Governor Reagan's suggestion that we should blockade Cuba

with military forces until the Soviets are out of Afghanistan.

By the steps we have taken -- on grain, on technology, on
the Olympics, on draft registration —- we have conveyed, clearly

and concretely, the seriousness of the American people.
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Most Americans support the steps we have taken. For -hev- _l
understand that we cannot express our national resolve

without individual sacrifice -- from farmers, from busines
men, from athletes, and others. Governor Reagan apparently

does not understand this. He has opposed many of the

steps I have taken.

We have also moved to address the security situation

in the Persian Gulf region. We have:

—— increased and accelerated our military preparedness

for contingencies in the area (greater naval presence in

the Indian Ocean; RDF; prepositioning of equipment; new

base and port access rights);
—- placed potential adversaries on notice that we

would regard an attempt to control the Persian Gulf region

as an assault on our vital interests, to be met by any

means necessary,including military force;

-— worked to strengthen the security and stability

of nations in the region (e.g. Western aid to Turkey,

Pakistan; Camp David peace process).

And, finally, we have worked with other nations to

strengthen the international response to this Soviet

aggression:

—- few nations have been so sharply and broadly

condemned (104 nations in the UN; Islamic nations — twice);

-- have pressed our friends and allies to support
the direct measures we have taken and to sustain their own

sanctions against the Soviet Union.
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1‘hen we undertook these policies, we had no illusions

that they would bring about an immediate reconsideration of

Soviet policy. The Soviet Union is a superpower. It will
take time for the Soviet Union to realize that its aggression

against Afghanistan represents a major miscalculation. éut
the actions we have taken —- and those of our Allies —- are
having an imoact. For example, evidence continues to mount

that the grain embargo is having a substantial, adverse
impact on the Soviet economy, and, in particular, on the

livestock industry. By suspending grain sales above the

8 million metric tons (MMT) required by our bilateral

agreement, we denied the Soviets 17 MMT. We estimate that

they will be able to to make up only 8-9 MMT of this amount.
As a result, meat production in the Soviet Union has

suffered. Soviet plans to provide their citizens more meat

and dairy products have been stymied. .

But it will take time for the Soviet Union to reassess
its policv. When it does, we are prepared to consider
realistic arrangements to restore a neutral, nonaligned

Afghanistan. With the withdrawal of Soviet troops, we would

end our sanctions.

At this time, however, we must never be so unsure of

ourselves that we fear negotiationwiththe Soviet Union.

I do not believe that our national interests would be
served if we adopted Governor Reagan's position of absolutely
"no communication" with the Soviet Union until they are

Out of A5 hanistan- We can protect our interests while we
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seek to achieve balanced and enforceable agreements to

limit the growth of arms. I intend to move ahead with pre

liminary talks with the Soviets to limit long-range, theater

nuclear forces in Europe. I also intend to press for rati

fication of the SALT II Treaty ——an agreement that is clearly
in our national interest -- as soon as that goal is
achievable.

To conclude, I believe we will strengthen our long—term
security, not through rhetoric as offered by Governor Reagan,

but through a clear and lasting demonstration of our national

will to oppose aggression. And we will also strenthen our
security through a willingness to seek concrete agreements

that serve our national interests.
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Governor Reagan on the Response to the
Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan

Of the three steps the President initiated to counter
the Soviets, Reagan opposed both the grain embargo and
draft registration, and he vacillated on the Olympic boycott.

Grain Embargo

Reagan has long been an opponent of selling wheat to the
Russians. He has, on two occasions, advocated halting grain
sales to the Soviet Union.

"But isn't there also a moral issue? Are we not
helping the Godless tyranny maintain its hold on millions
of helpless people? Wouldn't those helpless victims have
a better chance of becoming free if their slave masters
collapsed economioally?...Maybe there is an answer -- we
simply do what's morally right. Stop doing business
with them. Let their system collapse, but meantime
buy our farmers‘ wheat ourselves and have it on hand to
feed the Russian people when they finally become free."

Radio Transcript
October 29, l97S

After disclosure of a Russian brigade in Cuba, Reagan
said:

"If the Russians want to buy wheat from us...I wouldn't
sell it to them."

L.A. Times
Sept. 30, 1979

However, when the Soviets invaded Afghanistan Reagan
commented:

"I just don't believe the farmer should be made to
pay a special price for our diplomacy, and I'm opposed
to what's being done (proposed Soviet grain embargo)-"

Washington Post
January 8, 1980
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Olympic Sovcott

Reagan proposed boycotting the Moscow Olympics even
before the Afghanistan invasion

"What would happen if the leaders of the Western
world told the International Olympic Committee and the
Soviet Union that torch must be lit in some other
country...If they don't and we participate in these
games anyway, what do we say to our young athletes
about honor?"

Radio Transcript
October 3, 1978

However, after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan Reagan
vacillated. First he opposed the boycott.

"...threats to refuse to attend the olympics are
not responsive to the Soviet call of our hand."

Washington Post
January 25, l980

Finally Reagan stated his support for the boycott:

"I support the boycott today. I supported it yesterday.
And I supported it when the President first called
for it."

Philadelphia Inquirer
April 11, 1980

The Reagan Response to Afghanistan

Opposing several of the President's actions, Reagan proposed
his own plan to counter the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. ,

Soon after the invasion, Reagan advocated sending advisers and 3
war planes to Pakistan. He also suggested that the United States
send weapons to Afghanistan.

" (W)e ought to be funneling weapons through there
that can be'delivered to those freedom fighters in
Afghanistan to fight for their own freedom. That would
include those shoulder—launched, heat-seeking missiles
that could knock down helicopter gun ships that the
Soviets are using against them."

Washington Post
January 10, 1980
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also proposed that the United States blockade
liation for the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

"One option might well be that we surround the
island of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out.‘

New York Times
January 29, 1980

Even though Reagan advocated military options to counter
the Soviet invasion, he opposed draft registration.

"Indeed, draft registration may actually decrease
our military preparedness, by making people think we
have solved our defense problem..."

Quoted by Senator Hatfield
Congressional Record
June 4, l980

And finally, he recommended:

"So when they invaded Afghanistan, maybe that was
the time for us to have said, ‘Look, don't talk to us
about trade. There will be none. Don't talk to us
about treaties, like SALT II. We are not going to have
any communication with you until (thosefforces in
Afghanistan) are back in the Soviet Union."

Time
June 30, 1980
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September l6, l98O

-The End of Detente

Q: US-Soviet relations have reached the lowest point since the
Cold War. Detente, for which the American people had so
many expectations, is apparently finished.

US-Soviet relations have gone through a number of stages
since World War II, with the emphasis on detente being
the most recent. Are we, in fact, at the end of detente?
What is the likely nature of this relationship in the
years ahead, in view of the steady increase in the Soviet
military buildup and in its expanding activities in the
Third World, culminating in the invasion of Afghanistan?
will the relationship be basically one of conflict and con
'frontation, or are elements of cooperation still possible?

Response

That relations between the United States and the Soviet

Union are severely strained is undeniable. And that this

strain is largely created by Soviet behavior is also un

deniable.

What does this recent tension mean for the future? Let

me make several points.

First, the relationship between the two great powers,

both of whom have the power to destroy the other, is the most

decisive single influence on peace in the world. And so a

stable, balanced relationship between our country and the

Soviet Union remains our goal. That is why I continue to
favor arms control between our two nations, specifically the

SALT II Treaty which Governor Reagan rejects.
Second, while we remain interested in lessening tension

and broadening cooperation with the Soviet Union, detente can-.

not be divorced from deterrence. To oppose aggression now is

to provide peace in the future. To assume that detente is
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divisible, that aggression need be met only when it directly
threatens one's own region, could encourage aggression else

where. The Soviets must Understand they cannot recklessly

threaten world peace -- that they cannot commit aggression -

and still enjoy the benefits of cooperation with the United
States and the West. They must understand the invasion of

Afghanistan has had a profound adverse effect on world

opinion, including here in-America. We are prepared to

impose costs on aggression for as long as necessary.

Having said that, a third point is necessary, namely

that the way to better relations is open if the Soviets
alter their conduct. That is clearly the path we prefer.

We are prepared to accept the Soviet Union as a world power

with its own legitimate interests. We seek no Cold War, no

indiscriminate confrontation. We have no interest in holding,

the Soviet Union responsible for all the world's instabilities.

We know the world is too complicated for such simple-minded

notions as those advanced by my Republican opponent. But we

will insist that Moscow respect the legitimate interests of

other nations.

Finally, the American people, and its political leaders,

must come to understand that our relationship with the Soviet

Union has always contained elements of competition and con

frontation as well as cooperation. Our differences are

profound. But it is also true that our two countries share
many important interests, survival being the most critical.

We must, therefore, attempt to avoid the excessive swings in
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cu: policies_tcwaEd“the S5¥iet'Cnion,‘f?s::detente one day. -N‘ - ‘I
‘to Cold War the next. It is not a question of a "hard"'
policy or a "soft" policy, as Governor Reagan would like
to simplify, but of a cleareeyed recognition of how most
effectively to protect our security and further our mutual
interests.

Gov. Reacan on Detente

Reagan believes detente was one way in which the Soviets
exploited the West's weaknesses to their own benefit.

"Detente, which started our worthily and with a good
purpose, has become a one-way street. I think the Soviet
Union has become more truculent, more aggressive in the
world. And we have been responding with preemptive concessions
without getting anything in return. I think it is time for
us to rebuild our strength and at the same time make detente
if it is to exist a two—way street by telling the Russians
that is the only way we will observe it."

Christian Science Monitor
June 3, 1976

Asked whether he wants to return the nation to cold war
days, Reagan said:

"When did the Cold War end?"

Wall Street Journal
June 30, 1980
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nature of the Soviet Union

Following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan you stated that
your opinion of the Russians had "changed most dramatically
in the last week." And, in your Notre Dame address in l977,
you stated that we are now free of ou "inordinate fear of
communism."

' -

The Republican party has taken issue with you on'both of
these statements. In their Platform the Republicans state:
"Unlike Mr. Carter, we see nothing 'inordinate' in our
nation's historic judgment about the goals, tactics and
dangers of Soviet communism. Unlike the Carter Administra
tion, we are not surprised by the brutal Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan..."

There would appear to be a fundamental difference in your
views on the Soviet Union and those of the Republicans.
Would you spell out how you see the Soviet Union today?
are its ultimate goals? Have these goals changed over the
years? Do you believe they will change in the future, and is
it possible for the United States to influence these goals?

What

Response

The Soviet Union of today is different from the country

we dealt with in earlier periods of acute US-Soviet discord.

The USSR has become a superpower. It is a strategic equal.
It defines its interests in'global terms. For the first
time, moreover, it possesses the military and other capabilities
to advance those interests globally.

For some time now, we have witnessed the continued growth

of a Soviet military machine in excess of any reasonable defense

This has stimulated a heightened milithry

competition that can only result in diminished security for

itself and the rest of the world. At the same time, the Soviet

Union has used its increasing military capabilities to seek to

increase its influence in the Third world.‘ With extraordinary

recuirements.

shortsightedness, it has done so in the belief that these actions
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would not destroy the trends towardimoderating its relations
with the United States and the West which had a modest beginning

a decade ago.

As we have seen, this Soviet calculation was clearly wrong.

Our relations with the Soviet Union have reached the lowest

point in years, particularly accentuated by the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan.

We must recognize, however, that not all of our difficulties

in the world today can be blamed on the Soviet Union, as Governor

Reagan has suggested.‘ The world is much more diverse, inter

dependent, and unstable than in the past. There is no question
that the Soviets, when they feel they can get away with it,
will take every opportunity to expand their influence at Western

expense. But we do them undue homage, and ourselves a disservice,

when we blind ourselves to the roots of the problems we face

by fixing our attention too rigidly on the Soviets.

The profound differencesin what our two governments believeif
about freedom and power and the inner lives of human beings are

likely to remain for the indefinite future, and so are other

elements of competition between the United States and the Soviet

Union. That competition is real and deeply rooted in the history

and values of our respective societies. But it is also true that
our two countries share many important, overlapping interests.

So long as the Soviet Union pursues its interests through

accepted and peaceful means, and so long as it shows it is
prepared to respect the legitimate interests of other countries,

a cooperative relationship is possible between our two countries.
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What we cannot accept is when the Soviet Union seeks uni

lateral advantage through means which challenge the inter

national”system built up since World War II.
Ahead lies the uncertainty of the directions in which

a new generation of leadership will take the Soviet Union,

in the solution of its internal problems,.and the advancement

of its interests abroad. We cannot directly affect the choices

they will make, but we can continue to make it clear, with
steadfastness and patience, that if future Soviet leaders see
their national self-interest in a policy of restraint and

responsibility, they will find the United States responsive

to that course;

Our best hope of evoking such a response from the Soviet

Union will be to demonstrate firmness and strength-in the

defense of our interests, together with a readiness to work

toward a return to cooperation between our two countries when

this becomes feasible.



Gov. Peacan on the fiature of the Soviet Union

that the Soviets are
for world domination, driven by
their basic expansionist

Reagan repeatedly states his belief
ngaged in a relentless drive
their belief in communism and
tendencies.

"Every Russian leader, every Soviet leader from the
very beginning has... proclaimed to their own people their
belief in the Marxian philosophy that communism can only
succeed if it is a one-world communist state...going to
aid social revolutions all over the world until the whole
world has been liberated to communism. And I think this
explains what they're doing."

New York Times Interview
December 19, 1979

Reagan believes that the Soviet Union is responsible for
nearly all of the world's troubles.

"We are blind to reality if we refuse to recognize
that detente's usefulness to the Soviets is as a cover for
their traditional and basic strategy for aggression."

.
'

Radio Transcript J
October 31, 1975.

And, more recently:

"Let's not delude ourselves, the Soviet Union underlies
all the unrest that is going on. If they weren't engaged in
the game of dominoes, there wouldn't be any hot spots in the
world."

Wall Street Journal
June 3, 1980



Geooolitical Issues

Q. The Republican party points to takeovers by the Soviet
Union (or their clients) in several countries and
regions of the world since you took office in 1977.
These include Afghanistan, Cambodia, Ethiopia and_
South Yemen. The Republicans further state that
"The Soviet noose is now being drawn around southern
frica...‘ and "Soviet military power poses a direct
threat to the petroleum resources of the Persian Gulf."

Have there been serious geopolitical losses since you
became President? Do you believe the Soviet Union is
attempting, either directly or indirectly through
proxies such as Cuba and Vietnam, to extend its power
and influence throughout the Third World? And, if so,
what should be the response of the United States?

Resoonse

For several years we have witnessed Soviet attempts

to extend its influence -— either directly or indirectly

through their Cuban and Vietnamese proxies —- into the

Third World. And, last December, the Soviet Union sent

combat forces into Afghanistan. This attempt to

_subjugate an independent, nonaligned Islamic people is

a callous violation of international law and the UN

Charter. The United States has taken the lead in opposing

this latest example of Soviet adventurism.

That the Soviet Union has moved to extend its influence

abroad is undeniable. That the Soviet Union is marching

to world domination according to some carefully orchestrated

‘master plan" —- as Governor Reagan would have us believe —

is nonsense. Over the past several years, the Soviet Union

has lost as much influence in the world as it has gained,
starting with the People's Republic of China in the late
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19505. Indonesia, Egypt and Somalia have all sent
the Soviets packing. They are not alone. The Soviet

Union has fewer friends in the Third World today than

a decade ago. The brutal invasion of Afghanistan has

reduced -- not increased -- Soviet influenceeamong
Moslem nations. I might also add that just a short

time ago there was considerable alarm in the West

about the spread of Burocommunism. Portugal was

seen as particularly vulnerable. Today we no longer

hear these expressions of concern and Portugal remains

, solidly in the democratic camp.

There are other important elements of influence

in which the Soviets simply are not in the running:

the attraction of Western cultural values and our

democratic political institutions; the appeal of Western

educational systems, the Western tradition of

_scientific and technological innovation and experiment.

These factors, too, draw countries toward the West and

increase the ability of the United States and its allies
and friends to exert influence.

I want to make clear, however, that by influence I
do not mean political, economic or cultural control or

predominance. One of the more significant factors in

international relations in the last lS or 20 years has

.been the emergence of a large number of new Third World

countries determined to be free of dominance by either

East or West. This has drawbacks, of course: We get
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voted against.in the United fiations; we get criticized

for some of our policies. And it means older forms
of influence must give way to leadership based_on

persuasion, example and cooperation. It is a more
difficult world, perhaps, but the total sum of freedom
is larger than in the days of colonial empires and

political and economic domination by the great powers.

And, in this newer, freer world, I am convinced
that the United States has more to offer than the Soviet

Union, a nation with a bankrupt ideology, a repressive

political system and an economy in shambles.

Gov. Reagan on Geographical Losses

"Then there is the Soviet,Cuban and East German presence
in Ethiopia, South Yemen, and now the invasion and subjugation
of Afghanistan. This last step moves them within striking
distance of the oil-rich Arabian Gulf. And is it just
coincidence that Cuban and Soviet-trained terrorists are
bringing civil war to Central American countries in close
proximity to the rich oil fields of Venezuela and Mexico?
All over the world, we can see that in the face of declining
American power, the Soviets and their friends are advancing.
Yet the Carter Administration seems totally oblivious."

/
Veterans of Foreign Wars
May 18, 1980

"One wonders why the Carter Administration fails to
see any threatening pattern in the Soviet presence, by way
of Cuban power, in so much of Africa, which is the source
'of minerals absolutely essential to the industrialited
democracies of Japan, Central.Europe and the U.S."
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_ . Human Rights and the Soviet Union
‘ (including CSCE

Q: The Republicans have charged that you have "ignored"
human rights in the Soviet Union and that a Republican
Administration will press the Soviet Union to end
its "harrassment and imprisonment“ of dissidents.

How would you respond to this charge? Do you believe
you have "ignored" human rights in the Soviet Union?
Do you believe that your human rights policy has been
counterproductive for US—Soviet relations? What is the
best approach the United States can adopt to enhance
human rights in the Soviet Union?

Respcnseg The Republican charge that I have "ignored" human
rights in the United States is false, and Governor Reagan

knows it. One of my first acts as President was to send
a letter to Andrei Sakharov, expressing my admiration

for him as one of the world's leading defenders of

human rights. Since that time, my Administration has

pressed Soviet authorities to adopt a less repressive

human rights policy and to honor their commitments
under the Helsinki Final Act. In addition to my letter‘

to Andrei Sakharov:
‘

-- I and a number of my Cabinet members have
personally met with leading Soviet dissidents.

-- I personally raised human rights issues with
President Brezhnev at the Vienna Sumit in June 1979.

—- At the Belgrade CSCE Review Meeting in the fall
of 1978, we raised the full range of human rights

violations by the Soviets.
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-- fie have resented annually a US list of‘U

divided families and, more frequently, a special

list of hardship-cases. We have also made frequent
private representations to the Soviets on

individual cases.

-- In the summer of 1978 we cancelled a number
of high-level visits in'response to the Soviet

decision to try the leading Soviet dissidents,

Anatoliy Shcharanskiy and Aleksandr Ginzberg.

-- And, in April 1979, we obtained the release
of five leading Soviet dissidents: Valentin

Moroz, Georgiy Vins, Aleksandr Ginzberg, Mark

Dymshits, and Eduard Kuznetsov.

While pursuing ouruconcerns about human rights,

we have sought to make it clear to the Soviet Government
that the commitment of my Administration to human

rights is an integral element of our foreign policy.

Our policy is exactly what it appears to be: the
positive and sincere expression of our deepest beliefs

as a people. It is not directed against the Soviet
Union. I regret to say, however, that the Soviet

Governmeht continues to view our human rights policy

as undue interference in their internal affairs.
Depsite this, there has not been and there will not
be any slackening in our commitment.

Specifically, we will continue to assert our policy

33-896 0 - 84 - 45 Part 1
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at the forthcoming Conference on Security and Cooperation

in Europe in Madrid. Governor Reagan, however, has sug

cested that we should stav away from Madrid, that we

should drop out of the Helsinki process. He has even

compared the meeting in Madrid to the Moscow Olympics,

succesting that since American athletes chose not to

go to Moscow, that American diplomats should not go to

Madrid. This reasoning is, of course, very confused.

Such ideas spring from ignorance of the meaning of

Madrid.

The Helsinki Accords commit the 35 signatories,

including the Soviet Union, to respect human rights.

To their dishonor, Soviet authorities have intensified

their repression of the freedoms which they pledged at

Helsinki. The banishment of Andre Sakharov into internal

exile is the best known of such violations. It is not,
however, the only one. More than 40 courageous men and

women are now in prison or exile just because they took

seriously the Soviet Union's commitments at Helsinki.

Their only "crime" was to monitor Soviet compliance

with the Accords.

The Helsinki provisions have also helped Soviet

Jews to emigrate, although the encouraging record level

set in l979 is being reduced this year. At Madrid, we

will seek an explanation for that decline and a commit

ment by the Soviet Union to reverse it.
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To stay away from Madrid, as Governor Reagan has

suggested, would be folly. It would only please those
who are most gpilty of violating the principles of Helsinki,

including human rights. I do not intend to let the

Soviet Union and other violators be freed of their

obligation to account for their-actions before world

opinion. A Republican administration signed the Helsinki

Accords in 1975. My Democratic Administration is deeply

committed to carrying out those agreements.

Gov. Reacan on CECE

Reagan considers the Helsinki accords another means of
legitimizing the Soviet Union's imperial ambitions by de jure
recognition of the satellite empire.

"In signing the Helsinki pact we gave the Russians some
thing they've wanted for 35 years. In effect, we recognized
the Soviet Union's right to hold captive the Eastern and
Central European nations they have ruled since World War II.
We signed the pact apparently because of one clause which had
to do with human rights. Those making the decision to sign
claimed the Soviet Union by its signature had agreed to let
people have some (if not all) of the rights the rest of us
take for granted. They are (for example) supposed to be able
to leave the Soviet Union and the captive nations if they
choose. But the Russians make promises; they don't keep
them.

Radio Transcript
January, l978

In June, he announced that he was opposed to U.S.
participation in the Madrid CSCE meeting:

"Frankly, I have an uneasy feeling that goin to Madrid
is negating what we thought we could accomplish by boycotting
the Olympics. If the athletics can't go, why should the
diplomats go?" .

Time
June 30, 1980
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Eastern Europe and NATO: US Leadership

Republicans and other critics say there has been a
loss of European confidence in your personal leadership
and in the reliability of the United States. Critics
say your policies and leadership have been erratic,
with sudden flip flops. The neutron bomb is one example;
the stress on human rights in certain areas and not in
others another, and our arms sales policies a third.

Do you have the confidence and trust of Allied leaders?
How can you lead our allies in meeting the challenges of
economic problems, energy vulnerabilities, Soviet military
buildup and global interdependence if they do not respect
or trust your judgment, steadiness and resolve?

RESPONSE

I think the NATO alliance is as strong todav as it
has been in any time in mv memory, since the war. I also
believe that the challenges from the alliance today are

profound. '

Under very difficult economic circumstances, §he_
major nations in the alliance have committed themselves

to a three percent real growth in defense expenditures.

Under heavy pressure, and propaganda efforts by the Soviet

Union and Warsaw Pact nations, the allies voted last

December to go ahead with a modernization of theater

nuclear forces —— a very difficult decision. And my own

personal relationship with the leaders in those countries

shows ave;-y strong commitment to the alliance and very—‘

strong support for the United States.

Under U.S. leadership, NATO is acting decisively to

deal with Soviet challenges. I have met with alliee leeders



in five summits. I have had innumerable bilateral

iscussions with individual allied leaders on every0.

issue confronting the alliance today. The record will
show an unprecedented volume of correspondence and exchange

at the highest levels with our Allies on major foreign

policy issues, most of it quite sensitive. In short, pg
U.S. Administration has consulted as intensivelv with the

Over the past three and one—half veers, NATO has

developed a broad, coordinated and cohesive strategy for
strengthening conventional and nuclear forces, for

increasing real defense spending, and on redistributing
/

security burdens in the Alliance so the U.S. can direct more

Effort at protecting our common interests in the Persian

Gulf. This has been achieved under U.S. leadership. Without

a vigorous effort by myself, my top foreign policy and

defense advisors, and the concerted effort of my Administration,

NATO could not have organized and begun the difficult task

of implementing this tremendous effort. ;_am_p£Qg§_Q§

what we have accomplished and I am determined that we shall

do even more to strenothen the Alliance.
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Gov. Reagan on Western Eurooe and NATO

Reagan states that as president he would consult with
our European allies on important issues. He criticizes the
Carter Administration for not consulting with our European
allies on the Iranian rescue mission, and suggests that if
we had handled the situation properly, the Europeans would
have more effectively backed the United States on the
Afghanistan and Iranian sanctions.

Reagan has suggested that NATO should expand its security
responsibilities to include the Persian Gulf:

"There would be nothing wrong with us at the same
time appealing to our NATO allies and saying, ‘Look,
fellows, let's just make this an extension of the NATO
line and you contribute some forces in here too.’ They're
the ones who'd be worse off then we were if the oil goes.
They would, if the oil goes, literally have to be like
Finland and accept Finlandization by Russia...I happen to
know that the Soviet Union has been appealing to West
Germany to break away and sign its own agreement and
treaty with them, and the bait that they have been.holding
out is Iranian and Saudi Arabian oil. I know that for
a fact." '

National Journal
March 8, 1980

Concerning NATO, Reagan's primary concern is that if the
United States does not appear a strong and dependable ally, the
nations of Europe will seek an accommodation with the USSR.

"I think there is every indication that some of our
European friends are beginning to wonder if they shouldn't
look more toward -- or have a rapprochement with —— the
Soviet Union, because they are not sure whether we are
dependable or not."

Time
June 30, lg8O

To prevent such action, Reagan proposes to consult with the
allies and reassure them of our interest in preserving
the alliance.

"I think the Reagan Administration, first of all, would
do it by action, by consulting with them, making it evident
to them that we do value that alliance and want to preserve it.

Time
June 30; 1980



Western Europe and NATO: Detente

The Europeans seem to place a very high value on detente
with the Soviet Union. They are reluctant to take strong
actions toward the Soviets which might jeopardize it. In
vour view, are our allies too committed to cetente and not
firm enough toward the Soviets? Do you see signs, as Gov.
Reagan apparently does, of "neutralism” in our allies, or
a tendency to accommodate Soviet desires? If the US is
moving away from detente and the allies remain committed
to it, aren't our interests and policies beginning to
diverge seriously? If they are unwilling to risk cetente
even after open military aggression by Moscow, how can
there be USeAllied cooperation in dealing with the USSR?

RESPONSE

Unlike Governor Reacan, I do not accuse our allies of
driftino toward "neutralism" or a desire to accommodate

the Soviet Union. An Alliance which is vigorously

implementing a Long Term Defense Program to improve its

collective military capabilities, which is committed to
~ I 6 I 0increasing real defense spending by 3%, and which has

decided tp implement a major modernization of theater

nuclear forces, is not trying to appease the Soviet Union.

It is nonsense, and damaging to the Alliance. to make such
a charge.

I understand our Allies‘ desire to preserve limited

forms of cooperation with the Soviet Union, particularly

‘where this can help ease the lot of their fellow Europeans

in the East. We do not seek nor are we askinc our Allies
to dismantle the framework of detente. We ourselves areJ
ready to resume the cooperative aspects of our relationship
\
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with the Soviet Union. But this cannot be done against

a background of callous disregard for elementary

principles of international conduct.

Detente cannot be divorced from deterrence. To oppose

aggression now is to promote peace in the future -- to
foster the conditions for progress in East-Nest relations.

To assume that we can obtain the benefits of detente while

ignoring the need for deterrence would be shortsighted and

dangerous. To assume that detente is divisible, that
aggression need be met only when it directlv threatens one‘s
own region. could encourage aggression elsewhere.

Qg$g;;gQge_reguires sacrifice. The United States is

willing to bear its share: It is vital that the burden of
if‘ r ' m c all our allies —- for the sake

of peace, for the sake of our alliances, and for the sake

of the public support which makes those alliances strong.

The Soviet invasion is not only a challenge to our

interests but to those of our allies as well. While there

should be a division of labor, it must be an equitable one.
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hestern Europe

When your Administration began, you said strengthening
the Atlantic Alliance would be one of your principal
aims. Yet, over the last four years the US and the=
NATO allies seem to be drifting apart on a whole range
of important issues: East-West relations, defense
policies, energy problems, inflation and economic
stagnation, relations with the Third World, the
Middle East-—the list could go on. Isn't it clear
NATO is in serious disarray? Can the Alliance remain
unified and effective in the face of such deep problems?
What future do you see for NATO and for US relations
with Western Europe?

RESPONSE

At the outset of my Administration I emphasized
the primacy of our Atlantic relationship in this country's

national security agenda. The Atlantic Alliance, together

with our Alliances with Japan, Australia and New Zealand,
I\

is now and will remain the bedrock of Western collective
security. We have made important progress toward making

the Atlantic Alliance still more effective in the face
of the Soviet military buildup and in light of the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan and the threat to common Western

interests in the Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia.

What my Republican opponent would call "rifts and
tensions" -- and what I would call "healthy expression of
independent views" —- are inevitable in an Alliance of free

democratic partners. We are not the Warsaw Pact, which

rules by coercion and decree from a central ministry in

Moscow.
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This does not mean that there is no room for

-improvement in our consultative practices and in the

coordination of our actions. Obviously there is, on
both sides of the Atlantic. I feel that the record of

my Administration has been very good in this respect;

indeed, these past three and one-half vears show an

unprecedented volume of high-level contact with our

major Allies both bilaterally and multilaterallv on a

broad range of issues of common concern: defenseLieconomv,

energv. In my term of office, I have met with Alliance

leaders at five summits to coordinate our policies. I
have had innumerable bilateral discussions with Western

leaders. And we have agreed on vigorous steps to

improve our collective defense and respond to Soviet

challenges. Let me cite just a few examples.

-- My Administration launched a Long—Term Defense
Program in NATO l8 months before the Soviet invasion.

We also led an Alliance-wide effort to commit our

governments to the three—oercent real increase in defense

spending. Last September many of the countries of NATO

were having difficulty meeting that commitment. Today,

the Germans, the Italians, the British, and the Canadians

are meeting it,qand the Dutch are quite close to meeting

it.
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-- we are working hard in NATO to ensure that the

U.S. will have more flexibility and capability for moving
military forces into Southwest Asia, and the Europeans

have been quite responsive on measures to pick up the

slack in Europe.

-- Last December NATO agreed in an historic decision

to modernize theater nuclear forces.

-- Our A_lies cooperated with us in substantially
reducing the flow of wheat to the Soviet Union this year

and we are making progress in reducing the flow of high

technology to the USSR.

NATO is a healtv, strong alliance of free, eoual

=nd sovereign nations. From time to time, disagreements

among free allies over the proper responses to the

challenges we are facing is understandable. But, 235

common goals —- mutual security and preservation of our

democratic way of life —— are deep and enduring. We

should work even harder‘at coordinating our actions in

Europe and wherever our interests are threatened. But

the Alliance is dvnamic and vibrant; it is not in disarray.
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We are trying to increase US defense spending
significantly. Our European allies are very wealthy
and could afford to spend much more on defense and
allow the US to concentrate on other areas where
our mutual interests are more immediately threatened.
What are our allies doing to improve their contribution
to Western defenses in light of the Soviet buildup, the
invasion of Afghanistan, and threats to the Persian
Gulf? Are the allies doing enough or are they
letting us carry an unfair share of the burden while
they devote a larger share of their economies to '

competing with us?

Should the US shift some of its forces out of Europe
to strengthen our ability to protect US interests in
Southwest Asia? Do you plan to seek an extension
of NATO's geographic area of responsibility to cover
threats to Persian Gulf oil, which is vital to
Europe's security? What do our allies think about
this idea?

RESPONSE

A central objective of my Administration has been to

strengthen the Atlantic Alliance -- the bedrock of Western
security. We and our NATO allies are responding

vigorously to the Soviet military buildup, specifically:
-— At the l978 NATO Summit, the NATO Allies agreed

to ioin with us in increasing real defense spending by

3% everv vear until 1986. In general, our Allies are

meeting the commitment, although, frankly, a few of them

have not done all they should.
-- In l978 we launched a Long Term Defense Program to

improve NATO's capabilities in ten key areas, ranging from

air defense to maritime posture. This program is being

vigorously implemented.
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-- NATO has made a historic decision to rcdernize

theater nuclear forces with the deployment of long-range

Pershing and Ground-Launched Cruise Missiles in Europe which

can strike the Soviet Union. ‘This program will strengthen

NATO's flexible response strategy and deny the Soviets

the opportunity to try to'exploit a gap in NATO defenses.

But, our Allies can do more. The commitments they made

in l978 are all the more important in light of the security

situation in Southwest Asia. NATO must face the possibility

that U.S. forces we previously had hoped would be available

for the defense of Europe might have to be committed to a

conflict or crisis elsewhere, especially Southwest Asia.

I am not talking about a major diversion of U.S. resources

or a drawdown bf U.S. forces in Europe, but rather about

some reinforcements and support.

We have recently discussed this situation with our

Allies and have acraaiwith them that we need to accelerate

implementation of critical Long-Term Defense Program

measures, and some countries must make a renewed effort to

achieve three percent real growth in defense spending. We

,are specifically looking to our Allies to provide more

reserve
forces, to build up their war reserve stocks, to\

provide airlift to assist us in deploying to Europe, and
to take steps, such as increased land-based air capability
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and to improve their naval forces. These steps will help
ensure the security of Europe in the even: of a conflict

elsewhere involving U.S. forces.

The challenge to the NATO Alliance is great. Our

"Hresponse must be a collective one, with the burden airly

shared. I think the military contribution our allies make

to collective defense is not always sufficiently recognized.

Cur Allies provide nearly half of NATO's defense spending,

almost 60 S of its armed forces, about 75% of its tanks

and more than 90% of its armored divisions. As the United

States takes the lead to protect common interests in the

Persian Gulf and Southwest Asia, our allies will take on a

creater share of NATO's strencth in Europe.

ind, let us not forget that our allies are true partners;

several of them -- France, the Federal Republic of Germany,.
Britain and Italy -- are important military powers in their
own right. The Soviet Union, in contrast, cannot rely on

anv of its allies. The Warsaw Pact is more an organization to

hold Eastern Europe under Soviet domination than it is an
alliance of nations with common interests and values.
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Turkey, the anchor of NATO's Southern Flank, has been
experiencing profound political, economic and social
problems. Pressures have been building and some say
there could be a radical Islamic or anti-Western revol
ution there. Now, the Turkish military have stepped in
and overthrown the democratic government. h.at is your
position on the Turkish coup: are you pressing the Turkish
military for a return to civilian government?

What steps are you-—and our NATO allies-—taking to prevent
the loss of Turkey and the unraveling of our position in
the Eastern Mediterranean?

RESPONSE

Turkey is a reliable and important ally and friend

of the United States. It is trying to cope with severe
problems and we and other NATO allies have sought to

help them. I regret that the Turkish militarv felt
compelled to suspend the democratic institutions of that

countrv. I home that this step will be temporarv and

that there will be a return to civilian rule as soon as
conditions permit.

The OECD has organized an economic aid package of

over $1 billion -- to which we contributed -- for Turkey.
We have also concluded a Defense and Economic Cooperation

Agreement with Turkey to help Turkey play its role in

the common defense and to support important U.S. military

activities in support of NATO goals. We will continue

to help Turkey in every way we can.
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(Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean)

The preservation of a strong southern flank in the

Eastern Mediterranean is a ‘ital U.S. and NATO.interest.

We strongly support the earliestpcssible reintegration

of Greek armed forces into the NATO integrated military

structure. General Bernard Rogers, the Supreme Allied

Commander in Europe, has been given the task by our NATO

allies of working out a formula to work out the military

details of reintegration. We strongly support his

important effort and have made this abundantly clear to all

concerned.

(Cvprus)

Resolution of the Cyprus problem is vitally

important. I have made personal efforts to achieve

progress in solving this problem.

One of my first acts as President was to send a high

level mission to the Eastern Mediterranean to try to help

with the Cyprus problem. I believe this mission, headed

by Clark Clifford, contributed to progress in the Cyprus

problem during the spring of 1977.. In l978, the United

States, together with the United Kingdom and Canada,

presented some ideas on the possible substance of a fair

Cyprus solution. These ideas contributed to the UN's

success in getting the talks resumed. I myself have met
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with President Kyprianou as well as with Greek and

Turkish leaders on this issue. Hopefully, the talks

will continue on a sustained basis and lead to'a

solution to the problem acceptable to all Cypriots.

My Administration supports the efforts of Secretary

General Waldheim in this regard.

33-896 0 — 84 — 46 Part 1
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Should the US and our Western allies give more open
support to the Polish.workers? What should the US,
as leader of the West, do to support the aspirations
of Poles and other Europeans for more freedom_from
Soviet domination? Do you accept the view that
Eastern Europe is an integral part of the Soviet
empire where we cannot interfere?

RESPONSE

All Americans have been filled with admiration
for the peaceful determination of the working men

and women-of Poland to win a real place for themselves

in deciding their own fate and future. We have

expressed that feeling strongly but in a way that

shows that we recognize that the decisions being made

in Poland are ones for the Poles themselves -— and only

for them -- to make.

I decided as a matter of national poligyito make

minimal comments about developments there in order not

to exacerbate a very delicate and serious situation,

or to strengthen any Soviet pretext to intervene. As

I said, we believe that the internal problems in Poland

are for the people of Poland and the Polish authorities

to work out for themselves.

’The United States has a real interest in the well

being of the people of Poland and in the stability of

their economic development. We have been able to help,

especially with agricultural credits, in past years.
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Last year we gave Poland over half a billion dollars in food
‘credits. In mid-September I apprcved a $670 million Ccrnodity

Credit Corporation for Poland for FY81. We are encouraging

others to help Poland with its economic problems. 'We will

monitor closely the Polish government‘ compliance with its

commitments to the workers. Pailure of the Polish

authorities to honor their agreement would obviously have

to be taken into account in our willingness to give Poland

further credits and loan guarantees.

We would be very disturbed by any effort by anyone

outside Poland to interfere by force or in any fashion in

Poland's domestic affairs. When the Soviet Union invaded

Afghanistan, it earned the condemnation of the whole world,

as it did when it entered Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslavakia
in l968. I do not belieqe it has forgotten.
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Fifty-two Americans remain captive in Iran. The response
of the Carter Administration has been to try several
diplomatic initiatives, invoke economic sanctions against
Iran and attempt a military rescue mission. The latter,
we know, was a failure. Less clear has been the effect
of the diplomatic initiatives and economic sanctions.
Now, of course, we have the war between Iran and Iraq
which will surely complicate the release of our hostages.
Now that you have had the perspective of time and thought,
please evaluate for us the effectiveness of the
diplomatic and_economic measures you have taken, and
the wisdom of the rescue mission and why it collapsed.
Finally, what do you propose we do now to win the '
release of the hostages?

___

Response

No single international issue has caused me greater

personal concern as President than the continued, illegal

detention of our hostages in Iran; Since the first day
the hostages were taken, we have kept two goals in mind.

J
First, to preserve the honor and integrity of our nation

and to protect its interests. Second, to take no action

in this country that would endanger the lives or safety

of the hostages nor interfere with their earliest possible

release back to freedom. These goals have not changed

during the long captivity of our hostages. Nor will

they as long as their cruel torment continues.

We have pursued a oolicv of firmness and restraint.

We have not issued ultimata, as Governor Reagan has said

he would do. Nor have we attempted to "literally

quarantine" Iran as he has suggested. I believe such
actions would be reckless and would pose a serious threat

to the lives of the hostages.
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International condemnation of Iran, and the

economic sanctions which we have imposed, have raised

the costs to Iran of their illegal actions and are

bringing home to Iranians the fact that the holding of

the hostages is hurting their country and bringing

dishonor to their revolution.

But divisionswithinlran have prevented progress

and this has been my greatest frustration as President.

I do not regret having gone an extra mile to find
an honorable solution to this problem. And I have

no regret that we attempted to rescue our hostages.

Our rescue plan was well_conceived and had an excellent

chance of success. To the families of those who died

and were wounded, I again want to express my admiration

for the courage of their loved ones and the sorrow I
personally feel for their sacrifice.

The current cdnflict between Iran and Iraq may again

setbackour efforts to gain the release of our hostages.

We will, however, continue to work for their prompt and

safe release and continue to hold the government of Iran

responsible for their safety and well being.
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.e been averted.
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d tne revolution somehow could

"I believe there was a time this revolt (against the
Shah's government) could have been halted. I can't tell
you exactly how. But I think it could have been done."

San Francisco Chronicle
November 15, 1979

In dealing with the hostage crises he has suggested:

"But some place alonc the line there had to be an
ultimatum. Here again, because we have lost so much in
‘luence with friends and allies, we were not in a position
to go to the rest of the world and say, look, this is av;:lation of international law, and present to them the
idea of the world literally guarantininclran."

Time
June 30, 1980
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Defense of Persian Gulf —- Carter Doctrine

Q: You have stated that the United States will, if necessary,
use military force to protect its vital interests in the
Persian Gulf area. This statement implies, of course,
that the U.S. is capable of defending its interests in
that part of the world. Yet, outside analysts agree that
the Soviet Union could bring far larger military forces
to bear in the Persian Gulf area than could the U.S. A
Defense Department study has reportedly admitted as much,
concluding that the U.S. would have to use nuclear
weapons to deny a Soviet victory.

Do you believe the U.S. can credibly defend its vital
interests" in the Persian Gulf?

Response:

In recent years the Persian Gulf has become vital

to the United States and to many of our friends and allies.
Over the longer term, the world's dependence on Persian

Gulf oil is likely to increase. The denial of these oil
supplies —- to us or to others -— would threaten our

security and provoke an economic crisis greater than that

of the Great Depression’50 years ago. Loss of this oil
would create havoc not only in the world economy, but

for the security of our alliances.

The twin threats to the flow of Persian Gulf oil -

from regional instability such as the current conflict

between Iraq and Iran, and now potentially from the

Soviet Union as a result of its invasion of Afghanistan -

require that we clearly state our intention to defend

our vital interests if threatened. As I said in my
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State of the Union address -- an attempt by any outside
force to gain control of the Persian Gulf Gulf region 3

will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of
the United States of America and such an assault will be
repelled by any means necessary, including military force.

The purpose of my statement was to eliminate the possibility

of any gross miscalculations by the Soviets about where

our vital interests lie, or about our willingness to
I

defend them. I am sure this is well understood.

The fighting between Iran and Iraq represents a danger

to the peace and stability of the region. There should

be absolutely no interference by any other nation in this

conflict. And, it is important that I add my own strong
support and that of our nation to the declaration which

the nine European community nations made recently.

Freedom of navigation in the Persian Gulf is of primary

importance to the whole international community. It is
imperative that there be no infringement of that freedom

of passage of ships to and from the Persian Gulf region.

Should external aggression occur, however, the United

States could and would respond with significant force in

the Persian Gulf. Today, we have combat-ready forces in

the region in the form of warships, carrier—based aircraft,

and prepositioned ground force equipment. We also have
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:arine'and-light infantry forces, along with additional

air power, which could move into action in the Persian

Gulf in a matter of days. We have recently concluded

agreements with Oman, Kenya and Somalia on access to

additional air and naval facilities in the region.

Enhancing the security of the Persian Gulf region

and the Middle East will recuire a sustained, long-term

commitment. We are prepared to make such a commitment.

We want to work with all of the countries in the region

to achieve it. The present conflict between Iraq and
Iran underscores the vital importance of this task.
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Allied Support in Persian Gulf

This Administration has correctly described the Western
demand for oil as the reason stability in the Persian
Gulf is so crucial to Western security. Yet the United
States appears to be more concerned with the security
of the region than the local states or our European
and Japanese allies, whose interests there are greater
than our own. Our pleas within NATO and in other forums
have resulted in little action in response to the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan.

Isn't the security of the Persian and collective
responsibility? Doesn't the current conflict between
Iran and Iraq make it clear to our allies that they
must assume their fair share of the burden? Isn't
their unwillingness to follow the U.S. lead only an
example of the larger failure of confidence in U.S.
leadership?

As a result of the fighting between Iran and Iraq,
. . . . . 0

and its potential impact on world oil supplies, I have
been in contact with our key allies and friends. J

have stated our willingness to host a meeting to review

the status of oil supplies and international shipping

in the Persian Gulf area. To date the conflict has not

had a major impact on world oil supplies and shipping
continues through the Strait of Hormuz. We will continue

to watch this situation very closely and stay in contact

with our allies.



Another major source of potential instability in

the Persian Gulf area is Soviet behavior. as demonstrated

by Afghanistan. As a superpower, the United States must

be willing to bear the main burden of shoring up the

region's security, along with cooperative local countries.

But we do e§pect strong support from our European

allies and from Japan, because they depend on the region's

security and its resources even more than we do. Roughly
one-guarter of the oil we import comes from this area

of the world. For our allies the proportion is higher -

two-thirds in the case of Western Europe, three-fourths

for Japan. Thus, we believe they can contribute a great

deal, politically, economically, and, to some extent,

militarily. We are making progress with our allies in
securing such support. Specifically:

-- We expect them to give us strong political

support in communicating our unwillingness to tolerate

aggressive Soviet behavior, dangerous to all of us.

They have done this. Our joint statement at the Venice

Summit was a sharp denunciation of Soviet aggression

in Afghanistan.

-- We expect cooperation from our allies in steps
that reduce our mutual dependence on vulnerable oil

supplies. They are doing this.
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—- In the military sphere, we can also expect

cooperation. Some, like the British and the French,

have small but capable military forces that can play a

stabilizing role. Others can allow us to use their

airfields if we have to move forces into the region
quickly.

- -— Most important of all, we expect all of our

allies to increase their total defense effort, as we

are increasing ours, to meet the overall challenge to

our security interests in Europe, in East Asia, and

now in a very vital new theater surrounding the Persian

Gulf. Our allies are moving in this direction.
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Middle East: Future of the Peace Process

Q: There has been no progress in the autonomy talks between
Egypt and Israel. None is expected until after the
November election, if then. Many believe that the
autonomy issues are so intractable that the Camp David
process is finished. The Europeans have apparently
reached this conclusion.

Would it not be fair to say that the Middle East peace
process is at a dead end? Would it not be better to
start on a new approach? Also, how would you respond
to the Republican charge that your Administration's
"racillations" on Middle East policy "have left friend
and foe alike unsure" of where we stand?

iesoonse

For 30 years, peace in the Middle East was only a

oraver -- rejected four times by those who chose war. For‘_I_
30 years, there were efforts to resolve the Arab-Israeli

conflict. Except for some limited disengagement agreements,

none of them worked.

It was just two years ago that President Sadat and Prime
Minister Begin joined me at Camp David to being a process

which almost no one then believed could bring us closer to\

peace. It did. Israel and Egypt are at peace for the first
time in their modern history.

Throughout this process we have remained constant and

unswerving on these fundamental principles:
-— Our unwavering support for Israel's security and

well-being;

-- Our longstanding commitment to the independence and

territorial integrity of all the states of the Middle East,
includin Israel's right to live in peacegwithin secure and
recognized boundaries;
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-- Our support for Security Council Resolution 242

in all its parts as the foundation of a comprehensive peace
settlement;

-— Qpr conviction, shared by Egypt and Israel, that a

comprehensive peace must include a resolution of the

Palestinian problem in all its aspects:
-- Our firm position that we will not recognize or

negotiate with the PLO so long as the PLO does not recognize

Israel's right to exist and does not accept Security Council

Resolution 242 and 338. i
In March, 1979, Prime Minister Begin and President Sadat

signed the Israel-Egypt peace treaty at the White House.

Today that treaty has led to the transfer of two-thirds of the

Sinai to Egypt —- along with the Sinai oil fields; ambassadors

have been exchanged; borders have been opened; and normaliza

tion of relations is well underway. Israel has finally gained

peace with its largest Arab neighbor.
Camp David led to the treaty between Egypt and Israel.

It also established the framework for a broader peace -— a.
comprehensive peace among all parties in the region. Progress

toward that goal is essential. Israel and Egypt have pledged

themselves to it.‘ The United States, at the request of Israel

and Egypt, is involved as a full partner in the negotiations.

As Camp David demonstrated, the United States can contribute

in a major way to the peace process —- not by imposing its

will -- but by acting as a catalyst, and by helping the
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parties overcome difficult issues. The role o: the Lnited

States is not to force solutions or prescribe answers.

Npr do we envisage our role as that of policeman of the

region. Within the framework agreed to by Israel and

Egvpt, the United States is committed and determined,

more than ever, to help them in their negotiations.

Although we have made progress since Camp David and

the peace treaty in the talks on autonomy for the West

Bank, this progress has not been as fast or as far as we

had hoped. But I am convinced -- as are Prime Minister
Segin and President Sadat -— that Camp David can succeed.

It is in the interests of all our countries and, when we
are finished, in the interests of the Palestinian people,

as well. The road is not easy; the issues are complex and
difficult; and reflect more than 5 generation of conflict.

It is clear to me that any other approach to peace would
also have to deal with these cendral problems, and follow

this general approach. Camp David may be an imperfect

process. But let me remind you of this. It is also the
first time the twin issues of Palestinian richts and Israeli

security —— issues at the core of the Arab—Israeli conflict -

have been at the top of the agenda together. And no other

approach has been suggested that can do that. As the

autonomy talks continue, they will focus on the difficult
issues that remain, building on the work that has been done

in the past 17 months. With good will on all sides -— which

does exist -- the answers can be found.



Gov. Reagan on the Eiddle East Peace Process

"...I would not like to see...the United States try to
impose a settlement on the Middle East problems. I think we
should stand ready to help wherever we can be of help, and
whenever, in both the factions there, in arriving at a
peaceful settlement--but we should not, as the great power,
go in and attempt to digtate or impose the settlements."

Clifford Evans Interview
RKO General Broadcasting
April 10, 1980

Reagan likes to reduce the Arab-Israeli dispute to
simple terms, saying that 80% of the territory once labeled
Palistine now is Jordan and only 20% is under Israeli ::1:rol.
"It seems to me the Palestinian problem is 80% Jordan's and
20% Israel's," he says.



Response:

The Republican platform refers to the Carter
Administration's "involvement" with the PLO.‘ Governor
Reagan has stated that you refuse to brand the PLO
as a terrorist organization and that your Administration
has violated the l975 agreement with Israel concerning
our relations with the PLO. -

Has your Administration been "involved" with the PLO
and, if so, to what extent and purpose? What is your
position on the PLO? Do you believe it will be possible
to bring peace to the Middle East without eventually
establishing an independent Palestinian state?

From the day I became President, my position on the
PLO, and that of my Administration, has been clear and

firm: We will not negotiate with or recognize the

Palestinian Liberation Organization until it accepts
Israel's right to exist and UN Security Council Resolution 2

and 338. Any suggestion that I have swerved from this

position is a distortion of the record and untrue. Further,

I do not believe that any efforts by other nations to

change UN Resolution 242 or to establish relations with

the PLO serve a constructive purpose.

I firmly believe that Camp David offers real hooe to

the Palestinians; and that their interests would be best

served by joining the autonomy talks. At the very least,

I hope that they will keep an open mind in judging the

results of these negotiations to establish a Self-Governing

Authority.
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Middle East: US- Relations

Many charge that Israeli intransigience on W
settlements and the status of Jerusalem are
roadblocks to peace in the Middle East.

est Bank
the real

Do you agree with this assessment? If so, shouldn't
the United States bring pressure to bear on Israel
to change its policy on these issues? Also, what is
your view of Governor Reagan's statement that "I do
not see how it is illegal for Israel to move in
(the) settlement."

Resoonse———l_-—-_

The United States will not -- indeed cannot -

oressure Israel to make concessions in the autonomy negg

tiations that are contrary to Israel's national interests.

In saying this, it is important to bear in mind two factors:
First, there can be no peace in the Middle East

unless Israel is secure. We are committed to its security,

and we provide it with great quantities of assistance and
modern arms to that end.’ Nearly half of all US aid to
Israel since its creation as a sovereign state -- more
than $10 million —- has been requested during my Administra

Eigg. Seeking to weaken Israel through "pressure," therefore,

could fly in the face of our concern for Israel's security,

and would undermine Israeli political confidence in the

peace process;

the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflictSecond,

must be a political process, reached through political

decision. Thus any agreement in the autonomy talks, to

have any value, must have the approval of the Prime Minister,

Cabinet, Knesset, and the people of Israel. Therefore, there
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is only one way to reach success: ‘to work through each

issue patiently and persistently, until there can be

agreement that makes sense to both Israel and to Egypt.

I am confident that that is possible, and will do all that
I can to help.

We must also understand that the decisions and choices

Israel is facing in the autonomy talks are among the most

difficult in its entire history. t can only make those
choices against a background of confidence in its security

and its future. We are committed to helping provide that

essential confidence. Israel needs our understanding at

this difficult time. It will have it.
At the same time, I believe that, while the autonomy

negotiations are being pursued, all of the parties must

avoid unilateral actions that will prejudge the outcome

of the negotiations or would have the effect of worsening

the atmosphere for successful negotiations. That is why
we have made known to alllparties our opposition to

Israeli settlements on the West Bank, which we believe

is illegal. On Jerusalem, our policy, consistent under

several Administrations, has not changed. We believe that

Jerusalem should remain undivided, with free access to the

holy places. The final status of Jerusalem should be

decided in negotiations between the parties. That remains

our position.
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Gov Reacan on Settlements

"Under UN Resolution 242, the West Bank was supposed to
be open to all, and then Jordan and Israel were to work out
an agreement for the area. Under those terms, I do not see
how it is illegal for Israel to move in settlements." (Time,
June 30, 1980)



Afghanistan

Q: Some have referred to Afghanistan as the Soviet's "Vietnam."
Do you share this assessment? What motivated the Soviets to
go into Afghanistan? What real effect is the United States
having on Soviet policy toward Afghanistan? Are we aiding
the Afghan insurgents? If not, shouldn't we be?

Response

Let me first review some of the harsh facts of life
about Afghanistan today:

--‘ Thousands of political prisoners are locked up in

Afghanistan's jails.
.

-— 85,000 Soviet troops occupy that country.

—- Another 25-30,000 Soviet troops are poised just

across the border.

-- Because of the continuing collapse of the Afghan

Army, Soviet troops are moving into the countryside. They

are meeting fierce resistance.
-- Soviet casualties are estimated to run 500-600

per week.

-- There is mounting evidence that the Soviets are
using incapacitating gas -— and some reports that they may

be using lethal gas -- in the Afghan countryside.
-- Almost one million Afghan refugees have crossed over

the border into Pakistan and Iran, and the total is increas

ing every day.

No one can state with certainty why the Soviets invaded

Afghanistan other than to suppress a popular uprising against

a repressive government which they backed. Nor can anvone

state with certainty what their intentions are in the region.
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The fact is that tens of thousands of Soviet troops have

invaded a sovereign country. What is at stake is the

freedom of a nation. What is also at stake is the security

of other nations in the region and the world's access to

vital resources and shipping routes.

By using Afghanistan as a foothold, the Soviets can

exert increased political and military pressure on the

countries of the Persian Gulf, and thus on those nations

tied to the Gulf by a long and vulnerable tanker lifeline.
Our first purpose, then, has been to impose a heavy

price on the Soviet Union for this aggression. The Soviet

leadership must understand that the-international reaction

to aggression will be swift and firm. The steps we have
taken —— on grain, on technology, on the Olympics, on

I

,

fisheries, and in other areas -— convey our determination

in the clearest terms.

The measures we have taken involve sacrifice -- for
our farmers and our businessmen, our athletes, our

scientists -- indeed, for all of us. But I believe the
American people are prepared to make sacrifices for our

long-term security. By opposing many of the steps I have
taken, I believe Governor Reagan is sending the Soviets

the opposite message.

The steps we have taken are also designed to move us

toward our second goal: the withdrawal of all Soviet military

forces from Afghanistan. To encourage that withdrawal, we

are ready to support efforts by the international community

to restore a neutral, nonaligned Afghan Government. With the
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‘ rczpt withdrawal of Soviet troops from Sfgnanistan, we would

be willing to join in a guarantee of Afghanistan's true

neutrality and of noninterference in its internal affairs.

Such a political settlement would put an end to brutality

and bloodshed in Afghanistan.

Let me reaffirm, however, that the sanctions we have

undertaken will remain in force until the Soviets withdraw

their military forces from Afghanistan. Let me be equally

clear that when those actions cease —— when Soviet troops are

fully withdrawn -- then our intention is to remove the

sanctions we have imposed. In contrast to Governor Reagan

and the Republicans, we seek no return of the Cold War, of

the indiscriminate confrontationofearlier times.

But let me be frank. There are no signs at this time

of a Soviet withdrawal. If anything, current signs point to
the contrary, Soviet aggression continues, and permanent

facilities are being constructed. For the foreseeable future,

therefore, I see little progress toward a peaceful resolution

of this international crisis. Thus, while we continue to

impose costs on the Soviets for their aggression, we will

continue to:

—- Mobilize international pressure for the withdrawal

of Soviet troops among the countries of the Third World and

support initiatives by the Islamic Conference to achieve

total withdrawal from Afghanistan.

-- Uroe our allies to continue to limit trade credits

and high technology transfer to the USSR.
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Persian Gulf. In this regard, we nave increased our naval
. \

presence in the Indian Ocean, signed agreements with nations

in the area on US access to air and naval facilities, and
strengthened our military capabilities -- through the
Rapid Deployment Force —- to respond swiftly and effectively

if our vital interests are assaulted.
As for direct US assistance to the Afghan insurgents,

I have no intention of conmenting on stories in the press

that we are providing covert aid. As a matter of principle,

the US Government never confirms or denies such allegations.

I can say, however, that we are providing -— and will continue
to provide -— a large share of the humanitarian support for

the Afghan refugees in Pakistan, many of whom are the

families of the freedom fighters.

I can also say that the Soviet statements on outside

interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan are

lies. The Soviet Union is the aggressor in Afghanistan and

the world knows it.
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Aid to Pakistan

Soon after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
the Administration proposed a $200 million military
and economic assistance package for Pakistan.
President Zia called it "peanuts" and turned it down.
At the same time, President Zia called for a new
security treaty with the United States but the
Administration simply reaffirmed the 1959 Agreement.

What is the current state of our relations with
Pakistan? Why do we want to have closer relations
with a regime that violates human rights, stifles
democracy, burned down our Embassy, spurns our offers
to be helpful, and is building a nuclear bomb?
‘nzsposss

Pakistan remains interested in working toward a

better relationship with the U.S. It needs the strong
support of its friends in order to resist Soviet pressure.

We have urged our Western allies, the Japanese, the Chinese

and Pakistan's Muslim friends such as Saudi Arabia to

increase their assistance to Pakistan.
For our part, we have reaffirmed the strong commitment

to Pakistan's security embodied in the 1959 Agreement.

Pakistan has welcomed this reaffirmation, while making

it clear that they would like our commitment to be
formally strengthened by conversion into a treaty. I do

not believe this-to be necessary.

Pakistan's decision not to seek military aid from

us reflected a preference on their part to keep close

relations with some of their neighbors and the non-aligned

countries generally. The United States must be understanding



of such decisions. We can no longer impose our preferences

on the nations of the Third world, as we attempted to do

in the l950's. We must not readopt the 1950's view of

Governor Reagan and the Republicans that if a country is
not with us, they are against us.

US—Pakistan relations have gone through some

difficult times. We have-our differences, but we also have

a number of important shared interests, including Pakistan's

security from Soviet pressure; the stability of South
Asia; and the economic development of that country. We intend

to work together with Pakistan on these matters of shared

concern. _X€_the same time we have made our views on none

proliferation known to the Pakistanis and that we look forward

to a return of full democracy to that country./
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.istan and India Nuclear Aims

Q: Your Administration cut off economic and military aid to
Pakistan because of its efforts to acquire sensitive
nuclear facilities which could produce material for weapons.
After Afghanistan, you wanted to resume military assistance
to Pakistan without conditions on its nuclear program,
which frightened India. -

On the other hand, you now are trying to get Congressional
approval to send nuclear material to India, even though
that country also is building sensitive nuclear facilities
and has already exposed a nuclear device. If the US con
tinues to supply-India with nuclear material, what effect
will this have on Pakistan's nuclear aims?

One main reason India and Pakistan are pursuing these
dangerous nuclear programs is their fear of each other.
What is your assessment of the nuclear intentions of
Pakistan and India? Do you expect either or both of‘them
to conduct a nuclear explosion in the coming few years?
What can you do to turn these countries towards the real
threat from the Soviet Union, and away from each other and
from efforts to build a nuclear weapons option. Do you
have any plan to pursue some security arrangements in the
region that would reduce incentives to go nuclear?

Response

I remain comitted to the vigorous pursuit of our

non-proliferation objectives. The spread of nuclear

weapons would increase the risk of nuclear war and add

to the dangers to mankind.

I am deeply concerned about the nuclear programs of

Pakistan and India. I believe it is tragic that both
nations have refused to join the Non-Proliferation Treaty

and to accept international safeguards on all their
nuclear activities. My Administration is committed to

giving favorable treatment in peaceful nuclear coopera

tion to nations which adhere to the Non-Proliferation

Treaty.
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Pakistan continues todevelop nuclear facilities

that can give it the capability to produce nuclear
explosive devices. This is a matter of grave concern

to us and we are continuing to explore all possibilities

of averting such an outcome.

We have, however, conflicting priorities in

Pakistan. Our noneproliferation goal remains important,

but we are also concerned that Pakistan be able to

stand'up to the threat posed by the Soviet forces in

Afghanistan. We will continue to work toward both ends,

but at times we may have to make choices between our

objective . That is often the case in foreign policy.

It is not as simple as Governor Reagan would have the
American people believe.

I would also point out that over the longer term,

a firm, lasting and cooperative relationship between

Pakistan and the United States is possible only if the
nuclear issue is settled. We have made this point to

the Pakistanis.

India also refuses to accept international inspec

tions of all its nuclear activities. But foreign policy

and security interests dictate that with India, as with

Pakistan, we try to have as good a relationship as possi

blg. It is important that these nations recognize the

long-term threat to their security from the Soviet

presence in Afghanistan, and they work together and with

other like-minded nations of the area to oppose further
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Soviet encroachment. It was with these important US
interests in mind that I approved the shionent of

additional US nuclear fuel to India in accordance with

the existing US—Indian nuclear cooperation. My action

was consistent with US law and, I believe, with the

maintenance of US influence in India. I would note,
however, that the Republican party has stated its opposi

tion to the shipment of fuel to India. If this advice
had been followed, the United States would be the loser.

A further obstacle to better US—India relations would

have been constructed and we would have had less influence

on the future of India's nuclear program.
\Gov. neagan on the Persian Gulf

Asked whether the United States should send the Soviets
Iea:—cEF ultimatum not to meddle" in Iran, therebyirg the line there, Reagan stated:

"Maybe the signal we should send should be a littlefurther back, and that might be Saudi Arabia...And-if
we send it, we should send it only with the collaborationof our allies, Japan and Europe, who are so dependent on
OPEC oil." ‘

New York Times
May 10, 1980

Six weeks later, Reagan elaborated:

Q: Is Saudi Arabia a place where we should "draw theline?"

Reagan: Yes.

Time
June 30, 1980
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US Policy Toward China

United States policy toward the People's Republic of
China and toward Taiwan has already surfaced as a major
foreign policy issue in the campaign.

Do you believe, as Governor Reagan apparently does,
that it would be possible to upgrade our unofficial
relationship with Taiwan without doing serious damage
to our relations with the PRC? More generally, what do
you see as the major benefits to date of your decision
to normalize relations with the PRC? What impact do
you believe the "China card" has had on US relations
with the Soviet Union? Do you foresee the possibility
of a military alliance with the PRC down the road?
RESPONSE

I am very pleased with the progress we have made in

U.S.-China relations. In l977 our relations were at a

standstill. The deadlock was broken in December, l978,

when I announced that we would establish formal diplomatic

relations with the People's Republic of China. Since that

time the benefits of normalization have become clear.

Trade, travel, cultural exchange and, most of all, the

security and stability of the Pacific region is greater now

than at any time in this century. For the first time we have

good relations with both China and Japan. Tension in the

strait between Taiwan and China is at an all time low.

I am very concerned that Governor Reagan's ill-advised

and confused statements on Taiwan-and China may place these

important accomplishments in jeopardy. Perhaps he does

not understand that the resumption of an official

relationship with Taiwan would not only be contrary to the
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to the January 1979 Joint Communique we negotiated

and agreed to with China, but would void all of the

preliminary understandings beginning with the Shangnai

Ccnmunigue President Nixon agreed to in 1972. If the
U.S. Government were to adopt Mr. Reagan s proposal, the

damage to our important strategic relatonship with China

would be severe.

Gov. Reagan's concern about Taiwan also is ill—informed.

Since derecognition our unofficial relations have worked

remarkably well. At the time of normalization, I made

clear that we would continue practical relations with the

people on Taiwan, but without an official relationship, and

that we would do nothing to jeopardize the well-being of

the people on Taiwan. The clearest evidence that we have

lived up to this pledge is that trade with Taiwan is at

an all-time high and that tension in the Taiwan area is at

—time low.’_
4

an al

Concerning the so-called “China card," we are not

improving relations with China for tactical advantage

against the Soviet Union, although the nature of our

relations with China will inevitably be affected by Soviet

actions. The famous triangular diplomacy of the early

l970‘s is no longer an adequate framework in which to view

relations with China. We are developing our relations with

China on their own merits. We want good relations with China
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and the Soviet Union, but we will not slow down progress

in U.S.-China relations just because Soviet behavior makes

it imoos ible to move ahead with Moscow.H]

We will continue to pursue our interest in a strong,
peaceful and secure China. A China confident in its ability

to defend its borders enhances stability in the region and

contributes to our security and that of our allies.

We do not sell arms to China or engage in joint

military planning arrangements with the Chinese. The current

international situation does not justify our doing so.

Neither we nor the Chinese seek such an alliance relation

ship. Nevertheless, we can and will assist China's drive
to improve its security by permitting appropriate technology
transfer, including the sale of selected items of dual use

technology and defensive military support equipment. We

have begun zoldo so.

In the absence of frontal assaults on our common

interests, the United States and China will remain -— as at
present —— friends rather than allies.
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aacan on China and Taiwan

When the Carter administration began normalizing relations
with Peking, Reagan stated:

"...(I)t‘s beginning to look as if our government is
willing to pay the price Peking has put on ‘normalization,’
though it is hard to see what is in it for us."

Radio Transcript
'July, l978

Just after normalization of relations with China, Reagan
began proposing a two China policy--where both China and Taiwan
would have an official liaison office.

"If the Chinese Communists could handle embassy
functions in Washington by calling it a 'liason office‘
before January 1, why can't the Republic of China's embassy—
handling much more work-—be called a ‘Liaison office‘ after
January l."

Radio Transcript
January, 1979

Reagan stuck to his two-China stand throughout the campaign.

"I want to have the best relations and have the Republic
of China, the free Republic of China, know that we consider
them an ally and that we have official relations with them...
That liaison office is unofficial, it is not government. It
is a private kind of foundation thing...I would make it an
official liaison office so they knew they had a governmental
relations."

Los Angeles Times
August 17, 1980

To clear up any misconceptions by the Chinese regarding
Reagan's statements, Bush visited China as an emissary for Reagan.
At a joint news conference, before the trip, Reagan restated
his position.

"Yes I will advocate restoring official government status
to the Taipei office."

Los Angeles Times
May 19, 1980

33-896 O — 84 — 48 Part 1
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Gov. Reacan on China and Taiwan

ifter the trip he stated:

as Carter does, that the relation"I would not pretend,
enacted by our Congress, isship we now have with Taiwan,

not official."

Pssociated Press
August 25, 1980
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?iet'a- and SCJiTEiSZ Asia

fiany observe s v ew Vietnam today as the "Cuba ofw W

the East.“ Since the withdrawal of United States
forces from South Vietnam in l97S, the Vietnamese
have extended their domination to Laos and now
Kampuchea. Recently there was an incursion into
Thailand by Vietnamese soldiers. Soviet naval
vessels new use, on a regular basis, the port of
Ranh Bay and Danang.

Cam

Early in your Administration you seemed to be moving
in the direction of recognition of Vietnam. Did you
misjudge the aggressive tendencies of the leaders
in Hanoi? What actions should be taken to end what
the Republicans call Vietnam's "brutal expansion and
genocide" in Southeast Asia? Would you commit United
States military forces to Thailand if that country
were invaded by Vietnam?

RESPONSE

clear to the Vietnamese that in order to

hostility of the past behind

stability of Southeast Asia, we were ready to discuss

the ncrm“-ization of relations. That remains our objective.

the first meeting between our two countries in May 1977
stressed to the Vietnamese that progress toward

U N '30normalization would be affected y i's policies and

actions toward its neighborns. Following the massive

forced expulsion of the boat people and the December, i979

Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea, we halted further movement

toward normalization.

The stability of Southeast Asia has been severely

challenged by Vietnamese agression in Kampuchea. As is



suffering and the increased instability in the region. The

Soviet Union is providing Vietnam essential support for its

military activities in Kampuchea.

We continue to encourage a political settlment in

Ranpucheawhichwill permit that nation to be governed by

leaders of its own choice. We have taken all prudent steps
1"possible to deter .;etnamese attacks on Thai territory

by increasing our support to the Thais, reaffirming our

commitment to their security, and by direct warnings to

.ietnam and the U.S.S.R.

Let me conclude by stressing that the Vietnamese have it
in their power to end the tensions and crisis in the region

if they wish to. They are, truly, at a crossroads. They

catbepeaceful participants in the region, establishing good

relations with ASEAN and seeking to reduce their tensions

with China. Or they can become, whether they intend it or
not, a Soviet stalking horse in Southeast Asia. It's their
choice. The United States will respond accordingly.
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Security and Human Rights in South

Early in your Administration you appeared to have two
objectives with respect to South Korea. The first was
the withdrawal of US military troops; the second
was to press President Park to observe human rights
and move toward political liberalization. Three and -

a half years later your troop withdrawal plan has been
suspended, the leading opposition leader in South Korean,
Kim Dae Jung, is on trial for his life, and a new
military strongman, Gen. Chun, has just been installed
as President.

continuing threat to South Korea posed by the
it possible for the United States to press

President Chun torespecthuman rights and open up the
political process? Do we have any leverage over events
in South Korea and should we exercise it? What action
will you take if Kim Dae Jung is put to death?

Given the
North, is

RESPONSE

A new government has just been formed in South Korea,

and I consider that a new chapter in our relations with that

country has now started. U.S. policy toward South Korea,

however, will remain constant. We will continue not only
to fulfill our commitment to South Korea's security, which
is important to Asian security as a whole, but to press for a

more democratic government.

President Chun has assured me that he considers continued

close relations with this country to be indispensible. I have
made clear to President Chun our support for political change
in Korea, and our human rights concerns. We will continue
our frank dialogue as his government moves toward

constitutional revision, and a presidential election next year.
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I believe that the wisest role for us is to make clear

to the South Koreans our support for the development of free

institutions in that country, and our determination to keep

any outsider from interfering with that process. It was for
this reason that, after examining in detail new intelligence

estimates of North Korean military strengths last year, I
decided to maintain our troop strength in South Korea at

its present level until at least 1981.

With respect to Kim Dae Jung, we have talked in private

with the new Korean Government about the trial and the recent
conviction and sentence. They are well aware of our strong

views on this matter. Any more specific comment from me at

this point could be counterproductive.
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\ Japanese Dezense Zxtercitures

There has beena great deal of discussion about
whether the Japanese should do more in the way
of defense. Currently, they spend less than 1%
of their GNP on the military.

30 you believe the Japanese should increase their
defense spending? Since the United States has taken
on heavier military responsibilities in the Indian
Ocean-Persian Gulf area, should we not expect
Japan to assume greater responsibility for the
security of the Western Pacific area, specifically
the defense of her own sea lanes? Would you ever
envision a military alliance among the United States,
Japan, and the PRC?

RESPONSE

1-_During the past three and a half years we have

fostered the closest degree of security cooperation

with Japan in the history of our two nations —— exemplified

by joint planning for the defense of Japan, increase of

Japanese contributions to our base costs in Japan, and

large—scale Japanese purchases of U.S. defense equipment.

At the same time the Japanese have steadily increased

e ar nelping(11their defense spending and capabilities. V

and encouraging them to continue these efforts which are

particularly important now in view of our need to shift

some of our naval forces from the Pacific to the Indian

Ocean.

There is more Japan could do and Ambassador Mansfield,

Secretary Brown and others in my Administration are in
~

continuous consultations with the Japanese Government

on this issue. For example, the Japanese air and naval
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Self-Defense Forces are taking on more of the

responsibility for patrolling the air and sea lanes of

communication around Japan and the nearby ocean areas.

In addition, Japan has significantly expanded

its economic assistance to a number of countries,

including our close friends, Turkey and Thailand.

This aid has been both generous and beneficial. We

need to remember that the Japanese decision-making

process is different from ours, that their

constitution prohibits the maintenance of anything but

defensive forces, and that the Japanese people not too long

ago would not have supported anything like what they

are doing today. As long as the present trends continue,

and do not slacken, I will be basically satisfied with

what the Japanese are doing.

I do not envision a military alliance among the

United States, Japan and the People's Republic of China.
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Q- Perhaps the most volatile region in the world today
is Central America. No country seems immune from
the revolutionary fervor sweeping the region. The
Republicans have sharply criticized your policy there.
They state you have stood by while Castro's Cuba—
assisted by the Soviet Union——arms, trains and
supports revolutionary forces throughout the region.
They further state: "We deplore the Marxist Sandinista
takeover of Nicaragua and.theMarXiSt attempts to
destabilize El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras.
We do not support United States assistance to any
Marxist government in this hemisphere, and we oppose
the Carter Administration's aid program for the
government of Nicaragua."

On few foreign policy issues are the lines so tightly
drawn between your policies and those of the Republicans.
How do you account for this sharp policy difference?
Do you believe, as the Republicans charge, that your
Administration "has actively worked to undermine
governments and parties opposed to the expansion of
Soviet power?" Do you believe the Cubans and Soviets
are responsible for the turmoil in Central America?
How best can the United States influence the direction
of the change sweeping through the region?

Response

nder my Administration, the United States will not sit
by on the sidelines and abandon its friends in Central
America to Cuba and its radical Marxist allies. Those who
say that Nicaragua is already "lost" are the same people who
said Portugal was lost five years ago. We do not agree with
them, and we are encouraged that Nicaraguan moderates and

businessmen have chosen to stay in Nicaragua and help work
to make it a more democratic country. They have asked for
our help, and we will not abandon them. They are struggling
to preserve individual freedoms and political and economic
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pluralism, and they have asked for our economic aid. We

have provided it, most recently in the form of a $75 million

economic package to Nicaragua. We cannot guarantee that

democracy will take hold in Nicaragua. But if we turn our
backs on that country, as Governor Reagan and the Republicans

would do, we can help guarantee that democracv will fail.
Our challenge in El Salvador is similar. If reform

fails, that country will become a battle ground between
radical left and radical right. A moderate solution is still
possible and we intend to help.

Those who are most concerned about the potential for

radical revolution in Central America and growing Cuban influence

in the region should be the strongest supporters of our efforts

to help Nicaragua and El Salvador. But the Republicans are not.

They seem to believe that Cuba is the cause of all the problems

in the region. There is no question that Castro is assisting

subversive efforts and we must deal with this. But we must

also understand -- as Governor Reagan does not -— that the

root problems in the region are extreme pcvertv, social

injustice and repression and we must direct our efforts to

address these problems as well.

The US was once identified with dictatorships and injustice

in the region. Now we can be proud of our efforts to play a

constructive role, assisting moderate and peaceful change.

Now we are better positioned to keep the extremists isolated

and on the defensive.
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I might note, in closing, that wnue a lot of attention
has been given by the Republicans to the Caribbean and the
tiny island of Grenada, the winds of political change in that
area are clearly blowing in a different direction. Recent
elections in Dominica, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Antigua and
St. Kitts have resulted in victories by moderate leaders friendly
to the United States, and resounding defeats by leftists who
are friendly to Cuba.

Gov. Feacan on Central Aaerica and tne Caribbean

"Totalitarian Marxists are in control of the Carribean
Island of Grenada, where Cuban advisors are now training
guerrillas for subversive action against other countries
such as Trinidad-Tobago, Grenada's democratic neighbor.
In El Salvador, Marxist totalitarian revolutionaries,
supported by Havana and Moscow, are preventing the construction
of a democratic government.

Must we let Grenada, Nicaragua, El Salvador, all become
dditional "Cubas", new outposts for Soviet combat brigades?ill the next push of the Moscow—Havana axis be northward to
uatamala and thence to Mexico, and south to Costa Rica
nd Panama?"W
C)

5
.:W

Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980
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I m ‘Uolicv Toward

Q: Early in your Administration a US Interest Section
was established in Havana. Setter US—Cuban relations
appeared to be just around the corner. That, of
course, is no longer the case. Fidel Castro is, once
again, the subject of harsr1UScriticism. his troops
remain in Africa. He is assisting revolutionary
forces in Central America. And, most recently,
thousands of his citizens fled Cuba for the United
States. Added to this is the charge by your opponents
that you have done nothing about the Soviet combat
brigade in Cuba nor about the transfer of new Soviet
offensive weapons to the island, such as modern MIG
aircraft and submarines.

How do you account for this reversal in your initial
policy toward Cuba? Did you misjudge Castro? How
do you intend to deal with him in the future?

With respect to Soviet activities on the island, why
did you reverse your position that the Soviet combat
brigade was "unacceptable?"

Response

Over the past three,years we have taken a number of

steps to open lines pf communication between Cuba and the

United States. Our dialogue with Cuba has cost us little
- I
and has vielded some-significant benefits. Ask the

families of the 4,000 political prisoners who have been

released from Castro's prisons if they agree. Ask the
Cuban-Americans who, for the first time since the l960s,

are now allowed to return to the island for family visits

if they agree.
While the Cubans have taken some encouraging steps,

this has not been matched by any change in their foreign

policy. While I have been disappointed in this, I have

not been surprised. As a result, we have told the Cubans

‘that there will be no further progress toward normalization.
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HIunt‘l Cuba is prepared to accept the ntrns o peace and

human richts of the international community. Cuba still
has thousands of troops in Africa, serving as a vanguard

for Soviet imperialism. It is exploiting for its own
purposes the revolutionary climate in Central America and

the Caribbean. It has refused to respect other nations‘
immigration laws. Until these pra tices stop, it is
difficult to conceive of normal relations.

At the same time, the close Cuban-Soviet relationship

continues. For the past several years the Soviet Union

has been upgrading the equipment of the Cuban military.

Unlike other Soviet military clients, Cuba pays nothing

fgr_this. It gets a free ride.
Several developments over the past two years have

caused us concern:

—— In l978, the Soviets delivered MIG—23s to Cuba.

Certain types of MIG-23s can carry nuclear weapons. The

ones delivered to Cuba cannot. They do not constitute an

offensive threat to the United States.

-— We have been monitoring the construction of a

new naval facility at Cienfuegoes. We have no evidence
that the Soviets are involved in the construction of this

facility or intend to use it as a base.
-- And, last year, we confirmed the presence in Cuba

of a 2,600-3,000 Soviet combat brigade. While the unit

may have been in Cuba for some time, here again we were

confronted with a matter of serious concern to us.
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We have taken steps to insure that none of tnese

activities constitute a threat to the United States or

the region. I have increased surveillance of Cuba,

expanded military maneuvers in the region and established

a full-time Caribbean Joint Task Force at Key West.

As I have said before, we do not accept these

activities. We have responded to them -— and will respond

to any future activities -- in an appropriate manner.

Castro knows this and so does the Soviet Union.

v. Peacan on Cuba

Reagan has long held that Cuba is a mere proxy of the
Soviet Union, and is behind most revolutionary movements
in Africa, and Latin America.

"Despite the power the Soviet Union is able to
exert over Castro, the Cuban dictator still f'ncies
himself as a revolutionary leader who aids and inspires
revolts in Africa, Latin America and the Middle East.
The Russians aren't bothered by Castro's delusions of
grandeur because much of his international interference
fits nicely into their own foreign policy designs.

Jefferson City Post
October 26, 1979

In 1977, when the Administration was considering relaxing
relations with Cuba, Reagan wrote:

"...(t)he U.S. decision on Cuban trade must rest
on broader considerations. Our trade embargo of Cuba
is a little like a long-running advertising campaign.
Just as its full effects are being felt, the sponsor
may get tired of it."

Jefferson City Post
- October 26, 1979
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Q: The Republicans have charged that your policies toward
Latin America "have encouraged a precipitous decline in
United tates relations with virtually every country
in the region." The policy most singled out for ,
criticism is your human rights policy. Brazil,
Argentina and Chile are often cited as examples of
countries which have turned away from the United States
due to your policy on human rights.

Do you believe our bilateral relations in Latin America
have suffered as a result of your human rights policy?
Phat, in your view, have been the benefits of this
policy? How do you respond to the Republican platform
statement that: "We will return to the fundamental
principle of treating a friend as a friend and self
proclaimed enemies as enemies, without apology"?

Response

Since my inauguration, I have worked hard to forge a

new relationship with the nations of Latin America and the

Caribbean -- one resting on a firm commitment to human
rights, democracy, economic development and nonintervention.

For too long, the United States was associated with dicta

torships which trampled on human rights and with the status

guo even when that meant poverty, political repression, and

social injustice. I do not believe, as the Republicans

apparently do, that we should return to that association.

The trend toward democracy in Latin America is gaining

strength. Ecuador and now Peru have returned to freely

elected democratic governments. Brazil has maintained a

steady course toward democracy. Uruguay will have national

elections next year. The new nations in the Caribbean, with

the exception of Grenada, remain models of democracy despite

severe economic hardship. The only setback has come in
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|olivia, but even in Bolivia, where military coups are a

tradition, one is encouraged by the strong new force of

democratic groups.

The trend toward a greater regard for human rights is
also gaining strength. ‘Human rights violations have sub

stantially declined in a number of countries. There are

fewer reports of disappearances;political prisoners have

been released in substantial numbers; the use of torture

has declined sharply.

I do not believe, as the Republicans apparently do,

that the pursuit of human rights is incompatible with our

national security interests. We pursue our human rights

objectives not only because they are right, but because we

have a stake in the stability that comes when people can

express their hopes and find their futures freely.
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against any threat to its open and secure operation.

The controversy over the Panama Canal Treaties has
abated. The issue now appears to be holding Panama
to a strict interpretation of the language of the
treaties rather than trying to somehow overturn them.

Despite this, the Republicans have stated that although
you assured the "merican taxpayers that the treaties
would not cost them "one thin dime," they claim that
implementing the treaties will cost them 54.2 billion.
Is this true?

The Panama Canal Treaties went into force on

October 1, l979. Todav, almost a year later, the Panama

Canal is working just as efficientlv and safely as it did
over the previous 65 vears. The fears of those who so

stroncly opposed the treaties, including Governor Reacan,

have not been realized.

I consider the Panama Canal Treaties a major

accomplishment of my Administration. The treaties

eliminated a serious irritant in our relations with

Panama and with the nations of the Hemisphere. By

returning this territory to Panamanian control, the

treaties have established the basis for a new,cooperative

relationship between our two countries. This would not

have been the case if we had followed Governor Reagan's
advice. At the same time our national security interests

have been protected. The United States has the right to

operate and defend the Canal until the year 2000 and,

thereafter, the permanent right to defend the Canal

Our

warships will continue to have priority passage.

84 - 49 Part 1
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There have been some differences of opinion over

the implementation of the treaties, but these have

been resolved -- and are being resolved -- in a non
controversial way. As I wrote to President Rcyo on the

day the treaties went into force, "The United States is

as committed to making these treaties work as we were

to building the Canal itself." Panama shares this goal.

As for the Republican charge that the implementation

of the treaties is costing the American taxpayer billions

of dollars, this is patently false. Transfer expenses

associated with the treaties are comparable with the expenses

we incur throughout the world with our important foreign

base operations. And, if there are any deficits associated
with the operation of the Canal, these will be metgby higher

tolls. Such increases will involve no charge against the

U.S. Treasury.
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Gov Reagan on Para"a

Reagan has been at the forefront of those opposed to the
Panama Canal Treaties. As negotiations were underway, Reagan
stated his strong objection to the proposed Treaty.

"As I talk to you tonight, negotiations with another
dictator go forward, negotiations aimed at giving up our
ownership of the Panama Canal Zone...The Canal Zone is not
a colonial possession. It is not along-term lease. It is
sovereign U.S. territory, every bit the same as Alaska and
all the states that were carved from the Louisiana Purchase.
We should end those negotiations and tell the (Panamanian
head of state): 'We bought it, we paid for it, we built it
and we intend to keep it.‘"

Los Angeles Times
August 12, 1977

During the l980 campaign Reagan has raised the issue of
abrogating the Treaties on several occasions.

"If there is any possibility of keeping the Panama Canal,
believe me I would do it because I believe it was one of the
great mistakes we have made so far."

Bangor News
January 18, l980
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Q: Rhodesia is now Zimbabwe. A former guerrilla leader,
Robert Mugabe, is now Prime Minister of that
independent nation. Despite this change, the
struggle for majority rule in southern Africa continues.
The settlement on Namibia is stalled. Apartheid is
still in place in South Africa.
What role do you believe the United States should
take in pressing for majority rule in southern Africa.
Should full economic sanctions be levied against
South Africa? And, what assistance should we provide
the new government of Zimbabwe?

RESDODSG

I am very proud of our record on Africa. In 1977

our relations were at their lowest point in decades.

Secretary Kissinger had recently been refused permission to

visit Nigeria. The United States had little credibility
in black Africa. As a consequence, our attempts to bring

an end to the war in Rhodesia were ineffective. We were

becoming, in African eyes, irrelevant -- even antagonistic -

to African aspirations. All that has changed. My trip to
Africa and subsequent trips by the Vice President and others

have demonstrated that. The United States is once again

welcome in Africa.

Our diplomatic efforts in Southern Africa and our support

for British initiatives on Zimbabwe helped bring about a

peaceful settlement to the Rhodesian war -— without further

Soviet/Cuban expansion. We will assist in the reconstruction

and development of an independent Zimbabwe. That assistance

will be as much in our interests as theirs. So far, we have

committed $100 million for this effort.
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I want to be sure the importance of this even: is under

stood. We have a wide range of interests in .frica -- security
interests, economic interests, an interest in political

cooperation on all global issues. In my judgment no policy

could have served those interests better than our strong

support for the principle of majority rule, with minority

rights, in Zimbabwe. And nothing could have weakened us more

than to waver in this crucial effort. Strong Republican

opposition in Congress did not help in this regard.

Although we have made a good beginning, much work remains

to be done:

-- There has been very little progress on Namibia in
recent months. We expect that the successful example of

Zimbabwe should be helpful in setting a general precedent for

Namibia. I believe the proposalsset forth by the UN offer 8

reasonable basis for a settlement which would include UN

supervised elections. We are now awaiting South Africa's

reply to Secretary General Waldheim‘s most recent proposals.

—- On South Africa, we continue to exert our influence

to encourage peaceful -- but rapid -- change and an end to
the racist system of apartheid. The South African government

has a choice: to follow the difficult and courageous course
of seeking cooperation with the forces for change, both

internally and within the region, or to face the prospect of

further conflict and violence. I hope they choose the former.
We will do all we can to assist them in this.
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A peaceful transition to majority rule in Southern

Africa is a major goal of my Administration. Our active

support for self—determination and racial equality in

Southern Africa has enabled the United States to develop

a continuing and effective dialogue with governments

throughout the continent., We will continue to participate

in their first priority -- economic development -— and to
help Africans resolve their political problems and maintain
stability in their continent.
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Soviet-Cuban Influence in Africa

Q: The Republicans have charged that the Soviet Union
and its surrogates--Cuban and Nicaraguan troops
and East German secret po1ice—-are attempting to
impose the "Marxist, totalitarian mocel" on Africa.

Do you believe this is an accurate statement? have
the Soviets and their surrogates expanded their
influence in Africa during your term in office?
Is there any evidence that Nicaraguan troops are now
in Africa?

Resoonse

Since the massive infusion of Soviet military equip

ment and advisers and Cuban combat troops into Angola in

early 1976, and the subsecuent similar movement into

Ethiopia in 1977, there has not been a further direct

expansion of Soviet-Cuban presence in Africa.
‘I i‘ i

-- We worked very hard, and successfully, in coopera

tion with the UK and several African states to bring about

the peaceful settlement in Zimbabwe that has precluded any

role for the Soviets and Cubans in that country.

e- Similarly, in Namibia, we have been pursuing a

policy that we hope can lead to independence, with no room

for Soviet or Cuban meddling.

—— Presently, there are no other African nations which

appear to be immediately threatened by Soviet-Cuban enpansion.

—— During the past year, the Soviets have seen the

removal of one of their clients,IdiAmin in Uganda, and the

Cubans have witnessed the passing of one of their friends,
Macias, in Equatorial Guinea.
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-- There seems to be a growing awareness among the OAU
tates that Soviet-Cuban_adventurism does not serve the best(I

)

interests of Africa.

-- Finally, there is no evidence that Nicaraguan troops

are now in Africa and I do not expect any. This is simply

another example of Republican exaggeration.
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Cnce again the conflict between Ethiopia and Somalia
over the Ogaden region is in the news, as it was in
1977. Just recently your Administration signed an
agreement with Somalia for the use of the naval base
at Serbera in exchange for increased US military
and economic assistance.

Doesn't this new relationship with Somalia have the
potential for drawing the United States into the
on-going conflict between Somalia and Ethiopia?
Do you have any confidence in Somalia's assurances
that they are withdrawing their military forces from
the Ogaden? Will the United States came to Somalia's
assistance if they are attacked by the Ethiopians?

a limited one.Our agreement with Somalia is It is
one of three we recently signed in the region. The other

two were with Oman and Kenya. Each of these agreements

will help us maintain a better military balance in that

part of the world and therefore to protect our security

interests and those of the states of the region.

We do not intend to involve ourselves in purely

local conflicts of long standing, such as the Ogaden.

We have made it clear that we favor political settlement
of such conflicts; this policy has also been expressly

stated by the Government of Somalia. We have also made

it clear that we oppose military activity by any state in
the region that jeopardizes the territorial integrity and

legitimate security interests of its neighbors.

Our relationship with Somalia is not directed against

thiopia. That country's security is being most directly

jeopardized from within, by an authoritarian regime which

is increasingly dependent on the USSR, to which it has
granted extensive military rights.
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-- We have provided nearly $100 million annually
in economic aid to Southern African countries which

helped pave the way for the peaceful settlement in

Rhodesia.

-- Our aid is being used to support the efforts
of the Governments of Nicaragua and El Salvador to bring

peace and stability to their countries.
-- Our Food for Peace has been the difference

between life and death for refugees in Southeast Asia
and Africa.
-- U.S. technical assistance has helped farmers

.in developing countries grow more food and has contributed

to a reduction in the rate of population growth.

Some argue that U.S. aid to foreign countries is a
waste, that we receive nothing in return. This is a false,

and dangerous, view. Our stake in developing nations has

deepened. They supply us with essential materials. They

are also our fastest growing markets.

Aid programs do not yield instant results. Success or

failure is difficult to measure in any one four-year period.

But I believe that our programs have helped people in
developing countries and have contributed to the maintenance

of peace in the world. By helping poorer nations and people

in need to build a better future, we are both strengthening

the world economy and enhancing the political stability

which comes with economic, social, and political justice.



Eesoonse:

During your Administration the U.S. has provided about
$40 billion in foreign aid. Yet, as you look around the
Middle East, Asia, Africa, and Latin America, both turmoil
and poverty appear to be increasing -— not decreasing.
What do we have to show for the billions we have spent for
foreign aid?

First, let me say that the aid figures you cite are

less than two percent of the Federal Budget for those years.

We spend much less for aid than many people believe. We

rank 13th of the 17 major aid donors in percentage of GNP

provided for official development assistance.

More importantly, I believe that the aid we have
provided has helped our friends defend themselves against

accression and has helped alleviate the poverty which

affects the lives of most people in Asia, Africa, and Latin

America.

-- We provide more than $3 billion each year to
Israel and Egypt to help support military and economic

stability as these two countries work to find a lasting

solution to the Middle East conflict.

-- We have provided Thailand with military

assistance to secure her borders against Vietnamese

military incursions and have helped the Thai to feed

'the hundreds of thousands of Kampuchean refugees who

came into Thailand.
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Your Administration began with a "global"
issues on which it was going to make progress: human
rights, nuclear proliferation and conventional arms
transfers. After four years, there have been few
positive accomplishments. US foreign policy interests
have, in many cases, been damaged by overemphasis on a
"global" approach to these issues which ignores the
complexities of US interests in different parts of the
world.

In a second Carter Administration, will you deemphasize
these "global" issues and balance them against other,
sometimes more pressing US foreign policy, security and
economic interests? What has your Administration achieved
in any of these "global" issues?

RESPONSE

Progress on the global issues of human rights, non

proliferation and conventional arms transfers remain in the

forefront of my Administration's policy objectives. I do

not deny that progress has been difficult or that there have

been many problems in implementing our policies. But, in

spite of the difficulties, we must persevere in pursuing

our objectives in each of these areas. They are in our

national interest.a"

I disagree with those who charge, as the Republicans have,

that there have been no accomolishments. On the contrary, we

have taken major steps in each of these pressing concerns:

On non-oroliferation, we have, working closely with

Congress, developed the Nuclear Non—Proliferation Act,

which conditions U.S. nuclear cooperation on acceptance

of key non-proliferation standards by our nuclear trading

partners. We have successfully completed the two-year
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International Nuclear Fuel Cvcle Evaluation, with more

than 60 nations participating in an effort to develop

a common understanding of nuclear energy and non
proliferation. We have iust concluded the Second Review

Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treatv.

I believe that more progress will be made in the
non—proliferation area when the SALT Treaty is ratified

and SALT III negotiations begin, and when we conclude
negotiations for a Comprehensive Test Ban. Governor

Reacan is onoosed to these arms control efforts. He

should understand that non-proliferation and orooress

in nuclear arms limitations are linked.

On human riohts, progress has also been made. I
recard makinc human richts an essential element of

Am icnfo ‘c ‘v
everv major international orcani'ation a maior accomplish

1

ment of mv Administration.

-— Just in the past several years, we have seen

the drive for a fuller voice in economic and political

life achieve new expression ... in Portugal and Spain

and Greece ... in Nigeria and Ghana and Upper Volta

... in Ecuador, Peru and the Dominican Republic ... and
elsewhere.

These countries make a compelling case for the

proposition that the-tide in the world is running

toward human richts and that it is in our interest to
support it.
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The United States cannot claim credit for these

developments. But we can find proof in them that our

policy of furthering human rights is not only consistent

with American ideals. It is consistent with the
aspirations of others.

-- I have worked to strengthen international
organizations to promote human rights and, in the last

two years, the UN and OAS human rights commissions have

been improved. The Commission on Security and

Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) has also proved to be an

effective vehicle for pursuing human rights concerns.

-— I have sicned and submitted for ratification four
important human rights treaties: The Convention on

Racial Discrimination; the International UN Covenants

on Economic and Social Rights, and on Political and

Civil Rights; and the Inter—American Convention on

Human Rights.

On arms transfer restraint, progress has been slower

and the problems even more intractable. Other nations

have not responded cooperatively to our efforts to

negotiate international restraints in arms transfer.

This is deeply disappointing. Nevertheless, we have

devised and put into place a coordinated, overall policy

ggverning U.S. arms transfers. This policy makes arms

transfers an instrument of U.S. security and foreign
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policy interests, not of profit. In

communism, Governor Reagan seems to be willing to

orovide U.S. arms to any regime, however oppressive,

however unpopular with its own people, however shaky.

l_am not. Change, the demand of peoples evervwhere for

their basic rights. cannot be suppressed by selling arm

to dictators. We have vividly seen this in Central

America.

U.S. national interests are best served by a

careful policy of restraint, in which arms transfers

must be justified by U.S. security or foreign policy

interests. I believe we are doing this.
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) Your Administration has made espousal of human rights a

central theme of your foreign policy. Some argue that you
have persisted in advocating human rights even when it has
damaged other US interests and weakened regimes friendly
to the United States. The Republicans charge that you
have pressed hardest on our friends and little on fiarxist
regimes with the worst human rights records, such as the
Soviet Union, Vietnam and Cuba.

You have contrasted your pursuit of human rights and
"morality" in foreign affairs with the supposed indif
ference to these considerations by the previous Adminis
tration. In view of the harm to US interests in key
areas, such as Iran, Central America and Africa, of your
pursuit of human rights, do you intend to continue to
assert this as a global, universal US objective? Are
you now ready to show discrimination and weigh other US
objectives as well, before attacking a regime for alleged
abuses?

'More generally, what do you believe is the role of
"morality" or idealism in international relations? to
you believe nations act idealistically, or do they pursue
their national self-interest? ’

Response__I—
When I became President, I emphasized our commitment as

a nation to human rights as a fundamental tenet on which

our foreign policy was based. The commitment of mine is as

deep and as important to me today asit was then. It is as

torture cannot be tolerated under any circumstances,

central to America's interests now as when our nation was

first born. Then, as now, our commitment to human rights

persists in our own country arfi also worldwide. Beyond

Europe, we have sought in Africa, Asia, Latin Anerica, to

stand behind basic principles of respect for the individual,

for fair trials, for political liberty, and for economic

and social justice .

_WE have made it clear the the United States believes that
and that
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officially sanctioned_sc-called are abhorrent

H.n any society. We have insisted on the right of free move

nent everywhere. So we have worked hard to give aid to the

world's refugees, compelled to flee fromoppression and hard

ship.

As we have maintained these policies as a government,

sometimes they have been criticized as being incompatible

with our national security interests. The Reoublican Party

has stated that it will return to the fundamental principle
of treating a friend as a friend, without apology. I do not
believe that we should simply drpp our human richts concerns

because a country is anti-communist. Not when that country

imorisons and tortures its citizens. Throughout my Adminis

tration, we have maintained our opposition to such activities.

and we will continue to do so. We pursue these policies

because we recognize that both our country and our world are

more secure when basic human rights are respected internationally.

In pursuing our values, we enhance our own security.

Let no one doubt that our words and actions have left their

mark on the rest of the world. Many governments have released

their political prisoners. Others have lifted states of seige,

curtailed indiscriminate arrests, and reduced the use of torture.

We have seen several dictatorships, some of them in this hemisphe:

change into democracies. And, because of our leadership, the

defense of human rights now has its rightful place on the world.

agenda for everyone to see.

33-896 0 - 84 - 50 Part 1
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My own faith in the ultimate outcome of this struggle

is undimmed. Our nation's role must be in doubt. One of

the best ways to express this commitment is to quote from

the words of Archibald HacLeish, "There are those who will
say that the liberation of humanity, the freedom of man and

mind, is nothing but a dream. They are right. It is. It's
the American dream."
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Gov. Reagan on Human Richts

Reagan's attitude toward human rights stems from the
belief that while the Soviet Union drives for world dominion,
we confuse our friends and allies wit. the selective applica
tion of our policy of human rights, making it that much easier
for the Soviets to attain their goals:

"While the Soviets arrogantly warn us to stay out of
their way, we occupy ourselves by looking for human rights
violations in those countries which have historically been
our friends and allies."

Chicago Council on
Foreign Relations
March 17, 1980

Latin America

Reagan's disregard for the basic precepts of human rights
is obvious in the admiring way he speaks on Argentina after
three years of rule by a military dictatorship. Reagan quoted
an economic advisor to the junta.

"...in the process of bringing stability to a terrorized
nation of 25 million, a small number (of people) were caught
in the cross fire, among them a few innocents."

Radio Transcript
August, 1979

African - Southern Africa

As for South Africa, Reagan favors a hands-off policy:

"Isn't it time we laid off South Africa for awhile?...As
for letting South Africans work at solving their problems
while we solve our own, all in favor say ‘Aye.'"

Radio Transcript
October 22, 1976
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Gov. Reagan on Ncn—proliferation

A Reagan Administration might not be concerned with
pursuing a non-proliferation strategy:

"I just don't think it's (non-proliferation) any of
our business."

Washington Post
January 31, l980

Reagan clarified his assertion by adding:

"I think that all of us would like to see non—prolifer
ation, but I don't think that any of us are succeeding in
that. We are the only one in the world that's trying to
stop it. The result is we have increased our problems
would be eased if this government would allow the repro
cessing of nuclear waste into plutonium..."

Monterey, Peninsula Herald
February 3, 1980
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lobal issues: Non—Proliferation PolicvQ

Q: Your Administration seems to be retreating from its
strong commitment to pursue tough nuclear non
proliferation policies. Many say the technological
genie is out of the bottle, and that this is why your
policy of denying US technology is a failure. How do
you assess proliferation dangers now, after four years
in office, and what actions do you intend to take to
slow the spread of nuclear weapons in a second term?

HESEODSE

Non-proliferation has been a key objective of my

Administration. It will continue to be. American
leadership in stopping the spread of nuclear weapons

and explosive technology is essential. Governor

Reagan has stated that he does not believe non—proliferation

is "anv of our business." I could not disagree more.

Non-proliferation is a vital American security interest.

The spread of nuclear weapons could create or exacerbate

regional instabilities. It multiplies the chances that
nuclear weapons will be used.

Progress in non—proliferation is difficult. Nations

are being asked to accept international inspection of

their nuclear activities, and to forego the option of

nuclear weapons. This is a great deal to ask of sovereign

nations. That the vast majority have done this —— 114

nations have signed the Non—Proliferation Treaty -— indicates

widespread agreement that the spread of nuclear weapons or

explosive technology adds to no one's security. But in

return for this limitation, non-nuclear-weapon-states

demand —- rightly, in my judgment —— that the nuclear
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weapon states make progress in curbing the nuclear arms

race. Nonproliferation and nuclear arms control are

inter-related, and I intend to continue to press-forward

on both fronts. Aoparentlv Governor Peagan would noti

Important progress has been made toward U.S. non

proliferation objectives in the last four years.
-— Working with Congress, we have developed the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, which requires that nations

working to enjoy the benefits of U.S. nuclear cooperation

must accept controls on their nuclear activities.
-- We are renegotiating existing bilateral nuclear

cooperation agreements to bring them into conformity with

the strong non-proliferation policies contained in the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act.
6

-- The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation,

which I initiated in 19771 successfullv concluded in March

l2§Q. It demonstrated that nuclear suppliers and recipients
can work together, and it heightened international under
standing of the technology, risks and economies of the nuclear

fuel cycle.

-- We have concluded the Second Review Conference of

the Non-Proliferation Treatv. The conference reaffirmed

the continuing value and importance of the NPT, and their

determination to strengthen it. There was considerable
dissatisfaction, which we share, with the pace of nuclear

arms control negotiations. But progress was made on a

number of issues, and I am convinced that the NPT regime

remains fundamentally sound and healthy.
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Global Issues: Arms Transfer Policy

As a candidate in 1976 you stated that the United States
should cease being the arms merchant of the world. Soon
after you took office, a restrictive policy on conventional
~arms transfers was applied.

What has become of your goal of limiting conventional arms
transfers? Haven't you abandoned this effort after it
caused serious problems with friendly governments and lost
US defense industry sales markets to European arms pro
ducers? What is present US policy on arms transfers?
you going to take a more pragmatic approach to US arms
transfers, giving arms to regimes which support US interests,
even if they are not as democratic as we would like?

Are

I remain committed to a policy of restraint on arms

transfeis. This has been a principal objective of my

Administration and it will remain so.
From the outset of my Administration, I have tried to

make US arms transfer serve two basic goals:
Y

—- To facilitate thosetransfers that clearly serve

the security interests of the United States, our allies

and friends;

-- To restrain transfers which are clearly in excess

of legitimate security needs, which could promote regional

arms races or increase instability.

In short, our purpose in supplying arms is security,

B2E_profit.

Frankly, I have been disappointed at the failure of

other major arms suppliers to respond to our efforts to

promote international restraint. Based on this lack of

multilateral cooperation, this year I directed that the
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ceilingcnithe dollar value of US arms transfers outside

NATO, Qapan, Australia and New Zealand not be reduced;

it will remain at last year's level. In addition, I
have approved the development and production of the FX

export fighter. This exception to my policy of not

producing weapons solely for export was justified by the

need by our allies and friends for a sophisticated air

craft to replace the F-55, but who do not need aircraft

as advanced as the P-16.

I emphasize that these actions do get mean that

our policy of restraint has ended. The basic guidelines

for US arms transfers that I established in l977 remain

in effect, and I intend to continue to apply them.
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-- Weoare working to encourage regional cooperation
and restraint. I have sent to the Senate Protocol I of

the Treatv of Tlatelolco which will contribute to the
lessening of nuclear dancers for our Latin American

ggichbors. I urge its ratification by the Senate.
—- The §gnate has ratified the Treatv with the

International tomic Energv Acencv to permit limited

.spection of U.S. peaceful nuclear facilities, though notI"
lear facilities with a nati . u '“v igniiigange.'11

This action will help us strengthen the IAEA's inspections
capabilities. t will also help us to argue to other
states that the Non-Proliferation Treaty and safeguards

are not discriminatory and that we, along with Britain and

France, also accept them.

More countries will approach the nuclear weapons

threshold in the decade ahead, some with uncertain

intentions in regions of tension and conflict. The time
remaining to reduce the appeal of nuclear weapons and to

develop safer wavs to address legitimate energy needs is

slipping awav. Our ngn—proliferation efforts are more

vital ngw than everv before.
i
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Persian Gulf Oil

Q: In the energy field we import, as you know, 50 percent
of our domestic petroleum requirements. The economics
forced upon us are clear: we need to reduce demand and
increase supplies. The hard part is doing this. How
successful has the Carter Administration been?

What would happen to the U.S. economy if the Persian Gulf
oil was cut off? What would happen to Europe's economy
if its Persian Gulf oil was cut off?

Response:

The current hostilities between Iran and Iraq -- and the
threat this conflict poses for world oil resources -

clearly demonstrates the need for stability in the Persian

Gulf. This region supplies 60 percent of world oil imports,
which is equivalent to:

—- 40 percent of world oil consumption
-- 15 percent of U.S. oil consumption
-— 60 percent of Western Europe's oil consumption
—- 85 percent of Japan's oil consumption.

The conflict between Iran and Iraq has caused considerable

concern that world oil supplies might be severely reduced,

therefore driving up oil prices and endangering the
economic security of the consuming nations., This concern.

is not justified by the present situation. It is true
that oil companies and shipment directly to Iran and Iraq
have been interrupted or suspended during the outbreak of
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the hostilities. But even if this suspension of Iran
and Iraqi shipments should persist for an extended

period of time, the consuming nation's can compensate

for this shortfall.

Oil inventories in the world's major oil-consuming

nations are now at an all time high. The world's
margin of oil supply security is much greater today
than in the winter of 1978 and 1979, when the Iranian

revolution reduced oil supplies at a time when reserve
oil supplies were very low.

Our greater security today is due in part to energy

conservation and also to the substitution of other fuels

for oil, both in the United States and in other consuming

nations.

This has facilitated the building up of reserve

stocks to much more satisfactory levels than in 1979.

Hence, there is no reason for a repetition of the shortages

or the price escalation that resulted in 1979. Of course,

a total suspension of oil exports from the other nations

who ship through the Persian Gulf region would create a‘

serious threat to the world's oil supplies and consequently,

a threat to the economic health of all nations.
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It is for this reason that we must continue to reduce
our dependence on foreign oil. We have been aware of
this need for some time, since the 1973 oil embargo.
Only within the last three years, however, have we as a

nation taken action. Today, the United States is importing

20 percent less oil than-the day I took office. That

amounts to one-and-a-half million barrels of oil less

every day. We cannot, however, rest on this accomplishment.

We must do more. Our national security requires it.
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Se::e:ber 29, 1980

Korth/South: Helping the Poor Nations

Q: Recent reports on thestate of the world (the Brandt
Report, e.g.) are bleak indeed, pointing to a growing
gap between the rich and the poor countries, hinting
at the inevitability of mass famine, and raising the
spectre of wars of redistribution.

Is there any cause for optimism about the future of
North/South relations? What, specifically, can the
United States do to assist the world's poor? Has
the United States moved toward meeting its part of the
Bonn Summit commitment to increase development assistance?

Response:

The conditions in the Brandt report and other reports

are not inevitable. The projections should be seen as

timely warnings that will alert the nations of the world

_to the need for vigorous, determined action, at both the

national and international levels.

To avert global disaster, I believe the United States

must assist the developing world to:

—- slow the rate of unchecked population growth;

-— combate world hunger;

-- increase energy production and conservation.

To do this, my Administration has taken the following

steps:

-- U.S. bilateral programs administered by A.I.D.
for agricultural and nutrition have increased from $474

million in 1977 to $758 million planned for 1981;
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to meet these problems:

-- world U
]

Z
‘an lending for agriculture and rural

development during the l977-l979 period exceeded $8
‘ .billion;

-- World ~any lending IOIw ossil fuel development

in poor countries is projected to reach $5.6 billion
over the next five years;

The problems that the Brandt report points to are-of

concern to every American.. They can be solved only

through cooperation among the developed and developing

nations of the world. Let me give you an example f0

some successes we could have in the area of world food

production. By the mid—l9S0's we could help Thailand

export an additional five million tons of grain, hring

four million acres under irrigation in Bangladesh, double

cereal production in Peru, and bring a-number of African

countries to food self—sufficiency. I might add that in
India, through the "green revolution" and the work of the

nternational Rice Research Institute, agriculture has

been built up sufficiently so that the country can now

feed its hugh population.
The United States, of course, cannot assure a world

without poverty, disease, and deprivation. But we can

be certain that without technical and financial assistance

from us, these aims will become immeasurably more difficult
to attain.
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_rade: Disincentives

Are there too many government "disincentives" in
the trade area and, if so, which ones do you propose
to curtail?

There may be disincentives that need to be pruned

out of our laws and regulations to allow the United States

a competitive opportunity in the world marketplace. gy

Administration has already overturned hindersome government

regulations in the automobile industry an i
reviewing other industries to ggs if outdated, unfair, gr
unreasonable reculations exist.

In a report I sent to Congress last month, I outlined
several new initiatives in the export area. I have set in
motion plans to provide tax relief for Americans working

abroad for U.S. companies; we will work to remove ambiguities

in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act; and, we are determined

to improve Eximbank financing. I have also taken steps to

ensure that the Government stops-issuing separate U.S. re

export licenses in cases where we already approved re-export

of the same product as part of COCOH.

But, disincentives are only the tip of th iceberg;—
our trade problems are much more broadly based, and recuire

‘a truly major effort on several fronts if we are to be
successful in meeting this challenge=

In the auto industry, for example, we need a new tax

policy, with major changes in depreciation and investment

opportunities (including a refundable investment tax credit)
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need more attention to research and cevelocment to stimulate

the great American genius for technological innov tion in

the private sector, expecially toward more fuel-efficient

automobiles. Greater investment in R&D may lead to

breakthroughs in battery technology which would make the

electric car more competitive. We need increased attention

to export promotion, using the Export-Import Bank, the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation, and other agencies

more energenticelly in this field. The formation of trading

companies, on the Japanese model, is also an intriguing

possibility.

In a word, ye eeee e gee U.S. industrial policy,

consisting of a unified effort by government, industry,

and labor to restore the United States once more to its
preeminent position as a world trader. One of the most

hopeful signs I have seen in this regard are the recent

efforts of management and labor in the auto industry to

seek together new ways to work as a team, each dedicated

to enhancing the quality of the product and the morale

‘he working man and woman.HI fl0
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§-;Z2'V2f 22, 1220
~ Trade Access to -:;e":' ”a;<ets

Trade, ideally, is a two way street; yet, Japan exports in
large volume to the United States but seems reluctant to open
her market egually to our products.

Is this an accurate assessment and,
do about it if reelected?

if so, what would you

From 1950 through the early 1970s, Japan was a highly

protectionist country. Lately, though, the Japanese have

opened their market considerably in response to pressures

from the United States and the Third horld. Despite this

encouraging sign, 1 intend 0 press upon the Japanese,

through negotiations, the importance 2; prompt removal of

residual barriers to imported automobiles and spare parts

from the United States, as well as other products, including

telecommunications equipment, processed foods, cosmetics,

medical devices, and cigarettes. The trade barriers against

U.S. agricultural products are particularly notorious.

Japan must open its market more fully and do more to facili

tate imports from our country if we are to continue our
liberal trade relationship with the Japanese.

Nowhere could the Japanese demonstrate goodwill better

than by a decision to adhere‘to the Government Procurement

Code negotiated in Geneva —— including a decision to make

all procurement of the Nippon Telephone and Telegraph

Company subject to the obligations of the Code. The

Japanese auto companies must also overcome their reluctance

to pursue actively opportunities for marketing American

cars in Japan and purchasing American-made new and replace

ment parts -- efforts which could help to reduce protec

tionist pressures against Japanese autos.

33—896 0 - 84 — 51 Part 1
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At the invitation of my Administration, a Japanese

Auto Components Buying Mission visited the United States

in September. The full benefit of this mission will not,

of course, be realized overnight. With U.S. parts

making capacity readily available, however, it should be
possible soon to see tangible results in the form of

contracts in some cases, and in other cases, concrete

steps toward contracts. I regard concrete results from

this mission to be an extremely important contribution by

Japanese firms to improving the present climate, creating

jobs, and improving the prospects of the depressed U.S.

auto parts industry.

A second mission from Japan also visited the United

tates in September to explore opportunities to license
'.v

U.S. production of official Japanese auto parts, and to

explore joint ventures or other forms of investment

opportunities in the United States. This mission provided

another opportunity for positive steps to restore better

balance to automobile trade through economically viable

production arrangements and investments in the United

tates.

The Japanese Government has agreed on the need for

significant and lasting results from the auto parts

buying and investment missions. Our two governments

will monitor closely the missions‘ results.

The U.S. automobile industry must meet its
responsibilities, too, by manufacturing automobiles



suitable for mass sales in foreign markets and

adopting a more aggressive and intelligent marketing

approach. As former Special Trade Representative Bob

Strauss has noted, there are 1,250 to 1,500 representatives

of Japanese firms in New York today and every one of

them speaks English well and presents his products and

sales arguments effectively. They are selling Japanese

merchandise, and this is in New York City alone. In

Tokyo, there are probably 20 or 25 —— certainly less

than 100 -— Americans selling American products, and Scarcelv

any of them speaks Japanese. We can do better than this.

With government, industry, and labor working more

imaginatively together, we can compete with the best here

and abroad.
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Trade: Export Promotion

Q: The GOP Platform paints a dark portrait of the Carter
Administration's competence -- and sheer interest -
in matters of export promotion. What has your
Administration.done to help U.S. trade performance?

Response:

The truth of the matter is that there has been almost

twenty years of neglect in our export program, crossing

party lines and the public and private sectors. Since the

Kennedy Round in 1963, we have been slipping backwards.

We have had an accumulation of complacency, of ignoring

the problem. There is enough blame to go around to

industry, labor, various administrations and the Congress.‘

We have had the luxury of a large market right here in the

United States, and we have relied on it. Too heavily.

My Administration has begun to reverse these years of

neglect. Under the direction of my Special Trade

Representative, we brought to a successful conclusion

the multilateral trade negotiations, the most ambitious

set of negotiations to reduce barriers to international

trade in a decade.

The reorganization of the Federal government trade

agencies which I directed will assure more effective and
prompt governmental action to exploit the export

opportunities afforded by the MTN agreements.
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On another front, the Administration and the United

States coal industry are launching joint marketing efforts

to make this country a major exporter of steam coal. With

assurance of a reliable United States coal supply at

competitive prices, many of the electric power plants to

be built in the 1980's and 1990's can be coal-fired rather

than oil-burning. Coal exports will help us pay for our
declining but costly oil imports.

I have also directed the Export—Import Bank and the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation to give special

emphasis to export promotion in all of their new projects.

In this connection, it is important for us to keep in
mind that American exports have been increasing more

rapidly to Third World countries than any other nations

except Japan. This new market means jobs for Americans.

It also demonstrates why we must continue to work with
the Third World and to assist these financial institutions,

such as the World Bank, in their efforts to provide help

to the developing nations.
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There is a good deal of talk these days about the lack
of investment and productivity by American industry”
Certainly we lag behind our major competitors, especially
the Japanese. What can the Federal Government do to
increase investment and worker productivity, or is
this a problem for industry alone to resolve?

nesponse: I am very pleased to see that in the United States

there is a growing consensus in favor of developing a new

industrial policv designed to rebuild our factories,

regain a competitive edge in the world marketplace, and

restore the reputation of our country as a place where

high-quality products are manufactured.

Specifically, my Administration will accelerate its

efforts to pass new invesdment tax policies in the Congress

(such as a refundable investment tax credit), direct

expenditures toward ihnovative research and development,

and encourage new avenues of export promotion.

We need a new vision of our industrial future, a newf
partnership of labor, management, and“GovernmentFworking

together to promote U.S. business abroad. We can no longer

afford the antagonisms that have plagued industry for so

long. Toward this end, industry and labor can do its part

to enhance worker morale and the quality of the product;

and the Government can help with needed tax provisions,

increased R&D expenditures, export promotion, clarification

of antitrust policy, and the elimination of unnecessary

regulatory burdens.
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dealers.

he Carter Administration support a temporary
y Marketing Agreement to curb Japanese auto

Trade Adjustment Actions

31 Administration has sought to facilitate the retooling

_£ our industrv tg permit production of small, fuel-efficient,
competitive autos. Vb ham also sought to reduce the burdens

borne by workers during this transitional period. In

cooperation with the Congress, Welmxeprovided special

HQinancial assistance to the beleaguered Chrysler Corporation

andare developing through tax policy, capital formation

incentives.

In July, I announced 3 number 2; specific actions
including relaxation of some regulatory requirements; new

adjustment assistance benefits to aid communities severely

affected by the changes in the auto industry; tax relief

proposals; and a package of loan programs to aid automobile

I also called for a joint industry, labor, and

government Automobile Industry Committee to undertake a

continuing dialogue on industry concerns. Members of this

committee met in Detroit this September to organize and

set their agenda. I have also encouraged Japanese investment

in the United States in automotive manufacturing facilities.

To date, Honda and Nissan have announced plans to produce cars

and trucks in the United States. Nissan has yet to definitively

pick a plant site. Toyota, the largest.Japanese exporter

to this market, continues to study investment possibilities here;
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:9 promote pp increase lg our exports to Japan,'we have

reached an agreement with the Japanese Government on a number

of measures designed to increase access to the Japanese

market for U.S. made automobiles, parts and components. In

May, the Japanese Government agreed to eliminate import duties

next spring on most automobile parts, ameliorate the impact

of certain Japanese standards, and send automobile parts buying

and investment missions to the United States. These missions

visited our country in September and the tangible results of

these visits will be seen in the form of contracts and other
arrangements to restore better balance to automobile trade.

Request for Import Relief

In spite of the adjustment actions taken by the

Administration, the Congress, and most importantly, the industry

itself, many Americans continue to be concerned that the
unprecedented Japanese shipments during thistransitional periodI
will permanently alter the structure of our automobile market
to the disadvantage of American companies and workers.

This situation has led to calls in our country for import

restrictions. The United Auto Workers and Ford Motor Company

have petitioned the U.S. International Trade Commission for

temporary import relief under the provisions of Section 201 of

the Trade Act of 1974. At my request, the ITC has accelerated

the schedule for its decision. If the U.S. International Trade
Commission finds that imports of automobiles are a substantial'

cause of injury, or threat thereof, and recommends import
fl
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relief, then I will be authorized under our domestic

law to restrict auto imports by means of tariffs, quotas,

tariff-rate quotas, or orderly marketing agreements.

So the framework created By law 39 examine claims for
import relief ;§ oresentlv engaged. This process should
;§ allowed t o erate. While that investigation is in

progress, U.S. efforts to obtain restraints on Japanese

imports would be inconsistent with the procedures set forth

in the Trade Act of 1974.
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Response:

Decline of the Dollar

What is your response to the GOP charge that "the
economic policy of the Carter Administration has led
to the most serious decline in the value of the dollar
in history"? '

When I took office in 1977, we had just experienced

a long recession which had put a great strain on the

world economy and on the international financial system.

The origins of that recession were in a tangle of

complicated economic decisions made by both parties

over the last two decades. By late 1976, the world

economy was in a very precarious situation. To put it
bluntly, I had inherited a mess.

gy Administration immediately undertook a program

2; economic expansion to end'ths recession. I recognized
at the time that vigorous economic expansion in this

country, without expansion in other countries, could

worsen the U.S. trade position. I also understood that

the resulting trade imbalance Could lead to the

depreciation of the dollar relative to some other currencies

I was necessart, however, Egf the United States

59 39 ahead alone. Not to have done 52 would have courted

far craver dangers for the world economy —— extreme

financial difficulties for a number of countries and in
increasing protectionist actions in most of the industrializ
countries.
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Today the‘dollar has regainéd its strength, despite

Republican exaggerations to the contrary. The dollar

will be the world's leading currency for a long time
to come. Ehs United States current account deficit,

which was Eli billion ii l978,is near balance this year.
We have achieved a fundamental redirection.
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Intellicencerieform

The Republican Platform states that "ill-considered
restrictions sponsored by the Democrats" have
"debilitated US intelligence capabilities..."

Are the CIA and other intelligence agencies hobbled
by restrictions imposed by Democrats?

» t changes do you recommend to improve our intelligence
capabilities?

.

The charge made bv Governor Reagan that our intelligence

acencies no lonuer function effectivelv is dead wrong. We

have the best intelligence services in the world and I intend

to keep them that wav.

In addition, over the past four vears, I have worked

for intellicence reform. It was a part of my campaign for
the presidency in 1976, a part of the Democratic Platform

that year, and a part of my legislative package each year. In

1978 we achieved the passage of a sensible statute on wire

tap authorization. This year we should have legislation -

long over-due -- to protect the identities of intelligence

employees, and an oversight bill for foreign intelligence
operations. 13 each of these measures, great care has been

taken ts ensure that no restraints are placed on the intelligence

agencies that would interfere with their authorized duties._5__
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Sov. Reacan on Intelligence Reform

Foreign Intellicence

Reagan believes the decline of America's intelligence
capabilities is due to Congress and the President.

"...a Democratic Congress, aided and abetted by the
Carter Administration, has succeeded in shackling and
demoralizing our intelligence services to the point that
they no longer function effectively as a part of our defenses."

Speech to Chicago Council on .
Foreign Relations
March 17, l98O

The Republic Platform calls for:

"A Republican Administration will seek to improve U.S.
intelligence capabilities for technical clandestine collection,
cogent analysis, coordinated counterintelligence, and covert
action.

"We will reestablish the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board...

0
"Republicans will undertake an urgent effort to rebuild

the intelligence agencies...We will propose legislation to
enable intelligence officers and their agents to operate
safely and efficiently abroad.

"We will provide our government with the capability
to help influence international events vital to our national
security interests..."

l98O Republican Platform

Domestic Intelligence

Reagan would appear not to preclude the using of the
intelligence agencies to spy on American citizens.

"...in insuring the security of the people and the nation,
there may come times you have to spy on your own people.

Los Angeles Times
March 21, 1975
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Gov. Reagan on Intelligence Reform

Reagan has also stated:

"I have commented before.about what I think is the
Justice Department's foolishness in rendering our FBI
and CIA impotent, all in the name of privacy."

Reagan Radio Broadcast
February, 1979
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Refugees

Q: Recently we have witnessed the spectacle of thousands
of Cubans pouring into the United States illegally, some
of them apparently criminal elements. What have you done
to control this situation and, more generally, how can the
US aid desperate refugees in the future?

Resoonse

The problem of refugees and displaced persons is

serious, widespread, and —— I regret to say -— crowing.

More than 15 million inhabitants of our planet have fled

their homes in recent years because of wars, civil
disturbances, persecution, or hostile government policies.

The past year alone has witnessed the flight of more

than 1.2 million Afghans, 1 million Somalis, and hundreds

of thousands of Kampucheans_and others who remain home

less and miserable. Ours is becoming an epoch of refugees.

Since 1975, the United States has welcomed over

600,000 refugees for permanent resettlement. In the past

year alone, we have taken in well over 230,000 refugees;

and this total does not include the over 150,000

Cubans and Haitians now in the United States, seeking

to settle here. We are doing everything4we can to assist

refugees from around the world who look to us for help.

For example, I remain deeply committed to the support of the
massive relief program undertaken by the international

community through ICRC/UNICEF for relief of the Khmer

people inside Kampuchea and along the Thai border. We

also fully support the UNHCR program to help fine many Khmer

‘in Thai holding centers.
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But we need help if we are to help them. The
massive burdens that are imposed when thou_ands of

people migrate, as with the chaotic flow of Cubans

into our countgy, require attention that transcends

national boundaries. The task of resettlement must be

shared on an egpitable basis so diat no single nation

or group of nations is faced with the entire refugee

burden. I am encouraging regional associations to work

closely with international agencies like the U.N. High

Commissioner for Refugees and the Inter-governmental

Cbmmittee for Refugee Migration to develop procedures

for coping with these complex problems.

And, despite the refusal of Cuba to cooperate in

devising orderly, legal arrangements for dealing with the

migration of Cuban refugees to this country, we are

working tirelessly to resettle and accomodate these

individuals as quickly and safely as their large numbers

will allow.

I reoentlv announced 5 new three-point plan to improve our

resppnse to this challenge. This plan acknowledges the

federal responsibility for the refugee burden placed upon

state and local government; strengthens law enforcement efforts

to bar additional illegal immigrants; and, establishes a new
and more efficient resettlement center, allowing the closure

of some refugee sites.
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Gov. Reacan on Refugees

Reagan supported a "Berlin airlift--massive and swift"
to rescue those Cuban residents seeking political asylum
from Castro. (Dallas Times Herald, April 10, 1980)
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Septar:er 26, 153C

The Urited Xaticns J '

_ a_ H . F. _ . . _ - . .
4: ine united 5dtlOBS has a league 0: critics, sovernor

Reagan among them. There are those who dismiss it
as a drain on our resources, an impediment to our
bilateral diplomatic relations, a theater of the
absurd. More recently a special session of the UN
spent several days attacking Israel. Critics say
the UN is anti-American and anti-democratic. Many
Americans have grown weary of handing out foreign
aid to so-called friendly nations around the world
only to see them vote against us on the floor of
the General Assembly.

To what extent are these conclusions valid, and why
should the United States continue to honor its legal
obligations to the UN?

Response:

My Administration supports the United Nations and

will continue to do so. I strongly oppose the view

Governor Reagan once expressed that we should serve

notice that we are going home to sit for a while.
Despite the myths surrounding the UN, many of which

Governor Reagan seems to have accepted, the fact is the

United States is not now, nor has it ever been, the
outvoted victim of most United Nations resolutions.

In the area of human rights for example, what for some

appeared to have been a lonely American concern, the

United "-tions today is a major forum for improving the

standards of human rights and in promoting actions to

protect them.

We don't always get our way, of course. The United

Nations has almost a hundred new nations, each free of

colonial bondage and fiercely independent. We are no
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longer in the position of dictating our will. And,

sometimes we strongly oppose actions taken by the

UN. The l975 UN condemnation of Zionism as racism was

deplorable. The recent special session on the Middle

East was totally one-sided and inexcusable.

Despite this, those who still think of the
United Nations as an unfriendly and dangerous place

should remember some of its recent acts, such as the

decision of the International Courts of Justice on the

hostages in Iran and the overwhelminc condemnation of

the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Our country needs

the UN as much as it needs us.
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In the past, Reagan has, on special occasions, implied
the United States should withdraw from the United Xations.
first occasion arose in 1971 when

China to the United Nations was being

that
The the issue of admitting

discussed.

"I was also disgusted and very frankly I think that it
confirms the moral bankruptcy of that'internationa1 organiza
tion..I don't know whether to withdraw totally from the
adjuncts of the United Nations. You know the service
organizations surrounding it are doing good work."

Press Conference
October 26, 1971

In 1975, when the United Nations condemned Zionism as
racism, Reagan suggested that if the U.N. continues its
present conduct, the United States should serve notice
"we're going to go home and sit a while."

Los Angeles Times
November 17, 1975

Reagan has also attacked various organs of the United
fiations including UNESCO. In 1977 when the head of UNESCO,
Sean MacBride, attacked the capitalist system, Reagan gave
his reply.

"...UNESCO--the United Nationsl Educational, Scientific
and cultural organization...Hay actually be a base for
communist espionage."

Jefferson City Post
December 15, 1977
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1. The Soviet Union surpasses us in virtually every category
of military strength. -

2. The only place we search for human rights violations is
among our historically friends and allies.

3. We have been dishonored (by Soviet and Cuban edventurism,
murdered US diplomats, captive hostages); we have lost our
pride.

4. We have been apologetic at best about American capitalism
as a model for economic development.

5. Our government taxes industry too heavily and undermines
our international competiveness.

6. Our antitrust laws harm US competitiveness and benefit
foreign competitors.

7. The Democrats have neglected our military strength and
only after Afghanistan have awakened to the Soviet threat.

8. Even after Afghanistan, Carter's military budget leaves
us totally unable to match Soviet buildup (three times ours
in strategic arms, nearly twice ours in conventional arms).

9. Our defense posture must be invigorated across the board.

10. We must have a faster remedy to our land-based missile
vulnerability than Carter's complex and costly new missile
system.

ll. We need higher pay and better management of the all
volunteer force, not hundreds of new bureaucrats to administer
or draft registration. . Ill

12. We have to maintain a superior Navy.

13. We must restore our intelligence agencies, shackled and
demoralized by Democrats in Congress and the Carter Administra
tion.

l4. Carter meekly accepted a Soviet buildup in Cuba —— after
saying it was "unacceptable."



ii. We stand by idly as Rarxists topple the dominoes in
Latin America, one after the other, leading toward Vexico
in one direction and Panama in the other.

l6. We pay the lion's share of a bloated UN budget only
to see its members criticize us while gazing benignly on
Soviet colonialism. (The recent EN condemnation of the
invasion into Afghanistan failed even to mention the Soviet
Union by name.)

. We apologize, compromise, withdraw, and retreat, fall
lent when insulted and pay ransom when we are victimized.
1. . We must regain the reputation of reliability toward our
allies. ‘F

19. We must rid ourselves of the "Vietnam Syndrome."

20. Detente is largely an illusion.

21. We must above all have a grand strategy.*

* These themes come from the March 17, 1980, Chicago
speech. The last one, like many others, remains vague
but mainly Reagan seems to mean by this that we must
stand tough against Soviet and Cuban military ventures.
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~ Host Xctable Peagan Quotes

On Foreign Policv

"In the case of foreign policy, I am equally unimpressed
with all this talk about our problems being-too complex,
too intricate, to allow timely decision and action. The.
fetish of complexity, the trick of making hard decisions
harder to make; the art, finally, of rationalizing the
non-decision, have made a ruin of American foreign
policy."

Reagan Speech
May 21, 1968

On Military Superiority

"Since when has it been wrong for America to aim to
be first in military strength? How is American military
superiority "dangerous?" .

American Legion
August 20, 1980

On SALT II
"I cannot, however, agree to anv treaty, including the
SALT II treatv, which, in effect, legitimizes the
continuation of a one—sided nuclear arms builduo."

Veterans of Foreign Wars
August 18, 1980

On the Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan

"One option might well be that we surround the
island of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out."

New York Times
January 29, 1980

"So when they invaded Afghanistan, maybe that was
the time for us to have said, ILook, don't talk to
us about trade. There will be none. Don't talk to
us about treaties, like SALT II. We are notygoing to
have any communication with you until (those forcesgin
Afghanistan) are back in the Soviet Union."

Time
June 30, 1980
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On the Soviet Union

"Let's not delude ourselves, the Soviet Union
underlies all the unrest that is going on. If they
weren't engaged in the game of dominoes, there
wouldn't be any hot spots in the world."

Wall Street Journal
June 3, 1980

"When did the Cold War end?"

Wall treet Journal
June 30, 1980

On cscr'

"Frankly, I have an uneasy feeling that going to Madrid
is negating what we thought we could accomplish by
boycotting the Olympics. If the athletes can't go, whv
should the diplomats co?"

Time
June 30, 1980

On Iran °

"But some place along the line there had to be an
ultimatum. Here again, because we have lost so much
influence with freinds and allies, we were not in a
position to go to the rest of the world and say,
look, this is a violation of international law, and
present to them the idea of the world literallv
guarantining Iran."

Time
June 30, 1980

On US Allies

"I think there is every indication that some of our
European friends are beginning to wonder if they
shouldn't look more toward -- or have a rapprochment
with —- the Soviet Union, because they are not sure
whether we are dependable or not."

Time
June 30, 1980
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On China and Taiwan

"I would not pretend, as Carter does, that the
relationship we now have with Taiwan, enacted by
our Congress, is not official." '

Associated Press
August 25, 1980
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Republican Platform Charges Against the
Carter Administration

General

Without a Coherent Strategic Concept
Failure of Leadership, Incompetence
Foreign Policy of Chaos, Confusion, and Failure
Teglect of America's Defense Posture Without Parallel since 1930s
Reduced the Size and Capability of our Nuclear Forces
Defense Programs Cancelled or Delayed

On the Road to a Military Catastrophe
Danger Without Parallel since December 7, l94l
Oblivious to the Scope and Magnitude of the Threat
Lack of Meaningful Response to Use of Soviet Power
Losing the Respect of the World and our Honor
Endangered Energy and Raw Material Lifelines of Western World
Lack of Meaningful Response to Terrorists

National Security

Massive Cuts in U.S. Defense Spending; Reduced Budget by over
$38 Billion from Ford's last.Five-Year Defense Plan

Cut Sack Cancelled, or Delayed Every Strategic Initiative Pro
posed by Ford (Minuteman Missile Production Line, B-l Bomber,
All Cruise Missiles, M-X, Trident Submarine, Trident II
Missile)

Soviets are Achieving Military Superiority; Moved from Essential
Equivalence to Inferiority in Strategic Nuclear Forces

Failure to Challenge Soviet Use of Surrogate Cuban Forces in
Africa and the Later Soviet Presence in Angola, Ethiopia,
and South Yemen

MismanagementiofPersonnel Policy; Shambles of All-volunteer Army
Failure to Maintain Combat Readiness; U.S. Armed Forces at
Lowest State of Preparedness since l950

Failure to Fund Fully the Space Shuttle Program, As Well As
Advanced Exploration Programs

Ill-informed, Capricious Intrusions of OMB and DOD Office of
_Program Analysis and Evaluation have Brought Defense Plan
ning Full Circle to the Worst Faults of the McNamara Years;
Inefficiency and Paralysis-has Led to Huge Cost Overruns
and Protected Delays

'
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Morale of National Intelligence Has Been Eroded; Along with
Public Confidence; National Intelligence Has Inderestimated
the Size and Purpose of the Soviet Union's Military Efforts

Fundamentally flawed SALT II Treaty; Cover-up of Soviet Non—
Compliance, Including SW Convention (Sverdlovsk)

Misguided Intentions to Deliver Nuclear Material to India

Foreign Policy

US-Soviet_Relations

Present Danger is Greater Than Ever Before in the ZJO—year
History of the United States

Carter has Encouraged the Most Extensive Raid on American
Technology by the Soviet Bloc since World War II

Partial and Incompetently Managed Grain Embargo
Human Rights in the USSR Ignored
Misleading American People About Soviet Policies and Behavior

NATO and Western Europe

Erosion of Alliance Security and Confidence in the US
Vulnerability of US Increased by Carter's Unilateral Cancella
tions, Reductions, and Long Delays in the B-1, Trident, M-X,
Cruise Missile, and Ship-building Programs, as Has
Fundamentally Flawed SALT II

Alliance Security Decreased by Reversals on Neutron Bomb, Treat
ment of Future Theater Nuclear Force Modernization, and
Manner of Dealing with Terrorist Action Against Americans
Abroad -

Caused Disunity in the Alliance; Lack of Close Coordination
Regarding Iran, the Middle East, Afghanistan, the Olympic
Boycott, Nuclear Proliferation, East-West Trade, Human
Rights, North-South Issues

Middle East, Persian Gulf

Carter Administration Involvement with the PLO

The Americas

Precipitous Decline in US Relations with Virtually Every Country
in the Region

Undifferentiated Charges of Human Rights Violations
Stands by While Castro Supports Forces of Warfare and Revolution
Throughout the Western Hemisphere
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erous and Inccmprehensible Policies Toward CubaDang

Implementing the Panama Canal Treaties will Cost US Taxpayer
$4.2 Billion

Asia and the Pacific

Balance on the Korean Peninsula has Sifted Dangerously Toward
the North

Africa

Soviet Bases, Tens of Thousands of Cuban Troops, and Soviet
Bloc Subversion Unacceptable

Foreign Assistance and Regional SecuritvA
Carter Administration has Diminished the Role of American
Military Assistance and Foreign Military Sales in our
Foreign Policy

International Economic Policy .

International Trade and Economic Policv H

Largely Ignored the Role of International Economics
Most Serious Decline in the Value of the Dollar in History
Placed Exporting at the Bottom of its Priority List
Passive Approach to Trade

Failure to Pursue Negotiations Designed to Improve the Access
of American Exports to Foreign Markets has Contributed, in
part, to Protectionist Sentiment

Over—burdensome Government Regulations, Excessive Taxation,
Inflationary Monetary Policy, Unstable Economy

The Security of Energy and Raw Materials Access

Too much Concern has been Lavished on Nations Unable to Carry
out Sea—bed Mining, with Insufficient Attention Paid to
Gaining Early American Access to it
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National Security

Will seek military superiority

Earliest possible deployment of the M-X missile

New manned strategic penetrating bomber

Deployment of an air defense system

Accelerate deployment of cruise missiles on
aircraft, land, ships, and submarines

Research and development of an effective anti
ballistic missile system

Early modernization of our theater nuclear forces

Deployment in Europe of medium-range cruise missiles,
ballistic missiles, enhanced radiation warheads,
and the modernization of nuclear artillery

A permanent fleet in the Indian Ocean

Restoration of tactical aircraft development;
increase in stocks of ammunition, spare parts,
and supplies

Increase airlift capability; increase our aerial
tanker fleet

Restore Navy fleet to 600 ships at a rate equal
to or exceeding that planned by Ford

Improve all-volunteer force; no draft (or draft
registration)

Correct the great inequities in pay and benefits
of career military personnel ‘

Increase funding for R&D

Support a vigorous space research program

Improve U.S. intelligence capabilities for collection,
analysis, counterintelligence, and covert action
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Support legislation to invoke criminal sanctions
against anyone who discloses the identities of U.S.
intelligence officers abroad; support amendment
to the FOIA and Privacy Act

Repeal ill-considered restrictions sponsored by
Democrats, which have debilitated U.S. intelligence
capabilities while easing the subversion efforts
of our adversaries

Foreign Policy

U.S.-Soviet Relations

Oppose the transfer of high technology to the Soviet
Union and its Eastern European satellites

Call for the immediate lifting of the grain embargo
Insist on full Soviet compliance with the humanitarian
provisions of the Helsinki agreement

Publicize to the world the fundamental differences
in the two systems through RFE/RL

End the cover-up of Soviet violations of SALT I and II

NATO and Western Europe

Categcrically reject unilateral moratoria on the
deployment by the U.S. and NATO of theater nuclear
weapons; oppose arms control agreements th t
interfere with the transfer of military technology
to our Allies

Call for the integration of Spain into the North
Atlantic Alliance

Middle East, Persian Gulf

Reject any call for involvement with the PLO

Keep Jerusalem an undivided city _ _ _ f

The Americas

Oppose the aid program for Nicaragua

Return to the fundamental principle of treating a friend
as a friend and self—proclaimed enemies as enemies,
without apology; make it clear to the Soviet Union and
Cuba that their subversion and their build—up of~22;-\n.-~'~..-t IU\~‘11‘J-fi"9“!\v!\f\fi 40 \\n=r~r~=v-\4-:\'\1Q
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Admit Puerto Rico to the Union

Seek a North America Accord between the U.S., Canada
and Mexico

Asia and the Pacific

Strongly support a substantially increased Japanese
national defense effort

Provide full economic aid and military material to assist
Thailand in repelling Vietnamese aggression

No expanded relations with Vietnam

Press for full accounting of Americans still listed
as missing in action

Regard any attempt to alter Taiwan's status by force
as a threat to peace in the region; give priority
consideration to Taiwan's defense requirements

Africa

Devote major resources to development on a bilateral
basis

Rebuild U.S. military assistance and foreign arms sales

International Economic Policy

Adopt an aggressive export policy

will not stand idly by as the jobs of millions of Americans
in domestic industries, such as automobiles, textiles,
steel, and electronics are jeopardized and lost

Elimination of disincentives for exporters, including
inhibitive statutes and regulations

Work with trading partners to eliminate subsidies to
exports and dumping

Eliminate excessive taxation of Americans working abroad

Revitalize merchant marine

Domestic economic and regulatory policy must be adjusted
to remove impediments to greater development of our
own energy and raw materials resources



1. Maintain a stable balance by preserving essential
equivalence with the Soviet Union.

2. US must put its economic house in order; rebuilding
economy is starting point for international recovery.

3. US must restore historic alliances; rely heavily on
collective security arrangements with our principle
allies in NATO and Japan.

4. Must modernize and diversity our strategic arsenal.

S. No MX -- " merican ingenuity can devise a more flexible
and more cost-effective solution."

6. Will take steps to complete SALT II process; invigorate
the international guest for arms control.

7. Superpower relationship cannot be allowed to degenerate
further; must maintain "active communications" with the
Soviets, particularly when tensions are high.

8. Emphasize versatile and usable forces to counter any
conventional attack on our vital interests.

9. Establish and maintain peace in the Middle East; oppose
Palestinian state; move US Embassy to Jerusalem.

10. Carefully nuture new relationship with China.

ll. No more important partner than Mexico.
12. Providing economic aid to Nicaragua promotes an atmosphere
of moderation.

13. Open a wider window to India.

14. Cooperate with the developing nations in ways which
respect their individuality and independence, and which serve
our mutual interests in trade and development.

15. Urges Japan to expand its foreign aid and its security
role; encourages Japan to build more plants in US, and remove
curbs on US goods (especially in telecommunictions, computers,
semiconductors).



16. flould continue present informal military and economic
relations with Taiwan.

17. Greater IMF help for LDC's energy development.

l8. Discourages US investments in South Africa "whenever
possible in cooperation with our allies;" encourages compliance
with UN arms embargo.

l9. Strong human rights stance; urges continued denial of
foreign aid to governments violating human rights; criticizes
US banks and corporations for underwriting US policy by providing
loans and investments to nations ineligible for government aid.

20. Linkage of trade with Soviet bloc to emigration flows.

21. Urges that foreign assistance be channeled through
multilateral agencies wherever possible.

22. Claims "benign neglect" has characterized export adminis
tration, and proposes various remedies including:

0 expanded Eximbank financing;

0 reduced taxes on Americans abroad "engaged in
export activities;"

0 support for export trading companies to help
small and medium—sized firms enter export
markets.

33-896 0 — 84 — 53 Part 1
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KEY FOREIGN POLICY AND KATICNAL SECURITY ISSUES:

CONTRASTS AMONG THE CANDIDATES

ISSUE Carter Reacan Anderson

M-X Yes Yes No

Aid to Nicaragua
Y

Yes No Yes

SALT II Yes No Yes

Comprehensive Test Ban Yes No Yes

Draft Registration Yes No No

Military Superiority No Yes No

Neutron Bomb in Europe No Yes No

Permanent Indian Ocean Fleet No Yes No

600 Ship Navy No Yes No

More Large Aircraft Carriers
I

No Yes No

Lift Grain Embargo No Yes No

Bilateral Over Multilateral Aid No Yes No

Xuclear Materials to India Yes No No
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Key Proposals in the Anderson Platform, l98O

Eational Securitv_____________i
Essential Equivalence
Improve Command, Control, and Communications
Improve Warning Systems
Trident, Air-launched Cruise Missiles
R & D on New Bomber

Reject M—X ("American ingenuity can devise a more
flexible and cost—effective solution. . ."

Redress Grave Personnel Problems

Pre-position Equipment Overseas
Increase Air and Sealift Capability
Allocate More Resources to Naval Forces
Complete SALT II Process
R‘& D on an Anti—satellite Capability
Greater Defense Role for Japan

Foreign Policy

Reinforce NATO

Stabilize US-USSR Relations
Support Camp David Accords

Strengthen Ties to Japan

Nurture Relations with PRC

Joint American/Mexican Commission
No Cuban Military Involvement in Hemisphere
Economic Aid to Nicaragua

_

Wider Window to India '

Anti-apartheid Measures Toward South Africa

Economic Policy

Work Toward a More Equitable Internatibnal Economic Order
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Gov. Reagan on Foreign Policy

"In the case of foreign policy, I am egually unimpressed
with all this talk about our problems being too complex,
too 'ntricate, to allow timely decision and action. The'

n of complexity, the trick of making hard decisionsfetis
harder to make; the art, finally, of rationalizing the
non-decision, have made a ruin of American foreign policy."
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Gov. Reacan on Intervention

Reagan's record is filled with examples of suggestions -
some explicit, some implied —— that U.S. intervention be used
to resolve international disturbances.

In response to Soviet involvement in the Angolan civil
Reagan said the U.S. should have told the Russians:

"Out. We'll let them (Angola) do the fighting,
or you're going to have to deal with us."

New York Times
January 6, l976

Cuba

In response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
Reagan said: A

"One option might well be that we surround
the island of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out."

New York Times
January 29, l98O

Cvprus
-_t-:

Reagan has said that, in a manner similar to Eisenhower's
deployment of troops to Lebanon, as President he would have
favored sending a "token (U.S.) military force" to Cyprus
during the 1975 crisis on the island.

New York Times
June 4, 1976

Ecuador

In response to the Ecuadorians' seizure of U.S. tuna boats
in 1975, Reagan suggested:

"(T)he U.S. government next winter should send along
a destroyer with the tuna boats to cruise,say, I3 miles
off the shore of Ecuador in an updated version of
Teddy Roosevelt's dictum to "talk softly, but carry a
k. . ,, .
~19 StlCk- Can n-iann Hnirnn
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1. Peagan on Intervention

In the same vein as Eisenhower's deployment of troops to
Lebanon, Reagan has said that, as President, he would have
sent troops to Lebanon during the 1976 civil war.

New York Times
June 4, l976

Eiddle East

Responding to a question on whether the U.S. sh uld est
military presence in the Sinai to counter the Soviets, Feag
aid:

"I think this might be a very, very good time for
the United States to show a presence in the Middle East.
I don't think it would be provocative and I don't think
it looks like anyone bullying..."

Boston Globe
January 13, 1980

North Korea

In response to the North Korean seizure of the U.S.S.
Pueblo, Reagan said:

"I cannot for the life of me understand why someone
in the United States government, particularly the
President, has not said, ‘That ship had better come
out of that harbor in 24 hours or we are coming in
after it.'"

Los Angeles Times
January 25, 1968

Pakistan

After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Reagan advocated
sending advisers into Pakistan.

"I think the most logical thing is that they (the advisers)
would go to the country we have a treaty with, Pakistan,
and that training could be provided there, with U.S. and
Pakistan where we have a legitimate reason and right to be."

St. Louis Globe—Democrat
January ll, 1980

Reagan also proposed sending "a squadron of planes" to
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SGT. Faasan on Intervention

To prevent a Communist takeover of Portugal 1“ 1975, Reagan
said the United States should have acted "in any way to prevent
or discourage" the Communists, adding "It was clearly in our
interest to do so." But he refused to be more specific.

Los Angeles Times
June l, l975

R:cdes;a

To ensure an orderly transition in Rhodesia betpeen a
minority—white to a black—majority rule, Reagan said:

"Whether it will be enough to have simply a show
of strength, a promise that we would (supply) troops
or whether you'd have to go in with occupation forces
or not I don't know."

New York Times
June 4, l976

Worth Vietnam

The Los A.geles Times reported that in a speech to the
National Headliners Club Reagan stated that the United States
should have met North Vietnam's final thrust in South Vietnam
with 5-52 bombers.
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ANSWERAND REBUTTAL omrcrrvrs

Present Presidential image and experience -- make clear that there is a
marked difference between you and Reagan in knowledge and experience -
and leave no doubt why you are now President and what you have learned
as President. The next four years will be better because of the unique
learning experience you have acquired.

Draw contrasts between you ach to problem-solving with Reagan's -
you are moderate, he's no {:9 u e cautious, he may not be; you are now
trained for the job,

t:
:>

xpe need; you understand complexities; he
doesn't. - ‘

6 3

. g\_‘+
Through repetition,§;£;ve, dience with clear impression of your themes.
Your answers should foll\ a clear format (past, present, future) and
your rebuttals to Reagan should follow a clear pattern.

Present your achievements (largely unrecognized) in a positive, forceful -
not defensive -- tone. Turn attacks back by comparing our policy for the
future with Reagan's. Stress your record. Be forthright on your
disappointments (No President gets everything he wants. Neither have I).

Make evident the substantive weaknesses and unrealities of Reagan's
positions while indicating he is a decent and honest person.

Focus the audience's attention on the difference between the future you
will give the Nation with what Reagan will give. Make clear that you are
mainstream Democrat, while Reagan is representative of a small part of the
Republican Party. The Democratic vs. Republican emphasis is critical.
Stress that Reagan has the same beliefs Republicans have always had.

Present your personal qualities of greatest appeal -— integrity, sincerity,
openness, intelligence, steadiness and common-mantouch.

Use catch phrases which people can remember (e.g. Kemp-Roth is a "rich
man's tax cut which would flood the country with dollars as fast as the
printing presses could print them".) (we will provide them to you)
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ONE

Present Presidential image ——make clear there is a difference between you
and Reagan in knowledge and experience —- and leave no doubt why you are now
the President.

You will have the same basic problem that Ford did in the l976 debates -— how
to appear Presidential (how to separate yourself from the challenger) when you
are in a setting in which each candidate pears of equal rank. This problem can
be overcome by the manner and substance 0 your answers. They should convey the
fact that you are President, are for _ ke the decisions others only talk
about, are fully conversant with al~
unrealistic, non-Presidential pe -
in what may become heated exc-.~
Presidential actions to solvq‘

\ .
It will also be important to stres§§;our experience and how it has taught you
to be a better President (e.g., you have learned the bitter lessons of inflation
and how deep-seated it is and that is why you so strongly oppose Kemp-Roth and
support your effort to improve investment incentives and productivity or (e.g.,
you have learned how the Congress works and have developed close relations with
its leadership and by committee chairmen.)

- e- are able to point out the
ve of Reagan, are able to keep your cool
=-i§are in the process of taking certain
.-of the problems being debated. .0

TWO

Draw contrasts between your approach to problem-solving with Reagan's -- you
are moderate, he's extremei you are cautious, he's a hip-shooteri you are trained
for the job, he's inexperienced; you understand complexities, he's simplistic.

One of the best ways to emphasize that you are Presidential and Reagan is not is
by contrasting your styles in solving problems, particularly the type of critical,
life-or-death issues that come across a President's desk. You should use
appropriate occasions to point out how a President must fully weigh his words
and actions for the impact will be felt not only in this country but throughout
the rest of the world. You should emphasize, as well, the experience you have
developed in solving national and international problems, and how that experience
~- from which you have learned a great deal —- cannot be gained elsewhere or
through any other job.
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THREE

Through repetition leave audience with clear impression of your themes.

If the experience of previous Presidential debates holds, viewers will
remember almost nothing about the substance of what the candidates say
(unless there is a glaring error of the magnitude of Ford's in the second
debate). They will remember the style, tone, forcefulness, and appearance
to a much greater extent. That may be Reagan's saving grace. The best hope
for getting the audience to remember our substantive points is repetition
of the key positive and anti-Reagan themes. Ideally, every answer should
begin with one of the positive themes and contain later in the answer one
of our themes against Reagan. Every answer should talk about the past (the
record and what you inherited), the resen (trends in right direction), the
future (contrast your program with R . It may be hard to attain the
ideal. But repeated use of the k the only way to leave the
viewers with the basic messages 1 onvey. This can be done with
your rebuttals to Reagan's a 2 ll, wherever appropriate (e.g., "that
answer simply won't solve tha\ n").= \fi'*\ , ,1

Q ‘

FOUR

Present your achievements in a positive, forceful —- not defensive - tone.
Incumbents always face the danger in a debate of appearing defensive by
necessarily having to defend their record. That was certainly the case with
Ford. There is obviously no way for you to avoid having to spend part of the
debate responding to charges about your record. But you should not appear
defensive about some of the weaknesses in the record. That can be avoided by
a positive, forceful presentation of your record in the area under attack
(e.g., Yes we have had problems with inflation, but it's on a clear downward
path and the consumer price index has averaged __Z over the last ___ mouths,
and its my realization the dangers of inflation which lead me to so strongly
oppose Mr. Reagan's economic policy based on Kemp—Roth because it is so
inflationary.)

FIVE

Make Evident the substantive weaknesses and unrealities of Rgggan's positions.

You should make it clear that Reagan is a decent and honest man but without the
solutions to the problems of the 1980's. Throughout the campaign, Reagan's
substantive positions have gone largely unexamined by the press. You therefore
need to work to point out in the debate the weaknesses of his basic positions.
The point here is to drive home the message that his policies are simplistic
and/or unrealistic, and that, unfortunately, Reagan does not understand the
complexities of the problems involved.



Focus the audience's attention on the difference between the future you

will give the Nation with what Reagan will give. Make clear that you are
a mainstream Democrat, while Reagan is representative of a small part of
the Republican Party.

Throughout the debate you should try to use every available opportunity to
draw a stark contrast between what the consequences for the future of your
positions versus the consequences for the future of Reagan's positions.
For example, "I intend to see that, shot ly, every American will have the
protection of national health

insu:;2§p,_hy
opponent opposes NHI, and it will

not be available to help the poor _¢be elderly if he has his way." Or,
"I intend to seek SALT II ratif $§d an to continue our efforts to reduce
the threat of nuclear war. $5 to abandon SALT II and engagein a nuclear arms race as a bar ‘I ." Or, "I will continue to pursue
economic policies which wil1\e£j1c y bring down our basic inflation rate
during the 1980's; my

opponent“§bgé§rts
a tax cut of such massive amounts that

inflation can only skyrocket as a result during the coming years."

It is important that you draw the political party contrast with Reagan. That
is one of the best ways to counter the impression of many Anderson supporters
and those currently undecided that there is no real difference between you and
Reagan. You need to emphasize that 225 of the differences is that you are a
Democrat -— in the mainstream of the Party of Roosevelt, Truman and Kennedy -- ,.
while Reagan is not only part of the Party of McKinley, Harding, Hoover and
Nixon, but he is a representative of a small element of that Party.

Aside from talking about your Democratic predecessors, one way to include
Democratic Party references is to refer to the Democratic Party traditions
and ideals and to the Democratic Party platform (especially in comparison to
the Republican platform).

Stress that Mr. Reagan's views are not unusual - they are what one would expect
from Republicans. Show in your answer how your policies fit within the
Democratic Party tradition and Reagan's (e.g., tax cuts to benefit predominately
the wealthy) are consistent with Republican ideals. You have been doing this
very effectively in your speeches.

SEVEN

Present your personal qualities of greatest appeal -— integrity, sincerity,
gpenness, intelligence, steadiness and common-man touch.

From the start, the polls have shown that the public most admires many of your
personal qualities -- integrity, sincerity, openness, intelligence, steadiness
and common-man touch. These are qualities which are conveyed in many ways and
over a period of time. It is not easy to convey such qualities in a brief,
restricted debate format. However, an effort should be made to do so, both in
the manner and style of your answers, as well as in their content. For instance,
you might sprinkle throughout your answers references to your telling the truth
to the public about our problems, to your discussions of Town Hall meetings at
other places with average citizens, to your commitment to informing the public
about the government's actions, and to your applying a steady hand in times of
domestic uncertainty and international crisis.
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ANSWER AND REBUTTAL THEMES

RECORD —- I have compiled a sound record of accomplishment -
one largely unreported and unrecognized.

I have:

0 PROTECTED THE PEACE -- through strong defense and diplomatic
skills;

o tackled tough, long-ignored and politically difficult issues
(energy, inflation, government bureaucracy);

o restored important values to government (ethics, integrity,
openness, concern for uman rights abroad and equal rights
at home);

0 demonstrated co io for problems of poor, minorities,
unemployed,

el
.

\uQ£§:<. >
-'

Reagan has: 7‘ J,

1 .

0 developed no nati6S>l record and left a record as California
Governor at odds with his claims about reduced taxes and
less government. '

EXPERIENCE AND PRESIDENTIAL SKILLS —- I have acquired the experience
and the Presidential skills and knowledge needed to lead our Nation
into the 1980's; Reagan has neither the experience nor the skills.

I want to use the experience the American people have given to me.

I have:

0 learned from experience; that experience will naturally make
me a better, wiser President during the second term;

0 begun policies which can be continued into a second term
(Mideast peace, energy) without interruption or the need to
become familiar with or educated about the major issues
involved in those policies;

0 shown myself to be a cautious, moderate, balanced decision
maker -- one who understands the complexities of the
problems facing a President and willing to put in the time
and effort to deal with them directly and personally.
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Reagan has:

0 not acquired the experience needed by a President -— not
held national office; no substantial foreign policy
background;

0 not demonstrated that he understands the complexities
involved in Presidential decisions or in national and
international affairs; that he takes simplistic positions,
with surface appeal;

0 indicated he would undo much of the progress of the
Democratic and Republican Administrations, ensuring a
lack of continuity in our government.

DEMOCRAT -- I am a Democrat, in the tradition of Roosevelt, Truman,
Kennedy and Johnson and am confid to the principles of our Party;
Reagan is a leader of an expfizfipfipdgt of the Republican Party -
and the most conservative

:b%at

that.

I have: / ‘

\ /e
K

Y)
0 continued the tra' ons of my}Democratic predecessors and
have been in the mainstream pf the Democratic Party;

o put forward a program _— over the past 3-1/2 years and for
the '80's —— which meets the ideals of the Democratic Party
(peace, jobs, compassion for the disadvantaged, concern for
working men and women, civil and equal rights).

Reagan has:

0 been a leader of the most conservative part of the
Republican Party;

0 running on the agenda of that conservative wing -- ERA
opposition, balanced budget amendments, school prayers,
litmus tests for Federal judges, nuclear superiority.

RESPONSIBLE, SECURE FUTURE —- I have a vision of the future which
continues and builds on our progress, which is responsible, which is
safe, which offers securityyto Americans; Reagan's agenda offers
uncertainties, unrealistic promises, and a retreat from the '60's and
'70's.
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Reaoan has:-_‘—-—-_

O

I have:

0 put forward a program and offered a vision for the '8C's
which builds on progress made by this Administration and
by previous Democratic and Republican Administrations;

0 put forward a program which is prudent, responsible, and
safe; it offers realisti hope and realistic security for
the future, and BESTA RTUNITY FOR PEACE AND FOR NON—
INFLATIONARY BCQ:~1Q(4?C)X;RYh '.

\/"-In
'

offered an agenda that Will disrupt the progress and programs
developed under recend Democratic and Republican Presidents;

made proposals which are unrealistic and which offer uncertainty
for the future.

,A ‘J’

1»

W
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THE ECONOMY

Question: Hasn't your economic policy been an abject failure? Hasn't
the misery index gotten twice as bad during your term?
Given our problems with unemployment, recession and inflation,
why do you believe your handling of the economy merits
another four years? What policies would you follow in
the next four years?

AHSWGI:

THEME ,

THE PAsT Two YEARS HAvE BEEN HARD F0 TION BUT RECESSION AND
INFLATION HAvE ABATED. I HAVE LEA 1 OM=hARD EXPERIENGE ABOUT
INFLATION. WE'VE HAD SOME succsséx _ V SOM DIEAPPOINTMENTE TOO.

THAT'S WHY I HAVE PROPOSED
ANDCBBGUN?

EcONOM:o RENEWAL PROGRAM

AND AN ENERGY PROGRAM FOR ran l9a THAT;WILA'OREATE JOBS AND
STRENGTHEN OUR NATION'S INDusTR!;NITHOu§‘REKINDLING INFLATION.
MY OPPONENT, BY CONTRAST, PROMIsEs TOAQOLVE ALL THE PROBLEMS OF
THE ECONOMY PRIMARILY BY ONE SINGLE, SIMPLE AND WRONG IDEA: A
RIOH MAN'S LARGE ACROSS—THE-BOARD TAX CUT THAT EVEN HIs OWN
RUNNING MATE ADMITTED WOULD BE INFLATIONARY AND A MISTAKE.

I. THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

We did not do a perfect job, and we have learned some hard lessons.
I underestimated the underlying inflationary forces and could not forecast
the huge increase in oil prices or the large drop in productivity. I
share the disappointment with the American people at the high inflation
rate and of the recession we have just gone through. But we have had
successes in the economic area;

0 I led the Nation out Of the 1976 recession I inherited - the
deepest recession since the Great Depression as a result of the
programs I put into effect.

0 During my Administration the United States has had an unparalleled
record in creating jobs: nearly 9 million new jobs have been
created. Employment has grown more in the United States than in
any other major industrial nation. It has grown more under my
Administration than any comparable period in our history.

0 Similarly, industrial production in the United States has grown more
than in any other industrial nation except Japan -— and we were not
far behind them.

o We have met head-on the primary cause of inflation as well as
unemployment -- excessive dependence on foreign oil.

33-896 0 - 84 — 54 Part 1
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-- We have put in place the Nation's first energy program.
It includes a conservation and solar bank, a synthetic
fuels corporation, and an end to the dangerous practice of
keeping oil and gas prices artificially low.

-— As a result, we import about 25 percent less oil than we
did when I took office. More oil and gas wells are being
drilled. And we use energy more efficiently than ever
before.

I have cut the growth of Federal spending in half, while increasing
support for our Nation's defense as well as other critical needs
such as energy conservation

g
sd

youth unemployment.

The dollar is now stro~
other oil importin H
payments deficit23’

the United States -- unlike all
-- has-been reducing its balance of
.13/\I

\‘.. r
.

We have eliminatddézegulatéohs which stifled free enterprise in
airline, trucking, and railroad industries and in the banking and
financial institutions.

Obviously, I am not pleased with the record on inflation nor with
the current rate of unemployment. But the trends are in the right
direction. We were not able to absorb completely the shock of
doubled OPEC prices. And I would have to admit that, early in
my Administration, we underestimated the strength of inflationary
forces which had been building for the previous ten years. Inflation
has been reduced sharply. The consumer price index has averaged
percent over the last months. Unemployment has dropped

the past several months and should continue to do so. Auto sales,
industrial production and homebuilding are up.

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan

O I have learned a great deal from my experience. Most importantly,

I have learned the dangers of over-stimulating the economy. That's
why I opposed an election year tax cut and it's why I so strongly
oppose the Reagan Kemp—Rothmassive tax cut. Governor Reagan's
proposals stand in sharp contrast to mine. He clearly has not
learned the lessons of the past few years on inflation. Instead
of a targeted program of investment incentives, about 90% of his
program is the Kemp-Roth notion of a single across-the-board
personal income tax out. It is a rich man's tax out which would
flood America with excess dollars. This proposal is so poor an
idea that the Governor's own running mate opposed it. So did many
of his own economic advisers. LS0 did former President Ford. When
Republicans refuse to support the economic program of their own
nominee, you can bet they have good reasons. And they do.
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—- It would be inflationary. Unless accompanied by enormous
budget cuts -— cuts that the Governor keeps promising but
never spells out —- his plans would cause budget deficits
of over $100 billion and increase inflation. His own
running mate called the proposal "economic voodoo" and
said it would raise the inflation rate to 30 percent.
Inflation is so difficult to root out of our system
that we cannot afford to gamble on an economic program
that so many knowledgeable people believe to be very ‘
inflationary.

-— It would be unfair. His proposal would give $175 to a
teacher making $12,000, but the corporate officer making
$200,000 would receive $15,090:; It is, simply stated,
a rich man's tax bill.

3??)
‘‘f.

-— It provides tax reliefi”for§consum Qfigh, not investment and
productivity. Only 10 percent 61‘ is tax program is
devoted to stimulating the in tment we need for productivity.

6}, ‘
My opponent also claims that he will cut spending enough for the
nation to afford this enormous tax cut and still balance the
budget. But for some reason he cannot name a single out. That
will make it pretty hard to balance the budget. And in the past
few weeks, he's been promising new programs that will make it
even harder. At last count he was at $140 billion in 1983 and
still promising.

My opponent seems to believe that government should play almost
no role in the economy at all. While I worked with the steel
industry to help solve the problems of this vital industry, he
seems to think government should keep hands off.' I suppose that's
why he thinks we can solve our energy problem by giving it all to
the oil companies.

I don't think a person who believes that the minimum wage is one of
the principal causes of unemployment - as Mr. Reagan said - can
develop answers to reduce unemployment.

B. Carter

0 My economic renewal program concentrates on investment and productivity
incentives to create jobs -- so we grow without rekindling inflation
by a massive stimulusto consumers. I have founded my economic
program on three principles:

-- First, that we must achieve energy security through the
comprehensive energy program now in place. This has reversed
the decades of growing dependence on foreign oil. Every year
of my Presidency we have imported less foreign oil than the
year before. Here I differ strongly with Governor Reagan, who
has said repeatedly that all we need to do to solve our energy
problem is to leave it in the hands of the oil companies.



-- Second, we must continue to control the growth of Federal
spending, and reduce the burden of regulation and taxation.
I have already proven that we can do this, by cutting the
rate of spending growth to half that of my Republican
predecessor. My proposal to offset social security taxes
will help reduce inflation in the immediate future. We will
continue to deregulate the economy as I have done with
airlines, rails, trucking and banks.

-- I am strongly opposed, however, to committing the government
to hundreds of billions in tax cuts with no specific plan
to reduce spending. Here again I differ sharply frm
Governor Reagan, whose Kemp—Roth tax cut would be highly
inflationary.

-— Third, I believe that ' years imediately ahead America
is going to have to ' avily in its own future

_ct

0 both to mode ustfy: create jobs, and
K

“

o to build the nigjaacilities we need to make our energy
future secure.

That is why the Economic Revitalization Plan I have proposed the
Congress enact next year is carefully targeted to increase
business investment. It is a program that will put people — one
million new jobs within two years — to work and increase productivity
to maintain our economic strength without rekindling inflation.
And here again I differ from Governor Reagan: almost 90 percent
of his massive tax cuts are for consumption-oriented tax relief
and only 10 percent go to promote investment incentives.

Ours is the most productive economy on earth. Working togheter,
it will remain so.
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HANDLING or ECONOMY

Question: Given our problems with unemployment, recession and inflation,
why do you believe your handling of the economy merits another
four years?

Answer:

THEM

NATION, BUT RECESSION IS
MANY SUCCESSES AS WELL AS

THE PAST TWOYEARS NRvE EEEN RRRD EQR o
ovaa AND INFLATION §§§ ABATED. WE ~

DISAPPOINTMENTS. I HAVE PROPOSED Y IjBEGUN AN ECONOMIC RENEWAL
PRDGRRNAND AN ENERGY PROGRAM _NILL CREATE aces AND STRENGTHN
oun NATION'S INDUSTRY. I ERv§=RLRERnY Iarsflbbrsps TO FIGHT INFLRTIQN
AND I HAVE PROPOSEDNEWPRooRANs<to coN1iNDE raps FIGHT. MY OPPONENT,
BY CONTRAST, PROMISES TO SOEQ§jALL E§i[}RoELENs

0? THE ECONOMYPRIMARILY
BY QNE SINGLE, SIMPLE AND wRoNo ID \ A LARGE ACROSS—THE—8OARDwax our
THAT EvEN axs OWNRUNNINGMATE ADMI woorn BE INELATIONARY AND A
MISTAKE.

THE PAST AND TH PRESENT

0 Our nation's economy has suffered from rising inflation for fifteen
years due to the costs of the Vietnam War, the Soviet grain sale
of 1972, OPEC price shocks in 1974 and 1979, and declining
productivity. In the last two years, the nation's oil bill has
more than doubled, making the problem worse. We have learned
through hard experience the tenacity of inflationary forces and
the importance of opposing them continually, intelligently and
well.

0 In the past four years, I proposed and began the nation's first
real energy program to help meet this challenge. And we are
beginning to do so. Today, we buy two million barrels a day less
oil from OPEC than we did in 1977. This means our nation's economy
will be more stable and have lover inflation in the futurn.

o To increase productivity in our basic industries, I have brought
together business and labor to meet with government and solve
problems cooperatively.' In the coal industry, working together
for the first time, we reached agreement on ways to make mining
better and more efficient. And we have begun to do this in the
automobile and steel industries.

o I have worked to reduce paperwork (l5% reduction) and cut red tape
that can frustrate our natural enterprise. My programs for
deregulation of the trucking, airline, railroad and banking industries
mark the most important restructuring of relations between government
andLindustry since the New Deal. For the first time, I have set
strict limits on agency paperwork requirements.
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My program of budgetary firmness has meant a decline in the rate
of growth of federal spending I inherited.

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan

O The key is I have learned from hard experience the difficulty of
fighting inflation and the dangers of over-stimulation. Mr. Reagan
would repeat the errors of the past by a highly stimulative,
consuption-oriented tax cut for the wealthy. Governor Regan's
proposals stand in sharp contrast to mine. Instead of a targeted
program of investment incentives, about 85% of his program would
be Reagan-Kemp-Roth notion of a single across-the-board personal
income tax cut. This proposal is so poor an idea that the
Governor's own running mate oppos it. So did many of his own
economic advisers. So did form esident Ford. When Republicans
refuse to support the econom' _of their own nominee, you
can bet they have good re Anp thhy do.

z~\l 5‘
-- It would be infl”io _- \8§1éss accompanied by enormous
budget cuts ——cu§§:§hat the Governor keeps promising but
never spells out -- his plans would cause budget deficits
of $100 billion or more, and increase inflation. His own
running mate called the proposal "economic voodoo" and
said it would raise the inflation rate to 30 percent.

-— It would be regressive. In 1983, his proposal would give
$175 to a family making $12,000, but $15,000 to a family
making $200,000.

-- It provides the vast majority of its tax relief for
consumption, not investment and productivity. Although
his program does include a proposal for accelerated depreciation,
most of his tax relief is not tied to the investment we need
for productivity.

My opponent also claims that he will cut spending enough for the
nation to afford this enormous tax cut and still balance the budget.
But somehow he can't come up with any programs to cut. In fact, in
the past few weeks, he's been promising more wherever he travels.
At our last count, he was at $140 billion in l983 and still spending.

8. Carter

0

O

I am committed that ours remain the most productive economy on earth.

I have proposed an economic renewal program for prompt enactment
next year that would help increase productivity and create jobs
(1 million within 2 years) without increasing inflation as well.
It includes:
-- vastly accelerated depreciation schedules for plant and equip
ment to encourage modernization (40\):
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Furthermore , w
My proposal toiéf
inflation in thé<

targeted tax programs for investment;

aid to workers and communities;

public investment in our transportation system and in
the scientific research that maintains our economic
leadership;

a new partnership between government and industry, to
solve problems cooperatively through an Economic
Revitalization Board;

a reduction in Soc‘ \curity taxes by an income tax credit
that reduces inf n‘ d leaves the Social Security
Trust Fund se

{
ii}
t‘ find new ways to fight inflation.

fset“so€bal security tax increases will reduce
immeiflihe future. I am also exploring other

ways to use the tax sygtem to help moderate wage and price
behavior. ;‘
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ECONOMIC PROPOSAL COMPARISON AND OVERVIEW

Question: How would you compare your economic revitalization program with
Governor Reagan's tax cut proposal? How does your economic
revitalization program help the average working person or
family? Won't the additional Federal spending be inflationary?

Answer:

THEME

MY RECORD IN ECONOMIC POLICY IS NOT AS GOOD AS I WOULD LIKE, BUT THE
ECOOMY IS IMPROVING IN MANY AREAS.,'EMPLOYMENT GROWTH DURING MY TERM
HAS BEEN FASTER THAN IN ANY PREVIOU ADMINISTRATION. I HAVE PUT INTO
PLACE A SERIES OF POLICIES WHI LEAD TO A MORE PRODUCTIVE AND

LESS INPLATIONARY AMERICAN E 0 THE FUTURE. MY ECONOMIC
REVITALIZATION PROGRAM IS PROD , STRAINED, AND CAREFULLY DESIGNED
TO INCREASE INVESTM'ENT/'PRODU‘ I ITY

§:NgMPLOYMENT,
AND TO REDUCE

INFLATION. MY OPPONENT, ON‘ , HAS PROPOSED A SINGLE,
SIMPLISTIC ANSWER TO THE COMLEX ECO OMIC PROBLEMS WHICH FACE OUR
NATION -- A MASSIVE, ACROSS-THEjEOARD INDIVIDUAL TAX CUT WHICH WOULD
BE REGRESSIVE, INFLATIONARY] AND COMPLETELY UNRESPONSIVE TO TH
CRITICAL NEED TO INCREASE INVESTMENT AND RESEARCH'AND DEVELOPMENT
TO SPUR FASTER PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE 80'S.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

0 We have had a difficult year but the trends are favorable. I
have led this Nation out of one recession which I inherited and
we are coming out of one which hit during my Adinistration.
Inflation, while still too high, has come down and has
averaged \ over the last months.

o During the first three years of my Administration, 8.8 million
new jobs were created -- more jobs than were created in any
other Administration in history and twice as many as during
the previous Republican Administration.

0 Against formidable political opposition, I have put into place
a comprehensive and coherent National Energy Program, and its
effects are now evident: we have cut our foreign oil consumption
by two million barrels since I took office and no other nation
on earth can match that record.

0 I have put into place policies to increase the productivity of
our economy. From l976 to 1979 investment has increased 2S\.
Perhaps even more important has been my success in reducing
inefficient, productivity-reducing regulations: we have
deregulated the airlines, the railroads, trucking and the
banking industries. These actions have already saved consumers
billions of dollars as they increase competition and the
efficiency of the American economy.
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2.

A.

I have implemented a prudent and responsible fiscal policy, and after
decades during which other administrations only talked about spending
restraint, I have achieved it: the growth in real Federal budget out
lays has been cut in half compared to the rate of the previous
Republican Administration. And, in 1981 the Federal deficit as a
percent of GNPwill be less than half what it was in 1976.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

O I have learned the bitter lessons of inflation. I will not over—inflate
the economybut Governor Reaganfis Kemp-Roth tax cut would do so.

.‘~'.\

In contrast to my
balancedégggderkte

approach to economic policy,
Governor Reagan has propo one single, simplistic proposal to
deal with all of the comp Qeconqsic problems of our country -
a massive, across-thee

'
30‘ individual income tax cut -- a rich

man's tax out which would flood*the Nation with excess dollars. There
is no recognition of th6*cruotil need to reduce our vulnerability to
OPECoil price increases. ';'

There is no emphasis in his program of the critical need to encourage
private investment in plant and equipment. I believe that the tax
code must provide investment incentives so that our workers will be
equipped with the most modern and efficient capital in the world.
That is apparently less important to Governor Reagan, since he devotes
only l0 percent of his tax cut to investment incentives.

Further, Governor Reagan's tax cuts would benefit the rich at the
expense of the rest of us. A person earning $200,000 would receive
35 times as large a tax cut under the Reagan proposal as a person
earning $20,000 a year.

Most importantly, Governor Reagan has not learned the lessons of
the past few years about inflation. Wecannot afford to fuel in
flation. Yet, his proposal is extremely inflationary -- his own
running mate said it would bring 30% inflation. That is not unlikely
when you cut taxes by $1 trillion over the next years, and
remain committed to massive defense spending, protecting entitlement
programs, and promise new spending programs.

Carter

0 I, too, amcommitted to reducing personal tax burdens, but spending
restraint is an essential prerequisite. Massive tax cuts which
primarily benefit the rich and which pick the pockets of the rest
of Americans by generating huge, inflationary pressures cannot be
tolerated.
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My economic program for the eighties, in contrast, is restrained,
responsible and designed to promote the long-term growth of the
economy. It devotes 50 percent of the tax cuts to investment
incentives and another 1/3 to offset increased Social Security
costs on business, compared to Reagan's 10 percent. I would
simplify and accelerate depreciation to promote investment. I
would make the investment tax credit partially refundable so that
firms which have no earnings but still have substantial investment
needs, can benefit from the investment tax credit at the time when
it will be most helpful to their cash flow.
I would expand public investment as well in long-term investments
in our Nation's highways, ports and railroads. I have also proposed
an expansion in human resources programs; no investment has a higher
payoff than an investment in workers‘ skills and experience. I have
proposed an expansion in support for research and development which
underlies industrial innovation “ ductivity growth. And I have
proposed public investments i tion and weatherization that
will increase our

economiclamd
ion security.

.\ ‘ \ ‘ \u‘)I believe that the compLb§ mic problems that will face our
Nation in the 80's

reguireéiot
a retrdat by the Federal government,

but rather a new partnersfi p amo '
e government and the private

sector. To foster the cooperatib necessary to master the economic
challenges of the 80's I will establish a new advisory body, comprised
of representatives of business, labor and the public; the President's
Economic Revitalization Board, and will continue to work with our
labor-business-government boards for steel, autos and coal.

I recognize that economic policy must also address the immediate dif
ficulties faced by workers and their families in changing economic
circumstances. I have proposed a new, temporary Federal Supplemental
Benefits program to provide an additional 13 weeks of unemployment
assistance. For the longer term, a 10 percent tax credit for investments
in areas suffering from a declining industrial base will be proposed.
Passage of my Economic Development Proposal now before the Congress will
provide productive employment for those in distressed areas, and passage
of my youth bill will provide training and employment for 450,000 young
people when fully implemented.

Finally, to reduce personal tax burdens on those most afflicted by
inflation and the rise in social security taxes for 1981 I have proposed
an 8 percent tax credit to offset the rise in social security taxes in
1981, an expansion of the earned income tax credit for those families
who pay social security taxes yet earn too little to pay income taxes,
and a special tax deduction will be offered to help offset the
"marriage penalty.“

This program will enable us to meet our underlying economic problems,
to re-industrialize, and to avoid fueling inflationary pressures.
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Answer:

V - .. 809 ,

CHANGESIN ECONOMICPOLICY

Hasn't your economic policy been one of continuous newpolicies,
new budget directions, new anti-inflation initiatives? Why
haven't you been able to stick with a single economic policy?

The press has exaggerated the numberof policies. I'm required to
subit a new budget for each fiscal year to deal with the expected
economic circustances. This does 225 meanwe had a new economic
policy each year. Even minor changes in my voluntary wage-price
guidelines were counted by someas a newpolicy.

My basic economic philosophy and approach to economic policy have
been quite consistent over the

pagpfour
years. My aim is:

(A
to encourage healthy

ecgghpic
growth;

to do so carefully and§%rudently so as not to make the
government itself an engine of inflation;

to meet quickly and decisively any new inflationary threats
from abroad -- like last year's massive oil price increase;

to restrain the growth of Federal spending so as to be able
to provide responsible and noninflationary tax reduction for
the American people;

and to makeour country less dependent on foreign oil.

My basic policy goals have not changed. But economic circumstances at
homeand abroad do change, sometimes very swiftly and unpredictably.
And specific budgetary, monetary and other economic measures have to
be promptly set in motion to deal with those changes. Consistent
economic policy does not mean sticking one's head in the sand. It
would be the height of irresponsibility to stand idly by while infla
tionary or recessionary forces run unchecked. All Presidents have
recognized this and changed their economic policies accordingly.

Let megive an example. In March of this year, as the last surge
of oil price hikes was underway, inflation threatened to get out of
hand. Even though I had just sent a new budget to the Congress, I
convened Congressional leaders to work with meon cutting additional
amounts of Federal spending, in order to deal with the intensified
inflation. The medicine worked. While inflation is still too high,
it has receded sharply from that in the early months of this year.
In all of this, I did not change my basic approach. But I did movequickly
with specific newpolicies to meet a new threat to our country's economy.
F.D.R. said he would continue to experiment in dealing with an intolerable
problem until he found the right solution. He wasn't accused of
inconsistency .
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In my first two years I concentrated on ending the recession and
restoring solid growth. Since then I have placed primary emphasis on
fighting inflation.

Finally, experience has taught me to be even more aware than I was
four years ago how stubborn and persistent inflation is. Because of
that heightened awareness, I have been especially vigilant in the
past year to prevent actio at might lead to renewed inflation.
I successfully opposed a, ' election year tax cut. I have
proposed to the Congregs“ ent next year a very careful and
prudent economic’reogve_’\§gpgy$ that is in sharp contrast to the
massive and inflationary,apross—the—board tax cuts that are the center
piece of Governor Reagahflbeconomic policy. I wish he had learned as
muchas I have over'theQ§ast four years about the strength of inflation.If he had, he would not be proposing a tax cut that will cost $1 trillion
over the next seven years.

'
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AUTO IMPORTS

Question: Do you favor restrictions on the numberof Japanese autos
imported into the U.S.?

Answer:

THEME

WEHAVEA GOODSOUNDRECORDOF WORKINGTO REVITALIZE THE AMERICANAUTOMOBILE
INDUSTRY. I AMCOMITTED TO A POLICY OF CONTINUINGTO HELP THE INDUSTRY
REGAIN ITS STRENGTHANDTECHNOLOGICALLEAD. I WILL AWAITTHE DECISION OF
THE ITC BEFOREMAKINGA FINAL DECISION. BUT I WILL BE PREPAREDIF THEY
FIND INJURY TO OURINDUSTRYFROM ORTS. BUT I HAVEASKEDTHE JAPANESE
NOTTO EXPANDTHEIR PRODUCTION

S
ig
n ITY TO SELL MORECARSTO THE U.S. AND

TO BE SENSITIVE TO AMERICANJQQS‘ THEIR EXPORTPOLICY.I

1. THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT q
;Q

o In 1977, I strongly urEbd the leaders of the U.S. auto industry in
the Cabinet Roomto begin building fuel-efficient cars. My warnings
went unheeded.

o I worked with the Congress to pass tough fuel economystandards.
This got the industry to start making fuel-efficient cars earlier
than they would have otherwise done.

0 My Administration has done a great deal to revitalize our domestic
automobile industry. Wehave reduced the regulatory burden on the
automobile industry by more than $600million; we have accelerated
the government's purchases of autos and trucks and taken steps to
ensure that every car and truck the governmentbuys is made in
America; we have proposed new tax incentives to help the industry '

retool for the future; and we have provided substantial new aid to
the workers and communities most affected by the rapid changes in
the automobile industry.

0 Wealso are working to open the Japanese markets to American madecars
and parts, and to encourage Japanese automakers to makeadditional
investments 1n'this country.

0 I amextremely concerned about the level of Japanese auto imports and
their effect on the U.S. auto industry and its workers.

0 I already have asked the U.S. International Trade Commission to
accelerate its investigation of the auto industry. The ITC will
report to meon November10 whether the auto industry has been
injured by imports. If the ITC finds injury, they will submit
their recomendations for relief to meon November24.

o In anticipation of the ITC's decision, I have asked my Special
Trade Representative to complete the necessary staff work so that

I can respond imediately to the ITC's reports.
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2.

A.

If the ITC finds injury. I will ask my Trade Representative to
initiate high-level contacts with the Japanese government imediately.
I will seriously consider all possible options, including measures to
restrict imports.

Whatever the ITC recommends, however, I am confident that we will
lick the problem of Japanese imports.

THE FUTURE

32252

0 My opponent has not givsjrus any cohesive policy for addressing the
problems of the automofil .Y=He has blamed almost all of the problems
of the industry on gove\ ent regulations.' ‘g -, EQ.T
After first saying he was Egainst any steps to restrict imports
Governor Reagan statedfin Michigan that something must be done to
stem the flow of Japafiese imports, but has not specifically advocated
restraining Japaneshfiimports.

Carter

0 I see a bright future for the U.S. auto industry - one that's already
starting. We will increasingly make the most fuel-efficient, safest,
soundest cars in the world.

The key to the revitalization of our auto industry is the industry's
effort to produce more small, fuel-efficient cars in this country.
With the new 1981 models, we are well on our way to achieving this
goal.

To ensure that government is doing everything possible to help the
auto industry put American auto workers back on the job, I have
established an Auto Industry Committee. On this Committee, business,
labor and government will work together to help restore the auto
industry to full health.

This Committee will address the full range of issues affecting the
auto industry, including imports, regulations, tax policy and other
critical issues. There is no question in my mind that, working
together, we can lick the problems of the auto industry and Japanese
imports.



BUDGETQUESTIONS: GENERALAPPROACH

M
I HAVEA SOLID RECORDOF CUTTINGTHE REAL GROWTHIN THE BUDGETBELOWTHAT
OF PREVIOUSADMINISTRATIONS. I ALSOHAVEFOURYEARSOF EXPERIENCE IN
ESTABLISHINGNATIONALPRIORITIES ANDMAKINGTHE TOUGHBUDGETARYDECISIONS
TO MEETTHEM. MY POLICY OF FISCAL RESTRAINT IS ESSENTIAL TO REDUCING
INFLATION ANDBUILDING A SECUREECONOMICFUTURE.

MY OPPONENTHASNOEXPERIENCEIN MAKINGTHESEHARDCHOICESAT THE FEDERAL
LEVEL. HE APPARENTLYDOESNOTUNDERSTANDTHAT TOUGHCHOICESEXIST. SO,
HE PROMISESHUGETAX CUTS, MASSIVE INCREASESIN DEFENSESPENDING,MAIN
TAINING ENTITLEMNT PROGRAMSANDBALANCINGTHE BUDGETAT TH SAMETIME.
THE RESULTWOULDBE HUGEBUDGETDEFICITS, ANDWORSEINFLATION, IN THE 19805.

(‘_.
THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT ,\-\_y

C
o The budget must be viewed inS:erms of real program expenditures in
relation to the size of tho’economy. The record shows budgetary
restraint.

-- In my four budgets real outlays have grown at an average
rate of l.6\. In the two previous Republican Administrations
the rate was 2-l/2%.

-— Real defense outlays have grown by nearly 3-l/2\ each year;
in the Nixon-Ford Administrations they fell by nearly
3-l/2% per year.

-- The budget deficit for the current fiscal year is projected
to be 1 to l-l/2% of GNP. WhenI ran for office the deficit
was over 4%of GNP.

0 Within this overall context of restraint, I have directed budget
expenditures to programs of highest national priority.

-- Real defense spending has increased by almost 3-l/2% per year
after a steady eight-year decline under two Republican
Administrations.

-— Maior new initiatives in energy conservation and supply,
funded by the windfall profit tax, have established a
long-overdue energy policy to reduce our dependenceon
oil imported from insecure foreign sources.
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2.

A.

B.

-- Real outlay growth in basic research will secure our
technological base for future growth and development.

-- Employmentand training programs, especially for our
youth, will enhance the skills and productive capacity
of our people.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

0 Governor Reaganhas promised massrve tax cuts, higher defense spending
d b l d b d t —- b t» ' d dd . .an a a ance u ge u

l\);'h)\}~d:§1berso\a\
He has recently proposed

addi>%on'§pending
increases which make

large future deficits and inf am; even more likely -- examples:
Social Security earnings test qgmoval, tuition tax credits,
inheritance tax repealii $$§

So
He has promised big spending cuts, but refuses to tell us which
programs will be cut. All he can say is that waste will be
eliminated. In the current Fiscal Year he has promised cuts of
$13-$19 billion, but still has provided no details.

He presided over real expenditure growth as Governor of California
that was the highest in the State's history -— 126%increase in
spending.

Carter

0 Inflation is the most serious threat to our economic security.
Wemust not run the risk of large, inflationary budget deficits
from massive across-the—board tax cuts.

Moderate tax cuts, consistent with fiscal restraint and emhasizing
investment and industrial growth, not consumption, is the responsible
approach.

This approach will allow us to create a million new jobs by the end
of l982, but still bring down inflation.

In the longer term, budgetary goals require strong, non-inflationary
economic growth. This requires savings, investment, and attention
to structural change in the economy. My program addresses these
problems. The Reaganprogram instead offers a massive consumption
oriented tax cut.
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Farm Policy

Question: Haven't your farm policies produced lower incomes and prices
for farmers in recent years? How do you propose to remedy
this without fueling inflation?

Answer:
,

THEME

33-896 0 -

IN ASSUMING TH PRESIDENCY, I INHERITED A FARM ECONOMY THAT WAS IN A
STATE OF SERIOUS DECLINE, MADE WORSE BY THE CONFUSED AND CONTRADICTORY
FARM POLICIES OF PRIOR REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATIONS. MY ADMINISTRATION
HAS SUCCESSFULLY TURNED THIS SITUATION AROUND. NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
CLEAR, CONSISTENT SETS OE FARM POLICIES THAT WORK, WE HAVE THE RESULTS
TO PROVE THAT THEY WORK —- HIGHER PRICES, HIGHER INCOMES, HIGHER EXPORTS.

1-‘(
THE PAST AND THE PRESENT 1

producers were liquidating their s after four years of
heavy losses, the bottom was dr out of farm income,
consumers and producers were e aged in open confrontation,
and our nation's reputation a reliable exporter of farm
products had been seriously ‘ nished.

0 When I entered office, grain
priceégwere

in a tailspin, cattle

9

0 We immediately began to correct this. I began by appointing a
farmer as Secretary of Agriculture. We then took a number of
steps to eliminate governmental interference in those decisions
that were better left to the individual farmer. We established
this nation's first farmer-owned grain reserve. We brought farm
price supports in line with rising production costs. We re
established our reputation within the world market and negotiated
across-the-board reductions in foreign trade barriers.

o The results speak for themselves. By every meaningful measure -
total gross farm income, total net farm income, total production,
total consumption, total farm exports -- the record of the first
four years of this Administration top any previous four-year
period in history.

NOTE: Reagan is likely to point to the drop in net farm income
between l979 and 1980 (we now estimate a 24 percent drop).
Counter-points, if he does are:
(l) since farm income varies significantly year-to-year,
the only meaningful comparisons are across periods of
at least 3-4 years,

(2) even with the decline, it will be over 25% above the
last year of the Republican Administration, and

(3) thanks to very strong markets, here and abroad, it is
already on the rise and will be significantly higher
next year.

84 - 55 Part 1
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2. THE FUTURE

5.
-
Reagan

0 It is difficult to know what my opponents‘ view of farm policy
really is. Earlier this year, he said he was not familiar
with parity. He once said about farm price supports, "You
subsidize the inefficient when you put a floor under the price."
About dairy farmers, he said, "My view on dairy subsidies is
that we are subsidizing those who could not compete at the
expense of those who could possibly bring the price down in
the market place."

Despite his life-long opposition to traditional farm programs,
Governor Reagan's campaign statements imply that he would not
try to dismantle farm subsidies. However, one cannot be very
optimistic that they would receive the continuing attention
and adjustment theyfirequire, especially given the Republican
record. .

\o
Republican farm poliEEes never have been noted for their vision.
Rather, they havebbeen characterized by confusion and contradiction.
They have always preached free markets, but the record shows that
they practiced price controls and export embargoes. They vetoed
price support legislation, usually when it was most desperately
needed. They repeatedly raised our import quotas to allow foreign
dairy products to flood our markets. They cut food aid to hungry
nations when it was most needed. In short, it is a sorry record.
Not only does it display a lack of respect for the functioning
of market forces, but it reveals an insensitivity to the economic
and human problems of the ordinary farm family.

‘ 0

B. Carter

0 While I am pleased that my Administration has turned around the
disastrous situation we inherited and I am proud of the policy
we constructed in doing so, there is more to be done. American
agriculture is on the threshold of a whole new era -- an era of
tightening world food supplies, mounting pressures on our land
and water resources, continued strains on our transportation and
marketing system, the need to press forward on developing new
technologies and production practices, an even more pressing
need to safeguard agriculture's access to limited energy supplies
and to nurture the development of alternative sources. While
this will be an era of excitement and opportunity, it will also
be one of rapid change and adjustment.

In this era of opportunity and change, I intend to pursue policies
built on the solid foundation we have already laid, but giving
particular stress to:

- ensuring that farm prices and support levels keep pace
with rising production costs;

— further actions to deregulate agriculture;

— the promotion of farm exports, including stepped-up promotion
of "value added" products like meat, poultry, breeding animals,
an intensive effort to restructure and rebuild our
agricultural

transportatiogrsystem.I
_ ” :the continued accelerar§d\development of alternative

energy sources (gasoh6‘9 farm crops.

$5
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SOVIET GRAIN SUSPENSION

Question: Hasn't the grain embargohurt our farmers more than it has
hurt the Soviets? Under what circumstances would you be
prepared to lift it?

Answer:

THEME

I TOOKTHIS ACTION IN RESPONSETO THE BLATANTDISREGARDOF THE SOVIET
UNIONFOR THE FREEDOMOF THE AFGHANISTANPEOPLE ANDTHE THREATTHAT
IMPLIED FORWORLDSECURITY. AT THE SAMETIME I SUSPENDEDSHIPMNT OF
SOVIET GRAIN, I ACTEDTO PROTECTAMRICA'S FARMRS FROMBEARINGA
DISPROPORTIONATESHAREOF THE BURDEN. BOTHTHE SUSPENSIONANDTHE
OFFSETTINGACTIONSTO PROTECTFARMERSHAVEBEENSUCCESSFUL. I WILL
LIFT THE EMBARGOONLY IF IT CANBE DEMONSTRATEDTHAT: (1) IT HAS
BECOMEINEFFECTIVE OR (2) THE SOVIETS HAVEALTEREDTHEIR BEHAVIOR.

l. THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT '
o In the 1976 campaign, I promised@America's farmers I would resort
to an embargoonly if our national security or our foreign policy
interests were threatened ..\‘that I would never embargograin
shipments just to keep farm. rices down as the Republicans did on
at least three occasionsZ;lI have kept that promise.

o ArmedSoviet troops invaded Afghanistan last year. I was faced
with three options: (1) do nothing, (2) respond militarily, or
(3) use economic sanctions. I chose the latter.

0 In addition to suspending all grain shipments above the 8 million
ton level called for in the grain agreement, I ordered a curtail
ment of Russian fishing privileges in our waters, cut off the sale
of high technology products, halted the sale of phosphate fertilizers,
and called for a boycott of the MoscowOlympic games.

0 At the same time, I directed the Secretary of Agriculture to take
whatever actions were necessary to ensure that American farmers
did not bear a disproportionate share of the resulting burden.
This was accomplished by isolating from the market slightly more
than 17 million tons of grain.

o By every measure, the suspension has accomplished its purpose. It
has shorted the Soviets of 8 to l0 million tons of badly needed
feed grains for their livestock. It has caused the Soviets to
draw-down their stocks of grain to rock—bottom levels. It has
caused meat and dairy production to fall. It has been a major
embarrassment to Kremlin leaders. It has even caused worker
unrest, both in the Soviet Union and in Eastern Europe.
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2.

A.

NOTE:

The measures taken to protect America's farmers have also been
successful. Not only did our isolation of grain provide needed
support to farm prices, but through the aggressive promotion
of farm exports, we increased the level above what we had
expected before the suspension. Farm prices are up. As a
result, we will set our fourth straight farm export record this
year, $40 billion ... a net positive contribution to our balance
of payments of $23 billion. Wehave expanded our world markets -
e.g., to Mexico and China.

was
Reagan

0 Governor Reagan hasdtaken'diff nt positions on this issue at every
turn. Just three-

og;2s'be;o€§-I
suspended grain shipments to the

Soviet Union, h' sai “I the Russians want to buy wheat from
us ... I

wouldn't;§¥llgS§.
0 them."

Yet, when it came time to campaign amongfarmers in the Iowa
caucus, Governor Reagan had changed his position, saying the
embargo shouldn't have been ordered, wouldn't hurt the Soviets,
and would only hurt our farmers.

Beyond their vacillation, my Republican critics seem to forget
their embargoes of 1973, l974, and 1975 - embargoes that were
totally unprovoked and were taken against someof our most trusted
friends. They also fail to mention that these Republican
Adinistrations never did a thing to protect our own farmers
against the price depressing effects of those embargoes. Indeed,
the reason for the embargoeswas to drive down domestic farm prices.

Carter

0 I amconvinced of the correctness of my decision to suspend the ship
ment of grain to the Soviets.

There are only two circumstances that would lead me to lift the
suspension, neither of which currently prevail: (l) convincing
evidence that the embargo is no longer effective or (2) a belief
on mypart that the Soviet threat to the rest of the world was
being alleviated and that there was progress being made in the
Soviets‘ withdrawal of their occupying troops from Afghanistan.

The future of the Soviet grain agreement, which expires September 30,
1981, has not been determined and will be considered later next year.

The Soviets have nearly completed their purchases for shipment during
the fifth year of the agreement (beginning October 1), with contracts
now signed for 4.8 million tons of corn and 3.0 million tons of wheat.
Although the International Longshoremen are once again threatening not
to load the Soviet grain, we anticipate that the courts will keep the
Grain flowing with minimal delav
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ENERGY: NUCLEARPOWER R VJ

~,
.1

Question: What do you see as the future of nuclear power in this country?
Do you accept the Democratic Platform's position that existing
nuclear plants can be phased-out as alternative fuel sources
becomeavailable?

Answer:

rare

l.

NE MUSTPUT SAFETY FIRST IN THE USE OF NUCLEARPOWER. FOR THE NEXT
20 YEARSOR so, UNTIL WE./RA!/EDEVELOPEDMORESYNT1-lE'l‘ICFUELS AND
RENEWABLERESOURCESANDRAVEDE QED FUSION. WESIMPLY CANNOTMEET
OURECONOMY’SNEEDS,WITHOUTUT gm; EVERYDOMESTICSOURCEOE POWER
AVAILABLE TO US -— INCLUDING

£%)LEAR
POWER.

LAST RESORT,ANDULTI'MA'l'ELY_
HOWEVERIT SHOULDBE A

HOPEWECANPHASE IT OUT.

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT ‘E

o After the accident at Three Mile Island, I movedpromptly to appoint
the KemenyComission to makea careful study of that incident. They
submitted an important set of recommendations, and I took a number
of immediate steps to ensure that nuclear power plants were operated
safely:

—- Reorganized the Nuclear Regulatory Comission, and nominated
a new Chairman.

—- Established the Nuclear Safety Oversight Comittee, an expert
advisory group to monitor the progress of the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission, other Federal agencies and others in improving the
safety of nuclear power plants.

-- Put the Federal EmergencyManagementAgency in charge of all
Off-site emergencyactivities, and had themcomplete a review
of all emergencyplans.

-— Accelerated the program to place a resident Federal inspector at
every reactor site, and I can now report that there are such
inspectors at every operating reactor.

0 I have also established the Nation's first comprehensive radioactive
waste managementprogram:

-- Submitted my comprehensive program to the Congress and have worked
with them to enact nuclear waste legislation.

-- Established the State Planning Council to provide an effective
role for State and local governments in the development and
implementation of our nuclear waste managementprogram.
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Plants are nowbeing licensed again but under muchstricter
safety standards.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

0

Carter

0

Governor Reagan simply does not understand the complicated issues
presented by nuclear power. For instance, he always speaks in terms
of speeding up the licensing process for nuclear power plants rather
than emphasizing making sure that they are truly safe.

And just this year, Governor Reagan said that "all of the waste
in a year from a nuclear power plant could be stored under a desk."
That obviously is not true;~e¢h$s cavalier attitude completely
ignores the

responsibilitggéf ta
: Federal Governmentto find and

to establish a safe nucle was disposal program.

‘I \\ _.g$-Q.\g
. . _~U

I amcommitted to ensuring that nuclear reactors are operated safely.

I receive regular reports from the Nuclear Safety Oversight Comittee
that I established, and I will take any actions that I can to guarantee
the American people that their power plants pose no threat to their
health or welfare.

I amcomitted to the passage of nuclear waste legislation implementing
the comprehensive program that I sent to the Congress last February.

I amcommitted to the rapid development of alternative fuels to ensure
that we are not overly dependent on nuclear power. I hope ultimately
we can phase-out nuclear power but this cannot be done in the short-run.
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ENERGY: RELATIONSHIP WITH OPEC

Question: Haven't you let OPEC dictate our energy policies? What are you
, prepared to do if OPEC announces another doubling of oil prices?

Answer:

THEME

warm 1 TOOK orncr IN JANUARY 1977, opsc was A srmncmnow on THE on.
DEPENDENT ECONOMIES or THE INDUSTRIALIZED wonro. WE HAVE REVERSED -- IN A
HISTORIC WAY -- THE DECADES OF GROWING DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN OIL SINCE
WORLD WAR II. MY ENERGY POLICY HAS STEADILY l-‘REED OUR NATION FROM THE GRIP
or nus DANGEROUS DEPENDENCE on EonEI‘d'N on.. EVERY YEAR I EAVE BEEN IN orrrcs
WE HAVE REDUCED OUR DEPENDENCE Ohbyl \Q\_ AND I HAVE LED THE WAY TO INCREASING
COOPERATION mono MAJOR cousunms non TO BE READY ro RESPOND TOGETHER mo
ANY UNREASONABLE PRICE INCREASES)

- v-. \
~.\\“*

0 Despite the experience of the oil embargo in 1973, the Republican
Administrations that preceded me did little but talk about energy
policy while our dependence on imported oil steadily increased. When
I took office, the United States imported nearly half of the oil we
used -- 8.8 million barrels per day.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

0 Within 90 days after I took office, in my first major address to the
Nation, I announced a comprehensive energy policy to increase domestic
production and decrease energy consumption. These policies have decreased
our oil imports by 2 million barrels per day since I took office; there
is no better way to avoid having OPEC dictate our national choices and
policies than by cutting down the only real weapon they have -— their
oil supply. Production of coal, natural gas and crude oil are up.
Solar and synthetic energy is being accelerated. Conservation is
working.

0 I have also tried to lead the major industrial democracies to make a
silimar commitment, to reduce their oil imports and to develop alternative
resources. In Tokyo in 1979, and then in Venice this past summer, we
reached agreements that allow us to withstand -- together -— any challenge
in the world.

0 As recently as this month, the member nations of the International Energy
Agency agreed to moderate their activity in the spot market and to prevent
market disruptions that the Iraq/Iran conflict might have caused. This
effort could not be effective if it were attempted by just one nation,
but the cooperative structure that we have forged has proved very effective
in this tense period. Spot market prices remain calm and there are no
indications of panic buying or hoarding. This shows the progress we have
been making very clearly —- we are now prepared for the type of shortfalls
caused by the war.
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A.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

0

Carter

0

Governor Reagan opposes my programs to provide Federal assistance in
order to increase production or decrease consumption: he opposes the
Windfall Profits Tax, the Department of Energy, the commitment to
Solar, the importance of conservation. Governor Reagan believes that
we can solve our energy problems alone, just by "turning the oil
companies loose" to find more oil in this country.

\.
$54

I will continue to pvdyide substantial Federal assistance for energy
conservation and f9r.increased energy production programs. Further
decreasing ouri ‘dance on foreign oil is the very best way to escape
OPEC dominance and demands.

I will also continue to strengthen the cooperative structure that I
have forged with our allies, so that we can work together to resist any
attempts by OPEC to make unreasonable changes in their price or supply
conditions.

I hope to develop a constructive dialogue with moderate OPEC producers
to assure greater certainty of price and supply on world crude oil markets.

I want to complete the few remaining pieces of my energy program
(Utility Oil Backout bill; Energy Mobilization Board).
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ENERGY: ROLEOF HIGHERENERGYPRICES
IN YOURENERGYPROGRAM

Question: Hasn't your energy program caused trouble for you with Democrats
because it is essentially the traditional Republican program of
inducing greater conservation and production through higher prices?

Answer:

THEME

ENERGYPOLICY OPTIONSCANNOTBE SO EASILY PLACEDINTO PARTISANPIGEONHOLES.
MY POLICIES HAVEBEENBASEDON THE NEEDTO BALANCETHE ECONOMICREALITY OF
AN INCREASINGLYSCARCERESOURCEAGAINSTTHE LEGITIMATE DEMANDSFOR
ASSISTANCEOF THOSEWHOARE BEING HURTBY THE RISING PRICES.

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT

O

- Q§'55._\
My energy program has been

enact§§Lover
these last four years with

bipartisan support. <5)

I madeit clear from my first energy message in l977 that the price
of imported energy was certain to increase. That is a fact of life.
To accomplish our goals I have supported the deregulation of energy
prices. We cannot have the production and conservation we need with
artificial controls on energy. But I have decontrolled on a gradual
basis and have gotten the Congress to pass the Windfall Profits Tax
to insure that all of the additional profits from decontrol do not
go into oil companycoffers. That revenue ($227 billion over ten years)
will be used to develop and to conserve more energy here in America,
and to help the poor who are most affected by the energy price increasq.

The only way to combat the increasing energy price tag -- up to
$85 billion sent overseas for foreign oil this year ——is to increase
domestic production and to decrease comsumption. And mypolicies
have succeeded in both of those goals:

-- More newoil and gas wells this year than ever before.

-- The highest coal production in our Nation's history.

-- Imports of oil down 2 million barrels since I took office.

-- Consuming8%less gasoline than one year ago.

These policies ultimately will assure lower prices than if we
continued to be more and more dependent on OPEC.
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THE FUTURE

Reagan

Governor Reagan's energy policy is purely and simply to "turn the oil
companies loose", and let them keep virtually all of their windfall
profits. He would ignore the need to invest in increased conservation
and in alternative energy resources and technologies.

Carter

0 I recognized in April of l977 that doing what was needed in the
energy area would not enhance my popularity. I was right.

l,-.
I was prepared to take thilheht for unpopular energy actions, and
I will continue to be; But; we now recognize the importance of the
steps taken, and that is a vital part of getting the cooperation
needed for further progress. Qgsa

Because of the investmenti that we are making today in energy
conservation and in increased production from alternative energy
sources, further increases in the price of foreign oil will
eventually have a much less serious effect on our Nation's economy.

I will continue to provide funding for programs to increase energy
conservation and energy production, to ensure that we escape from
our dangerous dependence on foreign oil.

I want to pass the two remaining pieces of my energy program — The
Utility Oil Backout bill to provide incentives for our utilities to
produce electricity from American coal rather than foreign oil: and
the Energy Mobilization Board, to cut the red-tape out of moving
forward with major energy projects while protecting our environmental
laws.
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ENERGY: STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE

Question: You say that you want America to have "energy security,"
but you have done nothing to fill the Strategic Petroleu
Reserve until the Congress forced you to act. how do you
justify this?

Answer:

THEME

I HAVE PUT OUR NATION'S FIRST ENRGY PROGRAM IN PLACE. GOVERNOR REAGAN
ans NO REAL ENERGY PROGRAM zxcspm TURNING THE OIL COMPANIES "LOOSE." I
HAVE MOVED TO FILL THE STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE (SPR) as RAPIDLY As THE
INTERNATIONAL MARKET SITUATION HAS ALLOWED, I AM Now FILLING IT AT A
VERY RAPID RATE -- WELL ABOVE TH LEVEL s AUTHORIZED. BECAUSE or
oun POLICIES, we Now -- IN THIS couN;Br@§g;;A A RECORD LEVEL or OIL

3
Q
1
‘

RESERVES IN PRIVATE STOCKS. 'r'\\ \ V

\

SQJ \
“

‘A

o When I took office there was no efggttive Strategic Petroleum Reserve
Program (SPR). There had been severe mismanagement and real technical
problems with the pumps. I began to store crude oil in the SPR during
the fourth quarter of 1977 and had reached a level of 91.2 million
barrels at the end of 1979. This slow fill rate was necessary because
of the tight international oil supply due to the cut-off of oil from
Iran. If we had purchased large quantities of oil for the SPR, we
would have contributed to the increase in oil prices and the shortage
of oil supply. As a result of our policies, prices have stabilized
and private stocks are at all-time highs.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

0 We have this month purchased 24 million barrels of oil for delivery
this year and early next year. We have also asked for bids on an
additional l2.5 million barrels and expect to award those contracts
within a week, for delivery early in l98l.

THE FUTURE

R835an

0 Governor Reagan claims that he would have filled the SPR rapidly all
along, as I am now doing. This is typical of the Governor's failure to
understand that energy is really a world problem, in which an apparently
simple solution for one nation can actually create much larger problems
in the world oil markets that will eventually hurt everyone.

Carter

0 I will continue to fill the SPR at above the level required by the statute,
after careful consideration of the world oil market situation.

o This policy is responsible and will ensure that we have a secure energy
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CAMPAIGN PROMISES
'

_.,
‘NQL

\: ..

Question: Why should the public attach much value in your campaign promises
this year, since you appear to have disregarded so many of your
1976 campaign promises?

Answer:
.

THEME

l.

I HAVE A SOUND RECORD IN HONORING MY MAJOR CAMPAIGN PROMISES. I LEARNED FROM
MY EXPERIENCE AS PRESIDENT, THOUGH, THAT SOME OF MY '76 COMITMENTS WERE EITHER
NOT REALISTIC OR WERE NOT IN OUR COUNTRY'S BEST INTEREST. THE EXPERIENCE OF
BEING PRESIDENT HAS TAUGHT M WHAT CAN REALISTICALLY BE ACHIEVED OVER THE NXT
FOUR YEARS, AND I HAVE NOT PROMSED MORE THAN THAT. M OPPONENT CONTINUES TO
PROPEISE MORE THAN CAN BE ACHIEVED.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

0 Any objective assessment o

o I was the first President to compile and disclose publicly all my campaign
promises; that was done to allow thq;public to judge my performance against
the promises. g\§§

Q} performance shows that I have honored an
extraordinary nuber of th promises, and done everything possible to honor
most of them:

-- Comprehensive energy policy
-- Comprehensive urban policy
-- Appointments -- affirmative action
-- Humphrey-Hawkins
-- Preserving Social Security System
-— Increased education assistance and a Department of Education
-- Supporting human rights
-— Peace between Egypt and Israel
-- Improved relations with China

o In some cases, Congressional resistance has made impossible the fulfillment
of promises during my first term -— National Health Insurance, Welfare
Reform, Tax Reform. But I am determined to pursue these matters over the
next four years.

o In some instances, I have departed from my '76 commitments because of the
realities I have faced in office and because of the new facts I have learned.
For instance, I decided to decontrol oil prices to increase domestic produc
tion. I was not able to balance the budget because of the recession. And
I have increased defense spending beyond the levels I discussed in '76 cam
paign due to the poor state of our armed forces and the continued Russian
buildup.
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I have learned much better over the past four years what can be achieved
and what cannot, what is in our national interest and what is not.

2. THE FUTURE

A' EEESEE

0 Governor Reagan has not had the benefit of that experience. I can under
stand, therefore, why he has made some of his promises.

0 In my view, many of his promises are unrealistic and naive. They have
no chance of being enacted or implemented.

o For instance, he has promised to tear up the SALT II Treaty and begin new
negotiations with the $oviets. But the Soviets will never agree to that.
I found that out in l9fl7. He has promised to reduce government spending,
balance the budget“ pfibtect defense spending, and cut taxes by 308 -~
without fueling inflation. It simply is not possible, as I believe most
Americans realize;

_Q5Q$

B. Carter g?
Q__‘

L

0 Because I have:learned from the previous four years, I have not been
going around the country making promises to every group I speak before;
unlike my opponent I have not been telling every group what it wanted
to hear.

o I have set forth realistic goals for my second term that I am determined
to pursue:

—- Continued peace, and strengthened defense.
-- SALT II ratification.
-- Continued reduction in our dependence on foreign oil.
-- ERA ratification.
-- Clean environment.
-- National Health Insurance.
-- Welfare Reform.
—- Continued efforts to bring women and minorities into government.
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Question:

EXPERIENCE

What have you learned from your experience?

Answer:

ZEEEE

THERE IS A REAL VALUE TO EXPERIENCEIN THE OVALOFFICE. NOPRIOR
EXPERIENCECANPREPARESOMEONEADEQUATELY. WHATIS MOREIMPORTANT
THANHAVINGTHE EXPERIENCEOF BEING PRESIDENT IS SHOWINGTHAT YOU
HAVELEARNEDFROMTHATEXPERIENCE. I HAVE. THAT IS WHYI WILL BE
A BETTERPRESIDENTOVERTH NEXT FOURYEARS.

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT
'l

o I have learned a greatideal about the Presidency, about our
country, about the government, about our role in the world over
the past four,yearzL That experience could not have been

duplicated _elsewhere. *5’ A
o I have lédrned‘fir fkéha that no prior experience can adequately
prepare someone he Presidency —certainly not in this ever
demandinggoverfiéknt and complex, changing world.

o The difference between now and l976 is that I have clearly learned
from my experience - learned the importance of extensive consul
tations with Congress, gotten to know the Congressional leaders and
developed friendships with leaders around the world. I have learned
to target priorities, the dangers and force of inflation, and the
fragility of peace. And I believe I ama better President because
of this, and because of the changes I have made.

TH FUTURE

Reagan

o Governor Reaganwould face manyof the sameproblems I did when I
took office —a background in State government, a need to put
together an entire new Administration, a need to develop an entire
new legislative program, a need to get to knowwell the Membersof
Congress, a need to meet the world leaders.

0 All of that takes precious time, and all of it means that progress
we are already making to solving economic and other problems will
be interrupted. '

0 And, of course, Governor Reaganwill have the added burden of
being a Republican, having to deal with a Democratic Congress.
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B. Carter

0 I do not claim that, because I have had the experience of being
President and have learned from that experience, the future
will be all wine and roses. There certainly will be tough
problems ahead.

My point, though, is that the experience I have had - the truly
unique experience - has made me a better President. And during
a second term I will be able to do things I did not or could not
do in the first term.

As a second term Democratic President dealing with a Democratic
Congress, I am convinc d that we can ratify SALT II, pass National
Health Insurance an act my Economic Revitalization Program
(including the job creation element, the credit for Social Security
taxes, the elimination of the marriage penalty). These would never
see the light of day if my opponent were elected. I am convinced
that we can begineto implement my energy program and continue our
progress on Middle Eastern peace.
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FRUSTRATION AT CARTER—REAGAN CHOICE

Question: Why do you believe so many Americans appear frustrated at the
prospect of an election matching Carter and Reagan? Do you
believe this frustration is likely to affect voter turnout?

Answer:

THEME

THERE ARE MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GOVERNOR REAGAN AND MYSELF IN WHAT
WE OFFER FOR THE FUTURE. AS THE PUBLIC INCREASINGLY RECOGNIZES THIS
FACT, AND RECOGNIZES THAT A STARK CHOICE EXISTS, INTEREST IN THE
ELECTION IS PICKING UP.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT
\

0 Over the past 4 years I baud had to deal with a great many problems
that previous Presidents/ignored -- like energy. The decisions I
had to make were not popular. t has naturally produced criticism
of my policies -— from.the groups and organizations that would
like the

Federal‘§overnmentEEo
provide them with 1002 of their goals,

be it increased benefitskég nts, loans, wages, prices or contracts.
And that is not pos'e"'ib1eQ

-J

I am consoled by the fact that I am not the first President to be
heavily criticized -- that occurred with Jefferson, with Lincoln,
with Truman, with Johnson and others.

I believe that, as the election draws closer, the American people
are recognizing the realities facing me, and that the decisions I
had to make were very tough and not readily subject to simple,
politically popular decisions. As that has occurred, I think the
"frustration" or "concern" over the choice being offered has
dissipated. Support for Mr. Anderson has declined in large part
because the public now recognizes it does have a real choice
between Governor Reagan and myself. The focus has turned instead
to making the right choice.

THE FUTURE

Reagan/Carter

O The choice facing the electorate is stark -— the differences between
the candidates are greater probably than at any time since Lyndon
Johnson and Barry Goldwater ran against each other. And the result,
over the next four years and beyond, is two vastly different futures.

On the major issues, Reagan and I differ sharply:
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-- SALE‘ I I
~

- Nuclear Arms Race
—- ERA

—— Reagan-Kemp-Roth

-— National Health Insurance

- indfall Profits Tax
—- Department of Education

These differences are becoming much better known to the public. This
debate will help. I wish we could have had it sooner.

As the differences do become better known, the public's interest in
the election will increase;, And I predict the voter turnout will
be substantial —- better than.l976.v"
Finally, let me urge a1l\Americans to exercise their right to vote -
it is preciousH itvgk‘hard—earned and preserved, it is the basis
of our great demobiacy. No matter who your choice is, please vote
on November 4. .

33-896 0 - 84 — 56 Part 1
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GOALS

Question: What are your goals for the country by the end of your next term?
Where do you want this country to be?

Answer:

THEME

I AM DETERMINED TO PURSUE A PROGRAM BASED ON MY EXPERIENCE IN OFFICE
WHICH CONTINUES AND BUILDS ON PROGRESS WE HAVE MADE TO DATE, WHICH
WILL ENSURE A SAFE, SECURE, PROSPEROUS FUTURE, WHICH HELPS EXTEND THE
BOUNTY OF AMERICA TO THE DISADVANTAGED.

1. TH FUTURE

A. Reagan

o I have said many times in this campaign that the public has a choice
to make between two futures —r

the‘).g
ure that I see for this country,

or the future that
§§9eraoy

Rea ees.
\4 v-

“’

o This point is starklylmgde description of my goals for the
next four years. In most IQ tances, they are directly opposed to
Governor Reagan's goals:

—— He's opposed to SALT II.
-- He's suggested we play the card of a nuclear arms race.
-— He's not supported the Camp David process.

-- He's for a massive tax cut for the wealthy that is inflationary
and does not create jobs like my Economic Renewal program does.

-- He's against ERA.
-- He's against National Health Insurance.
-- He's against a strong Windfall Profits Tax, and he's for turning
the oil companies loose.

o Time after time, Governor Reagan and I disagree on the way our country
should move forward. That is the real issue in this campaign.

B. Carter

0 We have made good progress in a nuber of areas during my first
term and had disappointment in other areas. But, clearly, every
thing I wanted to accomplish has not been accomplished. I want to
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serve another term, not just to be President for 4 more years, but
to use those 4 years to reach the high goals the Democratic Party
and I have set for the country.

My goals would be:

Energy security, building on and implementing my comprehensive
energy policy, and continuing to reduce America's dependence on
foreign oil.

Preservation of peace -- 8 uninterrupted years of peace.

Reduction in nuclear armamentby mutual reductions, through
ratification of a SALT Treaty.

/" \..-I/\. .
Middle East Peaco;;ful§illing the CampDavid process I began.

- fix\' .
Passage of Economica§enewai5;ackage to revitalize American
industry.

"
H“

Continued reductiofl§of inflation and unemployment.

ERA ratification.

National Health Insurance.

Increased opportunities for minorities and women.

Continued fiscal strength of Social Security.
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Question:

Answer:

2.

A.

SACRIFICE

Is it going to be necessary for the American people to sacrifice
over the next four years? How will you be asking the American
people to sacrifice during the next four years? Will they
respond?

THEME

I HAVE ASKED THE AMERICAN PEOPLE TO MAKE SOME SACRIFICES OVER THE PAST
FOUR YEARS AND THEY HAVE RESPONDED WELL. WITH SOME FURTHER SACRIFICESI
WE CAN BUILD ON PROGRESS WE HAVE ALREADY MADE AND HAVE A SECURE FUTURE -
FREE OF CRIPPLING INFLATION AND FOREIGN OIL DEPENDENCE.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

O I told the American people from my fiigst months in office that sacrifice
would be necessary to free ourselv of energy dependency on OPEC -
that we would have to conserve, ptggbour wasteful appetite for oil,
drive our cars more frugally.

d)
The American people have

respggsed.
We are importing 252 less 011 now

than we were in 1977. A larg part of that reduction is due to
conservation - better insulation, more efficient autos, changed life
styles, and a greater attention to energy use.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

O I know that Governor Reagan disagrees with my view that energy
conservation is an essential sacrifice that the American people
can make. His view is that the oil companies, when turned loose,
can produce all the energy we need. I disagree.

I also disagree with the Governor's apparent posture in the campaign
against asking the American people to sacrifice. I say that because,
place after place, event after event, wherever Governor Reagan goes
he indicates what additional Federal benefits he will provide (lower
inheritance taxes, greater Social Security benefits, a massive
increase in defense spending).

Carter

I believe the American people will continue to need to sacrifice in
a number of important areas over the next several years if we are
to beat the problems of foreign oil dependence and inflation and to
ensure a secure future and a sound economy.
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o I will ask the American people to:

Continue their efforts at energy conservation —at home, at
work, at leisure; ,§

‘bu!
restrain their wage and Qiice increases - this is essentialif we are to reduceqthe underlying inflation rate;

- -‘.'.>
recognize that d0nestic“§rOqram5 cannot be expanded at the
rate needed to meet‘hll pressing needs - and to recognize
that real defenssiincreases will continue to be needed in
the future. v
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Question:

Answer:

TONE OF CAMPAIGN

Don't you think your attacks on Governor Reagan — for
warmongering, for racism, for dividing the country - have
been primarily responsible for the generally low-road tone
of the campaign?

I have at times resorted to characterizationsaand I regret that the
tone has not always been what I would prefer. But I have tried to
focus on the sharp differences between us on the great issues of the
day. I do regret, though, that some of my statements in this campaign
have been misconstrued. I gather from Governor Reagan's public
comments that he regrets as well that a number of his statements
during this campaign have been misconstrued and misinterpreted. I
am pleased we can now focus on the issues and the different futures
for the country that our

fiwo
candidacies represent.

I have always tried to campaign on the issues and on the positive
reasons why I believe I deserve someone's vote. I did that in 1976
against President Ford a am trying to do it again this year. I
wish that my statements $“‘ihe issues received one-tenth the coverage
from the press as

th$£}p
ls or campaign tactics do.

What is vital
frogsghis

point forward is that we have a full airing of
the issues and a ll opportunity for the voters to decide which type
of future they would prefer. I believe this one-on-one debate is a
major step forward in that process. I wish we could have had it
earlier and more often. But I certainly appreciate Governor Reagan's
decision to join me in this debate.

I think that over the last few weeks, the tone of the campaign has
shifted to the important issues of whether we want SALT II ratified
or discarded, whether we want an economic revitalization program or
a massive tax cut for the wealthy, whether we want to ratify ERA or
not, whether we want National Health Insurance or not, whether we
want to keep the Windfall Profits Tax or not, whether we want to
abolish the Department of Education or not, and - perhaps most
importantly - whether we want to engage in a nuclear arms race or
whether we want to reduce tensions and nuclear armaments. These are
the issues we need to debate.
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GOVERNMENTREORGANIZATION

Question: How do you explain your failure to reduce the number of
government agencies by the magnitude you promised in l976
(down to 200)? Do you dispute the view that your reorganiza
tion effort has generally been a failure?

Answer: 1.;

E
E
K

_ 1} X*
THEME -’ ’

I HAVEN'T DONEsvERrTRINcRI7AoPsD BUT I nave MADEREAL PROGRESSIN
REORGANIZINGTHE GOVERN NT AND IN MAKING THE GOVERNENT MOREEFFICIENT.

I AM DETERMINED
TO.CQNTKNUE

THAT EFFORT IN A RESPONSIBLEway IN A SECOND
TERM. 3

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT

No President before me paid any serious attention to streamlining
government and reducing government regulations and paperwork.

0 When I talked about reorganizing the government in the last
campaign, I promised to make improvements in the managementand
organization of government a high priority of my Administration.

I kept that promise. To improve the productivity of the Federal
worker, I carried out the most far-reaching reform of the civil
service system in a hundred years; to develop a foundation for
carrying out energy policy, we consolidated scattered energy
programs and launched the Synthetic Fuels Corporation; to give
education the priority it deserves and at the same time reduce
HEWto more manageable size, I gave education a seat at the
Cabinet table, to create a stronger system for attacking waste
and fraud, I reorganized audit and investigative functions by
putting an Inspector General in major agencies. Since I took
office, we have submitted l4 reorganization initiatives such as
those and had them all approved by Congress. We have not done as
much as I would like but we have done more than anyone expected.

o Someefforts —- civil service, energy, inspectors general -
received a lot of attention; others —- such as Federal disaster
assistance and enforcement of equal employment laws, have gone
largely unnoticed, except by the storm victims and minority job
applicants directly affected.
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7 have learned from my experience as President.

/
We have tried to eliminate obsolete and ineffective agencies where
politically feasible (last year's figures show net reduction of
over 400 -— mainly advisory comittees, but some more substantial
ones -- LEAA and CAB are on their way out: current numbers are
probably less favorable). Sometimes the special interests defending
such agencies were too strong. One thing I have learned as
President -- there is no agency so obscure or incompetent that a
special interest will not rise to defend it.

Of course, reorganization is not really a numbers game. I accept
some of the blame for characterizing it that way in 1976, but I

I have learned that
reforming the management systems of government is often more
important than changing its architecture.

Since 1977, we have devoted as much attention to reorganizing
Federal personnel management, more cost-conscious regulatory
management, and an expanded and independent audit and investigation
system as we have to moving boxes around.

Much more important than the number of gsncies and personnel is
the burden of paperwork and regulatorytghquirements imposed by
the Federal government on its criterfbn. I have reduced the
paperwork burden by lS% Aha impose ‘R new a rwork bud at for
Federal agencies which promises

‘$
5 educe it more. A strong

management program to ensure the ost-effectiveness of new
regulations and the sunsetting of old ones is now in place.
Through airline, rail and trucking deregulation, we have taken
far-reaching steps to reduce unnecessary government interference
in the marketplace.

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan

O Reagan clearly is running against government -— and in doing so,
he is running down its people and its institutions. In proposing
a total freeze on Federal employment, he ignores the fact that a
hiring freeze is already in place -- but a responsible freeze that
provides for exceptions for emergencies and vital programs.

By threatening to dismantle the Departments of Energy and Education
and to reassess the synthetic fuels program, Reagan will plunge
these vital programs into confusion and waste precious energy in a
fight he could not win.

Reagan's proposal to pay thousands of outside auditors to assess
all government programs is wasteful and naive. I have already put
independent Inspectors General with expanded audit and investigative
resources in major agencies. The General Accounting Office, an
independent arm of Congress, provides audit and inspection of
Federal agencies.
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B. Carter
0

0 Improving the quality and efficiency of Federal programs through
reorganization and managementreforms will continue to be a high
priority.

0 Major areas of our emphasis:

Passage of Paperwork Reduction bill and implementation of
new paperwork budget.

,
Improving the structure of government to support reindustriali—
zation and economigxdevelopment.q ...:
Putting into place a "fast track" process for expediting
government daflisions and permits for critical energy
facilities and projects. (E.M.B.)

Reform of Federal administrative services to eliminate waste
in the government's overhead.

Renewal of reorganization authority to reform the structure of
government. I will seek additional authority to eliminate
functions and programs.
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JUDGE SELECTIONS

Question: What standards_do you use in selecting judges? What standard
would you use in selecting a Supreme Court Justice?

Answer:

THEME

I HAVE A SOLID RECORDOF SELECTING JUDGES SOLELY ON THEIR MERIT AND
QUALIFICATIONS. I HAVE NOT USED SONEONE'S VIEWS ON AN ISSUE AS A
STANDARD. I WOULDCERTAINLY AVOID DOING THAT OR PROMISING APPOINTMENTS
IN ADVANCE TO CERTAIN GROUPS, WITH RESPECT TO THE SUPREME COURT.

ls THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

Politics was a chief criterion in judicial selections before my
Administration. »

z\.\_/—.
o In 19761 promised to appoint judges onnmerit, and I have done that.
I have established judicial nnminati 'panels for Circuit Court
appointments and have urged»Senato \ o establish their own panels
for District Court appo ‘tments.

¢
€
§i
s

process has worked well. I

believe most objective analysts’ 1 e bar associations, would agree
that my appointments havevbeeh rivalled in quality and diversity.

0 And I have been very concerned about diversity. I have been concerned
that so many classes of people have been virtually excluded from the
Federal bench. I have reversed that. I have appointed more women,
Blacks, and Hispanics to the courts than all Presidents from
Washington to Ford combined. However this election is decided, that
will be what I regard as one of most significant legacies, for these
judges will be interpreting the laws and protecting our rights into
the next century.

0 In not a single one of my court appointments have I asked a potential
nominee his or her views on an issue, or sought that information.
Ky concern has been quality.

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan

0 I regret that my opponent has taken a different approach to judicial
nominations.

o In California, he appointed his appointments Secretary to the State
Supreme Court even though the bar association said the man was
completely unqualified. And his diversity of appointments was not
very good: of 600 nominees, only l2 were womenand were minorities.

o What is even more troubling to me is Governor Reagan's views of the
independence of the judiciary.
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0 When the courts decide that a law he favors is unconstitutional,
Governor Reagan criticizes the judges. When the Chief Justice
he appointed to the California Supreme Court wrote the Court's
opinion that a California death sentence statute was unconstitutional,
Governor Reagan criticized the decision and publicly regretted
appointing the Chief Justice.

Last February he attacked the present Justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States, even though six out of nine were appointed
by Republican presidents. he was angry with the Court over a minor
procedural point ——the Court's decision not to stay a lower court
ruling on the funding of abortions while it was being appealed. Be
accused the Court of "an abuse of power as bad as the transgressions
of Watergate." He said the President should put "new justices in the
court, men and womenwho respect and reflect the values and morals of
the American majority."

o In both cases, Governor Reagan was attacking the independence of the
courts. He was doing the same thingfnhen he said, earlier this year,
that his judicial nominees wouldlhave to oppose abortion and when he
initially indicated support forlthe abortion litmus test in the
Republican platform. He hop Says he disagrees with the platform, but
his critical views still trouble me greatly.

Carter

I will continue the merit selection process if re-elected. I will
also work to preserve the independence of the judiciary - that is
one of the bulwarks of our freedom.

When a Supreme Court opening occurs, I will continue my record of
quality appointments and judicial independence. I am determined to
have the best people our country has on the Court.

But I will not comit in advance to appoint a memberof any group to
the Court. Governor Reagan has promised to appoint a woman. The
political purpose underlying that commitment is obvious. I will not
engage in that type of political campaigning. I respect the Court too
much to use it as a bargaining chip to get votes. My judieial
appointment of womenstands for itself as testimony to my positive
position of womenon the Federal bench.
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Q ~ V. -.\\\
T

URBAN POLICY ~C:/—

\$
>

Question: What would you do to reverse the decline of our Nation's
cities? Hasn't your urban policy failed to improve the
lives of the residents of our Nation's cities?

Answer:

THM

I HAVE A SOLID RECORD OF AIDING TH CITIES. WE HAVE PUT IN PLACE THE
NETION'S FIRST COMPREHENSIVE URBAN POLICY. OUR URBAN POLICY AND MY
ECONMIC RENEWAL PROGRAM WILL ALLOW OUR CITIES TO CONTINUE TO MAKE
PROGRESS IN THE DECADE OF THE 1980's.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

There was no urban policy before I became President. The doors of the
White House were not fully open to May 1, The Federal government was
insensitive to the needs of our urb‘

vjfiggfis
o The health and stability ofi€;\ ;;t§§§!s cities has been one of
. my principal concerns as Pre

'

‘ I.3When I traveled our Nation
in 1976 as a

Presidential\g§p dtt

, I found that eight years
of Republican neglect had\ ok ‘the economics and the spirits
of our Nation's cities. Thrdhg the policies of my Administration,
we have reversed this trend of neglect and decline.

0 We have put into place the Nation's first comprehensive urban policy.
Urban aid is up more than 40 percent during my Administration.

o The future of our cities is in the private sector, and my Administration
has provided the tools that our cities need to develop their private
sector economies to their fullest. We have increased the incentives
for private investment in our cities by 3000 percent, (e.g. UDAG)
and have generated more than $10 billion of new investment in
our cities and more than half a million new jobs.

0 In addition, we have greatly expanded jobs and training money for
the unemployed and disadvantaged, particularly our Nation's youth.

0 We have provided large increases in aid for mass transit, neighborhood
aid, housing, education and other programs that are essential to the
health of our cities.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

0 Governor Reagan represents the least moderate element of a Republican
party that consistently has been insensitive to the needs of the
cities.
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0 Governor Reagan himself has said this year "urban aid programs
are the biggest phonies in the Federal system." I disagree.

o The entire Reagan urban program consists of two proposals, both
of which have been at least partially implemented by the Carter
Administration.

0 The first - urban homesteading - was enacted by a Democratic
Congress in l974 as a demonstration program. I have expanded the
program until 93 cities now are participating.

o The second Reagan proposal - "enterprise zones" — involves
offering tax incentives for private investment in high unemployment
areas. We have effectively already done this as well. Working
with the Congress, we extended the investment tax credit to urban
rehabilitation in l978 and I have proposed an additional ten
percent investment tax credit for high unemployment areas in my
economic renewal program.

o Finally, Governor Reagan has proposed the transfer of numerous
and unspecified Federal programs back tothe States and cities.
This will have one effect and ne effect only - it will increase
State and local taxes, espeeid§ly the property tax. In my view,
it would be a serious error to increase the already excessive
property tax burden/on our Nation's citizens.

If V

(4 ._ofbq3

0 While great progress
hQ§$geen

made during the past four years, more
remains to be done. \

Carter

0 First, I will work closely with the Congress to enact several
critical pieces of legislation during the post-election session:
the counter-cyclical aid bill, general revenue sharing, the
private sector economic development programs and the youth
employment and training bills.

o Second, my Economic Renewal program offers substantial new
incentives for private sector revitalization in our cities.

_o Finally, I intend to maintain my partnership with the leaders of
our great and small cities. Our cities now have a friend in the
White House; someone who listens to their concerns and responds.
I intend to continue that relationship.
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WASTEIN GOVERNMENT

gggestion: Mr. President, in 1976, you pledged to cut out governmentwaste and
over-regulation, and to reduce the numberof Federal agencies from
1900 to 200. Obviously, you haven't done that. Governor Reagan
recently charged that under your administration, the numberof pages
of new regulations has risen fifty percent on an annual basis, spending
for regulatory agencies has increased another fifty percent, and the
economic cost of regulation for industry has gone from $66 billion
to $100billion. He also says there is $50 billion of "waste" in
governmentspending that he would cut. Howdo you respond?

Answer:

THEM

MY ADMINISTRATIONHA5DONEMORETO REDUCEWQSTEAND INEFFICIENCY THANANY
ADMINISTRATIONIN HISTORY. I(LM COMMITTEDTO CONTINUINGTHIS RECORDWITH
RESPONSIBLECUTTINGANDREA§§§iIC CHANGESIN GOVERNMENTOPERATIONS.

O

. ~
THE PAST ANDTHE PRES

I have a record in improving governmentefficiency which far surpasses
that of previous Administrations.

Wehave challenged the special interests and achieved deregulation in
virtually every regulated industry -- airlines, trucking, rail, banking,
communications, securities, energy. Airline deregulation saved consumers
$2.5 billion in its first year alone and trucking deregulation will save
consumers $8 billion annually. Since I signed the Trucking Deregulation
bill this year, 50 major trucking companies have already cut their rates
by 10a.

Wehave reduced the amountof time American citizens spend filling out
Federal forms by l5‘.

Two years ago, we enacted the Civil Service Reform Act, the first
comprehensive overhaul of the Federal personnel system in nearly
a century.

Wehave established independent inspectors general in all the major
departments and agencies, with broad powers to audit and investigate
waste and abuse.

Wehave eliminated over 300 agencies and advisory committees. Wehave
consolidated government functions in key areas such as education,
energy, and equal opportunity enforcement.

'

Wehave improved cash managementpractices, saving billions of dollars
a year for the Federal government.
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THE FUTURE

R8826]!

0 Governor Reagannow says he would cut out more. And indeed he will
have to do so, if he is actually going to implement a 30‘ tax cut and
balance the budget at the sametime. To do all that would require
eliminating $130billion from current governmentprograms -— virtually
the entire discretionary part of the domestic budget.

Governor Reaganhas provided no specifics about what he would cut; he
says nothing more than we need to eliminate waste and abuse. Everyone
agrees with that. There is not $130billion in waste and abuse. In
California, Reaganmadea similar promise, yet government spending
went up l26\ during his term 7- the largest real increase in California
history. _\

'
\,~_ .

Governor Reaganhas said a great deal about waste in governmentduring
this election campaign, but so times he seemsnot to have all the facts.
Recently, he complained that‘ numberof pages in the Federal regulation
book had grown

during“my(tEministration.
But that is because I had the

size of the typeeface ' c ased so people could more easily read and
understand what the rnment was proposing. The numberof rules has

not increased.

I have learned in the last four years that there is always a powerful
special interest supporting every rule, and every wasteful government
function. These pressures can be enormousand no one can hope to cut
waste in governmentwithout the courage to fight. But I noted that Governor
Reaganhas not taken a forthright position supporting trucking deregu
lation and has implied his appointees to the ICC would comefrom the
very industry which opposed deregulation.

Carter

0 I amproud that myAdministration has put across the broadest, most
comprehensive program to cut out waste and improve efficiency in our
country's history. In the next four years, wewill continue with those
efforts. I amconfident we can achieve even more deregulation and
better government at less cost.

But I want to draw a sharp and clear line between myprogram, myvision
of the future, and those for whom"eliminating waste" sometimes sounds
like a code word for eliminating government completely. I have no inten~
tion of abandoning citizens of our cities who would like to look forward
to a future without smog. I will not abandon families who worry that
chemical wastes may infiltrate the soil under their homes. I will not
abandonworkers who know that substances in their workplaces may someday
bring illness downon themor their children.

Weare a great and civilized nation, and we do not need to buy prosperity
by sacrificing the health of our citizens or the beauty of our
environment. I pledge never to makesuch a trade-off.
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Question:

Answer:

SEQQNDARYQUESTIONS

._
03I,

(\ \‘_Bcb

Q’
‘

"
\<>J ECONOMY

Wageand Price Policv

Are you planning to continue your wage and price guideline
program next year and beyond? Would you consider any
tightening of the guidelines? Wouldn't you concede that
they have not been very successful in restraining inflation?

The voluntary wage and price standards have been an important
part of myprogram.

The voluntary wage and price standards did work.
estimates show that the rate of wage
percentage points less than it would

Quantitative
inflation in 1979 was 1-15
have been.

The wage and price standards program was critical in our ability
to prevent the 125%increase

'§%DPEC
oil prices in l979 from

driving us to a permanent déi ying inflation rate of over
10 percent. Policies to QSburagewage and price restraint are
important in our fight‘ ring down the underlying rate of
inflation. E

WhenI announcedthe Economic Revitalization Program on August 28
I explicitly noted that my advisers would be examining ways to
extend the voluntary program for private wage and price restraint.
In addition, I said that as there is room for further tax reductions
in the coming years wemust look for ways to use those tax reductions
to encourage wage and price moderation. There will be somevoluntary
incomes policy for next year.

By contrast Governor Reagan has absolutely no proposal for slowing
the underlying rate of inflation. Indeed, he proposes massive tax
cuts which would only create huge deficits and rekindle inflation.
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ENERGY: CONSERVATION

Question: You are putting a lot of Federal moneyinto energy
conservation programs. What are you really getting
for your investment?

M
THEME

I HAVEPUT IN PLACEOURFIRST ENERGYPROGRAM.GOVERNORREAGANHAS
NOREAL ENERGYPROGRAMEXCEPTLETTING TH BIG OIL COMPANIES"LOOSE".
CONSERVATIONIS TH QUICKES2; C ST WAYTO DECREASEOURDANGEROUS
DEPENDENCEon FOREIGN~6;L."MY

$ERVATIQN
PROGRAMSHAVEsnow

DRAMATICRESULTSANDI WILL BBfiPOUDTO CONTINUETHEM.
{x" 11 Q;

1. THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT

0 Weare consumingalmd2t 2 million barrels per day less than when
I took office (from l8.4 mb/d in 1976 to 16.5 mmb/din l980).
Two-thirds of the savings comesfrom conservation and only a small
part is due to the recession. Weare consuming8%less gasoline
than one year ago.

o These changes are in large part a result of the policies that
I have put into place in these last four years, such as:

-- The National Energy Conservation Policy Act which provides
grants and other incentives for energy conservation in
schools, hospitals, residences, automobiles, and major
homeappliances.

-— The Energy Tax Act, which established the first tax
incentives for residential conservation. Over 10million
Americans have used this new tax credit to insulate their
homes.

-- For low-income Americans, a Federal program is weatherizing
more than 23,000 homesevery month.

—— The mandatoryBuilding Temperature Regulations for non
residential buildings have saved between200,000 and 400;OO0
barrels of oil equivalent per day.

—- Domestic automakershave exceededFederal automobile fuel
efficiency standards in I978, I979 and l980. Increasingly
stringent standards will save some500,000 b/d by 1985 and
over l million b/d by l990.

—— The newEnergy Conservation and Solar DevelopmentBankwill
encourage conservation by low interest loans.

33-896 0 — 84 - 57 Part 1
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-- the 55 mph speed limit has saved 228,000 b/d of gasoline,
and has saved 40,000 lives, according to the Department
of Transportation.

-- In Fiscal Year l98l, the Federal Governmentwill spend more
than $2 billion to promote energy conservation, yielding more
than $5 billion in nationwide residential and industrial
conservation investments.

Somesay that these decreases in consumption were actually caused
by the recession. But last year, when real GNP grew 2.3a, our total
energy consumption dropped, for the first time in a non-recessionary
year in almost 30 years. Gasoline consumption dropped 10% last
December, several months before the recession really hit.

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan A

0 f these programs as "government
rm is against the 55 mile per hour

fuel efficiency standards in cars, and
ionxp‘ rams. He places little emphasis
V

Governor Reagan regard
meddling." His party}?
speed limit, againsti
against Federa1*bo‘se
on conservatioh. ,\ (‘

L3 Q
. \\ b\\B. Carter \<Q

o I will continue to implement my programs to encourage the American
people to conserve energy. I believe conservation is an essential
ingredient of a responsible energy program. My program will lead
us to energy security.

0 The new Energy Conservation and Solar Development Bank in H.U.D.
will soon be started to speed conservation.
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ENERGY: CRUDE OIL DECONTROL

Question: Wouldn't we produce more oil if we imediately decontrolled
crude oil prices? Why do you oppose that?

Answer:

THEME

2.

A.

MY RECORD IN ENCOURAGING INCREASED ENERGY PRODUCTION IS VERY SOUND, OVER
HALF OF OUR DOMESTIC OIL PRODUCTION IS ALREADY FREE FROM PRICE CONTROLS,
AND THE REMAINING CONTROLS ARE NOT A SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINT ON
PRODUCTION. FURTHER, I AM CERTAIN THAT IF I HAD CHOSEN "OVERNIGHT"
DECONTROL IN 1979, AS IS NOW URGED BY GOVERNOR REAGAN, IT WOULD HAVE
CAUSED A PROFOUND AND UNACCEPTABLE SHOCK TO OUR ECONOMY. I AM PHASING
OUT PRICE CONTROLS CAREFULLY, IN A PHASED—WAY, TO AVOID INFLATIONARY
SHOCK .

THE PAST AND THE PESE (RECORD) qfl‘J
o On April 5,

l979,\I,direct§§Rthat
domestic crude oil price and

allocation controls be end by September 30, 1981. Over half
of U.S. oil production is already free from price controls, and
the decontrol schedule is steadily releasing additional volumes.

0 The remaining price controls are not a serious constraint on domestic
crude oil production today. The number of operating oil and gas rigs
reached an all—time high this month (3,164) and there are more new
wells being drilled this year than any year in history. The real
constraint on production today is the availability of drilling rigs.

o The Department of Energy estimates that if I had imposed the immediate
decontrol of all crude oil in April 1979, it would have caused about
a l—l/2% increase in our Nation's inflation rate in 1980 above that
caused by phased decontrol.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

Governor Reagan has called for the immediate decontrol of all oil prices.
But he has offered no specific information on how much of an increase would
result, or at what price to our economy. Such an action now would be very
inflationary. I do not believe he fully understands the consequences of
his proposal.

CARTER FUTURE

0 I will continue to move in a responsible manner toward complete
decontrol, taking into account economic effects as well as energy
policy. y‘,

\ ‘J’ ‘

exploration
aQg;EfQEIopmenE,;5J, 1 . __

\
. I
{L_‘ _

' I‘ ${n\\
~

s

o I am convinced we wiI}‘he able-go continue our high record of4)
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ENERGY: EMERGENCY PRICE CONTROL AUTHORITY

Question: Would you consider reimposing oil price controls in the
event that OPEC prices began to skyrocket? Would you
seek the extension of the price control authority just
in case it were necessary to use it some time in the future?

Answer:

THEME
'
-

2.

A.

\~ \’u.\\\
I HAVE PUT OUR FIRST IN . GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS NO
REAL ENERGY PROGRAM EXCE

TO;FURN
IL COMANIES "LOOSE". DOMESTIC

PRICE CONTROLS HAVE ABSOLU
V
NO I ON SKYROCKETING OPEC PRICES:

THEY MERELY DISCOURAGE DOMESTIC PR ION OF CRUDE OIL. HOWEVER, IN
THE NEXT SESSION OF CONGRESS, I EXP TO ADDRESS TH MANY IMPACTS OF
THE END OF CRUDE OIL CONTROLS IN SEPTEMER 1981. I EXPECT TO SEEK
CERTAIN APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY IN CASE OF A SEVERE INTERNATIONAL ENERGY
SUPPLY EMERGENCY.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

o I look forward to September l98l as the culmination of the
phased decontrol of crude oil that I announced in April 1979.

o If OPEC prices were to increase today, the reimposition of
price controls would not be the answer. Domestic price
controls have no impact on OPEC prices, except that they may
hold down domestic production and so increase our dependence
on imported oil. I would consider the use of emergency
allocation measures, however, to ensure that the available
supply was fairly distributed.

0 I am concerned that I retain the necessary standby authority
to deal with a severe energy supply emergency, in case one
should arise after September 1981. I expect that I will seek
such authority in the next session of Congress.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

Governor Reagan claims to be absolutely opposed to all controls on crude
oil, so he would presuably not want any emergency authority to be
continued. He has never explained how he would deal with a severe
energy supply interruption.

¢_a§_’=_e_r

I intend to phase out all domestic crude oil controls on schedule,
but I also plan to remain egpipped with the necessary authority to
respond to an energy supply emergenpy.

' ~:? ‘ fig‘
This is a responsiblg}Approachj‘it is an approach which will provide
us with needed energy securityf

v
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"Lock-Up" of Federal Lands
And Resources

Energy :

Question: If you really want to increase domestic energy production,
why do you hold back so much Federal land with valuable
energy resources?

Answer

THH

1.

I RAVE PUT OUR FIRST ENERsY PROGRAMIN PLACE; GOVERNORREAOANHAS NO REAL
PROGRAMEXCEPT TURNINGTHE OIL COMPANIES"LOOSE". THE CHARGETHAT I HAVE
"LOCKED-UP" THE ENERGYRESOURCESON PUBLIC LANDS IS SIMPLY MISTAKEN. UNDER
MY ADMINISTRATION, I HAVEOPENEDUP MOREFEDERAL LANDS EOR MINERAL DEVELOPMENT
THANWEREEVER AVAILABLE EEEORE. THERE MUSTBE A PROPEREALANOEBETWEEN
MAINTAINING OURNATIONAL PARKS‘AND scENIc AREAS AND ENERGYEXPLORATION. I
HAVE PROVIDEDTHAT aALA:~r:_E‘;\__

Q§)[H =; ‘i (\THE PAST AND THE PRESENT1-
I-'

.Z*

.Q
>

0 Somehave charged thatfizhe Adinistration sponsored Alaska
Lands Bill will make that State's energy resources unavailable.
In fact, our legislation leaves over 90! of the promising oil
and gas acreage available for development, and lOO\ of the Outer
Continental Shelf (where most of the Oil and gas will probably
be found) is available. Further, we have submitted separate
legislation calling for private leasing of the National
Petroleum Reserve.

o Onshore Oil and Gas Development:

- Of the 822 million acres of Federal mineral estate,
approximately 500 million acres are available for oil
and gas leasing.

- In addition, l0O million acres are under lease and less
than 18 of all oil, gas and geothermal leases have surface
occupancy restrictions.

0 Wilderness Areas:

- Of the 174 million acres of public lands reviewed for
wilderness characteristics, 124 million acres have already
been determined to be better suited for multiple—use
management.

- Ninety percent of the lands under lease have already been
released from wilderness review and are available for
mineral development. '
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o Outer Continental Shelf Development:

-- My new five-year leasing program offers more acreage (45 million
acres) than all acreage offered since the program began in 1954.

-— Althouth only 2%or 3%of the total Outer Continental Shelf
area has been leased, only a very small part of the OCS has any
oil and gas potential; The most promising OCS areas (Alaska,
Santa Barbara Channel, Gulf of Mexico and parts of the Atlantic)
have been leaseQ3al§9ady Qruare

scheduled for leasing.
\ \ v-I\ \" , \’\ A \)

2-W n E). V
-\'.‘~

A- 5212 ~$,~

0 Governor Reagan says that he would accelerate the leasing of Federal
lands. But he has no plan proposed to do that. And he has made no
provision for environmental protection.

15- ‘§§££
o I will continue to develop all Federal mineral resources as rapidly
as possible, consistent with our environmental requirements.
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ENERGY: SOLARGOAL

Question: Isn't your goal of 20%solar and renewable energy by the year
2000 an unrealistic one?

Answer:

THEME

AS AN IMPORTANTELEMENTOF MY COMPREHENSIVEENERGYPOLICY, I ESTABLISHED A
NATIONALGOALOF SUPPLYING 20! OF OURENERGYNEEDS FROMSOLARANDRENEWABLE
RESOURCESBY TH YEAR 2000. THIS IS AN AMBITIOUS TARGETWHICHWILL REQUIRE
THE ACTIVE EFFORTS OF BOTHTHE GOVERNMENTANDTHE PRIVATE SECTOR, BUT I
REMAINCOMMITTEDTO MEETING IT.

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT

There was practically no solar or gasahol program when I took office.

0 I have more than tripled the,Ee ral budget for solar and renewable
resources to more than $l72’SItiion for fiscal year '81. This includes
substantial

investmentsgin*Z§seabchq§nd
development in commercialization.

o I have proposed
of solar technolo
the 40%credit pas

. ’ \
fiASC¥P\£hQ\E§ISt tax credits to encourage the use“' ' \ial and commercial buildings, including

o Those policies are working. Ten times as many households have solar
technology in place today as when I took office.

0 The Conservation and Solar Energy Development Bank that I proposed
will provide a total of $7.5 billion (1980-90) to spur conservation
and solar energy investment.

0 We have quadrupled gasahol capacity over the last 24 months.

o But Federal efforts alone cannot meet the ambitious 20% solar goal.
The private sector must also commit its resources to pursuing these
important energy resources.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

o I regret Governor Reagan has never shown much interest in solar and
renewable energy sources. He has offered no concrete development
proposals for these alternative resources. The Republican Platform
calls only for continued government support for research.

92$
0 I will continue to strengthen programs now in place to encourage the
increased use of solarland renewablegnesources to ensure that the
Federal Government is‘doingfeverXthing it can to meet the 20%goal.5/ "'1.

o I will also push for new programs to encourage such use if they are
needed. For example, I will continue to seek a tax credit for passive
solar technologies.
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Energy: Tsypfuels

Question: How can you justify spending $88 billion to produce a
few synthetic fuels?

Answer:

THEME

Z.

A.

I HAVE PUT own FIRST ENERGY PROGRAM IN PLACE. covranon REAGAN HAS NO
REAL PROGRAM. THE srnrnsrzc FUELS CORPORATION IS cnnasrn WITH DEVELOPING
THE SYNTHETIC FUELS INDUSTRY TO PRODUCE AT LEAST 2 MILLION BARRELS or OIL
EQUIVALENT BY 1992. Tan FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL NOT ACTUALLY PRODUCE
ANY or rust FUELS ITSELFx WE WILL ACT INSTEAD as A CATALYST FOR THE
TALENTS AND INVENTIVENESS or AMRICAN PRIVATE INDUSTRY, ABSORBING sons
or THE SPECIAL RISKS or THESE NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN onnsa To exrsoxrr THEIR
DEVELOPMENT< THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL ggg SPEND THIS MUCH. THE FEDERAL
INVESTMENT rs LIMITED TO STANDING LOAN:AND PRICE GUARANTEES.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT -,\,;~

,~»\ 1 ¢\
o Synthetic fuels will pla Ianfimporbant role in freeing our Nation
from its dangerous depen 1'on;§pported oil. We need to have
them available on a‘comerc al s§ple as soon as possible. The
private sector will develop and produce these fuels, but because
of the high business risk inherent in these new technologies,
they cannot move as rapidly as we need.

0 I established the Synthetic Fuels Corporation to serve as a catalyst
for the private development of synthetic fuels. The Synthetic
Fuels Corporation will provide loan guarantees and price or
purchase guarantees to selected synfuels projects in order to
decrease the risk to the companies that build them. This partner
ship cf public and private capital will bring us a commercial-scale
synthetic fuels industry much more rapidly than could the private
sector alone.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

I think Governor Reagan's stand on synthetic fuel is very short-sighted.
Governor Reagan would "turn the oil companies loose" to develop synthetic
fuels, if they felt like doing so. He would abolish the Synthetic Fuels
Corporation and end all government investment in synfuels- This would be
be a tragedy for our energy future.

Carter

I will continue to provide risk-minimizing financial support for
synfuels projects in order to meet our goal of 2 million barrels/
equivalent per day of synthetic fuels by l992.

The steps I am taking will provide a secure future for our country.
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ENERGY: WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

uestion: Wouldn't we produce more oil if we limited or repealed theQ--—— .Windfall Profits Tax? Why do you oppose that?

Answer:

THEME

I HAVE PUT OUR FIRST ENERGY PROGRAM IN PLACE. GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS NO
REAL PROGRAM EXCEPT TO TURN THE OIL COMPANIES "LOOSE". I AM PROUD THAT
WE SUCCEEDED IN ENACTING THE WINDFALL PROFITS TAX TO ENSURE THAT THE
OIL COMANIES DID NOT PROFIT EXCESSIVELY FROM THE DECONTROL OF CRUDE
OIL AND TO FUND OUR VITAL NATURAL ENERGY POLICIES. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY
NO EVIDENCE THAT THE EXISTENCE OF THIS TAX IS CONSTRAINING THE DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION OF OIL. \f:
TH PAST AND THE PRESENT K T;

. > ii-'
o I decided to decontrol domestic cifide o£l'in order to increase
domestic oil production. We simply c§Qld not continue discouraging
the development of American oil resources while we subsidized the
increasing imports of foreign oil.

o But rather than let all of the increased profits go to the oil
companies, we enacted the Windfall Profits Tax. This tax will
bring in over $227 billion in 1980-90 to finance the development
of alternative energy sources, triple our investment in mass transit
and assist low-income households in meeting rising energy costs.
The oil companies still keep 29¢ of every $1 of income from decontrol
after all taxes are paid -— a handsome return.

o There is absolutely no evidence that the Windfall Profits Tax has
held down domestic crude oil production. The number of operating
oil and gas rigs reached an all-time high this month (3,164) and
there are more new wells being drilled this year than any year in
history. The real constraint on production today is the availability
of drilling rigs.

o Where specialized, marginal domestic production was more likely
to be discouraged by high taxes (tertiary, newly discovered and
heavy oil), the tax is applied at a very low rate.

0 We are continuing to make adjustments for unintended inequities
in the Windfall Profits Tax. For example, we will support a
$1,000 tax credit for small royalty owners. '
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THE FUTURE

Reagan

Governor Reagan supports immediate, total crude oil decontrol and the
repeal or weakening of the Windfall Profits Tax. This would drain the
purchasing power of consumers through high prices, award massive profits
to the oil companies and do nothing to

lgfilow-incolne
families cope

with the rising cost of energy or provi e revenues for an alternative
energy program for mass transit.

' (\
Carter I, §
I will continue to invest the revenu s from the Windfall Profits
Tax in securing our Nation's energy independence for mass transit
and in aiding our poorest citizens. This will provide us with energy
security.
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Qpestion:

HDSWQXI;

Question:

M=
O

me
How do you think Congressman Anderson will affect the election?
Do you think he has damagedthe two party system?

Congressman Anderson will definitely have someeffect on the
election; precisely how much I do not know. But, based on all
of the data I have seen, there really is no doubt that his votes
are being drawn disproportionately from me, rather than
Governor Reagan. >}

That is so because many Independihts and Democrats have felt that
Congressman Anderson, because.of§some v recent changes in
position, represented a moretlibernl ach to governmental
matters than I do. And those-Indepemde ts and Democrats make up
the bulk of the Congressmb's.consti‘pency.

I harbor no ill-feelings to John erson. He is a determined
campaigner, and a good man. I thi it is clear his positions
are infinitely closer to mine than to Mr. Reagan's. Indeed, his
positions on some issues are virtually indistinguishable from mine.
But I do not think it is healthy for the two party system to have
candidates defeated in the primary and caucus process become
candidates in the general election. The stability of the two party
system is one of our government's greatest virtues and should be
preserved.

I do not know what the future impact of the Anderson candidacy
will be on the two party system. My hope is that it will be
preserved as we have known it.

DEATHPENALTY

What is your position on the death penalty?

As President, I am sworn to uphold the Constitution, and the Supreme
Court has determined that, in the appropriate circumstances, the
death penalty is constitutional.

The issue, therefore is not whethep‘we can constitutionally employ
the death penalty. The issue is determinipg what offenses, if
any, warrant the death penalty.

‘
¢\i‘\$*

.U 0 .

This is principally a matter forQshé‘State legislatures to determine.
My personal view, which I expregbed in my last campaign, is that
there are a very limited number of circumstances where the death
penalty might be appropriate -— such as the murder by an inmate
of a prison guard. That remains my position today.
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- - FEAR OF REAGAN

Question: Do you believe the Democratic constituencies will now be rallying
around your candidacy for any reason other than fear of your
Republican opponent? Isn't that fear becoming the critical
element of your campaign, pushing you to run an essentially
negative campaign?

Answer:

THEME

I AM A MAINSTREAM DEMOCRAT IN THE TRADITION OF ROOSEVELT, TRUMAN, KENNEDY,
AND JOHNSON. MY OPPONENT IS A VERY CONSERVATIVE REPUBLICAN. THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE ARE INCREASINGLY RECOGNIZING THIS FACT AND I BELIEVE THEY ARE
INCREASINGLY SUPPORTING ME BECAUSE OF THE FUTURE THAT I AM COMMITTED TO
PROVIDING THE NATION.

THE FAST AND THE PRESENT

0 Over the past A years I have developed a record in the tradition of
Democratic Presidents -— commitmght

tgxgeace.
to creating new jobs,

e poor and disadvantaged, toto helping the elderly, to
protgotinggaensuring equal rights, to hekpihF w3\_

ng men and women.

0 Like my Democratic predec
ésoiif

I‘%dve not been able to accomplish
everything I wanted. And h e _ rned, from the experience of
being President, how difficult if‘ s to accomplish all that I would
like.

0 But I believe the Democratic constituency is increasingly recognizing
what we have accomplished and it is now rallying around the Democratic
nominee for the same positive reasons that they have behind every
Democratic nominee.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

0 I cannot deny that some Democratic voters are very concerned about
Governor Reagan's positions and the direction in which he would
like to take the country.

0 They age concerned about his opposition to SALT II, to ERA, to
National Health Insurance, to the Windfall Profits Tax, to urban
aid programs, to the Department of Education, to labor law reform,
to Humphrey-Hawkins, to the minimum wage - all of these programs
are part of the Democratic Platform and my own agenda.
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B. Carter @ » -~ ~

0 I amnot trying to emphasize Governor Reagan's positions to the
exclusion of my own, or my record.

I have always tried to give my audiences a clear picture of the
contrasts between the two very different futures the country faces
if Governor Reagan or I am elected. In doing that I emphasize what
I am for and my opponent is against.
- SALT II
.- Reduced Nuclear Arms Ra;e;\;

/ . ’~.‘//"-- ERA

- National Health Insurgnce lit
Db-— A strong MinimumWage
\ z_..

—— Economic Revitalization -— particularly of the auto and steel
industries

—— Continuation of CampDavid process

- Continued Normalization of Relations with China
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Question:

Answer:

THME

FLIP-FLOPS

You have accused Governor Reagan of flip-flopping during the
course of the campaign. Haven't you flip-flopped a great deal
over the past four years? What is the difference?

I HAVE LEARNED FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING PRESIDENT, AND I HAVE CHANGED
SOME THINGS I DID EARLIER IN MY TERM. BUT THOSE CHANGES WERE MADE OVER TIM,
AS THE PROCESS OF GOVERNING WENT FORWARD. GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS CHANGED HIS
POSITIONS DURING THIS CAMPAIGN ON A VARIETY OF POSITIONS HE HAS TAKEN OVER
A 20-YEAR PERIOD.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

Some of what I have learnedo As President, I have learned a great deal.
has caused me to modify positions I had or roaches I took early in
the term. For instance, I have adopted

nqggfiftougher
anti~inflation

program than I thought was necessary in ‘Ha beginning. I decided to
decontrol oil because of the increased

ég
rtance of reducing our

dependence on foreign energy. And I lerated considerably our
defense spending program because of eh; state I found our armed forces.J

0 But all of this was done after a clear examination of the facts, and a
careful, deliberate weighing of all the alternatives. In nearly every
case, the change was not likely to increase my political standing and
in fact none of them did.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

o By contrast, Governor Reagan has dropped, virtually overnight, positions
he has held for nearly 20 years during an election campaign.

o Let me give some examples:

-- Aid to New York City
—- Aid to Chrysler
-- Two China Policy
—— Minimu Wage
—- OSHA Abolition

o I think the American people should be concerned about whether these new
found positions are the ones they would see implemented if Governor Reagan
were elected, as opposed to the positions he has held nor nearly 20 years.
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B. Carter

0 I do not want to claim that I will never again change a position. I
expect that I probably will at some point in a second term, as I learn
more or circumstances change.

But I can say that my basic philosophy will never change:

-- passion for peace &~:;\‘-- overriding commitment to nuclear arms reduction-- concern for the disadvantagedJ
-- commitment to help the working man and woman
—- dedication to equal rights and justice
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Question:

Answer:

0

GUN CONTROL

Do you support greater gun control? If so, why have you not done
more to achieve this?

I support increased handgun controls. I support eliminating Saturday
Night Specials -— which are so frequently used in violent crimes -
and I support improved registration requirements for handgun purchases.
I do not believe, for instance, that any individual -- regardless of
previous handgun or other criminal offenses -- should be allowed to
purchase handguns. Strengthened registration requirements can
help to prevent this. 9

I would not support any type qiiincreased controls over long-guns.
They are used for hunting and(are not criminal purposes. As a
hunter, I know the value apdsimportanqas f allowing long-guns to be
purchased without Federal§restraints@\

..-\\ \
This position is the odgil outlin °&n my 1976 campaign. It is
the position of our current D tic Platform. It remains my
position. ‘

I regret that progress in this direction has not been achieved, but
the lobbying pressure on Congress on this issue has been so intense
that no action has been possible. In fact, the only action that we
were able to initiate —- administrative tightening of some handgun
registration requirements -— was effectively overturned by Congress.

I think the position advocated by Governor Reagan is dangerous,
particularly for those who live in high—crime areas. The Governor
believes that there should effectively be no restrictions on gun
purchases. He supports the Republican Platform's call for repeal
of the Gun Control Act of 1968, which was passed after Robert
Kennedy was killed.

In my view, a position which does not regulate Saturday Night
Specials or handguns is not one which recognizes reality. The
ready availability of those guns to those who might not otherwise
so easily obtain them is not a sound way to protect innocent people.
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INTEGRITY

Question: In light of the Bert Lance and Billy Carter affairs, how can you
honestly claim to have restored integrity to the White House?

Answer:

THEME

I HAVEWORKEDLONGANDHARDTO STAIN OF WATERGATEAND ITS;
AFTERMATHANDOURRECORDINDICATEQ’QB HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL. I INTEND TO
CONTINUEOUR STRONG,FORTHRIGHTi8ECQRDI ITHIS AREA DURING A SECONDTERM.

\, \\\& 5’
1. TEE FAST ANDTHE PRESENT

(K
-'
-~

.63-*

0 When I took office, thé;?resid§H¢y was suffering from the problems
associated with the Vietnam War, Watergate, the CIA revelations.
There was a sense of distrust‘of the Presidency. There was a decline
in respect of the Presidency. There was an abhorence of the secrecy
and heavy-handedness that surrounded the Oval Office.

0 We have changed that. We have worked to restore integrity, through
legislation now requiring full financial disclosure of Federal
officials, the appointment of Special Prosecutors in appropriate
cases, the end of the "revolving—door" syndrome in Washington.

0 We have put Inspectors General in each of the Departments to root
out fraud and waste.

0 We have established an independent Justice Department -— one with
virtually no contact with the White House.

0 We have established blue ribbon Commissions to take politics out of
judicial appointments.

0 We have been open —- held 30 Town Hall Meetings (no other President
has ever done so), 60 press conferences; we have provided greater
access to the White House and Cabinet Departments for all citizens
than ever before.

0 When there have been problems - as with Billy Carter - I have been
honest and aboveboard about the situation.

2 . THE FUTURE

Carter

0 I am comitted in the future to taking further steps to ensure the
integrity and openness of our government —- that is amongmy highest
priorities.

0 I amcommitted to: (\X .
.. continued

appointmenp2€;>qualified,
honest individuals to key

Federal positions;
Q?‘././\\\b-- passage of lobbyel}gvjeformDe— to provide the public with greater

information abou? lobbyi
ctivities;

‘E ‘i
x is y
/

—- preserving sunshifié rul and requirements; and

—— continuing an independent Justice Department.

33-896 0 — 84 — 58 Part 1
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Question: Do you think it is fair to repeat old quotes of Governor Reagan's -

many of the quotes are from the l960's - when he has changed his
positions since these quotes were made? Aren't you taking them
out of context as well?

Answer:

0 On a few occasions early in the campaign I was justly criticized
for trying to characterize Governor Reagan's positions. So I decided
to avoid that problem by simply quoting Governor Reagan. That way
there could be no basis for complaints of mischaracterization.

0 When I do quote him, I try to'indicate the date, so the audience
can judge for itself the timeliness hi;the Governor's statements./ - ‘

0 But generally, I have been quoting Governor Reagan's most current
quotes, because they best represent his latest views and because
some of them trouble me the most.

0 For instance, it was this year - l98O - that Governor Reagan has
said: ,

—~ "High unemployment is in large part due to the minimum wage."

-- "The minimum wage has caused more misery and unemployment
than anything since the Great Depression."

-- "Urban aid programs are one of the biggest phonies in the
system."

-- "I don't think nuclear non-proliferation is any of our business."

—- "Air pollution is substantially under control."

-- " % of pollution comes from trees."

—— "We should use the nuclear arms race card."

0 These positions show a lack of understanding of the complexities
our Nation faces and that a President faces.

~- The minimum wage has helped millions of Americans and I
am wholeheartedly committed to it.

-- Urban aid programs have revitalized our urban areas and
helped our most disadvantaged citizens, and I am committed
to their growth.

-- Nuclear non—proliferation is our business - it is vital to
all of us. '

/_.~ (5—- Air pollution is not under contrQ§>
though progress has been

made; but we must remain vigi1dnt'in this area. And it doesn't
come from trees.

-- And a nuclear arms race is'§breckless proposal.
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RELATIONS WITH CONGRESS

Question: Why have you had so muchdifficulty in dealing with Congress
and in getting your major programs adopted in the form you
propose? Whywould you be any more successful during a
second term?

Answer:

THEME

MY RECORDWITH THE CONGRESSHAS BEENGOOD—A SUBSTANTIALMAJORITY OF MY
MAJOR PROPOSALSHAVE BEEN ENACTED.
WELL - AS A REPUBLICAN ANDA NEWCOMER.

GOVERNORREAGANWOULDNOT DO NEARLY AS
MY EXPERIENCE SHOULDMAKETHE NEXT

FOURYEARS EVEN BETTER.

1. THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT

O No President has ever had a Congress approve every item of his legis
lative program - that would makeCongre a rubber-stamp, and that is
not what the Founding Fathers intended that would not be healthy.

There certainly have been tough legislative fights - and they have
received a good deal of publicity - St; the bitter feelings and
all-out war between Congress and theapresident which existed during
the Nixon—Ford years has never occui?ed.

We have probably not done a good enough job letting the public know
how successful we have been with Congress. A look at the record of
what has been passed during the past four years shows howmuch
progress and cooperation there has been. In fact, a substantial
majority of mymajor legislative programs have been enacted - and
that is a record which about equals myDemocratic predecessors:

Energy program - there was none
Urban policy - there was none
Civil Service Reform
Deregulation of airlines, trucks,
Saving of Social Security System
Humphrey-Hawkins
MinimumWage Increases
Department of Education
ERA deadline extension
Increased Defense Spending
Taiwan-U.S. Relations Act

rail, and banks

2. THE FUTURE

A. Reagan

O I do not believe Governor Reagan would be able to improve that record.
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0 As a Republican, he will be dealing with a Democratic Congress -
producing the type of stalemate and confrontation we saw in the
Nixon-Ford years.

0 As a newcomer to Washington, Governor Reagan would have to go through
the same long trial and error period that I did - and as a Republican
that period would be even more difficult.

0 There are so many pressing problems now before the Congress that we
cannot afford a 1-2 year hiatus.

3- “Ii
0 I have not been able to pass all that I proposed, but I amgoing to
keep pursuing my legislative agenda :.9sj} did with my energy
program —until we are successful.'%I?nBw1know the Congress and the
key people in it. gfiy\ r/ 7?)

o I have a clear legislative program fqfithe future:.
6‘ Q- SALT II ‘
'Q\_-'-— National Health Insurance

—- Economic Renewal Package
-- Welfare Reform
—— Job Creation Programs
-— The last pieces of our energy program (Utility Oil Backout, EMB)

0 Progress toward enacting these measures has been made. The foundation
has been laid.
without undue delays and interruption.

I have the experience and know-how to get them enacted,
I amdetermined to do that.
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Question:

MASS TRANSIT

What do you plan to do to improve our nation's mass transit system?

Answer:

THEM

A MAJOR GOAL OF MY ADMINISTRATION HAS BEEN TO IMPROVE THE FLEXIBILITY OF OUR
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AND OFFER BETTER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO ALL

AMRICANS. I HAVE PROPOSED A TEN YEAR, $43 BILLION PROGRAM TO INCREASE MASS
TRANSIT CAPACITY BY 50 PERCENT AND TO PROMOTE MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT VEHICLE
USE, IN THE NEXT DECADE. I ALSO HAVE ESTABLISHED A GOAL OF MAKING MASS TRANSIT
SYSTEMS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL AMERICAN CITIZENS, INCLUDING THE ELDERLY AND THE
HANDICAPPED.

Mass transit had been the step—child of the transportation system until my
Administration. l;- _'

0? v_ ,3‘ .
E1 \QA 3’ \ Ni’A-—\

o I have proposed a ten year, $4§‘Eilli6h~program to increase mass
transit services and to provide mor ergy efficient transportation.
This program will be funded

partia$§§
from revenues raised by the

Windfall Profits Tax.

o I also have submitted legislation to the Congress to restructure the
mass transit capital and operating assistance programs. This bill
will:

-- increase the efficiency of Federal operating assistance;

-— encourage cities to achieve major national priorities,
such as reducing costs and increasing energy efficiency;
and

—— provide greater aid to the communities with the most
effective transit systems.

0 Theseproposed changes in the urban mass transit formula aid program
will result in additional funds for cities and counties with large,
existing mass transit systems.

0 In addition, we as a nation cannot retreat from our commitment to make
public transportation accessible to the elderly and the handicapped.
I am committed to the goal of making public transportation accessible
to all elderly and handicapped citizens.

o But public transportation is not just urban mass transportation. My
Rural Development Policy which I announced last year has led to the
first Small Comunity and Rural Area Transportation Initiative to be
implemented by the Department of Transportation.
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2. THE FUTURE '

Reagan

0 Governor Reagan has said, "urban aid programs are the biggest
phonies in the Federal system," but he has not defined an urban
or rural mass transportation policy.

0 He has proposed returning mass transit funding from the Federal
government to State and l°¢al communities. That would increase
local property taxes enormously.

Carter

o Much progress has been made over the past four years, and much remains
to be done.

W I/
'

0 First, I will work closely with the C “ Ess to insure passage of the
Public Transportation Act Amendments?’ ch includes the reformulation
of urban mass transit funding:grantA — the most significant change
in the formula program since‘its\imception in“}979 - and the largest
authorization inthe-history of the Urban Ma5k'Transportation Administra
tion, $24.7 billion over the next fiqe‘#ears.

0 Second, my 1981 budget for the Urban Mass transportation Administration,
passed by the Congress this month as part of the DOT Appropriations Act,
reflects the largest level of public transit support ever, over $4
billion in federal aid to urban and non-urban areas.

o We must begin now to insure that funds for mass transit over the
next decade are wisely spent, and the promise of mass transit to bring
our cities and towns closer together is finallyrkept.
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Question:

Answer:

0

SCHOOLBUSING

Do you still support busing as a vehicle for school desegregation?

I do not believe busing is the solution to ensuring that our schools
are integrated in a constitutionally permissible way.

My preference would be that less disruptive ways might be found to
ensure integration. And I believe that is the preference of the
vast majority of parents of school-age children, both black and
white.

However, in many cases busing may be the only way a Federal court
can find to ensure school integration. If a court makes that
determination, and I hope a court would make that determination
only as a last resort, I believe we

h
a
s no choice but to obey

the court order. ”
(\j\

I am sworn to uphold the Consti is n and believe it would be inviolation of my oath if I in an;§way sought to circumvent the court
order. I would never do that.
Finally, let me say that I do not support the view which my opponent
has advocated a number of times -— that a Constitutional amendment
be adopted to prevent the use of busing. Such an amendmentmight
impede the ability of the courts to enforce the Brown v. Board of
Education decision by the Supreme Court. And I strongly support
that decision.
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STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Question: ‘In what areas affecting State and local governments do you think the
Federal government should assume a greater role? A lesser role?

Answer:

THME

MY ADMINISTRATION HAS DON A GREAT DEAL TO IMPROVE RELATIONS BETWEEN TH
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. IN GENERAL, OUR EFFORTS
HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO REDUCE TH BURDEN ON THE LOCAL PROPERTY TAX SYSTEM AND
TO ENSURE TERT ALL STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMNTS HRVE ADEQUATE RESOURCES TO
PROVIDE ESSENTIAL POLICE, FIRE AND SANITATION SERVICES.

it
THE PAST AND THE PRESENT '“_f?;}

}’K.
o One of my domestic policy goals'has been to\give States and localities
greater flexibility to manage the aid thatkfhe Federal government provides.
Whether it is revenue sharing, communi£y‘development, education, housing,
transportation or other programs, wg have increased the flexibility the
States and cities have to manage‘these programs so that they can meet the
needs of our citizens. And we have cut through red tape to make these
programs easier to use.

o In a number of areas, we have expanded the Federal government's respon
sibility. A good example is welfare reform. There is no question that
reducing poverty is national concern that must be addressed by all of
us. It simply is not fair to place the burden of financing welfare
on property tax payers throughout our Nation. This service should be
financed by all of us, and on a reasonably equitable basis.

o One principal that I have sought to enforce is to reduce the demands to
provide services on the local property tax. By increasing aid for educa
tion, fiscal relief and other services, we have helped to hold the line
on property tax increases. This has been an important goal to me,
because no tax falls more cruelly on the elderly, the sick and the
disadvantaged than the property tax.

o Without question, any major transfer of programs to the States and
cities will cause massive and disastrous increases in local taxes, and
particularly in the property tax.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

o Governor Reagan has proposed a massive but unspecified transfer of
Federal programs to the States and cities. he has been no more specific
about the proposal than he was about many of his other campaign proposals.
But this proposal could only have one of two effects.
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0 Either the services transferred (presumably education, mass transit,
housing) will be eliminated or cut severely; or State and local taxes
will increase dramatically to pay for them. Nothing could be worse for
our Federal system than the massive and uncontrolled increases in
property taxes that this proposal would cause.

B-2525
o I will continue to work with Statg_and local governments to build on
our previous progress and achieve the following:

I) provide even greater
fle’xibilit‘$States

and cities in managing
Federal programs. KI»; (\

2) cut through red-tape so ph e Federal programs are more
efficient: and .

3) refine the responsibilities of the Federal, State and local
governments.

o I feel very strongly that a massive transfer of programs to the States
and cities will only increase the already excessive burden of the
property tax. I will oppose that type of program.
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HUMAN NEEDS

HEALTH AND WELFARE — GOVERNMENT'S ROLE

Question: Don't your major welfare and health proposals demonstrate
that your Administration basically favors a bigger Federal
government, and given that the public and the Congress seem
to be moving in the other direction, can you tell us how
you can have any more success with them in a second term
than you did in the first term?

Answer:

THME

1.

THESE PROPOSALS REPRESENT SOLUTIONS TO VERYESERIOUS PROBLEMS
-

RISING HALTH COSTS, LACK OF ADEQUATE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE, AND
AN INEFFICIENT INEQUITAELE WELFARE SYSTEMIN GOVERNOR REAGAN HAS NOT
PROPOSED REAL SOLUTIONS. ; '¥I

. \ \.

wane mus LEGISLATION 010 nor PASS -\It:t~M!‘FI_
TERM, VERY REAL

PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE AND WE
\AN:EXC€%L

CHANCE OF PASSING
THSE MEASURES IN MY SECOND TE H. P‘

QQ=-.-'
QTHE PAST AND THE PRESENT $

0 My health insurance proposal would guarantee that all citizens
were protected against catastrophic expenses, that Medicare
benefits for the aged are improved, and that basic insurance
coverage for the poor would be expanded. My proposal would build
on the current partnership between public programs like Medicare
and private insurance.

o Although this measure did not pass, it stimulated the first serious
Congressional committee consideration in nearly a decade in the
Senate Finance Committee.

o Until my Administration, no serious effort to reform the Nation's
welfare system had been attempted in almost a decade. Working
within the framework of our existing welfare system, the welfare
reform package offers an achievable means to increase self—
sufficiency through employment rather than welfare, to provide
more adequate assistance to people who are unable to work, and
to remove inequities in coverage under current programs.

0 With the cooperation of the Congress, the Social Welfare Reform
Amendments Act has passed the House, and hearings have been held
on the Work and Training Opportunities Act. I consider welfare
reform one of my most important legislative initiatives, and will
continue to press for final enactment.



2. TH FUTURE

A. Reagan

O In spite of the 20 million people without any health insurance
and the 80 million with inadequate coverage, my opponent has said
‘There is no health care crisis" and "I'm opposed to National
Health Insurance".

Governor Reagan proposes to transfer all functions to the States0
along with the tax sources to finance them. _

B. Carter p ;\ If;
o I am committed to enactment of my carefully phae§dhin National
Health Plan, and I am confident given the seiioas committee
consideration the issue received this y 'bhat we will be able
to build on those efforts and achieve enactment this year.

0 I will press for final enactment of welfare reform. In the mean
time, I will continue to pursue all reasonable efforts administratively
within the lattitude provided by present law, to achieve coordination,
efficiency, and effectiveness in our welfare system.
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m=
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

What is your position on National Health Insurance?

AIISWQIt

THEME

THE NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN I HAVE SUBMITTEDTO THE CONGRESSIS SOLID
EVIDENCE OF MY COMMITMENTTO TH ACHIEVEMENTOF HEALTH INSURANCE
COVERAGEFOR ALL AMERICANS. MY NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN FOLLOWSIN THE
DEMOCRATICTRADITION OF PRESIDENT TRUMAN,WHOCHALLENGEDCONGRESSTO
SECUREFOR ALL AMERICANSACCESS TO QUALITY HEALTHCARE AS A MATTEROF
RIGHT, AND PRESIDENTS KENNEDYAND JOHNSON, WHOLED THE CONGRESSTO
ENACTMEDICAREANDMEDICAID. MY OPPONENT,ON THE OTHERHAND, BITTERLY
OPPOSEDTH ENACTMENTOE MEDICARE, JUST AS NOWHE OPPOSESNHI. UNDER
MY ADMINISTRATION, NHI HAS RECEIVED THE FIRST SERIOUS CONGRESSIONAL
CONSIDERATIONIN OVERA DECADE;WITH THIS EXPERIENCE WEHAVE AN
EXCELLENTCHANCEOF OBTAINING PASSAGEOF A BILL IN MY SECONDTERM.

o The first phase
legislatggqvmich

I have submitted to the Congress

THE PAST ANDTHE PRESENT":
I

lays the foundation for versal, comprehensive health insurance
by:

-- providing comprehensive coverage for the poor;

-- limiting expenses for the elderly;

—- providing comprehensive coverage for all pregnant women
and young children; and

-- assuring catastrophic coverage for everyone.

0 At the same time, it recognizes that such a major new program
must be carefully phased in, with essential cost containment
features.

0 It provides a substantially increased role for private health
insurance (through increased underwriting and administrative
services) and provides strong incentives for competition.

o It responds to a glaring need -- 20 million Americans have no
health insurance, another 20 million have inadequate basic insurance,
and yet another 40-50 million have inadequate catastrophic insurance.

0 The Senate Finance Comittee has done extensive mark—upof a bill
which closely resembles my proposal, and it expects to complete
that task in the next session of Congress. Under a Democratic
Administration, the chances of passage are excellent next session.
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2. ms Furuns

A. Reagan

O

B. Carter

0

Question:

Answer:

Private savings stems from both businesses and individuals.

My record here is in stark contrast to the views of Governor
Reagan. He opposes NHI, and helped lead the unsuccessful fight
to defeat Medicare when it was being considered by the Congress.

The substantial progress we have made toward enactment of NHI
over the past 4 years would be wasted under Governor Reagan.

Governor Reagan has publicly stated that "There is no health
care crisis today", and further, that "Virtually all Americans
have access to excellent medical care today.“ The facts simply
do not support these assertions.

.- <5’?/:\\F) ‘-
l

a_ , \ \r \/‘J I‘, “'
With the help of Senator Ksmnedyljwhq has deyoted a substantial
chunk of his Congressional career to iqptQfi¥d health care,
Senator long and other Congressionalrleaders, the chances of
passage in Congress are excellent the next session.

I am committed to the ultimate enactment of universal, comprehen
sive NHI, to be phased in as economic conditions permit. I feel
it is one of the major unfinished items on America's social agenda.
The proposal which I have submitted to the Congress creates both
the framework and the momentum to reach that long-sought goal.

Savings

What specific incentives would you provide to encourage
greater savings? What would you do to encourage savings?

The
liberalized depreciation plan I proposed as part of my revitalization
program will contribute directly to an increase in business saving.
As for individuals, the best way to encourage Americans to save more
is to allow them to earn a fair return on their savings dollars. My
Administration has already taken steps to give small savers and house
holds more opportunities for higher interest on their savings accounts
opportunities that were available only to large savers.

I

0 We helped to introduce new savings instruments -- such as the
6-month money market certificate and the 2-1/2 year small saver
certificate -- that pay the higher interest rates only those
with very large

amounts"of\iaone§ould
earn.

. ; ( ‘T\»-";

As part of my
deregu1atibn“pg$§:§m

last April I signed into law
a proposal to phase out all egulation Q) limits on interest
paid to small savers.‘ Th‘ eans that household savings accounts
could earn the same rate\§§of businesses.

interest banks pay the huge accounts

I signed into law a bill which provides a $200 tax exemption for
individuals and a $400 exemption for couples on interest earned
in a savings account. A
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SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM

Question: What actions do you propose to ensure the continued fiscal
strength of the Social Security System?

Answer;

THEME

I HAVE A SOLID RECORD -- IN THE TRADITION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY -— IN
PROTECTING THE ELDERLY AND INTEGRITY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM. MY
OPPONENT, BY CONTRAST, HAS REPEATEDLY TAKEN POSITIONS THAT, IE IMPLEMENTED,
WOULD HURT THE ELDERLY AND WOULD WEAKEN THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM. I AM
COMMITTED TO POLICIES WHICH IN THE FUTURE WILL CONTINUE ‘IO PROTECT SOCIAL
SECURITY AND THE ELDERLY.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT <3’-\‘.r.
. \i

The Social Security System is much sounder now than when I took office.' \' :~\\
.Q, '

o The elderly have been among my principl\doncerns as President. I
am determined to make certain that fiky are free from discrimination
and are able to continue living'€Q§ and useful lives.

o For those reasons I have signed legislation to virtually eliminate
mandatory retirement restrictions due to age, strengthened the
protection of pensions, increased funding for elderly housing and
nutrition, and worked to achieve Hospital Cost Containment to protect
the elderly from skyrocketing medical costs.

0 One of my first acts as President was working with the Congress to
provide financial stability to the Social Security System and to
rescue it from near-bankruptcy.

o This year I proposed and the Congress adopted further action to
assure the short-term stability of the retirement fund.

o The full faith and credit of the U.S. government stands behind the
Social Security System. No retiree will ever go without the benefits
to which he or she is entitled while I am President.

THE FUTURE

Reagan

o My record here is in stark contrast to that of Governor Reagan. He
opposes National Health Insurance and Hospital Cost Containment, and
helped lead the fight to defeat Medicare when it was being considered
by the Congress.
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Throughout the 1960's and as recently as his last campaign for President,
Governor Reagandiscussed the possibility of making the Social Security
Systemvoluntary -- if that were to occur, the Systemwould certainly
be bankrupt in a short period of time. While the Governor now indicates
his opposition to making Social Security voluntary, the fact that he
could even consider such a proposal is of concern to me.

Further, Governor Reagansupports a tax cut, which to balance the budget
will require him to cut $130 billion in spending in 1983. He says he
won't touch Social Security but howelse can he pay for his tax cut?

Carter

0 I amcommitted to preservin a sound Social Security System in the future.
To ensure that, I have a ed a comission to provide recommendations
to meabout further ste ha

misht
be taken to protect Social Security

recipients. QB
-$>

After receiving the
~ssi‘k's

recommendationsand after consulting
widely with the C an6\}eaders of elderly organizations, I will,
in mynext term, e

ecosgendations
for further improvementsin the

BSocial Security Sy§ .

I have not yet formulated the recommendationsI will makebut I have
established broad guidelines by which the recommendationswill be governed:

-- no taxing of Social Security benefits;
—- no raising the age limit for Social Security eligibility;
-— no reducing Social Security benefits; and
—- no capping of the cost-of-living adjustment for Social Security.

I amdetermined to makecertain that the Social Security System remains
the pillar of fiscal strength that we need and that the needs of all
Social Security recipients are met.

I amalso determined to help reduce the burden of high Social Security
taxes. That is why I have proposed an extension of the earned income
tax credit and an 8 percent credit for employers and employeeson
their income tax form; that credit will essentially eliminate the
burden of increased Social Security taxes next year -— and it will
do so without taking a dollar from any of the Social Security trust
funds.
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Qgestion:

WELFARE

For years public attention as well as government attention
has focused on problems in the welfare system without much
success in solving those problems. You have described the
welfare system as "inequitable and archaic". Welfare
recipients and State and local governments also have
criticized the welfare system, generally for different
reasons. What would you do to solve the problems in the
welfare system?

Answer:

THEME

I HAVE PROPOSED A SET OF WELFARE
MAKE MAJOR PROGRESS IN SOLVING

INCENTIVES, AND ESTABLISH A
TO THEIR PASSAGE AS A WAY OF 1

STANDARD. I AM COMMITTED
ST DISADVANTAGED CITIZENS.

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

o The reforms I have proposed are §EEloyment-2£ig§§§Q- They

place major emphasis on job and training opportunities and strong
work incentives for people who are able to work. 400,000 jobs
would be created to give those on welfare jobs.

0 My reforms also would establish a national minimum benefit
reflective of the current living increases cost for the poorest
families with dependent children.

0 Working within our existing welfare system, not to expand, but
to coordinate programs for more efficient management and more
effective service, we can rout out waste and abuse, increase
self-sufficiency through employment, and provide adequate assistance
to those who really need it -- many of whom are young children and
elderly citizens.

0 My welfare reforms also recognize the deepening fiscal burdens
on many State and local governments which, through no fault of
their own, have larger than average welfare populations. Fiscal
relief is provided.

0 I have also taken separate measures to improve several programs
which have been of great value to poor people in this country.
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2. THE FUTURE

/
-- I have strongly supported the Food Stamp program.

-- I proposed and Congress enacted a program providing help
to poor people in meeting their increased home energy
costs and coping with energy-related emergencies.

-— Just this year we enacted legislation to remove abuses
in the child welfare and foster care programs for poor
children and to help those homeless children find
permanent homes with loving families.

-- I have established an inspector general program under which
I appointed an Inspector General in most Federal departments
to rout out fraud, abuse, and waste in Federal programs.

\
_ \y

A. Reagan elk '\:>Q , . .
0 My opponent has rec d sh ing our national welfare problems
onto the shoulders f a e ocal governments, and said that
he would transfer;w e beg to the States along with the tax
sources to finance

'
. I
believe that the

responsibility of
taking care of po eop in this country is a responsibility
of both the Federal and‘ ate governments, and given the problems
the system faces, transferring welfare problems to the States is
not reform.

0 My opponent opposes the ERA. Most of the adults on welfare are
women. Equal rights for them both legally and economically would
help to get them and their children off welfare.

B. Carter

0 I will continue to press for final enactment of welfare reform,
which passed the House of Representatives last year.

0 In addition I will take all reasonable administrative measures
to achieve improvements in the welfare system and to assure that
welfare does not compete with employment, but does provide a
viable system of support for the poor who cannot work.

33-896 0 — 84 - 59 Part 1
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REBUTTALST0 REAGANSTATEMENTS

Based on his interviews, speeches and previous debates, the assertions and
claims Reaganwill makeon a particular subject can be reasonably predicted.

Set forth below are the key assertions and claims, along with suggested
rebuttal information.

California Record

Essa
l. Rebated $5.7 billion to o
taxpayers.

/
2. Almost no growth in '§:> 0
government. 5. Q/j" ‘Eb

E\.;
G‘)

0

3. Held downgovernment E’ a
spending.

0

4. Stopped bureaucracy's o
growth.

0

5. Reformedwelfare —saved 0
$2 billion; caseload dropped.

0

o

o

O

Rebuttal

Largest tax increases (3) in California
history.

$20 billion tax increase.

Near tripling of tax collections.

202 increase in State employees
(counting higher education and mental
health, which Reagandoes no:).

Greater per tapita increase than
under predecessor.

highest reel growth rate in State's
history.

1262 increase in State budget.

Created 30 newState agencies and
boards.

"No significant State programwas
eliminated." L.A. Zines

Welfare costs tripled.

No one will confirm $2 billion savings.

Fought in court Congress’ mandated
cost—of-living increases for welfare
recipients.

Last time we debated -— at Governors‘
Conference in 1973- he argued against
increased welfare assistance (on behalf
of Nixon's position).

Caseload dropped because economyimproved
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Reagan

uh Had toughest anti-smog laws
in country whenhe left
office.

does what John Kennedy's tax
cut did; supported by all
economists who have analyzed
it.

n
o
r
fi
!'
.:
¥

. Taxes doubled since 1976.

3. Budget deficit for last four
years is highest in history.

i. Kemp-Roth is not inflationary;

Rebuttal

o Were passed over his objections.

o League of Conservation Voters said
he undermined the State’s pollution
program.

Economy

0 Ownrunning-mate once said it would
cause 302 inflation; cannot cut
$1 trillion over next 5 years and
not be inflationary.

o Kennedy's cut occurred when inflation
was lZ-ZZ; was muchsmaller cut (24%
overqdwo years); and was only a'
“fits; tax cut.. \

§'}‘ ob;
pgg§ile

economists not supporting

n\

e

fi3;\¢ ieaga pport it, and his own economists

§\ _ is \tried to get him to soften his\\/ 1!\;3 rt for the b‘--.
as

*

o -ord does not support R—H-R.

0 Shows lack of understanding of government
figures. '

o Total receipts will double, but tax
burdens have not gone up much (1976 —
l8.SZ of GNP; l98l - 21.8%), and some
of increase is due to Windfall Tax.

0 Burdens will be reduced after
Revitalization Program is enacted.

0 Budget deficit as a percentage of GNP
is less than half of what was inherited.

o Inherited largest deficit in history
and have madespending restraints
which will ensure further reductions
in deficit.

o Current deficit is directly due to
recession - if unemploymentwas nowwhere
it was two years ago (62) we would be in
balance.
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Reagan

Inflation rose from 4.8% in
'76 to l8.lZ in first three
months of this year.

Unemploymentis worse than
whenyou took office;
8 million unemployed.

Real take homepay of
average worker has fallen
I02 (this relies on statistic
called "real spendable weekly
earnings".

Unemploymenthas been at
Depression levels.

Record numbersof Blacks
are unemployed.

,6
“_ll

Rebuttal

No denying inflation is up -- largely
because of OPEC.

Misleading to look at only a few
months figures —- underlying rate is
no more 182 than the OZwe saw in July.

Underlying rate -— according to all
economists —- is about 9%, or only
l—l/2 points abovewhat we inherited.

Nearly 9 million new jobs created.

Employmentgrownmore rapidly than any
Administration in history (twice as
fast as Republican predecessors).

Minority youth employmenthas increased

l7‘:3mes
as fast as previous four years.

(
m_ ymentdeclined in each of
vio s three months.

II
I

seriouslyh
' ew.

\

Using sthtistic whi i

s: vflawed in economi'0

C
5 N

Bést measure is af:er—tax income
per person.

has
year during
6%since

That shows that real income
averaged growth of 1.62 per
myAdministration (or about
'77).

Unemploymentduring Depression went as
high as 253.

Never reached 82 during myAdministration

Did reach 8.5% during previous
Administration.

1.3 million new jobs held by Blacks.

13%more Blacks employed today.

Employmentgrown at twice the rate it
did during Nixon-Ford years.
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Reagan

9. Government spending has not
been controlled, and has been
principal cause of inflation.

L0. Broke '75 campaign promise
to get inflation and unemplcy—
ment down to AZ.

ll. Social Security tax increase
_ was largest tax increase in
history.

1. “Pursues anti—production
policies throughout
Administration.

Energy

0 Coal production will

Rebuttal

o Real growth in Federal spending has
been cut in half.

0 Deficit as percentage-of GNP is less
than half what I inherited.

0 Still are our goals.

0 OPEC and recession made impossible.

0 Better chance of reaching if avoid
massive tax cut and if pursue my
job-creating Economic Revitalization
programs;

_.-:5 \idcrea rotected System from
.-" \ mpgsg
.>::£%

\
o‘ I

§§
: will eliminate next year's

sc. led increase.

0 Decontrol of oil and natural gas are
directly responsible for production
increases -— by 1985, 400-700,000 b/d
of oil and 2 trillion cubic feet per
year of natural gas more than there
would be if controls were continued.

0 Oil and gas exploration will set new
record in ‘S0 ——3.l5b rigs in
operation this month. Oil and gas
wells drilled will reach 60,000 in
'80 -— 662 above 1976.

reach highest
level, exceeding 800 million tons for
the first time in history - l5Z above
1076‘-/I
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5.

Reagan

Excluding Alaska, oil production
has declined every year of this
Administration.

More dependent on OPECthan
before.

There is no energy shortage -
there is still moreoil in
the ground than we have
taken out.

SPROhas been mismanaged.

Rebuttal

Including Alaska, which is still a
part of the United States, domestic
oil production has goneup in 3 out
of 4 years in office.

More newwells are being drilled this
year and more rigs are active today
than at any time in our Nation's
history.

Imports of foreign oil down2 million
barrels per day since '76, or 232.

Reduceddependencehas enabled us to
avoid shortfalls that might have
resulted because of Iran-Iraq War.

Ifing previous 2 Republican Adminis
t. ions (l968e75) imports of foreign
0 increased from 2.8 million barrels
qper day to 8.8 million barrels per day.

Wehave produced about 120 billion
barrels of domestic oil so far.
Assuming that enhancedoil recovery
methodssuch as secondary and tertiary
recovery reach their full potential,
the total volume remaining to be
produced is about 73 billion barrels.

No authoritative estimate has ever
claimed that secondary and tertiary
methodscould bring total production
up to l20 billion barrels.

Wemadea careful decision, based on
the international market situation,
not to buy vast quantities of oil
for the SPROlast year. To have done
so would just have driven up the
world oil price.

Wehave now started filling rather
rapidly (24 million barrels now
being delivered) and a numberof
tests have proved that the system
works smoothly.
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R_eesa_n

for government
development.

There is no need
role in synfuels

Prohibited exploration on
possibly productive lands.

Windfall Tax is not a tax
on oil companies -- but a
tax on consumers.

One year's waste from a
nuclear plant could be
stored under a desk.

\

Rebuttal

0 Without government role, there has
been no synfuels production; now on
target to produce 2 million barrels
of synfuels per day by 1992.

0 Government will only help with
financing - absorbing the risk of
new technology -- no operating or
management role.

o Our Alaska Lands bill leaves 902 of
promising oil and gas land available
for development and 1002 of the Outer
Continental Shelf, where most oil and
gas will probably be found.

the

0 My new S-year Outer Continental Shelf
leasing program offers more acreage
(45 million acres) than éll acreage
offered since the program began in

'_l95%)
Though only 2—3Z of the OCS

. 1wdwkleased, less than 102 has any
VM

\~\;>;5‘ss‘ibl%'§il
or gas reserves.

-\
\p;G Of

é
fi
h 22 million acres of Federal

al estate, about 500 million

‘ es are available for lease.

The Windfall Iax reclaims some of the
increased profits that the oil companies
will make from consumers when oil is
decontrolled. It creates the revenues
we need to increase domestic production
of energy and to help our poor citizens
afford the rising costs of energy.

0
o This ignores the

that the Federal
establish a safe
program.

serious responsibility
government has to
nuclear waste

o Most nuclear plants create more
waste than this in a year, but size
is irrelevant; a cyanide capsule or

a time bomb are small, too, but that
does not mean they are safe.
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Environment

Reagan Rebuttal

EPA is dominated by "no growth" 0 At my direction, EPA has devised inno
advocates -- EPA wants you to
live in birds nests or rabbit
holes.

vative regulatory approaches, such as
the bubble policy, economic incentives,
emissions banking and deadline
extensions, to allow growth to continue
while keeping environmental costs at
an acceptable level.

0 EPA's activities are essential if we
are to have the kind of growth we all
want -- healthy growth that does not
despoil our air and water for future
generations.

~NS'
even the steel companies claim

(Iii; Carter's steel program providesca -by-case balance between needs

o

Q01-Rteel and environmental goals.

(9 1‘
D31? the industry admits that our

Clean Air Act has forced
closing of steel mills.

program solves the industry's major

\\\ _ environmental concerns.

Environmental regulations o
have hurt auto industry.

The vast majority (about $31) of
industry expenditures for Federal
regulations are for fuel economy -
not for environmental protection.
Consumer demand is forcing the
industry to make these investments
regardless of Federal requirements.

o Obviously some investment for environ
mental regulation is necessary to
protect the health of our citizens —
as recent victims of Los Angeles'
smog episode will attest.

0 My Administration has worked to ensure
that regulations are cost-effective.
EPA has modified several rules to
save the industry as much as
$600 million without sacrificing air
quality.

0 Moreover, environmental regulation has
encouraged the development of new tech
nology benefitting the industry and
consumers; for example, the new
electronic devises which save fuel as
well as curt pollution.
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Reagan

EPA is anti-coal.

Air pollution is
substantially under
control. Mt. St. Helens
and trees cause more pollution
than cars.

Carter has closed off too
muchof Alaska to energy
exploration.

Sagebrush rebellion will
becomeReaganAdministration
policy.

is“

Rebuttal

EPA believes that coal can be burned
cleanly with the appropriate pollution
control technologies, and they are
funding studies to develop better
and cheaper devices.

EPA has shown its flexibility in
dealing with coal-burning pollution
time and time again - most recently
by extending the 30-day averaging
provision in Ohio so that Ohio
utilities can burn Ohio coal.

Anyonewho lives in an urban area knows
that air pollution is not under control.
In fact, whenReaganmadethat claim.
Los Angeles was under a several-week
pollution alert.

<,ht. St. Helens emits sulfur oxides,
Alwhich cars do not. Power plants in
the U . do, though, but they emit
50 s as much in a day as
M . Helens. Trees emit harmless

fi};rous
oxides, 523 the nitrogeni oxide that comes from cars and can

cause serious heart and respiratory
llness:

902 of land in Alaska with potential
oil reserves is open to exploration,
and 1002 of the Outer Continental Shelf
where most oil and gas probably will
be found.

Reaganwould give awaymillions of
acres of land that is now ownedby all
of the people in the country to a few
private interests.

I would continue to open these lands
for comercial development as appro
priate, but I would B25 give up the
American peoples’ right to enjoy
natural resources.
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3.

Reagan

55 MH speed limit should
be eliminated.

Toughest anti-smog laws in
Nation were enacted during
his term as Governor.

Rebuttal

Saved ao,0oo lives and 228,000 barrels
of gasoline per day.

he opposed the laws while they were
going through the Legislature.

League of Conservation Voters said
he undermined tough enforcement of
environmental laws.

Regulation and GovernmentReform

Trucking, airline and banking
deregulation are merely
publicized examples of
showcasederegulation.

Greatest regulator in history;
hasn't done anything to stop
regulation growth.

Federal Register pages
have increased.

0

c‘\AfEline
deregulation saved 5

.Pfor consumers in first two years.

Most significant change in government
relationship with business since the
NewDeal.

real regulatory reform in last
k- are than in preceding 3%decades.
§)"

Trucking deregulation will reduce
shipping costs by 55-8 billion a year.

Deregulated airlines, rails, banking,
trucking and communica:ions
(administratively).

Reducedpaperwork burden by ISZ.

Deregulated oil pricing and natural
gas pricing.

Regulations nowwritten in easy-to
understand English.

Reformed regulatory process -- cost of
regulations reviewed for first time
in Nation's history.

There are more pages because we now requi
large print for easy reading and a simpli
fied explanation that the average person
can understand.

There has not been any real increase in
the numberof new regulations (those bein

issued are largely the product of statute
enacted before I took office).
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Reaqan______

Nothing has been done about the 0
550 billion in fraud and abuse
,

Agricultural policies are an

2'!government programs.

unprecedented disaster.

E
I
3
ain embargo has hurt
rmers more than Soviets.

O

.x__. Y:
_fEZst

ty§®level.

'

.M

Rebuttal

Inspectors General appointed in every
Department.

Civil Service Reform improved ability
to detect problems.

Reagan has never indicated precisely
how he would cut out this problem
or precisely what programs are
involved.

Agricultural exports have set records
every year -- this year will rise by
$8 billion to SLO billion.
1 ' I

Farm inc me was up in each of last
3_years “

e
¢§ear farm income reached record

iour years -— record yields in
six major crops.

First farmer-owned grain reserve.

Opened up new trade markets -- in
China, Mexico.

Soviet feed grain imports are off
by 8-10 million tons.

Soviets now forced into meat
shortage situation.

Farmers were made whole for any
losses through grain purchase
program.
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" 1CBY"LINESTO USE AT BEGINNING OF COMMENTSON REAGAN

l. Simplistic Solutions That Won't Work in the Real World
-— Governor Reagan simply does not understand the consequences of
his proposal. ‘

-— Governor Reagan's program has an initial, surface appeal, but
I've learned as President to look beneath the surface.

-- Governor Reagan's proposal provides a simplistic and erroneous
solution to a very complicated problem.

-- I do not believe Governor Reagan would make that proposal if he
appreciated the complexities involved.

-— I had a similar view before I became President and learned
first-hand the complexities involved.

—— I have learne a great deal from the experiences of the last
4 years._ I _sh that the Governor had learned as well.

'1
‘

\>-- I wish the mat r were as simple as the Governor has portrayed it.It would
hives

e my job a lot easier these past four years.

-- I would his; said the exact same thing myself -- four years ago.
Fortunately for the country, I have learned that ....

2. Troublesome

That kind of thinking has gotten us into trouble before.

3. Republican

That is a good example of age-old Republican doctrine. (NHD, Minimum
wage, Medicare)

4. Ignores Conseguences

That sounds fine. But let's look at the consequences.

5. Reliance on Experts

Governor Reagan cites what he calls "expert" opinion (on Kemp-Roth,
military needs). As President, you get "expert" opinion on both sides.
The President must be the final judge.
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6. Negative

Anyone can list problems. We need to understand them.

7. Knee-jerk

Governor Reagan seems to have a predictable, knee—jerk response to
every situation. Kemp-Roth is his answer whether the economy is expanding
or contracting. Military power is always his answer, necessary or not.

8. Vague

The Governor paints a rather vague picture. I would like a few more
details. I would like to know ... when ... where ... how ...

9. Elitist

That is a great idea -- if you.mpke $200,000 a year!
. - >>l0. Pro-Business .,J

The Governor says we should rely on e private sector alone. That is
the approach Herbert Hoover_tookt' Th ~Q§S§Bte

sector alone can't be
depended upon to protect worker saf and health or the environment or to
solve our energy problem or

prova§Q_
dical care for the aged.

ll. Quoting Democrats

I notice that Governor Reagan likes to quote Democratic Presidents whose
programs he opposed.

l2. Women's Issues

I do not think many working women would agree with that.

13. Flip-Flops

I salute Governor Reagan for moderating his position. It makes good
political sense. Unfortunately it contradicts entirely what he has stood
for these past 20 years.

14. Attacks on Record

Governor Reagan fails to mention something: Before we came along, this
country did not even have -- (an energy policy; a Camp David peace process;
human rights program).
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15- Hi"-332

Does Governor Reagan seriously believe that I have not done everything
I could to get those hostages out safely? If he had a solution, I feel
confident he would have offered it long ago ——just as any American citizen
would.

-l6. "Secret Plans"

Our country learned in 1968 how dangerous it was to believe in "secret
plans" to end international disputes.

17. Democratic Party

Governor Reagan appears to accept Democratic solutions about a generation
after they were first proposed. (Civil Rights Act, Medicare, Social Security)

At this rate, he will be supporting ERA and national health insurance
sometime in the 21st century!

(

9 ">
That is one position.

Fortun9tély,~the

American people have a clear-cut

l8. Clear-Cut Choice

'\
choice this year. My position“ ;a1t.\-.;J.)0'..

-I W" ‘

19.. Progress \:;/\\;{L
\\>‘\V

Governor, you used to say on T.V., "progress is our most important
product." But what you've just said isn't progress.

20. The GOP Platfo£mZERA

Harry Truman said that ". . . party platforms are contracts with the
people." I agree.

The womenof America should know that the platform of the Republican
Party deprives them their rightful place in our Constitution.

21. Women-ERA

The Equal Rights Amendmentto the Constitution is just as vital and
-necessary today as were the Civil Rights Amendmentsto the Constitution of
the last century. Anything less is a half-measure.

22. Economy

Kemp-Roth is a rich man's tax out which would flood the country with
excess dollars, and which his own Vice-Presidential candidate has called
"voodoo economics“.

The Republican economic philosophy is trickled down. I'm with Hubert
Humphreywho said Democratic economics percolate up.
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Governor, your tax proposals give the largest tax breaks to the
people who need them least -- the rich.

Your economic program is survival of the richest.

23. Economy (Labor, Social Security or Medicare)

I think the American working family can tell the difference between
an old friend and a new-found friend.

24. Statistics

Those numbers just don't reflect reality.

Governor Reagan's statistics on are
about as accurate as his statistics that "90 percent pollution came from
trees." . .

. 1
25. Energy (Windfall Profits‘-Y

£5- 1
°.s

-~ \ ..,.'|

Governor Reaganapparently dQ}sn't believe that the oil companies make
enough money. ‘\,

26. Defense $
Governor Reagan's defense proposals mean one thing -- a multi—billion

dollar arms race the American people don't need, don't want and can't afford.
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{MM
(These can be used to take advantage of your training and experience)

Peace in the Nuclear Age.

I served as an engineer on a nuclear submarine.

I know what nuclear power and nuclear weapons can do.

I know that all the laws of combat changed when the first atom
was smashed.

I know that the age of the six-gun is over.

I know you cannot go charging up San Juan Hill with today's
weapons.

Building Peace

I have learned first-hand
hwltdiguild

peace between Nations.
/ '.W

It is not simply by avoidifi war.
figs,ii 5\- ,* I \

You build peace by
estabrishinggmutual

respect, by finding areas
where Nations can

cooperat§sQo
enefit each other.

!

I learned this lesson in building peace between Israel and her
most powerful Arab neighbor ——a peace of economic technological
cooperation, a peace that will grow into a strong regional
partnership.

I have worked first-hand with Sadat and Begin to build this peace.
I am thrilled to see these two countries cooperating for mutual
benefit, to watch on television and see Egyptian ships being
received at Israeli ports, to see the Jerusalem Post on sale in
Cairo.

Building Energy Security

I have learned first-hand there is more to security than simply
military hardware.

I have had to "sell"
I have had to confront

I have had to plan for energy contingencies.
the American people on the energy challenge.
difficult regional differences in Congress.
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5.

Government Efficiency

I came to the White House believing that the best way to improve
efficiency was to consolidate Governmental units.

I havelearned first-hand that the key lies in building a responsive,
productive Federal Civil Service. The people make the difference,
not the organizational structure; I have pushed through the most
sweeping overhaul of the Civil Service in a century. The new system
offers real incentives fd good management performance. It has
received strong bi—part“' support and praise.

J? *3
Dealing with E_xperts"' o"~

'

P
I have learned you get i) ert" opinion on both sides of every
issue. Finally, the Prasident must be the "expert".

33-896 0 — 84 - 60 Part 1
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FOR PRESIDENT CARTER

QUESTIONS TO ASK GOVERNOR REAGAN

Overview

Which specific domestic initiatives of the past 4 years would you seek
to have Congress repeal?

How can you say your positions have not changed in light of your current
stands on New York City aid, Chrysler aid, abolishing OSHA, eliminating
the minimum wage, and China?

Can you explain how you planned to divide responsibility with former
President Ford when you were considering him as your running mate?

Do you disavow any parts of the Republican Platform?

Why should people believe that you were serious about cutting Federal
spending when you have spent so<muQ of the campaign making promises
which cost so much money (i ’ t3‘; tax removal; tuition tax credit etc.)?/~» ‘ \
What audience have you addressAd<in this campaign and called upon them for
sacrifice, rather than promgfie a

‘§5onal
aid or assistance?

.
rX‘\

How can the American
pefipsgggébieve

that equal rights would be protected
as well by statute if hun s of statutes would have to be changed by
Congress and hundreds by State legislatures?

California Record

Why should voters believe you will reduce the size of the Federal government,
reduce taxes or reduce the number of government employees when you failed
to achieve any of these goals in California?

Economy

Why have you not named yet a specific program that you would cut in this
year's budget, in light of the fact that you are proposing to cut
$13-l9 billion out of this budget as soon as you take office?

Will you oppose further increases in the minimum wage?
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What evidence do you have that there was any White House role in changing
the PPI method of calculation?

Why have you not told the American people your unemployment and inflation
projections for next year? (The Senate Budget Committee forecast is not
based on your Kemp—Roth proposal).

In light of the positions you took until just recently on the minimum wage,
OSHA, and applying the antitrust laws to unions, why should working people
believe your current positions reflect your true views?

If you are so concerned about providing investment incentives, why did
you drop your support of the l0-5-3 proposal and provide only lO\ of
your tax cut for investment purposes?

Can you tell us why President Ford and your own running mate have not
supported your tax cut program?

Energy and Environment O
?)\

Can you explain again to the Ameri
pollution is caused by trees and‘"substantially controlled"?

people why you believe 93% of air
it is that pollution has been

.

Would you repeal the Windfall Profits Tax or have you changed your
position on that tax now?

Government

Are you still standing by your earlier positions that you will seek to
abolish the Departments of Energy and Education or have you changed
your positions?

What specific powers and functions would you return to the States and
what do you mean by "tax sources to pay for them"?

Since you opposed the Chrysler and New York City assistance programs
when they were being considered by the Congress, what would you have
done to deal with those problems?

Why do you believe a total freeze of Federal hiring would be any more
productive in reducing the number of Federal employees than was your
freeze in California? Are you aware I have had such a freeze on for
several months?

Human Needs

Why have you failed to support the Fair Housing bill now being considered
by the Congress?

Why have you failed to suppogt§§he'Unemployment Compensation Extension
now being considered by the Congress?

Why do you oppose any formrdi Natipé,l Health Insurance?
.~ \ ‘Y’‘-1-

\- \
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CHALLENGES

(You maywant to use the technique of challenging Reagan to provide an answer,
which he obviously will not know or will not want to provide.)

§re_m2&=

l. I challenge Governor Reagan to deny that in this campaign he has changed
his 20-year-long position on .

2. I challenge Governor Reagan to deny that he once said .

3. I challenge Governor Reagan to name any expert (not on his payroll)
(not supporting his candidacy) who will support that statement.

4. I challenge Governor Reagan to tell us specifically which programs he
would begin eliminating next year.

5. I challenge Governor Reagan to let us know if he still plans to dismantle
the Departments of Education and Energy upon assuming office.

6. I challenge Governor Reagan to tdll-us his inflation projections and his
specific plan to fight inflation.

7. I challenge Governor Reagan to exQAa§§'how changing hundreds of Federal
and State statutes is a better an“guicker way to ensure equal rights
than ERA?

' ,
,.

8. I challenge Governor Reagan to deny that he led the effort to oppose
(Medicare). I

9. I challenge Governor Reagan to be specific about his program to transfer
programs back to the States and to tell us how that will be financed and
how it differs from his $90 billion transfer program of l976.

10. I challenge Governor Reagan to deny that he made the same charge about the
U.S. becoming No. 2 militarily against Gerald Ford in 1976.

ll. I challenge Governor Reagan to let us know why he has not yet indicated
his support for the Fair Housing bill in the Senate, which is now opposed
by the Republicans following his lead.

l2. I challenge Governor Reagan to explain why he opposed a grain embargo
against the Soviet Union when he now supports a total trade embargo
or why he could now support a total quarantine.

l3. I challenge Governor Reagan to deny that taxes and spending doubled while
he was Governor.
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0 he tends to stay above the fray, leaving his opponents to try to throw;
the haymakers.

0 he responds to criticism or attack, either by making light of it or by
appearing hurt. In the Anderson debate, for example,

—- when Anderson implied he was against conserving energy, he
responded: "Hell, as I've said, I am not an enemy of conser
vation. I wouldn't be called a conservative, if I were.

- when Anderson attacked some statistics he used, he responded:
"Well, some people look up figures, and some people make up
figures. And John has just made up some very interesting
figures." (He also looked very pained that his figures were
being challenged.)

o He regularly appeals to his audience's patriotic pride, both with anecdotes
and in his closing statements in every debate.

o He occasionally injects a ligh $1 into the debate, including some
self-deprecating humor. For ple,

-- when the moderator a is for a one sentence response to a question
and then called Reagan for responding with two sentences, he
responded: "I thought I put a semicolon in there."

-- when he referred to Ancient Rome and the moderator made a comment
about being young then, Reagan popped back: "Im' the only one here
old enough to remember."

-- when asked his position on ERA, he responded: "I'm for ER. I
can't go along with A."

In sum, Governor Reagan's style is to carryggn a conversation with his viewing
audience. He is very disarming, always general, and often loose with his facts.
His answers nearly always revert to his anti-government themes. He appears to
be appealing to his audience's common sense; but more often appeals to
patriotism and national pride.
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DOMESTIC —

.4M-

..
..
(-
1

14.

(FACTS ANDFIGURES ON THESE

MAJORC§.-;R ACCOMPLISHMEITS

Comprehensive Energy Program.

Restored Openness and Integrity to Government.

Restored economic growth after oeep recession of '74-'75; and increased
employmentoverall, as well as for minorities, womenand youth.

Rescued Social Security System from bankruptcy.

Expanded and improved major "people" programs —health, housing,
services.

Deregulated airline, trucking, railroad and banking industries.

GovernmentReform -— Civil Service Reform; simplified regulatory process:
reduced paperwork burden.

Reduced size of Federal government (46,000 fewer full time emplcyeesl
(Note: temporary and part-time more than employees have increased)

Appointment of record-n_ r of
top policy managemen¢=positions.

p

minorities and womento judgeships and

Expanded gcvernme¥l efforts on behalf of ,; :1.equal opportunities and equal

Education - substantial expansion of key programs and creation of
of Education.

Department

Comprehensive Urban Policy.

Protected the Environment.

5 trong FarmPolicy .

DOMESTICACCOMPLISHMENTSARE SET FORTH IN THE F3LLU'IHG
PAGES.)

Peace

CampDavid Accords/Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty

Completion of SALT II Negotiati cns

Ratification of PanamaCanal Treaties

Majority Rule/Free Elections in Zimbabwe
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Normalization of Relations with China

Real Increases in Defense Spending, reversing years of decline

Strengthened NATOAlliance

Firm opposition to Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

Negotiation and Congressional approval of Multilateral Trade Agreement —
most substantial trade agreement of our generation

.°°
M

\§
~
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COMPREHENSIVEENERGYPROGRAM

Key Elements

1. mm
0 Comprehensive Energy Act of '78 (including phased deregulation of
natural gas prices).

o Decontrol of oil prices.

0 Coal Production and Conversion Incentives.

0 Alaskan Natural Gas Pipeline (supplying SZ of our gas).

0 Mexican Natural Gas Agreement.

Conservation

0 Standby Gasoline Rationing,Plan.

0 Tokyo and Venice EnerggfSJ ervation and Consumption Commitments of
Allies.

-(3)
= 0?)

Solar and Gasohcl jl / fifid
".;,/ <\ "\ . .

0 Conservation sng;Solar‘Eank (providing 53 billion in loans over
next 4 years). _’

0 First Solar Energy Tax Credits.

0 Solar Commitmentof 20%by year 2000; solar funding tripled.

o Windfall Profits Tax.

Safer Nuclear Power

0 Implementation of KemenyCommission Recommendations.

Sygthetics

o Synthetic Fuels Corporation (target of 2 million barrels per day
by 1992): biggest peacetime program in history to achieve energy
security.

Kev Results

0 Imports declined every year I've been in office -- historic reversal of
increasing dependence every decade since WWII, which I inherited.
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Importing 2.2 million barrels per day less than in '77 (252 less)
(in 3 years before you took office oil imports rose 442). (In 1980,
oil imports are down by 1.4 million barrels per day compared to 1979.)

Gasoline demand down 102 (750,000 barrels per day) since 1978.

Domestic crude oil production this year will reach 7 year high of over
8.6 million barrels daily (102 increase over '77) (in 3 years before
you took office production declined;by>]Z or 600,000 barrels per day).

\'(/
Oil and gas exploration efforts will

sq$§pew
record in '80 with an

estimated monthly average.-3,000 1-1133Q peration —- 702 increase
over '76. {k' ‘:;:)

W
Coal production in '80 will

'Feac\§50
million tons —- 252 above '76

(between '72-'76, production gre\ nly by l3Z) -- all-time high.

Coal consumption in '80 will be 172 above '76, and coal's share of total
U.S. energy needs in '80 will pass 207. while oil's share will decline for
second consecutive year; coal exports in '79 reached 5-year high, and
will set another record in '80 (84 million tons). For first time over
502 of our electricity comes from American coal and not OPEC oil.

Use of solar energy in households has increased tenfold in past A years.
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OPENNESSAND INTEGRITY

Kev Elements

0 Executive Order requiring financial disclosure of government officials
and prohibiting revolving—door practices.

Ethics in Government Act - putting into statute the requirements of
the Executive Order; also establishment of Special Prosecutor
procedure.

Inspectors General - placed in each Cabinet Department to identify
fraud and waste; identified $1 billion in wasteful expenditures; over
600 fraud convictions to date.

Executive Order reducing over-cl
increases amount of classified \
decade by 250 million pages. 1i\ \\

ation of government documents -
to be released over next

.-~ \ \ .\‘-E?"
Held 31 Town Hall Meetings‘—\ heldfby previous Presidents.

‘\\.\~‘7 \‘ _
\

Held 59 press conferences.\_ >.'ilf
Key Results

0

O

Restored openness and integrity of earlier Democratic Administrations.

Greater public access than ever to government decisionmakers and
government information.

Ensured feeling by American people of integrity of their governmental
leaders.
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RESTOREDECONOMICGROWTHAND INCREASED EMLOYMENT

Key Elements

0

0

$21 billion economic stimulus package in '77.

$20 billion tax cut in '78 (that cut plus the $8 billion cut in the
stimulus package are valued at $40 billion in 1980).

Reduction by one-third of capital gains rate.

MTN Agreement and Export Policy.

'77 Economic Stimulus Package -- $21 billion program to stimulate
economy and create jobs. '

Humphrey—HawkinsFull Employment
Act&\{>(_;b

Increased public service employmen(bonds by ll5Z and jobs by l50,000
(from 300,000 in '77 to 450,000 .

Increased youth employment funds by 2302 (providing 1 million youth with
training and jobs).

Private Sector Jobs Program ($400 million annually -- l20,000 will get
private sector jobs in '80).

Targeted Employment Tax Credit -- (tax credit for hiring hard-core
uhemployed).

Summerjobs programs - 1 million jobs annually.
Doubling size of Job Corps.

Kev Results

O

O

GNP is up by more than l2Z since '76 (between '72-'76, rose by only 7%).

Industrial production rose l5Z from the end of 1976 - end of l979
(between '72-'76 industrial production rose only 6-l/ZZ).

Corporate profits taxes rose from 1976-1979 by 582 (between '72-76,
corporate profits rose by 562).

Real business investment in new plant and equipment has grown at an
annual rate of 4.7% since '76 (this is 4 times greater than the rate for
the previous 8 years).
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New home construction has averaged 1.7 million units since '76
(during previous comparable period (3 yrs 9 months) average was
only 1.5 million units).

Got country out of recession you inherited (and will lead out of
one we now have).

Employment is now 97.2 million -- highest in history.

8.8 million new jobs created since December '76 -- nearly double the
number (4.4 million) created in the previous 4 years under Nixon-Ford.
(Note: stress that unprecedented growth is labor force kept unemployment
up)- .

‘

.131’.
'

Employment of adult women insreaged by 162 —- 5.6 million new jobs since
December 1976. "9 -

Y‘
Employment of Blacks=incpiased by 13% —- 1.3 million new jobs.

Employment of Hispanics increased 25% -- 1 million jobs.
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Key Elements

o Proposed and signed legislation to strengthen financial status of
all of the Social Security Trust Funds.

o Proposed credit to negate effect of next year's Social Security tax
increase - without reducing in any way Social Security Trust Funds.

o Opposed efforts to tax Social Se 'ty benefits, cap Social Security
cost—of-living increases, raiseighe retirement age for Social Security.

Q,
Key Results §\
o Not a single check to any of the-35 million Social Security recipients was

delayed a day.

o System was able to afford l4\ cost-of-living increase this year.

c Proposed credit has provided way to ensure continued fiscal integrity
while reducing inflationary impact of the Social Security taxes.
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DERBGULATION

Kev Elements

o Passage of Airline Deregulation.

o Passage of Trucking Deregulation.

o Passage of Banking Deregulation (small savers reform).

o Passage of Railroad Deregulation.

0 Administrative action on Communications Deregulation.

.. ‘Q
/' ‘J

’ -

Key Results \ Q
,

rbs

k I‘
-\ K

o The 40-year government push for Qreater government regulation has
been reversed - most fundamegtal restructuring of relationship
between government and industry since New Deal.

0 Airline deregulation has produced a record nuber of flights and
passengers: first year consumer savings — $2.5 billion.

0 Trucking deregulation will enhance competition and reduce energy
consumption; saves consuers $5-$8 billion a year.

2 Banking deregulation has allowed banks and savings and loan
associations to increase the interest they pay to those with
relatively small savings.

0 Rail deregulation will save America's railroads from bankruptcy.

06

REDUCED SIZE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Key Element

Last March, you imposed a hiring 2-l freeze. This was the third one since 1977.

Key Result

By October of 1980, there will be 44,000 fewer full-time Federal employees
than when you took office. By comparison, during the four previous years,
the number of full-time Federal employees grew by 57,000 workers.

I

%*

(Note: Part-time hire increased by abdh§Q%O,0OO)

‘\
a

‘Q

Q
?

I
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APPOINTMENTS

Key Elements

0 Appointed more women, Blacks and Hispanics (over 80) to federal judgeships
than all previous Presidents combined.

0 Appointed more women, Blacks and Hispanics to senior government positions -
Cabinet, sub-Cabinet, Agency Head, White House staff — than any previous
President.

0 Appointed three of the six women to ever serve in Cabinet positions.

0 Appointed 40 women judges (there were only 5 women judges at the
beginning of the Administration).

0 Appointed 38 Black judges (only l7 Black judges before).

0 Appointed 16 Hispanic judges (only 5 Hispanic judges before).

o One third of all judicial appointments have been women or minorities;
when you took office women and minorities represented just 5% of the

. .. . _ rfederal judiciary. /\ v

0 Appointed four Blacks to_C§inet positions, and over 50 to key
sub-Cabinet positions. D’

c Number of senior management positions held by women has doubled.

Key Results

0 Real progress made for first time in our history in having women and
minorities appointed in numbers much more representative of their
proportion to the population.

0 Have appointees whose quality is as high or higher than federal government
and the federal judiciary has ever had.

0 Have placed women and minority judges in position to be interpreting our
laws into the next century.

33-896 0 - 84 - 61 part 1
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EDUCATION

Key Elements

o Creation of Cabinet—level Department of Education (combining 150
existing Federal programs into one organization).

o Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amenchents (extension of Act,
expanding and targeting Federal aid to disadvantaged).

0 Middle Income Student Assistance Act.

o Increase in Education budget since '77 —- 73‘ -- largest increase
in comparable period in history.

o Increased funding of key education programs:
r- Basic Skills Training -- a@5'

~'\- Bilingual and Educa_tionQ;- l00\
—- Higher Education and$:udent Aid -- 48!
-- Education for the Handicapped -- 57!
-- Head Start -- 73‘

Key Results

0 You are The Education President.

o Education represented at the Cabinet-table for first time in history.
0 Greater Federal assistance -- without Federal involvanent in localschools -— than at any time in history.

0
No
student denied a college education because of access to neededfinancial assistance.

c Greatly increased emphasis on the basic skills -- reading, writing,canputation.
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URBAN POLICY

Key Elements

0 Creation of Urban Development Action Grant Program (first $l.3 billion
of UDAG grants have already stimulated $7.5 billion of new investment
in our Nations cities and created more than 400,000 new jobs).

Expansion of Economic Development Administration funding from $60 million
annually for urban areas to nearly $1 billion per year.

Creation of a rehabilitation tax credit to encourage businesses to
rehabilitate their facilities in urban areas (nearly $2 billion of
rehabilitation will be assisted this year through the credit).

Executive Order requiring Federal facilities in urban areas to be
located in the central business area (resulting so far in relocation
of more than 200 government facilities).

Executive Order requiring Federal agencies to target their procurement
activities to high unemployment areagjttbs year $1.2 billion of Federal
contracts ill be targeted to these d¢ea§?.

-.. ‘-'5
Reatthorization of General Revehue1§héring15J

\A-r K)
_

$1 billion in counter-cyclical;§fid, .s
H

30‘
Increase funding by nearly $1 billion for the Community Development
Block Grant Program.

Commitment to provide $50 billion for capital investment in mass
transit during the 1980's (compared to $15 billion in the 1970's).

Funding for 300,000 subsidized housing units in FY '8l, a 25! increase.

Key Results

0

O

Nation has a comprehensive urban policy for the first time.

Grants-in-aid to States and localities have increased by almost 35%
since '77 (from $68 billion to $91 billion).

Funding to increase private sector jobs and investment in our urban
areas has increased by nearly 3000\ ($60 million to $1.8 billion).

This funding (UDAC, EDA, investment tax credit for industrial rehabilitation,
Federal procurement targeted to high unemployment areas) will produce
$6.5 billion in private investment and 400,000 new jobs this year.
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PROTECTING TI-IE snvrnomn-zm

Key Elements

0 Executive actions and progress in legislation to protect Alaska lands.

o Enactment and implementation of ~N<!ti0n'5 first Stripmining law.

0 Strengthening and reauthorization of Clean Air and Water Acts,
and their effective enforcement at EPA.

o Enactment and implementation of Nuclear Non—Proliferation Act in
context of overall policy of halting} push toward plutonium and
commercial breeder reactors.

0 Development of comprehensive, environmentally sensitive nuclear
waste management policy. Q

o Initiation of new policies and- pro gto reform water resource
development; opposition to wastefli, water projects.

0 Establishment of goal of a 20\‘%lar 0.5. for the year 2000.

o Establishment of energy conservation as cornerstone of national energy
policy.

o Steady expansion of system of protected national lands: parks,
trails, wilderness areas, scenic rivers.

0 Appointment of environmentally—concerned individuals to key
government positions.

Key Results

0 Reversal of previous 8 years of environmental neglect by
Executive Branch.

o Government and environmental community now working together to
solve problems and protect the environment.

o Unanimous endorsement by environmental community leaders.
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STRONG FARM ECONOMY

Key Elements

0

0

Food and Farm Act of '77 -— comprehensive 4 year farm bill.

Placed farmers in key decision-making positions at USDA.

Established Nation's first farmer—owned and controlled grain reserve.

Promoted U.S. agricultural exports, including the development of
new markets (such as China).

Key Results

0 Farm prices have gone through a dramatic recovery:
' .\ ._
IX ":4 3|

7

I . ‘.1.\
corn was $2.34 per el and falling (it eventually
reached $1.60) ‘M; _;n’/ \.

In January, l977 . . .

.4

—in August l980“it was $2.93 and rising

wheat was $2.43 per bushel and fal ing (it eventually
bottomed—out at $2.00)

-in August l980 it was $3.86 and rising

beef cattle were $32.20 per hundredweight

-in August l980 they were $65.10 and rising

milk sold for $9.65 per hundredweight

-in August l980 it was $12.80 and rising

Agricultural expgrts have risen 82% since l977, setting new records each
year. This year, farm exports will reach $40 billion, compared with
$32 billion last year (and $22 billion in 1977) -- the largest one-year
increase in our Nation's history. This will result in an agricultural
trade surplus of $21 billion this year.

Farm income rose during each of the first three years of your Administration,
rebounding from the steady decline that had occurred during the latter years
of the Nixon-Ford Administration. In l979, net farm income reached a
record-tying high $33.3 billion. While net farm income is being squeezed
this year by the effect of OPEC oil price rises, stronger farm prices are
already beginning to provide relief. Despite this squeeze, farm income
will be higher this year than it was when this Administration came into
office.

For alcohol fuel, we have set a oduction capacity goal of
500 million allons by the end _ 1981. This represents an over
six-fold increase from the lfidg level and will provide gasohol
(90/10 mixture) equivalent tO\pbout 10 percent of U.S. unleaded
gasoline consumption . ' §3
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1.

MAJOR CARTER LEGISLATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Economz and Workers

0 Economic Stimulus Package — '77

0 Social Security Refinancing - '77

0 Tax Cut - '78

o Humphrey-Hawkins Act — '78

0 Minimum Wage Increases - '78

o
I New

York City Assistance A '78

c Chrysler Assistance 3
'8Q3.//' \

Snercv _’j‘ (\r\
0 Department or’

£n$-
'77

\ .
P

J
0 Comprehensive National Energy Act '78
(including natural gas deregulation, energy tax incentives,
conservation and conversion incentives)

o Windfall Profits Tax - '80

c Synthetic Fuels Corporation - '80

o Solar Bank — '80

o Low-Income Energy Assistance ;‘79

o Stand-by Gasoline Rationing Plan - '80

Government Reform

0 Reorganization Authority - '77

~0 l2 Reorganization Plans

o Ethics in Government Act — '78

o Omnibus Judgeship Act - '78

0 Department of Education Act — '79
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o Airline 'Dereg‘ul2ation - '78

o Inspectors General Act - '79

0 Trucking Deregulation - '80
4

0 Banking Deregulation (Small Savers Reforms) - '80

o Rail Deregulation E '80

Human and Social Needs

2‘ fig
o Food Stamp Reform 1¥W7

<31" (Q
o Food and Farm AcE\;

'77
;;/

0 Increased Educ on Spending

0 Urban Policy - '78

0 Consumer Cooperative Bank Act - '79

0 Mental Health Act — '80

Ri hts and Liberties

o D.C. Voting Rights Amendment - '79

0 EPA Deadline Extension — '79

o Anti-Boycott Act - '77

0 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act - '78

0 Age Discrimination Act Amendments (mandatory retirement) - '78

Natural Resources

0 Strip Mining Act - '77

0 Clean Air and Clean Water Act Amendments - '78

o Outer Continental Shelf Leasing Act

o Omnibus National Parks Act

Foreign and Defense Poligy

o Panama Canal Treaties - '78

o Taiwan-U.S. Relations Act - '79

o Multilateral Trade Negotiations Act — '79

0 Increased Defense Spending -1'78 — '8l
7

\- .} ;. '3
o Egyptian-Israeli Treaty Assistance Act - '79

1 b
.3! ‘Q
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CARTER INITIATIVES ENACTED DESPITE WIDESPREAD
INITIAL PREDICTIONS OF DEFEAT

Windfall Profits Tax

Natural Gas Deregulation

Civil Service Reform

Chrysler Assistance Packages

New York City Loan Guarantees

Panama Canal
Treatiqé?

Airline Deregulatfpp

Trucking Deregd§dtion

ERA Ratification Deadline Extension

D.C. Voting Rights Amendment

Multilateral Trade Negotiations Agreement

Lifting of Turkish Arms Embargo

Repeal of Byrd Amendment (Rhodesian imports)

Stopping the funding for B-l bomber - ‘

Rail Deregulation
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1976CAMPAIGNPROMISES

KEY POINTS

You were first President to compile and publicly disclose all your campaign
promises; this was done to allow public to judge your performance against
the promises.

Any fair-minded, objective assessment of your performance shows that you have
honored an extraordinary nuber of the promises, and worked to honor virtually
every one. In those areas where your efforts have not been successful, one of
the principal reasons has been Congress‘ failure to act -- not your failure
to do what is within your power. However, in somecases, promises have not
been honored because circumstances have changed, new facts have becomeapparent,
and you have changedyour positions: a result. There is no reason to be
defensive about this; it shouldf iiggas a positive point -- that things
looked simpler to you in some- s before you becamePresident and nowyou
knowmore (implying that Re_ s implistic solutions also suffer from a lack
of full information about tbE~ oblems

‘
volved).

‘\‘\J/‘
>%Finally, you have done a better ' tx

o

honoring your promises than manypredicted

IS
§S
J

four years ago, and a far bet b than manyof your predecessors in honoring
their campaignpromises.

Ma"cr Promises Honored:

0 Comprehensiveenergy policy
c Comprehensiveurban policy

o Appointments -- bringing morewomenand minorities into the government
at senior positions

0 Reorganization -—more than dozen reorganization plans, newDepartmentscf
Education and Energy

0 Preserving Social Security System

0 Deregulating Airline Industry

0 Civil Service Reform

o Greater public access to governmentinformation and officials

0 Improved relations with State and local governments

0 Reforming and strengthening OSHA

0 Increasing public service job opportunities and youth employmentprogzams

o Increasing MinimumWage

o Increasing Federal commitmentto public education
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Using voluntary wage and price policy

Pardoning Selective Service violators

Supporting human rights around the world

Strengthening NATO alliance

Bringing peace between Israel and Egypt

Improving relations with China

Eliminating waste in the military
(\
fS
P.\_:

Halting the B-l_bgmberJ
Promises Not Kept'§ecaus§§bf Congressional Resistance:\‘J

O

0

National Health Insurbnce

Welfare Reform

Tax Reform

Consumer Protection Agency

Public Financing of Congressional Campaigns

Post-card voter registration

New SALT Agreement

Promises Where Positions Can Reasonably Be Said to Have Changed or We Have
Not Delivered:

O

C

Balancing Federal budget by and of first term

Seeking 4\ inflation rate by end of first term

Opposing decontrol of old oil

Permitting deregulation of only new natural gas

Reducing government agencies from 1800 to 200

Opposing sale of arms to Egypt

No: relinquishing actual control of Panama Canal

Reducing our weapons sales to other countries

Reducing defense spending (here frankly state you found a profoundly different
situation than you had expected as a candidate You found USSR b

. , yt - ‘ ldand our own Armed Forces in greater need of repair)
Ll lng bxgger
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ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

Results

Cost: Tax package - $27.6 billion in l98l (calendar)

New Jobs Impact: - 500,000 new jobs in first 12 months without
rekindling inflation.

- 1 million new jobs within two years
/-~-.2 , 3

H ._ /’ ‘;\,. V I
Real Investment Impact:

Increase\by\l9)\¢ve§f5'
8l—'82 period

\‘
\

:_7\1

GNP Impact: Will add I percentage-éSSJl'tO real GNP growth.I

‘-
Y
’

’

Inflation Impact: Reduce inflation because of Social Security tax credits
(short term) and investment and productivity incentives
(long term)

Deficit Impact: '81 budget aeficit increased by only 36 - 7 billion

SITUATION INHERITED IN JANUARY 1977

(It is important to always remind the audience of the situation you inherited.)

l. Deepest recession since the Great Depression.

2. Unemployment at 8% (November '76) and averaging 8.5: for all of 1975.

3. A shortage of fuel for heating (especially natural gas) in the Winter of
'76-'77 in the Northeast and_M1dwest U.S.

4. No national energy policy, wt?“ oil imports increasing and U.S. production
declining. f\\§

5. Social Security System pn the
vsigsggf

bankruptcy.

6. "Real" defense spending
dec5§sgng,

by l4Z between '72-'76 and by 35%
between '68-'76. \

7. NATO defenses weakening.

8. Highest deficit in U.S. history.

9. Rising Federal employment.

10. Egypt and Israel poised for further war.
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Industrial Revitalization:

- SIMPLIFIED, LIBERALIZED DEPRECIATION

- REFUNDABLE TAX CREDIT (UP TO 30!)

- 3! REAL GROWTH IN GOVERNMENT RGD FUNDING (to encourage innovation
and research)

Business—Labor-Government Coooeration:

- PRESIDENT'S ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION B

(\§’>

Ag
UTOS AND COAL COMMISSION

- INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

— TRIPARTITE CQEMITTEES IN STEEL
WITH ALL PARTIES

Comunity Assistance:

- TARGETED INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (10%)

- $1 BILLION COUNTERCYCLICAL REVENUE SHARING

Reducing Individual Tax Burdens:

- SOCIAL SECURITY TAX CREDIT (8%)

- INCREASED EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (to 12\ from 10%)

- "MARRIAGE PENQLTY” DEDUCTION (deduction of 30% of lower
spouse ' s earnings)

INDICATORS OF CURRENT ECONOMIC RECOVERY

670,000 new jobs added in past 3 months (June-September); manufacturing
employment is up by 175,000 over past 2 months.

Index of Leading Economic Indicators - has risen for 3 straight months;
the 3-month rise has been at a rate larger than any other 3-month rise
for 31 years. ix‘-1

2-%\‘\'
Housing starts are up for §_gk utive months (now at annual rate of
1.6 million units); are up;7DqQ centitpove

their May level; rose 92
last month. I‘ ;.\/§_;

'.\ ‘
Real GNP rose by lZ in 3Edi~'Tquar_£&: (official estimate) —- would mean we
have had shortest recession :Ln_~‘ourhistory.

Domestic auto sales are 192 above their June level.

Three out of the four major indexes of stock values are at or very close
to their all—time highs.
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COMWARISON OF U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH WITH MAJOR ALLIE4

The OPEC oil price increases over the past few years have had an adverse
impact on the economies of the U.S. and many of its major industrialized
allies as well. However, a number of major indicators reveal that the U.S.
has adjusted and fared better than many of our Allies.

Employment Growth

Over the past 3-1/2 years, U.S. employment has grown by almost 9 million jobs
or IOZ, as opposed to 4% in France, OZ in Great Britain, lZ in Germany, 42 in
Japan, and 22 in Italy.

Real on Growth ":
3 ‘

"5

Between 1976 and 1979, real GN? iSPthe U.S. grew 12.52; France was 9.9%;
West Germany was ll%, Italy wast§.7Z, and Great Britain was 5.52.

§. \
Rate of Inflation (GNP Deflaiiil

The GNP price deflator in l979 has the U.S. rate at 8.8% compared to lC.3Z
in France, 15.12 in Italy; 14.42 in Great Britain; and 9.9% in Canada.

Latest Inflation (CPI)

Latest l2 months: U.S. (l3Z); France (142); Italy (192); U.K. (162);
Canada (llZ); Japan (92); Germany (52).

CARTER AND REAGAN INFLATION PROJECTIONS

CEA does forecasts for 1980 and 19? . The midsession budget update (July)
contains projections (really

aspfmp
ions) for 1982-85.

'

y/N \

We project that inflation_wili;éiea decline from 1981 to 1985, averaging8 percent over this period. Ifiin
'
not take into account inflationlowering effects of thelioongmisfhenewal proposals.

p.-__\§ 1
,:

Governor Reagan projectsi“ average inflation rate of 9 percent -- beforehis massive tax cut which, EA estimates, could add another 4-6 percentagepoints in each year from 1983 to l985.
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3.

4.

Key Points to Make Defending Economic Record (Bv Schultze)

During my administration, the United States has a record of providing
jobs and employment that is unparalleled among other large industrial
countries and unmatched by any previous administration. Employment
in the United States in the past 3-l/2 years rose by nearly l0 percent.
The closest country is Japan with an increase of 6 percent while employ
ment in other major countries like Germany, France, and England has not
increased at all. Similarly, industrial production in the United States
during the 3 years before this recession began ——and the recession
is temporary -- rose by more than any other major industrial country
except Japan, and we were not far behind them.

My employment record is much better than that of the Ford Aministration.
The average unemployment rate during the worst four months of the last
3-l/2 years was lower than the average unemployment rate for President
Ford's entire 29 months in office!

Our economy is vulnerable to OPEC griaeiend supply actions. Energy
policy and economic policy are ti t tied. With respect to energy
the United States has made

outstan \
g progress.

. A ‘

0 Starting l-l/2 years ago we;began tqgphase out controls on
domestic oil and gas prices. We eh@ed the incredibly dangerous
practice of holding United Sta“1 oil and gas prices below the
world market and thereby subs'1;eing wasteful consumption. Oil
and gas decontrol was a pai and difficult but absolutely
necessary step.

o Working with the Congress we put in place the foundations of a
comprehensive National Energy Program to increase energy
production and conserve energy use, and levied the windfall
profits tax to help pay for it.

o These policies have begun to have dramatic results. The United
States is now importing 25 to 30 percent less oil than it did
l and 2 years ago; our consumption of energy products has dropped
8 to l0 percent, and while some part of that drop is due to the
recession, most of it reflects real energy conservation. There
are now 70 percent more drilling rigs in operation than there
were when I took office and the number of oil and gas wells being
drilled has reached a new record.

Despite massive increases in oil prices in the past two years the United
States -- unlike other oil importing countries -- has been reducing its
balance of payments deficit. We are now moving into a surplus position.

After a period of weakness in the value of the U.S. dollar overseas, I
took decisive action 2 years ago to stabilize the dollar -- in cooperation
with the German, Japan, and Swiss governments. Since then, in a world
of sharply changing events and disruptions in oil supply, the United
States dollar has remained strong, and has indeed risen in value compared
to the German mark and Japanese yen.
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In the past four years, working with the Congress, my Administration
has eliminated regulation where it stifles'free enterprise. We have
cut price—propping and competition-deadening regulation from a number
of critical industries and opened them up to the fresh winds of
competition. We have made more progress in this area than at any
other time in the 20th century. In the face of widespread opposition
and skepticism, especially at first, we have deregulated airlines,
trucking, railroads, and large parts of the banking and financial
institutions and we are on our way to doing the same for the
communications industry.

With respect to inflation, the record is not so good. When I came into
office the underlying rate of inflation in business costs -- which
ultimately determines what happens to prices -- was about 6-1/2 to 7
percent. Now it is at about a 9 percent rate. Obviously that is not
good.

0 But you judge a doctor vnot Qwhether his patient has any
physical problems or not t by how serious was the illness
or injury through

which‘;
e doctor pulled the patient.

0 The United StateB'i ~ past 18 months suffered a major and
harmful shock to its Iconomic system because of the massive
increase in world oil prices. Oil prices rose last year by
much more than they did after the first Arab oil embargo
(in l973), and we ourselves were painfully but necessarily
decontrolling our own domestic oil prices.

0 Yet instead of the worst recession in 40 years -- which is what
happened after the first Arab oil shock -- this time we had the
shortest recession.

0 Inflation did for a while increase very sharply but together
with the Congress I took a series of tough and difficult action
last March, and since then inflation has come down sharply. It
is still a problem that we have to continue fighting but it is
being controlled.

0 We did not do a perfect job and we have learned a great deal in
the process. But, considering the shock that our economy was
dealt and the long history of inflation, my Administration did
a highly creditable job in dealing with the problem. I have
gained invaluable experience from this episode. I am absolutely
committed to pursuing careful and prudent policies that will put
people back to work in this country but will do so in ways that
will permit us to reduce inflation still further.
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MAJOR GOALS OF SECOND CARTER TERM

DOMESTIC

1. Passage of Economic Renewal Package strengthened economic growth,
increased investment, improved productivity, reduced tax burdens.

2. Continued record-level rate of job creation and reduced unemployment
rate.

3. Continued reduced inflation rate.

4. Reduced dependence on foreign oil, increased development of domestic
and new energy sources.

5. National Health Insurance.

6. Ratification of Equal Rights Amendment (and D.C. Voting Rights Amendment).
7. Increased economic and government opportunities for minorities and

women.
.

.8
1

0
8. Continued fiscal strength

qflggtial Security.. t\Q\

‘

.
9. Continued revitalizati8h'of our nation's urban areas.

l0. Stable farm prices, increased farm exports. '

ll. Welfare reform.

FOREIGN

1. Maintenance of Peace -— eight years of uninterrupted peace.
2. Continued real growth in our defense spending, and strengthening ofdefense capabilities.

3. SALT II Ratification.
4. Continued Human Rights Policy.
' 5. Broadened Middle East Peace.

6. Continued development of relationship with People's Republic of China.
7. Continued strengthening of NATO.

8. Recognition by Russians they h

with U_s.
ave more to gain by improved relations

PLATFORMS’

>"§:\\
The attached domestic platform'comparison shows the stark contrast betweenthe two parties‘ philosophies and principles. The main point to be made in anyplatform reference during the debate~is simpl ‘QFat you support a platform ofprogress and hope and a platform in the

trak
ns of Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedyand Johnson, while Governor Reagan suppo s a platform that seeks to repealprogress and a platform written by an$ e faction of the Republican Party.

3
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ECONOMY

Humphrey-Hawkins

Federal Spending

Anti-Recession
Assistance

Rebuilding American
Industry

Worker Protection

c OSHA

0 Minimum Rage

o Plant Closings

GCYZRNMENT AND
HUMAN NEEDS

National Health
Insurance

D817‘-OC1’d‘.'.lC

Commitment to meet its
goals.

Commitment to targeted,
non—inflationary tax
cuts.

Spending restraint is
important economic
weapon, but must be
sensitive to those who
look to Federal Govern
ment for aid.

Commitment to l2
spending stim s

(Minority

a
p
t t)

Commitme o a program
to reb 1 Americanindustry.

Opposes legislation
to weaken OSHA.

Opposes youth sub-minimum;
supports future increase.

Supports legislation to
help workers affected by
sudden, unexpected plant
closings.

Supports.'

Republican

Silence.

Kemp-Roth, 30%
tax cut.

Support fog con
stitutiona amend
ment to b lance
the budge ; limit
government spending
to fixed/percentage
of GNP.

‘Kemp-Roth tax cut.

Kemp—Roth tax cut.

Supports legisla
tion to weaken
safety programs.

Supports youth sub
minimum; silence on
future increases.

Silence.

Opposes
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Abortion

welfare

Education

./I
Equal Rights 'A
Amendment Q.“

D.C. Voting
Rights Amendment

Civil Rights

Appointments
(Judicial)

Martin Luther King
Holiday

GCVERJMENT OPERATION
AND REFORM

Tax Reform

1

,_o§\xo%%:.

Democratic

Supports 1973 Supreme
Court decision; supports
government funding
(Minority Report).

Supports welfare reform,
with goal of eliminating
burden of welfare costs
on local governments and
reducing burden on States.

Supports Department of
Education.

its increased
‘stance to private

_j;§$ardUgly supports rati
'cation; DNC sanctions

_§q.cn non—supporters who
are candidates (Minority
Report).

Strongly supports
ratification.

Condemns Ku Klux Klan
and Nazi Party.

Supports policy of
appointing women and
minority judges at all
levels, including
Supreme Court.

Supports.

Supports

Republican

Seeks constitu
tional amendment
overturn Supreme
Court decision.

Seeks to transfer
entire welfare re
sponsibility to
tates, along with
tax sources to
finance it.

Seeks to eliminate
Department of
Education.

Supports tuition
tax credits.

Silent on ratifica
tion (reversing
40-year record of
support).

Silent.

Ku Klux Klan
endorsed Republica
Platform.

Supports policy of
appointing judges
who “respect
sanctity of innoce
human life."

Silence.

Silence.
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Law Enforcement

Public Financing
of Congressional
Elections

Consumer Protection
Agency

ENERGY. ENVIRONMENT
AND AGRICULTURE

Synthetic Fuels

Hindfall Profits
Tax

55 M.P.H. Speed

Grain Embargo

_i_____’

Democratic

Supports improved
controls over handguns
and Saturday night
specials.

Supports.

Supports.

' -
)

/.-'.\“ - Q
Supports’

dev€l&_@ment

of
synthetic 5 industry.

Strongly; §ports.

Supports (saves 2 billion
gallons of gasoline a
year and saves SO00 lives
a year).'

Supports.

Reoublican

Supports repeal of
key provisions of
Gun Control Act of
'68.

Opposes.

Opposes.

Opposes synthetic
fuel industry.

Favors nearly
wholesale repeal.

Seeks repeal.

Opposes.
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10.

ll.

13.

lb.

16.

l7.

18.

19.

20.

MOST IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES WITH REAGAN

SALT II

Nuclear Arms Race as a Bargaining Card/Need for Nuclear Superiority

Threatening Use of Troops

Comitment to Camp David Process

Size of Defense Budget

Current Defense Capabilities

ERA

National Health Insurance I

Kemp-Roth

Windfall Profits Tax

m
a
‘

Department of Educationi§

Minimum Wage

Need for Environmental Protection

Constitutional Amendment on Abortion

Welfare Reform

Labor Law Reform

Commitment to Solar Energy

Role of Oil Companies in Energy Solution

55 M.P.H. Speed Limit

Consumer Protection Agency
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PRESIDENTIAL VETOES

PRESIDENT TOTAL VETOES VETOES OVERRIDDEN

Roosevelt, F. 635 9

Truman‘ 250 12

Kennedy 21 0

Johnson 30 0

Nixon 43 5

~‘:
Ford** 12

Carter (to date)

it

Before Carter, Truman was last Democratic President to be
overridden (1952).

Ford was the most overridden President in terms of the
percentage of vetoes overridden with the exception of
Andrew Johnson.

CARTER RECORDAS GOVERNOR

Bureaucratic Growth - cut employee growth rate by 60%below predecessor's;
averaged 5%per year

£3. Q:Taxes —no income, sales
onwfroperty

tax increases

__-. -Budoet - grew by 52% (r\§$ues grew by 58%)~)
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THMES REAGAN WILL USE IN DEBATE

Economy Ruined/Kemp-Roth Would Solve

Carter has ruined the economy — provided high unemployment, record
inflation and interest rates, and a deep recession.

Reagan could manage the economy better; Kemp-Roth would be a major
step toward solving our economic problems.

Defense Weakened/Reagan Would Strengthen

Carter has allowed our defense posture to weaken - he has let us become
almost defenseless against Soviets, and has cut back on needed defense
programs.

Reagan is for a strong defense - one that is not second to the Soviet
Union, one that has substantially increased defense spending, one that
provides the necessary weapgndy training, and personnel incentives toI ‘ .\strengthen our defense. _ >x.,\\:\
Inconsistent Foreign Policy)Reagan flpuld Re—establish Pre—eminence

- J
Carter has provided an-inconsi db , weak, passive foreign policy - we
are no longer respected

abroad\and
the U.S. role as a world leader has

been severely
diminisheda~

Reagan would re-establish the U.S.'s pre-eminent role in the Free World
and would make certain the U.S. was respected by our allies and feared
by our enemies.

Bloated, Interfering Government/Reagan Would Reduce Government Regulation

Carter has not kept his promises about making government more efficient,
smaller, less bureaucratic - the government has grown, waste and abuse
have not been reduced, and the government has become more deeply involved
in the lives of Americans through constant, increasing and unnecessary
regulation.

As Governor, Reagan was successful in restraining government size and
spending, and he can do the same in the Federal government. He will
also be successful in reducing government regulation and would get
government off peoples‘ backs.
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Weak Leadership/Reagan Would Provide Strong Leadership

Carter has not provided the Nation with the type of strong,
Presidential leadership needed to solve the tough problems facing
us.

Reagan is a stronger leader, who wi ot get bogged down in details
but who will concentrate his atten 'on the major issues and will
make decisions which are not repeatedly changed.

Wrong Values/Reagan Would
Re-§lish

Needed Values in Government Policy

Carter's values have changedHaring his Administration, and he is not
as committed now as he once was to the values of family, neighborhood,
community, work and freedom.

Reagan is deeply committed to these values and will work to re-establish
them in government policy and throughout the Nation.
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A.

1.

5.

REAGAN CURRENT POSITIONS

(DCMESTIC)

ECONOMY

Tax Cuts

0 Supports full 3 year, 302 Kemp—Roth tax cut; believes government will
get more money in the end because of the increase in prosperity -
multiplier effect is enormous; has dropped support (without explanation)
for 10-5-3 depreciation cuts.

Inflation

o Believes inflation's real cause is government -- spending and
regulation (cutting regulations on business would instantly cut
inflation in half).

o Believes Kemp-Roth wi‘l',I\"pr\omote non-inflationary growth.7/
Minimum Wage

v‘ %
0 Has stated tha§high u loyment is in large part due to the

minimum wage -- "'caus re misery and unemployment than anything
since the Great Dep ion;" but now appears to support minimum wage,
with a sub—minimum f youth.

Unanplogent

o Believes a principle cause is the minimum wage. (With this belief
of the problem, how can he propose sound solutions?)

0 Currently appears to favor unenployment compensation -- previously
called such ccmpensation "prepaid vacations."

Government Spending

0 Has favored Constitutional Amendment to balance the budget; more
recently has backed away fran Amendment —- says Congress could always
circumvent by raising taxes to reach balance.

o Now appears to favor a legislative limit on the annual federal share
of GNI’ the goverment can take in through taxes.

0 Supports 22 annual cut in Federal spending through elimination of
waste and abuse.

0 Believes the GAO is right in saying there is at least $50 billion
in waste in goverunent that could be saved; if waste cannot be
eliminated from a progran, whole program must go.
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7.

B.

1.

Controls

0 Opposes wage and price controls.

Auto and Steel Industries

0 Believes Carter enforces stric@wironnental regulations with little
regard for their econcmic

im;\
; this has hurt auto and steel industries.

0 Has not ruled out trade
cages

for autos.

0 Supports Chrysler assiM§:e now, though initially opposed.

o Believes steel industry's problems are due to over—regulation by
govermnent, particularly by EPA.

3

ENERGY

Energy Production

0

O

Favors turning energy industry "loose" to produce more oil and gas.

Opposes any oil import quotas -- increase domestic production instead.

Believes SPRO has been severely misnanaged -- but feels key to our
security is increasing domestic production.

Has said there is more oil in Alaska than in Saudi Arabia (means more
"potential oil reserves" in Alaska than proven to exist in Saudi Arabia).

1 encourage domestic producers to
wil’ cost us 840,000 barrels of oil per
ixflpase our reliance on foreign oil.
(3 ,‘}_\\'veakeningof Windfall Profits
pfliack provision).
o

Believes windfall profits.
shift their resources/abr"
day (CBO), and will act“
(Republican Platfo/us:
Tax; favors addition J :
Believes can and shouldiizicrease coal production -- turn coal companies
free and they will produce necessary amount.
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2.

3.

b.

Energy Regulation

0

O

Favors relaxation of Clean Air Act of burn more coal.

Favors immediate decontrol of oil and natural gas pricing.

Has favored elimination of Department of Energy in the past; position
now is vaguer.

Energy Conservation

0 Believes energy conservation means we only will run out of energy a
little more slowly (believes more production can solve need for
conservation).

0 Believes Carter has made conservation the linchpin of our energy
program -— but that has been proven inadequate to solve the problem.

0 Favors repeal of 55 mph (assuming he supports Republican Platform).

Synthetics

0 Does not favor large synthetics industry; supports only limited
demonstration projects (Republican Platform).

4

Solar

o Believes solar power still faces technological barriers and is
not ready for extensive use; sees it as a next generation of
energy sources.

Nuclear

0 Supports continued operation and construction of nuclear plants.

0 Believes nuclear offers our greatest
eqeggy

hope for next two—three
decades. \‘Qs

o Believes Three-Mile Island offers f of the safety of nuclear
power; it showed how well systan

Q
ed despite humanerrors.

0 Believes the amount of space ne d to store nuclear wastes is small
(a year's worth can be stored under a desk).

0 Supports Clinch River Breeder Reactor.

0 Believes surplus of government is responsible for the delay in
licensing of nuclear power plants.

0 Has stated in the past that anti-nuclear forces are being manipulated
by forces sympathetic to Soviet Union.

0 Believes nuclear power is cheaper and, when operated properly, is
among the safest means of energy production.
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ENVIRONMENT

EPA

o Believes primary responsibility for protecting environment should
be returned to the States.

0 Believes power of EPA should be weakened.

o Believes steel industry's decline is due in part to EPA-imposed
regulations.

Air Pollution

o Believes it is substantially under control.
0 Believes 932 of pollution is caused by trees.

Federal Land Ownership Kg\
o Believes that large scale ownership by Federal government of public

,,
._
\

lands is unconstitutionaI3 \\~§s

.

. \

\J?'] __‘‘I‘.‘'\
RARE 11 H I.

-~
_ .5

0 Opposes RARE II as an effort tqfiikck-up scenic lands for privileged few;
believes in multiple-use designations for these lands.

Alaska Lands M

0 Opposes Alaska Lands legislation because of disruptions which will be
caused to oil and timber industries. '.

Energy Exploration

0 Believes government should make it easier for oil companies to
drill on public lands or in coastal waters.

Clean Air Act

0 Supports revision of Clean Air Act regulations.

Auto Emission Standards

0 Believes Federal standards have nearly killed auto industry.

0 Has called for immediate moratorium on all new Federal auto
regulations.
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LABOR

MinimumWage

0 Has stated that high unemployment is due in large part to the
minimumwage (which he feels has caused more misery and unemployment
than anything since the Great Depression); now appears to support
minimumwage for youth.

0 Supports elimination of the minimumwage or instituting a sub—minimum
wage.

Government Aid to the Unemployed

0 Now appears to support unemployment compensation programs.

0 Has previously indicated such
pro§§;bs

are "prepaid vacations".\~
Humphrey-Hawkins 5\

o Sees Humphrey-Hawkins as an
Qssbmpt

by the Federal government to
regulate the economy. ‘>

0 Once called Humphrey—Hawkinsa design for fascism.mm
o Opposes labor law reform as unfair to business; believes it hurts
working men and womenand puts government in cooperation with
hierarchy of organized labor.

Comon Situs Picketing

0 Object to CommonSitus Picketing; believes it forces compulsory
unioni .

I ‘

Davis-Bacon
I

0 Has opposed Davis-Bacon protections as inflationary and as gift to
privileg d workers; now appears to favor some tightening, but not
repeal.
\.

14-3
\

0 Supports 14-B; believes its elimination would force compulsory
unionism.

OSHA

o Believes OSHAover-regulates; supports using OSHAas laboratory
where business could voluntarily study how to improve hazardous
conditions.
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10.

LABOR (con't) §~

Unions p}

0 Has supported covering‘};)or.upions by antitrust laws (now rejects
earlier position).\jt,)/ ( of?'

-\ '.
Food Stamps to Strikera§/ _i

;k

‘ I‘!

0 Opposes providing Fodhgstamps to strikers.

SOCIAL ISSUES

Abortion

o Strongly opposes abortion (states that his decision to sign an
abortion law was premised on an understanding that the law would
be interpreted in a conservative way; in fact. the law has been
interpreted liberally, making California's abortion law about the
most liberal in the country; also states that various groups of
medical professionals are violating the law in unethical ways).

0 Supports passage of Constitutional Amendment to ban abortion.

0 Opposes using Federal money to pa for abortions unless the life
of the mother is endangered.

cg
}

(\\\..
%

o Opposes quotas or Federal
$delines

to be used in helping to
provide equal opportunity.

Affirmative Action

o Believes that the quota system reduces reverse discrimination,
which is a distortion of the principle of equal rights (but appears
to support the Bakke decision as a way of reconciling the reverse
discrimination problem).

0 Has defended his limited number of women appointments as the result
of making appointments based on qualifications only (only 12 of his
600 judicial appointments were women).
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Busing

0 Opposes busing and believes it should be ended by legislation if
possible. by Constitutional Amendment if necessary.

Family

0 Believes government is single greatest cause of erosion of the
family.

0 Believes Federal government encourages teenagers‘ abortions,
welfare fathers to leave home, unmarried couples to live together.

Constitutional Amendments

0 Supports balanced budget, school prayer, abortion, busing amendments.

o Opposes ERA and D.V. Voting Rights.

HEALTH

0 Opposes National Health Insurance as idea whose time is past; as
a program taxpayers neither need or want; and as inflationary.

o Believes health care
problemsuare

caused by government intervention.
1/

o Believes any health
catetplén is opening wedge for more government.

0 Believes
Hospitafi5Co§_ Containment reduces services, not cost.

0 Favors private fee for pragtice as providing the best care.

EDUCATION
' ‘

Government Role 10

o Believes government is responsible for decline in educational
quality.

0 Has said Department of Education should be abolished (though now
wavers on this); believes educational funding programs should be
transferred back to States and local school districts, along with
needed tax resources.

‘"5

6
1
°

Religion
(<\

o Believes prayer should be
rggbrned

to public schools.
~ 4

0 Supports tuition tax credlih.

Bilingual

0 has opposed bilingual education in the past, but now appears to
favor.
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0 Supports transferring welfare pfograms from the Federal government
to State and local governments, along with the tax resources needed
to pay for the programs. “~~‘

=.U
0 Has said the Food Stamp “‘\gram is nothing but a welfare program
which does not work,_,

l ‘\

~~::_1)

l

6'

_. J,3. NO

..-
it U

12

HOUSING

Fair Housing

0 Opposed Fair Housing legislation in California - said unnecessary
because discrimination in housing did not exist.

0 Has taken no position on Federal Fair Housing legislation.

Public Housing £3a

o Believes Federal public hqhédng program has been a failure.

0 Sees public housing progiums as type of welfare.
Q9

Urban Homesteadin

J

0 Supports using urban homesteading program -— selling abandoned
homes for $1 if the new owner will refurbish and occupy — as a

means of making housing available to low- and middle—income
Americans (apparently does not realize this program is already
in effect).

l3

W
Urban Aid —- has opposed urban aid p~r.ograms;has said it would be
more efficient for local

governmentigo
raise the money they plan to

spend; now appears to supporthavi» ederal government collect taxes
but provi..e to urban areas in‘ b ‘ck grant form ——no-strings-attached.

NewYork City ——opposed §}>a§1‘Z1New York
City assistance; now favors.

Enterprise Zones -— supports creation of urban enterprise zones (taxes
and regulations to be reduced).

.
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5.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUSTICE

Gun Control

0 Opposes all proposed restrictions on gun ownership; believes
gun control does not deter criminals.

0 Supports Republican Platform position calling for repeal of
Gun Control Act of '68.

p.

Marijuana . 0?’M‘
o Opposes decriminalization. . fi\

‘M
Death Penal tz

o Believes is justified as fair retribution and as deterrent.

Judiciary

o Comitted to appoint Supreme Court Justices who respect and
reflect values and morals of American majority; comitted to
appoint a woman.

0 No longer supports Republican Platform provision calling for
judges supporting traditional family values and sanctity of
unborn; says he will have no litmus test.

Civil Rights

0 Has called the '64 Civil Rights Act a "bad piece of legislation";
has now stated that he was opposed to certain features of the
law which he felt infringed on Constitutionally-guaranteed rights
of citizens. He has recently said it should be strengthened.

0 Opposed Open Housing legislation in California.

0 Opposes any type of codification or legislation protecting
homosexual rights (though he did oppose the anti-gay Briggs
initiative in California in 1978).

o Believes First Amendment was written not to protect people
and their laws from religious values but to protect those
values from government tyranny.

o Opposes a Constitutional Amendment on D.C. Voting Rights.

0 Opposes the Equal Rights Amendment; supports eliminating discriminatic
against women through State-by-State statute changes; now states that
he supports the concept of equal rights for men and women.
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GOVERNMENTETHICS

Watergate

0 Supports Ford's pardon of Nixon.

Election Reform

0 Supports repeal of contribution limits.
. S3’

0 Sees no legal problems
wiffifthe

independent campaign organizations
helping his‘candidacy.

ch”

db

16

W
Price Supports -- supports ending of government price supports,
returning farming to free market. Now has changed - says he supports the program:

Parity -- supports 1002 parity -— but imposed not through government
but through marketplace.

Milk Support —- opposes dairy industry subsidies; they just subsidize
those who cannot compete in marketplace at expense of those who could
bring prices down. ’

Q
Tobacco - supports assistance

g€Pgrams
- believes they raise prices

and thereby discourage smokin

Grain Embargo -- opposes cufr t grain embargo as hurting our farmers
more than Soviets (however, on previous occasions, like discovery of
Russian brigade in Cuba, he did advocate using the grain weapon).

33-896 0 - 84 - 63 Part 1
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SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES

Blacks

o Believes Democratic Party philosophy has been to offer handouts
(i.e. spending programs) to Blacks in return for their vote.

o Believes Blacks must be made more economically independent -
economic growth will be best assured this way.

0 Has rejected endorsement of Ku Klux Klan.

o Believes in "states' right39iL- restoring to states power that
properly belongs to the£.}§ '1:

21derl """i.?~. \\
~

. .

Social Security 3
'

{:2

0 Has previously supported maiing Social Security voluntary; now
_\denies having done so.

0 Has supported investing Social Security funds in the private
sector, much like any other pension program.

0 Supports elimination of earnings test for recipients who work.

0 Committed to appoint a task force of experts to examine the
long-range financing problems of the system.

Medicare

0 Opposed Medicare as a step toward socialized medicine; now supports.

Hispanics

Farm Workers

0 has opposed the organizing efforts of farm workers.

o has opposed applying principles of National Labor Relations Act
to farm workers.

0 was supportive of the Braceros program while Governor.

Bilingual Education

0 has opposed bilingual education; now favors.
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N. SPECIAL CONSIIIUENCIES (con't)

C. Immigration

0 believes aliens coming from Mexico are a needed safety valve for
that country.

0 believes we should make it possible for aliens to come here
legally with a work permit and to leave when they want.

D. Cuban Refugees

0 supported massive airlift for
sgbans seeking

political asylum
from Castro. Q)

0 supports bringing Cuban refhgees into country, but favors
careful screening to eli te Castro agents.

4. Youth

0 Believes high youth unemployment would be relieved through
youth-sub-minimum wage.

0 Opposes decriminalization of marijuana use.

0 Opposed extending voting and majority rights to l8-year-olds.

REACANCHARGESAGAINST CARTER

(Domestic)

Attached are brief descriptions of the basic domestic charges Governor Reagan
has made against you during the primary.

His basic attacks can be characterized as follows:

l. There has been no strong leadership, no central vision, positions
are frequently changing andgcampaign promises are ignored.

2. Economy has been ruined through high inflation, high unemployment,
and a deep recession. Your economic policies have been a disaster,
he contends.

3. Government has been allo lie grow, over—regulate, over spend, over
tax, interfere increas' in people's lives.

A. Energy policies have hdndered domestic energy production and not
really helped reduce dependence on foreign oil.

In foreign policy he is likely to attack you for:

l. Weakening our defense posture, cancelling the B-1, having a majority
of fighting units not ready to fight.

2. Having a vacillating, confusing, weak foreign policy with multiple
voices.
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REAGAN cannons AGAINST CARTER
(ooursnc)

GENERAL

1. Talks as if someone else had been in charge for past 35 years.
2. Told we must accept a national "malaise".

3. Used excuse that Federal government has grown so big and powerful that
it is beyond control of any President.

4. His real failure has been failure of ideas, an inability to break away
from failed policies, to move boldly in new directions--rooted in
outfof—date philosophy.

5. have consistently made more proposals for more Federal government.

6. Violated nearly every campaign promifip he every made.

7. Has not had a central vision to
${§Dpolicies.

8. Has changed directions without ggise
or explanation.

9. Has shifted from '76 positionsiihd gone completely with liberal line.
“".

10. Was not a good Governor-—did not streamline government.

ll. Broken sharply with the views and policies of Truman, Kennedy, and
many contemporary leaders of the Democratic Party; dominated by
McGovernite wing of the Party.

12. Crisis facing us is not one of failure of American spirit——failure
of leaders to establish rational goals.

ECONOMY

l. Allowed this economic situation to occur:

0 8 million out of work
0 inflation at 7.82 for first quarter.
0 black unemployment at about l4\--highest ever
0 four straight major deficits
0 highest interest rates since Civil War--at times reaching 20%
0 through inflation has raised taxes by 30%--real income increased

by only 20‘
o imposed largest single tax increase in history
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10.

ll.
l2.

l3.

l4.

15.

-16.

17.

l8.

Had 5 economic programs in 35 years.

Has discovered American workers after 3 years of neglect, misery,
unemployment, inflation, high taxes, dwindling earning power,
inability to save.

Called for increase in unemployment in '80 to fight recession.

Said in '76 would bring unemployment and inflation to 3%-unemloyment now aroux
82, inflation is at 1232. Broke '76 promise to lower inflation rate and
unemloyment rate to AZ.

Allowed tax burden to reach highest percentage of personal income in our
history-llS\ increase.

Has highest percentage today of outmoded industrial plant and equipment
of any industrial nation in the world.

Allowed savings to fall to lowest level in last 30 years--Japanese
worker can save 5 times his earnings as American worker can.

2"’ _-
1
%

Proposed to balance budge§\by increasing taxes.

Fought inflation with rficessignikalso referred to as "Depression").
:'r~-I
-
‘.5.’

Have been at warfwith bus so community.‘I v .

Imposed deliberatve poligb*of squeezing Nation into recession, at
expense of workers.

Used OPEC as alibi for our economic woes.

Economic renewal program is "crazy quilt" of obvious election year promises.

Economic policies are "an American tragedy".

Changed groundrules in determining PPI index figures.

Cited "family suffering index" which combines "average annual rate of
mortage interest, the rate of price increases in food and gasoline and
the unemployment rate"; was 24.2\ 4 years ago and is now "an incredible,
reconscionable 77\.“

"Made shambles of economy--tripled inflation rate, doubled interest rate,
increased government taxes and spending more that any other President,
and produced enormous budget deficits."
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GOVERNMENT

1. Has allowed total number of government workers to grow by 63,300.

2. Has been biggest spender there has ever been in the White House.

3. Has not cut Federal spending.

4. Favors further expansion of Federal government.

5. Run a government where $50 billion is wasted every year.

6. Launched vendetta (by IRS) against independent schools.

7. Has biggest White House staff in history.

8. Done nothing about eliminating waste and fraud in Federal government
(which GAO says could be between SS-$50 billion).

ENERGY
I ‘S

l. Presided over worst energy
shortageq€§§our

country's history.
\

2. Developed energy policies
geared4§Abrd

decreasing demand, regulating
markets, lower growth.

3%
3. Proposed energy program which will lead to nationalization of energy
industry.

4. Created an Energy Department with a budget as big as total profits of
major oil companies.

5. Pursued policies which discourage discovery and production of energy
in this country.

6. Broke '76 promise to deregulate natural gas.

7. Claimed figures have been made up to mask decline in energy production
(were it not for Alaskan production, domestic oil production would
continue to show a steady decline).

AGRICULTJPE

l. Increased farm aid but decreased farm income.

2. Pursued agricultural policies which are "unprecedented disasters".

3. Imposed a grain embargo which hurt American farmers more than Soviets:
embargo was a grandstand play for votes at farmer's expense.
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AUTO INDUSTRY

l. Offered industry only more trade adjustment and more unemployment
compensation.

2. Pursured economic and regulatory policies which are to blame for the
auto industry's problems.

STEEL INDUSTRY

1. Did not enforce laws that would benefit steel industry; economic
renewal program has only "half-hearted measures" to revive industry.

2. Waited until just recently to talk about steel industry's plight and to
take actions to help steel industry (many of which Reagan had earlier
proposed).

EDUCATION

Reneged on '76 promise to support tuition tax credits.

ENVIRONMENT

l. Pursued regulatory policies which are responsible for steel plant
shut-downs in Ohio; "biggestgregulatgr in history."

\ . -~Qy
2. Allowed EPA to overregulate. .1 \‘

. » r
-}

REGULATORY REFORM

l. Deregulation occurred only because of Congressional demands.

2. Deregulation accomplishments are only "highly publicized examples of
showcase deregulation."

ELDERLY

l. Indifferent to problems of the elderly.

2. Economic policies are a threat to Social Security System.

3. Misrepresented Reagan's views on Social Security.

VETERANS

l. Run most anti-veteran Administration in history.

2. Steadily cut VA budget (and cut health personnel).
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10.

ll.

12.

13.

14.

15.

REAGAN FLIP-FLOPS

ERA - once supported, now opposes.

Chgysler assistance - once opposed, now supports.

New York City assistance - once opposed, now supports.

Olyppic boycott - initially opposed, later favored.

China-Taiwan - once supported governmental relations with Taiwan,
now supports status quo.

Social Security — favored making -— or considering making Social
Security voluntary, but now apparently does not.

Auto Ipports — once oppos
x
type of trade protectionism, but now

appears to favor
soés)

yp of restraints on Japanese imports.

Bilingual
Education-1\§§c

sed bilingual education, now favors.
_ \ 1~

l0-5-3 De reciat
‘ l‘\"
- v

— once supported, now has modified.

~__)
Gold Standard - has supported return to gold standard in the past, now
has dropped it.

Department of Education - once called for its abolition, but now appears
to have dropped that call.

Davis—Bacon - once sought its repeal, now just needs some tightening.

Antitrust and Unions — once favored applying antitrust laws to unions,
now does not.

OSHA - once supported its abolition, now favors only "reform" for OSHA.

Clean Air Act - within one day said he favored amending Clean Air Act
to weaken it and then later opposed doing that.
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REAGAN RECORD AS GOVERNOR

CLAIM vs. REALITY

Reagan has frequently been caught grossly misstating or exaggerating his
record as Governor. Several months ago, he was caught by the press, and
became somewhat more careful. But he still uses misleading statements about
his record, and ignores completely any unfavorable statistics about his
8-year term. “‘fl

/1
’? ,

In the debate, he can be expect€d\§ ‘repeat his favorite claims about his
record. If left

rebuttaledIJthosa
claims ll seem very impressive. While

no one recommends that you;eng eaga an extensive debate over his
gubernatorial record, you shggld not I‘; ass some of the most superficially
impressive of his claims before

goi§$
n to make your positive points.

The following pages compare the mbst popular of his claims with the actual
record, or in some cases the more relevant facts and figures.

The most important points to make are that, despite his claims and promises
in California, taxes rose by the largest amount in the State's history
($20 billion, a nearly 3002 increase); the number of State employees grew
by 302; and State spending grew by 1262 (highest real growth rate in State's
history).
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REAGAN'S CALIFORNIA RECORD

CLAIMS

TAXES

Gave back $5.7 billion in tax

FACTS

rebates and credits to people in
California.

SIZE OF GOVERNENT

Bad grown 75! during 8 years
prior to his Administration;
he presided over virtually no
growth in the government, even
though California's population
was increasing faster than any
other State.

Reagan presided over the heaviest
tax increases in California's
history; tax rates increased for
income, sales, inheritance, estate,
capital gains, liquor, cigarette
and corporate income.

Only two rebates occurred, amountin
to about Sl billion; there was othe
tax relief -— like assistance with
local property taxes and assistance
0” ocal governments -- but not
er rebates or fiscal devices to
gi money back to taxpayers.

$5 were possible becauseagan raised taxes 3 times (1967,
$1 billion; 1971, $500 million;
1972, $1 billion); the first bike
was the largest single tax hike in
California's history.

By end of Reagan's term, State
income tax collections had nearly
tripled (to $20 billion).

Taxes increased much more rapidly
during Reagan's terms than during
Pat Brown's terms; per capita tax
burden doubled.

Reagan's figures ignore half of
state employees -- those in higher
education and mental health.

When they are included, there was
a more than 30\ increase (l58,000
to 203,000); moreover, this growth
rate was on a per capita basis
greater than it was under Pat Brown,
though Brown's annual average was
7,500 new employees to Reagan's
4,200.



0 There was one state employee for
every 120 residents when took
office and one for every 103 when
he left.

0 All of this occurred despite Reagan's
initial action of imposing a hiring
freeze.

3. GOVERNMENTSPENDING

Hold down government spending -- 0 Reagan had highest real growth rate
faced a budget deficit of $194 in government spending in California's
million when he took office and left a history.
budget surplus of $554 million.

0 State budget went from $4.6 billion
to $10.4 billion -- 1268 increase.

‘_\ 0 § State Operation budget -- that
e’) _ part of the budget over which
‘- Governor has real control ——grew

faster under Reagan than under
Brown (4l\ vs. 328).

projected deficit in '67 was
averted by $1 billion tax increas

surplus left in '74 was due to
higher income and sales tax rates.

4. GOVERNMENTBUREAUCRACY

Growth of bureaucracy was stopped. o In addition to the growth in
employees, the State government
grew by its number of agencies.

0 Reagan's own description of his
California accomplishments shows
that he created over 30 new state
offices, Boards or Councils.

o That description does not include
one Reagan creation -— the
California Energy Commission (no
doubt because it was criticized
for some failings as DOE later
was, particularly by Reagan).

o LA Times said of Reagan's terms:
"No significant State program
was eliminated".
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WELFARE REFORM

Reformed welfare program -
caseload went from 40,000 per
month increase to 8,000 per
month decrease -- saved taxpayers
$2 billion —- increased grants to
truly needy by 43‘.

(F 1
ifl

AIR POLLUTION

State had toughest anti—smog
laws in country when he left
office.

ELDERLY

Senior Citizen's Property Tax
Assistance Program was enacted to
refund portion of local property
taxes for the elderly.

ma

Reduction in caseload was due
not to reforms but to improving
economy, smaller welfare families,
and 2l5,000 Medicaid-funded
abortions permitted under Reagan's
abortion law.

Welfare costs actuall' increased -—
tripled during his terms.

$2 billion "savings" is calculated
on absurdly high caseload assumptions
(by l984 every resident in State
would have been on welfare if
assumptions were met): actual
savings -- about $10 million a

‘:)an to "truly needy" did
crease -— though by about halfA\‘U , g
of RQ@n‘s claim -- because
Riasag lost his court suit against
ngressionally—mandated cost-of
living increases (he fought the
increase for 4 years).

Tougher laws were passed during
his terms, but over his objections:
moreover, he did not enforce the
laws.

League of Conservation Voters:
"Reagan was responsible for
undermining what could have been
the most far reaching air pollution
program in the country... Reagan's
program was so weak that EPA
rejected it on five counts, the
main objection being lack of
enforcement."

Reagan opposed the bill, vetoing
it once.

He finally signed it because it
was tied to another tax bill he
wanted and because he was able to
limit its application.
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8. CONSUMERS

Created a Department of Consumer
Affairs.

AFPOINTMNTS

Appointed great number of public
members to sit on regulatory
boards and commissions; appointed
more minorities than any previous
Governor to major positions.

O

O

O

O

.é§>
O

O

<\

Initially gave Department only
one staff person for consumer
work.

Became widely known as Department
of Business Affairs.

Reagan's own consumer advisor
admitted the Department helped
business more than consumers.

"£9
-9»
xReagan tended to appoint one
‘ token public member to key boards,
ensuring they were always out—voted.

Of 3,709 appointments to new state
jobs, only 2 went to Blacks.

Of 600 judicial appointments, only
12 were women.
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10.

11.

TURNINGBACKTHE CLOCK- KEY DEMOCRATICINITIATIVES
REGAN CURRENTLYWANTSTO REPEALORWEAKENORWITHDRAW

SALT II (withdraw)

Windfall Profits Tax (weaken)

Department of Education (repeal - apparently)

Department of Energy (repeal —apparently)
fl

OSHA (weakenand change igs-4$Qion)‘\,' A‘ ~\
Clean Air Act (weaken_)(

‘X./1'
Minimumwage (weakan_,,“t.hr6ughwinimum)
China Normalization

(weakefiqin
the view of People's Republic of China)

\/'

ERA (oppose ratification}

Humphrey-Hawkins(apparently would not follow it)

Welfare and Education programs (weakenby returning themcompletely to States)

MAJORREAGAN- BUSHDIFFERENCES

ERA - Reaganopposes; Bush supports.

Constitutional amendmenton abortion - Reagan supports; Bush opposes.

X_emp;fig_th- Reagan supports; Bush opposes (called it "voodoo economics"
which would lead to 30\ inflation).

Blockade Cuba in responsE“.t<i’Soviet invasion of Afghanistan - Reagan supported:
Bush opposed. >\ " »

Turning energy comrisnifies
‘loobwss

the solution to our energy problem - ReaganJsupported;
Bush_E~51isagreeQf\

.;\s\‘

.’- \“\ '.\
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8.
than anything since the Great Depression."

KEY REAGAN QUCTSS

Nuclear Arms Race ~ "The one card that's been missing in these L SALT /
negotiations has been the possibility of an arms race." AP Interview,
Oct l, '80.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation - "I just don't think it's (non-proliferation)
any of our business." Washington Post, Jan 31, '80.

Resoonse to Afghanistan - "One option might well be that we surround the
island of Cuba and stop all traffic in and out." NY Times, Jan 29, '80.

Sending Troops ~ While you need not read the quotes directly, you can
repeatedly list the countries or areas to which Reagan has said he would
send American troops -- Cuba ('80), Cyprus ('76), Equador ('75), Lebanon
('76), Middle East ('80), North Korea ('68), Pakistan ('80) and Rhodesia
('76). _

y3§'~
disclosure of Russian brigade in Cuba - "If the Russians want to buy
from us, I wouldn'txsell it to them." LA Times, Sep 30, '79.

fi5Lstoring official government status to the
'80.

After
wheat

. .‘ \5~/‘
China - "Yes I

willeadvocadgTaipai office."
Lh'Tima€\

ay l9,

\
Vietnam War - "Was aiipble cause.“ Aug I8, '80.----—-- . ,
War and Nuclear Threats - "No one would cheerfully want to use atomic
weapons ... But ... the last person in the world who should know we
wouldn't use them is the enemy. He should go to bed every night afraid
that we might.“ LA Times, July 3, '67.

Minimu wage - "The minimum wage has caused more misery and unemployment
Wall Street Journal, January 30, '80.

(Also see #28).

IO.

ll.

12.

Unemolovment Insurance - "Legitimate working men and women are being
sacrificed to provide prepaid vacations for a segment of our society which
has made this a way of life." April 26, '66.

Humchrev-Hawkins - "Carter's approach to unemployment:
Hawkins bill. If ever there was design for fascism that
really the basis for the New Deal." Time Interview, May l7,

he's for the Humphrey
's it. Fascism was
'76.

Labor Law Reform - "1 Labor law reform would result in_/ ... a largely unor
ganized management pitted against an efficient and effective union effort."
Las Vegas Sun Interview, June 4, '78.

Davis-Bacon - "Davis—Bacon ... a needless burden on local tax-payers, a
gift of tax funds to the privileged workers." Jefferson City, Missouri
Post Interview, Cot IS, '79.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Unions - "I believe that labor union leaders themselves have accumulated
power that we should look very closely at whether they should not be bound
as business is by the antitrust laws." New York Times, April 23, '80.

Evolution - "I have a great many questions about evolution ... And I think
the recent discoveries over the years have pointed out great flaws in it."
Dallas Times Herald, Aug 23, '80.

Religion and Schools - "let's get government out of the classroom and maybe
we can get God back in.” Rocky Mountain News, June 7, '78.

Constitutional Amendments - While you need not repeat the quotes, you can
point out that Reagan has indicated support for Constitutional amendments
to prohibit abortion, permit school prayer, prohibit busing, and require
a balanced budget.

'64 Civil Rights Act - "a bad piece of legislation."
Quoted in The Rise 22 Ronald Reagan, '68.

States‘ Rights - "I believe in st;fs' rights. Philadelphia, Mississippi,Aug 4, '80. Q
New York City - "As a matte ‘hi fact, I have included in my morning and
evening prayers every

dayigéb
prayer the federal government will not bail

out New York City." Inte iew, Oct 8, '75.

Urban Aid - "Urban aid programs are one of the biggest phonies that we
have in the system and have had for a number of years." Interview,
Feb 1, '80.

Chrysler Loan - "What's wrong with bankruptcy?" Newsweek, Oct 1, '79.

Energy - "What needs to be done is for the government to repeal the energy
legislation and then turn the industry loose." LA Times, May 16, '76.

Anti—Nuclear Advocates - "I've already spoken about the anti-nuclear power
people and the fact that behind the scenes they are being manipulated by
forces sympathetic to the Soviet Union." Radio Broadcast, July, '79.

National Health Insurance — "I'm opposed to National Health Insurance.
There is no health care crisis in America." U.S. News & World Report
Interview, March '76.

The Unemployed and Welfare Recipients — "...
vacation plan." San Francisco Chronicle, April 22,

Freeloaders wanting a prepaid
'66.

Income Tax System - "The entire Zfgraduated income tax_7 structure was
created by Karl Marx. It has no justification in getting government needed
revenue." Interview, Jan 7, '63.

Air Pollution - "Has been substantially controlled.“ October '80.

Mifiimum Wage — "High unemployment is in large part due to the minimum
wage" N.Y. Times, January 2, 1980
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SUBJECTS OF QUESTIONS IN '76 PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES
(not including rebuttals)

D E B A T E O N E

(DOMESTIC POLICY)

I
Carter Ford

Econany Economy
Economy Economy
Economy Vietnam Amnesty
Econqny Vietnam Amnesty
Reorganization Economy
Reorganization

7
Economy

Nuclear Energy _ '/ <2!‘ Economy

gnergydconservation

g
sg
? \> ggonomy t Eth.ax e uctions vernmen ics

Tax Reform/Reductions /;v6ii§ g} Congressional Relation
Econany - Personnel Q ;;-- r145 Intelligence Charters

.:/ $' \$

D E B A T E T W O

(FOREIGN POLICY)

Carter Ford

General Review Communism Containment
General — Personnel Soviet Union
Decision-Making Process Eastern Europe
Human Rights China
Arab Boycott China
Defense Spending SALT
Defense Spending SALT
World Respect of 0.5. Human Rights
Panama Canal Mayaquez
Arab Boycott Vietnam MIA‘s

33-896 0 — 84 — 64 Part 1
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D E B A T E

(ALL SUBJECTS)

Carter

Nature of Campaign
Yugoslavia after Tito
Staffing of Administration
Urban Policy
Constitutional Amendments

T H R E E

Ford

Prospective on Future
Economy
Watergate Connection
Justice Investigation of Ford
General Brown of JCS

Supreme Court Environment
Supreme Court Appointments Blacks
Public Opinion Polls Gun Control

Economy
Economy

IRE A(3A.N - ADID 2115-01; IDE BIKT E
g!

Reagan
J Anderson

Economy Economy
Energy Energy
Military Manpower
Urban Policy
Economy
Church and State

Military Manpower
Urban Policy
Economy
Church and State
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Presidential Debate Briefing Pa;
Foreign Policy and National Securfii

Leadership

Military Balance

SALT

U.S.-Soviet Relations

Western Alliance

Persian Gulf

Hostages

Middle East Peace Process

U.S. Policy Toward China

Central America ~
Human Rights

Future Goals

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

Tab

10

ll
12

Rick Inderfurth
Eric Newsom

October'20, 1980



fir. President, a widespread 2nd pessistent complaint in
th:s country and abzoad about foreign policy under your
edsiristration is that it lccks conerence, steadiness and
cozsietency. It is said th-t the various strands of
policy are unrelated tc one another, and that you have
latched indecisively from ove approach to another, pusned
by events. Your critics say you have flit-‘lcpped on the
withdrawal of U. S. troops fro: Soutl Korea, the neutron
bath, the Sov:et brigade in C.ba, ort for the Shah,
ar-ng others. They say you cannot _ vd this country and
the Test in dealing with an aggressiv Soviet Union, the
energy criszs, and a faltering global economy.

The Republican Platf char; '0 one half
years the Carter Ad: trati .as foreign
policy not of cshsis y and cr d1 of chaos,
confus:on, and fails It has produced an inage of our
country as a vacilla and reactive nation, unable to
define its place in world, the goals it seeks, or the
means to pursue them. "No fa re of the Administration
h s b o catastrophic as ilure of leadership,"

t a G0? platfo; nor Reagan has said
our Adninist -ice's economic, military
c strength

Mr. President, how 6 y -
_espondQé>

the charge that you
have not provided lee- nip,

théh we are no
longer respected

or trusted, and that you have fig: devised effective policiesto deal with the serious
propgpns that threaten'us?

1.

I believe that leadership is:

0 Tackling real problems, uzpopular problems;

0 Strengthening our oefenses;

0 Keeping cool in crises and staying out of wars;

tending up to our adversaries where we must, but
ooperating if we can;
cing America on the side of change, on'the side
hum n rights and justice.
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haJe t=~\-ec tte r: l 0_cblers. In 1276:

Tnere was no international energy aolicy. No
real cooperation in ccrservation. No -terican
energy program to work to free us from iegendence
on fcreign oil. 2:“ there is.
There was no peace in the fiiddle East. Now we
-have the Camp Iavzd Accords and the Israel/-gypt
Peace .reety.

We were still estranged from China. Norralitation
had bogged dcwn. He broke through the ogjem and
have a strong growing relationship with China.

Insurgency threatened the Fsrame Canall Tcfiay it
is ogereting snoothl" and effectively.

In Africa, America we posing racial
justice. Today we ha st eossible
relations with Africa our corsitment
to majority rule and ice.

The world ecsnory was by protectionism
but we negotiated the iltt l trade agreement
and got it through Congress. _\ I

The threat of the weapons was
ignored. Now we bign on the world
agenda and built U -_range:ents to
contain this three

Tie developing wo of mankind lives
was tregped in pa to ards increasing
violence. We hev engthened inter
nati:nal banks an ticns to help
meet their crying

Finally, there was the prospect of an unlimited arms
SALT I was running out. SALT II was boggedrace.

down. We have strengthened the proposed SALT II
Agreement and we have signed it. Because I am
cetermined to tackle real problems, I am determined
to see SALT II ratified.
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h and we nave
treng:hen XLTC.

0 We Had no ca;abi1ity 3c in the vital
area of the Persian c a id Qeploynent
-orce He have faci i .e regior and
are strengthening ou- o Garcia. fie pre
oos -‘cred ecu; went _ —rinos and nuzitions
for 500 aircraft and add orbat brigades. We
have two carrier task fogees on station at all time
to AESP open the Strait of Eormuz and defend our :“1EDOS
and our Tliél interests _n the region. None of this
eristec before.

5 dying Out of Hers. Tnc issue is xhat :s d:ne u-_n this
m litary power:

0 It is easier to get into a war as we save all learned
than it is to get out of one.

0 In the last three and a half years we could have involved
ourselves directly in more than one—half dc:en_wars,
revolutions or_c0nflicts -- Iraq/Iran, Lebanon, Nicaragua,
Angola, Somalia/Ethiopia and Cambodia. He did not do so.

,_____’

,5!/(C 'JFv/
(V1.5 I)’J‘Wang!”M



:1 “us: no saw that fine Psrsiaz Golf 15 :3
;rss of vi ' It must not be afra1d no lsafi a
b:;cott of Asscow as the site for th Olfrpics.

Tzis means 51;
coéiling éicta
ani zhe 1525 f
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clock.

Governor ?es;an 5;psars not to favor ihe sts;—by—s:ep
approach of nsgotiat1on and diplomacy. His first answer
to foreign pollcy problems is co advocate some milltary
response:



e military forces
.e ‘: ses involving Cure,
e :Z militer; withdrzael,
n, Eccao r, ‘tcdesie, Pekiste.,

Cyprus, the Sest end others.

— I am rot coin:
Ecuador over 1
when vital Ame

'1DIDmilitary fo

0 Governor Reagan would junk the SALT II Treaty, which
took seven years and three Administrations to negotiate,
and would launch rolled arms race in the
hopes of frightening the Soviets irt a new agreement.
I think this would - '~- _ _ -ntrol proces and
cause a nuclear 'léble results.

0 Governor Reagan b ieres more oil reserves
than Saudi Arab e, and olicy would be to
free the oil cc penies nd environmental
constraints and urge t all the oil we need
at home. This is fa r rity is that we must
conserve erergy and sources, while continuing
to protect our ezx

0 America is strong m‘Q§§erily, politically and economically,
and we are growing gbronger. 3y record in all these areas
in foreign and :e:;cnel sec'rity policy is good.

0 I will continue to pursue policies such as advocacy of
human rights which identify the United States with justice,
democracy, and a decent life for all peoples, and which
help promote peaceful change.

0 I intend to continue my policy of combining measures to
strengthen our defense with efforts to negotiate fair and
verifiable limits and reductions in armaments.

0 In contrast, Governor Reagan's preoccupation with weapons,
military power and assertive behavior is likely to antagonize
or frighten our allies and friends, provoke a nuclear arms
race, destroy the SALT process, and involve the U. S. in
trouble all_over the globe.

r‘
' a
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'1. Enema

i - -military Salance

President Carter, your Administration has been accused of
allowing the military balance with the Soviet Union to
deteriorate to a position of U.S. inferiority and ushering
in a period of grave danger to U.S. interests around the
world. The Secretary of Defense has said that even with
the post-Afghanistan defense spending increases, it would
require 40 years to catch up to Soviet expenditures. The
Army Chief of Staff, General Meyer, recently stated that
we have "a hollow Army."

How do you view the trends -- and the implications of these
trends -- in the military balance? Are we, as Governor
Reagan has charged, "second to one; namely, the Soviet Union“
in military strength today?

We have turned around our defenses from a decade of
decline in spending. But we are not going to embark on
a wasteful crash program or provoke a dangerous arms
race. Historically, arms races have always ended in war.

el
ecline in spending on our defenses

2. RECORD

I reversed a decade
from 1968 to 1976 |u"‘

I

5 .A y.
-

0 Defense spe in
de0¥ined

by 37 percent, I have
increased it egge't My program for the next
five years calls.£§r‘appropriations of over one trillion
dollars for defen é. a

0 Purchases of combat aircraft and army equipment dropped
two-thirds in those eight years. I have already in
creased such purchases by 50 percent.

Strategic forces are our deterrent to nuclear war. But
when I came into office:

0 There was no answer to the Soviet threat to our fixed
ICBM's. Now we have one -- the mobile M-X missile.

0 There was no answer to Soviet air defenses. The Bel
bomber was already growing obsolete. We had no
strategic cruise missile program, but now the first
strategic bruise missile will join the strategic air
force next year.
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In Europe,_there was no allied prdgram to strengthen
our defenses.

“ " '~

0 I personally negotiated with allied leaders a
commitment to three percent real growth, and we
have developed a long-term NATO defense program.

There was a growing nuclear gap in Europe.

0 We are closing it with a US-led program to deploy
long—range missiles in Europe.

'Our forces in Europe were not ready. They were under
manned. They were threatened by overwhelming Soviet
tank superiority.

0- I increased our Army by 15 percent —- ?6,000 men.

0 We have deployed in the last three and a half years
more than 50,000 anti-tank missiles. That is equal
to the entire Warsaw Pact tank threat against NATO.
And we are deploying more at a rate five times faster
than the Soviets are

deplo“ing
tanks.

When I came into office, avy had been cut in half
by the Republicans. The . yards were a mess with almost

percent more shi r ar than the average under
the Republican A

§ration.
Finally, we had no capability to rapidly protect our
interests in the vital area of the Persian Gulf.

$3 billion in
disputed§::aims

_ _ _

0 We cleared up

thggige
I(€§A we are now building 70

d
' i

0 Now, we have a Rapid Deployment Force. It will begin
exercising next month. -

0 We have facilities in four areas in the region and a
base at Diego Garcia that we are strengthening.

0 We have pre-positioned equipment for 12,000 Marines
and munitions for additional combat brigades and for
more than 5,000 tacair sorties.

0 We have two carrier task forces on station-in the
region at all times with air and naval preponderance
to keep open the Straits of Hormuz where half of the
nations‘ oil must flow.
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This is a good record. It is a record of steady,
determined and prudent strengthening of our defenses
together with our allies. It provides us with an
increasingly strong military posture consistent with
strengthening our economy.

0

REAGAN

Governor Reagan's charge that we are now second to
the Soviet Union in military strength reminds me
that in almost every national campaign a candidate
charges that the Soviets are ahead of us. After the
election, those charges are either forgotten or are
found to be false. If our nation were neglecting its
defenses, it would be the duty of all informed people
to sound the alarm. But false declarations of weak
ness only intensify the dangers we face. They can
cause our friends to doubt us and our enemies to
discount us.

While we want to build our security for the future,
the Republicans would hav us invest more today on
even obsolete weapons. ernor Reagan has continued
to cite the B-1 as a that should have been builta
The fact is it would lete almost as fast as
we could deploy i - Republicans wanted to revive
the ABM system wh sident_Nixon discardeda They
want a new

air~
syggein which is an anachronism

in the missile They'even want to recommission
mothballed ship

T2g:L£s

a program of-obsolescence
that would waste bik- ns of defense dollars and
simply let the Sovi€l catch up to us in advancedtechnology.

Governor Reagan will not tell us how much his arms
race would cost. Conservative estimates suggest that
next year alone, it dould equal the size of the FY 81
deficit.

such a crash program, what will happen
What will happen to the dollar? Our
strength of the dollar are also vital
nation's security.

If we embark on
to the economy?
economy and the
elements of our

Governor Reagan said he would tear up the SALT II
Treaty. The Department of Defense has estimated this
could cost the American people up to $100 billion in
additional defense spending with no increase in security.
That is approximately equal to Governor Reagan's pro
posed defense increase.
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A strategy of tearing up arms limitations agreements
and then having to spend $100 billion to compensate
for these agreements is not only wasteful and foolish,
it is extremely dangerous. Unlike Governor Reagan,
I do not believe in threatening an arms race. The
Governor should look at history and answer a basic
guestion. What arms race did not end in a war?

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The question facing Americans is not whether we should
respond to these developments. All agree that we must.
The real question is whether we will continue with a
well-conceived and measured response tailored to the
actual threats we face, or whether we will run off
wildly in all directions at once, spending vastly
greater sums to no positive effect 5- and provoke an
arms race in the bargain.

'

My Administration will preserve our national security.
We will improve our capabilities as necessary to
maintain the military bal ce that exists today between
the United States and t‘ oviet Union. We will con
tinue to make steady tained increases in defense
spending to build th ab ities we need. We will
buy only the weapo msathat best serve our needs,
not every glamo _o <~ystem that comes along.
And, we will c . k arms control agreements -
like the SALT I aty — to limit the growth in Soviet
military power, and t gfioid spending resources un
necessarily in an un trolled arms race.

I
All of America's Presidents in the post—war period
have agreed with John Kennedy's maxim. John Kennedy
said it well.
While maintaining our readiness for war, we
must exhaust every avenue for peace. Let us
always make clear our willingness to talk, if
talk will help, and our readiness to fight,
if fight we must. Our foremost aim is the
control of force, not the pursuit of force,
in a world made safe for mankind.

We have and are building further the strength to make
mankind safe. "
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President Carter, Governor
Reagan calls the SALT II Treaty

flawed and says he would
drop it and go directly into

SALT III negotiations. He says our
allies'do not really

support the Treaty and that
it was dead in the Senate even

before Afghanistan caused
you to shelve it. You continue

to assert that the SALT
II Treaty is in the interests of

the United States and
its allies. You say you will

press

for its ratification in the new
Senate.

Mr. President, why do you
believe the SALT II Treaty is

still in U.S. interests? Do you still believe it can be

ratified with Soviet troops
in Afghanistan? Even if you

are reelected, won't it be
necessary to renegotiate parts

of the Treaty?

1. ‘THEME

0 Preventing nuclear
war is the foremost responsibility

of the President of the United
States.

0 An all-out nuclear arms race
increases the risk of

nuclear war.

interests of the United
I ll seek its ratification
t@e.election.

' I

.L:

0 The Treaty is in t e
' States and our all

as soon as feesi
(A
‘ _.

,'

0 I intend then to s on in SALT III for deeper re
ductions and greatercgudlitative

constraints on new

weapons. 3'

0 Tearing up SALT II will unleash an
arms race that will

threaten our security and
cost us billions. It will

divide us from our
allies, all of whom support SALT II.

0 Governor Reagan's proposals
to go on to SALT III with

out SALT II is naive and empty. His
professed support

for arms control contradicts
a history of no discernable

support for the arms control
efforts of previous Demo

cratic and Republican Presidents.

2. RECORD

0 The SALT process, and
the SALT II Treaty, which

Governor Reagan would
abandon, are the products

of three Republican and
Democratic Administrations

all of which were convinced that
limiting Soviet

strategic arms strengthens U.S.
security and reduces

the risk of nuclear war.
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.The benefits of this Treaty to the security
interests of the U.S. are clear:

- Under the Treaty, the United States will not
have to reduce any strategic systems, while
the Soviets will have to reduce 250 and it
will prevent them from deploying 600 or 700
new ones.

- Under the Treaty, the United States will be
able to carry out all our planned strategic
modernization programs, including the Trident I
missile, the air-launched cruise missile, and
the M-X land-bassed missile.

- SALT II will permit us to spend more on our
highest priority needs for conventional force
improvements. -

— Without SALT, we would be divided from our allies,
all of whom support SALT and see it as a corner
stone of their own security.

the Soviet Union
and undermine our

of nuclear weapons

th@>LT
Treaty. I want

0 ‘ndefstand clearly what the
w'€bout the SALT Treaty, a
apparently wants, would

— If we abandon SALT’ e w‘
an enormous propagan"
efforts to control t
to other nations 0

These are the bane
the American people
consequences of a wo
world which Governor Rea
be like:

- Without SALT, the Soviets couldideolov over 3,000
s;;a1ggig_bQmhers.and missiles, instead of the
2,250 they are allowed under the Treaty.

- Without SALT, the Soviets could deolov as manv
w‘ on their large missiles as they are
capable of carrying, fifteen or twenty or even
more on each missile instead of ten.
- Without SALT, the Soviets could target an addi
tional three to six thousand more warheads on
American cities and military targets than they
would under the Treaty. "

— Without SALT, defense planning by our military
leaders would be much more difficult. The M-X
program, a central element in our planned
strategic modernization, would be harder to

\
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we could no: kn:w what fh: site or 5C'lvl ‘trces
would be anc would ha\‘ to PIvLlCL the wczst

— Without SALT, our ability 1 non.tor Soviet
forces —— and thus :3 €\alLFtQ Soviet
capabilities ——would be -tduced, because
the Soviets would be freed from two SALT
constraints on deliberate concealment of
strategic forces.

- Without SALT, the likely increase in Soviet
require us to
prehaps on the

strategic capabilities would
spend even more on defense,
order of ar additional $30 :0 $100 billion
‘over a 10 year period. This would compound
our already difficult budge: choices. We
would of course spend what is necessary for

but with SILT, lt would beour security,
‘-6

We did not negotiate _ to make friends Aged’
with the Soviet Union. gotgated it because
we are adversaries, i; Our security

//3&5interest to have rel ifective and verifiable .~//
limits on Soviet for ‘e‘?rea:y helps reduce
the risk of nuclear war. _;'

Governor Feacan says he w;ll wit'd:aw the SLLT
Treaty from the Senate and "inmcdiately open
negotiations on a SALT III Tr aty" for arms
reductions.

At the same time. Governor Reagan will launch
on an effort to outbuild the Soviets in an
attempt to frighten zhem into negotiations for
a new agreement.

Governor Reagan says our all;es do not really
support the Treaty. he says it was Zead in the
Senate before Afghanistan.

Nothing Governor Feagan has said betrays more clearly
his dangerous-misunderstanding of foreign affairs

SAL *1than his statements on

- What would we do if the Fussians tore up SALT
and threatened an arms race and asked for irmediate
negotiations? Governor Foagan is naive if he thinks
the Soviets would react differently. Governor
Reagan's course means one thing: renewal of the
nuclear arms race, and collapse of the negotiating
process.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

What would the Governor prppose on SALT III? He
wants a buildup in strategic forces, but he also
wants reductions. He should tell the American
people what U.S. systems he is prepared to dis
mantle if he is sincere about getting further
Soviet reductions.

- The Governor is reported to have over 100
people working on the so—called October Surprise
Committee. Well, the surprise is that Governor
Reagan is in favor of arms control. He certainly
has never before favored any of the arms control
accomplishments of any Presidents -- Republican
or Democrat.

- .The Governor's argument that the allies'secretly
are against SALT is a dangerous misperception,
perhaps more dangerous than his misunderstanding of
China. Throwing out SALT II will divide usfrom our
allies and give the Soviets the propaganda windfall.
Our efforts to moderni theater nuclear forces in
Europe will be put inipardy. The Europeans willseek to

disassociaii
‘selves from Governor

Reagan's arms race olicy. The result will be a
divided alliance and a dangerous increase in Soviet
influence.

— Governor Reagan's assertion that SALT II was'dead
before the Soviets i ded Afghanistan shows that
he has at least 0 ‘ ing in mon with the Soviet
Union. They now "Xe t claim as a way of
justifying their i ion Afghanistan.

*§
I believe thattheSenate wi l ratify SALT II because
the Treaty is, in its simplest terms, in the interest
of our Nation's security. It forces the Soviets to
reduce, while we carry out essential strategic modern
ization.

Governor Reagan and the Republican Party would
abandon SALT and the arms control process build
up by every President since Eisenhower. He
would sacrifice the important contributions the
Treaty makes-to U.S. security.

Governor Reagan would leave us in an uncontrolled
nuclear arms race. There is no way to predict
how long it would take to reconstruct the arms
control process. The risk of nuclear war would
increase. \
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g _ Q _

U.S.-Soviet-kelations

Q: Mr. President, why has your Administration failed to
manage successfully the U.S.-Soviet relationship, the
key factor in international relations? How have we
reached this point of tension, deteriorating relations
and renewed military competition? What would you do in
a second Administration to put U.S.—Soviet relations
'back on an even keel?

A: l. THEME
0 That relations between the United States and the
Soviet Union are severely strained is undeniable.
And that this strain is largely created by Soviet
behavior is also undeniable. -

0 A stable, balanced relationship with the Soviet
Union remains my

goal‘
tente -— cannot be
The Soviets must
at the same time

d still enjoy the benefits
\ULSY Cooperation or

- i e is up to the Soviet
ét s will respond to either.

0 But, stable relatio
divorced from dete
understand that
threaten world

0 But not all problem§ in this world are carried
by the U.S.S.R. Dealing with poverty, hunger,
political oppression, the spread of nuclear
\ weapons are also vital to our security and can
not be ignored.

2. RECORD

0 The Soviet Union has used its increasing military
capabilities to seek to increase its influence in
the Third World. With extraordinary shortsighted
ness, it has done so in the belief that these
actions would not undermine detente with the
United States and.the West.

0 This Soviet calculation was clearly wrong. Our
relations with the Soviet Union have reached the
lowest point in years, particularly accentuated
by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

33-896 0 — 84 — 65 Part 1
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This attempt to subjugate an independent, non
aligned Islamic people is a violation of
international law and the United Nations
Charter, two fundamentals of international
order. Hence, it is also a dangerous threat
to world peace. -

The firm actions the United States has taken in
recent months —- on grain sales, on technology,
on fishing rights, in exchanges and on the
Olympics -- are meant to demonstrate that
aggression bears a price.

Most Americans support the steps we have taken.
For they understand that we cannot express our
national resolve without individual sacrifice -
from farmers, from businessmen, from athletes,
and others. Governor Rea n apparently does
not understand this. H s opposed many of
the steps I have tak

\
When we undertook icies, we had noillusions that

Q50
ing about an

immediate recon d
ix?‘
f Soviet policy.

It will take time fo Qbe Soviet Union to . -
reassess its policy§ hen it does, we are
prepared to conside;>realistic arrangements to
restore a neutral, nonaligned Afghanistan.
With the withdrawal of Soviet troops, we would
end our sanctions.

We must recognize, however that not all of
our difficulties in the world today can be
blamed on the Soviet Union, as Governor Reagan
has suggested. The world is much more diverse,
interdependent, and unstable than in the past.
There is no question that the Soviets, when they
feel they can get away with it, will take every
opportunity to expand their influence at Western
expense. But we forget our world leadership role
when we blind ourselves to the realities of the
problems we face by fixing our attention too
rigidly on the Soviets.

The profound differences in what our two governments
believe about freedom and power and the inner lives
of human beings are likely to remain for the
indefinite future, and so are other elements of
competition between the United States and the Soviet
Union. That competition is real and deeply rooted
in the history and values of our respective societies.
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But it is also true that since
our two countries

can destroy the
world, we share many

important,

overlapping responsibilities.
Wewill seek to

translate these into
concrete understandings,

if

the Soviet Union is
prepared to exercise

restraint.

If not, we shall be prepared
for any challenge

to

our interests.

3. REAGAN

»A.l MW

Governor Reagan
has a very simple

view of U.S.

Soviet relations:
The Soviet Union is behind

all the unrest in the
world; d

behave, there would be
0 “

world. 0%
Governor Reagan

has an equal y
simple answer

to Afghanistan:
blockade Cuba,

cut off all

communication with the
Sovie Union, send

U.S. advisers and
military e ipment to

Pakistan, and funnel a
e Afghan

insurgents.

But, when it came U’ instead of
words,

Governor Reagan
op <temporized on many

of the specific me
u sa?;took to

bring home

to the Soviets the
syof aggression:

' ‘

— He opposed the
grain embargo, though he

has

long advocated
halting grain sales to the

Soviet Union as a moral
issue. he wanted

to

stop grain sales after
the disclosure of

the

Soviet brigade in Cuba.

- Governor Reagan at
first suggested an Olympic

boycott, then he
swung against it, then

finally

said it was for the athletes
to decide.

— He opposed draft
registration, one of

the most

convincing signals of our
determination.

Governor Reagan
believes the Cold

War never

ended, so he would see
no loss in a return

to

an arms race and
to the end of detente.

Governor Reagan
believes the Soviets

are marching

with the tide of
history. This is nonsense.

Over

the Soviet Union
has lost

as much influence in
the World as it has gained,

starting with the People's
Republic of China

in the late 19505.
Indonesia, Egypt and Somalia

C

have all sent the Soviets
packing. They are

not Pl

if” f 22
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4.

alone. The Soviet Union has fewer friends in
the Third World today than a decade ago. We
have moved America to the forefront of world
history not only because of our technology, but
also because our dedication to democracy, _
human rights and human justice makes us a beacon
to the oppressed everywhere.

_ Q -

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The way to better relations is open if the
Soviets alter their conduct. That is clearly
the path we prefer. We seek no Cold War, no
indiscriminate confrontation. But we will
insist that Moscow respect the legitimate
interests of the United States and of other
nations.

The American people understand that our relation
ship with the Soviet Union contains elements of
competition and confrontation s well as coopera
tion. Our differences.- But it is
also true that our two -
important interests, ing the most
critical. We must, e, attempt to avoid
the excessive swin-. ~ pol’ ies toward the

- - st , firm course of
J'rves interests, as in

Soviet Union, and -‘ s
cooperation where it\
the SALT Treaty, and be p red for confrontation
in competition if this i ecessary. -

Ahead lies the uncertainty of the directions in
which a new generation of leadership will take
the Soviet Union, in the solution of its internal
problems, and the advancement of its interests
abroad. With steadfastness and patience, we can
affect the choices they will make, but if we give
way to fear and if we cut off all communications
as Governor Reagan urged after Afghanistan, we may
well see the next generation of Soviet leaders
fulfilling our worst nightmares.



President Carter, Republicans
and other critics say there

has been a loss of
European confidence in your

personal

leadership and in the
reliability of the United States.

Critics say your policies
and leadership have been

erratic,

with sudden flip flops. The
neutron bomb is one example;

the stress on human
rights in certain areas and

not in

others another, and
our arms sales policies

a third.

Governor Reagan has
said: "I think there is

every indication

that some of our
European friends are beginning

to wonder if

they shouldn't look more
toward -- or have a rapprochment

with -

the Soviet Union, because
they are not sure whether

we are

dependable or not."

When your Administration
began, you said strengthening

the

Atlantic Alliance would
be one of your principal

aims. Yet,

over the last four years
the U.S. and the NATO

allies seem

to be drifting apart on
a whole range of important

issues:

East-West relations, defense
policies, energy problems, infla

tion and economic
stagnation, relations with

the Third World,

the Middle East
-- the list could go on. Isn't it

clear NATO

is in serious disarray?
lliance remain unified

and

effective in the face
of Such problems?

1. THEME {\
nggtoday as it has been at
,‘u.s. leadership, NATO has

_na§ed
and cohesive strategy

for

strengthening the no The Atlantic Alliance,

together with our Al iances
with Japan, Australia,

and

New Zealand, is now and will
remain the bedrock

of

Western collective
security.

The NATO Alliance is
anytime in my memo
developed a broad,

2. RECORD

0 When I took office, the Alliance
was indeed troubled.

We faced serious
security problems in Europe, with

no

common plan for dealing
with them.

0 A central objective of
my Administration was to

devise

an effective response to
the Alliance disarray we

inherited from the previous
Republican Administration.

0 At the 1978 NATO
Summit, the NATO

Allies‘agreed to

join with us in
increasing real defense spending

by

3% every year until 1986.

0 In 1978 we launched a
Long Term Defense Program

to

improve NATO's capabilities
in ten key areas,

ranging from air defense to maritime
posture.

program is being vigorously
implemented.

This
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NATO has made a historic decision to modernize
theater nuclear forces with the deployment of long
range Pershing and Ground-Launched Cruise Missiles
in Europe which can strike the Soviet Union.

But, our Allies can do more. The commitments they
made in 1978 are all the more important in light of
the security situation in Southwest Asia. NATO must
face the possibility that U.S. forces we previously
had hoped would be available for the defense of
Europe might have to be committed to a conflict or
crisis elsewhere, especially Southwest Asia.

We have recently discussed this situation with our
Allies and have agreed with them that we need to
accelerate implementation of critical Long-Term
Defense Program measures, and some countries must
make a renewed effort to achieve three percent real
growth in defense spending.

3. REAGAN

not accuse our allies
ra sm" or a desire to

nigp.
An Alliance which is

Qfi
ong-Term Defense Program

ti\p military capabilities, which
ing real defense spending by
ed to implement a major moderniza

tion of theater nuc r forces, is ngi trying to appease
the Soviet Union. It is nonsense, and'damaging to the
Alliance, to make such a charge.

Unlike Governor Rea
of drifting towar
accommodate the
vigorously imp
to improve its 0
is committed t cr
3%, and which has d

Governor Reagan says he would consult with the allies
and show them we value the Alliance. Governor Reagan's
advisers must not have briefed him well on the record
of consultations with NATO over the last three and one
half years. I have met with allied leaders in five
summits. I have had innumerable bilateral discussions
with individual allied leaders on every issue con
fronting the Alliance today. Secretaries Vance,
Muskie and Brown have met dozens of times bilaterally
and in NATO with their counterparts. The record will
show an unprecedented volume of correspondence and
exchange at the highest levels with our Allies on
major foreign policy issues, most of it quite sensitive.
In short, no U.S. Administration has consulted as
intensively with the Allies as has mine.
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As an example of his forceful policies, Governor
Reagan says he would deploy the "neutron bomb" in
Europe. This betrays an insensitivity to European
political concerns that could cause serious strains
in the Alliance. Governor Reagan ignores one
essential fact: NATO is an Alliance of sovereign
states. We do not tell our Allies that we are going
to deploy a weapon their territory. We consult with
them, we examine the military requirements, we con
sider the political implications, then we as an
Alliance decide;

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Over the past three and one—half years, NATO has
taken several major decisions to strengthen conven
tional and nuclear forces, to increase real defense
spending, and redistribute security burdens in the
Alliance so the U.S. can direct more effort at pro
tecting our common interests in the Persian Gulf.

This has been achieved under U.S. leadership. Without
a vigorous effort by myself, my top foreign policy and
defense advisors, and the oncerted effort of my
Administration, NATO c not have organized and begun
the difficult task o_ l enting this tremendous
effort. I am proud at we have accomplished and
I am determined t hall do even more to
strengthen the . \

J
NATO is a healt trofig‘alliance of free, equal
and sovereign nation.

‘
From time to time, disagreements

among free allies Qr'the proper responses to the
challenges we are facing is understandable. But, our
common goals -- mutual security and preservation of our
democratic way of life -- are deep and enduring. We
should work even harder at coordinating our actions in
Europe and wherever our interest are threatened. But
the Alliance is dynamic and vibrant; it is not in
disarray.
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Persian Gulf

President Carter, your critics have charged that we
can't affect the course of the war between Iraq and Iran
because we haven't built a policy or a position there.
Hence we are neutral in the conflict. What have you
done about that region and, if the war should escalate
in the near future, does the United States have the
capability to protect our vital interests in the
region?

1. THEME

In recent years the Persian Gulf has become vital
to the United States and to many of our friends
and allies. Over the longer term, the world's
dependence on Persian Gulf oil is likely to
increase. The denial of these oil supplies -
to us or to others —- would threaten our security
and provoke an economic crisis greater than that
of the Great Depression 50 yea ago. Loss of this
oil would create havoc not only in the world economy,
but for the security of our nces. The twin
threats to the flow of Pe f oil -- from
regional instability su 'the current conflict
between Iraq and Iran, en ‘ally from the
Soviet Union as a re

its§§yasion
of

Afghanistan ——
reguiZEZEDa

w sist our friends
in the region to enha the'Q\security and that_

to defend ourwe clearly state our intent’
vital interests if threate
RECORD

/ta 1/e a /tun/3I }eng—age recognized the growing importance
of the Persian Gulf, not just to other oil
importing nations, but also to us. That's one
reason I have pushed so hard on an energy
, policy ——which means that we are now importing
24% less oil now than when I was inaugurated.
That also means that worldwide oil stocks are
at an all—time high, so that both Iraqi and
Iranian oil could come off the world market
without causing a real crisis.

9

0 We have also been building up our ability to
act in our own interests, and those of our
friends in the area, if that became necessary.
We are creating a Rapid Deployment Force; we
have prepositioned military stocks; we have
two carrier battle groups in the region; we
are making more use of the Diego Garcia base;
and we have agreements giving us access to
military facilities in Oman, Kenya, and Somalia.

\
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0 It was no accident, therefore, that we were
able to keep the Iran-Iraq war from spreading
to the oil areas of the Gulf a few weeks ago.
And it is no accident that we have the ability
to keep open the Strait of Hormuz -- through
which 60% of the world's exportable oil flows -
no matter what efforts are made to close it.

0 As for the war itself, we have strongly supported
international efforts, in the United Nations and
elsewhere, to end the fighting and to bring Iran
and Iraq to the negotiating table.

0 I have exchanged letters with President Brezhnev
about the situation. It is my belief that the
Soviets do not want war to break_out in a
general way throughout the Persian Gulf. The
biggest threat to our security would be if the
Soviets should be tempted to move into Iran or
to move into an area where, hey can control the
Persian Gulf itself or t i ccess to it. This
would be a direct thre "t only to our own
security, but the sec . other western
nations who depend supplies from that
region for econo ' 1 being. President
Brezhnev is ful ofagdr views.

0 We are also worki tfiqkieep
the conflict from

spreading beyond I and Iraq. To this end
we are helping our on—belligerent friends in
the area who are threatened by this conflict.
My decision to send advance warning-and-control
aircraft to Saudi Arabia underscores our
determination to strengthen the defenses of
such friends -- so that they can guard their
own independence and territorial integrity.
We are also urging all other nations - in the
region and beyond - to avoid involvement and
to work to limit and resolve the fighting.
It is in no one's interest to see the
hostilities widen.

0 Finally, we have pledged to do what is necessary
to protect free shipping in the Strait'of Hormuz
from any interference. We have the ability to
meet this pledge.

3. REAGAN

0 We are told that greater American military might
could have prevented the course of events in
Iran. Governor Reagan has said that there was
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a time that the revolt against the Shah could
have been halted. He didn't say exactly how.
But the fact is that in the world as it is,
American military forces cannot provide a
satisfactory solution to the internal problems
of other nations. If we tried to order the
affairs of other nations by force, we would
be endlessly at war all over the globe. And
how would we then differ from the Soviet Union
and its actions in Afghanistan or Ethiopia?

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Enhancing the security of the Persian Gulf
region and the Middle East will require a
sustained, long—term commitment._ We are
prepared to make such a commitment. We
want to work with all of the countries in
the region to achieve it. The present
conflict between Iraq and Iran underscores
the vital import e of this task.

<I‘V
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Iran:' Hostages

Mr. President, fifty—two Americans remain captive in Iran.
The response of your Administration has been to try several
diplomatic initiatives, invoke economic sanctions against
Iran and attempt a military rescue mission. The latter, we
know, was a failure. Less clear has been the effect of the
diplomatic initiatives and economic sanctions. Now, of course,
we have the war between Iran and Iraq which has further
complicated the release of our hostages.

Now that you have had the perspective of time and thought,
please evaluate for us the effectiveness of the diplomatic
and economic measures you have taken, and the wisdom of the
rescue mission and why it collapsed. Finally, what do you
propose we do now to win the release of the hostages?

1. .THEME

No single international issue has caused me greater
personal concern as President han the continued, illegal
detention of our hostages i an. Since the first day
the hostages were taken, a kept two goals in mind.
First, to preserve the an integrity of our Nation
and to protect its in S cond, to take no action
in this country tha '

nd
'
r the lives of safety

of the hostages no in era th their earliest possible
rélease back to fre . c.“

M’ ' ‘
.\\. _

2- W B‘
0 International condemnation of Iran, the economic
sanctions which we have imposed, and now the war
with Iraq, have raised the costs to Iran of their
illegal actions and are bringing home to Iranians
the fact that the holding of the hostages is hurting
their country and bringing dishonor to their
revolution.

0 But divisions with Iran have prevented progress,
and this has been my greatest frustration as President.

0 I have no regret that we attempted to rescue our
hostages. Our rescue plan was well conceived and
had an excellent chance of success. -

0 Our intelligence information is that the hostages
are alive and safe, and that the Iranian authorities
are not mistreating them.
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3. REAGAN

I believe the Iraq-Iran war has not endangered the
hostages‘ lives. But, it has complicated our efforts
to gain their release.

There are rumors that we are prepared to trade the
hostages for spare parts for Iranian military equip
ment. here '5 0 suc r pos 1, no such deal. //
A/O fie:/’LjW”‘-w J6 J3MMI cannot, for obvious reasons, go into any details
about our continuing diplomatic efforts. However,
we have made it clear from the very beginning that
we were prepared to meet at any time or any place with
anyone authorized to speak with authority on behalf of
the Iranian government on this issue. The reluctance
has always been on the side of Iran, because of their
own internal political considerations. This problem
can be solved and it will be solved. But I cannot
say when a solution will be reached.
I also understand the intense interest and
speculation on the nature of any agreement which
might lead to the release of the hostages. I have
consistently refused to co_ ent on the Iranian
conditions or the possib .S. response. This is
not an issue which is to be solved by a public
exchange. It must b in diplomatic channels
out of the glare o

Governor Reagan b i 85 we should have issued an
ultimatum to Iran. %also wanted to "literally
quarantine" Iran.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have pursued a policy of firmness and restraint.
We have not issued ultimata, as Governor Reagan has
said he would do. Nor have we attempted to "literally
quarantine" Iran as he has suggested. I believe such
actions would be reckless and would pose a serious
threat to the lives of the hostages.

I can't mislead you by saying that there are some
immediate prospects that the hostages will be
released. My hope and prayer is that they will be
and I believe that we have made as much effort as
possible to secure their safe return.
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..Middle East Peace Process-. _ Q ‘

President Carter, there has been no progress in the
autonomy talks between Egypt and Israel. None is
expected until after the November election, if then.
Many believe that the autonomy issues are so intractable
that the Camp David process is finished. The Europeans
have apparently reached this conclusion.

Would it not be fair to say that the Middle East peace
process is at a dead end? Would it not be better to start
on a new approach?

And, isn't it true that Israeli intransigence on West Bank
-settlements and the status of Jerusalem are the real
roadblocks to peace in the Middle East. Shouldn't the
United States bring pressure to bear on Israel to change
its policy on these issues? 3 _

1 .

.

THEME . , "§
“ "

_____.
€4

. ab

s_s gght to achieve peaceful
uteq ‘n troubled areas of the
'ia2in rica and the Middle

East. Regional ic se the danger of wider
confrontations an

Iraik
he interest of the Soviet

Union to exploit
disgsd

r. We can take satisfaction
that real progress the pursuit of peace has been
made. _ -

My Administration
resolutions of d'
world -— in Afri

2. RECORD

0 When I took office, peace in the Middle East
was only a prayer. There had been four wars
in 30 years between Israel and her neighbors.

0 Two years ago Prime Minister Begin and President
Sadat joined me at Camp David. Last year they
signed a peace treaty at the White House between
their two countries.

0 Today, Israel and Egypt are at peace. Ambassadors
have been exchanged; borders have been opened;
two-thirds of the Sinai has been returned to
Egypt.

0 I am very proud of this accomplishment. It was
achieved through patient negotiation and hard
work, by all parties. It was not ac ieved through
coercion or p ess e. I ,ti. Mf/IQ»

7
°

£7%@//
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In this regard, the United States has no
intention of préssuring Israel to make
concessions in the autonomy negotiations.
And there can be no peace in the Middle East
unless Israel is secure. I am committed to
that security:

- nearly half of all U.S. aid to Israel
since its creation as a sovereign state —
more than $10 billion - has been requested
during my Administration.

— just recently our two countries signed a
five-year agreement guaranteeing Israel
access to U.S. oil if it cannot obtain its
own supplies on the world market. You will
remember that Israel made a great sacrifice
in agreeing to give up control of the Sinai
oil fields as part of the Camp David accords
and peace treaty.

Despite the acco
process, much

lishments of the Camp David
ins to be done. Camp David
eaty between Egypt and
ablished the framework for

a compreh \'ve_peace among all parties in the

regionzyagiogrgkfi
has been made toward that~

\ “-

Israel.

goal.
I I é\_

Two weeKs’a ‘the chief Israeli and Egyptian
negotiator ‘n the autonomy talks met in
Washington} Our special Mideast negotiator,
Sol Linowitz, reported that the two sides were
moving closer to agreement; The negotiators
will meet again on November 17. And I hope to
meet with Prime Minister Begin and President
Sadat shortly after that. We have come this
far; we don't intend to fail.

3. REAGAN

Governor Reagan has said that the United States
should not try to impose a settlement on the
Middle East or dictate its will. I would simply
remind him that neither the Camp David accords
nor the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel
were imposed by the United States. Both were
achieved through patient and persistent
negotiation and hard work, not coercion.
I would also remind Governor Reagan that,
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at the request of both Israel and Egypt, the
United States is currently involved as a full
partner in the autonomy negotiations. As
Camp David demonstrated, the United States
can contribute in a major way to the peace
process ——not by imposing its will ——but by
acting as a catalyst, and by helping the parties
overcome difficult issues.
I also find it somewhat surprising that Governor
Reagan would express such concern about the
United States imposing a settlement on the
Middle East when he has made just the opposite
recommendation for other disputes around the
world, including Lebanon, Cyprus, Ecuador and
Rhodesia, among others. In each-of these
instances he suggested that the United States
should use, or threatenato use, military force
to resolve the disput ,*1Gdvernor Reagan's
concern for imposin ettlements appears to beselective at best.

(4@;Q>\ s4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 6
Israel and Egypt. is an historic accomplishment
and one that all Ame icans can be proud of.- During
my next term, I hope to see all parties at peace
in the Middle East.

The Camp David

prdogégéhas

brought peace between

Camp David has not resolved all the problems in
the Middle East. But let me remind you of this.
It is the first time that the two issues of
Israeli security and Palestinian rights —— issues
at the heart of the Arab—Israeli conflict -— have
been at the top of the agenda together. And no
other approach has been suggested, by Governor
Reagan or anyone else, that can do that.
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UP Policy Toward Chin;

United States policy toward the People's Republic of
China and toward Taiwan surfaced early as a major
foreign policy issue in this campaign.

President Carter, do you believe it would be possible
to upgrade our unofficial relationship with Taiwan without
doing damage to our relations with the PRC? More generally,
what do you see as the major benefits to date of your
decision to normalize relations with the PRC?

1. THEME

When I assumed office in 1977, I set two central
tasks - to improve America's political position
in the world and to improve our strategic condition.
Normalization of relations with China.has made a
positive contribution to both these objectives.

2. RECORD

I am very pleased t progress we have made
in U.S.-China r s. When I took office in
1977, our rel re at a standstill. The
leaders of t ehs Republic were unsure
of the relia y of the United States and of
our determinat

tqfirespond
to Soviet activities

around the globe. §T e deadlock in our relations
was broken in December, 1978, when I announced
that we would formally recognize the PRC.

Since that time, the benefits of normalization
have become clear. Trade, travel, cultural
exchange and, most of all, the security and
stability of the Pacific region is greater now
than at any time in this century. And, for the
first time in our history we have good relations
with both China and Japan.

3. REAGAN

I am very concerned that Governor Reagan's ill
advised and confused statements on Taiwan and
China may place these important accomplishments
in jeopardy. If the United States were to
adopt Governor Reagan's position on Taiwan,
I believe the damage to our important strategic
relationship with China would be severe. Perhaps
he does not understand that the resumption of an
official relationship with Taiwan would not only
be contrary to the January 1979 Joint Communique
we negotiated and agreed to with China, but would
void all of the preliminary understandings
beginning with_the Shanghai Communique President
Nixon agreed to in l972.
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0 Governor Reagan's concern about Taiwan also is
ill-informed. ‘At the time of normalization,
I made it clear that we would continue practical
relations with the people of Taiwan, but without
an official relationship, and that we would do
nothing to jeopardize the well-being of the
people of Taiwan. We have fulfilled that commit
ment. There has been no betrayal of Taiwan. In
fact, Taiwan has done exceedingly well since
derecognition. The clearest evidence of this is
that United States trade with Taiwan is at an
all—time high and that tension in the strait
between Taiwan and the People's Republic is at
an all-time low.

0 I hope that Governor Reagan now understands the
importance of our relationship with the People's
Republic of China. He didn't in 1978 when he
said "it is hard to see wha is in it for us."
Beyond the questions of tra e and cultural
exchanges, the fact is ur national security
is enhanced by our rel 'p with the PRC. What
Governor Reagan has derstood is that a strong,
peaceful and secure is in our national
interest. A Chi

dengghn
its ability to

defend its borde an?
stability in the Far

U»East and contrib security and that
of our allies.

Q5

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

e Over the next four years I hope to see our new
relationship with China grow. At the same time,
we have no intention of improving our relations
with China for tactical advantage against the
Soviet Union. We are developing our relations
with China on their own merits. We want good
relations with China and the Soviet Union, but
we will not slow down progress in U.S.-China
relations just because Soviet behavior makes it
impossible to move ahead with Moscow.

e We will not sell arms to China. Neither we nor
the Chinese seek a military alliance ielationship.
Nevertheless, we can and will assist China's drive
to improve its security by permitting appropriate
technology transfer, including the sale of dual use
technology and defensive military equipment.

0 In the absence of frontal assaults of our common
interests, the United States and China will remain —
as at present —- friends rather than allies.

\
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Central America

President Carter, next to the Persian Gulf, perhaps the most
most volatile region of the world today is Central America.
No country seems immune from the revolutionary fervor sweeping
the region. The Republicans have sharply criticized your
policy there. They state you have stood by while Castro's
Cuba -- assisted by the Soviet Union —- arms,-trains and
supports revolutionary forces throughout the region.

The Republicans further state that they do not support United
States assistance to any Marxist government in this hemisphere
and, specifically, oppose your aid program for theggovernment
of Nicaragua. .

’
1

On few foreign policy issues are the lines so tightly drawn
between your policies and those of the Republicans. How do
you account for this sharp policy difference?- Do you believe
the Cubans and Soviets are responsible for the turmoil in
Central America? How best can the Un' ed States influence the
direction of the change sweeping h the region?

1. THEME

It is important for ~ go recognize that we live in
a changing world, a

322259
diversity and turmoil. Scores

of new nations have em d sinterthe Second World War.
The international landscape é§fbeen fundamentally altered.
We must seek positive rela r‘ s around the world not because
we have a compulsion to be ed but because-our interests
are at stake. We cannot re urn to the l950fs, a time of
unique American military and economic preparedness in this
hemisphere and the world. By attempting to understand and
identify with the world as it is, the United States is in
a much better position to channel this change in a con
structive fashion and to resolve regional disputes. The
turmoil in Center America today is a test of America's
ability to deal constructively with global change.

2. RECORD

0 Those who are most concerned about the potential for
radical revolution in Central America and growing
Cuban influence in the region should be the strongest
supporters of our efforts to help Nicaragua and
El Salvador. But, Governor Reagan is not.
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3. REAGAN

Q

We are encouraged that Nicaraguan moderates and
businessmen have chosen to stay in Nicaragua and
help work to make it a more democratic country. They
have asked for our help, and we will not abandon them.
They have asked for'our economic assistance. We have
provided it, most recently in the form of a $75 million
economic package to Nicaragua.

In El Salvador, we have been encouraged by the changes
and reforms that the new government began implementing.
The government there is moderate, reformist and
interested in a productive relationship with the United
States. We are providing more than $70 million of'
economic assistance.

Governor Reagan seems to believe that Cuban
and the Soviet Union are behind all the problems in
Central America. In fact, Governor Reagan has said:
‘The Soviet Union underlies all the unrest that is
going on. If they weren't gaged in the game of
dominoes, there wouldn't

'
ny hot spots in the

world." If he expect- o e a policy toward the
hemisphere based on - he is in for a
surprise. The peop a ‘n America and the
Caribbean do not ggle between the Easte

a§§§§problem;

they éare_about
food and freedom, , r my Administration, we have
formulated an approach ch identifies with those two
aspirations.

‘S
I was pleased to hear that Governor Reagan intends
to initiate a program of "intensive economic develop
ment with cooperating countries in the Caribbean."
He might be interested in knowing that he has proposed
a program that is already in existence. Since I took
office, the United States has more than doubled its
aid to the Caribbean and, working with the 30 nations
and 15 international institutions known as the
Caribbean Group. Multilateral assistance to the region
has increased by 400 percent between 1976 and 1980.

Governor Reagan has sharply criticized the presence
of the Soviet combat brigade in Cuba, and my handling
of this issue. After the discovery of the brigade,
I\took-steps to insure that Soviet activities in
Cuba'would in no way constitute a threat to the
United States or the region. I have increased
surveillance of Cuba, expanded military maneuvers
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in the region and established a full-time Caribbean
Joint Task Force at Key West. And, you will remember,
I stated that the brigade was unacceptable. _To say
that something is unacceptable in world affairs —- as
we did with the Berlin Wall -- means that you dis
approve it, that you will not recognize it, that you
not endorse it. It doesn't mean that you will go to
war to change it.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Under my Administration, the United States will not
sit by on the sidelines and abandon moderate elements
in Central America to Cuba and its radical Marxist
allies. Those who say that Nicaragua is already
"lost" are the same people
five years ago. ’
We cannot guarantee emocracy will take hold
in Nicaragua or E1 o‘. But if we turn our
backs on those c >- eTibr revert to the threat\*

‘E3 we can help guarantee thatof outside inte nt
democracy will f

ho said Portugal was_lostl
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Human Rights

President Carter, your Administration has made espousal
of human rights a central theme of your foreign policy.
Some argue that you have persisted in advocating human
rights even when it has damaged other U.S. interests
and weakened regimes friendly to the United States.
The Republicans charge that you have pressed hardest
on our friends and little on Marxist regimes with the
worst human rights records, such as the Soviet Union,
Vietnam and Cuba.

You have contrasted your pursuit of human rights and
"morality" in foreign affairs with the supposed
indifference to these considerations by the previous
Administration. In view of e charge that your pursuit
of human rights has harmed U . interests in key areas
such as Iran, Central Ame nd Africa, do you intend
to continue to assert t global, universal U.S.
objective? Are you dy to show more discrimination
and weigh other U.S.

vs;
as well, before attacking

Q:a regime for alleg s?\
1 . THEME

4}
In my Inaugural A ss I emphasized our commitment
as a nation to hum n rights. Human rights is as
central to America's interests today as when our
nation was first born. We know_from our own, _
national experience that the drive for human freedom
has tremendous force. Our human rights policy
identifies America with the basic aspirations of
our time.

2. RECORD

0 I regard making human rights an essential
element of American foreign policy and an
item on the agenda of every major inter
national organization a major accomplishment
of my Administration.

0 We have made it clear that the United States
believes that torture cannot be tolerated
under any circumstances, and that officially
sanctioned "disappearances" are abhorrent in
any society. We have insisted on the right
of free movement everywhere. And we have
\ worked hard to give aid to the world's
refugees, compelled to flee from oppression
and hardship.
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3. REAGAN

W

I believe our words and actions have left
their mark on the world. Many governments
have released their political prisoners.
Others have lifted states of seige, curtailed
indiscriminate arrests, and reduced the use
of torture. We have seen several dictator
ships, some of them in this hemisphere, change
into democracies. And, because of our leader
ship, the defense of human rights now has its
rightful place on the world agenda.

The Republican Party has stated that it will
return to the fundamental principle of treating
a friend as a friend, wit ut apology. I-do not
believe that we should si ly drop our human
rights concerns becaus untry is anti
communist. Not when c ntry imprisons
and tortures its ' '

.
1’ .1

Governor Reagan d;QS?Isn't it time we
laid off South r' a fq:f‘awhile?" Does he
really mean that shop no longer express
our strong opposition_to'the racist and
repugnant South Africa policy of apartheid?
He has also referred to "a.few innocents" _

being caught in the crossfire of violence in
Argentina. Did he not know when he made this
statement that between l976 and 1979 there were
at least 6,500 cases of unexplained disappearances
in that country?

Governor Reagan has also suggested that the
United States should stay away from the upcoming
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
in Madrid, that we should drop out of the
Helsinki process. To do so would be folly.
It would only please those who are most guilty
of violating the principles of Helsinki,
including human rights. I do not intend to
let the Soviet Union and other violators be
freed of their obligation to account for
their actions before world opinion. A
Republican administration signed the Helsinki
Accords in l975. My Democratic Administration
\ is pommitted to carrying out those agreements.
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CLUB.‘ pl? P.‘ K 1'

Hy conmitmcnt t‘ Human rights is as deep and
important to @; zolcy as it was when I became
President. H" oxn faith in the ultimate outcome
of this struggle is undimmed. The American
people can be proud of the role the United
States is playing in promoting human rights
around the world.

Human rights is not just an expression of
our ideals. The tide in the world is running
toward human rights a is in our national
security interests uy_ rt it. Our support
for human rights al nab es us to regain the
political high g ‘n the competition for
world influenc a in vivid contrast
to the practi s

Qigpoviet
Union.

to human rights is quote from the words of
Archibald MacLeish’>'There are those who will
say that the liberation of humanity, the freedom
of man and mind, is nothing but a dream. They
are right. It is. It's the American dream."

One of the best

\-Ia?
express our commitment



Q: What are your top foreign policy and national security
priorities for a second term?

A: l. THE.‘-lg

I recognize that we live in an age of complexity, of
change, of political and social awakening of peoples
who demand a share of their own destiny. My foreign
policy goals have been designed to identify America
with global change, to promote the rule of law over the
use of force, to recapture a moral and political leader
ship role for America, and to keep America strong both
through its alliances and its own defense efforts.
RECORD

0 As with my first term, I (§£lnot back away from the
difficult and controve issues which confront our
Nation. I have no i n of looking for easy
answers or quick f'"
seek solutions th a

ther, I will continue to
long-term interes

Q
Q
K 'nited States.

\

ingful and lasting and in

\ .
0 First, we will continu as we have over the past
four years, to build-America's military strength and
strong defense and economic relations with our allies
and friends.

‘

0 Second, we will continue to demonstrate to the Soviet
Union that a price will be paid for its refusal to
abide by the accepted norms of international conduct.
At the same time, we.will make it clear to the Soviet
Union that we seek no return to the Cold War, no
indiscriminate confrontation. The choice is the
Soviet Union's, we will respond to either.

0 Third, we will remain deeply committed to the process
of mutual and verifiable arms control and the effort
to prevent the spread and further development of nuclear
weapons. I intend to push for the ratification of the
SALT II Treaty as soon as possible after the election.

0 Fourth, we will pursue an active diplomacy in the
world, working —— together with our friends and
allies -— to resolve regional conflicts and to promote
peace -— in the Middle East, and Persian Gulf, southern
Africa, Central America, the Eastern Mediterranean.
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Fifth, we will strive to resolve pressing inter
national cconomic'prob1ems ——particularly energy
and inflation ——and continue to pursue our still
larger objective of global economic growth through
expanded trade and development assistance.

Finally, and underlying all that we do, we will
continue vigorously to support the process of
building democratic institutions and improving human
rights protection around the world.

REAGAN

0 Unlike my opponent, I do not believe a lasting
world order is achievable by substituting the threat
intervention for diplomacy, by suggesting that we
quarantine those nations which challenge our interests,
or by seeking to regain an unachievable military
superiority at an unimaginable cost.

lieve we are a weakUnlike my opponent, I do not '
ed with contempt byand floundering Nation, dis

our enemies, abandoned by lies and sinking into
decline as a major power. th r, I know, our resolve
is steady, our militar werful, our alliances
are strong and we a

'
g new friends among the

young nations of th wo .
Qé

Unlike my opponent, I o nomcbelieve we can return to
an early day when America qpnterests went unchallenged
in the world arena. Th rld of today is a world of
upheaval and unrest and ll be for decades to come.
But, as a powerful and self—confident nation, we can
live with a good deal of turmoil in the world while
we protect our interests and be a friend to those
who seek a new life free from tyranny.

Unlike my opponent, I would not return us to the days
of the Cold War. I do not believe, as he does, that
the Soviet Union is responsible for all the unrest in
the world today. The world is much €66 diverse for
such a simple explanation. But I will continue to
insist, through our actions and our words, that the
Soviet Union respect the legitimate interest of
other nations.

Unlike my opponent, I would not accuse our allies of
leaning toward accommodation with the Soviet Union.
Leading an alliance of proud sovereign nations requires
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I. -.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKSM U

taoi,~paLicnco and understanding. We and our allies
share profound political, security and economic
interests, but we must never forget that ours is an
association of free peoples, and the United States
must lead, not dictate.

Unlike my opponent, I would not abandon the arms
control process, which has contributed to our Nation's
security and has taken so many years to construct.
That would be the consequence of his intention to
scrap the SALT II Treaty.
Unlike my opponent, I would not jeopardize our new
relationship with the People's Republic of China by
tampering with the form of our good relations with
the people of Taiwan. Our new relationship with China
is clearly in our national interest and contributes to
the peace and securitI of the Pacific region.‘-J
And, finally, unlike“m opponent, I would not jettison
human rights as aéfdnda ental objective of U.S. foreigr
policy. ‘I

bel'_ve\t€e
true interests of our Nation

are best serge Ibnxh
noring the ideals of our heritage.

t\'- /; /- _‘J
P?

I do not believe

g
é
? American people share Governor

Reagan's vieurof - e future, a world filled with fears
of change and

u§st
and damaging self-doubts about

our military cah bility and strength, in which foreign
policy is reduced to threats, bluster and reliance on
military power.

I have learned a good deal in my four years of office:I know more now about the limits of power; I know bette
'how hard it is to put policies into effect; I under
stand how frustrating it is to see one's policies
distorted and misdirected. I know that a leader cannot
achieve everything he wants, or knows is desirable.

But, my vision remains. It is based on reality, and
filled with faith and an unbending determination to
achieve a life of meaning and purpose for every
American in a Nation that is strong and secure. Aboveall, I want us to be what the founders of our Nation
meant us to become ——a symbol of freedom, peace and
hope throughout the world.
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TO: Ronald Reagan

FROT. Richard B. Wirtblin

DATE. October 24. 1983

RE Summ r; of tne Debate Strategy*

l. Be vourself. Don';.h sitete h wever to =“t=ck C=r*=rI:__ —it____ _ v ‘bk \~\1HYstronclv on
nis oersonal charges when thev become overblown.. i - ,__

2. Focus the thrust of each answer on Carter's
and weak record.

incompetence

3. In the presentation of your public policies show how they
will impact people.

4. Cite the specific steps in your strategies
economic growth.

5. Millions of voters are frustrated and disillusioned; th f
are looking for a competent, compassionate leader capable
of giving them hope about the prospects for the future.

6. The key to the debate is to motivate Republicans and
ticket—splitters to turnout on election day.

. Our advantage lies in the fact that you are the best
electronic media candidate in history.

8. Regardless of Carter's challenges, it is critical that
you demonstrate constra nt, firmness, moderation and
compassion.

9. Use selected examples of Carter's mismanagement of government,
his misstatements and flip—flops.

*Attached is a longer memo for your perusal.
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M E M O R A X D C V

TO: Reagan/Bush Campaign

FROM: Richard B. Wirthlin, Richard 5. Seal & Myles Kar:el

DATE: October 2l, 1980

RE: Reagan-Carter Debate Strategy

Campaign and Debate Axic~

If the Governor succeeds Tuesday in making Iinry Carter's record
the naj r issue of the debate and the campaign, we will succeed
in the debate and win the general election.
-if, hcwev r. Carter makes Ronald Reagan the issue of the debate
and the campaign, we will lose both.

The above axiom holds because the major debate task turns on
enhancing Ronald Reagan's perceived trustworthiness.

0 Simply, if voters believe Ronald Reagan is
more worthy of their trust after the debate
than they did before, his vote support will
expand and strengthen.

0 This can be accomplished if the debate focuses
on Carter's incompetence and weak record in
office, and Reagan's compassion. Xeither
position can be reinforced when the Governor
defends past positions. '

Target Audience and the Voter Turnout Objective

The target audience consists of a key segnent of the American
vote--Republicans and ticket-splitters. It is these voters, not
~the panel and certainly not Carter the Governor is addressinc.

0 The Governor has already built a coalition
large enough to win the presidential election,
and hence, we want to use this debate to re
inforce our base and motivate them to turn out
on election day.
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0 Our empirical studies show that if we increase
the turnout of our voters by 2% over Carter's,
it increases our electoral margin by 30
electoral votes.

The campaign strategy has been to deal initially to our Republican
and conservative base, then to broaden our appeal, and finally
to return to the base during these last two weeks of the campaign.

0 The surveys show that we need, at this juncture,
to increase our appeal among Republicans and
ideologically moderate ticket-splitters who
need to be reinforced through the Governor's
debate performance.

0 In answering the questions during the debate,
the Governor must remember that ticket-splitters
are solution oriented, somewhat skeptical and
more interested in the issues and public policy
than the image traits of the candidates.

These voters will respond to references to the
"Nine Steps" in the Governor's peace strategy
with the three critical elements of the "Strategy
for Economic Growth." It is extremely important
to avoid references to "Republicans and Democrats"
or "I am a conservative" because ticket—splitters
are non-partisans who are put-off by these words.

The Anderson debate helped, generally, to broaden our political
base. Today the Reagan vote is larger, more committed and in
cludes more segments of the voting population than does Carter's.
Carter's base remains very fluid and uncertain.

The debate should help to solidify further the Reagan base and
motivate them to turn out on election day. Only 22% of the
electorate are self-identified Republicans, hence without the
support of these ticket-splitters the Governor could not be
elected.

Major Advantages

The principal advantages the Governor maintains going into this
debate are:

e he has already debated six times before in
this campaign and is more accustomed to such
events.

0 he is the best electronic media candidate in
history.

0 He will appear robust and vigorous by comparison
to Carter who will likely appear bleached out
and tense.
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Principal Strategic Objectives

Televised political debates focus on image attributes more than
issue positions. The image attributes we need to reinforce are:

Competence
Compassion
Reasonableness, moderation, and thoughtfulness
Strength

Essentially, the debate objective is:

Present Ronald Reagan as a reasonable and
compassionate man with a vision of America
and the competence to take us from simply
providing the hope that vision conveys to
its actualization.

How is this objective achieved?

Carter's attack strategy will undoubtedly try to represent
Reagan's policies as "naive, unrealistic, anachronistic, and
Alice-in-Wonderlandish." In response to this attack, the Governor
has an excellent opportunity to show constraint, thoughtfulness
and strength. And, when the attack becomes overblown} he should
use disarming humor which will build both rapport and trust with
the electorate.

It is essential for the Governor to use his answers ishow
that he is aware of different sides of the issues, that they are
complex and that only after thoughtful consideration has he
settled on a particular policy orientation. In response to the
Carter attacks that "he has flip-flopped," the Governor can use
such attacks to demonstrate reasonableness and the lack of policy
rigidity.

Carter's Attack Strategy Reagan's Response Strategy

Exploit Reagan's flip—flops. Use changes to show reasonableness;
defend public policy changes because
circumstances have changed.

Make extensive use of Reagan Counter with Carter and Kennedy
quotes, e.g. during Democratic quotes: avoid unnecessarily strident
Convention. reactions; bring the discussion back

to the Carter record.

Attack the Reagan California Defend with confidence and indignatior
record and how Reagan has moving as quickly as possible back to
"distorted it." the Carter record as the real issue;

avoid unnecessary stridency; counter
with "when Governor Carter approached
this problem in his state, the record
shows..." but the real issue of this
is the Carter record which show he
still hasn't been able to solve the
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Carter's Attack Strategy

Attack Reagan's ideas as
"quick fixes" that are
unrealistic and even
unworkable

Suggest Reagan would be a
dangerous man in the White
HOLISQ.

Reagan's Response Stratecv

problems and maintain presidential
tone and demeanor; act humored by
Carter California record attacks——
he doesn't understand the problems
of California anymore than of the
nation.

Given the Carter record, the Carter
Administration is incapable of
evaluating what would work or not
work: argue most Carter policies
are in place for such a short time
before Mr. Carter changes his mind
that their only impact is a quick
fix.

Respond with righteous indignation;
no one wants peace more than I,
after all, what reasonable person
would not; the difference between
Mr. Carter and I is my commitment
to deter conflict by being econ
omically and militarily strong, and
pursuing a consistent foreign policy:
uncertainty in our foreign policy is
more apt to cause an international
crisis that would result in war,
than to have a strong economy and
military.

Several general points should be followed in the Governor's
response strategy during the debate.

It is not necessary to answer or respond to
each of Carter's charges.

It is especially important that the Governor
be prepared for Carter's distortions of the
California record. A good response to much
of what Carter will say in this regard is
something the Governor has already said:
"You know, it's one thing when the Carter
Administration jimmies its own economic
figures to make its record look good, but
when Mr. Carter starts jimmying my figures,
that's going too far."

The bottom line on the California record is
that Californians were better off after the
Governor's two terms of office, than this
country is after four years of Jimmy Carter.
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0 The Governor's responses must appear confident
and strong, not strident. -

Reagan ttack Strategy

The Governor should use his answers to remind the public of:

0 Carter, instead of leading the people to
greater peace and prosperity, was content
to declare there was a malaise in the country
and that it would not matter who was President
the economy would be just as bad.

0 Carter has failed to provide a steady hand
at the helm, especially in foreign policy.
We have very little support from our allies
and largely undeveloped and fragmented
policies toward our adversaries.

0 Carter has been indecisive, and unwilling to
pursue vigorously domestic and international
policies.

0 More than any previous administration, the
Carter Administration has politicized the
cabinet and compromised the non—partisan
functions of the Departments of State and
Defense.

Tactics and Special Considerations

0 Emphasize strength and decisiveness while
avoiding stridency. Anderson's stridency
hurt him in the previous debate.

0 Use of a combination of "Mr. Carter" and "President
Carter" with more frequent use of "Mr. Carter."

0 Remember the debate is between Ronald Reagan
the candidate for President, and Jimmy Carter
the candidate for the same office. When making
references to the 1976 campaign, use "Jimmy Carter."

0 Compassion is most easily communicated by re
ferring to situations during the course of
campaign experiences.

0 Make use of the voter appeal of George Bush
by referencing consultations and policy
discussions with him.

0 Avoid unnecessary references to "the past"
and buzz words that alienate blocs of voters,
e.g. "detente."

33-896 0 ~ 84 — 67 Part 1
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Reagan: Competence and Compassion

The man who will be the President of the United States for the
next four years is:

The man who correctly identifies the nation's
most pressing problems, and has the drive and
ability to resolve them compassionately.

0 What the American people want most is
leadership in the White House that will
give them hope that the country is heading
in a direction that will mean greater
security and prosperity.

0 They are tired of pessimism and the
acquiescence to mediocrity. But they
are equally wary of political promises
by office seekers who are not truly
comitted to the welfare of the people.

0 Americans are looking for specific policy
options such as those enumerated in the
two speeches-—”Strategy for Peace" and
"Strategy for Economic Growth," which
will already be given by the time of the
debate. The Governor should not hesitate
to repeat the steps outlined in each.

The Governor must communicate to the Americar people through his
answers that it is the people's interests he intends to serve.
The people say the thing that is killing them is inflation, and
a weak economy. What will restore this country to its proper
bearings is a President committed to reducing inflation and
improving the economy.
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MEMO TO: Governor Reagan
FROM: James A. Baker III/Myles Martel
RE: l0/28/80 Cleveland Debate Strategy
DATE: October 24, 1980

1. When responding to a question or being attacked, turn to

5.

6.

Carter's record, proposals, campaign style, or a faulty logic
as soon as possible.

Attack him harder on domestic matters than on international
matters. Even anger may be appropriate on economic issues.

Meet offensive with offensive. Don't feel obligated to defend
particulars of your positions.

Teddy Kennedy quotes and verbatim 1976 Carter promises can be
most useful in waging the anti-Carter attack.

Let Carter set the attack tone of the debate. Attempt to
equal -- but not surpass -- his tone. He will probably -
but not definitely -- attack you hard on most fronts: Cali
fornia record, misstatements, flip-flops, positions, programs.

You are debating "Carter the candidate" more than "Carter the
President".

Show righteous indignation in responding to:

a. Carter's attacks or innuendos that you are dangerous
b. Attacks directed at your California credentials

Looking directly at Carter in such instances may be very effec
tive. This not only causes Carter's strategy to backfire, but
also makes you appear strong and in control.

flumor or a confident smilg can also disarm Carter when he
thin s e s got you where he wants you.

’
Avoid appearing too defensive when responding to a sharp attack.
Remaining in control -- composed -- Presidential is an ab
solute must.

When Carter is speaking -- especially when he is attacking you -
look at him or take notes. Avoid looking downward (Baltimore).

Wherever possible, weave your major theme into responses.

"Jimmy Carter has had his chance and has blown it (relate
to examples that fit question); you offer promise -
hope."
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10.

ll.

12.

13.

14.

when referring to Presidential actions, call Carter "Mr.
Carter". When referring to Carter's 1976 campaign promises -
as you should -- refer to him as "Jimmy Carter".

when answering a question about a "people problem", identify
with the problem (compassion), then state your position.

Conclude your responses with an attack line against Carter
or a people-oriented line based on your proposals. Try to
balance negative and positive endings of responses.

Avoid unnecessary references to the past and buzz words that
alienate voters, e.g. detente.

Work George Bush into your responses.

Show compassion by drawing from experiences on the campaign
trail as you do so well (anecdotal references).
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Reagan and CarterAa‘Msers
Work on Debate Strategies

THE NEW YORK TIMES,

\\‘ASl-UNGTON. Oct. 23— In next ‘l\.ie_<,

day's Presidential debate in Cleveland.

which both sides regard as the potentially

decisive event of the camp-aign,
Ronald

Reagan and President Caner are aiming

toward several collisions on the issues as

well as contrasts of style.
The Republican challenger has said

that he sees the debate as an opportunity

to come off the delenswe on foreign

policy and to press Mr. Carter
on his

record. especially his handling of the
economy. "It's a uruque opportunity to

point out the failures of
the Carter

record." said Edward Meme
3d, M1-_

Reagan‘schietolsufl.
Mr. Reagan's advisers have set up

three days of briefings to preparetheir

candidate so that be comes across
to

voters as lcnowledgeable and reasonable

and to reassure the still oortsiderable

body of undecided voters that he is nel
ther rash nor .

The Carter side sought to structure the

debate (or a maximum amount of ex
‘ ;e and rebuttals between the W0
ri...s, to give the President a chance to
show has expertise as well as to confront

Mr. Reagan on his specific posiuoas.

‘Smell of Political Expediency‘

"Reagan is rable on both last

minute_poSl;_1nn%Li.sha‘tm_LEZA—EEl'lFof
@1g_cal expediency

and in terms of 0 er
, said

y owe, e te ouse press sec

retary. "W
' oln to have at that in

pretty direct las§Ion.i'
e e - er to come on pretty

hard." acitnowledged Mr. Meese. "But

it's gozng to be a lot harder for Carter to

engage in low blows with someone there

lacing hirn."

I

Some Presidential strategists are al»

ready counseling that he should soften‘

what some have criticized as the shrill

tone oi some of his attacks on Mr. Rea.

gar; “We wouldn't want him to look too

tough." said one senior Carter aide.

A iew Reagan aides hope the President

will have a sharp edge, expectirig to gain

from a bacldash arnong viewers. But

most believe that Mr. Carter will deliver

a cool and polished performance.

By HEDRICK SMITHW lIT\lN.cIYI1‘l‘tam
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, I980

Appearance, Not Facts

The Reagan camp does not want its
man to try to make debating p0inLs
against the Prsident or match Mr. Car
ter iact lor fact. on the ground that the
Californ;an's great strength is in convey

ing reassurance to viewers with has cairn.

(El2g€..".!C ma.-ner. his soothing voice and

his easy smiles and lolits-y nods.

"l tl'.;.'.it appearance is more important
than a in e bunch of facts - how you
look. how you act, and how you present

yourself." said William E. Timmons, Mr.

Reagan's deputy campaign manager.
"Reagan will be calm, cool and collected

was at the Al Smith dinner in New York
the other night."
Right now each side is seeking to lower

expectations and talk up the other man's

skill. Reagan . aides contend that thel

President. as mcurnbent. has an advan

tage because of his detailed knowledge of

the day-today workings of the Govern-,
ment. But Carter lieutenants say thatr

their man has more to lose because the
public expects more of him.
For the Carter side, the ideal rsult
would be for Mr. Reagan to make a gaiie

that would leave him on the delenswe.

For the Reagan team. the best outcome‘
would be for the President to come across

\
l
I

and the President will be tense, just as

h
e
}

as tense and shrill.

Neither Slde Taking Chances

Each side has laid on extensive prepa
rations and slowed its pace so its candl
date can catch his breath and aides can‘

locus on this one event. _

The Reagan camp. iollowing tea.
niques used tor the earlier debate “1Lh
John B. .-t.-iderson. ls maldng plans to set

_-,-i r-~_-'.- panels of O_‘J6SllC'.'.ETS ever the

weekend to run Mr. Reagan through llve
rehearsals of likely questions. .
Getting ready for the Anderson debate,

Mr. Reagan was put through his paces by
Senators Hov~'a_rd ll. Baker Jr. of Te:-mes»
see and John G. Tower oi Texas, former ~

Treasury Secretary William E. Simon .

and Reprmentative Margaret Becltler of
Massachusetts, who acted asgquestioning

‘

ireportets. David Stockman. a lorrnerA.n
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derson side who joined the Reagan carn
paign, was a stand-in for Mr. Anderson.
James A. Baker 3d. the Reagan debate
manager, refuses to say who W18 stand in
for ProsidemCar1er ln Lhe rehearsals.
Movla and Briefing Book:

Although Mr. Reagan will probably be
shown movies of the l9'76 Prtsidenual de
bats to study Mr. Ca.ner's debaung
style. Mr. Caner‘: aides said that rho
President had already watched Mr. Ron
gan debate several nrnes this year. Mr.
Caner will use the extensive question
and~answer briefing books that he nor.
mally employs for news conferences.
The Carter team lnltlally proposed that
the two men debate each otherwith only a
moderator and no questloners. But the
Reagan side objected. Mr. Meese said on
the ground that Mr. Caner would be eva
sive and that a structured format With ,'
follow-up questions would "make It ea.sl~ -
at to call him into account"
Mr. Powell said the Carter side was
paruollarly pleased that the debate, I
which will be held in Cleveland Conven
tion Center, would permlt reporters to
follow up questions and the candidates to
rebut and counter-rebut each other.
"I don't think a.nyone‘s oounnng on get
‘Ling Reagan rattled," he said. "V~'h§;’

‘called on ist cxcs an un auszbil
lbs xnEs posx':.wns."

or u as dlsclosed that
,memorandurns had been prepared detail
|lng shifts in Mr. Reagan’: posluom on,
nnuon tax credits. the lraman hostage
issue, relations with Moscow, Social Se
curiry and the selection of judges.
Reagan aides said their man would
welcome the chance to talk more about ‘
war and peace issues as well as the e~con
omy. They said that he would be ready to
discuss the hostage issue but would not

Jraise it "That's a hand grenade for both
side," sald one Reagan aide.
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LIKELY CARTER ATTACK LINES

0 Carter Attacks

0 RR Flip-Flops

CARTER ATTACK LINES

Economv

l. RR economic proposals are wildly inflationary.

2. RR can't cut taxes, raise defense spending, and balance
the budget —- unless he uses mirrors or drastically cuts
social programs.

3. RR plan is Robin Hood in reverse —— take from the poor
and give to the rich. More GOP trickle down.

Energy

RR claims of massive domestic oil and gas supplies are
exaggerated.

I

RR’s plans would greatly enrich big oil.

Environment

RR believes pollution is caused by elements of our own
environment —- trees, volcanoes, etc. RR thinks pollution
under control; yet, there is a long way to go.

"rban - Housing

RR proposal to turn urban problems over to cities means
abandoning urban areas to further decay. Fed must help
because local governments don't have resources to help
themselves.

Labor

RR pretends to be a friend of labor, but opposes decent
minimum wage, Davis—Bacon wage protection.

Health

RR at one time opposed Medicare and Medicaid, and now
opposes comprehensive national health insurance, yet
there are so many individuals who can't afford private
care.

Education - Welfare

RR opposes Department of Education which will provide co
ordinated, comprehensive policy of education for this
country.
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Women's Issues

RR doesn't support keystone of women's rights campaign.
Supreme Court suggestion is sellig seat for votes.

Minorities and Civil Rights

RR has been insensitive to the needs of blacks and other
minorities. Would divide nation.

Defense

RR has habit of calling for use of military force in
every tense international situation. A dangerous habit.

Defense -- Arms Control
RR would scrap SALT II treaty, leaving no arms control
policy in place and no basis for SALT III. This would
encourage arms race.

Noncroliferation

RR states nonproliferation is "none of our business."
This simplistic policy leads to dangerous potential
for expansion of nuclear club and nuclear holocaust.

China

RR would disrupt the U.S. friendship with China over
Taiwan issue, a policy which has been prompted by 3
Presidents and has provided for increased trade oppor
tunities, as in the case of grain sales, and is help
ful in counterbalancing the power of USSR.

Overall

RR has been flip—flopping on issues just to win votes.
Who is the real Ronald Reagan?
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DEFENSE ON REAGAN "FLIP-FLOPS"

Carter and Mondale have been charging that RR is
shifting his position on many issues (e.g., OSHA
NYC bailout, Chrysler, etc.) in order to win Votes.

Points to be Made:

1. Amazed that Mr. Carter would dare to raise that issue ——given
his performance. Since 1976, he's changed his position so many
times that State Dept. may have to stop giving policy briefings
every day -- and make them every hour.

-- 5 economic policies, 3 in past 8 months
-- Changed his mind on defense, natural gas deregulation,
UN resolution on Jerusalem, etc., etc.

2. With regard to RR's position, his philosophy has not changed -
basically believes that we must get America moving again and that
instead of a weak America, we must have a strong America.

3. On some issues, RR has indeed modified his stance but these
have been for good reasons:

-- On some issues, circumstances have changed. Example:
Mayor Koch has done an excellent job in NYC that RR
believes Washington should continue to support the
city. Anyone running for President must know enough
to take changing circumstances into account.

-- RR also knows that a President —- to be a good President -
must represent all the people ——rich and poor, white and
black, hardhats and shopkeepers ——and that's what he
intends to do.

6. So, there may have been some changes and no doubt, if elected, RR
may occasionally make changes in the future. But there is one thing
that unfortunately cannot be changed today -- and that is the record
of the Carter administration over the past 4 years and the misery,
suffering it has caused. That is the heart of this campaign -- and
that is what we must address in this debate.
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RR ATTACK/CARTER VULNERABILITIES

Broken Promises from 1976 Debates

Selected Quotes from l976;Debates

Carter Flip—Flops

Carter Misstatemehts

From Friends of Carter

What Foreigners Think of Carter

.-
.-
_-
..
.
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~
..
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_-
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5P.'IKEN PRCEHSES FRO?-‘;THE 1976

Save: raise taxes

"I would never do anything that would increase the
taxes for those who work for a living, or who are
presently required to list all their income." (ls: debate)

Reduce unemployment to 45%

Control inflation

Balanced budget by end of 1st term

High economic growth; 5-55% a year

Increased development and use of coal

No food embargoes

"I would never single out food...as a trade embargo item."
(2nd debate)

Stand by Taiwan

"I would never let that friendship with the People's
Republic of China stand in the way of the preservation of
the independence and freedom of the people on Taiwan."

(2nd debate)

Strong and respected overseas.

Less sacrifice than under a Ford Presidency

"We'll never have a balanced budget, we'll never meet the
needs of our people, we'll never control the inflationary
spiral, as long as we have seven and a half or eight million
people out of work, who are looking for jobs. And we
probably got two-and-a-half more million people who are

Other Prorises:

not looking for jobs anymore, because they've given up hope.
That is a very serious indictment of this administration.
It's probably the worst one of all." (3rd debate)

reduce White House staff and budget. . .reorganize
the federal government. . .merit selection of judges. . .government
do nothing to encourage abortions. . .good health care. . ..

Total Broken Promises From l976 Campaign

667 Total Promises Made
130 Kept
227 Broken
238 Unkept, Unkeepable, Unverifiable

(Source: RNC, January l980)
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SELECTED JIMMY CARTER QUOTES FROM THE 1976 DEBATES

Balanced Budget, Economy

"I believe by the end of the first four years of the next term
we could have the unemployment rate down to 3 percent,...a con
trolled inflation rate and have a balanced growth of...about
5%, which would give us a balanced budget..."

9/23/76

"We'll never have a balanced budget, we'll never meet the
needs of our people, we'll never control the inflationaryspiral, as long as we have seven and a half or eight million
people out of work, who are looking for jobs. And we
probably got two-and-a-half more million people who are not
looking for jobs anymore, because they've given up hope.
That is a very serious indictment of this administration.It's probably the worst one of all."

10/22/76

Foreign Policy, Defense

"I think the Republican Administration has been almost allstyle and spectacular,...not substance...the Ford Administration has failed...Our country is not strong any more. We are
not respected any more. We can only becstrong overseas if we
are strong at home. And when I become President, I will not
only be strong in those areas but also in defense."

I
- l0/6/76

"We also want to revert back to the stature of and the respect
that our country had in previous Administrations...it will comeif I am elected."

10/6/76

"The number one responsibility of any President, above all else,is to guarantee the security of our Nation, an ability to be
free of the threat of attack or blackmail, and to carry out
our obligations to our allies and friends,..."

‘ l0/6/76
"With our economy in such terrible disarray, and getting worse
by the month...this kind of deterioration in our economic
strength is bound to weaken us around the world."

10/6/76
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CARTER FLIP-FLOPS

Natural Gas Policy

'76 Campaign -— promised deregulation of natural gas.
Sent letter to governors of 3 states (Okla., La., Miss.)
to win critical votes.

'77 -— came out for continued regulation and expanded
regulation. Called decontrol a rip-off.

'78 -- signed deccntrol legislation.

Economv

5 Economic programs in 3% years.

National Defense

'76 Campaign -— promised to cut military spending by
$5-7 billion.

'77 through December '79 fights Congressional attempts
to increase defense budget, delays MX, cancels B—l.

'80 Campaign —— claims to be increasing military spending
(Democratic Senators say "hypocrisy".)

Government

'76 Campaign —— promised to reduce size of government

'80 Campaign -- created Departments of Energy and Education.
Military

Convinced Helmut Schmidt to accept neutron bomb deployment
in West Germany.

Then left Schmidt open to attack by left~wing faction when
decided not to deploy; pulled rug out from under Schmidt
2 days after Schmidt public announcement.

Foreign Policy

9/7/79 -- Said of Soviet brigade in Cuba "unacceptable"

Three weeks later, accepted Soviet brigade.

On Cuban Refugees

nnounced "open heart and open arms."

Ten days after, ordered halt.
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CARTER MISSTATEMENTS

Senator Henry Jackson
--Carter said Senator Jackson has a habitually "warlike attitude"
toward other nations. March 31, l976—New York Times.

--Carter accused Jackson of "making deliberately false statements
about me" and "consistently telling falsehoods."
--He also accused Jackson of exploiting the busing issue and its
"racial connotations" in Massachusetts.

President Lyndon Johnson
LBJ: A LIAR
--Carter in his Playboy interview said of Richard Nixon and
and Lyndon Johnson, "But I don't think I would ever take on
the same frame of mind that NixonOI' Johnson did-lying, cheating
and distorting the truth." November 1976-Playboy Interview.

Senator Hubert Humphrey
-—Carter apologized for having said Hubert Humphrey was "too old"
to be President. March 3l, 1976-New York Times.
Vietnam
-—U.S. bombing of Vietnamese villages reflected "racial discrimin
ation." By May on the campaign trail he was calling the war
"racist" and condemning the U.S. decision to "firebomb villages."
July 7, l976—Washington Post.(Reappearance-Democratic Issues
November 23, l97S-)

"Killer Rabbit"

"I was by myself in the boat, and I saw this animal swimming...
toward me...When it got close enough that I could see the rabbit
was going to come in the boat with me, I took the boat paddle and
hit the water at the rabbit, and he eventually and reluctantly turned
away and went to the shore...the rabbit I don't think was trying
to attack me...it was a fairly robust looking rabbit." April 29,
l979—Washington Post. Repeated—August 29, 1979.

YTemporary Inconveniences"

In response to a question about inability to solve problems of
inflation and unemployment, Carter responded (in part):

"you know people tend to dwell on the temporary inconveniences
and thetransientproblems that our nation faces." October 20, 1980.
Appearance in Youngstown, Ohio-Washington Star-Repeated October 21,
1980.
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FROM THE "FRIENDS" OF JIMMY CARTER

Senator Edward Kennedy

State Senator Julian Bond

"You really have to be sniffing the roses in the
Rose Garden to think there is no suffering in the
steel industry."-- April 4, l98O Washincton Star
"We have an administration that believes in throwing
people out of work to fight inflation. That is an
administration without heart. . ."-- April l, l98O Washington Post
On the UN vote blunder: ". makes American foreign
policy the laughingstock of nations throughout the
world."-- New York Press Conference
Asked about Carter's view that the economy was looking
up. "What Carter is saying is that the country is
getting better because it's getting sicker at a slower
rate."-- May 24, l98O Washington Post
"The only environment he (Carter) wants to save is his
own rose garden."
-— May 31, l98O LA Times

(Georgia)(on Black issues)

“In 1976, this nation turned to a man who clearly knew
the words to our hymns, but who in less than a year
had forgotten the numbers on our paychecks."
—- July 19, l98O Washington Post

Senator Daniel P. Moynihan

“I will go up and down the state of New York and say
that the Administration broke its word. I am tired
of people lying to us on this first subject. "

-- January, 1980 hearings on tuition tax credits
"President Carter's likening of the ‘Palestinian cause‘
to ‘the civil rights movement here in the United States
has properly evoked utter disbelief."
—- August 2, 1979

Senator Henry Jackson

"'We appear to be going from one crisis to another.'"-- May 13, l98O Wall Street Journal
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Senator Ernest P. Hollings (Senate Budget Committee Chairman)
(Democrat, S.C.)-- Accused President Carter yesterday of the "height of

hypocrisy" and "outrageous, deplorable conduct" for
assailing a compromise congresisonal budget plan as
too defense heavy.-- May 29, 1980 Washington Post re FY 81 defense
spending plan.

Representative John E. Moss (Demo

-- "President Carter has been the least effective presi
dent since he (Rep. Moss) came to Capitol Hill."-- February 8, 1978 Washington Star (on retiring
after 26 years in Congress)
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FOREIGN COMMENTS TOWARDS CARTER

Helmut Schmidt sought repeatedly to determine U.S. plans only to
"read about it, with newspapers." (Time reports Schmidt broke into
tears over Carter's failure to understand his responsibility as
leader of the U.S.)

'

Singapore's P.M. Lee Kuan Yew: "a sorry admission of the limits
of America's power", refering to Carter’s vision of U.S. role.-- Time, August 18, 1980

High—level British policymaker: "Consultation by the Americans with
their European allies has been at its lowest ebb since Suez."-- Time, June 30, 1980
The prestigious London "Economist" says in its l0/l8/80 edition:
"The conviction that Mr. Carter is a dangerously second-rate
president rests upon the observation that his first term has
been marked more by failure than by success, and the fear that
there is something in the man which makes it unlikely that the
pattern would change in a second term.

The following quotes were taken from the Chicago Tribune,
August 21, l979:

"The American presidency is experiencing its most serious crisis in
50 years, in many respects more serious than Watergate."-- Il Giornale, Milan
"Placing a 34-year-old imagemaker, Hamilton Jordan, at that power
level of the Western world leaves some people uneasy. The members
of Carter's young team are the most expensive apprentices in the
world." -- Handelsblatt, Dusseldorf

"Jimmy Carter's difficulties are the result of his ambiguous
relationship with the traditional political groups that dominate
Congress." _

—- Le Matin, Paris

"After 30 months in office, Carter appears to be more a preacher
than a statesman, with many exhortations but little action."-- Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

33-896 O — 84 — 68 Part 1
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Memorandum To:~ Governor Reagan

Subject: Carter's Welfare Record in Georgia
From: Caspar W. Weinberger

‘

Copies to: Ed Meese
Martin Anderson

October 20, 1980

The Governor and Carter were both governors during the period
l970-1974.

Under Carter: Welfare rolls rose in Georgia by 19.3%. The
average benefit declined by $1 per month (from
already very low levels)

Under Governor Reagan: Welfare rolls in California declined
8%. (If you use the period 1971-1974,
they declined 23%) The average
monthly benefit rose $67 a month (or
34%).

State Employees: During the same period, State Employees
increased 8% in California, 34% in Georgia.
The average increase for all states was 16%.

Spending: In Georgia, 1971-1975, all state spending rose 35%.
In California, same period, state spending rose
only 9%.

The national average state spending increase during
this period was 25%, so state spendino was held
well below the national average in California
during these 4 years;_bat-in-Georgia~it—roa&#maKr
-thaa—tweee—the—aaeieeel-averagee

The above figures came from Warren Brooks of the Boston
Herald. I checked with him, and he confirms those figures.
His sources were: HEW for the Welfare figures (based on
reports from the states); the U.S. Statistical Abstract,
published by the Census Bureau, for the years 1974-79. The
spending figures are in constant l97l S, measured by the
GNP deflation -

1 ~
Caspar W. Weinberqer

CWW:pl
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REAGAN'S CALIFORNIA RECORD ON THE TOUGH ISSUES

Spending

‘Between 1967 and 1975, California's rate of per capita spending
growth was the lowest among the ten most populous states, and
was lower than in 45 of the other 49 states.

eReagan reduced the real (inflation-adjusted) rate of spending
growth by two-thirds of what it had been under Pat Brown.
‘Reagan vetoed 994 bills in his two terms, which prevented an
estimated $l5% billion in spending. Only 1 veto overridden.

‘Between 1971 and 1975, when both Reagan and Carter were governors,
real per capita spending grew by three percent in California
versus 14 percent in Georgia.

Taxes

‘Between Reagan's first full fiscal year in office (FY 1968) and
the end of his second term (FY 1975) per capita state taxes in
California grew at a lower rate than in 47 of the other 49 states.

‘Per capita state and local taxes combined grew at a lower rate
than in 45 of the other 49 states between fiscal years 1968.and 1975.

‘There were some tax increases during Reagan's terms, but they
helped to turn a million dollar a day deficit when he took
office to a $554 million surplus when he left.
ePrudent fiscal practice paid off. When Reagan was Governor,
California's bonds were upgraded to the highest possible bond
rating, Moody's Triple-A, for the first time in 31 years.

State Government Employment

‘The civil service work force under RR's control grew as much in RR's
entire eight years as it did in only one year under his\predecessor.
Based on State Personnel Board figures, California's full-time civil
service work force grew by only 6000 employees (S.8\) in 8 years,
or an average only 750 employees a year (less than one percent
annually).

‘State employment, relative to population, grew at less than one—third
the national state average (10\ versus 33%) between 1966 and 1974.

‘Between 1970 and 1974, the approriate benchmarks for comparing
Carter‘: and Reagan‘: records as Governor, California state employment,
relative to population, grew at one-sixth the rate of Georgia's
(48 versus 26!).
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Welfare

Reagan's welfare reform program began in January, 1971 through
administrative means, and was incorporated into legislation in
October, l97l. The results were:

‘The California welfare rolls were growing at the rate of about
40,000 per month as 1971 began. But tween April and November
of 1971, as the reform program began to take effect, 175,000
people left the rolls. The decline continued through the
end of I974.

‘From the time the welfare reforms started to take effect i
l97l until late l974, the close of the Reagan Administrati
there were over 850,000 fewer persons on family welfare an
general assistance programs than had been projected by legislative
and other experts prior to the 1971 reforms.

A..
Cf‘.,
,:C

lBetween fiscal years l967 and 1975, real per capita welfare
spending in California grew 42% versus a national state average
growth of l3l%.
eBenefits to truly needy increased by an average of more than 40%.

Consumer Protection

‘Reagan reorganized the various consumer protection bureaucracies
into a single Department of Consumer Affairs, thereby giving
consumers a single department with which to deal.

~Reagan supported the establishment of a Division of Auto Repairs
to crack down on unscrupulous practices. signed legislation protecting
the public against unordered merchandise, and approved legislation
giving consumers the power to sue for damages and injunctions in
deceptive practices cases.

Environmental Protection

‘Reagan created an Air Resources Board which greatly Strengthened
the state's powers to control air pollution.

ram that outfitted cars with the most
1 devices available, reducing hydrocarbon
group later said Calif. had toughest anti

s Reagan implemented a prog
sophisticated smog contro
emissions by 90%. Nader
smog laws in the U.S.
oReagan played a major role in enacting the California Water Quality
Quality Act of 1969--the strongest water pollution control law in
U.S. history.

Occupational Safety

‘Reagan presided over the 1973 creation of Cal/OSHA, California's
safety agency. None of Cal/OSHA's standards have been challenged
in court since the agency's inception.



when Carter proclaims economic revival, RR can partly
rebut by telling him to look around at some of the econ
omic misery in Ohio:

Unemployment: Ohio -- lO.2% (July, l980)
,__ 9.13 (Auq., 1930)
‘Cleveland (city) -- l2.7fi (July, 1930)
\\ ,___" _

Youncstown: 10/8 trip by RR

0 RR spoke at largely abandoned Jones and Laughlin plant in
Mahoninq Valley, where l3,000 jobs have been lost in last
3 years . . . and buildings were "shells of what once were
busy rolling mills and blast furnaces.

Cleveland:

0 Ford Motor Company -- out of 8500 workers, 7000 have now
been laid off. -

I City economy: City defaulted on $15 million in municipal
notes in 1978. Has embarked on 3-year recovery plan, now
has first balanced budget in long time. Much of progress
due to new Republican mayor, George V. Voinovich. But for
complete recovery, city needs healthy national economy.

0 Hortgage rates for 30-year mortgage, now 12.7%.

0 Housing costs (medium priced new/old home sales average)

1976 _
$43,200

1980 1 $64,300

1984 1
$95,800 (projected under Carter inflation)

For the Cleveland, Akron and Lorain areas.
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ECONOMY

The Economy

A Bright Economic Future Under Carter?

Attack Points on Carter Reindustrialization Program (RIP)

Reagan's 5-Point Strategy for Economic Growth

Responding to Carter's Attacks on RR's Economic Plan



The Carter Record--Worst of any President in 50 years.
His "Seven Deadly Sins:"

{V

1. Created the worst inflation since2nvII
--As high as 18% this spring

2. 8 million unemployed now--highest since
Great Depression '

V/--If all the men and women out of work stoodin line (2 feet apart), the line would
stretch from New York to Los Angeles.

3. Nearly doubled the level of taxation.
--The average family of 4, pays
55,000 more in taxes a year.

4. Increased federal spending by more than 50%.
a. Four year deficit is biggest of any President
in history.
--Last year's deficit (including off budget)
single largest in history ---S77 billion.

6. Increased national debt by over 40a.
7. Highest interest rates since the Civil War.

When Carter
Elected Today

Inflation 4.8% l2%+
Unemployment 7.3 7.5
Misery Index 12

'
20

Mortgage Interest Rates 9 l4_’
Carter in l976 debates promised that by end of lst term,
would reduce unemployment to 45%, inflation would be
controlled, budget would be balanced. Also promised in
debates never to raise taxes for working people.

What 4 More Years of Carter will Be Like:

L

Another four years of Carter inflation will
mean that goods will cost twice as much as
when he was elected. In the September '80
figures released last Friday, the cost of
groceries was escalating at the annual rate
of 25.3%. Examples of 1984 prices with continued
Carter inflation:

\/ MilkBread
Hamburger

$3.60/half gallon
1.85/loaf
2'. 17 /pound

Senate budget committee estimates that with Carter
programs, federa; taxes will double once again by
1985 (to Sl.l trillion).
Under Carter economic programs, Washington scheduled
to take 30 cents out of every new dollar earned in
the economy. Washington already taxing at war-time levels.

.

..
..
..
..
..
,..
.
.-
.<
..
_.
.-

.
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HE ECCNOHY:

Carter Blames Evervone But Himself

1. Has blamed OPEC
2. has blamed American people (their malaise)
3. Has blamed Federal Reserve most recently (even

though he appointed 5 of 7 members, including
the chairman). -

III
Symbol administration: Finger pointed the other way.

Carter Still Fails to Recognize the Source of the Problem
September 12, l979 speech: "Government cannot...
reduce inflation."

Oct. l4, l98O speech. Listed as first ca;se of inflation
"The failure to raise adequate revenues at a time of
greatly increase public spending."

Carter Also Fails to Aporeciate the Suffering

Oct. 20, 1980, speech, when asked about inflation and
unemployment, told audience in Youngstown, Ohio:
American people shouldn't dwell on Ttemporarv inconveniences.
--Not temporary inconvenience to elderly and poor.

Under Carter, "real spendable median income" (after taxes
and inflation) has dropped about lO% since 1977. (NOTE:
some other measurements show slight increase since 1977,
but all show that upward escalator has stalled for personal
income in U.S. The pie has just stooped growing.)



A BRIGHT ECOKCHIC FITCRE INIER IAPTER?

The nation's economy is well on the way to
recoverv...I think the future looks very hr

J'mmy Carter
Youngstown, Ohio
October 20, 1980

Points to be Made:

: There is a widespread
gh interest rates and

i. Inflation may choke recovery
concern among economists that hi
high inflation will cause the fr
out within a matter of weeks.

"As we look ahead, after several months of
improving real activity, the recovery is
likely to suffer a setback around the turn
of the year...The recent run—up in interest
rates reduces the likelihood that the summer
economic rebound will initiate a sustained
recovery."

Walter Heller
John Kennedy's chief
economic advisor
October 17, l98O

2. Can anyone trust Carter this time? Last time, he
promised us less inflation, less unemployment, a balanced
budget -- and look what we got. Why should we trust him
again?

Example of Carter's lousy forecasting: At
beginning of l978, he forecast a 6% inflation
over next 12 months. Turned out to be 13%.
Jimmy Carter's license as a forecaster ought
to be revoked.

3. Even Carter's own men don't believe him: Consider
recent comments from some of those closest to him:

"We're not going to see any quick progress
for inflation...it will take seven or eight
years for the rate to drop" to an acceptable
level.

Treasury Secretary
William Miller
New York Daily News
October 23, l98O
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On that same day, Alfred Kahn, Carter's chief
inflation fighter, warned that consumer food
prices will rise sharply for the remainder
of the year -- nearly l2% in months ahead.

Washington Post
October 23, 1980

4. A Reagan Dare: If Jimmy Carter believes the
economy is so bright, I agree with what Ted Kennedy
said some months ago —- he's been so busy sniffing roses
in the rose garden that he's lost touch with America.
I dare him to come with me tomorrow morning —- and I'll
take him on my own plane -— to see the real America of
l980:

South Bronx
Youngstown (Jones & Laughlin)
Detroit (where auto sales announced last week

were sharply below a year ago)
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ATTACK POINTS ON CARTER REINDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAM (RIP)

0 Carter revitalization program is fifth program in this
administration and the third economic program in last
eight months.

0 Program jeopardizes pension funds by using them to bail out
firms in financial trouble. Very troublesome for union_
members.

Q Many observers believe this plan is election—year
window dressing. Has never been sent to Hill and
there is little evidence that serious work is being
done on it.

0 Federal tax burden would rise more than $80 billion
next year.

0 Carter plan does not significantly impact unemployment.
Administration's own spokesmen say that even with the plan
unemployment would run at 8.5% a year.

0 Credit against Social Security tax is meager, a bandaid for
largest peace-time tax increase (Carter social security tax);
barely offsets inflation of last 4 years.

0 Economic Revitalization Board designed to create a working
partnership for business and industry, has potential for
further government interference. We don't need another
agency. Federal welfare for business. Parallels British
economic sickness.
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REAGAN'S FIVE-POINT STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

REDUCE GOVERNMENT SPENDING

Reagan Proposed Percentage Reduction in Senate Budget
Committee Projected Spending

l98l 1982 1983 l984 1985

Expected Reductions 2% 4% 5% 6% 7%

Reductions Goal 3% 6% 8% lO% 10%

--Carter projects annual federal spending will increase
from $563.6 billion in FY 80 to over $900 billion in l98S.

--RR ex ects E2 cut the E! §§ amount by $64 billion ($13 billion
in FY 81

- Through comprehensive assault on waste and inefficiency,
including:
Appointments of men and women who want spending control.
Immediate freeze on level federal employment (note: par
tial freeze now in effect). .

National Citizens‘ Task Forces to rigorously examine
every department, agency (as RR did in California).
Spending Control Task Force (chaired by Weinberger, for
mer OMB director) to submit detailed report during tran
sition on elimination of waste, extravagance.
RR plan will carefully preserve necessary entitlements
already in place —- e.g., Social Security. But RR will
restrain Congressional desire for "add ons" and will
make administrative savings.

REDUCE TAXES

--Senate Budget Committee estimates federal tax revenues will
more than double by EX §§ pg $1.1 trillion a year (rise of
about $117 billion a year, total of $584 billion). Taxes
next year will rise by $86 billion under Carter.

——§R proposes a three-part program:
(

(
(

H )

(M
N )
)

Across-the-board reduction of l0% a year in indivi
dual income tax rates, 1981, l982, and 1983.
Indexation for personal income tax brackets thereafter.
Accelerated depreciation to stimulate job-creating invest
ments.
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P0R 5—Point Economic Strategy

——Revenue effects
- Estimated loss in taxes: $172 billion in 1985.
- Cuts would stimulate an additional 1% in annual
economic growth by FY 85. Conservative Senate
Budget Committee estimates are that such growth
will produce an additional $39 billion in revenue
in FY 85. RR, as a supply sider, has confidence
that more revenues will be generated.

— Federal budget would move into balance in FY 83 -—
the first time since 1969 -- and would show surplus
of $93 billion in FY 85. (Source: U.S. Budget
FY 81).

—-Federal share pf GNP
- Under Carter, Federal share of GNP rising steadily:
1976 18.5% (Source: U.S. Budget FY 81)
1991 21.7% (projected)
1985 24.4% (projected) Highest rate in history

- Under RR plan, federal share of GNP in 1985 would
be 20.4%.
— 16% lower than Carter and much closer to historical
average. (Source: Sen. Budget Committee Minority)

— Note that under Carter, Washington's projected
share of economic growth through 1985 expected to
oe'stunning 3l%.

-- Note ‘RR still in favor of repealing destructive
elements windfall profits tax, estate and inheritance
taxes, and providing tuition tax credits. But these
not included in above estimates. Would be phased in
when fiscally possible.

3. DEREGULATION

—- Thorough and systematic review oledged; RR to see
how regulation has contributed to economic deteriora
tion without backing away from general goals.

—- Steps tg implement include:
— Effective economic impact statements re future regs -—
weighing cost against benefit.

— Working with Congress to tighten the reins on regu
lators —- too much discretion today.

— Priority analysis of every current regulation to
seejif needed —— like sunset review.
- Special task force (headed by Dru Murray Weiden
baum, one of nation's foremost authorities on subject)
to submit detailed recommendations in November.
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RR S-Point Economic Strategv

4. SOUND MONETARY POLICY

-— Independent Federal Reserve; but RR appointees
would be men and women who share commitment to
restoring value of US dollar and believe in sound,
stable, and predictable monetary policy.

RESTORE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

-- Carter has announced 5 new economic policies, 3 in
the past 8 months. Uncertainty has created mass
confusion, undermined credibility of his policies
(only Carter certainty: more taxes, more hardship,
more confusion).

-- RR plans to establish and implement economic policy
early -- within first 90 days —- and then stick to
essentials of this policy.

-- Policy wil be oriented toward the long-term; no
sudden or capricious change of "rules of the game."
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RESPONDING TO CARTER ATTACKS ON RR'S ECONOMIC PLAN .

I. Carter: RR economic proposals are wildly inflationarv.

1. Would neve; take advice on inflation from economists in
the Carter admdnistration. They have been about as helpful
to the economy as the iceberg was to the Titanic.

-— Gabe us the worst inflation in peactime history.

-- Act as if no one can cure. But Gerald Ford cut
inklation in half in less than 2 years. And
any and Japan, even though they are more
endent on oil than U.S., last year had inflation
es less than half our own. Inflation can be
trolled.

ally, they misunderstand the cause of inflation.
ter said last year that "government cannot . . . . ..
uce inflation" (Washington Star 9/12/79).
olutely wrong: government is the chief cause of
lation.

.

..
..
.'
__
..
.,
..
.,
-.
-.

2. RR would c t to the heart of problem by cutting the
growth of govtrspending. Would cut at least 7% -- goal
of 10% —- fro projected Carter spending. Comprehensive
assault on was e and fraud, begin to return some responsibilities
to the states. Would balance the budget by 1983.

3. Cuts woul be joined by reduction in tax rates designed to
spur economic rowth, increase productivity of our workers.

—- By producing more goods, we will finally end the

i lationary cycle of too much money chasing too
fe goods.

—— Di agree with Carter economists that it is noti lationary for government to spend your money
but is inflationary for you to spend it. That's the
kihd of elitist thinking that has gotten us in such
a Fess.

4. The projeétions in my proposal are very conservative -
project inflathon rate of about 7.5%, but convinced that if
we finally jo the economy out of stagnation, we can do much,
much better.
Ford —- w’ h his strong use of veto power -- actually

brought the i Slation rate down 20% faster in 1975 than his
advisers pred' ted.

1

-— in California also brought down inflation.
to a powerful weapon there too.

3

So id can be done.

9
E
i
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II. Carter: VRR canjt cut taxes, raise defense spending and
balance the budget -- unless he uses mirrors or drastically
cuts social programs.

1. Accept the fact that Mr. Carter sincerely believes this -
because the way he intends to balance the budget over the next
four years is to raise taxes by over a trillion dollars. Under
Carter, Washington alone will take better than 30 cents out of
every dollar in the economy over next four years.

2. But the Carter economists are living in the past with ideas
that no longer work. They still cling to the notion that the
answer to our economic and social problems is for Washington
to spend and spend, tax and tax, elect and elect. That may
have worked 40 years ago, but it is bleeding us dry today.
-- RR puts his faith in new and more powerful idea:
economic growth through a revival of the supply side
of the economy. Inject new life into the private
sector.

3. RR has been working with some of best economists in country -
two former chairmen of the Council of Economic Advisers
(Greenspan and Burns), a Nobel laureate (Milton Friedman),
former secretary of the Treasury (Simon) and others -— to build
an economic program based on hope -— not despair.

4. Because Carter has built so much inflation into the economy,
tax revenues will be growing faster than Washington will be able
to effectively use. Carter wants to have Washington spend most of
that extra revenue; RR wants to give some of it back to the
taxpayers.

5. Cuts in tax rates will then allow both consumers and business
to expand their buying power, will increase overall growth.
Start up the economic engine again -- while also keeping all of
Washington's social commitments and still balancing the budget.
6. One point often overlooked: the underground economy.
Professor Edgar Feige of University of Wisconsin has recently
estimated that underground economy may be as high as 27% of GNP
and it is growing at roughly triple the rate of the rest of the
economy. (WS Journal, Oct. 20, 1980)

—- Most Americans want to live within the law. If taxes
can be lowered, RR believes that a good deal of this
underground economy will go above ground -- becoming
tax-supporting again. Carter economics is just driving
them below ground.

-— Also noteworthy that in underground economy -- where
there are no real taxes -- prices may be as much as
20-40% lower than above ground. Shows what can be done
in a more tax-free environment.

7. But the key point is this: RR is putting his faith in private
enterprise and economic growth. Carter is putting his faith in
more government -— and economic stagnation.
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RR plan is Robin Hood in reverse -- take from
More GOP trickle—down.

III. Carter:
the poor and give to the rich.

1. when Mr. Carter came back from Texas last week, he brought
some of that horse manure with him. He's absolutely wrong about
these tax cuts -- everyone in America gets the same cut in tax
rates over the next three years.

2. Proposal is heavily weighted toward middle income people,
because they are the backbone of the American economy. Under
RR plan, those who make under $30,000 each year would get more
than half of the tax benefits —- even though they pay less than
half of the taxes today. (Joint Committee on Taxation)

3. As for the rich, just recall the tax cuts of Jack Kennedy that
were so successful in the 1960s and ignited one of the strongest
periods of economic growth in 40 years. RR plan very similar to
Kennedy's. After Kennedy cut taxes across the board like this,
the taxes paid by millionaires doubled within two years.

33-896 0 — 84 — 69 Part 1



Conservation desirable, but kev is higher production. It can
be done:-- US has 47 year supply-- 27 years of natural ga-- 321 years of coal. (1980 report from DOE & reports

from US Geological Survey)

Carter talks about more production, but his actions discourace it:
-- His Debt of Energy (S12 billion, 35,000 pages of regs) has
increased red tape, bureaucracy. .-- Cil:
:_§is "windfall profits tax" will reduce production by
500,000 barrels/day by l990 (enough for 250,000 cars/year).
- Burdensome restrictions on offshore leasing. Only 4% of
Outer Continental Shelf offered for lease; no off-shore
leasing in Alaska, and Carter has locked up nearly 100
million square miles of Alaskan land.

—- Coal: l,000 new pages of regs has contributed to one of worst
slumps in history (22,000 miners out of work)-- Natural gas: His opposition to dereg and then signature on
faulty bill (creating 23 pricing categories, extending controls
to intrastate natural gas) holding production down.

-— N;glea : Under JC, net of 4 new plants ordered, 36 orders
cancelled. Net loss of 32 plants equivalent to 900,000
barrels/day of oil.

Result of Carter policies: production far below potential

—- Qil: In lower 48 states, production has fallen each year
under JC; overall, down l2% (Total US production has gone up
slightly because of new inflow from Alaska -- but that's only
because of Alaskan pipeline, built over objections of many
Democrats in Congress & long before Carter).-- Natural gas: production up only 2% in JC's first 3 years.

—— Coal: Carter promised in 1979 to double production by 1985,
but it has been increasing only 4% a year under JC so far.-- Nuclear: no new orders in 2 years.

American consumers also paying high orice for Carter policies:

-- Gasoline prices have doubled under JC; frequent long lines.
-— Home heating oil also up sharply. US average has increased
from 41¢ per gallon in 1976 to $1.00 per gallon in 1980.

——Oil import bill has also doubled, creating worst trade deficits
in US history, weak dollar.

Reagan 4-Point Energv Policy

l. Greatly accelerate production
-— Dereg oil and natural gas ASAP.
—- Accelerate federal leasing for oil, eliminate unnecessary
regs on coal (consistent with good environment)-- Streamline nuclear licensing, upgrade nuclear safety
standards, accelerate solutions for waste.

33-896 1513
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ENERGY

Other

1.

Page 2

Encourage greater conservation, relying primarily on market.

-- Between l973-78, industry on own produced l2% more goods
with 6% less energy. .

-— Continue tax credits, faster depreciation to encourage
greater energy investment.

Accelerate development of national petroleum reserves

-- 4 year old program is now 3% years behind schedule.
Designed to have 6 month supply, has only 2 weeks.
Carter vulnerable in light of unsettled situation
Middle East.

in

4. For long term future, provide research funds to stimulate
new technologies such as solar, fusion.

Notes

Abolition of DOE: Carter will criticize as simplistic. RR would
transfer necessary functions such as defense research to other
departments. Reduce reg/related programs now costing $2 billion
a year.

Synthetic Fuel: RR has opposed Carter call for $88 billion
Syn Fuels Corporation which commmits government to subsidize
syn fuels.- More big government; could create white elephants.
Better to support research on new technologies, let private
enterprise develop the most promising.

Windfall profits: Carter will assert RR trying to enrich big oil.
But the tax actually hits small independents who drill 80~90%
of exploratory wells essential to new oil finds. Tax also makes
US most expensive place to search for oil.

RR does not reject -- wants to leave to states.55 mph speed limit:

Other Carter attack lines: I

Some estimates do
but

-— RR statement about more oil in Alaska.
show potential in Alaska greater than Saudi reserves,
critical point is Alaska shouldn't be locked up.
RR statement that US could be energy self-sufficient in 5 years.
Critical point again is to move consistently in right direction.
Not like Carter.
RR statement that conservation only means running out more
slowly. If Carter raises, point out pure conservation/anti
production will lead there. Critical point is to achieve balance

US dependence on OPEC. Carter may claim it is down from 1979.
But reason is the recession in 1980 and skyrocketing prices.
If we get economy back on track, will discover that we are still
excessively dependent on OPEC.
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NUCLEAR POWER

In next several years, U.S. has no choice but to rely upon
more nuclear power and increased production of coal.

Carter agrees, but his ineffective leadership has jeopardized
nuclear industry:

—- JC unable to prevent Democrats from adopting platform
calling for phase-out of nuclear plants.

-— Since 1977, plans for 32 nuclear plants (net total) have been
cancelled. Will mean loss of nearly 900,000 barrels of oil/day.

-- Cancellations due in large part to public concern about safety,
unresolved issue of nuclear waste disposal.
- Carter Administration apathetic about safety until Three Mile
Island. Then appointed Kemeny Commission to review safety
efforts of Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Safety recommenda
tions welcomed ——and we should proceed on them; give us a
safer foundation on which to build.
- Administration and Congress also slow to address problem of
nuclear waste. Technology has been largely developed, per
experts, but hard political decisions still must be made on
waste. Carter hasn't shown enough leadership here.

0 Reagan Approach: Move ahead with safe program.-
l. Accelerate development of nuclear power through technologies
that have been proven safe, efficient.

2. Streamline licensing process through consolidation of present
review process and through standardization of reactor design
(outrageous that U.S., once the pioneer in nuclear power, now
takes more than twice as long to plan and build new plant as
Japan, many nations of Europe).

3. Accelerate safety effort along lines of Kemeny report.

4. Demonstrate waste disposal alternatives and try to solve
difficult siting problems (no one wants in his backyard).
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ENVIRONMENT

Healthy environment not a luxury but a necessitv. RR bows
to no one in commitment.

As Governor of California
—— Clean air program left California with "toughest anti
smog laws in the country," according to Nader group.-- lst major revision of water quality laws in 2 decades.-- Added 145,000 acres of park land.

RR concerned that federal government gging overboard. In
the name of environmental purity, many regulations bring
little environmental gain but have devastating impact on
the economy.

Example: Steel industry subject to 5,600 regulations,
terrible unemployment, failing to compete.
Carter election-year conversion not believable.

As President, would carefully balance environmental and
economic needs.-- Move positively on urgent environmental problems ——
toxic and nuclear wastes. Must be no more Love Canals,
and we must solve the nuclear waste problem.
- Carter response has been weak on both; extraordinary the:
l976 Toxic Wastes Act insufficiently funded until FY 81
budget; that little progress made on nuclear waste disposal-- Comprehensive review of all regulations, modifying those
that are inadequate, streamlining the burdensome, and
eliminating the unnecessary.

—— Re-evaluate goals and standards set by legislation passed
nearly a decade ago (e.g., Clean Air Act up for review,
renewal in l98l), using updated scientific evidence.

-— Permit greater flexibility in meeting federal standards.
Set standards but let individuals and companies find
best way to meet.-- Open up more federal land to exploration for energy and
minerals. Example: Alaska.

Summary: Make no mistake. RR will not permit the safety of
our people or our environmental heritage to be jeopardized,
but RR reaffirms that economic prosperity of our people is
a fundamental part of our environment.
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Environment

0, Other Notes on
1.

Environment
Carter may attack RR on:
a. Recent press statement that air pollution "substan
tially under control." Carter misunderstancs RR*s
point: namely, that U.S. has made great deal of
progress in cleaning up air pollution, but cost of

ik achieving absolute purity (as some extremists want)could be extremely high in terms of lost jobs, weak
economy. Carter's own Council on Environmental
Quality, in latest report (Dec. 1979, pg. ix)
said that "overall, the nation's air quality
is improving."

b. Idea that pollution comes from trees, Mt. St.
Helens. The general point is that pollution
comes from many sources; someare more dangerous
than others; what the nation needs is a balanced
program to preserve environment while also
bringing economic growth.

c. Carter may also charge that RR as governor defied
Clean Air Act of l970, proposing air pollution con
trol program rejected by EPA on 5 counts. RR re
buttal: that was draconian plan for state, would
have included gas rationing, parking restrictions,
land use control, restrictions on 70-80% LA auto
traffic. CA and other states rejected such plans.
RR vindicated in l977 when Congress revised Clean
Air Act, preventing EPA from carrying out such
impractical measures.

Acid Rain: current issue in North East, Great Lakes
(including Ohio), and eastern Canada. Acid rain be
lieved by many to come from weak sulfuric and nitric
acid precipitation resulting from power plants (coal
esp ). CEO has said that cause and impact of acid
rain still not clear. RR recognizes that problem
needs further study.

Toxic wastes: Hot issue. Public aroused by Love
Canal in NY where 263 families evacuated. CEQ esti
mates l200-2000 U.S. disposal sites may pose risks;
but 76 law (enacted under Ford) insufficiently funded
under Carter. FY 81 budget finally requests increases.
Costs estimated for clean-up range from hundreds of
millions to billions of dollars (Love Canal alone as
high as $150 million). Controversy continues, especially
regarding $4-5 billion Superfund which Congress now
debating. Two issues involved: (1) Coverage -- should
oil spills be covered, for example? (2) Who should pay -
industry, government, combination?
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URBAN & HOUSING POLICIES

9325i

0 The Carter Record: Carter proclaims his "Comprehensive
Urban Policy"; the only thing comprehensive about it is
its comprehensive failure. Examples:-- South Bronx: promises cruelly broken.-- Cleveland: out of 8500 workers in Ford plant, 7000
laid off now.
-- Detroit: unemployment this summer hit 18% (for minorities, 56%).
—- Miami: riots showed unrest seething below the surface.-- New York: over past 5 years, has lost 73,000 manufac
turing jobs (problem afflicting other cities).-- Mayor Koch has hands tied by Federal regulations in
trying to solve problem.-- Overall, number of large cities operating in the red
has doubled over last two years (over half of cities
of over 100,000 now in red according to Joint Economic
Committee report).

Note: Carter claims big progress on legislation, but all three
of his major bills abandoned by Congress because too complex.
Carter's own 1980 National Urban Policy Report documents
continued pattern of decline in central cities.

0 Reagan Agenda for the Cities

l. Economic growth -- single most important solution.

2. Private enterprise zones: in depressed urban areas,
taxes and regulations would be reduced, encouraging
new investment, job creation. Idea from England and
now being tried there.
flu! ¢4~r4iuu/vé

3. Urban Homesteading: initiated by Ford in 1975, scaled
down by Carter to bare minimum. Part of effort to
revitalize neighborhoods.

4. Give cities greater discretion over federal aid (block
grants).

5. Reduce federal regulatory requirements that increase local
tax burdens or skew expenditures.W

0 Carter Record: As RR saw in housing development in Kansas
City, Carter economic policies have been devastating for
American housing:-- Under Carter, cost of new housing has doubled; housing
starts (while showing temporary improvement) are half the
level when JC took office; rental construction down l2%.

-— Under Carter, interest rates have been highest since Civil
War (prime rate recently raised to 14% by major banks;
mortgage rates now at 14%).
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In 1976, Carter attacked Ford on basis that only 25%
of families could afford new home; today, less than
10% can afford. Median monthly payment on new house
up to $556.
Total loss to economy of housing slump est. at $125 billion
in lost jobs, income equivalent of bankruptcy of S Chryslers.

Reagan Agenda for Housing

1. Economic growth -- again the solution.
Encourage new savings through tax provisions
rate at lowest level in 30 years).

(saving

Reduce regulatory maze (Seidel study for Rutgers est.
that local, state, federal regs add 20% to cost of new
house).

Expand home ownership thru alternative mortgage instu—
ments for new homebuyers, older Americans, middle income
Americans.

Place greater emphasis upon rehabilitation of existing
stock (thru local initiatives for neighborhoods).
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REAGAN AS FRIEND OF LABOR

RR haoov to run as friend of working men and women:

—- lst Presidential candidate in history who is former union
president.

-- Solid labor record in California.
-— Welcome endorsements of Te msters, Maritime unions.

-- Basic goal is that shared by working men and women:
economic growth with lower inflation;

-- Also firmly support:
-- Open door in Oval Office for everyone - including labor.-- Safety and health in workplace; no retreat:-- Adequately funded unemployment relief programs-- Fair trade as well as free trade - make US exports
competitive again.

How can 4 more years of Carter economics help working oeoole?
Look at lst 4 years:
-- 8 million people out of work (highest since Great Depression)
-— Hourly wages going down for past 2 years (real terms)
—- Taxes are nearly doubled.
-— Inflation has tripled.
-— And industries like steel, autos fighting for their lives
against ever-increasing imports.

New Carter economic plan -- in curious reversal of roles for
parties -— tilts more heavily toward business. Carter forgetting
the working man and woman.

Note: During campaign, RR has spoken out on several key labor
issues that show he is friend of working men and women. Among them:

Agree with Labor on
Don't repeal Davis-Bacon -- seek administrative improvements
Don't dismantle OSHA -- reform it.
Don't apply anti-trust laws to labor.
Support collective bargaining in public sector.
Support for Polish workers.

Disagree with Labor on
Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Bill (RR does not support)
Labor law reform bill (RR does not support)
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HEALTH CARE

Carter Record abvsmal on 3 counts:

'1.

Reagan

l.

/'

Soarin costs of health care-- Cost of hospital bed in NY up 36% under Carter -- from
$169 a day in '76 to $230 in '79 (Hospital Assn. of NY).-- Prescription drug expenditures up 33%.-- Nursing home expenditures up 56%.

Has created legislative merry-go-round-- His mandatory, national health insurance program never
moved in Congress.-- Now pressing cost containment proposal that has twice
been rejected by House as regulatory nightmare.

Failed to curb fraud/waste in Medicare & Medicaid
In '76, claimed Medicaid "a national scandal", claimed
as much as $7.5 billion wasted/stolen each year.
In '77, set up special unit in HEW to attack but only
has 54 inspectors, has managed only 21 indictments.
When Sec. Joe Califano resigned last year, said massive
fraud still plagues federal health, welfare.
sees 4 critical problems to address in 805:

health care-- Must cut general rate of inflation (that accounts for
over half of health care increases in 80s).
Reduce regulatofy burden (NY Hospital Assn. has esti
mated that 25% of cost of daily hospital bed due to
federal, state, local regulations).
Encourage "V-luntary Effort" already underway in hospitals.
Has shown promising results over past 2% years; since
late '78, health care rising more slowly than CPI; Con
gress endorsed idea in 1979. Better than cost containment.

Cost of

Access to health care-- Instead of federally directed systems (favored by JC),
RR favors tax incentives, loan programs to encourage
physicians to work in underserved areas. (U.S. moving
toward a physician surplus by mid-80s per experts)

Insurance coverage-- Key problem the working poor. Middle income/upper income
mostly covered through private plans (180 million Americans
now enrolled in private plans); poor mostly covered by
Medicare, Medicaid. Working poor -- 11-18 million strong
-— have the serious problem.
RR would stimulate private system (through tax incentives)
to broaden coverage to these, also has supported cata
strophic coverage during campaign.

Root out fraud and waste in health/welfare programs
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0 Carter taking countrv down wrong track:
--Only accomplishment is creation of new bureaucracy, the
Dep of Education ($15 billion, 17,000 employees). Will
cre more paperwork, more federal intrusion. Parents,
lo: go"e:n:ents losing control of education.
7 r also broke l976 campaign promise, working against
"on tax credits.
"hile, test scores on college boards ailing: lack of
line continues to plague many school

--A report released this month by the White Ho
"Science and Engineering Education for th
concluded that most Americans are headed tow
scientific and technological illitera: .,u\J

0 Reagan Alternative
--Reduce federal intrusion, paperwork -- 5,000 man-years de
voted by principals, teachers on federal forms annually.
-—§3;ou;age local leadership —- that's the key to quality
education.
convert 70 categorical grant orograns to block funding
for elementary-secondary education.
— tuition tax credits: strengthen parental freedom over
children's education.

ed to make much of a dent. Sore 18 million now on
welfare rolls; in NYC, one out of 6 on sore form of welfare.
In some families, beginning 2nd generation of welfare.
—-Carter lst proposed massive federalization (cost est. from
$20-60 billion: Sen. Long put $60 billion price tag on it).
Plan failed in Congress. More recently, Carter has proposed

'

scaled down program ($3-5 billion) but points in direction
of guaranteed income, reduced work reguirements. (Moynihan
terms abandonment of reform in exchange for tireless tinkering
of bureaucrats).

\
--Democratic platform of 1980 calls for federalization.

\e
Reagan Alternative

2 --Build on CA record, where trends reversed, number on welfare
1 rolls reduced by 350,000 while benefits to truly needy up
i 40%. Proved good state leadership could solve much of problem.'
--Would decentralize through states; free states from wasteful

\ federal rules (savings could help truly needy); orderly trans
fer of authority and financial resources to states.
--Economic growth -- as in other areas, that again will take
sting out of welfare problem. '

._
_.
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WOMEN'S ISSUES

General

Ronald Reagan firmly committed to equal rights; but
interested in results, not rhetoric: legislative and
Executive action rather than Constitutional amendment.

_ As President, Ronald Reagan proposes:

At the Federal Level: To follow President Ford's
suggestion for legislation to make effective the
intent of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 re sex discri
mination in federal programs.
At the State Level: To set up a liaison with Governors
of the 50 states to seek out and change laws which
continue to discriminate against women.
Appointments: To appoint qualified women to important
positions throughout the government; to make one of his
first appointments to Supreme Court a woman.
Programs: Tax credit policy for locally-based dependent
care programs (children, elderly, disabled).
Correct inequities in social security and pension
systems. '

.
Eliminate (not reduce -- Carter) discriminatory
marriage tax.
Explore alternate work schedules (including part-time,
flex-time, job sharing).

Carter has substituted rhetoric for results.

Under Carter median average income of women has remained
59.4% of that of men. ,
Carter has ignored suggestions of his own Justice Dept.
to attack sex discrimination in federally assisted
programs.
Despite '76 endorsement ERA, no state ratified
since he was inaugurated as President (Democrats
control 13 out of 15 state legislatures that have
not ratified ERA).

Staff Notes

Avoid references to supporting "protective laws" for
women (e.g., maximum hour limits); these laws are
invalid under Civil Rights Act of '64, and EEOC
administrative rulings.
Stress link with President Ford.
Do not reiterate abortion position.
Calif3rnia Record. Established credit and improved
property rights for women; signed laws prohibiting
sex discrimination (employment, real property, insur
ance, business); initiated programs to develop and
improve child care centers.
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MINORITIES AND CIVIL RIGHTS

Carter has been tremendous disappointment for Blacks, other
minorities:

0 Minority groups (Blacks, Hispanics and Indians) hardest
hit by inflation and unemployment. Minority unemployment
today 13.6%. Unemployment among black youths 40%+. After
previous gains, black family income as a percentage of
white family income has fallen under Carter to 57%.

0 Carter Administration has not met its minority goals:
Example: South Bronx (which Carter promised would be
showpiece of his urban development program) remains in
poverty, with 1/3 on welfare.

Reagan Approach

0 Sound economic policies to reduce inflation and provide
permanent, not makework, jobs (including tax cuts and
accelerated depreciation to encourage investment for
jobs).

0 Enterprise zones to bring new businesses and jobs into
urban communities.

0 Put life into Urban Homesteading program started under Ford.
0 Reduce government spending and regulation to stimulate pri
vate jobs.

0 Vigorous enforcement of laws protecting minorities in
marketplace.

0 In area of education, tuition tax credits to give minority
parents a choice in their children's education.

0 Temporary youth differential minimum wage to help minority
youth.

0 Will work with Congress to improve enforcement provisions
of Fair Housing Act.

Other Notes:

. Endorsements by Ralph Abernathy/Hosea Williams/Charles Evers.
0 RR has good record of minority appointments in California.
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FOREIGN POLICY AND DEFENSE OVERVIEW

0 Carter inheritance; As with the economy at home, Carter
inherited an international situation that was greatly
improving:

-- Ford was healing wounds of Vietnam, and America was
at peace.
V/-— A supportable SALT II treaty was 90% complete.
-- After decade of Congressional cuts in defense budgets,
Ford in 1976 and l977 achieved a turnaround of about 5% real
budget authority increases per year; he put in place a
sound defense budget for the future.
—- Alliances were solid (leaders of Germany, Japan, Israel
all publicly agreed on that).
—- Soviet ambitions held in check in places like Persian
Gulf, Afghanistan.

0 Carter has squandered that inheritance thru policies that
are inconsistent, incoherent, inept.

-- Inconsistencies
e.g., In Sept. l979, said Russian troops in Cuba

"not acceptable"; three weeks later, he
humbly accepted them.

'

In March, 1980, administration failed to
veto UN resolution condemning Israel's
policy on Jerusalem; 2 days later, reversed
course.
In summer, l950, announced "open heart and
open arms" to Cuban refugees; l0 days
later, doors shut.
Many other examples: Korean troop withdrawal,
support for Shah, etc.

-- Incoherence
e.g., In June, l978, Carter asserted his "deep belief"

that Brezhnev "wants peace and wants to
have a better friendship"; on New Year's
Eve, l979 (3 years into Presidency), admit
ted Afghan invasion made him realize "what
the Soviets‘ ultimate goals are."
For 3 years, hacked away at defense budget;
cut Ford's budgets by $38 billion, delaying
or cancelling vitally needed programs like
MX, B-l; now campaigning for military build
up, MX, etc.

Human rights policy has stuck it to U.S. friends
(e.g., Argentina) while turning blind eye to
genocide in S.E. Asia (some 4 million have
died there) and repression in Soviet bloc.
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Carter's tragic legacy;

Ineptness

e.g., Failures hastened downfall of Shah, allowed
old friendship with Iran to be destroyed,
contributed to seizure of hostages, out
break of war in area.
Emasculation of CIA (fired 816 personnel, in
cluding top experts on Iran, China, USSR,
Middle East) left U.S. blind in a dangerous
world.
Negotiated defective SALT II treaty that has
been blocked by his own party in the Senate.

Decline of U.S. respect & power;
Soviet threat growing;
fare;

rising tide of violence and war
many fear that world is slipping toward chaos.

a number of countries have fallen undertotaUta—
Ethiopia, Afghanistan,

Under Carter,
rian Marxistrule for lst time;
Nicaraugua, South Yemen.

American embassies have been stormed or burned in Libya,
Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan; an American Ambassador
has been murdered in Afghanistan. (When was last time
Soviet embassy or ambassador was hit?)
—— On single day that shall live in infamy(2/l4/79)
U.S. ambassador killed in Afghanistan, U.S. embassy
stormed in Iran, U.S. President publicly insulted
in Mexico.

Soviets invaded Afghanistan (lst direct military inter
vention outside Warsaw Pact since WW II) and military
influence has grown in Persian Gulf, Asia, Africa,
Carribean

Massive Soviet military buildup and weak U.S. response
has allowed them to open "window of maximum danger"
for U.S. in early 80s; our land-based missiles vulnerable
to pre-emptive strike.

Number of Cuban troops overseas has doubled -- from
20,000 to 40,000.

War in Gulf area between Iran, Iraq. Chaos
in Iran may turn out to be most critical event of
postwar period.

At time of growing danger for U.S. our alliances are
frayed;
~— Schmidt and Giscard much less inclined to follow
U.S. lead.-- Latin nations like Argentina, Brazil, Mexico have
expressed anger, frustration with U.S. human rights,
nuclear policies (Argentina openly defied U.S. call
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for grain embargo).
Pakistan, once one of staunchest friends, openly
refused U.S. aid after Soviet troops marched
into Afghanistan
Saudis, other moderate Arabs worry about U.S.
sticking power.
Other friends (like Israel) privately worry about
U.S. tendency to dump old allies (e.g., Taiwan)
As detente falls apart, new areas of world (e.g.
Caribbean) began to appeal to Soviet appetite.

symbol of U.S.
day).

impotence; Hostages (debate marks

THE REAGAN 9 STEP STRATEGY FOR PEACE ~

1.
2.

3.

Improved policy-making structure for State, NSC.
Clear approach to East-West relations (seek balanced,
realistic relationship)

More realistic policy toward hemisphere (intensive
economic development in Caribbean, North American
Accord with Canada and Mexico)

Plan to assist African and other Third World development
(promote more private investment overseas)

Send U.S. message abroad (strengthen Voice of America,
Radio Free Europe, etc.)
Realistic policy for strategic arms reduction (move
directly to Salt III)

Strengthen armed services (better compensation, benefits; reinstate GI bill)
Take leadership role concerning international terrorism;
beef up CIA.

Restore margin of safety for peace.
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SEND IN THE MARINES

Carter likely to charge this is RR's instinctive reaction.

Points to be Made:

l. Quoted out of Context: Mr. Carter has distorted many old quotes,
blown them way out of proportion. Let's set record straight.

2. There are rare occasions when America must show its strength
in order to keep the peace.

Examples:
a. Dwight Eisenhower sent the marines into Lebanon in 1957,
preserved freedom there, permitted elections to be held.

b. John Kennedy stood up to Russians and their Cuban missiles
in 1962.

c. Even Mr. Carter sent troops into Iran to rescue hostages from
their humiliating captivity. The mission was badly bungled,
but all Americans supported it in spirit.

No American President has ever totally renounced the use of force -
nor can he.

3. But force must always, always be a last resort.
For America to stay at peace -- as we must -— there must be two
bulwarks:

First,we must have an effective foreign policy -— one that is
bipartisan in nature, closely coordinated with our allies,
principled and consistent. That is lacking today, and I intend
to rebuild such a policy.

Second, history shows that America has never gone to war when
America has been strong. I intend to rebuild the strength of
America so that we can keep the peace for the rest of this
century. As a parent -- as a grandparent -- my deepest wish
is that my children and my grandson may grow up in a stable,
peaceful world. ,

33-896 0 - 84 - 70 Part 1
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DEFENSE

. RR's purpose is peace. Peace is best assured by strengtn
and preparedness; it is risked by weakness and vacillation.
. Peace is in jeopardy2 The margin of safety enjoyed for
more than 30 years has eroded, as Soviets have engaged in
most massive military buildup in history(outspending U.S. by
over $200 billion over the past decade), while the American
defense effort has relatively declined.

1) Armed Services readiness has badly deteriorated
--Six of the Army divisions in the U.S. not combat ready.
--Six of thirteen carriers not combat ready.
--All services suffer severe shortages of key personnel,
both NCOs and officers.

-—$40 billion backlog of needed operations and maintenance
funding.

'

2) Ammunition and spare parts shortages critical

3) Navy cut in half; Chief of Naval Operation says l5 ocean
A 3 ocean world. Navy can't meet basic requirements
Ford 157 ship 5-year construction program has been slashed
to 97.

4) Army Chief of Staff (Gen. Meyer) says "we hayg a hollow armv":
"inadequate fudns to provide the type of Army we nee .
--Commander of Army in Europe says we have an "obsolete"
Army in Europe.

5) Warsaw Pact outnumbers NATO on Central Front in Germany by
3-1 in tanks (Soviet tank armor a generation more advanced
than any Western tank), 3-1 in artillery (generally better
than ours), 2-1 in aircraft; and has more rapidly modernized
than NATO. (Soviets and strategis advantages, large advantage
in theater nuclear forces.)

6) U.S. airborne divisions too heavy to move, too light to fight;
to date, rapid deployment force has not really proceeded beyond
250-man staff in Florida.

Note: Carter has attempted to paper over our problems; Services
ordered recently to "emphasize the positive in evaluation
reports.

0 Carter Administration bears prime responsibility-Ford was seeking
to reverse U.S. decline, but Carter--fulfilling campaign pledges
—-sought to gut Ford program.-- Since taking office, has cut $38 billion from projected Ford
budget, and is underfunding his own inadequate program.
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etc., and has failed to provide

--Has , cancelled or delayed many key systems:
naval buildup, Minuteman III,
. needed improvement’.
-‘Carter now talking tougher,
him, can't afford another 4 of
and continued delay.
'-Not until l980, did Carter call for real increases;
his first two years had real decreases in budget
authority; he rejected Senate call for 5% real
increase in September.
-—Consistently opposed funding increases supported by
Congress. In May, his Secretary of Defense said
increased funding not needed. Joint Chiefs, tes
tifying before the House Armed Services Committee,
unanimously disagreed and testified they were not
even consulted. Each specifically said, "I do not
agree" with the President and Secretary of Defense.

but after 4 years of
indecision, uncertainty

My concern, as any President's should be,
consideration. '

--Distinguished Democratic Senators (Sam Nunn, Fritz Hollings,
Scoop Jacksor) have deplored record, in particular his' "
budgets:
--"height of hypocrisy"--Hollings
ittee)
--Carter programs are "business as usual" when need is urgent
l990 "solutions" to 1980 problems.
--Carter Administration coming up with invisible aircraft (Stealth)
to go along with its invisible army and invisible navy.

is not based on partisan

(Chairman, Senate Budget Comm

A Reagan Administration will
--to put U.S. in a new peace
bility.
--Would
--Would

seek to restore the margin of safety
posture that will ensure world sta

make volunteer force
restore fleet to 600 ships.

--Would build a new, modernized bomber.
--Would ensure that weapons systems are made to work, modernized:
improved acquisition.

more attractive; more respected.

~--Would take immediate steps to erase critical vulnerabilities
in deterent forces and deficiencies in all forces in a timely
fashion.
--Would close window of vulnerability as quickly as possible.
--In short, would put into place a plan that would convince our
adversaries they dare not seek conflict with us.

With that plan underway, can then turn to larger task: negotiating
for arms control. Can achieve peace only when strong. As John
F. Kennedy said in his inaugural address, "Let us never negotiate
out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate."

Staff Notes:

Make sure audience asks itself: Why did Carter try to cut defense
budgets, oppose Congressional pressures to increase defense until
the Presidential campalqn
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Carter claims RR position on military s;:eriority will
lead to all out arms race, skimping on conventional forces.

Response:1

Not so. The Russians need to be contained not accommodateduntil they give up their idea of being top dog. Second to
none must not become second to one. U.S. determination to
increase its military strength is more likely than anything
else to bring the Soviets to the bargaining table, and
thus reduce the risk of an all out nuclear confrontation.

Carter will also claim RR inaccurate re Ford defense record and
Carter accomplishments. In 1977 he claiss no program for a mobile
ICBM, no final decision on MX or how to deploy it, no cruise
missile program, no plans to deploy'additional Minuteman III,
TRIDENT bogged down in contracts disputes, lame duck naval ship
building program.
--Carter says he resolved TRIDENT disputes, cancelled B-l because
doubtful it could penetrate Soviet defenses, favored a workable
basing system for MK, signed into law ll.7% military pay increase
effective l0/l.
Resoonse:
Carteris wrong in each instance: While no final decision
(prudently so) on MX basing in l977, MK program was scheduled
for initial deployment in 1983 and basing choices were reduced
to two.
--Carter indecisively delayed the decision, flirting with
some half a dozen different schemes, before choosing one
agreed by all to be sub-optimum.
--Cruise missile program was begun in mid-19705, before Carter,
and has, in fact, been delayed under Carter.
--Sea launched cruise missile program, in particular, is en
countering serious delay.
--Ford decided to keep Minuteman III production line open
in 1976 to produce more MMIII in order ot have SALT-hedge
option of additional deployment. Carter closed the line, so
that now U.S. has no active ICBM production line while Soviets
have four very active ones. (Note: SALT II would-permit
production and stockpile of as amny additional ICBMs as wished
and Soviets are doing it.)
--TRIDENT submarine has been further delayed under Carter, and
most recently announced slippage must now be slipped again by
several months. Carter has also made plans either to delay the
TRIDENT II missile or to cut it altogether.
--Carter mistakenly cancelled 8-1, as Chairman of Joint Chiefs
recently acknowledged and as Congress also knows in calling
for Administration to decide on a bomber program by early
next year. His "workable basing mode" for MX is subject
to much uncertainty and opposition; and is a 19905 solution
for 1980s problems--MX program will not be fully operational
until 1990 optimistically. Need more rapid, effective, stream
lined solution to problem of immediate ICBM vulnerability.
--Yes, Carter signed ll.7% military pay increase. but only after
he had strongly opposed it and Congress voted it over his
opposition.
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ARMS CONTROL/SALT 6£4I£Muy

0 Objective for strategic arms negotiations on reductions
V, in Soviet weapons. will sit down with Soviets for aslong as it takes.
0 President Carter would like the public to forget aoc_:
what haopened during the 1979 Senate SALT debate.

—-Dem-controlled Senate Foreign Relations Committee
only reported treaty out of Committee(9-6 vote)
with more than 20 recommended changes. Other
Senators would have offered amendments from the
floor. Senate Armed Services Committee voted 10-0
(with 7 abstentions) declaring SALT II not in our
national interest.
-—Dem-Chairman Senate Budget Committee Fritz Hollincs
thinks the Administration is "wrong as can be a:out
SALT IIJ'Senator Henry Jackson, the ranking Derocrat
on the Armed Services Committee, said that "to enter
into a treaty that favors the Soviets, as this one
does, on the ground that we will be in a worse
position without it is...appeasement in its purest
form."
--Senator Glenn (D—Ohio; former astronaut) also
opposes SALT II, rightly "not at all pleased that
those of as expressing reservations and concern
V/ regarding the Treaty are characterized by some as
warmongers?" As to the warmonger charge, Senator
Sam Nunn, Democrat form Carter's own state of
Georgia, advised Jimmy Carter to let the Russians
invent their own propaganda; they shouldn't play
back ours.

0 RR regrets the Carter record on arms control has been
mostly rhetoric
-—Why should the Russians agree to arms reductions when
the American President continues to fight a strong
consensus in Congress that we need to strengthen
American defenses?

0 RR aoproach: immediate oreparations for negotiations on
a SALT III Treaty. SALT II is fatally flawed and would

V//not gain Senate consent. Goal of beginning meaningfularms reductions that are equitable, verifiable, and set
a good precedent for future negotiations at significantly
lower levels.-- When Carter became President, he sbught a new approach
with his Spring 77 "Comprehensive" proposal. I would -
also - as perhaps any new President would - invent a new
approach - only I would not be so clumsy in proposing it
to the Soviets publicly and so willing to fall back and
concede to Soviets as Carter has.

lo
If asked: SALT III should include a variety of provisions
aimed at actually reducing weaponry equally, e.g.,
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ARMS CONTROL/SALT’

Reductions should be not only in numbers but
in capabilities (It does no good to limit and
reduce numbers and then allow Soviets to continue
to expand capabilities).

Missiles and warheads should not
just "launchers"

be limited,

Urgently reduce or eliminate heavy IC3M's.

Count the Backfire bomber as part of 5ALT_

But RR does not want to negotiate in public. It was
a mistake of Carter Administration to rush inlwi-n
puilic proposal.

NOTE

._
__
_.

Carter will claim SALT II is in our interest:
No reductions in U.S. strategic systems while
Soviets will have to reduce 250.

U.S. will be able to carry out modernization programs.
-- Soviets limited to one new land-based missile instead
of four.

-- U.S. would be required to spend $30 billion more over
10 year period. >

Response

The claims made on behalf of the treaty were thoroughly
debunked during SALT debate. If it is such a good treaty,
why didn't the Senate pass it? If SALT is the centerpiece
of our foreign policy, and the votes were there, why didn't
Mr. Carter bring it up for a vote last year? Why is he
playing politics with SALT II now in his faltering campaign?
In politics, there is an old adage, "if the issue is
important and the votes are there, vote it."
Carter may also claim he tried SALT III aooroach in 1977
and failed, therefore went for modest SALT II aporoach.
Response

Carter presented Soviet Union with two proposals. Just
like saying, here, we can't decide, you decide for us.
why present the fallback position at the same time we
present a proposal for reductions? And then he caved in
on his "SALT III" approach at the first Soviet Nyet. In
addition to being a better negotiator than Jimmy Carter,

I will take steps to assure the survivability of our
strategic deterrent and I will move to reverse the
adverse trends in the strategic balance, trends which are
due to Mr. Carter's failure to keep our forces strong and
modernized. He's been too late, with too little.
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Carter may say RR s£ance_9n_SAET_contrary_to RR stance
on develooingicloser relations with allies; Germans in
particular counting on SALT II.
Response

RR would keep commitment to allies on jointly agreed
arms control approaches. Allies will see his approach
to SALT far more in their interest than Carter's approach.
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[OBER 23, 1980 A19

George F. Will 2?‘
On Honorable Disagreement
MEMORANDUM TO: Ohioansandotherswho,
likeme.admireSen John Glenn. .
RE: Carter'simprovidentuse_of SALT H as
issue. '~

Threeyearsagothisweek.ataDemocraticrallyin
DesMoirm,Carter,asishiswont,gotcarriedaway.
He declaredthatwithin“afewweeks”hewouldpro
ducea SALT agreement.The factthathewasre
vealingto theRussianshishungerforanagreement
andwaspressuringhisnegotiators.guaranteedthat
the Russianswouldwait for concessionsthat his
negotiatorswere,anyway,all-too-ready—t4roffer.—§—
saidthenthat hewouldgetan agreement.not in
weeksbut beforethe 1980elections,and that it
wouldbesoweakitwouldbeunratifiable.
EventhedovishSenateForeignRelationsCommit
teeapprovedit only9-6,lessthantheO»vo-thirdsmar
giri requiredin thefull Senate.The SenateArmed
ServicesCo i whichunlikeForeign nsrs
expertanoutarmaments,voted10-0forthereportop
posingratificationThecommitteesaid,inter alia:
“in ourjudgmenttheSALT II Treaty. . . fails
:0 meetthe criterialaid downin 1972whenthe
Congressadoptedanamendmentto theresolution
autho-“i-‘lgthe interimagreementthat calledfor
equal ii anyfutureSALT Treaty.
“TheTreaty*=‘ ual ' eit confersonthe
SovietUnion the ngnt to deploymodernlarge
ballisticmissileswith multiplewarheads,a right
deniedtotheUnitedStates.

‘WW it permitsthe continued
depoyment,ouisidetheTreatyceiling,of a Soviet
bomber{theBackfire]that has the capabilityto
operateoverintercontinentaldistancesagainsttar
getsin theUnitedStates
“It is une ual becau it permitstheSovietsto
deploymorewarneadson their strategicmissiles
thanweareabletodeployonours.
“TheSALT II Treatyconstraintsonthegrowing
Soviet threatare not militarily significant.. . .
Within the_T_r_eaty_theSovietUnioncoulddeploy
aboutasmanywarheadsasis believedtheywould
reasonablywishtodoif therewerenoTreaty."
WhenthecommitteesaidSALT II “is unequal.
in favorof theSovietUnionand,thus,is inconsis
tentwith Public Law 92-448."it wasreferringto
standardsenactedin responseto SALT I, princi
pally becauseof Sen.Henry Jackson (D-\;\§ash.).
Carter,earlyin histerm.sentJacksonahandwrit
tennotepledgingtoachievea SALT I1agreement
that satisfiedeightcriteria.The agreemen_t;.Garter
accepteddoesnotsatisfyevenone. mo-3

r. unpliesthatinproduc
nemerelyoottedtheis andcrtseedthemg .'

fa onwhatPresidentFordhadnegotiated.FQrd‘em
phaticallydisagreesFord. like Reaganand‘~rnany
Democraticsenators,supportstheSALT pmoE§e§de
ploresCarter'sincompetentparticipation'infit_"and
opposesratificationof SALT H asnegotiateda£ar
ter'sattemptto implicateFord in Carter'sSALT II
fiascoisonereasonFord,normallytheleastangryof
men,todayburnswith a hard,gem-likeflrifrieof
determinationtoseeCarterdefeated. " _..
Carter. in his new-found“moderation”"*~-

- y ‘:7
e:.t.heelectron-_as g'

that_“ki1lingniggers”is acceptable.And)h_e3sits
, placidlywhileLeonardBernstein(whoisaegooda
musicianandpoliticalthinkerasEzraPotmdiwasa
poet‘and politicalthinker) libels Reagan"‘as“the
candidate~of(among"otherpeople)and-Sinfia.
But Carterreservesforhimselfthepleasureflithe
accusationthat becauseReaganopposesSALT II
asnegotiated.Reaganthreatenspeace. ‘.~.'"."

f I-est}/ear
Sen.John Glenn(D-Ohio; eciared; Q1
"I anr'notatall pleasedwhen
lrngmmmmuMd " ;~

'QSiI1Bi\iO/(Edam v — ram ‘NOLSHTHVHO
'

o.eignRelations
ttee. l-ladCarterpushedfor a voteon the. _lflv~'\'-.;Ii‘L€"‘.l:-"‘t:-7)‘-F,‘-1%-—1v“‘l>4‘-..“’.1‘_'‘ ‘

J9‘|RJ:8§R1S‘0H ui uses ‘s.s‘a.uS_

. 3J"h'% 1535
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RELATIONS WITH THE SOVIET UNION

"With our allies, we can conduct a realistic and balanced
policy toward the Soviet Union. I am convinced that the
careful management of our relationship with the Soviet
Union depends on a principled, consistent American foreign
policy. We seek neither confrontation nor conflict but
to avoid both we must remain strong and determined to
protect our interests."

RR IV Adress, 10/19/80

Carter Presidency marked bv naive view of Soviets:

Early in term, in 1977 address at Notre Dame, Carter warned
Americans against "inordinate fear of communism;" 18 months
into presidency expressed "deep belief" that Brezhnev "wants
peace and wants to have a better friendship..." Only the
Afghan invasion 3 years into term, by his own confession,
made him realize "what the Soviets' ultimate goals are."
And even now, that is open to doubt.

Approach to arms negotiations has reflected this same naive
view. Began with ambitious proposal, immediately backed
down, and wound up with badly flawed SALT II treaty.

Similarly, backed away from his early, tough stance on human
rights in USSR, and, more recently, backed down on Soviet
troops in Cuba.

Also slashed away at Ford defense budget despite Soviet
buildup.

In face of U.S. weakness, Soviets have become more aggressive
over past 4 years.

Invasion of Afghanistan first direct Soviet military
intervention outside Warsaw Pact since WWII.

Soviet military involvement has also increased in Africa
(the Horn, Mozambique & Angola); Persian Gulf (South Yemen);
Asia (Vietnam); and Latin America (influence growing in
Carribbean).

Soviets have also encouraged a doubling of Cuban troops
(from 20-£0,000) for use outside Cuba.

Soviets continue most massive military buildup in peacetime
history.

REAGAN SOLUTIONS:

-- Rebuild U.S. defense capabilities.

-- Restore reliability of commitments to allies and friends.

-— Negotiate genuine arms limitations (SALT III)
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Work with allies on commonapproaches to East-West trade;
minimize technology transfer of help to Soviet military
capability. (No more grain embargoes unless made effective;

call off current one.)

Support Helsinki Accords on human rights (U.S. should take
vigorous human rights stance at Madrid conference starting
in mid-November where 35 nation signatories review the
Helsinki Accords).
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RELATIONS WITH CHINA

"There is an historic bond of friendship between the American
and Chinese peoples, and I will work to amplify it wherever
possible. Expanded trade, cultural contact and other arrange
ments will all serve the cause of preserving and extending the
ties between our two countries." RR TV Address l0/l9/80.

RR Approach

-- Strengthen and extend relationship with PRC; welcome
close cooperation on areas of mutual interest, while
safeguarding Taiwan's interest.

-- Continue to supply military equipment to meet Taiwan's
defense needs.

--Agrees China and U.S. have mutual interests in deterring
expansion of Soviet powers.

--Favor economic relations, with prudent precautions on high
level technology. Does not preclude limited and prudent
arms sales to PRC.

RR's Disagreement with Carter over China

In eagerness to normalize relations with PRC, Carter abandoned
old, valued friend.

-- First time in history that U.S. unilaterally terminated such
a treaty.

-- Friendship with Taiwan stretched back 30 years--upheld from
Truman on.

-- In negotiations, Carter conceded on all;PRC demands but
backed down on U.S. demand—-Peking guarantee not to use
force against Taiwan.

RR belief: can carry out Taiwan Relations Act (i.e., he would
of course not turn back clock) and still enjoy expanding friend
ship with People's Republic of China.

Deng Xiaoping £lst deputy) is key Chinese leader today.
(DUNG SHAU PANG) for pronunciation.
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QID

PERSIAN GULF

Gulf area vital to Western security:

Provides 40% of oil to non—communist world; 19% of
U.S. oil.
Currently only a 100-day supply of oil in non—communist
world.

past 4 years, dramatic increase in instability & Soviet
threat to Gulf area. Most serious threat to world peace today.
Iran, once a bulwark of peace in region, now totters under
tyrannical regime.
-Shah fell in January, 1979; a year earlier, Carter had
called him an island of "stability." U.S. probably could
not have saved Shah, but Carter vacillation hastened his
downfall, led to radical regime, planted further doubts
about strength of U.S. friendships (Saudis shaken).

Area now aflame with Iran-Iraq war (five weeks old).
-Iraq has nearly taken over oil-rich province of Khuzestan.

In past 4 years, Soviets tightened pincer movement on the
Gulf, moving troops into Afghanistan, setting up puppet
regimes and arsenals in South Yemen, Ethiopia.
—Before Afghanistan, Soviet fighter planes were 700 miles
from Straits of Hormuz; today, there are only 300 miles
away ——within easy striking distance.

. Carter response has been dangerous.

First pursued arms agreement with the Soviets for Indian
Ocean which had Soviets accepted would have prohibited our
present naval deployment there.

This January in State of Union Address, asserted "Carter
Doctrine" -- assault on Gulf will be repelled, if necessary
by force. Six days later, administration admitted it didn't
have military strength to enforce.

Carter's Rapid Development Force still an empty shell.
Hostage humiliation a stark symbol of declining U.S. capability
in region.M
Strengthen U.S. defense forces.

Work more effectively with Allies on coordinated approaches
to Gulf.

Develop secure and defensible U.S. presence. (Carter trying for
military facilities in unstable Somalia; should explore more
secure bases, perhaps in Sinai.) ,
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THE MIDDLE EAST

The Carter Record: A Violation of Commitments

In October 77, Carter agreed to joint approach with Soviets
for Geneva talk§, calling for "comprehensive" settlement and
i1!fififii€fiHTE§_F6Tht Soviet-American "guarantees". This approach
was incompatible with UN Security Council resolutions 242 and
338.

Then Carter prejudged the final outcome and threw Imonkey wrench‘
into autonomv negotiations by aligning himself with Arao
ocsitions. Proclaimed in news conference "Settlements in
occupied territories are illegal and an obstacle to peace".

-1978 sale of 60 F-l5's to Saudi Arabia destabilized the balance
of power, causing increased arms purchases by both sides.

Carter failed to veto UN resolution condemning Israel's presence
in Jerusalem; 2 days later, reacting to public outcry, Carter
reversed position, blamed Secretary Vance, yet the Vote on
Record in UN was never amended as it should have been.

Carter Administration has even courted the PLO: Andrew
Young, U.S. Ambassador in Vienna.

This August, Muskie gave a long speech publicly denouncing
pernicious U.N. resolution on Jerusalem, then abstained when
time came to vote.

Reagan Approach

Peace Making and Camp David

Peace between Israel and her neighbors should be governed
by Resolutions 242 and 338; RR will not-tolerate any
effort to supersede or be divorced from-these resolutions.

Camp David started as a repudiation by Sadat and Begin
of Carter's comprehensive peace plan (including Soviets).

But, since Camp David accords derive from Resolutions
242 and 338, we will continue the Camp David process as
long as there is utility in it.
RR will not try to force the hand of either Israel or
Egypt at the negotiating table. RR will support the
agreements made between Israel and Egypt as long as no
outside pressures.
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. Jerusalem
-- Jerusalem is central to religious faiths throughout the
world. Thus, Jerusalem must remain one city (Optional:
under Israeli sovereignty) undivided and with continued
free access for all faiths to its holy places. Thankfully,
Jerusalem today —- unlike the time prior to 1967 -
enjoys freedoms.

0 Arms Sales

-- RR would avoid shipment of massive quantities of
sophisticated armaments to so-called "moderate? Arab
states who might directly threaten Israel's existence
once in possession of such arms. These sales could
promote dangerous arms races.

—— Defeat any U.N. resolution to expel Israel; if necessary,
use threat to stop U.S. funding.

Africa, Third World

. Carter Record
--During Carter years, Cuban and Soviet presence in Africa
increased, adding to the refugee misery.
-—Carter Administration claims success in relations with
Africa and other "Third World" nations. Yet, its policies
have led to needless confrontation, encouraged radicalization,
and enabled Castro to posture as leader of Third World.
Carter claims to have improved relations with Nigeria, opposing
racial discrimination.

e RR Approach

--Not lump so-called "Third World" nations together. Deal with
these nations on bilateral basis.
—-Opposed to racial discrimination in any form. Continue progress
towards peaceful solution of problems in Southern Africa. Put
political pressure on Castro to reduce his mercenary forces
in Africa.
--Reduce large U.S. trade deficit with Africa by encouraging
U.S. exPorts--enhance private investment.
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RBFUGEES & HUMAN RIGHTS

REFUGEES

'0 Carter's poor handling of Cuban refugees.-- Ipponsistent, uncoordinated policy based on crisis
planning. Over l0 thousand Cubans now locked up on
U.S. bases. -
-- No effective effort to develop real consensus.
No one country can carry full burden, provide resources;
international solution needed_-- Trying to dump 1200 refpgees on Puerto Rico (no elec
toral votes).

0 RR Approach-- Need to distinguish between refugees from oppression
and refugees from want.
— economic problems of other nations should be addressed
through development and investment.
- political problems through coordinated international
effort to encourage both political improvements and
provide humanitarian relief and resettlement. Note
that largest number of refugees flee from comunist
countries.-- Sustain long-standing American value of openness to
immigrants and refugees.
— must recognize impact on U.S. labor markets.
— protect basic civil liberties and_human rights of
citizens and immigrants.-- Most important: Develop worldwide consensus on a
strategy to deal with refugee problem. RR would

\/// make this a priority because worldwide there areestimated to be more than 15 million refugees (U.S.
Commission for Refugees).

HUMAN RIGHTS

Q Carterppolicy very inconsistent.-- In Inaugural Address: "Our commitment to human
rights must be absolute."-- But applied it selectively -- most strongly against
those least able to resist (usually pro-Western gov
ernments) as opposed to regimes, such as Cambodia,
engaged in genocide.- in Argentina, Brazil, South Korea.- and not in Poland: in Poland Carter praised
human rights situation in 1977, and now Muskie
tells Polish people to be sensitive to Soviet
pressure.
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Carter Administration in U.N. ;ave suoport to_Po1
Pot whose regime killed 3 miLlion_of his people
(Cambodia). - .

RR Approach-- Support human rights; has long been U.S. objective.
-— Develop refugee policy.
-- Vigorously use Helsinki Accord to improve human
rights in Eastern Europe and Soviet Union.
-- Convey to the world the value and strength of
American principles of freedom, justice, equal
protection. Carter Administration failed to
use our moral resources; instead retreated in
front of totalitarian propaganda.

O
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